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PART SECOND

CONTINUED.

DOCTRINES OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.

CHAPTER XVIII.

Fall of Man—Doctrine of Original Sin.

The Scriptural character of God having been adduced fiom the

Inspired writings, we now proceed, in pursuance of our plan, to con-

sider their testimony as to man, both in the estate in which he was

first created, and in that lapsed condition into which the first act of

disobedience plunged the first pair and their whole posterity.

Beside that natural government of God, which is exercised over

material things, over mere animals, and over rational beings, consi-

dered merely as parts of the great visible creation, which must be con-

served and regulated so as to preserve its order and accomplish its

natural purposes ;
there is evidence of the existence of an administra-

tion of another kind. This we call moral government, because it has

respect to the actions of rational creatures, considered as good and

evil, wliich qualities are necessarily determined, at least to ua, by a law,

and that law the will of God. Whether things are good or evil by a

sort of eternal fitness or unfitness in themselves, and not made so by

the will of God, is a question which has been agitated from the days

of the schoolmen. Like many other similar questions, however, this

IS a profitless one ;
for as we cannot comprehend the eternal reason

and fitness of things on the whole, we could have no certain means of

determining the moral qualities of things, without a declaration of the

will of God, who alone knows them both absolutely and relatively,

possibly and really, to perfection. As for the distinctions that some

things are good or evil antecedently to the will of God ;
some conse-

quently upon it, and some both one and the other ;
it may be observed

tliat, if by the will of God we are to understand one of his attributes,

nothing can be antecedent to his will
;
and ifwe understand it to mean

the declared will of God, in the form of command or law, then nothing

can be rcvvardable or punishable antecedent to the will of God, which

only in that form becomes the rule of the conduct of his creatures ;

and is, in all the instances with which we are acquainted, revealed,

under the sanction nf rewards or punishments.
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" But is the will of God the cause of his law ? Is his will the original

of right and wrong? Is a thing therefore right hecause God wills it ?

or does he will it because it is right ? I fear this celebrated question

is more curious than useful
;
and perhaps, in the manner in wiiich it

is usually treated of, it does not well consist with the regard that is due

from a creature to the Creator and Governor of all things. Neverthe.

less, with awe and reverence we may speak a little.

" It seems then that the whole difficulty arises from considering

God's will as distinct from God. Otherwise it vanishes away : for

none can doubt but God is the cause of the law of God. But the will

of God is God himself. It is God considered as willing thus and thus ;

consequently to say that the will of God, or that God himself is the

cause of law, is one and the same thing.

"Again : if the law, the immutable rule of right and wrong, depends
on the nature and fitness of things, and on their essential relations to

each other : (I do not say their eternal relations, because the eternal

relations of things existing in time is little less than a contradiction :)

if I say this depends on the nature and relations of things, then it must

depend on God, or the will of God
;
because those things themselves,

with all their relations, are the work of his hands. By his will, ybr hU

pleasure alone, thty are and were created. And yet it may be granted,

which is, probably, all that a considerate person would contend for,

that in every particular case God wills thus or thus, (suppose that men
should honour their parents,) because it is right, agreeable to the fit.

ness of things, to the relation in which they stand." (Wesley.)
All the moral und accountable creatures with which the Scriptures

make us acquainted are angels, devils, and men. The first are in.

habitants ofheaven, and dwell in the immediate presence of God, though
often employed on services to the children of men in this world. The
second are represented as being in darkness and punishment as their

general and collective condition, but still having access to this world

by permission of God, for purposes of temptation and mischief, and as

waiting for a final judgment and a heavier doom. Whether any other

rational beings exist, not included in any of the above classes, dwell-

ing in the planets and other celestial bodies, and regions of space, visi-

bic or invisil)le to us, and collectively forming an immensely extended

and immoasurable creation, cannot be certainly determined; and all that

can be said is. that the opinion is favoured by certain natural analogies
between the planet we inhabit and other planetary bodies, and between

our sun and planetary pystem and the fixed stars, which are deemed to

he solar centres of other planetary systems. But were this established,

there is nothing in the fact, as some have supposed, to interfere with

any view which the Scriptures give us of the moral government of God,
«s to this world. {S(e vol. i. p. 206.) Were our race alone in the univemft
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we should not be greater than we are ; if, on the contrary, we are

associated with countless myriads of fellow rationals in different and

distinct residences, we are not thereby minified. If they are under

moral government, so are we
;
if they are not, which no one can prove,

the evidences that we are accountable creatures remain the same. If

they have never fallen, the fact of our redemption cannot be affected

by that
;
and if they need a Saviour, we may well leave the method of

providing for their case or the reasons of their pretention to the wis-

dom of God ; it is a fact which we have not before us, and on which

we cannot reason. No sinister use at all can be made of the mere

probability of the plurality of rational worlds, except to persuade us

that we are so little and insignificant as to make it a vain presump-
tion to suppose that we are the objects of Divine love. But nothing
can be even more unphilosophical than the suggestion, since it sup.

poses that, in proportion as the common Father multiplies his offspring,

he must love each individual less, or be more inattentive to his inte-

rests
;
and because it estimates the importance of man by the exist-

ence of beings to which he has no relation, rather than by his relation

to God, and his own capacity of improvement, pleasure, pain, and im-

mortality. According to this absurd dream of infidelity, every indi-

vidual in the British empire would annually lose his weight and worth

in the eight of his Maker as a moral and intellectual being, because

there i.) a great annual increase of its population.

The LAW under which all moral agents are placed, there is reason

to believe, is substantially, and in its great principles, the same, and is

included in this epitome,
" Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all

thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and with

all thy mind, and thy neighbour as thyself." For though this is spoken
to /nen, yet, as it is founded, in both its parts, upon the natural rela-

tion of every intelligent creature to God and to all other intelligent

creatures, it may be presumed to be universal. Every creature owes

obedience to God its Maker, and a benevolent Creator could only seek,

in the first instance, the obedience of love. Every creature must, frcm

a revealed character of the Creator, be concluded to have been made

not only to show forth his glory, but itself to enjoy happiness. Now
the love of God is that affection which unites a created intelligent

nature to God, the source of true happiness, and preventj, in all cases,

obedience from being felt as a burden, or regarded under the cold con-

victions of mere duty. If, therefore, a cheerful obedience from the

creature be required as that which would constantly promote by action

the felicity of the agent, this law of love is to be considered as the law

of all moral beings, whether of angels or of men. Its comprehensive-

ness is another presumption of its universality ; for, unquestionably,

it is a maxim of universal import, that "love is the fulfilling of tho
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law," since he who loves must choose to be obedient to every command

issued by the sovereign, or the Father beloved
;
and when this love is

supreme and uniform, the obedience must be absolute and unceasing.

The second command is also "like unto it" in these respects
—it founds

itselfon the natural relations which exist among the creatures ofGod, and

it comprehends every possible relative duty. All intelligent creatures

were intended to live in society. We read of no solitary rational being

being placed in any part of the creation. Angels are many, and, from

all the representations of Scripture, may be considered as forming one

or more collective bodies. When man was created it was decided that

it was not good for him to be alone, and when " a help meet for him"

was provided, they were commanded to be fniitful and multiply, (hat

the number might be increased and the earth "
replenished." The very

precepts which oblige us to love one another are presumptive that it

was the will of God, not merely that his rational creatures should live

in society and do no injury to each other, but that they should be

"kindly affectionate one toward another;" a principle from which all

acts of relative duty would spontaneously flow, and which would guard

against all hostility, envy, and injury. Thus, by these two great first

principles of the Divine law, the rational creatures of God would be

united to him as their common Lord and Father, and to each other as

fellow subjects and brethren. This view is farther supported by the

intimations which the Scriptures afford us of the moral state of the

only other intelligent class of beings beside man with which we are

acquainted. Angels are constantly exjiibited as loving God, jealous

of his glory, and cheerfully active in the execution of his will
;
as be-

nevolent toward each other, and as tenderly affected toward men.

Devils, on the contrary, who are " the angels that sinned," are repre-

sented as filled with hatred and malice both toward God and every holy
creature.

Indeed, if rational beings arc under a law at all, it cannot be con

ceived that less than this could be required by the good and holy being,

their Creator. They are bound to render all love, honour, and obe-

dience to him by a natural and absolute obligation ; and, as it has been

demonstrated in the experience of man, any thing less would be not only

contrary to the Creator's glory, but fatal to the creature's happiness.

From these views it follows, that all particular precepts, whether they
relate to God or to other rational creatures, arise out of one or other •

of those two "great" and comprehending
" command' nents ;" and that

every particular law supposes the general one. For as in the deca-

logue and in the writings of the prophets are many particular precepts,

though in neither are these two great commandments expressly recorded,

and yet our Saviour has told ns that " on these two commandments

Juing all the law and the prophets ;" and the Apostle Paul, that tlio
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precepts,
" Thou shalt not commit adulterv, thou shalt not kill, thou

shalt not steal, thou shalt not covet, and if there be any o^Aercomma/jd-

ment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyselt";" we are warranted to conclude that all moral,

particular precepts presuppose those two general ones, wherever they

are found, and to whomsoever they are given.

We may apply this consideration to our first parents in their primi-

tive state. When the law of Moses was given, engraven on tables of

stone by the finger of God, law was noi
first introduced into the world.

Men were accounted righteous or wicked between the giving of the

law and the flood, and before the flood, and were dealt with accord,

ingly. Noah was " a righteous man," and the " violence and wicked-

ness" of the antediluvian earth were the causes of its destruction by
water. " Enoch walked with God ;" Abel was "

righteous," and Cain
" wicked." Now as the moral quality of actions is determined by law,

and the moral law is a revelation of the will of God ;
and as every puni-

tive act on his part, and every bestowment of rewards and favours

expressly on account of righteousness, suppose a regal administration
;

men were under a law up to the time of the fall, which law, in all its

particular precepts, did, according to the reasoning of our Lord and St.

Paul, given above, presuppose the two great commandments. That our

first parents were under a law, is evident from the history of the trans-

actions in the garden ; but, though but one particular command, in the

form of a prohibition, was given, we are not to conclude that this was

the compass of their requirements, and the sole measure of their obe-

dience. It was a particular conunand, which, like those in the deca-

logue, and in the writings of the prophets, presupposed a general law,

of which this was but one manifestation. Thus are we conducted to a

more ancient date of the Divine law than the solemnities of Sinai, or

even the creation of man, a law coeval in its declaration with the date

of rational created existence, and in its principles with God himself.—
"The law of God, speaking of the manner of men, is a copy of thfe

eternal mind, a transcript of the Divine nature ; yea, it is the fairest

offspring of the everlasting Father, the brightest efflux of his essential

wisdom, the visible beauty of the Most High ; the original idea oftruth

and good which were lodged in the uncreated mind from eternity."

( Wesley,) It is "
holy, just, and good."

Under this condition of rational existence must Adam, therefore, and

every other moral agent have come into being, a condition, of course, to

which he could not be a party, to which he had no right to be a party,

had it been possible, but which was laid upon him
;
he was made under

law, as all his descendants are born under law. (8)

(8) The covenant of works, a term much in use among divines, \b one which

ts not in so much use as formerly ; but, rightly understood, it has a good sense

2
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But that we may more exactly understand man's primitive state,

considered morally, and the nature, extent, and consequences of his tall,

it is necessary to consider briefly the history of his creation.

The manner in which this is narrated indicates something peculiar

and eminent in the being to be formed. In the heavenly bodies around

the earth, and among all the various productions of its surface, vegeta-

ble and animal, however perfect in their kinds, and complete, beautiful,

and excellent in their respective natures, not one being was found to

whom the rest could minister instruction, whom they could call forth

into meditation, inspire with moral delight, or lead up to the Creator

himself. There was, properly speaking, no intellectual being ;
none to

whom tJie whole, or even anj great number of the parts, of the frame

and furniture of material nature could minister knowledge ;
no one who

could employ upon them the generalizing faculty, and make them the

basis of inductive knowledge. If, then, it was not wholly for himself

that the world was created by God
;
and angels, if they, as it is indi-

cated in Scripture, had a prior existence, were not so immediately con-

nected with this system, that it can be supposed to have been made

immediately for them ;
a rational inhabitant was obviously still want-

ing to complete the work, and to constitute a perfect whole. The forma-

tion of such a being was marked, therefore, by a manner of proceeding

which serves to impress ua with a sense of the greatness of the work.

Not that it could be a matter of more difficulty to Omnipotence to

create man than any thing beside ;
but principally, it is probable, be-

cause he was to be the lord of the whole, and to be, therefore, himself

accountable to the original proprietor, and to exhibit the existence of

another species of government, a moral administration
;
and to be the

only creature constituted an image of the intellectual and moral per-

fections, and of the immortality of the common Maker. Every thing,

therefore, as to man's creation is given in a solemn and deliberative

form, together with an intimation of a trinity of persons in the God-

head, all Divine, because all equally possessed of creatixx power, and

to each of whom man was to stand in relations so sacred and intimate.
" And God said, Let cs make man in our image, after our likeness ;

and let them have dominion," &c. In what, then, did this "
image"

and '• like.ness^^ consist ?

That human nature has two essential, constituent parts is manifest

from the history of Moses :
—the body, formed out of pre-existent

The word usually translated covenant in the Nuw Testament, more properly

signifies a dispensation or appointment, which is, indued, suited to the majesty
of lavy, and even the authoritative establishment of a sole method of par.
don. But in both there are parties, not to their original institution, but to

their beneficent aocomplishment. and in this view each may bo termed a cove

nant.

3
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matter, the earth ;
and a living soul, breathed into the body, by an

inspiration from God. " And the Lord God formed man out of the

dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils (or face) the breath

of life, (lives,) and the man became a living soul." Whatever was thus

imparted to the body of man, already •formed," and perfectly fashioned

in all its parts, was the only cause of life
;
and the whole tenor of

Scripture shows that that was the rational spirit itself, which, by a law

of its Creator, was incapable of death, even after the body had fallen

under that penalty.

The "
image" or likeness of God in which man was made, has, by

some, been assigned to the body ; by others, to the soul ; others, again,

have found it in the circumstance of his having
" dominion" over the

other creatures. As to the body, it is not necessary to take up any

large space to prove, that in no sense can that bear the image of God,

that is, be •'like" God. Descant ever so much or ever so poetically

upon man's upright and noble form, an upright form has no more like-

ness to God than a prone or reptile one
;
God is incorporeal, and has

no bodily shape to be the antitype of any thing material.

This also is fatal to the notion that the image of God in man con

sisted in the " dominion" which was granted to him over this lower

world. Limited dominion may, it is true, be an image of large and

absolute dominion, but man is not said to have been made in the image
of God's dominion, which is an accident merely, for, before any
creatures existed, God himself could have no dominion

;
but in the

image and likeness of God himself,—of something which constitutes his

nature. Still farther, man, according to the history, was evidently

made in the image of God, in order to his having dominion, as the

Hebrew particle imports. He who was to have dominion, must, neces-

sarily, be made before he could be invested with it, and, therefore,

dominion was consequent to his existing in the "
image" and " likeness"

of God ;
and could not be that image itself.

The attempts which have been made to fix upon some one essentiah

quality in which to place that "image" of God in which man was

created, is not only uncalled for by any Scriptural reason, but is even

contradicted by various parts of Scripture, from which, alone, we can

derive our information on this subject. It is in vain to say that this

"image" must be something essential to human nature, something onlv

which cannot be lost. We shall, it is true, hnd that the revelation places

it in what is essential to human nature
;
but that it should comprehend

nothing else, or one quality only, has no proof or reason ; and we are,

in fact, taught that it comprises also what is not essential to human

nature, and what may be lost and be regained. As to both, the evi-

dence of. Scripture is explicit. When God is called " the Father of

spirits," a Ukeness is certainly intimated between man and God in the

2
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spirituality of their nature. This is also implied in the striking argu-

ineiit of Si. Paul with the Athenians. " Forasmuch, then, as we are

the OKFSPKINO of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead is like

unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art, and man's device," plainly

riilcrring lo the idolatrous statues by which God was represented

among heathens. If likeness to God in man consisted in bodily

shape, this would not have been an argument against human represent-

ations of the Deity, but it imports, <is Howe well expresses it, that
" wc

are to understand that our resemblance to him, as we are his offspring,

lies in some higher, more noble, and more excellent thing, of which

tliere can be no figure, as who can tell how to give the figure or image
of a thought, or of the mind or thinking power ?" In spirituality, and,

consequently, immateriality, this image of God in man, then, in the first

existence, consists. Nor is it any valid objection to say that " immate-

riality is not peculiar to the soul of man, for we have reason to believe

tliat the inferior animals of the earth are actuated by an immaterial

principle." .{Gleig's Siackhouse.) This is as certain as analogy can

make it : but if we allow a spiritual principle to animals, its kind is

obviously inferior
;
for the spirit which is incapable of continuous induc-

tion and moral knowledge must be of an inferior order to the spirit

which possesses these capabiUties ;
and this is the kind of spirituality

which is peculiar to man.

The sentiment expressed in Wisdom ii, 23, is evidence that, in the opi-

nion bf the ancient Jews, the image of God in man comprised immortality
also. " For God created man to be immortal, and made him to bean image
of his own eternity ;" and though other creatures, and even the bodv of

man were made capable of immortality, and at least the material human

fiaine, whatever we may think of the case of animals, would have escaped

death, had not sin entered the world, yet, without running into the ab-

surdity of the " natural immortality" of the human soul, that essence

must have been constituted immortal in a high and peculiar sense, which

has ever retained its prerogative of eternal duration amidst theuniversal

death, not only of animals, but of the bodies of all human beings. To
me there appears a manifest allusion to man's immortality, as being
included in the image of God, in the reason which is given in Genesis

for the law which inflicts death on murderers. " Whoso sheddeth man's

blood, by man shall his blood be shed : for in the image of God made he

I'lan." The essence of the crime of homicide cannot be in the putting
lo death the mere animal part of man

;
and must, therefore, lie in the

|>eculiar value of lite to an immortal being, accountable in another state

for the actions done in this, and whose life ought to be specially

guarded, for this very reason, that death introduces him into changeless
and eternal relations, which were not to lie at the sport or mercy of

human passions.
2
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To these we are to add the intellectual powers, and we have what di-

vines have called, in perfect accordance with the Scriptures, the natural

image ofGod in his creature, which is essential and ineflfaceable. He
was made capable ofknowledge, and he was endowed with liberty of will.

This natural image of God in which man was created, was the foun-

dation of that moral image by which also he was distinguished. Un-

less he had been a spiritual, knowing, and willing being, he would have

been wholly incapable of moral qualities. That he had such qualities

eminently, and that in them consisted the image of God, as well as in

the natural attributes just stated, we have also the express testimony of

Scripture.
" Lo this only have I found, that God made man upkight,

but they have sought out many inventions." The objections taken to

this proof are thus satisfactorily answered by President Edwards :
—

" It is an observation of no weight which Dr. Taylor makes on this

test, that the word man is commonly used to signify mankind in general,

or mankind collectively taken. It is true, it often signifies the species

of mankind ;
but then it is used to signify the species, with regard to

its duration and succession from its beginning, as well as with regard to

its extent. The English word mankind is used to signify the species :

but what then ? Would it be an improper way of speaking, to say, that

when God first made mankind, he placed them in a pleasant paradise,

(meaning in their first parents,) but now they live in the midst of briers

and thorns ? And it is certain, that to speak thus of God making man-

kind,—his giving the species an existence in their first parents, at the

creation,—is agreeable to the Scripture use of such an expression.

As in Deut. iv, 33,
' Since the day that God created man u'pon the

earth.' Job xx, 4,
' Knowest thou not this of old, since man was placed

upon the earth.' Isaiah xlv, 12,
' / have made the earth, and created

MAN upon it : I, even my hand^, have stretched out the heavens.'' Jer.

xxvii, 5,
' / HAVE MADE the earth, tlie man and the beast that are upon the

ground, by my great power.' All these texts speak of God making man,

signifying the species of mankind
;
and yet they all plainly have respect

to God making man at
first,

when he ' made the earth,'
' and stretched out

the heavens.' In all these places the same word, Adam, is used as in

Ecclesiastes ;
and in the last of these, used with (he emphaticum) tlte

emphatic sign, as here
; though Dr.T. omits it when he tells us he-gives

us a catalogue ofaW the places in Scripture where the word is used. And

it argues nothing to the doctor's purpose, that the pronoun they is used,—
' They have sought out many inventions.' This is properly applied to

the species, which God made at first upright ;
the species begun with

more than one, and continued in a multitude. As Christ speaks of the

two sexes, in the relation of man and wife, continued in successive gene-

rations : Matt, xix, 4,
' He that made them at the beginning, madt

them male and female,' having reference to Adam and Eve.
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•' Ni) less imperlinent, and also very unfair, is his criticism on the word

(iw) translated upright. Because the word sometimes signifies rig/rf,

he would from thence infer, that it does not properly signily moral recti-

tude, even when used to express the character of moral agents. He

might as well insist, that the English word upright, sometimes, and in its

most original meaning, signifies ng/t<-uj), or in an erect posture, therefore

it does not properly signify any moral character, when applied to moral

agents. And indeed less unreasonably ; for it is known that in the

Hebrew language, in a peculiar manner, most words used to signify moral

and spiritual things, are taken from external and natural objects. The

word (i«y )
Jashur is used, as applied to moral agents, or to the words

and actions of such, (if I h^ive not misreckoned,) about a hundred and

ten times in Scripture ; and in about a hundred of them, without all dis-

pute, to signify virtue, or moral rectitude, (though Dr. T. is pleased to

say, the word does not generally signify a moral character,) and for the

most part it signifies true virtue, or virtue in such a sense as distinguishes

it from all false appearances ofvirtue, or what is only virtue in some re-

spects, but not truly so in the sight of God. It is used at least eighty

times in this sense : and scarce any word can be found in the Hebrew

language more significant of this. It is thus used constantly in So]o-

jhoh's writings, (where it is often found,) when used to express a character

or property of moral agents. And it is beyond all controversy that he

uses it in this place, (the seventh ofEccles.) to signify moral rectitude,or

a character of real virtue and integrity. For the wise man is speaking
of persons with respect to their moral character, inquiring into the cor-

ruption and depravity of mankind, (as is confessed by Dr. T.) and he

here declares, he had not found one among a thousand of the right stamp,

truly and thoroughly virtuous and upright ; which appeared a strange

thing! But in this text he clears God, and lays the blame on man :

man was not made thus at first. He was made of the right stamp,

altogether good in his kind, (as all other things were,) truly and tho-

roughly virtuous, as he ought to be ;

' but they have sought out many
inventions.' Which last expression signifies things sinful, or morally
evil ; (as is confessed p. 185.) And this expression, used to signify those

moral evils he found in man, which he sets in opposition to the upright,

ness man was made in, shows, that by uprightness he means the most

truf and sincere goodness. The word rendered inventions, most natu>

rally and aptly signifies the subtle devices, and crooked deceitful ways of

hypocrites, wherein they are of a character contrary to men of sim-

plicity and godly sincerity ; who, though wise in that which is good,
are simple concerning evil. Thus the same wise man, in Prov. xii, 6.

sets a truly good man in opposition to a man of wicked devices, whom
God will condemn. Solomon had occasion to observe many who put on

an artful disguise and fair show ofgoodness ;
but on searching thoroughly,

2
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he found very few truly upright. As he says, Prov. xx, 6,
' Most men'

will proclaim every one his own goodness : but a faithful man, who can

find?' so that it is exceeding plain, that by upriglitness, in this place,'

Eccles. vii, Solomon means true moral goodness." (^Original Sin.)

There is also an express allusion to the moral image of God, in which '

man was at first created, in Col. iii, 10, "And have put on the new man,
'

which is renewed in knowledge after the image of Him that created

him ;" and, in Eph. iv, 24,
" Put on the new man, which after God is

created in righteousness and true holiness." In these passages the

apostle represents the change produced in true Christians by the Gospel,

as a " renewal" of the image ofGod in man
;
as a new or second creation

'

in that image ;
and he explicitly declares, that that image consists in

'

"
knowledge," in "

righteousness," and in " true holiness." The import

of these terms shall be just now considered ;
but it is here sufficient i

that they contain tiie doctrine of a creation of man in the image of the

moral perfections of his Maker.

This also maybe finally argued from the satisfaction with which the
'

nistorian of the creation represents the Creator as viewing the works

)f his hands as "
very good." This is pronounced with reference to each

individually, as well as to the whole. " And God snw every thing that

he had made, and behold it was very good.'' But, as to man, this good

ness must necessarily imply moral as well as physical qualities. With-

out them he would have been imperfect as man ; and had they existed

in him, in their first exercises, perverted and sinful, he must have been:

an exception, and could not have been pronounced "very good." The

goodness of man, as a rational being, must lie in a devotedness and con-

secration to God ; consequently, man was at first devoted to God, other-

wise he was not good. A rational creature, as such, is capable of know-

ing, loving, serving, and living in communion with the Most Holy One.

Adam, at first, did, or did not use this capacity ;
if he did not, he was

not very good, nor good at all.

As to the degree of moral perfection in the first man, much scope

has been given, in describing it, to a warm imagination, and to much

rhetorical embellishment
;
and Adam's perfection has sometimes been

placed at an elevation which renders it exceedingly difficult to conceive

how he should fall into sin at all ; and especially how he should fall so

soon as seems to be represented in the narrative of Moses. On the other

hand, those who either deny or hold very slightly the doctrine ofour here-

ditary depravity, delight to represent Adam as Uttle, if at all, superior

in moral perfection and capability to his descendants. But, ifwe attena

to the passages of Holy Writ above quoted, we shall be able, on this sub-

ject, to ascertain, if not the exact degree of his moral endowments, yet

that there is a certain standard below which he could not be placed, in

the perfection of his moral endowments. Generally, he was made in tha

3
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image of God which we have already proved is to be understood morally

as well as naturally. Now, however the image of any thing may
be reduced in extent, it must still be an accurate representation as

far as it goes. Every thing good in the creation must always be a

miniature representation of the excellence of the Oeator ; but, in thia

case, the "goodness," that is, the perfection of every creature, according

to the part it was designed to act in the general assemblage of beings

collected into our system, wholly forbids us to suppose that the image of

God's moral perfections in man was a blurred and dim representation.
To whatever extent it went, it necessarily excluded all that from man
which did not resemble God

;
it was a likeness to God in "

righteous-

ness and true holiness," wh.itever the degree of each might be, which

excluded all admixture of unrighteousness and unholiness. The first

part of our conclusion, therefore, is, that man, in his original state, was

sinless, both in act and in principle. "God made man utright." That

this signifies moral rectitude has been already established
;
but the im-

port of the word is very extensive. It expresses, by an easy figure, the

exactness of truth, justice, and obedience
; and it comprehends the state

and habit both of tlie heart and the life. Such, then, was the state of pri-

mitivc man
; there was no obliquity of his moral principles, his mind and

affections
;
none in his conduct. He was perfectly sincere and exactly

just, rendering from the heart all that was due to God and to the crea-

ture. Tried by the exactest plummet, he was upriglU; by the most

perfect mle, he was straight.

The "
knoieledge" in which the Apostle Paul, in the passage quoted,

above from Colos. iii, 10, places
" the image of God" after which man

was created, does not merely imply the faculty of the understanding,
which is a part of the natural image of God ;

but that which might be

lost, because it is that in which the new man is " renewed." It is, there-

fore, to be understood of the faculty of knowledge in the right exercise

of its original power ; and of that willing reception, and firm retain-

ing, and hearty approval of religious truth, in which knowledge, when

spoken of morally, is always understood in the Scriptures. We may
not be disposed to allow, with some, that he understood the deep philo-

sophy of nature, and could comprehend and explain the sublime myste-
ries of religion. The circumstance of his giving names to the animals

is certainly no sufficient proof of his having attained to a philosophical

acquaintance with their qualities and distinguishing habits, though we
should allow the names to be still retained in the Hebrew, and to be as

expressive of their peculiarities as some expositors have stated. No
sufficient time appears to have been afforded him for the study of their

properties, as this event took place previous to the formation of Eve ;

and as for the notion of his acquiring knowledge by intuition, it is con-

tradicted by the revealed fact, that angels themselves acquire their

2
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knowledge by observation and study, though, no doubt, with greater

rapidity and certainty than we. The whole of the transaction was

supernatural ;
the beasts were "

brought" to Adam, and it is probable

that he named them under a Divine impulse. He has been supposed

to be the inventor of language, but the history shows that he was never

without language. He was from the first able to converse with God ;

and we may, therefore, infer that language was in him a supernatural

and miraculous endowment. That his understanding was, as to its

::apacity, deep and large beyond any of his posterity, must follow from

the perfection in which he was created, and his acquisitions of know,

ledge would, therefore, be rapid and easy. It was, however, in moral

and religious truth, as being of the first concern to him, that we are to

suppose the excellency of his knowledge to have consisted. " His rea-

son would be clear, hisjudgment uncorrupted, and his conscience upright
and sensible."

( Watts.) The best knowledge would, in him, be placed

first, and that of every other kind be made subservient to it, according
to its relation to that. The apostle adds to knowledge,

"
righteousness

and tme holiness," terms which express not merely freedom from sin,

but positive and active virtues.

" A rational creature thus made, must not only be innocent and free,

but must be formed holy. His will must have an inward bias to virtue :

he must have an inclination to please that God who made him ; a

supreme love to his Creator, a zeal to serve him, and a tender fear of

offending him.

" For either the new created man loved God supremely or not. If

he did not he was not innocent, since the law of nature requires a

supreme love to God. If he did he stood ready for every act of obe.

dience
:^

and this is true holiness of heart. And, indeed, without this,

how could a God of holiness love the work of his own hands ?

" There must be also in this creature a regular subjection of the

inferior powers to the superior sense, and appetite and passion must

be subject to reason. The mind must have a power to govern these

lower faculties, that he might not offend against the law of his creation.

" He must also have his heart inlaid with love to the creatures,

especially those of his own species, if he should be placed among them :

and with a principle of honesty and truth in dealing with them. And
if many of those creatures were made at once, there would be no pride,

malice, or envy, no falsehood, no brawls or contentions among them,

but all harmony and love." {Dr. Watts.)
Sober as these views are of man's primitive state, it is not, perhaps

possible for us fully to conceive of so exalted a condition as even this.

Below this standard it could not fall
;
and that it implieu a glory, and

dignity, and moral greatness of a very exalted kind, is made sufficiently

apparent from the degree of guilt charged upon Adam when he fell, for

9
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the aggravating circumstances of his offence may well be deduced from

the tremendous consequences which followed.

The creation of man in tlie mural image of God being so clearly

stated in the Scriptures, it would be difficult to conceive in what manner

their testimony, in this point, could be evaded, did we not know the

readiness with which some minds form objections, and how little inge-

nuity is required to iriake objections plausible. The objection to this

clearly revealed truth is thus stated by Ur. Taylor, of Norwich, and it

has been followed in substance, and with only some variation of phrase,

by the Socinians of the present day.
" Adam could not be originally

created in righteousness and true holiness; because habits of holiness

cannot be created without our knowledge, concurrence, or consent ;

for holiness in its nature implies the choice and consent of a moral

agent, without which it cannot be holiness." If, however, it has been

established tiiat God made man upright; tliat he was created in "know-

ledge,"
"
righteousness," and " true holiness ;" and that at his creation

he was pronounced very good ; all this falls to the ground, and is the

vain reasoning of man against the explicit testimony of God. The

fallacy is, however, easily detected. It lies in confounding
" habits of

holiness" with the principle of holiness. Now though habit is the result

of acts, and acts of voluntary choice ; yet if the choice be a right one,

and right it must be in order to an act of holiness, and if this right

choice, frequently exerted, produces so many acts as shall form what

is called a habit, then either the principle from which that right choice

arises must be good or bad, or neither. If neither, a right choice has

no cause at all
;

if had, a right choice could not originate from it
;

if

good, then there may be a holy principle in man, a right nature before

choice, and so that part of the argument falls to the ground. Now,
in Adam, that rectitude of principle from which a right choice and

right acts flowed, was either created with him or formed by his own

volitions. If the latter be affirmed, then he must have willed right be-

fore he had a principle of rectitude, which is absurd ;
if the former,

then his creation in a state of moral rectitude, with an aptitude and

disposition to good is established.

Mr. Wesley thus answers the objection :
—"What is holiness? Is it

not essentially love ? The love of God and of all mankind ? Love pro-

ducing 'bowels of mercies,' humbleness of mind, meekness, gentleness,

long suffering ? And cannot God shed abroad this love in any soul,

without his concurrence ? Antecedent to his knowledge or consent 1

And supposing this to be done, will love change its nature? Will it be

no longer holiness? This argument can never be sustained
; unless you

would play with the word habits. Love is holiness wherever it exists.

And God could create cither men or angels, endued from the very first

moment of their existence, with whatsoever degree of love he pleased.
a
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" You '
think, on the contrary, it is demonstration, that we cannot be

righteous or holy, we cannot observe what is riglit without our own free

and explicit choice.' I suppose you mean practise what is right. But
a man may be righteous before he does what is right, holy in heart be-

fore he is holy in life. The confounding tiiese two all along, seems the

ground of your strange imagination, that Adam ' must choose to be

righteous, must exercise thought and reflection before he could be right-

eous.' Why so 1
' Because righteousness is the right use and applica-

tion of our powers.' Here is your capital mistake. No, it is not : it

is the right stale of our powers. It is the right disposition of our soul,

the right temper of our mind. Take this with you, and you will no more

Jream, that ' God could not create man in righteousness and true holi-

ness.'
"

{Original Sin.)
President Edwards's answer is :

—
"

I think it a contradiction to the nature of things as judged of by the

common sense of mankind. It is agreeable to the sense of men, in all

nations and ages, not only that ihe fruit or effect of a good choice is

virtuous, but that the good choice itself', from whence that effect pro-

ceeds, is so ; ^ea, also the antecedent food, disposition, temper, or

affection of mind, from whence proceeds that good choice is virtuous.

This is the general notion—not that principles derive their goodness
from actions, but—that actions derive their goodness from the prin-

oiples whence they proceed ; so that the act of choosing what is good,
is no farther virtuous than it proceeds from a good principle or virtuous

disposition of mind. Which supposes that a virtuous disposition of mind

may be before a virtuous act of choice
;
and that, therefore, it is not

necessary there should first be thought, reflection, and choice, before

there can be any virtuous disposition. If the choice be first, before the

existence of a good disposition of heart, what is the character of that

choice 1 There can, according to our natural notions, be no virtue in a

choice which proceeds from no virtuous principle, but from mere self

love, ambition, or some animal appetites ; therefore, a virtuous temper
of mind may be before a good act of choice, as a tree may be before

the fruit, and the fountain before the stream which proceeds from it."

(Original Sin.)

The final cause of mans creation was the display of the glory of

God, and principally of his moral perfections. Among these, benevo-

lence shone with eminent lustre. The creation of rational and holy
creatures w as the only means, as it appears to us, of accomplishing
that most paternal and benevolent design, to impart to other beings a

portion of the Divine felicity. The happiness of God is the result of his

moral perfection, and it is complete and perfect. It is also specific ; it

IS the felicity of knowledge, of conscious rectitude, of sufficiency, and

independence. Of the two former, creatures were capable ;
but only

Vol. II. 2
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rational creatures. Matter, however formed, is unconscious, and is, and

must for ever remain, incapable of happiness. However disposed and

adorned, it was made for another, and not at all with reference to itself.

If it be curiously wrought, it is for some other's wonder
;

if it has use,

it is for another's convenience ; if it has beauty, it is for another's eye ;

if harmony, it is for another's ear. Irrational animate creatures may
derive advantage from mere matter ;

but it does not appear that they are

conscious of it. They have the enjoyment of sense, but not the powers

of reflection, comparison, and taste. They see without admiration, they

combine nothing into relations. So to know, as to be conscious of know,

ing, and to t'eel the pleasures of knowledge ;
so to know, as to impart

knowledge to others ; so to ki ow, as to lay the basis of future and enlarg-

ing knowledge, as to discover the efficient and the final causes of things ;

and to enjoy the pleasures of discovery and certainty of imagination and

taste,
—this is peculiar to rational beings. Above all, to know the great

Creator and Lord of all
;

to see the distinctions of right and wrong, of

good and evil in his law
;
to have, therefore, the consciousness of integ.

ritv and of well ordered and perfectly balanced passions ; to feel the

felicity of universal and unbounded benevolence
;
to be conscious of the

favour of God himself; to have perfect confidence in his care and con-

stant benediction ;
to adore him

;
to be grateful ;

to exert hope with-

out limit on future and unceasing blessings ;
all these sources of felicity

were added to the pleasures of intellect and imagination in the creation

of rational beings. In whatever part of the universe thev were created

and placed, we have sufficient reason to believe that this was the primi-

tive condition of all ; and we know, assuredly, from God's own reve-

lation, that it was the condition of man. In his creation and primeval

condition, the "kindness and love of God" eminently appeared. He
was made a rational and immortal spirit, with no limits to the constant

enlargement of his powers ; for, from all the evidence that our own

consciousness, even in our fallen state, affords us, it appears possible to

the human soul to be eternally approaching the infinite in intellectual

strength and attainment. He was made holy and happy ; he was ad-

mitted to intercourse with God. He was not left alone, but had the

pleasure of society. He was placed in a world of grandeur, harmony,

beautv,and utility ;
it was canopied with other distant worlds to exhibit

to his very sense a manifestation of the extent of space and the vast-

ness of the varied universe ;
and to call both his reason, his fancy, and

his devotion, into their most vigorous and salutary exercises. He was

placed in a paradise, where, probably, all that was sublime and gontle

in the scenery of the whole earth was exhibited in pattern ; and all

that could delight the innocent sense, and excite the curious inquiries

of the mind, was spread before him. He had labour to employ his at.

t«ntion, without wearying him ; and time for his highest pursuits of

3
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knowing God, his will, and his works. All was a manifestation of

universal love, of which he was the chief visible object ;
and the feli-

city and glory of his condition must, by his and their obedience in

succession, have descended to his posterity for ever. Such was our

world, and its rational inhabitants, the first pair ;
and thus did its

creation manifest not only the power and wisdom, but the benevolence

of Deity. He made them like himself, and he made them capable of

a happiness like his own.

The case of man is now so obviously different, that the change can-

not be denied. The Scriptural method of accounting for this is the

disobedience of our first parents ;
and the visitation of their sin upon

their posterity, in the altered condition of the material world, in the

corrupt moral state in which men are born, and in that afflictive con-

dition which is universally imposed upon them. The testimony of the

sacred writings to what is called, in theological language, the Fall op

Man, (9) is, therefore, to be next considered.

The Mosaic account of this event is, that a garden having been

planted by the Creator, for the use of man, he was placed in it,
" to

dress it, and to keep it ;" that in this garden two trees were speciallj

distinguished, one as " the tree of life," the other as " the tree of tht

knowledge of good and evil ;" that, from eating of the latter Adam was

restrained by positive interdict, and by the penalty,
" in the day thou

eatest thereof thou shalt surely die..:" that the serpent, who was more

subtle than any beast of the field, tempted the woman to eat, by deny-

ing that death would be the consequence, and by assuring her, that her

eyes and her husband's eyes
" would be opened," and that they would

•' be as gods, knowing good and evil :" that the woman took of the fruit,

gave of it to her husband, who also ate
;

that for this act of disobe-

dience they were expelled from the garden, made subject to death, and

laid under other maledictions.

That this history should be the subject of much criticism, not only b)

infidels, whose objections to it have been noticed in the first part of thit

work ;
but by those who hold false and perverted views of the Christian

system, was to be expected. Taken in its natural and obvious sense,

along with the comments of the subsequent scriptures, it teaches the

doctrines of the existence of an evil, tempting, invisible spirit, going

about seeking whom he may deceive and devour ; of the introduction

ofa state ofmoral corruptness into human nature, which has been trans-

mitted to all men ; and of a vicarious atonement for sin : and wherever

the fundamental truths of the Christian system are denied, attempts will

be made so to interpret this part of the Mosaic history as to obscure

(9) This phrase does not occur in the canonical Scriptures ; but is, probably,

taken from Wisdom x, 1,
" She preserved the first formed father of the world that

was created, and brought him out of liia fall."
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the testimon)' which it gives to them, either cxphcitly, or bj' just induc-

tion. Interpreters of this account of the lapse of the first pair, and the

origin of evil, as to the human race, have adopted various and often

strange theories ;
but those whose opinions it seems necessary to no-

tice maybe divided into those who deny the literal sense of the relation

entirely ;
those who take the account to be in part literal and in part

allegorical ; and those who, while they contend earnestly lor the lleral

interpretation of every part of the history, consider some of the terms

used, and some of the persons introduced, as conveying a meaning

more extensive than the letter, and as constituting several symbols of

spiritual things and of spiritual beings.

Those who have denied the literal sense entirely, and regard the

whole relation as an instructive mythos, or fable, have, as might be

expected, when all restraint of authority was thus thrown otT from the

imagination, adopted very different interpretations. Thus we have been

taught, that this account waa intended to teuch the evil of yielding to

the violence of appetite and to its control over reason
;
or the intro

duclion of vice in conjunction with knowledge and the artificial refine-

ments of society ;
or the necessity of keeping the great mass of man-

kind from acquiring too great a degree of knowledge, as being hurtful

to society ; or as another version of the story of the golden age, and

its being succeeded by times more vicious and miserable ; or as de-

signed, enigmatically, to account for the origin of evil, or of mankind.

This catalogue of opinions might he much enlarged : some of them

have been held by mere visionaries ; others by men of learning, espe-

cially by several of the semi-infidel theologians and Biblical critics of

Germany ;
and our own country has not been exempt from this class

offree expositors. How to fix upon the moral of " the fable" is, how-

ever, the difficulty ;
and this variety of opinion is a sufficient refuta-

tion of the general notion assumed by the whole class, since scarceh

can two of them be found who adopt the same interpretation, after thp\

have discarded the literal acceptation.

But that the account of Moses is to be taken as a matter of real

history, and according to its literal import, is established by two con-

siderations, against which, as being yitcts, nothing can successfully be

urged. The first is, that the account of the fall of the first pair is a part

of a continuous history. The creation of the world, of man. of womar.
;

the planting of the garden of Eden, and the placing of man there; the

duties and prohibitions laid upon him
;
his disobedience ; his expulsion

torn the garden ; the subsequent birth of his children, their lives and

actions, and those of their posterity, down to the flood
; and, from that

event, to the life of Abraham, are given in the same plain and unadorned

narrative, brief, but yet simple, and with no intimation at all, either from

Oie elevation of the style or otherwise, that a fable or allegory is in any
2
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part introduced. If this, then, be the case, and the evidence of it lies

upon the very face of the history, it is clear, that if the account of the

fall be excerpted from the whole narrative as allegorical, any subse-

quent part, from Abel to Noah, from Noah to Abraham, from Abraham

to Moses, may be excerpted for the same reason, which is neither more

nor less than this, that it does not agree with the theological opinions of

the interpreter ;
and thus the whole of the Pentateuch maybe rejected

as a history, and converted into fable. One of these consequences

must, therefore, follow, either that the account of the fall must be taken

as history, or the historical character of the whole five books of Moses

must be unsettled
;
and if none but infidels will go to the latter conse-

quence, then no one who admits the Pentateuch to be a true history

generally, can consistently refuse to admit the story of the fall of the

first pair to be a narrative of real events, because it is written in the

same style, and presents the same character of a continuous record of

events. So conclusive has this argument been felt, that the anti-literal

interpreters have endeavoured to evade it, by asserting that the part of

the historj' of Moses in question bears marks of being a separate frag-

ment, more ancient than the Pentateuch itself, and transcribed into it

by Moses, the author and compiler of the whole. This point is exa-

mined and satisfactorily refuted in the learned and excellent work

referred to below ; (1) but it is easy to show, that it would amount to

nothing, if granted, in the mind of any who is satisfied on the previous

question of the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures. For let it be admit,

ted that Moses, in writing the Pentateuchal history, availed himself

of the traditions of the patriarchal ages, a supposition not in the least

inconsistent with his inspiration or with the absolute truth ofhis history,

since the traditions so introduced have been authenticated by the Holy

Spirit ,'
or let it be supposed, which is wholly gratuitous, that he made

ase of previously existing documents ; and that some difl^erences of

stvle in his books may be traced, whiclrserve to point out his quotations,

which also is an assumption, or rather a position, which some of the

best Hebraists have denied, yet two things are to be noted : first, that

the inspired character of the books of Moses is authenticated by our

Lord and his apostles, so that they must necessarily be wholly true, and

free from real contradictions ; and, secondly, that to make it any thing

to their purpose who contend that the account of the fall is an older

document, introduced by Moses, it ought to be shown that it is not

wri -ten as truly in the narrative style, even if it could' be proved to be

in some respects a different style, as that which precedes and follows it.

Now the very literal character of our translation will enable even the

(1) Holden's Dissertation on the Fall of Man, chap. ii. In this volnme the

literal sense of the Mosaic account of the fall is largely investigated and abl»

estahlisbed.
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•jnlcarned reader to discover this. Whether it be an embodied tradi.

lion or tlie insertion of a more ancient document, (though there is no

foundation at all for tlie latter supposition,) it is obviously a narrative,

and a narrative as simple as any which precedes or follows it.

The other indisputable fact to which 1 just now adverted, as esta-

blishing the hteral sense of the history, is that, as such, it is referred

to and reasoned upon in various parts of Scripture.

Job XX, 4, 5,
" Knowest thou not this of old, since man was placea

upon earth, that the triumphing of the wicked is short, and the joy of

the hypocrite but for a moment?'* The first part of the quotation
"
might as well have been rendered,

' since Adam was placed on the

earth.' There is no reason to doubt but that this passage refers to the

fall and the first sin of man. The date agrees, for the knowledge here

taught is said to arise from facts as old as the first placing of man

upon earth, and the sudden punishment of the iniquity corresponds to

the Mosaic account,—' the triumphing of the wicked is short, his joy

but for a mojiient.'
"

(Sherlock on Prophecy.)

Job xxxi, 33,
'• If I covered my transgression as Adam, by hiding

my iniquity in my bosom." Magee renders the verse,—
•' Did I cover, like Adam, my transgression.

By liiding in a lurlting place mine iniquity ?"

and adds,
" I agree with Peters, that this contains a reference to the

history of the first man, and his endeavours to hide himself after his

ransgression." (Discourses on the Atonement.) Our margin reads.

" after the manner of men ;" and also the old versions
;
but the Chal-

dec paraphrase agrees with our translation, which is also satisfactorily

defended by numerous critics.

Job XV, 14,
" What is man, that he should be clean ; and he which

is born of a woman, that he should be righteous ?" Why not clean ?

Did God make woman or man unclean at the beginning? If he did,

the expostulation would have been more apposite, and much stronger,

had the true cause been assigned, and Job liad said,
" How canst thou

expect cleanness in man, whom thou createdst unclean ?" But, as the

case now stands, the expostulation has a plain reference to the intro-

duction of vanity and corruption by the sin of the woman, and is an

evidence that this ancient writer was sensible of the evil consequences
of the fall upon the whole race of man. " Eden" and " the garden of

the Lord" are also frequently referred to in the prophets. We have

the " tree of life" mentioned several times in the Proverbs and in the

Revelation. " God," says Solomon, " made man upright." The enemies

of Christ and his Church are spoken of, both in the Old and New Tes-

taments, under the names of " the serpent," and " the dragon ;" and

the habit of the serpent to lick the dust is also referred to by Isaiah.

2
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If the history of the fall, as recorded by Moses, were an allegory, or

any thing but a literal history, several of the above allusions would have

no meaning ;
but the matter is put beyond all possible doubt in the New-

Testament, unless the same culpable libert es be taken with the interpre-

tation of the words of our Lord and of St. Paul as with those of the Jew

ish lawgiver. Our Lord says. Matt, xix, 4, 5,
" Have ye not read, that

he which made them at the beginning, made them male and female ;
and

said, For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and shall

cleave to his wife
;
and they twain shall be one flesh ?" This is an

argument on the subject of divorces, and its foundation rests upon two

of the facts recorded by Moses. 1. That God made at first but two hu-

man beings, from whom all the rest have sprung. 2. That the intimacy

and indissolubihty of the marriage relation rests upon the formation of

the woman from the man ; for our Lord quotes the words in Genesis,

where the obligation of man to cleave to his wife is immediately con-

nected with that circumstance. " And Adam said. This is now bone

of my bones, and flesh of my flesh : she shall be called woman, because

she was taken out of man. Therefore shall a man leave his father

and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife ;
and they shall be one

flesh." This is sufficiently in proof that both our Lord and the Phari-

sees considered this early part of the history of Moses as a narrative ,

for, otherwise, it would neither have been a reason, on his part, for the

doctrine which he was inculcating, nor have had any force of convic-

tion as to them. " In Adam," says the Apostle Paul,
" all die ;"

"
by

one man sin entered into the world." " But I fear lest by any means,

as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, so your minds should

be corrupted from the simplicity that is in Christ." In the last passage,

the instrument of the temptation is said to be a serpent, (od>ic,)
which is

a sufficient answer to those who would make it any other animal
;
and

Eve is represented as being first seduced, according to the account in

Genesis. This St. Paul repeats, in 1 Tim. ii, 13, 14,
" Adam was first

formed, then Eve. And Adam was not deceived, (first, or immediately,)

but the woman being deceived was in the transgression." And offers

this as the reason of his injunction,
" Let the woman learn in silence

with all subjection." When, therefore, it is considered, that these pas.

sages are introduced, not for rhetorical illustration, or in the way of clas.

sical quotation, but are made the basis of grave and important reason-

ings, which embody some of the most important doctrines of the Chris,

tian revelation ;
and of important social duties and points of Christian

order and decorum ;
it would be to charge the writers of the New Tes.

tament with the grossest absurdity, with even culpable and unworthy

trifling, to suppose them to argue from the history of the fall, as a nar-

rative, when they knew it to be an allegory ;
and if we are, therefore,

compelled to allow that it was understood as a real history by our Lord
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ant! his inspired apostles, those speculations of modern critics, wliicli

convert it into a parable, stand branded with their true character ot'

intidel and semi-infidel temerity.

The objections which are made to the historical character of this ac-

count are either those of open unbelievers and scoffers ;
or such as are

•bunded precisely upon the same allegations of supposed absurdity and

uiisuilableness to which such persons resort, and which s\ippose that

man is a competent judge of the proceedings of his Maker, and that the

latter ought to regulate his conduct and requirements by what the former

may think fit or unfit. If the literal interpretation of the first chapter

in Genesis could be proved inconsistent with other parts of Holy Writ,

then, indeed, we should be ccinpelled to adopt the mode of explanation

by allegory ;
but if no reason more weighty can be offered for so vio.

lent a proceeding, than that men either object to the doctrines which

the literal account includes ;
or that the recorded account of the actual

dealings of God with the first man, does not comport with their notions

of what was fit in such circumstances, we should hold truth with little

tenacity, were we to surrender it to the enemy upon such a summons.

The fallacy of most of these objections is, however, easily pointed out.

We are asked, first, whether it is reasonable to suppose, that the fruit

of the tree of life could confer immortality ? But what is there irra-

tional in supposing that, though Adam was made exempt from death, yet

that the fruit of a tree should be the appointed instrument of preserving

his health, repairing tiie wastes of his animal nature, and of maintaining
him in perpetual youth ? Almighty God could have accomplished this

end without means, or by other means
;
but since he so often emplovs

instruments, it is not more strange that he should ordain to preserve
Adam permanently from death by food of a special quality, than that

now he should preserve men in health and life, for threescore years and

ten, hy specific foods ;
and that, to counteract disorders, he should have

given specific medicinal qualities to herbs and minerals : or if, with some,

we regard the eating of tlie tree of life as a sacramental act, an expres.
sion offaith in the promise ot"continued preservation, and a means through
which the conserving influence of God was bestowed, a notion, however,
not so well founded as the other, it is yet not inconsistent with the literal

interpretation, and involves no really unreasonable consequence, and

nothing directly contrary to the analogy of faith. It has been, also,

foolishly enough asked whether the fruit of the prohibited tree, or of any
tree, can be supposed to have communicated "knowledge of good and

evil," or have had any effect at all upon the intellectual powers? But

this is not the idea conveyed by the history, however literallv taken, and

the objection is groundless. That tree might surely, without the least

aoproach to allegory, be called " the tree of the knowledge of good s-cvd

evil," whether we understand by this, that by eating it man cam» tn

2
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know, bv sad experience, the value of the "
good" he had forfeited,

.ind the bitterness of "
evil," which he had before known only in name ;

or, as others have understood it, that it was appointed to be the test

of Adam's fidelity to his Creator, and, consequently, was a tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, a tree for the purpose of knowing (or

making known) whether he would cleave to the former, or make choice

of the latter. The first of these interpretations is, I think, to be pre-

ferred, because it better harmonizes with the whole history ; but either

of them is consistent with a literal interpretation, and cannot be proved
to involve any real absurdity.

To the account of the serpent, it has been objected that, taken literally,

it makes the invisible tempter assume the bodv of an animal to carry on

his designs ;
but we must be better acquainted with the nature and laws

of disembodied spirits before we can prove this to be impossible, or even

unlikely : and as for an animal being chosen as the means of approach
to Eve, without exciting suspicion, it is manifest that, allowing a supe-

rior spirit to be the real tempter, it was good policy in him to address

Eve through an animal which she must have noticed as one of the in-

habitants of the garden, rather than in a human form, when she knew
that herself and her husband were the onlv human beings as yet in ex-

istence. The presence of such a stranger would have been much more

likely to put her on her guard. But then, we are told that the animal

was a contemptible reptile. Certainly not befure he was degraded in

form ; but, on the contrary, one of the " beasts of the earth," and not a
"
creeping thing :" and also more "

subtle," more discerning and saga-

cious " than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made"—
consequently the head of all the inferior animals in intellect, and not

unlikely to have been of a corresponding noble and beautifiil form
; for

this, indeed, his bodily degradation imports. (2) If there was policy,

then, in Satan's choosing an animal as the instrument by which he might
make his approaches, there was as much good taste in his selection as

the allegorists, who seem anxious on this point, can wish for him. The

speaking of the serpent is another stumbling-block ;
but as the argument

is not here with an infidel, but with those who profess to receive the

Mosaic record as Divine, the speaking of the serpent is no more a rea-

son for interpreting the relation allegorically, than the speaking of the

ass of Fialaeun can be for allegorizing the whole of that transaction.

Th;.t a good or an evil spirit has no power to produce articulate sounds

(2) We have no reason at all to suppose, as it is strangely done almost oni-

formly by commentators, that this animal had the serpentine form in any mode
or degree at all before his transformation. That he was then degraded to a rep.

tile, to go
'*

Dpon his belly," imports, on the contrary, an entire alteration ana

loss of the original form—a form of which it is clear no idea can now be eon

ceired.

s
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from the organs of an animal, no philosopliy can prove, and it is a fact

which IS, therefore, capable 6f being rationally substantiated by testi-

mony. There is a clear reason, too, for this use of the power of Satan in

the story itself. By his giving speech to the serpent, and representing

that, as appears from the account, as a consequence of the serpent ha-

ving himself eaten of the«fruit, (3) he took the most effectual means of

impressing Eve with the dangerous and fatal notion, that the prohibition

of the tree of knowledge was a restraint upon her happiness and intel-

lectual improvement, and thus to suggest hard thoughts of her Maker.

The objection that Eve manifested no surprise when she heard an ani-

mal speak, whom she must have known not to have had that faculty

before, has also no weight, since that circumstance might have occur-

red without being mentioned in so brief a history. It is still more

likely that Adam should have expressed some marks of surprise and

anxiety too, when his wife presented the fruit to him, though nothing of

the kind is mentioned. But allowing that no surprise was indicated by
the woman, the answer of the author just quoted is satisfactory.

" In such a state, reason must enjoy a calm dominion
;
and conse-

quently there was no room for those sudden starts of imagination, or

those sudden tumults, agitations, failures, and stagnations of the blood

and spirits now incident to human nature
;
and therefore Eve was in-

capable of fear or sui'prise from such accidents as would disquiet the

best of her posterity. This objection then is so far from prejudicing
the truth of the Mosaic history, that to me I own it a strong presump-
tion in its favour.

" But after all, if this objection has any weight with any one, let him

consider what there is in this philosophic serenity of our first parent,

supposing the whole of her conduct on this occasion fully related to us.

60 far exceeding the serenity of Fabricius, upon the sudden appearance
and cry of the elephant contrived by Pyrrhus to discompose him ; or the

steadiness of Brutus upon the appearance of his evil genius ;
and vet I

believe Plutarch no way suffers in his credit as a historian by the rela-

(3)
" ' And when the woman saw tliat the tree was good tor food,' &,c. Now

Eve could plainly know, by her senses, that the fruit was desirable to the eye,
but it was impossible she could know that it was good for food, but from the ex.

ample and experiment of the serpent. It was also impossible she could know
that it was desirable to make use of it, but by the example of the serpent, whom
she saw from a brute become a rational and vocal creature, as she thought by
eating that fruit. The text says she saw it was good for food, and that it was
desirable to make wi.se, and seeing does not imply conjecture or belief, but cer.

tain knowledge; knowledge founded upon evidence and proof; such proof as she

had then before her eyes. And when once we are sure that she had tliis proof,

a* it is evident she had, the whole conference between her and the serpent is a*

rational and intelligible as any thing in the whole Scriptures." (Delant's Dis.

tertations.)

2
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tion of those events ;
at least had he related those surprising accidents

without saying one word of what effects they had upon the passions of

the persons concerned, his relations had certainly been liable to no

imputation of incredibility or improbability upon that account." [Reve-

lation Examined.)
An objection is taken to the jtistice of the sentence pronounced on the

serpent, if the transaction be accounted real, and if that animal were but

the unconscious instrument of the great seducer. To this the reply is

obvious, that it could be no matter of just complaint to the serpent that

its form should be changed, and its species lowered in the scale of being.

It had no original right to its former superior rank, but held it at the plea-

sure of the Creator. If special pain and sufferings had been inflicted upon

the serpent, there would have been a semblance of plausibility in the ob-

jection ;
but the serpent suffered, as to liability to pain and death, no

more than other animals, and was not therefore any more than another

irrational creature, accounted a responsible offender. Its degradation

./as evidently intended as a memento to man, and the real punishment,

as we shall show, fell upon the real transgressor who used the serpent

as his instrument ;
while the enmity of the whole race of serpents to

the human race, their cunning, and their poisonous qualities, appear

to have been wisely and graciously intended as standing warnings to

us to beware of that great spiritual enemy, who ever lies in wait to

wound and to destroy.

These are the principal objections made to the literal interpretation

of this portion of the Mosaic record, and we have seen that they are

either of no weight in themselves, or that they cannot be entertained

without leading to a total disregard of other parts of the inspired Scrip-

tures. Tradition, too, comes in to the support of the literal sense, and

on su6h a question has great weight. The Apocryphal writings afford

a satisfactory testimony of the sentiments of the Jews. 2 Esdras iii,

4-7, " O Lord, thou barest rule, thou spakest at the beginning, when

thou didst plant the earth, and that thyself alone, and commandest the

people ;
and gavest a body to Adam without soul, which was the work-

manship of thy hands, and didst breathe into him the breath of life, and

he was made living before thee
;
and thou leddest him into paradise,

which thy right hand had planted, and unto him thou gavest command-

ment to love thy way, which he transgressed, and immediately thou

appointedst death in him and in his generations, of whom came nations,

tribes, people, and kindreds out of number." 2 Esdras vii, 48,
" O

thou Adam, what hast thou done ? for though it was thou that sinned,

thou art not fallen alone, but we are all that came of thee." Wisdom

ii, 24,
"
Nevertheless, through envy of the devil came death into the

world." Wisdom X, 1,
" She (wisdom) preserved the first-formed father

of the world, that was created alone, and brought him out of his fall."

3
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Ecclesiasticus xvii, 1, &c, "The Lord created man of the earth, and

turned him into it again. He gave them a few days and a short time,

and also power over all things therein—he filled them with the know-

ledge of understanding, and showed them good and evil." By these

ancient Jewish writers it is, therefore, certain, that the account of the

fall was understood as the narrative of a real transaction ; and, except

on this assumption, it is impossible to account for those traditions

which arc embodied in the mythology of almost all pagan nations. Of

these fables the basis must have been some fact, real or supposed ;
for

as well might we expect the fables of jEsop to have impressed them-

selves on the religious ceremonies and belief of nations, as the Mosaic

fable of man's fall
;

fol* a inere fable it must be accounted, if it is to

lose its literal interpretation.

Popular convictions every where prevailed of the existence of some

beings of the higher order, who had revolted from their subjection lo

the heavenly power which presided over the universe-; and upon them

were raised many fabulous stories. It is probable, that these convic-

tions were originally founded on the circumstances referred to in Scrip-

ture with respect to Satan and his angels, as powerful malevolent lieings,

who, having first seduced Adam from his obedience, incessantly laboured

to deceive, corrupt, and destroy his descendants. The notion of the

magi of Plutarch, and of the Manicheans, concerning two independent

principles, acting in opposition to each other, was also founded on the

real circumstances of the apostasy of angels, and of their interference

and influence in the affairs of men. The fictions of Indian mythology
with regard to contending powers, and their subordinate ministers,

benevolent and mahgnant, were erected on the same basis of truth
;

and the Grecian and Roman accounts of the battles of the giants

against Jupiter, were, perhaps, built on the corruptions of tradition on

this point.
" The original temptation, by which Satan drew our first parents

from their duty, and led them to transgress the only prohibition

which God had imposed, is described in the first pages of Scripture ;

an! it is repeated, under much disguise, in many fables of classical

mythology.
"
Origen considers the allegorical relations furnished bv Plato, with

respect to Porus tempted by Penia to sin when intoxicated in the garden
of Jove, ns a disfigured history of the fall of man in paradise. It seems

to have been blended with the story of Lot and his daughters. Plato

might have acquired in Egypt the knowledge of the original circum.

stances of the fall, and have produced them, under the veil of allegory,

that he might not offend tht Greeks by a direct extract from the Jewish

Scriptures. The heathen notions with respect to the Elysian fields,

the garden of Adonis, and that of Hesperides, in which the-fruit vraa

2
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watched by a serpent, were probably borrowed from the sacred accounts,

or from traditional reports with respect to paradise.
" The worship established toward the evil spirit by his contrivance,

sometimes under the very appearance in which he seduced our first

parents, is to be found among the Phenicians and Egyptians. The

general notion of the serpent as a mysterious symbol annexed to the

heathen deities
;
and the invocation of Eve in the Bacchanalian orgies,

(with the production of a serpent, consecrated as an emblem, to public

view,) seems to bear some relation to the iiistory of the first tempta-

tion, which introduced sin and death into the world. The account of

discord being cast out from heaven, referred to by Agamemnon, in the

nineteenth book of Homer's Iliad, has been thought to be a corrupt

tradition of the fall of the evil angels. Claudian shows an acquaint-

ance with the circumstances of the seduction of man, and of an ejec-

tion from paradise, and his description seems to have furnished subjects

of imitation to Milton.

" It has been imagined that the Indians entertained some notions,

founded on traditionary accounts, of paradise : and the representations

of the serpent under the female form, and styled the Mexican Eve,
are said to be found in the symbolical paintings of Mexico.

" The original perfection of man, the corruption of human nature

resulting from the fall, and the increasing depravity which proceeded
with augmented violence from generation to generation, are to be found

in various parts of profane literature. Chryalus, the Pythagorean,
declared that man was made in the image of God. Cicero (as well as

Ovid) speaks of man as created erect, as if God excited him to look

up to his former relation and ancient abode. The loss of his resera-

blance^to God was supposed to have resulted from disobedience, and

was considered as so universal, that it was generally admitted, as it is

expressed by Horace, that no man was born without vices. The con-

viction of a gradual deterioration from age to age
—of a change from

a golden period, by successive transitions, to an iron depravity
—of a

lapse from a state devoid of guilt and fear, to times filled with iniquity,

was universally entertained.

"
Descriptions to this effect are to be found in the writings of almost

all the poets, and the}' are confirmed by the reports of philosophers and

historians. Providence seems to have drawn evidence of the guilt of

men from their own confessions^ and to have preserved their testimo-

nies for the conviction of subsequent times." (Gray's Connection.)
In the Gothic mythology, which seems to have been derived from the

east, Thor is represented as the first born of the supreme Go<l, and is

styled in the Y!iddsL the eldest of sons. He was esteemed a middle divi-

nity, a mediator between God and man. With respect to his actions,

he is sdid to have wrestled with death, and, in the struggle, to have been

2
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brought upon one knee
;

to have bruised the head of the serpent with

his mace
; and, in his final engagement with that monster, to have

beat him to the earth and slain him. This victory, however, is not

obtained but at the expense of his own life ;
—"

Recoiling back nine

steps, he falls dead upon the spot, suffocated with the floods of venom

which the serpent vomits forth upon him." Much the same notion,

we are informed, is prevalent in tlie mythology of the Hindoos.— -

" Two sculptured figures are yet extant in one of their oldest pagodaa,

the former of which represents Creeshna, an incarnation of their me-

diatorial god Veeshnu, trampling on the rnished head of the serpent ;

while in the latter it is seen encircling the deity in its folds, and

biting his heel." An engraving of this curious sculpture is given in

Moore's Hindu Pantheon.

As to those who would interpret the account, the literal meaning
of which we have endeavoured to establish, partly literally, and partly

allegorically, a satisfactory answer is given in the following observi..

tions of Bishop Horsley :
—

" No writer of true history would mix plain matter of fact with alle-

gory in one continued narrative, without any intimation of a transi-

tion from one to the other. If, therefore, any part of this narrative

be matter of fact, no part is allegorical. On the other hand, if any

part be allegorical, no part is naked matter of fact : and the conse-

quence of this will be, that every thing in every part of the whole

narrative must be allegorical. If the formation of the woman out

of the man be allegory, the woman must be an allegorical woman.

The man therefore must be an allegorical man
;

for of such a man

only the allegorical woman will be a meet companion. If the man is

allegorical, his paradise will be an allegorical garden ;
the trees that

grow in it, allegorical trees ;
the rivers that watered it, allegorical

rivers
;
and thus we may ascend to the very beginning of the creation

;

and conclude at last, that the heavens are allegorical heavens, and the

earth an allegorical earth. Thus the whole history of the creation

will be an allegory, of which the real subject is not disclosed ; and in

this absurdity the scheme of allegorizing ends." (Horsley's SejTKons.)

But though the literal sense of the history is thus established, yet that

it has in several parts, but in perfect accordance with the literal inter-

pretation, a mvstical and higher sense than the letter, is equally to be

proved from the Scriptures ; and, though some writers, who have main.

tiiined the literal interpretation inviolate, have run into unauthorized

fancies in their interpretation of the mystical sense, that is no reason

why we ought not to go to the full length to which the light of the

Scriptures, an infallible comment upon themselves, will conduct us.

It is, as we have seen, matter of established history, that our first

parents were prohibited from the tree of knowledge, and, after their faU.

3
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were excluded from the tree of life
;

that they were tempted by a ser-

pent ; and that various maledictions were passed upon them, and upon
the instrument of their seduction. But, rightly to understand this

history, it is necessary to recollect—that man was in a state of trial
;
—

that the prohibition of a certain fruit was but one part of the law under

which he was placed ;
—that the serpent was but the instrument of the

real tempter ;
and that the curse pronounced on the instrument was

symbolical of the punishment reserved for the agent.

The first of these particulars appears on the face of the history, and

to a state of trial the power of moral freedom was essential. This is a

subject on which we shall have occasion to speak more at large in the

sequel; but, that the power of choosing good and evil was vested with

our first parents is as apparent from the account as that they were

placed under rule and restraint. In vain were they commanded to

obey, if obedience were impossible ;
in vain placed under prohibition,

if they had no power to resist temptation. Both would, indeed, have

been unworthy the Divine legislator ;
and if this be allowed, then their

moral freedom must also be conceded. They are contemplated

throughout the whole transaction, not as instruments, but as actors,

and as such, capable of reward and punishment. Commands are issued

to them
; which supposes a power ofobedience, either original and per-

manent in themselves, or derived, by the use of means, from God, and,

therefore, attainable ; and however the question may be darkened by

metaphysical subtleties, the power to obey necessarily implied the power
to refuse and rebel. The promised continuance of their happiness,

which is to be viewed in the light of a reward, implies the one
; the

actual infliction of punishment as certainly includes the other. \y^

^ The power of obeying and the power of disobeying being then mutu-

ally involved, that which determines to the one or to the other, is the

will. For, if it were some power, ah extra, operating necessarily, man
would no longer be an actor, but be reduced to the mere condition of a

patient, the mere instrument of another. This does not, however, shut

out solicitation and strong influence from without, provided it be

allowed to be resistible, either by man's own strength, or by strength

from a higher source, to which he may have access, and by which he

may fortify himself. But as no absolute control can be externally

exerted over man's actions, and he remain accountable
; and, on the

other hand, as his actions are in fact controllable in a manner con-

sistent with his free agency, we must look for this power in his own

mind ; and the onlv faculty which he possesses, to which any such

property can be attributed, is called, for that very reason, and because

of that very quality, his will or choice
;
a power by which, in that

state of completeness and excellence in which Adam was created, he

must be supposed to be able to conunand his thoughts, his desires.

2
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his words, and his conduct, however excited, with an absolute sove.

'^

ThllVac'ulty of wilUng, indeed, appears essential to a rational being,

in wlmtever rank he may be pWced.
" Every rational bemg, says Dr.

Jenkms. vcr>- justly, (Reasonableness of Chrutu^n Rel.gwn,)
must

naturall V lu.ve a Uberty of cho.ce, that Is, U must have a unll to choose

as well as an understanding to reason ;
because, a (acuity ot understand-

ing, if left to itself without a will to determine it, must always Ihmk ot

the same objects, or proceed in a continued senes and connection of

thoughts, without any end or design, which would be labour in vain,

and Ted.ous thoughtllilness
to no purpose." But, though wdl be essen-

tial to rational existence, and freedon, of w.U to a creature p aced in a

state of trial, yet the degree of external influence upon its determina-

tions, through whatever means it may operate, may be very different

both in kind and degree ;
which is only saying, in other words, that the

circumstances of trial may be varied, and made more easy or
mo^

difficult and dangerous, at the pleasure of the great Governor and Lord

of all. Some who have written on this subject, seem to have carried

their views of the circumstances of the paradisiacal, probation
too high;

others have not placed them high enough. The first have represented

our first parents to have been so exclusively intellectual and devotional,

as to be almost out of the reach of temptation from sense an.l passion ;

others, as approximating too nearly to their mortal and corrupt descend-

anU. This, however, is plain, from the Scriptures, the guide we ought

scrupulously to follow, that they were subject to temptation,
or solicita.

tion of the will, from intellectual pride, from sense, and from
passion.--^

The two first operated on Eve, and probably also on Adam; to which

was added, in him, a passionate subjection to the wishes of his wife. (5)

If, then, these are the facts of their temptation, the circumstances of

their trial are apparent. "The soul of man." observes St.llingfleet,

{Origines Sacrc,,) "is seated in the middle, as it were, between those

more excellent beings which live perpetually above, with which it par

takes in the sublimity of its nature and understanding; and those infe

rior terrestrial beings with which it communicates through the vital

union which it has with the body, and that by reason of its natural

freedom, it is sometimes assimilated to the one and sometimes to the

other of these extremes. We must observe, farther, that, in this com-

-
(4-,

" Impulses etsi vehemens val.le atque potons oesot. volunUtis tamen impe.

rio atqu. arl.itrio somper ogrcssus ejus in actum suhjiciol»tur. Potcrat enm. vo.

lunlas divinffi vohmtatis consi.I.r.tionc armata, resistcrc illi, tumquo m ord.nem

,«la vi' redig-re ; alioquin cnim frustanea fuisBot Icgisfatio, qua affectus circura.

wiribobatur'et r-fr<pnabal.ir." {Ephcopms, Dhpulatio ix.)

(5)
" Accc88it in Adanio speciaUs quidam conjufris propria! amor, quo adductiu

,, eratiani illiue, affbctui euo prochvius indulsit, cl tontationi sathane faciUu.

cossilauremque prtebuit." (Episcopiu,, Diiputatio ix.)

2
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pound nature of ours, there are several powers and faculties, sevtral

passions and affections, differing in their nature and tendency, according

as they result from the soul or body ;
that each of these has its proper

object, in a due application to which it is easy and satisfied ;
that they

are none of them sinful in themselves, but may be instruments of much

good, when rightly applied, as well as occasion great mischief by a

misapplication : whereupon a considerable part of virtue will consist in

regulating them, and in keeping our sensitive part subject to the rational.

This is the original constitution of our nature ; and, since the first man

was endowed with the powers and faculties of the mind, and had the

same dispositions and inclinations of body, it cannot be but that he must

have been liable to the same sort of temptations, and consequently,

capable of complying with the dictates of sense and appetite, contrary

to the direction of reason and the conviction of his own mind : and

to this cause the Scripture seems to ascribe the commission of the first

sin, when it tells us, that the woman saw the tree, that it was good for

food, and pleasant to the eye, and desirable to make one wise, i. e. it had

several qualities that were adapted to her natural appetites ;
was beau-

tiful to the sight, and delightful to the taste, and improving to the under-

standing, which both answered the desire of knowledge implanted in

her spiritual, and the love of sensual pleasure, resulting from her animal

part ;
and these, heightened by the suggestions of the tempter, abated

the horror of God's prohibition, and induced her to act contrary to

his express command."

It is, therefore, manifest, that the state of trial in which our first

parents were placed was one which required, in order to the pre? rva-

tion of virtue, vigilance, prayer, resistance, and the active exercise of

the dominion of the will over solicitation. No creature can be abso-

lutely perfect because it is finite ;
and it would appear, from the exam.

pie of our first parents', that an innocent, and, in its kind, a perfect

rational being, is kept from falling only by
"
taking hold" on God

;
and

as this is an act, there must be a determination of the will to it, and so

when the least carelessness, the least tampering with the desire of

forbidden gratifications is induced, there is always an enemy at hand to

make use of the opportunity to darken the judgment and to accelerate

the progress of evil. Thus " when desire is conceived, it bringeth

forth sin, and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death." This is

the only account we can obtain of the origin of evil, and it resolves

itself into three principles :
—1. The necessary finiteness, and, therefore,

imperfection in degree of created natures. 2. Tl'" liberty of choice,

which is essential to rational, accountable being.^. 3. The influence

of temptation on the will. That Adam was so endowed as to have

resisted the temptation, is a sufficient proof of the justice of his Maker

throughout this transaction ;
that his circumstances of trial were made

Vol II 3
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precisely whcit they were, is to be resolved into a mtdom, the full mani-

festation of which is, probably, left to another state, and will, doubtless,

there have its full declaration.

The following acute observations of Bishop Butler may assist us to

conceive how possible it is for a perfectly innocent being to fall under

the power of evil, whenever a vigilant and resisting habit is not per-

fectly and absolutely persevered in :
—"This seems distinctly conceiva-

ble, from the very nature of particular affections and propensions.

For, suppose creatures intended for such a particular state of life, for

which such jiropensions were necessary : suppose them endowed with

such propensions, together with moral understanding, as well inchiding

a practical sense of virtue, as a speculative perception of it
;
and that

all these several principles, both natural and moral, forming an inward

constitution of mind, were in the most exact proportion possible, i. e.

in a proportion the most exactly adapted to their intended state of

life : such creatures would be made upright, or finitely perfect. Now

particular propensions, from their very nature, must be felt, the objects

of them being present ; though they cannot be gratified at all, or not

with the allowance of the moral principle. But, if they can be gratified

without its allowance, or by contradicting it ; then they must be con-

ceived to have some tendency, in how low a degree soever, yet some

tendency, to induce persons to such forbidden gratifications. This ten-

dency, in some one particular propension, may be increased by the

greater frequency of occasions naturally exciting it, than of occasions

exciting others. The least voluntary indulgence in forbidden circum-

staL *es, though but in thought, will increase this wrong tendency ; and

may increase it farther, till, peculiar conjunctions perhaps conspiring, it

becomes effect
;
and danger from deviating from right, ends in actual

deviation from it
;
a danger necessarily arising from the very nature

of propension ;
and which, therefore, could not have been prevented,

though it might have been escaped, or got innocently through. The
case would be, as if we were to suppose a straight path marked out tor

a person, in which such a degree of attention would keep him steady :

but if he would not attend in this degree, any one of a thousand objects,

catching his eye, might load him out of it. Now it is impossible to say,
how much even the first full overt act of irregularity might disorder the

constitution ;
unsettle the adjustments, and alter the proportions, which

formed it, and in which the uprightness of its make consisted : but

repetition uf irregularities would produce habits, and thus the constitu.

tion would be spoiled, and creatures made upright, become corrupt,
and depraved in their settled character, proportionably to their repeated

irregularities in occasional acts." (Analogy.)

These observations are general, and are introduced only to illustrate

the point, that we may conceive of a creature being made innocent, and
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\ et still dependent upon the exercise of caution for its preservation

from moral corruption and offence. It was not, in fact, by tlie slow

and almost imperceptible formation of evil habits, described in the ex-

tract just given, by which Adam fell
;
that is but one way in which

we may conceive it possible for sin to enter a holy soul. He was ex-

posc-d to the wiles of a tempter, and his fall was sudden. But this

exposure to a particular danger was only a circumstance in his condi-

tion of probation. It was a varied mode of subjecting the will to soli-

citation ;
but no necessity of yielding was laid upon man in conse-

quence of this circumstance. From the history we learn that the devil

used not force but persuasion, which involves no necessity ;
and that

the devil cannot force men to sin is sufficiently plain from this, that,

Buch is his malevolence, that if he could render sin inevitable, he would

not resort to persuasion and the sophistry of error to accomplish an

end more directly within his reach. (6)

The prohibition under which our first parents were placed has been

the subject of many " a fool-born jest," and the threatened punishment
has been argued to be disproportioned to the offence. Such objection?

are easily dissipated. We have already seen, that all rational creatures

are under a law which requires supreme love to God and entire obe-

dience to his commands ;
and that, consequently, our first parents were

placed under this equitable obligation. We have also seen that all

specific laws emanate from this general law
;

that they are manifesta-

tions of it, and always suppose it. The decalogue was such a mani-

festation of it to the Jews, and the prohibition of the tree of knowledge
is to be considered in the same light. Certainly this restraint presup-

posed a right in God to command, a duty in the creatures to obey ;
and

the particular precept was but the exercise of that previous right which

was vested in him, and the enforcement of that previous obligation upon

them. To suppose it to be the only rule under which our first parents

were placed would be absurd
;
for then it would follow, that if they had

become sensual in the use of any other food than that of the prohibited

tree ;
or if they had refused worship and honour to God, their Creator ;

or if they had become "
hateful, and hating one another," these would

not have been sins. This precept was, however, made prominent by

special injunction ;
and it is enough to say that it was, as the event

showed, a sufficient test of their obedience.

The objection that it was a positive, and not a moral precept, deserves

to be for a moment considered. The difference between the two is,

that " moral precepts are those the reasons of which we see
; positive

precepts those, the reasons of which we do not see. Moral duties arise

(6)
" Diabolus causa talis statui non potest ; gina ille suasione sola usus \egU

tor : suasio autem Becessitatem nullam afiert, sed moraliter tantum voluntatem

•d K alUcere atque attractiere conatur." {EpUcopius.)
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out of the nature of the case itself, prior to external command : positive

duties do not arise out of the nature of the case, but from external com-

mand ;
rior would they be duties at all, were it not for such command

received from him whose creatures and subjects we are." {Buder'i

Analogy. \ It has, however, been justly observed that, since positive pre-

cepts have somewhat of a moral nature, we may see the reasons of them

considered in this view, and, so far as we discern the reasons of both,

moral and positive precepts are alike. In the case in question no juiit

objection, certainly, can be made against the makmg a positive precept

the special test of the obedience of our first parents. In point of obli-

gation, positive precepts rest upon the same ground as moral ones,

namely, the will of God. Granting, even, that we see no reason for

them, this does not alter the case ; we are bound to obey our Creator,

both as matter of right and matter of gratitude ;
and the very essence

of sin consists in resisting the will of God. Even the reason of moral

precepts, their iitness, suitableness, and influence upon society, do not

constitute them absolutely obligatory upon us. The obligation rests

upon their being made law by the authority of God. Their fitness, &c,

may be the reasons why he has made them parts of his law
;
but it is

the promulgation of his will which makes the law and brings us und<^r

obligation. In this respect, then, moral and positive laws are of equal

authority when enjoined with equal cxplicitness. To see or not to se»

the reasons of the Divine enactments, whether moral or positive, is ii

circumstance w hich affects not the question of duty. There is, never-

theless, a distinction to be made between poiitme precepts and arbitrary

ones, which have no reason but the will of him who enacts them, though,

were such enjoined by almighty God, our obligation to obey would be

absolute. It is, however, proper to suppose, that when the reasons of

positive precepts are not seen by us, they do, in reality, exist in those

relations, and qualities, and habitudes of things which are only known
to God

; for, that he has a sufficient reason for all that he requires of

us, is a conclusion as rational as it is pious ;
and to slight positive pre-

cepts, therefore, is in fact to refuse obedience to the Lawgiver only on

the proud and presumptuous ground, that he has not made us acquainted
with his own reasons for enacting them. Nor is the institution of such

precepts witliout an obvious general moral reason, though the reason for

the injunction of particular positive injunctions should not be explained.

Humility, which is the root of all virtue, may, in some circumstances,

be more effectually promoted when we are required to obey under the

authority of God, than when we are prompted also by the conviction of

the fitness and excellence of his commands. It is true, that when the

observance of a moral command and a positive precept come into such

opposition to one another that both cannot be observed, we have ex-

amples in Scripture which authorize us to prefer the former to th«

a
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latter, as when our Lord healed on the Sabbath day, and justified his

disciples for phicking the ears of corn when they were hungry ; yet,

in point of fact, the rigidness which forbade the doing good on the

Sabbath day, in these cases of necessity, we have our Lord's authority

to say, was the result of a misinterpretation of the moral precept itself,

and no direct infringement of it was implied in either case. Should

an actual impossibility occur of observing two precepts, one a moral

and the other a positive one, it can be but a rare case, and our con-

duct must certainly be regulated, not on our own views merely, but on

such general principles as our now perfect revelation furnishes us with,

and it is at our risk that we misapply them. In the case of our first

parents, the positive command neither did, nor, apparently in their

circumstances, could stand in opposition to any moral injunction con-

tained in that universal law under which they were placed. It har-

monized perfectly with its two great principles, love to God and love

to our neighbour, for both would be violated by disobedience
;
—one,

by rebellion against the Creator ; the other, by disregard of each other's

welfare, and that of their posterity.

Nor, indeed, was this positive injunction without some obvious moral

reason, the case with probably all positive precepts of Divine authority,

when carefully considered. The ordinances of public worship, baptism
in the name of Christ, the celebration of the Lord's Supper, and the

observance of the Sabbath, have numerous and very plain reasons both

of subjection, recognition, and gratitude ;
and so had the prohibition of

the fruit of one of the trees of the garden. The moral precepts of the

decalogue would, for the most part, have been inappropriate to the

peculiar condition of the first pair ;
—such as the prohibitions of poly-

theism
;
of the use of idolatrous images ; of taking the name of God in

vain ; of theft and adultery ; of murder and covetousness. Thus even

if objectors were left at liberty to attempt to point out a better test of

obedience than that which was actually appointed, they would find, as

in most such cases, how much easier it is to object than to suggest.

The law was, in the first place, simple and explicit ; it was not diffi.

cult of observation ;
and it accorded with the circumstances of those

on whom it was enjoined. They were placed amidst abundance of

pleasant and exhilarating fruits, and of those one kind only was re-

served. This reservation implied also great principles. It may be

turned into ridicule :
—

so, by an ignorant person, might the reserve in

our customs of a pepper corn, or other quit rent, which j'et are ac-

knowledgments of subjection and sovereignty. This is given as an

illustration, not, indeed, as a parallel ; for there is a very natural view

of this transaction in paradise, which gives to it an aspect so noble and

dignified, that we may well shudder at the impietv of that poor wit by
which it has been sometimes ignorantly assailed. The dominion of

2
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this lower world had been given to man, but it is equally required by
the Divine glory, and by the benefit of creatures themselves, that all

should acknowledge their subjection to liim. Man was required to do

this, as it were, openly, and in the presence ot" the whole creation, by a

public token, and to give proof of it by a continued abstinence from the

j>rohibite<l fruit. He was required to do it also in a way suitable to hi«

excellent nature and to his character as lord of all other creatures, by a

free and voluntary obedience, thus acknowledging the common Creator

to be his supreme Lord, and himself to be dependent upon bis bounty and

tavour. In this view we can conceive nothing more fitting, as a test

ot obedience, and nothing more important than the moral lesson conti-

nually taught by the obligation thus openly and publicly to acknowledge
the rights and authority of him who was, naturally, the Lord of all. (7)
The immediate, visible agent in the seduction of man to sin was the

serpent ; but the whole testimony of Scripture is in proof that the real

tempter was that subtle and powerful evil spirit, whose general appel.
latives are the Devil and Satan. (8) This shows that ridicule, as to

the serpent, is quite misplaced, and that one of the most serious doctrines

is involved in the whole account,—the doctrine ofdiabolical influence.

We have already observed, that we have no means of ascertaining the

pristine form and qualities of this animal, except that it was distinguished
from all the beasts of the field, which the Lord God had made, by his
**

subtlety" or intelligence, for the word does not necessarily imply a bad

sense
;
and we might, indeed, be content to give credit to Satan for a

wily choice of the most fitting instrument for his purpose. These are

questions which, however, sink into nothing before the important doc-

trine of the liability of man, both in bis primitive and in his fallen state>

to temptations marshalled and directed by a superior, malignant intelli-

gence. Of this, the fact cannot be doubted, if we admit the Scriptures

to be interpreted by any rules \vnich will admit them to be written for

explicit instruction and the use of popular readers ; and, although we
have but general intimations of the existence of an order of apostate

spirits, and know nothing of the date of their creation, or the circum-

stances of their probation and fall
; yet this is clear, that they are per-

mitted, for their "time," to have influence on earth
;
to war against the

virtue and the peace of man, though under constant control and govern.

(7)
*'
Legem taiiipn Iiiinc idcirco lioinini latum fuisse arbilramnr, ut ci otwe.

qaendo et obtemperando, palam publicequo veluti tostaretur. si\ cui dominium

rerum omnium creatarum a Deo delatum erat, Deo tamcn iosi Eubjectum obnoxi.

umque esee; utquc obsequio eodcin suo tanquam vasullus ct clirns, publico aliquo

rocognitionis fiyinbolo, profitcrt^tur, so in omnibus Deo suo, tanquam supremo

Domino, obtemperare et parere vellc ; id quod tcquissimum erat.'* (Episcopius.)

(8) The former word signifies a tradueer and false accuter, the latter &d

adversary.
2
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ment
;
and that this entered into the circumstances of the trial of oui

first parents, and that it enters into ours. In tliis part of the history of

the fall, therefore, without giving up any portion of the literal sense, we

must, on the authority of other passages of Scripture, look beyond the

letter, and regard the serpent but as the instilment of a super-human

tempter, who then commenced his first act of warfare against the rule

of God in this lower world; and began a contest, which, for purposes

of wisdom, to be hereafter more fully disclosed, he has been allowed to

carry on for ages, and will still be permitted to maintain till the result

shall make his fall more marked, and bring into view moral truths and

principles in which the whole universe of innocent or redeemed creatures

are, probably, to be instructed to their eternal advantage.

In like manner, the malediction pronounced upon the serpent, while it

is to be understood literally as to that animal, must be considered as

teaching more than the letter simply expresses ;
and the terms of it are,

therefore, for the reason given above, (the comment found in other parts

of Scripture,) to be regarded as symbolical.
" As the literal sense does

not exclude the mystical, the cursing of the serpent is a symbol to us.

and a visible pledge of the malediction with which the devil is struck by

God, and whereby he is become the most abominable and miserable of

all creatures. But man, by the help of the seed of the woman, that is,

by our Saviour, shall bruise his head, wound him in the place that is most

mortal, and destroy him with eternal ruin. In the meantime, the enmity

and abhorrence we have of the serpent is a continual warning to us of

the danger we are in of the devil, and how heartily we ought to abhor

him and all his works." {Archbishop King. )
To this view, indeed, stren-

uous objections have been made ; and in order to get quit of the doc-

trine of, so early and significant a promise of a Redeemer,—a promise

so expressed as necessarily to imply redemption through the temporary

suffering of the Redeemer, the bruising of his heel,
—many of those

who are willing to give up the latter entirely, in other parts of the narra-

tive, and to resolve the whole into fable, resist this addition of the para-

bolical meaning to the literal, and contend for that alone. In answer

to this, we may observe,—
1. That, on the merely literal interpretation of these words, the main

instrument of the transgression would remain unsentenced and unpun-

ished. That instrument was the devil, as already shown, and who, in

evident allusion to this circumstance, is called in Scripture,
" a murderer

from Ihe beginning,"
" a liar and the father of hes;"

" that old serpent,

called the devil and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world ;" he " who

sinneth from the beginning ;" so that whosoever " committeth sin is of

the devil,"' and consequently our first parents. It is also in plain allu-

sion to this history and the bruising of the head of the serpent that the

anostle takes the phrase of" bruising" Satan under the feet of believers.

8
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These passages can only be disposed of by reso.ving the whole account

of diabolical agency in Scripture into figures of speech ; (the tlieory

adopted by Socinians, and which will be subsequently ret'uted ;)
but if

the agency of Satan be allowed in this transaction, then to confine our-

selves to the merely literal sense leaves the prime mover of the offence

without any share of the malediction
;
and the curse of the serpent must,

iheiefore, in justice, be concluded to tall vvitli tlie least weight upon the

.m.mal instrument, the serpent itself, and with its highest emphasis upon

the intelligent and accountable seducer.

2. We are com[)elled to this interpretation by the reason of the case.

That a higher power was identified witli the serpent in the transaction,

is apparent, from the intelligent and rational powers ascribed to the ser-

pent, which it is utterly inconsistent with the distinction between man and

the inferior animals to attribute to a mere brute. He was the most

" subtle" of the beasts, made such near approaches to rationality as to

be a
Jit

instrument by which to deceive
; but, assuredly, the use of speecli,

of reasoning powers, a knowledge of the Divine law, and the power of

seductive artifice to entrap human beings in their state of perfection into

sin against God, are not the faculties of an irrational animal. The

solemn manner, too, in which the Almighty addresses the serpent in

pronouncing the curse, shows that an intelligent and free agent was

arraigned before liini, and it would, indeed, be ridiculous to suppose to

the contrary.

3. The circumstances of our first parents also confirm the symbolical

interpretation, in conjunction with the literal one. This is shown bv

Bishop Sherlock with much acuteness :
—

"
They were no v in a state of sin, standing before God to receive

sentence for their disobedience, and had reason to expect a full execution

of the penalty threatened. Iti the day thou eatest thereof, thou shall

surely die. But God came in mercy as well as judgment, p\ir])osirig

not only to punish, but to restore man. The judgment is awful and

severe : the woman is doomed to sorrow in conception ;
the man to

sorrow and travail all the days of his life
;
the ground is cursed for his

sake
;
and tlie end of the judgment is, dust thou art, and unto dust thou

shah return. Had they been left thus, they might have continued '\r.

th3ir labour and sorrow for their appointed time,and at last have returned

tc dust, without any well-grounded hope or confidence in God ; they must

have looked upon themselves as rejected by their Maker, delivered up
to trouble and sorrow in this world, and as having no hope in any other.

Upon this ground I conceive there could have been no religion left in the

world
;

for a sense of religion without hope is a state of phrenzy and

distraction, void of all inducements to love and obedience, or any thing

else that is praiseworthy. If, therefore, God intended to preserve them

Bs objects of mercv, it was absolutely necessary to communicate m
2
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much hope to them, as might be a rational foundation for Iheir future

endeavours to be reconciled to him. This seems to be the primary in-

tention of this first Divine prophecy ;
and it was necessary to the state

of the world, and the condition of religion, which could notpossibly have

been supported without the communication of such hopes. The pro-

phecj' is excellently adapted to this purpose, and manifestly conveyed
such hopes to our first parents. For let us consider in what sense we

may suppose them to understand the prophecy. Now they must neces-

sarily understand the prophecy, either according to the literal meaning
of the words, or according to such meaning as the whole circumstance

of the transaction, of which they are part, does require. If we suppose
them to understand the words literally only, and that God meant them
to be so understood, this passage must appear ridiculous. Do but ima-

gine that you see God coming to judge the offenders
; Adam and Eve

before him in the utmost distress ; that you hear God inflicting pains,
and sorrows, and misery, and death, upon the first of human race

; and
that in the midst of all this scene of wo and great calamity, you hear

him foretelling, with great solemnity, a very trivial accident that should

sometimes happen in the world : that serpents would be apt to bite men

by the heels, and that men would be apt to revenge themselves by strik-

ing them on the head. What has this trifle to do w ith the loss of man-

kind, with the corruption of the natural and moral world, and the ruin of

all the glorj- and happiness of the creation ? Great comfort it was to

Adam, doubtless, after telling him that his days would be short and full

of misery, and his end without hope, to let him know that he should now
and then knock a snake on the head, but not even that, without paying
dear for his poor victory, for the snake should often bite him by the heel.

Adam surely could not understand the prophecy in this sense, though
some of his sons have so understood it. Leaving this, therefore, as abso-

lutely absurd and ridiculous, let us consider what meaning the circum-

stances ofthe transaction do necessarily fix to the words of this prophecy.
Adam tempted by his wife, and she by the serpent, had fallen from their

obedience, and were now in the presence of God expecting judgment.

They knew full well at this juncture, that their/a// was the ttirforvof the

serpent, whom by experience they found to be an enemy to God and to

man
;

to man, whom he bad ruined by seducing him to sin ; to God,
tha noblest work of whose creation he had defaced. IV could not, there,

fori?, but be some comfort to them to hear the serpent first condemned,
and to see that, however he had prevailed against them, he had gained
no victory over their Maker, who was able to assert his own honour, and

to punish this great author of iniquity. By this method ofGod's proceed,

ing they were secured from ;hinking that there was anv evil being equal

to the Creator in power and dominion : an opinion which gained ground
in after times through the prevalence of evil, and is, where it does pre-

a
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vail destructive of all true religion. The belief ofGod's supreme dt>ini>

nion, which is the foundation of all religion, being thus preserved, it

was still necessary to give them such hopes as tliey could not but con.

ceive, when they heard from the mouth of God, that the serpent's vic-

tory was not a complete victory, over even themselves ;
that they and

their posterity should be enabled to contest his empire ; and though

they were to suffer much in the struggle, yet finally they should pre-

vail and bruise the serpent's head, and be delivered from his power and

dominion over them. What now could they conceive this conquest over

the serpent to mean ? Is it not natural to expect that we shall recover

that by victory which we lost by being defeated? They knew that the

enemy had subdued them by sin, could they then conceive hopes of

victory otherwise than by righteousness ? They lost through sin the

happiness of their creation, could they expect less from the return of

righteousness than the recovery of the blessings forfeited ? What else

but this could they expect ? For the certain knowledge they had of

their loss when the serpent prevailed, could not but lead them to a clear

knowledge of what they should regain by prevailing against the ser-

pent. The language of this prophecy is indeed in part metaphorical,

but it is a great mistake to think that all metaphors are of uncertain

signification ; for the design and scope of the speaker, with the circum

stances attending, create a final and determinate sense."

The import of this prediction appears, from various allusions of Scrip.

ture, to have been, that the Messiah, who was, in an eminent and pecu.

liar sense, the seed of the woman, should, though himself bruised in the

conflict, obtain a complete victory over the malice and power of Satan,

and so restore those benefits to man which by sin he had lost. From

this time hope looked forward to the Great Restorer, and sacrifices,

which are no otherwise to be accounted for, began to be offered, in pre-

figuration of the fact and efficacy of his sufferings. From that first

promise, that light of salvation broke forth, which, by the increased

illumination of revelation, through following ages, shone brighter and

brighter to the perfect day. To what extent our first parents under,

stood tills promise it is not possible for us to say. Sufficiently, there is

no doubt, for hope and faith
;
and that it might be the ground of a ncAv

dispensation of religion, in which salvation was to be of grace, not of

works, and in which prayer was to be offered for all necessary bless-

ings, on the ground of pure mercy, and through the intercession of an

infinitely worthy Mediator. The Scriptures cannot be explained, unless

this b(! admitted, for these are the very principles which are assumed in

God's government of man from the period of his fall
;
and it is, there-

fore, probable, that in those earliest patriarchal ages, of which we have

Bo brief and rapid an account in the writings of Moses, and which we

may, nevertheless, collect, were ages distinguished by the frequent and

2
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visible intercourse of God and superior beings with men, there were re-

velations made and instructions given which are not specifically record-

ed, but which formed that body of theology which is, unquestionably,

presupposed by the whole Mosaic institute. But if we allow that this

first promise, as interpreted by us, contains more than our first parents

can be supposed to have discovered in it, we may say, with the prelate

just quoted,
" Since this prophecy has been plainly fulfilled in Christ,

and by the event appropriated to him only, I would fain know how it

comes to be conceived to be so ridiculous a thing in us to suppose that

God, to whom the whole event was known from the beginning, should

make choice of such expressions as naturally conveyed so much know,

ledge to our first parents as he intended, and yet should appear, in the

fulness of time, to have been peculiarly adapted to the event which he,

from the beginning, saw, and which he intended the world should one

day see, and which, when they should see, they might the more easily

acknowledge to be the work of his hand, by the secret evidence which

he had enclosed from the days of old in the words of prophecy."
From these remarks on the history of the fall, we are called to con-

sider the state into which that event reduced the first man and his

posterity.

As to Adam, it is clear that he became liable to inevitable death, and

that, during his temporary life, he was doomed to severe labour, ex-

pressed in Scripture by eating his bread in, or "by the sweat of his

brow." These are incontrovertible points ;
but that the threatening

of death, as the penalty of disobedience, included spiritual and eternal

death, as to himself and his posterity, has been, and continues to be,

largely and resolutely debated, and will require our consideration.

On (this subject the following are the leading opinions :
—

The view stated by Pelagius, who lived in the fifth century, is (if he

has not been misrepresented) that which is held by the modern Soci-

nians. It is, that though Adam, by his transgression, exposed himself

to the displeasure of his Maker, yet that neither were the powers of

his own nature at all impaired, nor have his posterity, in any sense,

sustained the smallest hurt by his disobedience
;
that he was created

mortal, and would, therefore, have died, had he not sinned
;
and that

the only evil he suffered was his being expelled from paradise, and sub-

jected to the discipline of labour. That his posterity, like himself, are

placed in a state of trial ;
that death to them, as to him, is a natural

event ; and that the prospect of certain dissolution, joined to the com-

mon calamities of life, is favourable to the cultivation of virtue. By a

proper attention we may maintain our innocence amidst surrounding

temptations, and may also daily improve in moral excellence, by the

proper use of reason and other natural powers,

A second opinion has been attributed to the followers of Arminiua,
a
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on which a remark shall just now be offered. It has been thus epito-

mized by Dr. Hill :
—

"According to this opinion, although the first man had a body natu-

rally frail and mortal, his life would have been for ever preserved by
the bounty of his Creator, had he continued obedient

;
and the instru-

ment employed by God, to preserve his mortal body from decay, waa

the fruit of life. Death was declared to be the penalty of transgression ;

and, therefore, as soon as he transgressed, he was removed at a distance

• from the tree of life
;
and W'" posterity, inheriting his natural mortality,

and not having access to the tree of life, are subjected to death. It is

therefore said by St. Paul,
' By one man sin entered into the world, and

death by sin, and so death passed upon all men. In Adam all die. By
one man's offence death reigned by one.' These expressions clearly

point out death to be the consequence of Adam's transgression, an evil

brought upon his posterity by his fault
;
and this the Arminians under-

stand to be the whole meaning of its being said, 'Adam begat a son in

his own likeness, after his image,' Gen. v, 3, and of Paul saying, 'We
have borne the image of the earthly.'

" It is admitted, however, by those who hold the opinion, that this

change upon the condition of mankind, from a life preserved without

end, to mortality, was most unfavourable to their moral character. The

fear of death enfeebles and enslaves the mind
;

the pursuit of those

things which are necessary to support a frail perishing life, engrosses
and contracts the soul ; and the desires of sensual pleasure are render-

ed more eager and ungovernable, by the knowledge that the time of

enjoying them soon passes away. Hence arise envying of those who
have a larger share of the good things of this life—strife with those

who interfere in our enjoyments
—

impatience under restraint—and

Borrow and repining when pleasure is abridged. And to this varintv of

turbulent passions, the natural fruits of the punishment of Adam's trans-

gression, there are also to be added, all the fretfulness and disquietude

occasioned by the diseases and pains which are inseparable from the

condition of a mortal being. In this way the Arminians explain such

expressions as these, 'by one man's disobedience many were made sin-

ners;' 'all are under sin;' 'behold I was shapen in iniquity,' i. e. all

men, in consequence of Adam's sin, are born in these circumstances,—
under that disposition of (-vents which subjects them to the dominion of

passion, and exposes them to so many temptations, that it is impossible
for any man to maintain his integrity. And hence, they say, arises

the necessity of a Saviour, who, restoring to man the immortality which

he had forfeited, may be said to have abolished death
; who effectually

delivers his followers from that bondage of mind, and that corruption
of character, which are connected with the fear of death

; who, by his

perfect obedience, obtains pardon for those sins into which they have
2
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been betrayed by their condition
,
and by his Spirit enables them to

overcome the temptations which human nature of itself cannot withstand.
"
According to this opinion, then, the human race has suffered uni-

versally in a very high degree by the sin of their first parent. At the

same time, the manner of their suffering is analogous to many circum-

stances in the ordinary dispensations of Providence
;

for we often see

children, by the negligence or fault of their parents, placed in situations

very unfavourable both to their prosperity and to their improvement ; and

we can trace the profligacy of their character to the defects of their

education, to the example set before them in their youth, and to the

multiplied temptations in which, from a want of due attention on the

part of others, they find themselves early entangled." [Lectures.)

That this is a very defective view of the effects of the original offence

upon Adam andhis descendants must be acknowledged. Whether Adam,
as to his body, became mortal by positive infiiction, or by being excluded

from the means of warding off disease and mortality, which were pro-

vided in the tree of life, is a speculative point, wluch has no important

theological bearing ;
but that the corruption of our nature, and not

merely its greater liability to be corrupted, is the doctrine of Scripture,

will presently be shown. This [semi-Pelagian sentiment] was not the

• pinion of Arniinius, noriof his immediate followers. Nor is it the

opinion of that large body of Christians, often called Arminians, who
follow the theological opinions of Mr. Wesley. It was the opinion of

Dr. \\'hitby and several divines of the English Church, who, though
called Arminians, were semi-Pelagians, or at least made great approaches
to that error ;

and the writer just quoted has no authority for giving this

as the Anninian opinion, except the work of Whitby's, entitled, Trar-

tattis de Imputatione Peccati Adami. In this, however, he has followed

others, who, on Whitby's authority, attribute this notion not only to

Arminius singly, but to the body of the remonstrants, and to all those

who, to this day, advocate the doctrine of general redemption. This is

one proof how little pains many divines of the Calvinistic school have

taken to understand the opinions they have hastily condemned in mass.

The following passages from the writings of Arminius will do justice

to the character of that eminent divine on this important subject.

In the loth and 16th propositions of his 7th public lecture on the first

sin of the first man, he says,
—

" The immediate and proper effect of this sin was, that God was

offended by it. For since the form of sin is the transgression of the

law, 1 John iii, 4, such transgression primarily and immediately impinges

against the Legislator himself. Gen. iii, 2; and it impinges against him.
Gen. iii, 16, 19, 23, 24, with offence, it having been his will that his

law should not be infringed. Gen. iii, 17: from which he conceives a

just wrath, which is the second effect of sin. But this wrath is followed
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by the infliction of punishment, which here is twofold : I. A liability

to both deaths, Rom. vi, 23. 2. A privation of that primeval holiness

and righteousness, Luke xix, 26, which, because they were the effects

of the Holv Spirit dwelling in man, ought not to remain in man who

had fallen from the favour of God, and had incurred his anger. Ft.-

that Spirit is a seal and token of the Divine favour and benevolence,

Rom. viii, 14, 15
;

1 Cor. ii, 12.

" But the whole of this sin is not peculiar to our first parents, but is

common to the whole race, and to all their posterity, who, at the time

when the first sin was committed, were in their loins, and who after,

ward descended from them in the natural mode of propagation, accord,

ing to the primitive benediction. For, in Adam all have sinned, Rom.

v, 12. Whatever punishment, therefore, was inflicted on our first pa-

rents, has also pervaded all their posterity, and still oppresses them :

so that all are by nature children of wrath, Eph. ii, 31, obnoxious to

condemnation and to death, temporal and eternal, Rom. v, 12, and are,

lastly, devoid of that [primeval] righteousness and holiness : with which

evils they would continue oppressed for ever, unless they were deliver-

ed from them by Jesus Christ ;
to whom be glory for ever and ever !

Rom. V, 18, 19."

In the epistle which Arminius addressed to Hippolytus, describing

grace and free will, his views on this subject are still more clearly

expressed :
—

" It is impossible for free will without grace to begin or perfect any
true or spiritual good. I say, the grace of Christ, which pertains to

regeneration, is simply and absolutelj- necessary for the illumination of

the mind, the ordering of the aflections, and the inclination of the will

to that which is good. It is that which operates on the mind, the

affections, and the will
; which infuses good thoughts into the mind,

inspires good desires into the affections, and leads the will to execute

good thoughts and good desires. It prevents, (goes before,) accom-

panics, and follows. It excites, assists, works in us to will, and works

with us, that we may not will in vain. It averts temptations, stands by
and aids us in temptations, supports us against the flesh, the worVI, and

Satan ; and, in the conflict, it grants us to enjoy the victory. It raises

up again those who are conquered and fallen, it establishes them, and

endues them with new strength, and renders them more cautious. It

begins, promotes, perfects, and consummates salvation. I confess, that

the mind of the natural (aniTnalis) and carnal man is darkened, his

aflTections arc depraved and disordered, his will is refractory, and that

the man is dead in siris."

And, in his 11th Public Disputation on the Freewill of Man, and its

powers, he says,
" that the will of man, with respect to true good, is

not only wounded, bruised, inferior, crooked, and attenuated
;
but it is

2
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likewise captivated, destroyed, and lost ; and has no powers whatever,

except such as are excited by grace."
The doctrine of the remonstrants is,

" That God, to the glory of his

abundant goodness, having decreed to niake man after his own image,
and to give him an easy and most equal law, and add thereunto a

threatening of death to the transgressors thereof, and foreseeing that

Adam would wilfully transgress the same, and thereby make himself emd

his posterity liable to condemnation
; though God was, notwithstanding,

mercifully affected toward man, yet, out of respect to his justice and

trutii, he would not give way to his mercy to save man till his justice

should be satisfied, and his serious hatred of sin and love of righteous-

ness should be made known." The condemnation here spoken of, as

affecting Adam and his posterity, is to be understood of more than the

death of the body, as being opposed to the salvation procured by the

sacrifice of Christ
; and, with respect to the moral state of human na-

ture since the fall, the third of their articles, exhibited, at the synod of

Dort, states, that the remonstrants " hold that a man hath not saving
faith of himself, nor from the power of his own free will, seeing that,

while he is in the state of sin, he cannot of himself, nor by himself,

think, will, or do any saving good." (9)

The doctrine of the Church of England, though often claimed as

exclusively Calvin istic on this point, accords perfectly with true Armi-

nianism. "
Original sin standeth not in the following or imitation of

Adam, as the Pelagians do vainly talk
;
but it is the fault or corruption

of the nature of every man, that naturally is engendered of the offspring

of Adam, whereby man is very far gone from original rigiiteousness,

and is of his own nature only inclined to evil," &c. Some of the divines

of this Church have, on the other hand, endeavoured to soften this

article, by availing themselves of the phrase
"
very far gone," as though

it did not express a total defection from original righteousness. The
articles were, however, subscribed by the two houses of convocation, in

1571, in Latin and English also, and therefore both copies are equally
authentic. The Latin copy expresses this phrase by

"
quam. longissime

distet ;" which is as strong an expression a» that language can furnish,

fixes the sense of the compilers on this point, and takes away the argu-
ment which rests on the alleged equivocalness of the English version.

Nor does there appear any material discrepancy between this statement

of the fallen condition of man and the Augsburgh Confession, the doc

trine of the French Churches, that ofthe Calvinistic Church of Scotland,

and, so far as the moral state of man only is concerned, the views of

Calvin himself. There are, it is true, such exnressions as "
contagion,"

"
infection," and the like, in some of these formularies, which are some.

(9) See tenets of the remonstrants, in Nichol'8 " Calvinism and Amtinianim
Compared."

9
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what equivocal, as bearing upon a point from which some divines, both

Armimans and Calvinists, have dissented,—the direct corruption of

human nature by a sort of judicial act ; but, this point excepted, to

which we shall subsequently turn our attention, the true Arminian, as

fully as theCalvmist, admits the doctrine of the totaldopravity of human

nature in consequence of the fall of our first parents ;
and is indeed

enabled to carrj' it through his system with greater consistency than

the Culviiiist himself. For, while the latter is obliged, in order to ac-

count for certain good dispositions and occasional religious inclinations

in those who never give any evidence of their actual conversion to

God, to refer them to nature, and not to grace, which, according to

them, IS not given to the reprobate, the believer in general redemption
maintains the total incapacity of unassislrd nature to produce such

effects, and attributes them to that Divine gracious influence which, if

not resisted, would lead on to conversion. Some of the doctrines joined

by Calvinists with the corruption of our conmion nature are, indeed,

very disputable, and such as we shall, in the proper place, attempt to

prove unscriptural ;
but in this Arminians and they so well agree, that

it is an entire delusion to represent this doctrine, as it is often done, as

exclusively Calvinistic. " The Calvinists," says Bishop Tomline, " con-

tend that the sin of Adam introduced into his nature such a radical

impotence and depravity, that it is impossible for his descendants to

make anj' voluntary effort [of themselves] toward piety and virtue, or in

any respect to correct and improve their moral and religious character ;

and that faith and all the Christian graces are comnmnicated by the

sole and irresistible operation of the Spirit of God, without anj' endea-

vour or concurrence on the part of man." (^Refutation of Calvinism.)

The latter part only of this statement gives the Calvinistic peculiarity ;

the former is not exclusively theirs. We have seen the sentiment of

Arminius on the natural state of man, and it perfectly harmonizes with

that of Calvin where he says, in his own forcible manner, " that man is so

totally overwhelmed, as with a deluge, that no part is free from sin, and

therefore whatever proceeds from him is accounted sin."
{Institutes.')

But in bringing all these opinions to the test of Scriptural testimony,

we must first inquire into the import of the penalty of death, threat-

ened upon the offences of the first man.

The Pelagian and Socinian notion, that Adam would have died had

he not sinned, requires no other refutation than the words of the

Apostle Paul, who declares expressly that death entered the world "
by

sin," and so it inevitably follows that, as to man at least, but for sin

"there would have been no death.

The notion of others, that the death threatened extended to the anni'

hilation of the soul as well as the body, and was only arrested by the

interposition i>f a Redeemer, assumes a doctrine which has no collate

3
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nance at all in Scripture, namely, that the penalty of transgressing the

Divine law, when it extends to the soul, is death in the sense of annihi-

lation. On the contrary, whenever the threat of death, in Scripture,

refers to the soul, it unquestionably means future and conscious punish.

ment. Beside, the term "death," which conveys the threatening, does

not properly express annihilation. There is no adequate opposition

between hfe and annihilation. If there were such an opposition between

them, then life and non-annihilation must be equivalent terms. But

they are not ;
for many things exist which do not live ;

and thus both

the sense attached to the term death, in Scripture, when applied to the

soul, as well as the proper sense of that term itself, and the reason of

the thing, forbid that interpretation.

The death threatened to Adam, we conclude, therefore, to have

extended to the soul of man as well as to his body, though not in the

sense of annihilation
; but, for the confirmation of this, it is necessary

to refer more particularly to the language of Scripture, which is its own

best interpreter, and it will be seen, that the opinion of those divinea

who include in the penalty attached to the first offence, the very
" ful-

ness of death," as it has been justly termed, death bodily, spiritual, and

eternal, is not to be putfed away by sarcasm, but stands firm on inspired

testimony.

Beside death, as it is opposed to animal life, and which consists in

the separation of the rational soul from the body, the Scriptures speak

of the life and death of the soul in a moral sense. The first consists in

the union of the soul to God, and is manifested by those vigorous, grate-

ful, and holy affections, which are, by this union, produced. The second

consists in a separation of the soul from communion with God, and is

manifested by the dominion of earthly and corrupt dispositions and

habits, and an entire indifference or aversion to spiritual and heavenly

things. This, too, is represented as the state of all who are not quick-

ened by the instrumentality of the Gospel, employed for this purpose by

the power and agency of its Divine Author. " And you hath he

quickened who were dead in trespasses and sins." The state of a

regenerate mind is, in accordance with this view, represented as a resur-

rection, and a passing
" from death unto life ;" and both to Christ and

to the Holy Spirit is this work of quickening the souls of men and pre-

serving them in moral or spiritual life attributed. To interpret, then,

the death pronounced upon Adam as including moral death, seeing that

he, by his transgression, fell actually into the same moral state as a

sinner against God, in which all those persons now are who are dead in

trespasses and sins, is in entire accordance with the language of Scrip-

ture. For, if a state of sin in them is a state of spiritual death, then a

state of sin in him was a state of spiritual death
;
and that both by

natural consequence, the same cause producing the same effect, and

Vol. II. 4
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also by the appointment of God, who departs from sinful men, ami,

withdrawing himself from all communion with the guilty, withdraws

therchy the only source of moral or spiritual life.

But the highest sense of the term " death," in Scripture, is the punish-

ment of tlie soul in a future state, both by a loss of happiness and

separation from God, and also by a positive infliction of Divine wrath.

Now this is stated, not as peculiar to any dispensation of religion, but as

common to all
; as the penalty of the transgression of the law ofGod in

every degree.
" Sin is the transgression of the law," this is its defi-

nition
;

" the wages of sin is death," this is its penalty. Here we have

no mention made of any particular sin, as rendering the transgressor

liable to this penalty, nor jf any particular circumstance under which

sin may be committed, as calling forth that fatal expression of the Divine

displeasure ;
but of sin itself generally :

—of transgression of the Divine

law, in every form and degree, it is affirmed, "the wages of sin is

DEATH." This is, therefore, to be considered as an axiom in the juris-

prudence of Heaven. "
Sin," says St. James, with like absolute and

unqualified manner, " when it is finished, bringeth forth dkath ;" nor

have we the least intimation given in Scripture, that any sin whatever

18 exempted from this penalty ; that some sins are punished in this life

only, and others in the life to come. The degree of punishment will

be varied by the 'offence ;
but death is the penalty attached to all sin,

•mless it is averted by pardon, which itself supposes that in law the

penalty has been incurred. What was there, then, in the case of Adam
to take him out of this rule? His act was a transgression of the law,

and therefore sin ; as sin, its wages was "
death," which, in Scripture,

we have seen, means, in its highest sense, future punishment.
To this Dr. Taylor, whom most modern writers who deny the

doctrine of original sin have followed, objects :
" Death was to be the

consequence of his disobedience, and the death here threatened can be

opposed only to that life God gave Adam when he created him."

To this it has been replied :
—

" True : but how are you assured, that God, when he created him,

did not give him spiritual, as well as animal, life 1 Now tpiritual death

is opposed to sjnritual life. And this is more than the death of tlif

body.

"But this, you say, is pure conjecture, without a solid foundation.

For no other life is spoken of before. Yes there is. The image of (iod

is spoken of before. This is not therefore pure conjecture ;
but is

grounded upon a solid foundation, upon the plain word of God. Al-

lowing then tliat 'Adam could understand it of no other Ufe than that

which he had newly received ;' yet would he naturally understand it of

the life of God in his soul, as well as of the life of his body. In thi8

light therefore the sense of the threatening will stand thus :
' Thou shall
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surely die ;' aa if he had said, I have formed thee of tlie dust of the

ground, and
' breathed into thy nostrils the breath of lives,' both of ani-

mal and spiritual life
;
and in both respects thou art become a living

soul. ' But if thou eatest of the forbidden tree, thou shalt cease to be a

living soul. For I will take from thee' the lives I have given, and thou

shalt die spiritually, temporally, eternally." {Wesley on Original Sin.)

The answer of President Edwards is more at large.

" To this I would say ;
it is true, death is opposed to

life,
and must

he understood according to the nature of that
life,

to which it is opposed.

But does it therefore follow, that nothing can be meant by it but the

loss of life ? Misery is opposed to happiness, and sorrow is in Scripture

often opposed to joy ;
but can we conclude from thence, that nothing

is meant in Scripture by sorrow, but the loss ofjoy 1 Or that there is

no more in misery, than the loss or absence of happiness? And if the

death threatened to Adam can, with certainty, be opposed only to the

life given to Adam, when God created him ; I think a state of perfect,

perpetual, and hopeless misery is properly opposed to that state Adam

was in when God created him. For I suppose it will not be denied,

that the life Adam had, was truly a happy life ; happy in perfect inno-

cency, in the favour of his Maker, surrounded with the happy fruits

and testimonies of his love. And I think it has been proved, that he

also was happy in a state of perfect righteousness. Nothing is more

manifest than that it is agreeable to a very common acceptation of

the word life
in Scripture, that it be understood as signifying a state

of excellent and happy existence. Now that which is most opposite

to that life
and .state in which Adam was created, is a state of total,

confirmed wickedness, and perfect hopeless misery, under the Divine

displeasure and curse ;
not excluding temporal death, or the destruc

tion of the body, as an introduction to it.

" Beside, that which is much more evident than any thing Dr. T.

^ays on this head, is, that the death which was to come on Adam, as

the punishment of his disobedience, was opposed to that
life,

which he

would have had as the reward of his obedience in case he had not sin-

ned. Obedience and disobedience are contraries ;
the threatenings and

promises which are sanctions of a law, are set in direct opposition ,

and the promises, rewards, and threatened punishments, are most pro-

perly taken as each other's opposites. But none will deny, that the

life which would have been Adam's reward, if he had persisted in obe-

dience, was eternal life.
And therefore we argue justly that the death

which stands opposed to that
life, (Dr. T. himself being judge,) is ma-

nifestly
eternal death, a death widely different from the death we now

die—to use his own words. If Adam for his persevering obedience,

was to have had everlasting life and happiness, in perfect holiness,

onion with his Maker, and enjoyment of his favour, and this was the
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life which was to be confirmed by the tree of life
; thei., doubtless, the

death threatened in case of disobedience, which stands in direct oppo-

sition to this, was an exposure to everlasting wickedness and misery,

in separation from God, and in enduring his wrath." {Original Sin.)

The next question is, whether Adam is to be considered as a mere

individual, the consequences of whose misconduct terminated in him-

self, or no otherwise affected his posterity than incidentally, as the

misconduct of an ordinary parent may atToct the circumstances of his

children ;
or whether he is to be regarded as a public man, the liead

and representative of tlie human race, who, in consequence of his fall,

have fallen with him, and received direct hurt and injury in the very

constitution of their bodies and the
moral^state

of their minds.

The testimony of Scripture is so explicit on this point, that all the

attempts to evade it have been in vain. In Romans v, Adam and Christ

are contrasted in their public or federal character, and the hurt which

mankind have derived from the one, and the healing they have received

from the other, are also contrasted in various particulars, which are

equally represented as the effects of the " offence" of Adam, and of the

" obedience" of Christ. Adam, indeed, in verse 14, is called, with evi-

dent allusion to this public representative character, the figure, (rvTrof,)

type, or model " of him that was to come." The same apostle also

adopts the phrases,
" the first Adam," and " the second Adam," which

mode of speaking can only be explained on the ground, that as sin and

death descended from one, so righteousness and life flow from the other;

and that what Christ is to all his spiritual seed, that Adam is to all his

natural descendants. On this, indeed, the parallel is founded, 1 Cor.

XV, 22,
" For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made

alive," words which on any other hypothesis can have no natural signi-

fication. Nor is there any weight in the observation, that this relation

of Adam to his descendants is not expressly stated in the history of the

fall ; since, if it were not indicated in that account, the comment of an

inspired apostle is, doubtless, a sufRcient authority. But the fact is, that

the threatenings pronounced upon the first pair have all respect to their

posterity as well as to themselves. The death threatened affects all,
—

" In Adam all die,"
" death entered by sin," that is, by his sin, and then

"
passed upon all men." The painful childbearing threatened upon Er"?

has passed on to her daughters. The ground was cursed, but that

affected Adam's posterity also, who, to this hour, are doomed to eat their

bread by " the sweat of their brow." Even the first blessing.
" Be fruit-

ful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it," was clearly

pronounced upon them as public persons, and both by its very terms and

the natureof the thing, since they alone could neither replenish the earth

nor subject it to their use and dominion, comprehended their posterity.

In all these cases they are addressed in such a form of speech as is

2
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appropriated to individuals ;
but the circumstances of the case infallibly

show, that, in the whole transaction, they stood before their Maker as

public persons, and as the legal representatives of their descendants,

though in so many words they are not invested with these titles.

The condition in which this federal connection between Adam and

his descendants placed the latter, remains to be exhibited. The imputa-

tion of Adam's sin to his posterity has been a point greatly debated. In

the language of theologians it is considered as mediate or immediate.

Our mortality of body and the corruption of our moral nature, in virtue

of our derivation from him, is what is meant by the mediate imputation

of his sin to us
; by immediate imputation is meant that Adam's sin ia

accounted ours in the sight of God, by virtue of our federal relation.

To support the latter notion, various illustrative phrases have been used :

as, that Adam and his posterity constitute one moral person, and that

the whole human race was in him, its head, consenting to his act, &c.

This is so little agreeable to that distinct agency which enters into the

very notion ofan accountable being, that it cannot be maintained, and it

destroys the sound distinction between original and actual sin. It as-

serts, indeed, the imputation of the actual commission of Adam's sin to

his descendants, which is false in fact
;
makes us stand chargeable with

the fall latitude of his transgression, and all its attendant circumstances ;

and constitutes us, separate from all actual voluntary offence, equally

guilty with him, all which are repugnant equally to our consciousnesa

and to the equity of the case.

The other opinion does not, however, appear to go the length of

Scripture, which must not be warped by the reasonings of erring man.

There is another view of the imputation of the offence of Adam to us

which is more consistent with its testimony. This is very clearly stated

by Dr. Watts in his answer to Dr. Taylor.
" When a man has broken the law of his country, and is punished for

so doing, it is plain that sin is imputed to him : his wickedness is upon

him ; he hears his iniquity ; that is, he is reputed or accounted guilty :

he is condemned and dealt with as an offender.

" But if a man, having committed treason, his estate is taken from

him and his children, then they hear the iniquity of their father, anA his

sin is imputed to them also.

•' If a man lose his life and estate for murder, and his children thereby

be<;ome vagabonds, then the blood of the person murdered is said to be

upon the murderer and upon his children also. So the Jews : His

blood be on us and on our children ; let us and our children be punished

for it.

« But if may be asked^ How can the acts of the parent's treason be

imputed to his little child ? Since those acts were quite out of the reach

of an infant, nor was it possible for him to commit them ?—I answer.
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" Thijse acts of treason or acts of service are, by a common figare,

6aid to be imputed to tlte children, when they suffer or enjoy the conse-

quences of their father's treason or eminent service : though the parti-

cular actions of treason or service, could not be practised by the chil-

dren. This would easily be understood should it occur in human history.

And why not when it occurs in the sacred writings?
' Sin is taken either for an act of disobedience to a law, or for the

kgal result of such an act ;
that is, the guilt, or liableness to punish-

ntent. Now when we say, the sin of a traitor is imputed to his children,

we do not mean, that the act of the father is charged upon the child ;

but that the guilt or liableness to punishment is so transferred to him

that he suffers banishment or poverty on ,account of it.

" Thus the sin of Achan was so imputed to his children, that they

were all stoned on account of it. Josh, vii, 24. In like manner the

covetousness of Gehazi was impvted to his posterity, 2 Kings v, 27 ;

when God by his prophet pronounced, that the lepros)' should cleave

unto him and to his seed for ever.

" The Scriptures, both of the Old and New Testament, use the words

tin and iniquity, (both in Hebrew and Greek,) to signify not only the cri-

minal ac<(07w' themselves, but also the result and consequences of those

actions, that is, the guilt or liableness to punishment : and sometimes

the punishment itself, whether it fall upon the original criminal, or upon
others on his account.

"
Indeed, when sin or righteousness is said to be imputed to anv

man, on account of what himself hath done, the words usually denote

both the good or evil actions themselves, and the legal result of

them. But when the sin or righteousness of one person is said to be

imputed to another, then generally those words mean only the result

thereof; that is, a liableness to punishment on the one hand, and to

reward on the other.

" But let us say what we will, in order to confine the sense of the

imputation of sin and righteousness to the legal result, the reward or

punishment of good or evil actions
;

let us ever so explicitly deny the

imputation of the actions themselves to others, still Dr. Taylor will level

almost all his arguments against the imputation of the actions them-

selves, and then triumph in having demolished what we never built, and

in refuting what we never asserted."

In the sense then above given, we may safely contend for the imou

tation of Adam's sin
; and this agrees precisely with the Apostle Paul,

who speaks of the imputation of sin to those who " had not sinned after

the similitude of Adam's transgression," that is, to all who lived between

Adam and Moses, and, consequently, to infants who personally had not

offended
;
and also declares, that,

"
by one man's disobedience many

were made, constituted, accounted, and dealt with as sinners," and
a
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treated as though they themselves had actually sinned : for, that this

is his sense, is clear from what follows,
" so by the obedience of one

shall many be made righteous,"
—

constituted, accounted, and dealt

with as such, though not actually righteous, but, in fact, pardoned cri-

minals. The first consequence, then, of this imputation is the death

of the body, to which all the descendants of Adam are made hable, and

that on account of the ain of Adam—"
through the offence ofone many

are dead." But though this is the first, it is far from being the

only consequence. For, as throughout the apostle's reasoning in the

fifth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, to which reference has been

made, " the gift,"
" the free gift,"

" the gift by grace," mean one and

the same thing, even the whole benefit given by the abounding grace
of God, through the obedience of Christ ; and as these verses are evi-

dently parallel to 1st Corinthians xv, 22,
" For as in Adam all die, even

so in Christ shall all be made alive,"
"

it follows that dying and being
made alive, in the latter passage, do not refer to the body only, but

that dying implies all the evils temporal and spiritual which are de-

rived from Adam's sin, and being made alive, all the blessings which

are derived from Christ in time and in eternity." {Wesley on Ori-

ginal Sin.)

The second consequence is, therefore, death spiritual, that mora!

state which arises from the withdrawment of that intercourse of God

with the human soul, in consequence of its becoming polluted, and of

that influence upon it which is the only source and spring of the right

and vigorous direction and employment of its powers in which its rec-

titude consists
;
a deprivation, from which a depravation consequently

and necessarily follows. This, we have before seen, was included in

the original threatening, and if Adam was a public person, a repre-

sentative, it has passed on to his descendants, who, in their natural

state, are therefore said to be "dead in trespasses and sins." Thus it

is that the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked ;

and that all evils naturally
"
proceed from it," as corrupt streams from

a corrupt fountain.

The third consequence is eternal death, separation from God, and

endless banishment from his glory in a future state. This follows from

both the above premises,
—from the federal character of Adam

;
and

from the eternal life given by Christ being opposed by the apostle to

the death derived from Adam. The justice of this is objected to, a

point which will be immediately considered
;
but it is now sufficient to

say, that if the making the descendants of Adam liable to eternal death,

because of his offence, be unjust, the infliction of temporal death is so

also
;
the duration of the punishment making no difference in the simple

question of justice. If punishment, whether of loss or ofpain, be unjust,

its measure and duration maybe a greater or a less injustice ;
but it is

2
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unjust in every degree. If, then, we only confine the hurt we have

received Jroiii Adam to bodily death
;

if this legal residt of his trans-

gression only be imputed to us. and we are so constituted sinners as to

become liable to it, we are in precisely the same difficulty, as to the

equity of the proceeding, as when that legal result is extended farther.

The only way out of this dilemma is that ado|itcd by Dr. Taylor, to

consider death not as a punishment, but as a blessing, which involves

the absurdity of making Deity threaten a benefit as a penalty for an

ortence, which sutficiently refutes the notion.

The objections which have been raised against the imputation of

Adam's offence, in the extent we have stated it, on the ground of the

justice of the proceeding, are of two kinds. The former are levelled

not against tliat Scriptural view of the case which has just been exhi-

bited, but against that repulsive and shocking perversion of it which is

found in the high Calvinistic creed, which consigns infants, not elect, to

a conscious and endless punishment, and that not of loss only, but of

pain, for this first oii'ence of another. The latter springs from regard,

ing the legal part of the whole transaction which affected our first pa-

rents and their posterity, separately from the evangelical provision of

mercy which was concurrent with it, and which included, in Hke man-

ner, both them and their whole race. With tlie high Calvinistic view

we have now notliiiig to do. It will stand or t'all with tlie doctrines of

election and reprobation, as held by that school, and these will be

examined in their place. The latter class of objections now claim our

attention ;
and as to them we observe, that, as the question relates to

the moral government of God, if one part of the transaction before us

is intimately and inseparably connected with another and collateral

procedure, it cannot certainly be viewed in its true light but in that

connection. The redemption of man by Christ was not ccrtainlv an

after thought brought in upon man's apostasy ;
it was a ^rot'WOH, and

when man fell, \k found justice hand in hand with mercy. What are,

then, the facts of the vliole case? For greater clearness, let us take

Adam and the case of his adult descendants first. All become liable to

bodily death
;
hero was justice, the end of which is to support law,

as that supports government. By means of the anticipatt^d sacrifice

of the Redeemer's atonement, which, as we sh^ll in its place show, is

an effectual means of declaring the justice of God, the sentf'pcc is

reversed, not by exemption from bodily death, but by a hiippv and

glorious resurrection. For, as this was an act of grace, almighty God
was free to choose, speaking humanly, the circumstances under which

it should be administered, in ordering which the unerring wisdom of

God had its natural influence. The evil of sin was still to be kept
visible before the universe, for its admonition, by the actual infliction

of death upon all men ; the grace was to be rianifested in reparation of
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the loss by restoration to immortality. Again, God, the fountain of

spiritual life, forsook the soul of Adam, now polluted by sin,rfind unfit

foi his residence. He became morally dead and corrupt, and, as " that

which is born of the flesh is flesh," this is the natural state of his de-

scendants. Here was justice, a display of the evil of sin, and of the

penalty which it ever immediately induces—man forsaken by God, and

thus forsaken, a picture to the whole universe of corruption and miser}',

resulting from that departure from him which is implied in one sinful

act. But that spiritual, quickening influence visits him from another

quarter and through other means. The second Adam " is a quicken,

ing Spirit." The Holy Spirit is the purchase of his redemption, to

be given to man, that he may again infuse into his corrupted nature

the heavenly life, and sanctify and regenerate it. Here is the mercy.

S.S to a future state, eternal life is promised to all men believing in

Christ, which reverses the sentence of eternal death. Here again is

the manifestation of mercy. Should this be rejected, he stands liable

to the whole penalty, to the punishment of loss as the natural con-

sequence of his corrupted nature which renders him unfit for heaven :

to the punishment of even pain for the original offence, we maj' also,

without injustice, say, as to an adult, whose actual transgressions,

when the means of deliverance have been afforded him by Christ, is a

consenting to all rebellion against God, and to that ofAdam himself:

and to the penalty of his own actual transgressions, aggravated by his

having made light of the Gospel. Here is the collateral display of

justice. In all this, it is impossible to impeach the equity of the Di-

vine procedure, since no man suffers any loss or injury ultimately by
the sin of Adam, but by his own wilful obstinacy

—the "
abounding of

grace," by Christ, having placed before all men, upon their believing,

not merely compensation for the loss and injury sustained by Adam,
but infinitely higher blessings, both in kind or degree, than were for-

feited in him. As to adults, then, the objection taken from Divine

justice is unsupported.

We now come to the case of persons dying in infancy. The great
consideration which leads to a solution of inis case is found in Romans
V, 18,

"
Therefore, as by the offence of one judgment came upon all

men to condemnation, even so by the righteousness of one the free gift

came upon all men unto justification of life." In these words, the sin of

Adam and the merits ofChrist are pronounced to be co-extensive
;

the

words applied to both are precisely the same, "judgment came upon
ALL MEN," "the FREE GIFT came upon ALL MEN." If the whole human
race be meant in the former clause, the whole human race is meant in

the latter also
;
and it follows that as all are injured by the offence of

Adam, so all are benefited by the obedience of Christ. Whatever,

therefore, that benefit may be, all children dying in infancy must partake
2
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of it, or there would be a large portion of the human race upon whom
the " freer gifl," the effects of " the righteousness of one," did nol

• come," which is contrary to the apostle's words.

This benefit, whatever it might be, did not so " come upon all men"

as to relieve them immeduUely from the sentence of death. This is

obvious, from men being still liable to die, and from the existence of a

corrupt nature or spiritual death in all mankind. As this is the case

with adults, who grow up from a state of childhood, and who can both

trace the coiTuptness of thtir nature to their earliest years, and were

always liable to bodily death
; so, for this reason, it did not come

immediately upon children, whether they die in infancy or not.—
For there is no more reason to conclude that those children who die

in infancy were born with a pure nature, tlian they who live to man-

hood ; and the fact of their being born liable to death, a part of the

penalty, is sufficient to show that they were born under the whole

malediction.

The " free gift," however, which has come upon all men, by the

righteousness of one, is said to be " unto justification of life," the full

reversal of the penalty of death ; and, by
" the abundance of grace, and

of the gift of righteousness," the benefit extends to the "
reigning in

life by one, Jesus Christ." If the " free gift" is so given to all men
that this is the end for which it is given, then is this "justification of

life," and this "
reigning in life by Jesus Christ," as truly within the

reach of infants, dying in infancy, as within the reach of adults living

to years of choice. This " free gift" is bestowed upon
" all men," etc,

in order to justification of life ; it follows, then, that, in the case of in-

fants, this gift may be connected with the end for which it was given,
as well as in the case of adults, or it would be given in vain, and in

fact be, in no sense whatever, a gift or benefit, standing opposed, in Its

result, to condemnation and death.

Now we know clearly by what means the " free gift," which is be-

stowed in order to justification of life, (that is, that act of God by which

a sinner, under sentence ofde.ath, is adjudged to
life,)

is connected wuth

that end in the case of adults. The gift
" comes upon them," in its

effects, very largely, independent of any thing they do—in the long

suffering of God
;

in the instructions of the Gospel ;
the warnings of

ministers ; the corrective dispensations of Providence ; above all, in

preventing grace, and the influences of the Holy Spirit removing so

much of their spiritual death as to excite in them various degrees of

-religious feeling, and enabling them to seek the face of God, to

turn at his rebuke, and, by improving that grace, to repent and
believe the Gospel. In a word, "justification of life" is offered

them
; nay, more, it is pressed upon them, and they fail of it only by

rejecting it. If they yield and embrace the offer, then the end for

2
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which "the free gift came" upon them is attained—"justification

of life."

As to infants, they are not, indeed, born justified and regenerate ;
so

that to say that original sin is taken away, as to infants, by Christ, is

not the correct view of the case, for the reasons before given ;
but they

arc all born under the " free gift," the effects of the "
righteousness" of

one, which extended to "all men ;" and this free gift is bestowed on

thera in order to justification of life, the adjudging of the condemned to

live. All the mysten,-, therefore, in the case arises from this, that in

adults we see the free gift connected with its end, actual justification, by

acts of their own, repentance and faith
;
but as to infants, we are not

informed by what process justification, with its attendant blessings, is

actually bestowed, though the words of the apostle are express, that

through
" the righteousness of one" they are entitled to it. Nor is it

surprising that this process should be hidden from us, since the Gospel

was written for adults, though the benefit of it is designed for all ; and

the knowledge of this work of God, in the spirit of an infant, must pre-

suppose an acquaintance with the properties of the human soul, which

is, in fact, out of our reach. If, however, an infant is not capable of a

voluntary acceptance of the benefit of the " free gift ;" neither, on the

other hand, is it capable of a voluntarj' rejection of it
;
and it is by

rejecting it that adults perish. If much of the benefit of this " free

gift" comes upon us as adults, independent of our seeking it
;
and if,

indeed, the very power and incUnation to seek justification of life is thus

prevenient, and in the highest sense free ; it follows, by the same rule

of the Divine conduct, that the Holy Spirit may be given to children ;

that a Divine and an effectual influence may be exerted on them, which,

meeting with no voluntary resistance, shall cure the spiritual death and

corrupt tendency of their nature ;
and all this without supposing any

great difference in the principle of the administration of this grace in

their case and that of adults. But the different circumstances of chil-

dren dying in their infancy, and adults, proves also that a different ad-

ministration of the same grace, which is freely bestowed upon all, must

take place. Adults are personal offenders, infants are not ; for the

former, confession of sin, repentance, and the trust of persons con-

sciously perishing for their transgressions, are appropriate to their cir-

cumstances, but not to those of the latter ;
and the very wisdom of God

niav assure us that, in prescribing the terms of salvation, that is, the

means by which the "free gift" shall pass to its issue, justification of

life, the circumstances of the persons must be taken into account. The

reason of pardon, in every case, is not repentance, not faith, not any

thing done by man, but the merit of the sacrifice of Christ. Repent.

ance and faith are, it is true, in the case of adults, a sine qua non, but

in no sense the meritorious cause. The reasons of their being attached

2
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to the promise, as conditions, are nowhere given, but they are nowhere

enforced as such, except on adults. If, in adults, we see the meritorious

cause working in conjunction with instrumental causes, they arc capable

of what is required ;
but when we see, even in adults, that, independent

of their own acts, the meritorious cause is not inert, but fruitful in vital

influence and gracious dealing, we see such a separation of the opera-

tion of the grand meritorious cause, and the subordinate instrumental

causes, as to prove that the benefits of the death of Christ are not, in

everj' degree, and consequently, on the same principle, not in every

case, conferred under the restraints of conditions. So certainly is infant

salvation attested by the Scriptures ;
so explicitly are we told that the

free gift is come upon all men to justification of life, and that none can

come short of this blessing but those who reject it.

But there is another class of instrumental causes to be taken into the

account in the case of children
; though they arise not out of their per-

sonal acts. The first and greatest, and general one, is the intercession

of Chriyt himself, which can never be fruitless
;
and that children are

the objects of his intercession is certain, both from his office as the inter-

cessor of all mankind, the " mediator between God and man" that Ls,

all men
;
and from his actually praying for children in the days of his

abode on earth. " He took them up in his arms and blessed them ;"

which benediction was either in the form of prayer, or it was authorita-

tive, which makes the case still stronger. As to their future state, he

seems also to open a sufficiently encouraging view, when he declares

that, "of such is the kingdom of heaven ;" for, whether we understand

this of future felicity, or of the Church, the case is settled
;

in neither

case can they be under wrath, and liable to condemnation.

Other instrumental causes of the communication of this benefit to

infants, wherever the ordinances of the Christian Church are established,

and used in faith, are the prayers of parents, and baptism in the name
of Christ ;

means which cannot be without their effect, both as to infants

who die, and those who live ;
and which, as God's own ordinances, he

cannot but honour, in different degrees, it may be, as to those who live

and those wliom he intends to call to himself; but which are still meant

of grace, and channels of saving influence ; or they are dead forms, ill

becoming that which is so eminently a dispensation, not of the letter,

but of the spirit.

The injustice, then, alleged as implicated in the doctrine of original

sin, when considered in this its whole and Scriptural view, entirely

vanishes ; and, at the same time, the evil of sin is manifested, and the

justice also of the Lawgiver, for mercy comes not by relaxing the hold

of justice. That still has its full manifestation in the exaction of vicari-

ous obedience to death, even the death of the cross, from the second

Adam, who made himself the federal head of fallen men, and gav«
3
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"justification unto life" only by his submission to "judgment unto con.

damnation."

Having thus established the import of the death threatened as the

penalty of Adam's transgression, to include corporal, moral, or spiritual

and eternal death ;
and showed that the sentence included also the

whole of his posterity, our next step is to ascertain that moral condition

in which men are actually born into the world, notwithstanding that

graciou? provision which is made in Christ for human redemption. On

this the ;estimony of Scripture is so exphcit and ample, and its humbling

representations are so borne out b)' consciousness and by experience,

that it may well be matter of surprise, that the natural innocence of hu-

man nature should ever have had its advocates, at least among those

who profess to receive the Bible as the word of God. In entering upon

the subject of this corruption of human nature, it must first be stated,

that there are several facts of history and experience to be accounted

for
;
and that they must all be taken into account in the different theo-

ries which are advocated.

1. That in all ages great, and even general wickedness has prevailed

among those large masses of men which are called nations.

Sq far as it relates to the immediate descendants of Adam before the

flood ; to all the nations of the highest antiquity ;
to the Jews through-

out every period of their history, down to their final dispersion ;
and to

the empires and other states whose history is involved in theirs ; we have

the Ijistorical evidence of Scripture, and much collateral evidence also

firom their own historians

To what does this evidence go, but, to say the least, the actual de-

pravity of the majority of mankind in all these ages, and among all these

nations ? As to the race before the flood, a murderer sprang up in the

first family, and the world became increasingly corrupt, until " God

saw that the wickedness of man was great, and that every imagina-

tion of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually ;"
" that all

flesh had corrupted their way upon earth;" and that "the earth

was filled with violence through them." Only Noah was found right-

eous before God ;
and because of the universal wickedness, a wicked-

ness which spurned aU warning, and resisted all correction, the flood

was broijght upon the iDorld of the ungodly, as a testimony of Divine

anger.

The same course of increasing wickedness is exhibited in the sacred

records as taking place after the flood. The building of the tower of

Babel was a wicked act, done by general concert, before the division of

nations ;
this we know from its having excited the Divine displeasure,

though we know not in what the particular crime consisted. After the

division of nations, the history of the times of Abraham, Lot, Jacob,

Joseph, and Moses, siifliciently show that idolatry, injustice, oppression,
2
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and gross sensualities characterized the people of Canaan, Egj'pt, and

every other country mentioned in the Mosaic narrative.

The obstinate inclination of the Israelites to idolatry, through all ages

to the Babylonish captivity, and the general prevalence of vice among
men, is acknowledged in every part of the Old Testament. Their moral

wickedness, after their return from Babylon, when they no longer prac
tised idolatry, and were, therefore, delivered from that most fruitful

source ofcrime, may be collected from the writers of the Old Testament

who lived after that event ;
and their general corruption in the time of

our Lord and his apostles stands forth with disgusting prominence in

their writings and in the writings of Josephus, their own historian.

As to all other ancient nations, of whom we have any history, the

accounts agree in stating the general prevalence of practical immo>

ral.ty and of malignant and destructive passions ;
and if we had no such

acknowledgments from themselves ; if no such reproaches were mutu-

ally cast upon each other ; if history were not, as indeed it is, a record

of crimes, in action and in detail ; and if poets, moralists, and satirists

did not all give their evidence, by assuming that men were influenced

by general principles of vice, expressing themselves in particular modes

in different ages, the following great facts would prove the case :.—
The fact of generai, religious error, and that in the very funda-

mental principles of religion, such as the existence of one only God ;

which universal corruption of doctrine among all the ancient nations

mentioned above, shows both indifference to truth and hostility against it,

and therefore proves, at least, the general corniption of men's hearts, of

which even indifference to religious truth is a sufficient indication.

The universal prevalence of idolatry, which not only argues great
debasement of intellect, but deep wickedness of heart, because, in all

ages, idolatry has been more or less immoral in its influence, and

generally grossly so, by leading directly to sanguinaiy and impure

practices.

The prevalence of superstition wherever idolatry has prevailed,

and often when that has not existed, is another proof. The essence of

this evil is the transfer of fear and hope from God to real or imaginary
creatures and things, and so is a renunciation of allegiance to God, as

the Governor of the world, and a practical denial either of his being o'

his providence.

Aggressive wars, in the guilt of which all nations and all uncivilized

tribes have been, in all ages, involved, and which necessarily suppose
hatred, revenge, cruelty, injustice, and ambition.

The accounts formerly given of the innocence and harmlessness of

the Hindoos, Chinese, the inhabitants of the South Sea Islands, and

other parts of the world, are now found to be total mistakes or wilful

falsehoods.

2
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In all heathen nations, idolatrj', superstition, fraud, oppression, and

vices of almost every description, show the general state of society to

be exceedingly and even destructively corrupt ;
and though Moham-

medan nations escape the charge of idolatry, yet pride, avarice, oppres-

sion, injustice, cruelty, sensuality, and gross superstition, are all pre-

valent among them.

The case of Christian nations, though in them immorality is more

powerfully checked than in any other, and many bright and influential

examples of the highest virtue are found among their inhabitants, suffi-

ciently proves that the majority are corrupt and vicious in their habits.

The impiety and profaneness ;
the neglect of the fear and worship of

God ; the fraud and villany continually taking place in the commerce

of mankind 'jhe intemperance of various kinds which is found among
all classes

;
the oppression of the poor ;

and many other evils, are in

proof of this ; and, indeed, we may confidently conclude, that no ad-

vocate of the natural innocence of man will contend that the majority

of men, evrti in this country, are actually virtuous in their external

conduct, and much less that the fear and love of God, and habitual

respect to his will, which are, indeed, the only principles which can be

deemed to constitute a person righteous, influence the people at large,

or even any very large proportion of them.

The fact, then, is established, which was before laid down, that men

in all ages and in all places have, at least, been generally wicked.

2. The second fact to be accounted for is, the strength of that ten-

dency to the wickedness which we have seen to be general.

The strength of the corrupting principle, whatever it may be, is

marked by two circumstances.

The first is, the greatness of the crimes to which men have aban-

doned themselves.

If the effects of the corrupt principle had only been manifested in

trifling errors, and practical infirmities, a softer view of the moral

condition in which man is born into the world might, probably, have

been admitted ;
but in the catalogue of human crimes, in all ages, and

among great numbers of all nations, but more especially among those

nations where there has been the least control of religion, and, there-

fore, where the natural dispositions of men have exhibited themselves

under the simplest and most convincing evidence, we find frauds, op-

pressions, faithlessness, barbarous cruelties and murders, unfeeling

oppressions, falsehoods, every kind of uncleanness, uncontrolled anger,

deadly hatred and revenge, as to their fellow creatures, and proud and

scornful rebellion against God.

The second is, the number and influence of the checks and restraints

against which this tide of wickedness has urged on its almost resist-

less and universal course.

2
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It has opposed itself against the law of God, in some degree found

among all men
; consequently, against the checks and remorse -of con-

science ; against a settled conviction of the evil of most of the actions

indulged in, which is shown by their having been blamed in others (at

least whenever any have suffered by them) by those who themselves

have been in the habit of committing them.

Against the restraints of human laws, and the authority of magis-

tratjj
; for, in all ancient states, the moral corruption continued to

spread until they were politically dissolved, society not being able to

hold itself together, in consequence of the excessive height to which

long indulgence had raised passion and appetite.

Against the provision made to check human vices by that judicial

act of the Governor of the world, by which he shortened the life of

man, and rendered it uncertain, and, at the longest, brief.

Against another provision made by the Governor of the world, in

part with the same view, i. e. the dooming of man to earn his suste-

nance by labour, and thus providing for the occupation of the greater

portion of time in what was innocent, and rendering the means of

sensual indulgences more scanty, and the opportunities of actual im.

morality more limited.

Against the restraints put upon vice, by rendering it, by the con-

stitution and the very nature of things, the source of misery of all

kinds and degrees, national, domestic, personal, mental, and bodily.

Against the terrible judgments which God has, in all ages, brought

upon wicked nations and notorious individuals, many of which visita

tions were known and acknowledged to be the signal manifestations

of his displeasure against their vices.

Against those counteractive and reforming influences of the revela-

tions of the will and mercy of Gon, which at ditlerent times have been

vouchsafed to the world : as, against the light and influence of the

patriarchal religion before the giving of the law
; against the Mosaic

institute, and the warnings of prophets among the Jews
; against the

religious knowledge which was transmitted from them among heathen

nations connected with their history, at different periods ; against
the influence of Christianity when introduced into the Roman empire,
and when transmitted to the Gothic nations, by all of whom it waa

grossly corrupted ;
and against the control of the same Divine religion

in our own country, where it is exhibited in its purity, and in which the

most active endeavours are adopted to enlighten and correct society.

It is impossible to consider the number and power of these check*

without acknowledging, that those principles in human nature which

give rise to the mass of moral evil which actually exists, and has always
existed since men began to multiply upon tlie earth, arc most powerfu'
and formidable in their tendency.

2
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3. I'he third fact is, that the seeds of the vices which exist in so-

ciety may be discovered in children in their earliest years ; selfishness,

emy, pride, resentment, deceit, lying, and often cruelty ;
and so much

is this the case, so explicitly is this acknowledged by all, that it is the

principal object of the moral branch of education to restrain and cor-

rect those evils, both by coercion, and by diligently impressing upon

children, as their faculties open, the evil and mischief of all such affec-

tions and tendencies.

4. The fourth fact is, that every man is conscious of a natural

tendency to many evils.

These tendencies are different in degree and in kind. (1) In some

they move to ambition, and pride, and excessive love of honour ;
in

others, to anger, revenge, and implacableness ;
in others, to cowardice,

meanness, and fear ;
in others, to avarice, care, and distrust

;
in others,

to sensuality and prodigality. But where is the man who has not his

peculiar constitutional tendency to some evil in one of these classes.?

But there are, also, evil tendencies common to all. These are, to love

creatures more than God
;
to forget God

;
to be indifferent to our obli-

gations to him
;

to regard the opinions of men more than the appro,

bation of God
;

to be more influenced by the visible things which sur-

round us than by the invisible God, whose eye is ever upon us, and by
that invisible state to which we are all hastening.

It is the constant practice of those who advocate the natural inno-

cence of man, to lower the standard of the Divine law under which

man is placed ; and to this they are necessarily driven, in order to give

some plausibility to their opinions. They must palliate the conduct of

men
;
and this can only be done by turning moral evils into natural

ones, or, into innocent infirmities, and by so stating the requisitions

made upon our obedience by our Maker, as to make them consistent

with many irregularities. But we have already shown, that the love

of God requires our supreme love and our entire obedience ; and it

will, therefore, foUov*, that whatever is contrary to love and to entire

subjection, whether in principle, in thought, in word, and in action, is

sinful
;
and if so, then the tendency to evil, in every man, must, and on

these premises will, be allowed. Nor will it serve any purpose to say,
that man's weakness and infirmity is such that he cannot yield this

perfect obedience
;

for means o'" sanctification and supernatural aid

are provided for him in the Gospel ; and what is it that renders him
indifferent to them but the corruptness of his heart?

Beside, this very plea allows all we contend for. It allows that

the law is lowered, because of human inability to observe it and to

d) " Omnia in omnibus vitri aunt sed non omnia in singulis extant."

{Seneca.)

Vol. II. 5
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resist temptation ;
but this itself proves, (were we even to admit the

fiction of this lowering of the requisitions of the law,) that man is not

now in the state in which he was created, or it would not have been

necessar}' to bring the standard of o"bedience down to his impaired

condition.

5. The fifth fact is, that, even after a serious wish and intention

has been formed in men to renounce these views, and " to live right,

eously, soberly, and godly," as becomes creatures made to glorify God,

and on their trial for eternity, strong and constant resistance is made

by the passions, appetites, and incUnations of the heart at every step

of the attempt.

This is so clearly a matter of universal experience, that, in the moral

writings of every age and country, and in the very phrases and turns

of all languages, virtue is associated with difficulty, and represented

under the notion of a warfare. Virtue has always, therefore, been

represented as the subject of acquirement ;
and resistance of evil as

being necessary to its preservation. It has been made to consist in

self rule, which is, of course, restraint upon opposite tendencies
;
the

mind is said to be subject to diseases, (2) and the remedy for these

diseases is placed in something outward to itself—in religion, among
inspired men ;

in philosophy, among the heathen. (3)

This constant struggle against the rules and resolves of virtue has

been acknowledged in all ages, and among Christian nations more

especially, where, just as the knowledge of what the Divine law requires

is diti'used, the sense of the difficulty of approaching to its requisition*'

is felt
;
and in proportion as the efforts made to conform to it are sin-

cere, is the despair which arises from repeated and constant defeats,

when the aid of Divine grace is not called in. " O wretched man that

I am ! who shall deliver me from the body of this death 7"

These five facts of universal history and experience, as they cannot

be denied, and as it would be most absurd to discuss the moral condi-

tion of human nature without any reference to them, must be accounted

for
;
and it shall now be our business to inquire, whether they can be

best explained on the hypothesis drawn from the Scripture, that man

is by nature totally corrupt and degenerate, and of himself incapable

of any good thing; or on the hypothesis of man's natural goodness,

or, at worst, his natural indifference equally to good and to evil
; no-

tions which come to us ab initio with this disadvantage, that they have

no text of Scripture to adduce to afford them any plausible support

whatever.

(3)
" Hie conditionc nati sumus, animali^i obnoxia non paucioribus animi quam

corporis morbis." (Seneca.)

(3)
" VidoamuB quanta sint qux a philosophia remedia morbis animorum adhi-

beantur; est eniin quaedam nicdiciiia certe," ic. {Ct'cero.l
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The testimony of Scripture is decidedly in favour of the first hypo,

thesis.

It has already been established, that the full penalty ofAdam's offence

passed upon his posterity ; and, consequently; that part of it wliich con-

sists in the spiritual death which has been before explained. A full

provision to meet this case is, indeed, as we have seen, made in the

Gospel ;
but that does not affect the state in which men are born. It

is a cure for an actually existing disease brought by us into the world ;

for, were not this the case, the evangelical institution would be one of

prevention, not of remedy, under which light it is always represented.

If, then, we are all born in a state of spiritual death
;

that is, with-

out that vital influence of God upon our faculties, which we have seen

to be necessary to give them a right, a holy tendency, and to maintain

them in it ;
and if that is restored to man by a dispensation of grace

and favour, it follows that, in his natural state, he is born with sinful

propensities, and that, by nature, he is capable, in his own strength, of

" no good thing."

With this the Scriptural account agrees.

It is probable, though great stress need not be laid upon it, that

when it is said, Gen. v, 3, that " Adam begat a son in his own like-

ness," that there is an implied opposition between the likeness of God,

in which Adam was made, and the likeness of Adam, in which his son

was begotten. It is not said, that he begat a son in the likeness of

God ;
a very appropriate expression ifAdam had not fallen, and if hu-

man nature had sustained, in consequence, no injury ;
and such a de-

claration was apparently called for, had this been the case, to show,

what would have been a very important fact, that, notwithstanding

the personal delinquency of Adam, yet human nature itself had sus-

tained no deterioration, but was propagated without corruption. On

the contrary, it is said, that he begat a son in his own likeness
; which,

probably, was mentioned on purpose to exclude the idea, that the image

of God was hereditary in man.

In Gen. vi, 5, it is stated, as the cause of the flood, that " God saw-

that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every ima-

gination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually." Here,

it is true, that the actual moral state of the antediluvians may only be

spoken of, and that the text does not directly prove the doctrine of here-

ditary depravity : yet is the actual wickedness of man traced up to the

heart, as its natural source, in a manner which seems to intimate, that

the doctrine of the natural corruption of man was held by the writer,

and by that his mode of expression was influenced. " The heart of man

is here put for his soul. This God had formed with a marvellous think-

ing power. But so is his soul debased, that every imagination, figment,

formation of the thoughts of it, is evil, only evil, continually evil. What.
2
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ever it forms witliin itself as a thinking power, is an evil formation

If all men's actual wickedness sprung from the evil formation of their

corrupt liuart, anil if, consequently, they were sinners from the birth,

so are all others likewise." {Hebden.)
That this was the theological sentiment held and taught l"v Moses,

and implied even in this passage, is made very clear by Gen. viii, 21,
" I will not again curse the ground any more for man's sake : for the

imagination of man's hear* is evil from his youth ;
neither w ill I again

smite any more every living thing." The sense of which plainly is,

that, notwithstanding the wickedness of mankind, though they sin from

their childhood, yet would lie not, on that account, again destroy
"
every

living thing." Here it is to be observed, 1. That the words are spoken
as soon as Noah came forth from the ark, and, therefore, after the ante-

diluvian race of actual and flagrant transgressors had perished, and

before the family of Noah had begun to multiply upon the earth
; when,

in fact, there were no human beings upon earth but righteous Noah
and his family. 2. That they are spoken of " man" as man

;
that is,

of human nature, and, consequently, of Noah himself and the persons

eaved with him in the ark. 3. That it is affirmed of man, that is,

of mankind, that the imagination of the heart " is evil from his youth."

Now the term "
imagination" includes the thoughts, affections, and

inclinations ;
and the word "

youth" the whole time from the birth,

the earliest age of man. This passage, therefore, affirms the natural

and hereditary tendency of man to evil.

The book of Job, which embodies the patriarchal theology, gives

ample testimony to this as the faith of those ancient times. Job xi, 12,
" Vain man would be wise, though man be born like a wild ass's colt ;"

fierce, untractable, and scarcely to be subjected. This is the case from

fcis birth; it is affirmed of man, and is equally applicable to every

age ; it is his natural condition, he is "
horn," literally,

" the colt of a

wild ass."

" Man is born unto trouble as the sparks fly upward," Job v, 7 ;
tha(

is, he is inevitably subjected to trouble
;

this is the law of his state in

this world, as fixed and certain as one of the laws of nature. The

proof from this passage is inferential
;
but very decisive. Unless man

is born a sinner, it is not to be accounted for, that he sliould be born

to trouble. Pain and death are the consequences only of sin, and

absolutely innocent beings must be exempt from them.
" Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean ?" Job xiv, 4. The

word thing is supplied by our translators, but person is evidently under-

stood. Cleanness and unclcanness, in the language of Scripture, sig.

nify sin and holiness
;
and the text clearly asserts the natural impos-

sibility of any man being born sinless, because he is produced by guilty

and defiled parents.
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" What is man, that he should be clean
; and he which is born of a

woman, that he should be righteous?" Job xv, 14. The same doctrine

is here affirmed as in the preceding text, only more fully, and it may
be taken as an explanation of the former, which was, perhaps, a pro-

verbial expression. The rendering of the LXX. is here worthy of no-

tice, for, though it does not agree with the present Hebrew text, it

strongly marks the sentiments of the ancient Jews on the point in

question.
" Who shall be clean from filth ? Not one

; even though his

life on earth be a single day."
Psalm li, 5,

"
Behold, I was shapen in iniquity ;

and in sin did my
mother conceive me." What possible sense can be given to this pas-

sage on the hypothesis of man's natural innocence ? It is in vain to

render the first clause, "I was brought forth in iniquity;" for nothing
IS gained by it. David charges nothing upon his mother, of whom he

is not speaking, but of himself: he was conceived, or, if it please bet-

ter, was born a sinner. And if the rendering of the latter clause were

allowed, which yet has no authority,
" in sin did my mother nurse me ;"

still no progress is made in getting quit of its testimony to the moral

corruption of children, for it is the child only which is nursed, and, if

that be allowed, natural depravity is allowed, depravity before reason-

able choice, which is the point in question.

Psalm Iviii, 3, 4, "The wicked are estranged from the womb, they

go astray as soon as they are born, speaking lies." They are alienated

\ from the womb
;

" alienated from the life of God, from the time of their

coming into the world." (Wesley.) "Speaking lies:" they show a

tendency to speak lies as soon as they are capable of it, which shows

the existence of a natural principle of falsehood.

Proverbs xxii, 15, and xxix, 15,
" Foolishness is bound in the heart

of a child ; but the rod of correction shall drive it far from him."
" The rod and reproof give wisdom, but a child left to himself bringeth
his mother to shame." " These passages put together are a plain tes-

timony of the inbred corruption of young children. '

Foolishness,' in

the former, is not barely
'

appetite,' or a want of the knowledge attain-

able by instruction, as some have said. Neither of these deserve that

sharp correction recommended. But it is an indisposedness to what
is good, and a strong propensity to evil. This foolishness '

is bound

up in the heart of a child ;' it is rooted in his inmost nature. It is,

as it were, fastened to him by strong cords
; so the original word sig.

nifies. From this corruption of the heart in every child, it is that
' the rod of correction' is necessary to give him wisdom

;
hence it is

that a child left to himself, without correction,
'

brings his mother to

shame.' If a child were born equally inclined to virtue and vice, why
Uould the wise man speak of foohshness, or wickedness as fastened

so closely to his heart? And why should the lud and reproof be ao

2
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necessary for him? These texts, therefore, are another clear pi oof of

the corruption of human nature." {Hebden.)
The quotation of Psahn xiv, 2, 3, by the Apostle Paul, in Romans

iii, 10, &r, is also an important Scriptural proof of the universal moral

cornipticin of mankind. "The Lord looked down from heaven upon
the children of men, to see if there were any that did understand, and

seek God, They are all gone aside, they are altogether become filthy ,

there is none that doeth good, no, not one." When the psalmist

affirms this of the chUdrer. of men, it is fair to conclude that he is

Hpeaking of all men, and of human nature as originating actual depra-

vity ;
and it is, indeed, obvious, from the context, that he is thus ac-

counting for Atheism and other evils, the prevalence of which he

laments. But, as the apostle quotes this passage and the parallel one

in the 53d Psalm as Scriptural proofs of the universal corruption of

mankind, the sense of the psalmist is fixed by his authority, and can-

not be questioned. All, indeed, that the opponents of this interpreta-

tinn can say, is, that, in the same psalm the psalmist speaks also of

righteous persons, "God is in the generation of the righteous ;" but that

is nothing to the purpose, sefeing that those who contend for the uni-

versal corruption of mankind, allow also that a remedy has been pro-

vided for the evil
;
and that by its application some, in every age, have

been made righteous, who were originally and naturally sinful. In fact,

it could not be said, with respect to men's actual moral conduct in that,

or probably in any age, that "not one" was "righteous;" but in every

age it may be said, that not one is so originally, or by nature
;
so that

the passage is not to be explained on the assumption that the inspired

writer is speaking only of the practice of mankind in his own times.

Of the same kind are all those passages which speak of what is

morally evil as the characteristic and distinguishing mark, not of any

individual, not of any particular people, living in some one age or part

of the world ;
but of man, of human nature ; and especially those which

make sinfulness the natural state of that part of the human race who

have not undergone that moral renovation which is the fruit of a

Divine operation in the heart, a work ascribed particularly to the Holy

Spirit, Of these texts the number is very great, and it adds also to

the strength of their evidence, that the subject is often mentioned

incidentally, and by way of ilhistration and argument in support of

something else, and must, therefore, be taken to be an acknowledged
and settled opinion among the sacred writers, both of the Old and

New Testament, and one which neither they nor those to whom they

spoke or wrote questioned or disputed.
" Cursed," savs the Prn|)hnt .leremiah, " is he that trusteth in ma:<."

Why in man, ifhe were not by nature unworthy of trust ? On the scheme

of man's natural innocence, it would surelv have been more appropriate
2
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to say, Cursed be he that trusteth indiscriminately in men, some ofwhom

may have become corrupt ;
but here human nature itself, man, in the

abstract, is held up to suspicion and caution. " The iieart," proceeds

the same prophet,
" is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked,

who can know it ?" which is the reason adduced for the caution pre-

ceding against trusting in man. It is precisely in the same way that our

Lord designates human nature, when he affirms, that " from within, out

of the heart, proceed evil thoughts, adulteries, murders, &c ;
all these

things come from within, and defile the man." This representation

would not be true, on the scheme of natural innocence. All these

things would come from without, not from within, as their original source.

The heart must first be corrupted by outward circumstances, before it

could be the corrupter.

But to proceed with instances of the more incidental references to the

fault and disease ofman's very nature, with which the Scriptures abound.

" How much more abominable and filthy is man, who drinketh iniquity

like water ?" Job xv, 16. " Madness is in the heart of the sons of men,

while they live," Eccles. ix, 3. " But they like men have transgressed the

covenant," Hos. vi, 7. " If ye, being evil, know how to give good gifts

unto your children," Matt, vii, 11. " Thou savourest not the things that

be of God ; but the things that be of men," Matt, xvi, 31. " Are ye not

carnal, and walk as men 1" 1 Cor. iii, 3. " That he no longer should

live the rest of his time in the lusts of men ; but to the will of God," 1

Peter iv, 2. " We are of God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness,"

1 John V, 19. "
Except a man he horn again, he cannot see the king,

dopi of God," John iii, 8. " That ye put oft' the old man, and be re-

newed in the spirit of your mind
;
and that ye put on the new man,"

Eph. iv, 22-24.

The above texts are to be considered as specimens of the manner in

which the sacred writers speak of the subject rather than as approaching

to an enumeration of the passages in which the same sentiments are

found in great variety of expression, and which are adduced on various

occasions. They are, however, sufficient to show, that man, and the

heart of man, and the moral nature of man, as spoken of by them in a

way not to be reconciled to the notion of their purity, or even their indif-

ference to good and evil. On two parts ofthe New Testament, however,

which irresistibly fix the whole of this evidence in favour of the opinion

of the universal Church of Christ, in all ages, our remarks may be some-

what more extended. The first is our Lord's discourse with Nico-

dcmus, John iii, in which he declares the necessity of a new bii th, in

contradistinction to our natural birth, in order to our entrance into the

kingdom of God
;
and lays it down, that the Spirit of God is the sole

author of this change, and that what is born of the flesh cannot alter its

nature ;
it is flesh still, and must always remain so, and in that state is
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unfit f(ir heaven. "Except a man be bom of water and of the Spirit,

he cannot enter the kingdom of God
;

thut which is born of tlie flesh is

flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit." Throughout the

New Testament, it will be found, that when flesh and spirit are, in a

moral sense, opposed to each other, the one means tlie corrupt nature

and liabits of men, not sanctified by the Gospel ;
the otlicr, either the

principle and habit of holiness in good men, or the Holy Spirit himself,

who imparts, and constantly nurtures them. "
I know that in me (that

is, in n\y Jlesh) dwelleth no good thing," Rom. vii, 18. "I myself with

tlie mind serve the law of God ; but with the Jiesh, the law of sin," Rom.

vii, 25. " There is, therefore, now no condemnation to them which are

in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the. Jiesh, but after the Spirit," Rom.

viii, 1. "They that arc after the flesh do mind the things of the flesh

but they that are after the Spirit the things of the Spirit. For to be

carnally minded is death
;
but to be spiritually minded is life and peace.

Because the carnal mind is enmity against God ;
for it is not subject to

the law of God, neither indeed can be. So then they that are in the

Jlesh cannot please God. But ye are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit

if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you," Rom. viii, .5-9.

These passages from St. Paul serve to fix the meaning of the terms

flesh and Spirit, as used by the Jews, and as they occur in the discourse

of our Lord with Nicodem\is
;
and they are so exactly parallel to it,

that they fully confirm the opinion of those who understand our Lord

as expressly asserting, that man is by nature corrupt and sinful, and un-

fit, in consequence, for the kingdom of heaven
;
and that all amendment

of his case must result, not from himself, so totally is he gone from ori-

ginal righteousness ;
but from that special operation of the Holy Spirit

which produces a new birth or regeneration. Both assert the natura.

state of man to be fleshly, that is, morally corrupt ;
both assert, that in

man himself there is no remedy ;
and both attribute principles of holi.

ness to a supernatural agency, the agency of the Spirit of God himself.

No criticism can make this language consistent with the theory of na

tural innocence. St. Paul describes the state of man, before ho comes

under the quickening and renewing influence of the Spirit, as being
" in

the flesh ;" in which state " he cannot please God ;" as having a " carnal

mind" which "is not, and cannot be' subject to the law of God." Our

Lord, in like manner, describes the state of " the flesh," this condition of

entire imfitness for the kingdom of heaven as our natural state
;
and to

make tliis the stronger, he refers this imfitness for heaven not to our ac

quired habits, but to the state in which we are born ; for the very reason

which he gives for the necessity ofa new birth is, that "that which is horn

of the flesh is flesh," and therefore we " must be horn again." To interpret,

therefore, the phrase,
" to be flesh, as being born of the flesh," merely to

signify that we are, by natural birth, endowed with the physical powers
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of human nature, is utterly absurd
;

for what, then, is it to be born of

the Spirit ? Is it to receive physical powers which do not belong to

human nature ? Or, if they go a step farther, and admit, that " to be

flesh as being born of the flesh," means to be frail and mortal like our

parents ; still the interpretation is a physical and not a moral one, and

leads to this absurdity, that we must interpret the being born of the Spirit

physically and not morally, likewise. Now since the being born of the

Spirit refers to a change which is effected in time, and not at the resur-

rection, because our Lord speaks of being
" bom of water," as well as

the Spirit, by which he means baptism ; and, as St. Paul says to the Ro-

mans, in the passage above quoted,
"
ye are not in the flesh, but in the

Spirit ;" and therefore speaks of their present experience in this world,

it may be asked, what physical change did, in reaUty, take place in them

in consequence ofbeing" born of the Spirit?" On all hands it is allowed,

that none took place ; that they remained " frail and mortal" still ; and

it follows, therefore, that it is a moral and not a physical change which

is spoken of, both by our Lord and by the apostle ; and, if a moral

change from sin to holiness, then is the natural state of man from his

birth, and in consequence of his birth, sinful and corrupt.

The other passage is the argument in the third chapter of the Epistle

to the Romans, in which the apostle
"
proves both Jews and Gentiles

under sin, that every mouth may be stopped, and all the world may be-

come guilty before God ;" and then proposes the means of salvation by
faith in Christ, on the express ground that •' all have sinned and come

short of the glory of God." Whoever reads that argument, and con-

siders the universality of the terms used, all, every, all the world,
BOTH Jews and Gentiles, must conclude, in all fairness of interpreta-

tion, that the whole human race, of every age, is intended. But, if any
will construe his words partially, then he is placed in the following

dilemma :
—The apostle grounds the wisdom and mercy of that provi-

.sion which is made for man's salvation in the Gospel upon man's sin-

fulness, danger, and helplessness. Now the Gospel as a remedy for

disease, as salvation from danger, is designed for all men, or but for a

part ;
if for all, then all are diseased and in danger ;

if but for a part,

then the undiseased part of the human race, those who are in no dan-

ger, have no interest in the Gospel, it is not adapted to their case ; and

not only is the argument of the apostle lost, but those who adi ocate this

notion must explain how it is, that our Lord himself commanded the

Gospel to be preached
" to every creature," if but a part of mankind

needs its salvation.

The doctrine, then, of Scripture is, I think, clearly established to be,

that of the natural and universal corruption of man's nature
;
and we

now consider, whether on this ground, or on the hypothesis of man's

natural innocence 'or indifference to good or to evil, the facts above
2
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enumerated can be best explained. They are, 1. The, at least, general

corruption of manners in all times and countries. 2. The strength of

the tendency in man to evil. 3. The early appearance of the princi-

ples of various vices in children. 4. Every man's consciousness of a

natural tendency in his mind to one or more evils. 5. That general

resistance to virtue in the heart, whicli renders education, influence,

watchfulness, and conflict necessary to counteract the force of evil.

These points have been already explained more at large ;
and they are

facts which, it is presumed, cannot be denied, and such as have the

confirmation of history and experience.

That they are easily and fully accounted for by the Scriptural doc-

trine is obvious. The fountain is bitter, and the tree is corrupt ; the

bitter stream and the bad fruit are, therefore, the natural consequences.

But the advocates of the latter hypothesis have no means of account

ing for these moral phenomena, except by referring them to bad ex

ample and a vicious education.

Let us take the first. To account for general wickedness, they refer

to general example.

But, 1. This does not account for the introduction of moral wicked,

ness. The children of Adam were not born until after the repentance
of our first ptirents and their restoration to the Divine favour. They
appear to have been his devout worshippers, and to have had access to

his "
presence," the visible glory of the Shechinah. From what ex

ample, then, did Cain learn malice, hatred, and finally, murder ? Example
will not account, also, for the too common fact of the children of highly

virtuous parents becoming immoral
; for, since the examples nearest to

them and constantly present with them are good examples, if the natural

disposition were as good as this hypothesis assumes, the good example

always present ought to be more influential than bad examples at a

distance, and only occasionally seen or heard of.

2. If men are naturally disposed to good, or only not indisposed to
.

it, it is not accounted for, on this hypothesis, how bad example should

have become general, that is, how men should generally have become

wicked.

If the natural disposition be more in favour of good than evil, then

there ought to have been more good than evil in the world, which is

contradicted by fact
;

if there had been only an indifference in our

minds to good and evil, then at least, the quantum of vice and virtue in

society ought to have been pretty equally divided, which is also contrary
to fact

;
and also it ought to have followed from this, that at least all

the children of virtuous persons would have been virtuous : that, for

instance, the descendants of Seth would have followed in succession the

steps of their righteous forefathers, though the children of Cain (passing

by the difficulty of his own lapse) should have befcome vicious. On
2
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neither supposition can the existence of a general evil example in the

world be accounted for. It ought not to have existed, and if so, the

general corruption of mankind cannot be explained by it.

3. This very method of explaining the general viciousness of so-

ciety does itself suppose the power of bad example ; and, indeed, in

this it agrees with universal opinion. All the moralists of public and

domestic hfe, all professed teachers, all friends of youth, all parents

have repeated their cautions against evil society to those whom they

wished to preserve from vice. The writings of moralists, heathen and

inspired, are full of these admonitions, and they are embodied in the

proverbs and wise traditional sayings of all civilized nations. But the

very force of evil example can only be accounted for, by supposing a

froneness in youth to be corrupted by it. Why should it be more in-

fluential than good example, a fact universally acknowledged, and so

strongly felt, that, for one person preserved by the sole influence of a

good example, every body expects that a great number would be cor-

rupted by an evil one 1 But if the hypothesis of man's natural inno-

cence were true, this ought not to be expected as a probable, much less

as a certain result. Bad example would meet with resistance from a

good nature ;
and it would be much more difficult to influence by bad

examples than by good ones.

4. Nor does example account for the other facts in the above enu-

meration. It does not account for that strong bias to evil in men,

which, in all ages, has borne down the most powerful restraints
;

for

from this tendency that corrupt general example has sprung, which is

alleged as the cause of it
;
and it must, therefore, have existed previ-

ously, because the general example, that is, the general corrupt prac-

tice of men is its effect. We cannot, in this way, account for the early

manifestation of wrong principles, tempers, and affections in children ;

since they appear at an age when example can have little influence,

and even when the surrounding examples are good, as well as when

they are evil. Why, too, should virtue always be found more or less

a conflict 1 so that self-government and self-resistance are, in all cases,

necessary for its preservation. The example of others will not account

for this
;
for mere example can only influence when it is approved by

the judgment ;
but here is a case in which evil is not approved, in

which " whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are pure," are

approved, desired, and cultivated ;
and yet the resistance of the heart

tc the judgment is so powerful, that a constant warfare and a strict

command are necessary to perseverance.

Let us, then, see whether a bad education, the other cause, usually

alleged to account for these facts, will be more successful.

1. This cause will no more account for the introduction of passiona

so hateful as those of Cain, issuing in a fratricide so odious, into the

2
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fiunily of Adam, than will example. As there was no example of these

evils in the primeval family, so certainly there was no education which

could incite and encourage them. Wc are, also, left still without a

reason why, in well-ordered and religious families, where education and

tlie example, too, is good, so many instances of their inefficacy should

occur. If bad education corrupts a naturally well-disposed mind, then

a good education ought still more powerfully to affect it, and give it a

right tendency. It is allowed, that good example and good education

are, in many instances, effectual ;
but we can account for them, with-

out giving up the doctrine of the natural corruption of the iieart. It

is, however, impossible for those to account for those failures of both

example and instruction which often take place, since, on the hypothesis

of man's natural innocence and good disposition, they ought never to

occur, or, at least, but in very rare cases, and when some singular

counteracting external causes happen to come into operation.

2. We may also ask, how it came to pass, unless there were a pre-

disposing cause to it, that education, as well as example, should have

been generally bad ? Of education, indeed, men are usually more

careful than of example. The lips are often right when the life is

wrong ;
and many practise evil who will not go so far as to teach it. If

human nature, then, be born pure, or, at worst, equally disposed to

good and evil, then the existence of a generally corrupting system of

education, in all countries and among all people, cannot be accounted

for. We have an effect either contrary to the assigned cause, or one

to which the cause is not adequate—it is the case of a pure fountain

sending forth corrupt streams ; or that of a stream which, if turbid,

has a constant tendency to defecation, and yet becomes still more

muddy as it flows along its course.

3. It is not, however, the fact, that education is directly and univer-

sally so corrupting a cause as to account for the depravity of mankind.

In many instances it has been defective ; it has often inculcated false

views of interest and honour ;
it has fostered prejudices and even

national, though not social, hatreds
;
but it has only in few cases been

employed to teach those vices into which men have commonly fallen.

In fact, education, in all countries, has been, in no small degree, opposed
to vice ; and, as the majority of the worst people among us would

shudder to have their children instructed in the vices which they them-

selves practise, so in the worst nations of antiquity, the characters of

schoolmasters were required to be correct, and many principles and

maxims of a virtuous kind were, doubtless, taught to children. When
Horace says of youth,

" Cercus in vitium flecti, monitoribus asper," ho

acknowledges its natural tendency to receive vicious impressions, but

hows, too, that it was not left without contrary admonition. Precisely
in those vices which all education, even the most defective, is designed
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to guard against, the world has displayed its depravity most obviously ;

and thus, so far from education being sufficient to account for the evils

which have stained society in all ages, its influence has been, in no

small degree, opposed to them.

4. To come to the other facts which must be accounted for, educa-

tion is pla ;ed upon the same ground in the argument as example. The

early evi) dispositions in children cannot thus be explained, for they

appear before education commences ;
nor does any man refer to educa-

tion his propensity to constitutional sins
;
the resistance he often feels

to good in his heart
;
his proneness to forget God, and to be indifferent

to spiritual and eternal objects ;
all these he feels to be opposed to those

very principles which his judgment approves, and with which it was

furnished by education.

It is only, then, by the Scriptural account of the natural and heredi-

tary corruption of the human race, commonly called original sin, (4)

that these facts are fully accounted for ;
and as the facts themselves

cannot be denied, such an interpretation of the Scripture as we have

given above is, therefore, abundantly confirmed.

As the fact of a natural inclination to evil cannot be successfully

combated, some have taken a milder view of the case
; and, allowing

these tendencies to various excesses, account for them by their being

natural tendencies to what is pleasing, and so, for this reason, they deny

them to be sinful, until they are complied with and approved by the

will. This appears to be the view of Limborch, and some of the later

divines of the Arminian school, who on this and other points very

materially departed from the tenets of their master. (See Limborch's

Theologia Christiana, liber iii, caput 4.) Nothing, however, is gained

by this' notion, when strictly examined ; for, lefrit be granted that these

propensities are to things naturally pleasing, and that, in excess, they

are out of their proper order ; yet as it happens that, as soon as every

person comes to years to know that they are wrong, as being contrary

to the Divine law, he yet chooses them, and thus, without dispute, makes

them sins
;

this universal compliance of the will with what is known

to be evil is also to be accounted for, as well as the natural tendency

to sinful gratifications. Now, as we have proved the universality of

sin, ti ds universal tendency of the will to choose and sanction the na-

tural propensity to unlawful gratification is the proof of a natural state

of mind, not only defective, but corrupt, which is what we contend for.

If it be said, that these natural propensities to various evils in children

are not sinful before they have the consent of the will, all that can be

maintained is, that they are not'actual sins, which no one asserts ;
but

as a universal choice of evil, when accountableness takes place, proves

(4) The term "original sin" appears to have been first introduced by St.

Augustine, in his contruyersy with the Pelagians.
2
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a universal pravity of the will, previous to the actual choice, then it

inevitably follows, that, though infants do not commit actual sin, yet that

theirs is a sinful nature.

Finally, the death and sufferings to which children are subject is a

proof that all men, from their birth, are "
constituted," as the apostle

has it, and treated as "sinners.'' An innocent creature may die- no

one disputes that
;
but to die was not the original law of our species,

and the Scriptures refer death solely to sin as its cause. Throughout
the sacred writings, too, it is represented as a penalty, as an evil of the

highest kind
;
and it is in vain to find out ingenious reasons to prove

it a blessing to mankind. They prove nothing against the directly

opposite character which has been stamped upon death and the suffer,

ing of moral disease, by the testimonj' of God. On the hypothesis of

man's natural innocence, the death of the innocent is not to be recon-

ciled to any known attribute of God, to any manifested principle of

'his moral government"; but on that of his natural corruptness and federal

relation to Adam it is explained : it is a decLaration of God's hatred of

sin
;
a proclamation of the purity and inflexibility of his law

; while

the connection of this state, with the provisions of the covenant of

grace, present
"
mercy and truth meeting together, righteousness and

peace kissing each other."

As to that in which original sin consists, some divines and some public

formularies have so expressed themselves, that it might be inferred that

a positive evil, infection, and taint had been judicially infused into man's

nature by God, which has been transmitted to all his posterity. Others,

and those the greater number, both of the Calvinist and Arminian

schools, have resolved it into privation. This distinction ia well stated

in the Private Disputations of Arminius.
" But since the tenor of the covenant into which God entered with

our first parents was this, that if they continued in the favour and grace
of God, by the observance of that precept and others, the gifts which
had been conferred upon them should be transmitted to their posterity,

by the like Divine grace which they had received
; but if they should

render themselves unworthy of those favours, through disobedience, that

their posterity should likewise be deprived of them, and should be liable

to the contrary evils : hence it followed, that all men, who were to be

naturally propagated from them, have become obnoxious to death tern-

poral and eternal, and have been destitute of that gift of the Holy Spi-it,
or of original righteousness. This punishment is usually called a pri-
vation of the image of God, and original sin.

" But we allow this point to be made the subject of discussion—beside

the want or absence of original righteousness, may not some other con-

trarj- quality be constituted, as another part of original sin ? We think

it ie more probable, that this absence alone of original righteousness is

2
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original sin itself, since it alone is sufficient for the commission and

production of every actual sin whatever."

This is by some divines called, with great aptness,
« a depravation

arising from a depravation," and is certainly much more consonant with

the Scriptures than the opinion of the infusion of evil qualities into the

nature of man by a positive cause, or direct tainting of the heart. This

has been, indeed, probably an opinion, in the proper sense, with few,

and has rather been collected from the strong and rhetorical expression.s

under which the moral state of man is often exhibited, and, on this ac-

count, has been attacked as a part of the doctrine of original sin, by the

advocates of original innocence, and as making God directly the author

of sin. No such difficulty, however, accompanies the accurate and

guarded statement of that doctrine in the sense of Scripture. The de-

pravation, the perversion, the defect of our nature is to be traced to our

birth, so that in our flesh is no good thing, and they that are in the flesh

cannot please God ;
but this state arises not from the infusion of evil,

into the natwro- of man by God, but from that separation of man from

God, that e-.tinction of spiritual life which was effected by sin, and the

consequent and necessary corruption of man's moral nature. For that

positive evil and corruption may flow from a mere privation may be

illustrated by that which supplies the figure of speech,
"
death," under

which the Scriptures represent the state of mankind. For, as in the

death of the body, the mere privation of the principle of life produces

inflexibiUty of the muscles, the extinction of heat, and sense, and motion,

and surrenders the body to the operation of an agency which life, as

long as it continued, resisted, namely, that of chymical decomposition ;

so, from the loss of spiritual life, followed estrangement from God, moral

inability, the dominion of irregular passions, and the rule of appetite ;

aversion, in consequence, to restraint ;
and enmity to God.

This connection of positive evil, as the effect, with privation of the

life and image of God, as the cause, is, however, to be well understood

and carefully maintained, or otherwise we should fall into a great error

on the other side, as, indeed, some have done, who did not perceive that

the corruption of man's nature necessarily followed upon the privation

referred to. It is, therefore, a just remark of Calvin, that " those who
have defined original sin as a privation of the original righteousness,

though they comprise the whole of the subject, yet have not used lan-

guage sufficiently expressive of its operation and influence. For our

nature is not only destitute of all good, but is so fertile in all evils, tha*

it cannot remain inactive." (Institutes.) Indeed, this privation is not

fully expressed by the phrase
" the loss of original righteousness," un-

less that be meant to include in it the only source of righteousness in

even the first man, the life which is imparted and supplied by the Holy

Spirit. A similar want of explicitness we observe also in Calvin's own
2
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statement in his generally very able chapter on this subject, that Adam

lost " the ornaineuts" he received from his Maker for us as well as for

himself; unless we understand by these original
' ornaments" and " en.

dowments" of human nature in him, the principle also, as above stated,

from wliich they all flowed
;
and which, being forfeited, could no longer

be imparted in the way of nature. For when (he Spirit was restored to

Adair, jeing pardoned, it was by grace and favour
;
and he could not

impart it by natural descent to his posterity, tliough born of him wheu

in a state of acceptance with God, since these influences are the gifts

of God, which are imparted not by the first but by the second Adam ;

not by nature, but by a free gift, to sinful and guilty man, the law being

irreversible,
" that which is born of the flesh is flesh."

Arininius, in the above quotation, has more forcibly and explicitly

expressed that privation of which we speak, by the forfeiture " of the
'

gift of the Holy Spirit" by Adam, for himself and his descendants, and

the loss of original righteousness as the consequence.

This I take to be at once a simple and a Scriptural view of the case.

President Edwards, who well argues against the notion of the infusion

of evil, perplexes his subject by his theory of " natural and supernatural

principles," which the notes of Dr. Williams, his editor, who has intro-

duced the peculiarities of his system of passive power, have not relieved.

So far, certainly, both are right ;
the latter, that the creature cannot

uphold itself, either physically or morally, without God ; the former,

that our natural passions and appetites can only be controlled by the

liigher principles, which are "
summarily comprehended in Divine love."

But the power which upholds the rational creature in spiritual life is the

Holy Spirit ;
and the source of these controlling supernatural powers,

comprehended in "
Divine," is also the Holy Spirit ;

from the loss of

which all the depravation of man's nature proceeded.

This point may be briefly elucidated. The infliction of spiritual death,

which we have already shown to be included in the original sentence,

consisted, of course, in the loss of spiritual life, which was that principle

from which all right direction and control of the various powers and

faculties of man flowed. But this spiritual life in the first man was not

a natural efiect, that is, an effect which would follow from his mere

creation, independent of the vouchsafed influence of the Holy Spirit.

This may be inferred from the " new creation," which is the renewal

of man after the image of Him who at first created him. This is the

work of the Holy Spirit ;
but even after this mange, this being

" born

again," man is not able to preserve himself in the renewed condition

into which he is brought, but by the continuance of the same quickening
and aiding influence. No future growth in knowledge and experience ;

no power of habit, long persevered in, render him independent of the help

of the Holy Spirit ;
he has rather, in proportion to his growth, a deeper

3
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consciousness of his need of the indwelling of God, and of what the

apostle calls his "
mighty working." The strongest aspirations of this

new life is after communion and constant intercourse with God ; and

as that is the source ofnew strength, so this renewed strength expresses
itself in a "

cleaving unto the Lord," with a still more vigorous
"
pur-

pose of heart." In a word, the sanctity of a Christian is dependent

wholly upon the presence of the Sanctifier. We can only work out

our own salvation as " God worketh in us to will and to do.'

This is the constant language of the New Testament
;
but ifwe are

restored to what was lost by Adam, through the benefit brought to us

by the second Adam
;

if there be any correspondency between the mo-
ral state of the regenerate man, and that of man before his fall, we do

not speak of degree, but of substantial sameness of kind and quality ; if

love to God be in us what it was in him
;

if holiness, in its various

branches, as it flows from love, be in us what it was in him ; we have

sufficient reason to infer, that as they are supported in us by the influ-

ence of the Divine Spirit, they were so supported in him. Certain it is,

that before we are thus quickened by the Spirit, we are " dedd in tres-

passes and sins;" and if we are made alive by that Spirit, it is a strong

presumption that the withdrawing of that Spirit from Adam, when he

wilfully sinned, and from all his posterity, that is, from human nature

itself, was the cause of the death and the depravation which followed.

But this is not left to mere inference. For, as Mr. Howe justly ob-

serves, when speaking of " the retraction of God's Spirit from Adam,"
" This we do not say gratuitously ; for do but consider that plain text,

Gal. iii, 13, 'Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being
made a curse for us ; for cursed is every one that hangeth on a tree ;

that the blessing of Abraham might come upon us Gentiles, that we might
receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.' If the remission of the

curse carry with it the conferring of the grace of the Spirit, then the

curse, while it did continue, could not but include and carry in it the

privation of the Spirit. This was part of the curse upon apostate Adam,
the loss of God's Spirit. As soon as the law was broken, man was cursed,

so as that thereby this Spirit should be withheld, should be kept off", other,

wise than as upon the Redeemer's account, and according to his methods

it should be restored. Hereupon it could not but ensue that the Holy

image of God must be erased and vanished." (Posthumous Works.)
This accounts for the whole case of man's corruption. The Spirit's

influence in him did not prevent the possibility of his sinning, though it

aflforded sufficient security to him, as long as he looked up to that source

of strength. He did sin, and the Spirit retired ; and, the tide of sin once

turned in, the mound of resistance being removed, it overflowed his whole

nature.
'

In this state of alienation from God men are born, with all

these tendencies to evil, because the onlv controlling and sanctifying
Vol. II. 6

'
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power, the presence of the Spirit, is wanting, and is now given to man,

not as when first brought into being, as a creature ;
but is secured to

him by the mercy and grace of a new and different dispensation, under

which the Spirit is administered in different degrees, times, and modes,

accordins; to the wisdom of God, never on the ground of our being

creatures, but as redeemed from the curse of the law by him who be-

came a curse for us.

A question, as to the transmission of this corruption of nature from

parents to children, has b,.en debated among those who, nevertheless,

admit the fact
;
some contending that the soul is ex traduce ; others,

that it is by immediate creation. It is certain that, as to the meta-

physical part of this question, we can come to no satisfactory conclu-

sion. The Scriptures, however, appear to be more in favour of the doc-

trine ot traduction. "Adam begat a son in his own likeness." "That

which is born of the flesh is flesh," which refers certainly to the -soul

as well as to the body. The fact also of certain dispositions and emi-

nent faculties of the mind being often found in families appears to fa-

vour this notion ; though it may be plausibly said, that, as the mind

operates by bodily instruments, there may be a family constitution of

the body, as there is of likeness, which may be more favourable to the

excitement and exertion of certain faculties than others.

The usual argument against this traduction of the human spirit is,

that the doctrine of its generation tends to materialism. But this arises

from a mistaken view of that in which the procreation ofa human being

lies, which does not consist in the production out of nothing of either

of the parts of which the compounded being, man, is constituted, but in

the uniting them substantially with one another. The matter of the body
is not, th'.n, first made, but disposed, nor can it be supposed that the soul

is by that act first produced. That belongs to a higher power ;
and then

the only question is, whether all souls were created in Adam, and are

transmitted by a law peculiar to themselves, which is always under the

control of the will of that same watchful Providence, of whose constant

agency in the production and ordering of the kinds, sexes, and circum-

stances of the animal creation, we have abundant proof; or whether

they are immediately created. The usual objection to the last notion

is, that God cannot create an evil nature; but if our corruption is the

result of privation, not ofpositive infection, the notion of the immediate

creation of the soul is cleared of a great difficulty, though it is not wholly

disentangled. But the tenet of the soul's descent appears to have most

countenance from the language of Scripture, and it is no small con-

firmation of it, that when (iod designed to incarnate his own Son, he

stepped out of the ordinary course, and formed a sinless human nature

immediately by the power of the Holy Ghost. The philosophical difli.

culties which have presented themselves to this opinion appear chiefly
2
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to have arisen from supposing that consciousness is an essential attri-

bute of spirit ; and that the soul is naturally immortal
;
the former of

which cannot be proved, while the latter is contradicted by Scripture,
which makes our immortality a gift dependent on the will of the giver.

Other difficulties have arisen for want of considering the constant

agency of God in regulating the production of all things, and of rational

accountable creatures especially.

But whichever of these views is adopted, the soul and the body are

united before birth, and man is borm under that curse of the law which

has deprived fallen human nature of the Spirit of God, who can only
be restored by Christ. It is, therefore, well' and forcibly said by Cal-

vin,—" to enable us to understand this subject, (man's birth in sin,)

we have no need to enter on that tedious dispute, with which the

fathers were riot a little perplexed, whether the soul proceeds by deri-

vation. We ought to be satisfied with this, that the Lord deposited
with Adam the endowments he chose to confer upon human nature

;

and, therefore, that when he lost the favours he had received, he lost

them not only for himself, but for us aU. Who will be solicitous about

a transmission of the soul, when he hears, that Adam received the

ornaments that he lost no less for us than for himself? that they were

given, not to one man only, but to the whole human nature ? There

is nothing absurd, therefore, if, in consequence of his being spoiled of

his dignities, that nature be now destitute and poor." (Institutes.)

From this view of the total alienation of the nature of man troni

God, it does not, however, follow that there should be nothing virtuous

and praiseworthy among men, until, in the proper sense, they become

the subjects of the regeneration insisted upon in the Gospel as neces-

sary to 'qualify men for the kingdom of heaven. From the virtues

which have existed among heathens, and from men being called upon to

repent and believe the Gospel, it has been argued that human nature

is not so entirely corrupt and disabled as the above representation

would suppose ; and, indeed, on the Calvinistic theory, which denies

that all men are interested in the benefits procured by the death of

Christ, it would be extremely difficult for any to meet this objection,

and to maintan their own views of the corruption of man with con-

sistency. On the contrary theory of God's universal love nothing is

more easy ; because, in consequence of the atonement offered for all,

the Holy Spirit is administered to all, and to his secret operations all

that is really spiritual and good, in its principle, is to be ascribed.

Independent of this influence, indeed, it may be conceived that there

may be much restraint of evil, and many acts of external goodness in

the world, without at all impugning the doctrine of an entire estrange.

raent of the heart from God, and a moral death in trespasses and sins.

1. The understanding of man is, by its nature, adapted to perceive
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the evidence of demonstrated truth, and has no means of avoiding the

cpnviction but by turning away the attention.—Wlierever, then, reve-

lations of the Divine hiw, or traditional remembrances of it are found,

notions of right and wrong have been and must be found also.

2. So much of what is right and wrong is connected with the inte-

retU of men, that they have been led publicly to approve what is right

in all instances, in all instances where it is obviously beneficial to so-

ciety, and to disapprove of wrong. Thev do this by public laws, by
their writings, and by their censures of otTenders. A moral standard

of judging of vice and virtue has, therefore, been found every where,

though varying in degree : which men have generally honestly applied

to others in passing a judgment on their characters, though they have

not used the same fidelity to themselves. More or less, therefore, the

practice of what is condemned as vice or approved as virtue is shame-

ful or creditable, and the interests and reputation of men require that

they obtain what is called a character, and preserve it ; a circumstance

V hich often serves to restrain vicious practices, and to produce a

negative virtue, or an affectation of real and active virtue.

3. Though the seeds of sin lie hid in the heart of all, yet their full

developement and manifestation in action can only take place slowly

and by the operation of exciting circumstances. Much of the evil in

the world, also, lies in the irregularities of those natural appetites and

the excesses of those passions which are not in themselves evil, and

such corrupt habits cannot be formed until after opportunities of fre-

quent indulgence have been given. This will account for the com-

•pai'ative innocence of infancy, of youth, and of those around whom

many guards have been thrown by providential arrangement.
4. We may notice, also, that it is not possible, were all men equally

constituted as to their moral nature, that all sins should show themselves

in all men
;
and that although there is nothing in the proper sense, good

in any, that society should present an unvarying mass of corruption,

which some appear to think a necessary corollary from the doctrine of

tiie universal corruption of human nature. Avarice, the strong desire

of getting and of hoarding wealth, necessarily restrains from expensive
vices. An obsequious and a tyrannical temper cannot co-exist in the

same circumstances, and yet, in other circumstances, the obsequious
man is often found to be tyrannical, and the latter obsequious. Certain

events excite a latent passion, such as ambition, and it becomes a mas-

ter passion, to which all others are subordinated, and even vicious dis-

positions and habits controlled in order to success : just on the same

principle that the ancient athletae (5) and our modem prize-fighters

(5)
" Qui studit opt:il*aru cursu conlingcro mctam,
MulU tulit fiicitquo puor ; sudavit et alsit;

Abstinuit venere, ot vino." (Horace.)
a
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abstain from sensual indulgences, in order to qualify themaelves for the

combat
; but who show, by the habits in which they usually live, that

particular vices are suspended only under the influence of a stronger
passion. Perhaps, too, that love of country, that passion for its glory
and aggrandizement, which produced so many splendid actions and cha-

ractens among the Greeks and Romans, a circumstance which has been

urged against the doctrine ofman's depravity, may come under this rule.

That it was not itself the result of a virtuous state of mind in, at least,

the majority of cases, is clear from the frauds, injustice, oppressions,

cruelties, and avarice with which it was generally connected.

5. It is a fact, too, which cannot be denied, that men have constitu-

tional evil tendencies, some more powerfully bent to one vice, some to

another. Whether it results from a different constitution of the mind
that the general corruption should act more powerfully in one direction

in this man, and in another in that
;
or from the temperament of the

body ;
or from some law impressed by God upon a sinful nature, (which

it involves no difliculty to admit, inasmuch as society could scarce)

have existed without that balance of evils and that check of one vice

upon another which this circumstance produces,)
—such is the fact

; and
it gives a reason for the existence of much negative virtue in society.
From all these causes, appearances of good among unregenerate men

will present themselves, without affording any ground to deduct any thino'

from those statements as to man's fallen state which have been just
made

; but these negative virtues, and these imitations of actions really

good from interest, ambition, or honour, have no foundation in the fear

of God, in a love to virtue as such, in a right will, or in spiritual affec-

tions
;
and they afford, therefore, no evidence of spiritual life, or, in

other words, of religious principle. To other vices, to which there id

any temptation, and to those now avoided, whenever the temptation
cpmes, men uniformly yield ;

and this shows, that though the common
corruption varies its aspects, it is, nevertheless, unrelieved by a real vir-

tuous principle in any, so far as they are
left to theinselves.

But virtues grounded on principle, though an imperfect one, and there,

fore neither negative nor simulated, may also be found among the unre-

generate, and have existed, doubtless, in all ages. These, however, are
not from man, but from God, whose Holy Spirit has been vouchsafed to
" the world," through the atonement. This great truth has often been
lost sight of in this controversy. Some Calvinists seem to acknowledo-e
it substantially, under the name of " common grace ;" others choose
rather to refer all appearances of virtue to nature, and thus, by attempt.

ing to avoid the doctrine of the gift of the Spirit to all mankind, attribute

to nature what is inconsistent with their opinion of its entire corruption.
But there is, doubtless, to be sometimes found in men not yet regene-
rate in the Scripture sense, not even decided in their choice, something
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of moral excellence, which cannot be referred to any of the caises

above adduceil ;
and of a much higher character than is to be attributed

to a nature which, when left to itself, is wholly destitute of spiritual

life. Compunction for sin, strong desires to be freed from its tyranny,

such a fear of God as preserves them from many evils, charity, kind-

ness, good neighbourhood, general respect for goodness and good men,

a lofty sense of honour and justice, and, indeed, as the very command

issued to them to repent and believe the Gospel in order to their sal-

vation imphea, a power of consideration, prayer, and turning to God,

eo as to commence that course which, persevered in, would lead on to

forgiveness and regeneration. To say that all these are to be attributed

to mere nature, is to surrender the argument to the semi-Pelagian, who

contends that these are proofs that man is not wholly degenerate. They
are to be attributed to the controlling influence of the Holy Spirit ; to

his incipient workings in the hearts of men ; to the warfare which he

there maintains, and which has sometimes a partial victorj', before the

final triumph comes, or when, through the fault ofman, through "resist-

ing," "grieving," "vexing," "quenching" that Holy Spirit, that final

triumph may never come. It is thus that one part of Scripture is re-

conciled to another, and both to fact
;
the declaration of man's total cor-

ruption, with the presumption of his power to return to God, to repent,

to break ofThis sins, which all the commands and invitations to him from

the Gospel impiv : and thus it is that we understand how, especially in

Christian countries, where the Spirit is more largely effused, there is

so much more general virtue than in others
;
and in those circles espe-

cially, in which Christian education, and the prayers of the pious, and

the power of example are applied and exhibited.

The Scriptural proof that the Spirit is given to " the teor]£'' is obvioua

and decisive. We have seen that the curse of the law implied a denial

of the Spirit ;
the removal of that curse implies, therefore, the gift of the

Spirit, and the benefit must be as large and extensive as the atonement.

Hence we find the Spirit's operations spoken of, not only as to the good,

but the wicked, in all the three dispensations. In the patriarchal,
" the

Spirit strove with men ;" with the antediluvian race, before and all the

time the ark was pre|)aring. The Jews in the wilderness are said to

have "vexed his Holy Spirit;" Christ promises to send the Spirit to

convince the world of sin ; and the book of God's Revelations concludes

by representing the Spirit as well as the Bride, the Holy Ghost as well

as the Church in her ordinances, inviting all to come and take of the

water of life freely. All this is the fruit of our redemption and the new

relation in which man is placed to God ; as a sinner, it is true, still ;

but a sinner for whom atonement has been made, and who is to be wooed

and won to an acceptance of the heavenly mercy. Christ having been

made a curse for us, the curse of iho law no longer shuts out that Spirit
a
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from US
; nor can justice exclaim against this going forth of the Spirit,

as it has been beautifully expressed,
" to make gentle trials upon the spi-

rits of men ;" to inject some beams of light, to inspire contrite emotions,

which, if they comply with, may lead on to those more powerful and

eflectual. If, however, they rebel against them, and oppose their sen-

Bual imaginations and desires to the secret promptings of God's Spirit,

they ultimately provoke him to withdraw his aid, and they relapse into

a state more guilty and dangerous. Again and again they are visited

in various ways, in honour of the Redeemer's atonement, and for the

manifestation of the long suffering of God. In some the issue is life ;

in others, an aggravated death
;
but in most cases this struggle, this

"
striving with man," this debating with him, this standing between him

and death, cannot fail to correct and prevent much evil, to bring into

existence some "
goodness," though it may be as the morning cloud and

the early dew, and to produce civil and social virtues, none of which

however, are to be placed to the account of nature, nor used to soften

our views of its entire alienation from God ; but are to be acknowledged
as magnifying that grace which regards the whole of the sinning race

with compassion, and is ever employed in seeking and saving that

which is lost.

CHAPTER XIX.

Redemption.—Principles of God's Moral Government.

We have established it as the doctrine of Holy Scripture, that all

men are born with a corrupted nature, that from this nature rebelUon

against' the Divine authority universally flows, and that, in conse-

quence, the whole world is, as St. Paul forcibly expresses it,
"
guilty

before God."

Before any issue proceeded from the first pair, they were restored to

the Divine favour. Had no method of forgiveness and restoration

been established with respect to human offenders, the penalty of death

must have been forthwith executed upon them, there being no doubt of

the fact of their delinquency, and no reason, in that case, for delaying

their punishment ;
and with, and in them, the human race must have

utterly perished. The covenant of pardon and salvation which was

made with Adam, did not, however, terminate upon him ;
but compre.

hended all his race. This is a point made indubitable by those pas-

sages we have already quoted from the Apostle Paul, in which he

contrasts the injury which the human race have received from the

disobedience of Adam, with the benefit brought to them by the obedience

of Jesus Christ. " For if, through the offence of one, many be dead,

much more the grace of God, and the gift by grace, wliich is by cm
2
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man, Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto many." "Therefore, as by

the offence of one judgment came upon all men to condemnation ;
even

so by the righteousness of one the free gift came upon all men unto

justification of life."

Since, then, the penalty of death watfnot immediately executed in all

its extent upon the first sinning pair, and is not immediately executed

upon their sinning descendants ; since they were actually restored to

the Divine favour, and the same blessing is offered to us, our inquiries

must next be directed to the nature and reason of that change in the

conduct of the Divine Being, in which he lays as'de, in so great a mea-

sure, the sternness and inflexibility of his office of Judge, and becomes

the dispenser of grace and favour to the guilty themselves.

The existence of a Divine law, obligatory upon man, is not doubted

by any who admit the existence and government of God. We
have already seen its requirements, its extent, and its sanctions, and

have proved that its penalty consists not merely of severe sufferings

in this life
;
but in death, that is, the separation of the body and the

soul,—the former being left under the power of corruption, the other

being separated from God, and made liable to punishment in another

state of being.

It is important to keep in view the fact of the extent and severity of

the punishment denounced against all transgressions of the law of God,
because this is illustrative of the character of God

;
both with reference

to his essential holiness and to his proceedings as Governor of the

world. The miseries connected with sin, as consequences affecting the

transgressor himself and society, and the afflictions, personal and

national, which are the results of Divine vwitation, must all be regarded
as punitive. Corrective effects may be secondarily connected with

them, but primarily, they must all be punitive. It would be abhorrent

to all our notions of the Divine character," to suppose perfectly innocent

beings subject to such miseries; and they are only, therefore, to be

accounted for on the ground of their being the results of a supreme

judicial administration, which bears a strict, and often a very terrible

character. If, to the sufferings and death which result trom offences

in the present life, we add the future punishment of the wicked, we
shall be the more impressed with the depth and breadth of that impress
ofjustice which marks the character and the government of God. Say
that this punishment is that of /o»s, loss of the friendship and presence
of God, and all the advantages which must result from that immediate

intercourse with him which is promised to righteous persons; and that

this loss, which, confessedly, must l>c unspeakably great, is eternal ,

even then it must tbllow that the turpitude of moral delinquency is

regarded by our Divine Legislator and Judge as exceedingly mighty
and aggravated. But when to the punishment of loss in a future life,

2
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we add that of pain, which all the representations of this subject in

Scripture certainly establish, whether they are held to be expressed in

literal or in figurative phrase ;
to which pain also the all-impressive

circumstance of eternity is to be added
;
then is our sense of the guilt

and deserving of human oflence against God, according to the princi-

pies of the Divine law, raised, if not to a full conception of the evil of

sin, (for as we cannot measure the punishment, we cannot measure

the quahty of the offence,) yet to a standard of judging, which may
well warrant the Scriptural exclamation,

" It is a fearful thing to fall

into the hands of the living God."

These premises are unquestionable, if any respect is paid to the

authority of Scripture, and, indeed, God's severity against moral offence

is manifested, as to this present life, by facts of universal observation

and uninterrupted history, quite independent of Scripture. But it is

to the testimony ofGod himself, in his own word, that we must resort

for the most important illustrations of the Divine character, and espe-

cially of its HOLINESS and justice.

With respect to the former, they show us that holiness in God
is more than a mere absence of moral evil ; more than approval, and

even delight in moral goodness ;
more than simple aversion and dis-

pleasure at what is contrary to it. They prove, that the holiness of

God is so intense, that whatever is opposed to it is the object of an

active displacence, of hatred, of opposition, and resistance, and that

this sentiment is inflexible and eternal. Agreeably to this, God is, in

Scripture, said to be " of purer eyes than to behold iniquity"
—and

we are taught that " the thoughts of the wicked are an abomination"

to him.

With' respect to the justice of God, it is necessary that we should

enter into a larger view, since a right conception of that attribute

of the Divine nature lies at the foundation of the Christian doctrine

of atonement.

Justice is usually considered as universal or particular. Universal

justice, or righteousness, includes holiness, and, indeed, comprehends
all the moral attributes of God, all the Divine virtues of every kind.—
Particular justice is either commutative, which respects equals ;

or dis-

tributive, which is the dispensing of rewards and punishments, and is

exercised only by governors. It is the justice of God in this last view,

but still in connection with universal justice, with which we are now

concerned
;
that rectaral sovereign justice by which he maintains his

own rights, and the rights of others, and gives to every one his due

according to that legal constitution which he has himself established.

And as this legal constitution under which he has placed his creatures,

is the result of universal justice or righteousness, the hoUness, goodness
truth and wisdom of God united; so his distributive justice,

or his

2
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respect to the laws which he lias himseh'estabhshcd, is, in every respect

and degree, faultless and perfect. In this legal constitution, no rights

are mistaken or misstated ; and nothing is enjoined or prohibited, no-

thing promised or threatened but what is exactly conformable to the

universal righteousness or absolute moral perfection of God. This is

the constant doctrine of Scripture ;
this the uniform praise bestowed

upon the Divine law, that it is, in every respect, conformable to abstract

truth, purity, holiness, and justice, and is itself truth, purity, holiness,

and justice.
" The statutes of the Lord are right, rejoicing the heart ;

the commandment of the Lord is pube, enlightening the eyes ;
the fear

of the Lord is clean, enduring for ever
;
the judgments of the Lord are

TRUE and RIGHTEOUS altogether," Psalm xix, 8, 9. " The law is holy,

and the commandment holy, just, and good," Rom. vii, 12.

Of the strictness and severity of the punitive justice of God, the sen-

tence of death, which we have already seen to be pronounced upon

"SIN," and, therefore, upon all transgressions of God's law, for "sin is

the transgression of the law," is sufficient evidence ; and the actual

infliction of death, as to the body, is the standing proof to the world,

ihat the threatening is not a dead letter, and that in the Divine admi-

uistration continual and strict regard is had to the claims and dispen-

sations of distributive justice. On the other hand, as this distributive

justice emanates from the entire holiness and moral rectitude of the

Divine nature, it is established, by this circumstance, that the severity

does not go beyond the equity of the case ; and that, to the full extent

of that. punishment which may be inflicted in another life, and which

is, therefore, eternal, there is nothing which is contrary to the full and

complete moral perfection of God, to his goodness, holiness, truth, and

justice united
;
but that it is fully agreeable to them all, and is, in-

deed, the result of the perfect existence of such attributes in the Divine

nature.

The Scriptures, therefore, are frequently exceedingly emphatic in

ascribing a perfect righteoumets to the judicial and penal visitations

of sinful individuals and nations
;
and that not merely with reference

to such visitations being conformable to the penalties threatened in

the Divine law itself, in which case the righteousness would consi *

in their not exceeding the penalty threatened
; but, more abstractedK

considered, in their very nature, and with reference to even the high-
est standard of righteousness and holiness. " Shall not the Judge of

the whole earth do right ?" " It is a righteous thing with God to

RECOMPENSE tribulation to them that trouble you," 2 Thess. i, 6.—
" The day of wrath and revelation of the righteous judgment of

God," Rom. ii, 5. " Even so. Lord God Almighty, true and righi-

Eous are thy judgments," Rev. xvi, 7.

The legal constitution then, which we are under, secures life to the

3
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obedient, but dooms offenders to die. It is the otfice of distributive

justice to execute this penalty, aa well as to bestow the reward of obe-

dience
;
and the appointment of the penalty and the execution of it, are

both the results of the essential rectitude of God.

This is most obvious as the doctrine of Scripture ;
but have we any

means of discerning the connection between the essential justice or uni-

versal righteousness of God, and such a constitution of law and govern-

ment as, in the first instance, ordains so severe a penalty against sin as

death, maintains it unchangeably through all the generations of time,

and carries it into eternity 1 This is an important question, not with-

out its difficulties, and yet it may not altogether elude our inquiries.

Whether we succeed or not in discovering this connection, the fact re-

mains the same, firmly grounded on the most explicit testimony of God

in his own word. It is, however, an inquiry worthy our attention.

The creation of beings capable of choice, and endowed with affec-

tions, seems necessarily to have involved the possibility of volitions and

acts contrary to the will of the Creator, and, consequently, it involved

a liability to misery. To prevent this, both justice and benevolence

were concerned. Justice, seeing that the Creator has an absolute

right to the entire obedience of the creatures he has made, and all op-

position to that will is the violation of a right, and the practice of a

wrong which justice is bound to prevent. Benevolence, because this

opposition to the will of God, which will is the natural law of a creature,

must be the source of misery to the offender, and that independent of

direct punishment. This is manifest. Some end was proposed in crea-

tion, or it could not have been a work of wisdom
;
the felicity of the

creature must also have been proposed as an end, either principal or

subordinate, or creation could not have beei) a display of goodness ;
a

capacity and power of holiness must also have been imparted to moral

agents, or, in a moral nature, every act would have been morally corrupt,

and, therefore, the creature must have been constantly displeasing to the

holy God, and not "
very good," as all his works, including man, were

pronounced to be at the beginning. The end proposed in the forming

of intelligent creatures could only be answered by their continual com-

pliance with the will of God. This implied both the power and the

exercise of holiness, and with that the felicity of the creature was no-

cessarily connected. It was adapted to a certain end, and in attaining

that its happiness was secured. To be disobedient was to set itself in

opposition to God, to exist and act for ends contrary to the wisdom

and holiness of God, and was, therefore, to frustrate his benevolent in

tentions also as to its happiness, and to become miserable from its very

hostilit}' to God, and the disorder arising from the misapplication of the

powers with which it had been endowed. To prevent all these evils,

and to secure the purooses for which creative power was exerted, were
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the ends, therefore, of that administration which arose out of the exist,

ence of moral agents. This rule takes date from their earhest being.

No sooner did they exist, than a Divine government was established

over them
;
and to the ends just mentioned all its acts must have been

directed.

The first act was the publication of the will or law of God, for where

there is no declared law there is no rational government. The second

act was to give motives to obedience, for to creatures liable to evil,

though created good, these were necessary ;
but as they were made

free, and designed to yield a willing service, more than motives, that is

rational inducements, operating through the judgment and aft'ections,

could not be applied to induce obedience
;
—external force or necessary

impulse could have no place in the government of such creatures. The

promise of the continuance of a happy and still improving life compre-
hended one class of motives to obedience

;
the real justice of yielding

obedience another. But was no motive arising from fear also to be

applied ? There was much to be feared from the very nature of things ;

from the misery which, in the way of natural and necessary consequence

alone, must follow from opposition to the will of God, and the wilful

corrupting of a nature created upright. Now, since this was what the

creature was liable to, the administration of the Divine government
would have been obviously defective, had this been concealed by Him,
who had himself established that natural order, by which disobedience

to the will of God, in a moral being, should be followed by certain

misery, and he would apparently have been chargeable with not having
used every means, consistent with free agency, to prevent so fatal a

result. So far we conceive that this is indubitable.

But now let us suppose that nothing less than a positive penalty, of

the most tremendous kind, could be a sufficient motive to deter these

free and rational beings from transgression ; that, even that threatened

penalty itself, though the greatest possible evil, would not, in all cases,

be sufficient ; but that, in none a less powerful motive would prove suf-

ficiently cautionary ; then, in such circumstances, the moral perfcc-
tion of the Divine nature, his universal rectitude and benevolence,

would undoubtedly require the ordination of that penalty, however tre-

mendous. The case might be a choice between the universal disobe-

dience of all, and their being left to the miseries which follow from sin

by natural consequence ; and the preservation of some, perhaps the

majority, though the guilty remainder should not only be punished by
the misery which is the natural result of vice; but, in addition, should

be subject to that positive penalty of death, which, as to the soul, runs

on with immortality, and is, therefore, eteinal.

On such an alternative as this, which may surely be conceived pes.

ible, and which contradicts no attribute of God, does the essential ^us
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tice or rectitude of the Divine nature demand that such a penalty should

be adopted ? The affirmative of this question will be supported, I think,

by the following considerations :
—

1. The holiness of God, which, as we have seen, is so intense as to

abhor and detest every kind and degree of moral evil, would, from its

very nature, its active and irreconcilable opposition to evil, determine

to the adoption of the most effectual means of preventing its introduc-

tion among the rational beings which should be created, and, when

introduced, of checking and limiting its progress. So that, in propor-

tion to that aversion, must be his propension to adopt the most effectual

means to deter his creatures from it
;
and if nothing less than such a

penalty could be eflectual, even in the majority of cases, then it re-

sulted necessarily, from the holiness of God, that the penalty of death,

in all its Scriptural extent, should be attached to transgression.

2. The consideration of the essential justice or rectitude of God,

that principle which leads to an unchangeable respect to what is rigM
and equitably Jit,

leads to the same conclusion. God has his own

rights as maker, and, therefore, proprietor and Lord of aU creatures,

and it is fit they should be maintained and vindicated. To surrender

them, or unsteadily and uncertainly to assert them, would be an en-

couragement to evil, and his very regard to mere abstract right and

moral fitness must, therefore, be considered as determining God to a

steady and unchangeable assertion of his rights, since their surrender

could present no end worthy of his character, or consistent with his

hoUness. But wherever more created beings exist than one, the

rights of others also come into consideration
;
both the indirect right

of a dependent creature under government, to be protected, as far as

may be,' from the contagion of bad example, and the more direct right

of protection from those injuries which many sins do, in their own
nature, imply. For no man can be ambitious, unjust, &c, without

inflicting injury upon others. The essential rectitude of God was con-

cerned, therefore, to regard these rights in the creatures dependent upon
him, and to adopt such a legal constitution and mode of government,
under which to plac i them, as should respect the maintenance of his

own rights of sovereignty, and the righteous claims which his crea-

tures, that is the general society of created beings, had upon him. AU
this, it may be said, only proves that the essential rectitude of God re-

quired that such a government should be adopted as should inflict some
marked penalty on offences. It proves this, but it proves more, namely,
that the Divine rectitude required that the most effectual means should

be adopted to uphold these rights, both as they existed primarily in

God, and secondarily in his creatures. This must follow : for if there

was any obligation to uphold them at all, it was an obligation to up-

hold them in the most effectual manner, since, if ineffectual means only
2
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had been adopted, when more effectual means were at hand, a wilful

abandonment of those rights would have been implied. If, therefore,

there were no means equally effectual for tliese purposes as the issuing

of a law, accompanied by a sanction of death as its penalty, the essen-

tia! rectitude of God required its adoption.

3. The same may be said of the Divine goodness and wisdom, for,

as the former is tenderl)' disposed to preserve all sentient creatures

from misery, so the latter would, of necessity, adopt the most effectua'

means of counteracting moral evil, which is the only source ot misery

in the creation of God.

The whole question, then, depends on this, whether the penalty of

death, as the punishment of sin, be the most effectual means of accom-

plishing this end
;
the answer to which is, to all who believe the Bible,

that as this has actuaUy been adopted as the universal penalty of trans-

gressing the Divine law, (see chapter xviii,)
and as this is confessedly

the highest possible penalty, nothing less than this could be effectual to

the purpose of government, and to the manifestation of the Divine holi

ness and rectitude. If it could, then a superfluous and excessive means

has been adopted, for which no reason can be given, and which im-

peaches the wisdom of God, the office of which attribute it is to adapt

means to ends by an exact adjustment ;
if not, then it was required by

all the moral attributes of the Divine nature to which we have referred.

The next question will be whether, since, as the result of the moral

perfection of God, a legal constitution has been estabUshed among
rational creatures which accords life to obedience, and denounces

death against transgression, the justice of God obliges to the execution

of the penalt}' ;
or whether we have any reason to conclude, that the

rights of God are in manv, or in all cases, relaxed, and punishment
remitted. All the opponents of the doctrine of atonement strenuously

insist upon this
;
and argue, first, that God has an unquestionable

power of giving up his own rights, and pardoning sin on prerogative,

without any compensation whatever ; second, that when repentance

succeeds to offence, there is a moral fitness in forgiveness, since the

person offending presents an altered and reformed character ;
and

finally, that the very affections of goodness and mercy, so eminent in

the Divine character, require us to conclude that he is always ready,

upon repentance, to forgive the delinquencies of all his creatures, or,

at most, to make their punishments light and temporary.
In the first of these arguments, it is contended that God may give up

his own rights. This must mean either his right to obedience from his

creatures, or his right to punish disobedience, when that occurs. With

respect to God's right to be obeyed, nothing can be more obvious than

that the perfect rectitude of his nature forbids him to give up or to relax

that right at all. No king can morally give up his right to be obeyed
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m the full degree which may be enjoined by the laws of his kingdom.

No parent can give up his right to obedience, in things lawful, from hiis

children, and be blameless. In both cases, if this be done voluntarily,

it argues an indifference to that principle of rectitude on which such

duties depend, and, therefore, a moral imperfection. Now this cannot

be attributed to God, and, therefore, he never can yield up his right to

be obeyed, which is both agreeable to abstract rectitude, and is, more-

over, tor the benefit of the creature himself, as the contrary would be

necessarily injurious to him. But may he not give up his right to pun-

ish, when disobedience has actually taken place ? Only, it is manifest,

where he would not appear by this to give up his claim to obedience,

which would be a winking at offence
;
and where he has not absolutely

bound himself to punish. But neither of these can occur here. It is

only by punitive acts that the Supreme Governor makes it manifest th^t

he stands upon his right to be obeyed, and that he will not relax it. If

no punishment ensue, then it must follow, that that right is given up.

From the same principle that past offences are regarded with impunity,

it would also follow, that all future ones might be overlooked in like

manner, and thus government would be abrogated, and the obligation of

subjection to God be, in effect, cancelled. If, again, impunity were con-

fined to a few offenders, then would there be partiality in God
; if it

were extended to all, then would he renounce his sovereignty, and show

himself indifferent to that love of rectitude which is the characteristic of

a holy being, and to that moral order, which is the character of a right-

eous governor. But, in addition to this, we have already seen that, by

a formal law, punishment is actuabj threatened, and that in the extreme,

and in all cases of transgression whatever. Now, from this, it follows,

that nothing less than the attachment of such a penalty to transgression

was determined by the wisdom of God to be sufficient to uphold the

authority of his laws among his creatuies
;

that even this security, in

all instances, would not deter them from sin ; and, therefore, that a less

awful sanction would have been wholly inadequate to the case. If so,

then not to exact the penalty is to repeal the law, to reduce its sanction to

an empty threat, unworthy the veracity ofGod, and to render it altogether

inert, inasmuch as it would be soon discovered whether sin were follow,

ed by punishment or not. This is a principle so fully recognized in

numan governments, that their laws have generally defined the measure

of punishment, and the fact being proved, the punishment follows as a

thing of course in the regular order of administration. It is true, that a

power of pardon is generally lodged with the prince ;
but the reason of

this is, the imperfection which must necessarily cleave to all human

institutions, so that there may be circumstances in the offence which

the law could not provide against ;
or there may be an expediency or

reason of state which supposes some compromise of strict principle,
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some weakness on the part of the sovereign power, some desire to dis-

arm resentment, or to obtain popularity, or to gratify some powerful

interest. But these are the exceptions, not the rule ; for, in general,

the supreme power proceeds calmly and firmly in the exercise of puni.

tive justice, in order to maintain the authority of the laws, and to deter

others from offending. Now none of those imperfections, or sinistei

interests, which interfere to produce these exceptions, can have any

place in the Divine government ; and, even if it could be proved, that,

in some special cases, exceptions might occur in the administration of

God, yet this would not meet the case of those who would establish the

hope of pardon in belialf of offending men, upon the prerogative of

God to relax his own rigiits and to remit punishment, since what is

required is to prove that there is a general rule of pardon, not a few

special cases of exemption from the denounced penalty. It may, there,

fore, be confidently concluded, that there is no relaxation of right in the

Divine administration, and no forgiveness of sin by the exercise of mere

prerogative.

The notion which has been added to this, that repentance, on the

part of the offender, places him in a new relation, and renders him a

fit object of pardon, will be found equally fallacious.

This argument assumes that, in a case of impenitence, the moral

fitness which is supposed to present itself, in the case of penitents, to

claim the exercise of forgiveness, does not exist, and, therefore, that it

would be morally unfit,
that is, wrong, to exercise it. This is, indeed,

expressly conceded by Socinus, who says, that not to give pardon, in

case of impenitence, is due to the rectitude and equity of God. (6) It

follows, then, that the principle before stated, that the prerogative of God
enables him to forgive sin, must be given up by all who hold that it is

only when repentance takes place, that a moral fitness is created for the

exercise of this act of grace. Upon their own showing, sin is not, and

cannot, consistently with rectitude, be forgiven by a voluntary surrender

of right, or from mere compassion ; but, in order to make this an act

of moral fitness, that is, a right and proper proceeding, some considera-

tion must be presented, independent of the misery to which the offender

has exposed himself, and which misery is the object of pity ; something
which shall make it rigid, as well as merciful in God to forgive. Thoso
who urge that repentance is this consideration, do thus, unwittingly,

give up their own principle, and tacitly adopt that of the satisfactionists

differing only as to what does actually constitute it right in God to for-

give. But the sufficiency of mere repentance to constitute a moral

fitness in forgiveness, all who consider thfc death of Christ as a neces-

(6) "Non rcsipiecontibus vnniain non conccdere, id dcmum naturae divinae, c(

decrotis ejus, et proptcrca rcctitudini, ct cquitati dnbiturn r 1 ac consentanoum."

(Soein. de Servat.)

2
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sary atonement for sin, do, of course, deny ;
and there are, indeed.

many considerations suggested to us by turning to our true guide, the

Scriptures, wholly unfavourable to this opinion.

In the first place, we find no intimation in them that the penalty of

the law is not to be executed in case of repentance :
—

certainly there

was none given in the promulgation of the law to Adam ; there is none

in the decalogue ;
none in any of those passages in the Old and New

l^estament which speak of the legal consequences of sin, as " that the

wages of sin is death ;" "the soul that sinneth it shall die," &c. Re-

pentance is enjoined, both in the Old and New Testaments, it is true,

but then it is in connection with a system of atonement and satisfaction,

independent of repentance ;
with sacrifices under the Mosaic institution,

and with the death and redemption of Christ under the new covenant.

In both, something more is referred to, as the means of human recovery,
beside repentance, and of which, indeed, repentance itself is represented
as an effect and fruit. Wherever the Divine Being and his creatures

are regarded simply in their legal relation, one as governor, the other

as subjects, there is certainly no such qualification of the threatenings
of his violated law, as to warrant any one to expect remission of pun-
ishment upon repentance.

2. It is not true, that repentance changes, as they urge, the legal

relation of the gudty to God whom they have offended. They are

offenders still, though penitent. The sentence of the law is directed

against transgression, and repentance does not annihilate, but, on the

contrary, acknowledges the fact of that transgression. The charge lies

against the offender; he may be an obdurate or a penitent criminal
;

but, in either case, he is equally criminal of all for which he stands

truly charged, and how then can his relation to the lawgiver be changed
by repentance 1 In the nature of the thing, nothing but pardon can

change that relation
;

for nothing but pardon can cancel crime, and it

is clear that repentance is not pardon.
3. So far from repentance producing this change of relation, and

placing men in the same situation as though they had never offended,

we have proofs to the contrary, both from the Scriptures and from the

established course of providence. For the first, though men are now
under a dispensation of grace, yet, after long-continued obstinacy and
refusal of grace, the Scriptures represent repentance as incapable of

turning away the coming vengeance.
" Because I have called and ye

refused ; I have stretched out my hand, and no man regarded ;
—When

your fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction as a whirlwind,
when distress and anguish cometh upon you ;

then shall they call upon
me but I will not answer

; they shall seek me early, but they shall not

find me." Here, to call upon God. and to seek him early, that is,

earnestly and carefully, are acts of repentance and reformation too, and
Vol. II. 7
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yet they hav(, no effect in changing the relation of the guilty to God,

their judge, and they are proceeded again.st for their past offences,

which, according to the theory of the Socinians, they ought not to be.

The course of providence in this Hfe, is, also, in opposition to the notion

ol the efficacy of mere repentance to arrest punishment. For, as Bishop
Butler has so well shown, (Analogy of Natural and Revealed Religion,)

the sufferings which follow sin in this present life hy natural consequence
and the established constitution of things, are as much the effect of

God's appointment as the direct penalties attached by him to the vio-

lation of his laws
;
and though they may differ in degree, that does not

affect the question. Whetlier the punishment be of long or of short

duration, inflicted in the present state or in thft next, if the justice or

benevolence of God requires that punishment should not be inflicted,

when repentance has taken place, it cannot be inflicted consistently

with those attributes in any degree whatever. But repentance does not

prevent these penal consequences—repentance does not restore health

injured by intemperance, property wasted by profusion, or character

dishonoured by an evil practice. The moral administration under which

we are, therefore, shows that indemnity is not necessarily the effect of

repentance in the present life, and we have, consequently, no reason to

conclude that it will be so in another.

4. The true nature of repentance, as it is stated in the Scriptures,

seems entirely to have been overlooked or disregarded by those who

contend that repentance is a reason for the non-execution of the penalty
of the law. It is cither a sorrow for sin, merely because of the painful

consequences to which it has exposed the offender, unless forgiven, or

it arises from a perception also of the evil of sin, and a dislike to it as

such, with real remorse and sorrow, that the authority of God has been

slighted, and his goodness abused. Now if, by repentance, is meant

repentance in the former sense, then to give pardon on such a condition

would be tantamount to the entire and absolute repeal of all law, and

the annihilation of all government, since every criminal, when convicted,

and finding himself in immediate danger of punishment, would as neces-

sarily repent as he would necessarily be sorry to be liable to pain ;
and

this sorrow being, in that case, repentance, it would in all cases,

according to this doctrine, render it morally fit and right that forgive-

ness should be exercised, and, consequently, wrong that it should be

refused. In no case, therefore, could the penalty of the law be, in any

degree, enforced.

But if repentance be taken in the second sense, and this is certainly

the light in which true repentance is exhibited in tic Scriptures, then it

is forgotten that such is the corrupt state of man, that he is incapable

of penitence of this kind. This follows from that view of human de-

pravity which we have already established from the Scriptures, and
2
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which we need not repeat. In conformity with this view of the entire

corruptness of man's nature, therefore, repentance is said to be the gift
of Christ, who, in consequence of being exalted to be a Prince and a

Saviour,
"
gives repeatance," as well as " remission of sins," a gift

quite superfluous, if to repent truly were in the power of man, and inde-

pendent of Christ. To suppose man to be capable of a repentance,
which is the result of genuine principle, is to assume human nature to

be what it is not. The whole rests on this question : for, if man be

totally corrupt, the only principles from which that repentance and

correction of mannera, which are supposed in the argument, can flow,

do not exist in his nature
;
and if we allow no more than that th<>. pro-

pensity to evil in him is stronger than the propensity to good, it would

be absurd to suppose that in opposing propensities, the weaker should

ever resiat the more powerful.

But take it that repentance, in the best interpretation, is possible to

fallen, unassisted man, and that it is actually exercised and followed

even by a better conduct, still in no good sense can it be shown, that

this would make it morally right and
Jil

in the Supreme Being to for-

give oflfences against his government. Socinus, we have seen in the

above quotation, allows that it would not be right, not consistent with

God's moral attributes to forgive the impenitent ; and all, indeed, who

urge repentance as the sole condition of pardon, adopt the same prin-

ciple ;
but how, then, does it appear that, to grant pardon upon repent-

ance is right, that is, just in itself, or a manifestation of a just and

righteous government 1

If right be taken in the sense of moral fitness, its lowest sense, the

moral correspondence of one thing with another, it cannot be morally fit

in a perfectly holy being to be so indifferent to offences, as not to express,

toward the offenders, any practical displeasure of any kind
; yet this the

argument supposes, since the sUghtest infliction of punishment, should

repentance take place, would be contrary to the principle assumed. If

justice be taken in the sense ofgiving to every one what is due, the Divine

Being cannot be just in this sense, should he treat an offender, though
afterward penitent, precisely as he treats those who have persevered in

obedience, without defect ofany kind
;
and yet, if repentance be pleaded

as a moral reason for entirely overlooking offence, then will all be treated

alike, whether obedient or the contrary. But finally, if the justice of

God be considered with reference to government, the impossibility of ex-

onerating a penitent offender, and the upholding of a rigiiteous adminis-

tration is most apparent. That we are under government is certain ;

that we are under a settled law is equally so, and that law explains to us

thenatureofthegovernment by which we are controlled. In all the state-

ments made respecting this government in Scripture, the government of

earthly sovereigns and magistrates is the shadow under which it is repre*
o
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eented, and the one is the perfect model after which the other has been

imperfectly framed. Nothing that is said of God being a father, is evei

adduced to lower his claims as Lord, or to diminish the reverence and

fear of his creatures toward him under that character. The penalty of

transgression is Death. This is too plainly written in the Scriptures

to be, for a moment, denied, and if it were righteous to attach that

penalty to offence, it is most certainly righteous to execute it ; and,

therefore, administrative justice cannot be maintained if it be not exe-

cuted. As to the impenitent, this, indeed, is conceded ;
but penitence

makes no difference ; for, if the end of attaching this penalty to offence,

was to maintain the authority of the law, then not to execute it upon the

repentant would still be to annul that authority. This repentance is

either in the power of the transgressor, or it is not. If the former, he

«ill always be disposed to exercise it, when the danger approaches, rathei

than die ; and so he may sin as often as he pleases, and yet have it al.

wa) s in his own power to turn aside the punishment, which amounts to a

substantive repeal of the law and the abrogation of all government. If,

on the other hand, the production of a penitent disposition is not in his

own power, and can only come from above, as a matter of grace, it is a

strange anomaly to suppose a government so established as to oblige the

governor to concur in producing repentance in those who despise his au-

thority, so that they may avoid punishment. This would be grace, and

not law, most emphatically ; for, if the governor-were bound by any prin-

ciple of any kind to produce this sentiment of repentance in order to con-

stitute a moral fitness in the exercise of pardon, he would, for any thing
we can see, be bound by it, to use the same means to render all penitent,

that all might escape punishment, and to do this, too, as of'ten as they tell

into sin, that punishment might, in no case, follow, except when the

means employed by him for that purpose were obstinately resisted
;
and

thus repentance would be brought in as the substitute ofobedience. But

since the end of law is to command obedience, and it is invested with

authority for the purpose of effecting that, it ceases to answer the pur-

pose for which it was established, when it accepts repentance in the

place of obedience. This is not its end, as an instrument of moral go-
vernment ; nor is it a means to its proper end, which is obedience ; foi

repentance can give no security for future obedience, since a penitent

transgressor, whose nature is infected with a corrupt moral principle and

habit, is much more liable to sin again than when innocent, as in his first

estate ; and, as this scheme makes no provision at all for the moral cure

of man's fallen nature by the renewing influences of the Holy Spirit, so

it abolishes all law as an instrument of moral order, and substitutes

pardon as an end of government instead of obedience.

With this view of the insufficiency ofrepentance to obtain pardon the

Scriptures agree ;
for not, now, to advert to the doctrine of the Old Tes-

2
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tament, which will be subsequently considered, we need only refer to the

Gospel, which is professedly a declaration of the mercy of God to sin-

ning men, and which also professedly lays down the means by which the

pardon of their offences is to be attained. Without entering at all into

other subjects connected with this, it is enough here to show that, in the

Gospel, pardon is not connected with mere repentance, as it must have

been, had the doctrine, against which we have contended, been true.

John the Baptist was emphatically a preacher of repentance, and, had

nothing but mere repentance been required in order to salvation, he

would have been the most successful of piaachers. So numerous were

the multitudes which submitted to the power of his ministry, that the

largest terms are used by the Evangelist Matthew to express the effect

produced by it,
—" Then went out all Judea, and all Jerusalem, and all

the region round about Jordan, and were baptized of him in Jordan, con-

fessing their sins." Of the truth of their repentance, no doubt is ex-

pressed. On the contrary, when John excepts only
"
many of the

Sadducees and Pharisees" who came " to his baptism" as hypocrites,
we are bound to conclude, that he, who appears to have had the super.
natural gift of discovering the spirits of men, allowed the repentance of

the rest generally to be genuine. It would follow, then, from the prin.

ciple laid down by the adversaries of the doctrine of the atonement of

Christ, namely, that repentance alone renders it morally fit in God to

forgive sin, and that, therefore, he can require nothing else but true

repentance in order to pardon, that the disciples of the Baptist needed

not to look for any thing beyond what their master was the instrument

of imparting by his ministry. But this is contradicted by the fact.

He taught them to look for a higher baptism, that of the Holy Ghost
;

and to a more effectual teacher, the Christ, whose voice or herald he

was
;

all he did and said bore upon it a preparatory character, and to

this character he was most careful to give the utmost distinctness, that

his hearers might not be mistaken. To two of his disciples, standing
with him when "he looked upon Jesus as he walked," he said, "Behold

the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world ;" and thus

he confessed that it was not himself, nor his doctrine, nor the repent-

ance which it produced, which took away sin
; but that it was taken

away by Christ alone, and that in his sacrificial character, as " the

Lamb of God." Nay what, indeed, is still more explicit, he himself

declares, that everlasting life was not attained by the repentance which

he preached, but by believing on Christ ; for he concludes his discourse

concerning Jesus (John iii, 25, 36) with these memorable words, "He
that beUeveth on the Son hath everlasting life

;
and he that believeth

not the Son shall not see life
;
but the wrath of God abideth on him."

The testimony of John was, therefore, that more than repentance, even

ikith in Christ, was necessary to salvation. Such also was the doc-

3
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trine of our Lord himself, though he, too, was a preacher of repent-

ance ;
and that of the apostles, who, proclaiiain;!; that " all men every

where" should repent, not less explicitly preached that all men every

where should believe ; and that they were ''justified by faith," and thus

had "
peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ."

CHAPTER XX.

Redemption—Death of Christ Pkopitiatory.

These points, then, being so fully established, that sin is neither

forgiven by the mere prerogative of God, nor upon the account of mere

repentance in man, we proceed to inquire into the Scripture account of

the real consideration on which the execution of the penalty of trans-

gression is delayed, and the offer of forgiveness is made to offenders.

To the statements of the New Testament we shall first direct our

attention, and then point out that harmony of doctrine on this subject

which pervades the whole Scriptures, and makes both the Old and New
Testament give their agreeing testimony to that one method of love,

wisdom, and justice, by which a merciful God justifies the ungodly.
1. The first thing which strikes every attentive, and, indeed, every

cursory reader of the New Testament, must be, that the pardon of our

sin, and our entire salvation, is ascribed to the death of Christ. We do

not, now, inquire in what sense his death availed to these great results ;

but we, at present, only state that, in some sense, our salvation is ex-

pressly and emphatically connected with that event. "
I lay down my

life for the sheep."
" He gave luTuself for us." He died,

" the just for

the unjust, that he might bring us to God." " Christ was once offered

to bear the sins of many."
" While we were yet sinners Christ died for

us." " In whom we have redemption through his Mood, the forgive-

ness of our sins." " He gave his life a ransom for manv." " We who
were afar off are made nigh by the hlood of Christ." " Unto him that

loved us and washed us from our sins in his own blood;" with innu-

merable other passages, in which, with equal emphasis, the salvation

of man is connected with the death of Christ.

This is so undeniable, that it is, to a certain extent, recognized in the

two great schemes opposed to that which has been received generally

by the Cluirch of Christ, which in all ages has proclaimed that the

death of Christ was an expiatory' sacrifice for the sins of men, and

necessary to make the exercise of pardon consistent with the essential

righteousness of God, and with his righteous government. The Soci-

nian scheme admits that the death of Christ was important to confirm

his doctrine, and to lead to his resurrection, the crowning miracle by
2
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which its truth was demonstrated ;
and that we have rederaption through

nis blood, the forgiveness of sins, because " we are led, by the due con-

sideration of Christ's death, and its consequences, to that repentance,

wiiich, under the merciful constitution ofthe Divine government, always
obtains forgiveness." The second scheme, which is that of the modern

Arians, goes farther. It represents the coming of Christ, whom they

consider to be the most exalted of the creatures of God, into the world,

and his labours and sutTerings in behalf of men, as acts of the most dis

interested and tender benevolence, in reward and honour of which he ia

allowed to bestow pardon upon his disciples, upon their sincere repent-

ance, and to plead his interest with God, who delights to honour the

generous conduct of his Son toward the human race. His voluntary

sufferings and death for the sins of mankind, according to them, gave
to his intercession with God great efficacy, and thus, by his mediation,

sinners are reconciled to God, and raised to eternal life.

Far as even the latter of these theories falls below the sense of

Scripture on this subject, yet both are, in this respect, important, that

they concede that the death of Christ, as the means of human salva

tion, is made so prominent in the New Testament, that it cannot be left

out of our consideration when the doctrine of man's salvation is treated

of; and also, that this is a doctrine of the Holy Scriptures which must,

in some way or other, be accounted for and explained. The Socinian

accounts for it by making the death of Christ tJie means by which

repentance is produced in the heart of man, so as to constitute it

morally fit that he should be forgiven. The modern Arian accounts

for it by connecting with this notion, that kind of merit in the death of

Christ which arises from a generous and benevolent self devotion
; and

which, Avhen pleaded by him in the way of mediation, God is pleased
to honour by accepting repentance, when it is produced in the hear ,

and accompanied with purposes of amendment, in place of perfe< t

obedience.

2. But the views given us of the death of Christ, by the writers' if

the New Testament, go much farther than these, because they repi e-

sent the death of Christ as necessary to the salvation of men, a principle
which both the hypotheses just mentioned wholly exclude. The reason

of forgiveness is placed by one in repentance merely, by the other, also,

in the exercise of the right which God had to pardon, but which he

chose to exercise in honour of the philanthropy of Jesus Christ. Poth

make the death of Christ, though in a different way and in a very sub-

ordinate sense, the means of obtaining pardon, because it is a means of

bringing men into a state in which they are
Jit objects for the exeicise

of an act of grace; but the Scripture doctrine is, that the death of

Christ is not the meritorious means, but the meritorious cause of the

exercise of forgiveness : and reoentance but one of the instriimentaj

2
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means of actually obtaining it
; and, in consistency witii this view, they

speak of the ileatii of Christ, not as one of many means, by which the

sami end might have been accomplished ;
but as, in the strictest sense,

nece.'Sary to man's salvation.

T lis, has, indeed, been considered, even by some divines professing

orthcdoxy, to be a bold position, but, as we shall sec, with little consist-

ency on their part. It follows, of course, from the Socinian and Arian

hypo heses, that if our Lord were a man, or an angelic creature ; and if

he were rather the mere messenger of a mercy which might be exer-

cised m prerogative, than the procuring cause of it
; any other creature

beside himself might have conveyed the message of this mercy ; might
have 1 xhibited a generous devotion in our behalf; and been an eft'ec-

tual ii slrument to bring men to tliat repentance which would prepare

them 1 ) receive it. But when it is admitted, that Ciirist was tiie Divine

Son of God
;

that he was " God manifest in the flesh ;" that the forgive-

ness o( sin required a satisfaction to Divine justice of so noble and infi-

nitely -exalted a kind as that which was ofTered by the sufferings and

death < f the incarnate Deity, even from such premises alone it would

seem D'icessarily to follow that, but for the interposition of Christ, sin

could r.-)t have been forgiven, consistently with a perfectly righteous

govern iient, and, therefore, not forgiven at all, unless a sacrifice of equal

merit, "iiich supposes a being of equal glory and dignity as its subject,

could h ive been found. If no such being existed out of the Godhead,

then h man hope rested solely on the voluntary incarnation of the

Son of 'lOD
;
and the overwhelming fact and mystery <jf his becoming

flesh, in order to sutler for us, itself shows, that the case to be remedied

was one of a character absolutely extreme, and, therefore, not otherwise

remedii ble. If inferior means had been sufficient, then more was done

by the Cathcr, when he delivered up his Son for us, than was necessary,

a concl .sion of an impious character
;
and if the greatest possible gilt

was boi-owed, then nothing less could have been elfectual, and this was

necessw y to human salvation. Every believer in the Divinity of Christ

is boun I to this conclusion.

This matter is, however, put beyond all reasonable question by the

testimo .y of Scripture.
" Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ

to sufTc' and to rise from the dead." Here a necessity for the death of

Christ I s plainly expressed. If it be said, that the necessity was the

fulfihnr it of what " had been written" in the prophets concerning the

sutferir; ^s of Messiah, it is to be remembered, that what was predicted

on this subject by the prophets arose out of a previous appointment of

God, it whose eternal counsel Christ had been designated us the

Redeen er of man
;
and that the sole end and reason of the death of

Christ '.oiild not, therefore, be the mere fulfilment of the prophecies

reepecl ng him. The verse which follows abundantly proves thi»^
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" And that repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his

name," Luke xxiv, 47. His death was not only necessary for the

accomplishment of prophecy ;
but for the publication of "

repentance

and remission of sins in his name," both of which, therefore, depended

upon it. It was God's purpose to offer forgiveness to man, before the

prophets issued their predictions ;
it was his purpose to do this in " his

name," on account of, and in consideration of his dying for them : this

was predicted ;
but the necessity of the death of Christ rested on this

previous appointment to which the prophecies corresponded. In Mat-

thew xvi, 21, the same sentiment is expressed without any reference to

the fulfilment of prophecy.
" From that time forth began Jesus to show

unto his disciples, how fhat he mtist go unto Jerusalem, and suffer many

things of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be kitted, and be

raised again the third day." The answer, too, of our Lord to Peter,

who, upon this declaration, said,
" Be it far from thee. Lord : this shall

not be unto thee," is remarkable. " But he turned, and said unto Pe-

ter, Get thee behind me, Satan
;
thou art an offence to me

; for thou

savourest not the things that be of God, but those that be of men."

These words plainly imply, that for Christ to suffer and die, and in this

manner, and not according to the carnal and human views of Peter, to

accomplish the purpose of his coming into the world, was " ofGod ;" it

was his purpose, his appointment. This is not language to be used as

to a martyr dying to prove his sincerity ;
for death, in such cases, is

rather permitted than purposed and appointed, and it would be to adopt

language never applied to sucii cases in the Holy Scriptures, to say
that the sufferings and death of martyrs are " of God." The necessity

of Christ's death, then, rested on Divine appointment, and that on the

necessity of the case
;
and if he " must" die, in order that we might

live, then we live only in consequence of his death.

The same view is conveyed by a strongly figurative expression in

John xii, 23, 24 :
" And Jesus answered them, saying. The hour is

come, that the Son of man should be glorified. Verily, verily, I say

unto you. Except a corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abid-

eth alone
;
but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit." From which it

inevitably follows, that the death of Christ was as necessary to human

salvation as the vegetable death of the seed of corn to the production

of the harvest ; necessary, therefore, in this sense, that one could iiut

take place without the other. But for this he would have remained
"
alone," and have brought no " sons to glory."

In a word, all those passages of Scripture which speak of our salva-

tion from death and misen,' by the sufferings of Christ, and call upon

our gratitude on this account, are founded upon the same doctrine.

These are too numerous to be cited, and are sufficiently familiar

« We have redemption through his blood ;"
" we are saved from lerath
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through him," <kc. Such forms ofspeech are continually :iccurring, and

the highest ascriptions of praise are given to tlie Fatiier and to the Son

on this account. But, most clearly, they all suppose that " wrath" and

* death," but for this interposition of the passion of Christ on our

account, would have been the doom of sinning men. They contain not

the most distant intimation, that had not he come into the world " to'

seek and to save them that were lost," they would have been saved by

any other means ; tliat had not he, the good Shepherd, laid down his

life for the sheep, they wouid have been brought by some other process

into the heavenly fold. The very eniphasis of the expression
"

lost,"

implies a desperate case ; for as lost they could not have been described,

if pardon had been offered them on mere repentance ;
and if the death

of Christ had been one only of many means, through some of which

that disposition in God to forgive offenders must have operated, which

is the doctrine of all who set up the goodness of the Divine government

against its justice. In that case, mankind could not have been in a

hopeless state, independent of Christ's redemption, the view which is uni-

formly taken of their case in Scripture, wiicre the death of Christ is exhi-

bited, not as one expedient ofmany, but as the only hope of the guilty.

3. The Scriptures, in speaking of the death of Christ, inform us that

he died " fob us," that is, in our room and stead. With this representa-

tion neither of the hypotheses to which we have adverted, as attempting

to account for the importance attached to the death of our Lord in the

New Testament, agrees, and, therefore, both of them fall far below the

whole truth of the case. The Socinian scheme makes the death of

Christ only an incidental benefit, as sealing the tnith of his doctrine,

and setting an example of eminent passive virtue. In this sense, indeed,

they acknowledge that he died "for" men, because in this indirect

manner they derive the benefit of instruction from his death, and because

some of the motives to virtue are placed in a stronger light. The modern

Arian scheme, sometimes called the intercession hypothesis, acknow.

ledges that he acquired, by his disinterested and generous sufferings, the

highest degree of virtue, and a powerful interest with God, by which

his intercession, on behalf of penitent offenders, is honoured by an

exercise of higher mercy than would otherwise have taken place ; but

it by no means follows, from this, that repentance might not otherwise

have taken place, and mercv have been otherwise exorcised. Accord .

ing to tliis view, then, Christ died for the benefit, indeed, of men. some.

what more directly than on the Socinian scheme ;
but he did not die

for them in the sense of the Scriptures, that is, in their room and stead ;

his death was not vicarious, and it is not, on that account, directly, that

the guilty are absolved from condemnation.

To prove that our Lord died for men, in the sense of dying in their

tlead, the testimony of the sacred writers must, however, be adduced,

2
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and it is equally abundant and explicit. St. Peter suys he died,
" the

yistfor the unjust," that " he suffered
_/()r

us." St. Paul that " he died

for all," that "he tasted deathybr every man," that he died "for the

ungodly," that " he gave himself a ransom for all," and our Lord him-

self declares "that he gave himself a ransom ybr many." To show,

however, that this phrase means no more than a final cause, and that

the only notion intended to be conveyed is, that Christ died for our

benefit, it is argued, by the objectors, that the Greek prepositions used

in the above quotations vttep, and avn, do not always signify substitu-

tion
;

but are sometimes to be rendered " on account of," as when

Christ is said to have " suffered ybr our sins," which cannot be rendered

instead of our sins. All this may, indeed, be granted ;
but then it is

as certain, that these prepositions do often signify substitution
;
and that

the Greeks, by these forms of expression, were wont fo express a vica-

rious death, is abundantly proved by the examples given by Raphelius,

on Romans v, 8. Nor are instances wanting of texts in which these

particles can only be intferpreted when t. Hen in the sense of " instead of,"

and in " the place of." So in the speech of Caiaphas,
" it is expedient

that one man should die, vTrep, for the people, and that the whole nation

perish not ;" he plainly declares, that either Christ or the nation must

perish ;
and that by putting the former to death, he would die instead of

the nation. In Romans v, 6-8, the sense in which Christ " died for

us," is indubitably fixed by the context. " For scarcely for a righteous

man will one die, yet peradventure for a good man some would even

dare to die
;
but God commendeth his love toward us, in that while we

were yet sinners, Christ died for us ;" on which passage Doddridge has

observed,
" one can hardly imagine any one would die for a good man,

unless A were to redeem his life by giving up his own." In this sense

also, avTt is used by the LXX, 2 Sam. xviii, 33, where David says con-

cerning Absalom, " would to God I had died for thee," [avrt mv.) Here

he could mean nothing else but to wish that he had died in Absalom's

stead. In the sense of " in the room or stead of," avn is also used in

many places of the New Testament
; as,

" Archelaus did reign in

Judea
[ai'Ti)

in the room of his father Herod :" " if he ask a fish, will

he {avTi) for a fish, in place or instead of a fish, give him a serpent."

When, therefore, the same preposition is used, Mark x, 45,
" The Son

of man came to give his life a ransom for (oitj) manj'," there can

surely be no reason drawn from the meaning of the particle itself to

prevent its being so understood. That it may be so taken is certain,

for this is a sense of the preposition constantly occurring ;
and if that

sense is rejected and another chosen, the reason must be brought from

the contrariety of the doctrine which it conveys to some other ;
whereas

not one passage is even pretended to be produced, which denies that

Christ did thus die in the stead of the ungodly, and give his life a ran.
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eom in the place or stead of the lives of many. The particles it;/; and

avTi have other senses : this is not denied
; but, as Bishop Stillingfleet

has observed,
" a substitution could not be more properly expressed than

it is in Scripture by them."

The force of this has, at all times, been felt by the Socinians, and

has rendered it necessary for them to resort to subterfuges. Socinus

acknowledges, and after him Crellius, that,
" when redemption is spo-

ken of, avTi implies commutation," but they attempt to escape, by consi-

dering both the redemption and the commutation metaphorical. Dr.

Priestley, too, admits the probability of the interpretation of Christ's

dying ybr us, being to die instead of us, and then contends that he did

this consequentially and not directly so.
" as a substitute for us

;
for if,

in consequence of Christ's not having been sent to instruct and reform

the world, mankind had continued unreformed, and if the necessary con-

sequence of Christ's coming was his death, by whatever means, and in

whatever manner it was brought about
;

it is plain that there was, in

fact, no other alternative but his death or o^irs." (History of Corrup-

tions, 4"C.) Thus, under the force of the doctrine of the New Testa-

ment, that Christ died in our stead, he admits the absolute riecessity of

the death of Christ, in order to human salvation, contrai-y to all the prin-

ciples he elsewhere lays down^and in refutation of his own oljections

and those of his followers to the orthodox view of the death of our

Saviour as being the only means by which mercy could be dispensed to

mankind. But that Christ died for us directly as a substitute, which is

still the point denied, is to be fully proved from those scriptures, in which

he is said to have 6ome the punishment due to our offences ; and this being

established, it puts an entire end to all quibbling on the import of the

Greek prepositions.

To prove this, the passages of Holy Writ are exceedingly numerous;
but it will be more satisfactory to select a few, and point out their force,

than to give a long list of citations.

Grotius {De Salisfactione,) thus clearly proves that the Scriptures

represent our sins as the impulsive cause of the death of Christ :
—

" Another cause which moved God was our sins, which deserve pun-
ishment. Christ was delivered for our offences, Rom. iv, 2^. Here
the apostle uses the preposition (5ia with the accusative case, wiiich with

all Greek authors, sacred and profane, is the most usual manner of

expressing an impulsive cause. For instance, rim ravra, 'because of

these things cometh the wrath of God upon the children ofdisobedience,'

Eph. V, 6. Indeed, whenever the expression, because of sins, is cou.

pled with the mention of sufferings, it never admits of anv other inter,

pretation.
'
I will chastise you seven times because of vour sins,' Lev.

xxvi, 28. ' Because of these abominations the Lord God cast them out

from his sight,' Deut. xviii, 12. So it is used in many other places of the
2
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sacred writings, and nowhere in a different sense. The expression, tcr

sins, is also evidently of the same force, whenever it is connected with

sufferings, as in the example following :
' Christ died for our sins,' 1 Cor.

XV, 3. ' Christ hath once suffered for sins,' 1 Peter iii, 18. ' Christ

gave himself for our sins,' Gal. i, 4. ' Christ offered one sacrifice for

sins,' Heb. x, 12. In all which places we have either vmp or mpi with

the genitive case. But Socinua maintains, that in all these places a final

and not an impulsive cause is intended.
.
He even goes so far as to

assert, that the Latin pro and the Greek vnep never denote an impul-

sive, but always a final cause. Many examples prove the latter asser-

tion to be untrue. For both vTvep and vept are used to signify no less an

impulsive than a final cause. The Gentiles are said to praise God vKsp

cAfaf for his mercy, Rom. xv, 9. Paul says thanks are given vTrep iijiuv

for us, Eph. i, 16. And vnep iravruv for all
; Eph. v, 20. ' We pray

you,' vmp xpi-<yrov, for Christ, 2 Cor. v, 20. ' Great is my glorying for

you, vvep v/iuv, 2 Cor. vii, 4, ix, 2, and xii, 5. ' Distresses (vrnp xpt^Tf)

for Christ,' 2 Cor. xii, 10. '
I thank God (vrnp vfiuv) for you,' 1 Cor.

i, 4. ' God shall reprove all the ungodly (irtpi
ttovtuv cpyav aaeSeiai;')

for all their works of ungodliness,' Jude 15. In the same manner, the

Latins say, to give or render thanks (pro beneficiis) for benefits, as often

in Cicero. He also says,
' to take vengeance (pro injuriis) for inju-

ries ;'
' to suffer punishment (pro magnitudine sceleris) for the greatness

of a crime ;'
to fear torments (pro maleficiis) for evil deeds. Plautus,

' to chastise (pro commerita noxia) for faults which deserve it.' And

Terence,
' to take vengeance (pro dictis et factis) for words and deeds.'

Certainly, in all these places, pro does not signify a final, but an impul-

sive causf. So, when Christ is said to have suffered and died/or sins, the

subject will not allow us, as Socinus wishes, to understand a final cause.

Hence, also, as the Hebrew particle in denotes an antecedent or impul-

sive cause, (see Psalm xxxviii, 9, and many other places,) the words of

Isaiah liii, cannot be better translated, or more agreeably with other

scriptures, than He was wounded on account of our transgressions ;
he

was bruised on account of our iniquities. And what can Romans vi,

10, Tri a/iapria aKsOavev, denote, but that he died on account of sin ?"

Crellius, who attempted an answer to Grotius, at length acknowledges

sin to have been an impulsive cause of the death of Christ
;
but neu-

tralizes the admission by sophistry, on which Bishop Stillingfleet has

well observed, that we understand not an impulsive cause in so remote

a sense, as though our sins were an occasion of Christ's dying, so that

his death was one argument among many others, to believe his doctrine,

the belief of which would cause men to leave their sins
;
but we con

lend for a nearer and more proper sense, that the death of Christ was

primarily intended for the expiation of sins," with respect to God, and

not to us, and that our sins, as an im-pulsive cause, are to be considered
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as so displeasing to God, that it was necessary, for the vindication of

honour and the deterring the world from sin, that no less a sacrifice of

atonement should be offered than the blood of the Son of God. The

sufferings of Christ, when considered with respect to our sins, are to be

considered as a punishment ; when with respect to God, as being de-

signed to expiate them as a sacrifice of atonement.

It is thus that Christ is said to bear our sins. " Who his o^vnselt

bare our sins in his own body on the tree," 1 Peter ii, 24, where the

iipostle evidently quotes from Isaiah liii. " He shall bear their iniqui-

ties." " He bore the sin of many." The same expression is used bj

St. Paul, Heb. ix, 28,
" So Christ was once offered to bear the sins

of many." Now to bear sin is, in the language of Scripture, to bear

the punishment of sin, Levit. xxii, 9 ; Ezekiel xviii, 20, and the use

of the compound verb avaipepu, by both apostles, is worthy of notice.

St. Peter "
might have said simply v''iyft '** ^orf"- ! but wishing at the

same time to signify his being lifted up on the cross, he said avi/ifj/ct, he

bore up, meaning, he bore by going up to the cross." (Grotius.) St.

Paul, too, uses the same verb with reference to the Levitical sacrifices,

which were carried to an elevated altar
;
and to the sacrifice of Christ.

Socinus and his foUowerscannot deny that to bear sin, in Scripture gene-

rally, signifies to bear the punishment of sin
; but, availing themselves

of tiie very force of the compound verb avaipepu, just pointed out, they

iuterpret the passage in St. Peter to signify the bearing up, that is, the

bearing or carrying away of our sins, which, according to them, maj' be

effected in many other ways than by a vicarious sacrifice. To this,

Grotius replies, "The particle ava \vi\\ not admit of such a sense, nor is

the word ever so used by any Greek writer. In the New Testament it

never occurs in such a meaning." It is also decisive as to the sense

in which St. Peter uses the phrase to bear sin, that he quotes from Isa.

liii, 11, "For he shall bear their iniquities," where the Hebrew word,

by the confession of all, is never used for taking awaj', but for bearin"

a burden, and is employed to express the punishment of sin, as in La-

mentations v, 7,
" Our fathers have sinned, and are not, and we h\ive

borne their iniquities."

Similar to this expression of bearing sins, and equally impracticable
to the criticism of the Socinians, is the declaration of Isaiah in the same

chapter,
" He was wounded for our transgressions, he was bruised for

our iniquities ;" and then to show in what sense he was wounded and

bruised for our transgressions, he adds,
" the chastisement of our peace

was upon him, and with his stripes wc are healed." Now, chastise-

ment is the punishment of a fault
;
but the suffering person, of whom

the prophet speaks, is declared by him to be wholly free from trans-

gression ;
to be perfectly and emphatically innocent. This prophecy

is applied to Christ by the apostles, whose constant doctrine is the entira
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immaculateness of their Master and Lord. If chastisement, therefore,

was laid upon Christ, it could not be on account of faults of his own
;

his sufferings were the chastisement of our faults, the price of our peace,
and his "

stripes," another punitive expression, were borne by him for

our "
healing." The only course which Socinus and his followers have

taken, to endeavour to escape the force of this passage, is to render the

word not chastisement, but affliction
;
in answer to which, Grotius and

subsequent critics have abundantly proved that it is used not to signify
affliction of any kind; but that which has the nature o( punishment.
These passages, therefore, prove a substitution, a suffering in our stead.

The chastisement of offences was laid upon him, in order to our peace ;

and the offences were ours, since they could not be his " who did no

sin, neither was guile found in his mouth."

The same view is presented to us under another, and even still more
forcible phrase, in the 6th and 7th verses of the same chapter.

" All

we like sheep have gone astray, we have turned every one to his own

way, and the Lord hath laid on him [literally, hath made to meet on

him] the iniquity of us all
;
he was oppressed and he was afflicted.'^

Bishop Lowth translates this passage,
" and the Lord hath made to light

upon him the iniquity of us all
;

it was exacted, and he was made an-

swerable." In a similar manner, several former critics, {Vide Poli

Syiiop.,) "he put or fixed together upon him the iniquity of us all; it

was exacted, and he was afflicted." This sense is fully established by
Grotius against Socinus, and by Bishop Stillingfleet against Crellius,

and thus the passage is obviously incapable of explanation, except by

allowing the sufferings and death of our Lord to be vicarious. Oui

iniquities, that is, according to the Hebrew mode of speaking, theii

punishment, are made to meet upon him ; they are fixed together and

laid upon him
;
the penalty is exacted from him, though he himself had

incurred no penalty personally, and, therefore, it was in consequence
of that vicarious exaction that he was "

afflicted," was " made answer,

able," and, voluntarily submitting, "he opened not his mouth."

In 2 Cor. v, 21, the apostle uses almost the same language.
" Foi

he hath made him to be sin [a sin offering] for us, who knew no sin
,

that we might be made the righteousness of God in him." The So-

cinian Improved Version has a note on this passage so obscure that the

point is evidently given up in despair. Socinus before had attempted
an elusive interpretation, which requires scarcely an effort to refute.

By Christ's being made "sin," he would understand being esteemed a

sinner by men. But, as Grotius observes, (De Satisfactione,) neither

is the Greek word, translated sin, nor the Hebrew word, answering to it,

ever taken in such a sense. Beside, the apostle has attributed this act

to God ;
it was he who made him to be sin

;
but he certainly did not

sause the Jews and others to esteem Christ a wicked man. On the

2
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contrary, bv a voice from heaven, and by miracles, l>e did aU that waii

proper 'to prove to aU men his innocence. Farther, St. Paul places

"sLn" and "righteousness" in opposition to each other—"we are made

the righteousness of God," that is, are just.tied
and freed ironi D.vme

pumshment; but, in order to this, Christ was "made sin," or bore our

punishment. There is also another antithesis in the apostle s words-

God made him who knew no sin, and consequently deserved no punish-

ment, to be sin; that is, it pleased him that he should be punished ;
but

Christ was innocent, not only according to human laws, but according

to the law of God : the antithesis, therefore, requires us to understand,

that he bore the penalty of that law, and that he bore it in our stead.
_

How explicitly the death of Christ is represented in the New les-

tament as penal, which it could not be in any other way than by his

takin. our place, and suffering in our stead, is manifest also from

Gal ili 13, '-Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the law, being

made a curse [an execration] for us, for it is written. Cursed is every

one that hangeth on a tree." The passage in Moses, to which St.

Paul refers, is Deut. xxi, 22, 23 : "If a man have committed a sin

worthy of death, and be put to death, and they hang him on a tree;

his bodv shall not remain aU night upon the tree, but thou shalt in any

wise bury him that day. /or he that is hanged is accursed of God, that

thy land be not deftled." This infamy was only inflicted upon great

offenders, and was designed to show the light in which the person,

thus exposed, was viewed by God,—he was a curse or execration. On

this the remarks of Grotius are most forcible and conclusive :—"Soci.

nus says, that to be an execration means to be under the punishment

of execration, which is true. For ^arapa every where denotes punish-

ment proceeding from the sanction of law, 2 Peter u, 14 ;
Mark xxv.

41. Socinus also admits, that the cross of Christ was this curse ;
his

cross, therefore, had the nature of punishment, which is what we mam-

tain. Perhaps Socinus allows that the cross of Christ was a punish-

ment, because Pilate, as a judge, inflicted it ;
but this does not come

up to the intention of the apostle ; for, in order to prove that Christ

was made obnoxious to punishment, he cites Moses, who expres-sly

asserts, that whoever hangs on a tree, according to the Divine law,

is 'accursed of God.'-consequently, in the words of the apostle whc

cites this place of Moses, and refers it to Christ, we must supply the

same circumstance.
' accursed of God,' as if he had said Christ was

made accursed of God, or obnoxious to the highest and most ignomi.

nious punishment
'for us, that the blessing of Abraham might come

upon the Gentiles,' &c. For when the apostles speak of the suffer,

inas of Christ in reference to our good, they do not regard the acU of

,„^ in ihem, \nn the Kctot Gov." (DeSatisfactione.)

4. We are carried still farther into the real nature and design of thi

2
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death of Christ, by those passages of Holy Scripture which connect

with it propitiation, atonement, reconciliation, and the making peace

between God and man
;
and the more attentively these are considered,

the more unfounded will the Socinian notion appear, which represents

the death of Christ as, indirectly only, a benefit to us, and as saving

us from our sins and their punishment only as it is a motive to repent-

ance and virtue.

To propitiate is to appease, to atone, to turn away the wrath of an

offended person. In the case before us the wrath turned away is the

wrath of God
;
the person making the propitiation is Christ

;
the pro.

pitiating offering or sacrifice is his blood. All this is expressed, in most

explicit terms, in the following passages : 1 John ii, 2,
" And he is the

propitiation for our sins." 1 John iv, 10,
" Herein is love, not that we

loved God
;
but that he loved us, and sent his Son to be the prcrpiliation

for our sins." Rom. iii, 25, "Whom God hath set forth to be a propi-

tiation through faith in his blood." The word used in the two former

passages is iXaa/ioc ;
in the last ilaar-npLov. Both are from the verb

iXaanu, so often used by Greek writers to express the action of a person,

who, in some appointed way, turned away the wrath of a deity ; and,

therefore, cannot bear the sense which Socinus would put upon it,
—the

destruction of sin. This is not supported by a single example : with all

Greek authorities, whether poets, historians, or others, the word means

to propitiate, and is, for the most part, construed with an accusative case,

designating the person whose displeasure is averted. (Grotius De Satis-

factione.) As this could not be denied, Crellius comes to the aid of

Socinus, and contends that the sense of this word was not to be taken

from its common use in the Greek tongue ;
but from the Hellenistic use

of it, namely, its use in the Greek of the New Testament, the LXX,
and the Apocrypha. But this will not serve him

; for, both by the LXX
and in the Apocrypha it is used in the same sense as in the Greek

classic writers. Ezekiel xliv, 27,
" He shall offer his sin offering,

{iXaafiov,) saith the Lord God ;" Ezekiel xlv, 19, "And the priest shall

take of blood of the sin offering, e^i7.aa/i>i." Num. v, 8,
" The ram of

the atonement," Kpioc tu t?.aafix ; to which may be added, out of the

Apocrypha, 2 Maccabees iii, 33,
" Now as the high priest was making

an atonement," ilaafiov. The propitiatory sense of the word iXaajio^

being thus fixed, the modern Socinians have conceded, in their note on

John ii, 2, in their Improved Version, that it means " the pacifying of

an offended party ;" but they subjoin that Christ is a propitiation, be-

cause "
by his Gospe' he brings sinners to repentance, and thus averts

the Divine displeasure.' The concession is important ;
and the com-

ment cannot weaken it, because of its absurdity ; for, in that interpre-

tation of propitiation, Moses, or any of the apostles, or any minister of

the Gospel now who succeeds in bringing sinners to repentance, is as

Vol. II. 8
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tnily a proplliatioti for sin as Christ himself. On Rom. iii, 26, how-

ever, the authors of the Improved Version continue to follow their mas.

ter Socinus, and translate llie passage,
" whom God hath set forth a

propitiation, through faith in his blood," " whom God hath set forth as

a. mercy seat, in his own blood ;" and lay great stress upon this render-

ing, as removing
" that countenance to the doctrine of atonement by

vicarious sufferings," which the common translation affords. The wor»l

iXfttfTJi^iov
is used in the Septuagint version, and in the Epistle to the

Hebrews, to express the mercy seat or covering of the ark. But so

little is to be gained by taking it in this sense in this passage, that this

rendering is adopted by several orthodox commentators as expressing,

by a figure, or rather by supplying a type to the antitype, in a very

emphatic manner, the doctrine of our Lord's atonement. The mercy
seat was so called, because, under the Old Testament, it was the place

where the high priest, on the feast of expiation, sprinkled the blood of

the sin offerings, in order to make an atonement for himself and the

whole congregation ; and, since God accepted the offering which was

then made, it is, tor this reason, accounted the medium through which

God showed himself propitious to the people. With reference to this.

Jesus Christ may be called a mercy seat, as being the person in or

through whom God shows himself propitious to mankind. And as,

under the law, God was propitious to those who came to him by ap-

pearing before his mercy seat with the blood of their sin offerings ; so,

under the Gospel dispensation, he is propitious to those who come unto

him by Jesus Christ, through faith in that blood which is elsewhere

called " the blood of spriiMing," which he shed for the remission of

sins. Some able critics have, however, argued, from the force of the

context, that the word ought to be taken actively, and not merely de-

claratively ;
not as "a propitiatory," but as a '^propitiation" wliich,

says Grotius,
" is shown by the mention which is afterward made of

blood, to which the power of propitiation is ascribed." Others supply

S^fAK, or
ifjJiov,

and render it expiatory sacrifice. {Vide Eisner Obs.

Schleusner sub voce.) But, whichever of these renderings be adopted,

the same doctrine is held forth to us. The covering of the ark was

rendered a propitiatory oidy by the blood of the victims sprinkled before

and upu.i it
;
and when the apostle says, that God hath set forth Jesus

Christ to be a propitiatory, he immediately adds, having the ceremonies

of the temple in his view,
"
through faith in his blood." 'Hie text, there,

fore, contains no exhibition of any means of obtaining mercy but through
the blood of sarrifcp, according to the rule laid down in the Epistle to

the Hebrews,
" without shedding of blood there is no remission ;" and is

in strict accordance with Ephcsians i, 7,
" We have redemption through

his blood, the remission of sins." It is only by his blood that Christ

himself reconciles us to God.

2
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Unable, then, as they who deny the vicarious nature of the siifieririgs

of Christ, are to evade the testimony of the above passages which speak
• of our Lord as a propitiation, what is their next resource? Thev deny

the existence of wrath in God, in the hope of proving that propitiation,

in a proper sense, cannot be the doctrine of Scripture, whatever mav be

the force of the mere terms which the sacred writers employ. In order

to give plausibility to their statement, they pen'ert and caricature the

opinion of the orthodox, and argue as though it formed a part of the doc-

trine of Christ's propitiation and oblation for sin, that God is naturally an

implacable and vengeful being, only made placable and disposed to show

mercy by satisfaction being made to his displeasure through our Lord's

sufferings and death. This is as contrary to Scripture as it is to the

opinions of all sober persons who hold the doctrine of Christ's atone,

ment God is love
;
but it is not necessary in order to support this

truth, to assume that he is nothing else. He has, as we have seen,

other attributes, which harmonize with this and with each other, though

assuredly that harmony cannot be exhibited by any who deny the pro-

pitiation for sin made by the death of Christ. Their system, therefore,

obliges them to deny the existence of some of the attributes of God, or

to explain them away.
It is sufficient to show that there is not only no implacability in Goo,

but a most tender and placable affection toward the sinning human race

itself, that the Son of God, by whom the propitiation was made, was the

free gift of the Father to us. This is the most eminent proof of his love,

that for our sakes, and that mercy might be extended to us,
" he spared

not his own Son
;
but delivered him up freely for us all." Thus he is

the fountain and first moving cause of that scheme of recovery and sal-

vation, which the incarnation and death of our Lord brought into full

and efficient operation. The question, indeed, is not whether God is

love, or whether he is of a placable nature
;

in that we are agreed ;

but it is, whether God is holy and just ;
whether we, his creatures, are

under law or not
;
whether this law has any penalty, and whether God,

fai his rectoral character, is bound to execute and uphold that law.

These are points which have already been established, and as the justice

of God is punitive, (for if it is not punitive, his laws are a dead letter,)

then is there wrath in God ; then is God angry with the wicked
;
then

is man, as a sinner, obnoxious to this anger ; and so a propitiation

becomes necessary to turn it away from him. Nor are these terms

unscriptural ; they are used in the New Testament as emphaticall}- as

in the Old, though in a special sense, a revelation of the mercy of God

to man. John the Baptist declares that, if any man believeth not on

the Son of God, "the wrath of God abideth upon him." St. Paul de-

clares, that " the icrath of God is revealed from heaven against all

unijodliness and unriffhteousness of men." The day of judgment is,
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with reference to the ungodly, said to be " the day of wrath ;" God ia

called " a consuming Jire ;" and as such, is the object of " reverence

and godly fear." Nor is this his displeasure light, and the consequences

of it a trifling and temporary inconvenience. When we only regard

the consequences wliich have followed sin in society, from the earliest

ages, and in every part of the world, and add to these the many direct

and fearful inflictions of punishment which have proceeded from the

"Judge of the whole earth," to use the language of Scripture,
" our

flesh may well tremble because of his judgments." But when we look

at the future state of the wicked, as it is represented in Scripture,

though expressed generally, and surrounded as it is with the mystery
of a world, and a condition of being, unknown to us in the present state,

all evils which iiistory has crowded into the lot of man appear insig-

nificant in comparison of banishment from God—separation from the

good
—

public condemnation—torment of spirit
—"

weeping, wailing,

and gnashing of teeth"—"
everlasting destruction"

—"
everlasting fire."

Let men talk ever so much, and eloquently, of the pure benevolence

of God, they cannot abolish the facts recorded in the history of human

Buffering in this world as the effect of transgression ;
nor can they dis-

charge these fearful communications from the pages of the book of

GoD. They cannot be criticised away ;
and if it is " Jesus who saves

us from this wrath to come," that is, from those effects of the wrath of

God which are to come, then, but for him, we should have been liable

to them. That principle in God, from which such effects follow, the

Scriptures call wrath
;
and they who deny the existence of wrath in

God, deny, therefore, the Scriptures.

It by no means follows, however, that those who thus bow to in-

spired authority, must interpret wrath to be a passion in God ; or

that, though we conclude the awful attribute of his justice to require

satisfaction, in order to the forgiveness of the guilty, we afford reason

to any to charge us with attributing vengeful affections to the Divine

Being.
" Our adversaries," says Bishop Stillingfleet,

"
first make opi-

nions for us, and then show that they are unreasonable. They first

suppose that anger in God is to be considered as a passion, and that

passion a desire of revenge, and then tell us, that if we do not prove
that this desire of revenge can be satisfied by the sufferings of Christ,

then we can never prove the doctrine of satisfaction to be true
; whereas

we do not mean, by God's anger, any such passion, but the just declara-

tion ofGod's will to punish, upon our provocation of him by our sins; we
do not make the design of the satisfaction to be that God may please
himself in the revenging the sins of the guilty upon the most innocent

person, because we make the design of punishment not to be the satis-

faction of anger as a desire oF revenge, but to be the vindication of the

honour and rights of the offended person by such a way as he himself
3
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shall judge satisfactory to the ends of his government." {Discourse

on the Sufferings of Christ.)

f^ This is a sufficient answer
;
and we now proceed with those passages

of Scripture, the phraseology of which still farther establishes the doc

trine of Christ's atonement. To those, in which Christ is called a

propitiation, we add those which speak of reconciliation and the es-

tablishment of peace between God and man as the design and direct

effect of his death. So Col. i, 19, 22,
" For it pleased the Father that

in him should all fulness dwell, and having made peace through the

blood of his cross, by him to reconcile all things unto himself; by him

I say, whether they be things in earth, or things in heaven
;
and you

that were some time alienated and enemies in your mind by wicked

works, yet now hath he reconciled, in the body of his flesh through
death." Romans v, 10, 11, "For if when we were enemies, we were

reconciled to God, by the death of his Son, much more, being reconciled,

we shall be saved by his Ufe. And not only so, but we also joy in God

through our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received the

atonement." 2 Cor. v, 18, 19,
" And all things are of God, who hath

reconciled us to himselfby Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the ministry

of reconciliation." The verbs translated to reconcile are Ka-aVAaaoo

and aTvoKaraX'/Laaacj, which signify a change from one state to another ;

but, in these passages, the connection determines the nature of the change
to be a change from enmity to friendship. In Rom. v, 11, the noun

KaToKkayn is rendered, in our translation, atonement ; but it is contended,

that it ought to have been rendered reconciliation, unless we admit the pri-

mitive meaning of the English word atonement, which is being at one, to

be affixed to it. It was not in this sense certainly that the word atonement

was us^d by the translators, and it is now fixed in its meaning, and, in

common language, signifies propitiation in the proper and sacrificial

Bense. It is not, however, at all necessary to stand upon the rendering

of KaraXkayn in this passage by the term atonement. We lose nothing,

as we shall see, and the Socinians gain nothing by rendering it recon-

ciliation, which, indeed, appears more agreeable to the context. The
*\i ord atonement would have been a proper substitute for "propitiation"

in those passages of the New Testament in which it occurs, as being
more obvious in its meaning to the common reader

;
and because the

original word answers to the Hebrew -isr, which is used for the legal

attnements
;

" but as the reconciliation which we have received through
Christ was the effect of atonement made for us by his death, words

which denote the former simply, as KaToXKayii, and words from the

same root, may, when applied to the sacrifice of Christ, be not unfitly

expressed by the latter, as containing in them its fiill import." {Magee'a

Discourses.) We may observe, also, that if, as it is contended, we must

render Romans v, 11, "by whom we have received the reconciliation,"

2
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the preceding verse must not be overlooked, wliich declares " when we
were enemies we were reconciled to God, by the ilfath of his Son,"

« hicli death we have just seen is in oilier [lassages called a "
propitia-

tion" or " atonement ;" and so tlie apostle conveys no other idea bj the

term reconciliation, than reconciliation through an atonement.

Tiic expressions
" reconciliation" mid "

making peace," necessarily

suppose a previous state of hostility between God and man, which is

reciprocal. This is sometimes called enmity, a term as it respects God,
rather unfortiuiatc, since etuiiity is almost fixed in our language to sig-

nify a malignant and revengeful feeling. Of this, the oppugners of the

doctrine of the atonement have availed themselves to argue, that as

there can be no such affection in the Divine nature, therefore, recori-

ciliation in Scripture does not mean the reconciliation of God to man,
but of man to (iod, whose enmity the example and teaching of Christ

they tell us are very effectual to subdue. It is, indeed, a sad and

humbUng truth, and one which the Socinians in their discussions on the

natural innocence of man are not willing to adinit, that by the infection

of sin " the carnal mind is enmity to God," that human nature is malig-

nantly hostile to God, and to the control of his law
; but this is far from

expressing the whole of that relation of man, in which, in Scripture he

is said to be at enmity with God, and so to need a reconciliation,—the

making of peace between God and him. That relation is a legal one,

as that of a sovereign in his judicial capacity and a criminal who has

violated his laws, and risen up against his authority, and who is, there-

fore, treated as an enemy. The word
sp^^pof is used in this passive

sense, both in the Greek writers and in the New Testament. So, iu

Romans xi, 28, the Jews rejected and punished for refusing tlie Gospel
are said by the apostle,

" as concerning the Gospel" to be " enemies

for your sakes ;" treated and accounted such
;

"
but, as touching the

election, they are beloved for the fathers' sakes." In the same epistle,

chap, v, 10, the term is used precisely in the same sense, mid that with

reference to the " reconciliation" by Christ,—" for if when we were

rnemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son,"—that is,

when we were objects of the Divine judiciiil displeasure, accounted as

enemies, and liable to be capitally treated as such. Enmity, in the

sense of malignity and the sentiment of hatred, is added to this relation

in the case of iiimi
; but it is no part of the relation itself; i( is rather a

cause of it, as it is one of the actings of a corrupt nature which render

man obnoxious to the dis|)leasure and the penalty of the law of God,
and place him in the condition of an enemy. It is this judicial variance

and opposition hotwcon God and man, which is referred to in the term
'
reconciliation," mid in the phrase

"
making peace," in (he New Testa,

ment ; and the hostility is, therefore, in its own nature mutual.

P.ul that there is no truth in the notion just refuted, viz. that tecuiw
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ciliation means no more than our laying aside our enmity to God, may
also be shown from several express passages. The first is the passage

we have above cited, Romans v, 11, "For if when we were eueniies

we were reconciled to God." Here the act of reconciling is ascribed

to God and not to us ;
but if this reconciliation consisted in the

laying aside our own enmity, the act would be ours alone ; and,

farther, that it could not be the laying aside of our enmity, is clear from

the text, which speaks of reconciliation while we were yet enemies.

" The reconciliation spoken of here, is not, as Socinus and his foUowera

have said, our conversion. For that the apostle is speaking of a benefit

obtained for us previous to our conversion, appears evident from the

opposite members of the two sentences. That of the former runs thus :

' much more being justified, we shall be saved from wrath through him,*

and that of the latter,
' much more being reconciled, we shall be saved

by his hfe.' The apostle argues from the greater to the less. If God

were so benign to us before our conversion, what may we not expect

from him now we are converted ? To reconcile here cannot mean to

convert ;
for the apostle evidently speaks of something greatly remark-

able in the act of Christ ;
but to convert sinners is nothing remarkable,

since none but sinners can be ever converted ;
whereas it was a rare

and singular thing for Christ to die for sinners, and to reconcile sinners

to God by his death, when there have been but very few good men.

who have died for their friends. In the next place, conversion is referred

more properly to his glorious life, than to his shameful death ;
but this

reconciliation is attributed to his death, as contradistinguished from his

glorious life, as is evident from the antithesis contained in the two

verses. Beside, it is from the latter benefit that we learn the nature

of the fbrmer. The latter, which belongs only to the converted, con-

sists of the peace of Gdn, and salvation from wrath, verse 9, 10. This,

the apostle afterward calls, receiving the reconciliation, and what is it

to receive the reconciliation, but to receive the remission of sms ? Acts

X, 43. To receive conversion is a mode of speaking entirely unknown.

If, then, to receive the reconciliation is to receive the remission of sins,

and in effect to be delivered from wrath or punishment, to be recon-

ciled must have a corresponding signification." {Vide Grotius De'

Satisfactione.)

2 Cor. V, 19, "God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself,

not imputing their trespasses unto them." Here, the mamier of this

reconciliation is expressly said to be not our laying aside our enmity,

but the non-imputation of our trespasses to us by God, in other words,

the pardoning our offences and restoring us to favour. The promise.

on God's part, to do this is expressive of his previous reconciliation to

the world by the death of Christ ;
for our actual reconciliation is distin-

guished from this by what follows, and hath " committed to us tht
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miiiistrj- of reconciliation," by virtue of which all men were, hy the

aposilus, entreated ;unl besought to be reconciled to God. The reason,

too, of this reconciliation of God to the world, by virtue of which he

promises not to impute sin, is jrounded by the apostle, in the last verse

of tiie chapter, not upon the laying aside of enmity by men, but upon
(he sacrifice of Christ :

—" Fou he hath made him to be sin (a sin offer-

ing) tor us, who knew no sin, that wc might be made the righteousness

ol'Gou in him."

Kpliesians ii, 16, "And that he might reconcile both unto God in one

body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby." Here the act of

reconciling is attributed to Christ. Man is not spoken of as reconciling

himself to God, but Christ is said to reconcile Jews and Gentiles toge-

iher, and Iwlh to Goa, "
by his cross." Thus, says the apostle,

" he is

our peace ;" but in what meinner is the peace effected ? Not, in the

first instance, by subduing the enmity of man's heart, but by removing

the enmity of "the law." "Having abolished in, or by his llesh, the

enmity, even the late of commandments." The ceremonial law only is

here, probably, meant
;

for by its abolition through its fulfilment in

Christ the enmity between Jews and Gentiles was taken away ;
but still

it was not onlv necessary to reconcile Jew and Gentile together, but to

" reconcile both unto God." This he did by the same act : abolishing

the ceremonial law by becoming the antitype of all its sacrifices ; and

thus, bv the sacrifice of himself, effecting the reconciliation of all to

God, "
slaying the enmity by his cross," taking away whatever hindered

the reconciliation of the guilty to God, which, as we have seen, was not

enmity and hatred to God in the human mind only, but that judicial

hostility and variance which separated God and man as Judge and

criminal. The feeble criticism of Socinus, on this passage, in which he

has been followed by his adherents to this daj', is thus answered by
Grotius. " In this passage, the dative 0eu, to God, can only be go.
verned by the verb aToxaraXXo|r;, that he might reconcile ; for the

interpretation of Socinus, which makes ' to God' stand by itself, or

that to reconcile to God is to reconcile tliem among themselves, that

they might serve God, 's distorted and without example. Nor is the

argument valid which is drawi-. t'rom thence, that in this place St. Paul

properly treats of the peace made between Jews and (lentiies
; tor nei.

ther does it follow, from this argument, that it was beside his purpose to

mention the peace made for each with God. For the two opposites

which are joined, are so joined ai.iong themselves, that they shoidd be

primarily and ohictly joined by that bond
;
for they are not united among

themselves, except by and for that bond. Gentiles and Jews, therefore,

are made friends among themselves by friendship with God." (Vide

Grotius I)e Satixfactimie.)

Here also a criticLil remark will be appropriate. The above passages
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will show how falsely it has been asserted that God is nowhere, in

Scripture, said to be reconciled to us, and that they only declare that

we are reconciled to God
;
but the fact is, that the very phrase of our

being recoJicUed to God, imports the turning away his wrath from us

Whitby observes, on the words KaTaXXarrctv and KaTaX'Xayn,
" that they

naturally import the reconciliation of one that is angry or displeased

with us, both in profane and Jewish writers." (See also Hammond,

Rosenmuller, and Schleusner.) When the Philistines suspected that

David would appease the anger of Saul, by becoming their adversary,

they said,
" Wherewith should he reconcile himself to his master? Should

it not be with the heads of these men ?"—not, surely, how shall he re-

move his own anger against his master
;
but how shall he remove his

master's anger against him
;
how shall he restore himself to his mas-

ter's favour? "If thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there remember-

est that thy brother hath aught against thee," not that thou hast aught

against thy brother,
" first be reconciled to thy brother ;" that is, ap

pease and conciliate him : so that the words, in fact, import
" see that

thy brother be reconciled to thee," since that which goes before is not

that he hath done thee an injury, but thou him. (7)

Thus, then, for us to be reconciled to God is to avail ourselves of

the means by which the anger of God toward us is to be appeased,

which the New Testament expressly declares to be generally
" the sin

offering" of him " who knew no sin," and instrumentally, as to each

individual personally,
" faith in his blood."

A general objection of the Socinians to this doctrine of reconciliation

may be easily answered. When we speak of the necessity of Christ's

atonemept, in order to man's forgiveness, we are told that we represent

the Deitj' as implacable ;
when we rebut that by showing that it was

his very placability, his boundless and ineffable love to men, which sent

his Son into the world to die for the sins of mankind, they rejoin with

their leaders, Socinus and Crellius, that then "God was reconciled be-

fore he sent his Son, and that, therefore, Christ did not die to reconcile

God to us." The answer plainly is, that in this objection, they either

mean that God had, from the placability and compassion of his nature,

determined to be reconciled to offenders upon the sending his Son, or

that he was actually reconciled when our Lord was sent. The first is

what we contend for, and is in no wise inconsistent with the submission

of our Lord to death, since that was in pursuance of the merciful ap-

poifltment and decree of the Father
;
and the necessary medium by

•svhi^ h this placability of God could honourably and consistently show

(7) The writers of the New Testament, say some, derive this mode of eipre*.

sion from the force of the Hebrew word fx^-j transferred to the Greek word ; but

Palairet, Grotius, and Schleusner, ^ve instances of the use of the term, in the

ame signification, in writers purely Greek,

2
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itself ill actual reconciliation, or the pardon of sin. That God was not

actually reconciled to man, that is, that he did not forgive our oflences,

indepondeiil of the death of Christ, is clear, for Uien sin would liave

been forgiven before it was committed, and remission of sins could not

have been preached iu the name of Christ, iK)r could a ministry of

reconciliation have been committed to the apostles. The reconciliation

of God to man is, throughout, a conditional one, and, as in all condi-

jonal processes of this kind, it has tiiree stages. Tiie first is when the

larty offended is disposed to admit of terms of agreement, which, ia

God, is matter of pure grace and favour
;
the second is when he de-

clares his acceptance of tne mediation of a third |)erson, and that he is

so satisfied with what he hath done in order to it, that he appoints it to

be announced to the offender, that if the breach continues, the fault lies

wholly upon himself; the third is when the offender accepts of the

terms of agreement which are offered to him, submits, and is received

into favour. " Thus," says Bishop StiUingfleet,
"
upon the death and

sufferings of Christ, God declares that he is so satisfied with what Christ

hath done and suffered in order to the reconciliation between himself

and us, that he now publishes remission of sins to the world, upon those

terms which the Mediator hath declared by his own doctrine and the

apostles he sent to preach it. But because remission of sins doth not

immediately follow upon the death of Christ, without any supposition of

any act on our part, therefore the state of favour doth commence from

the performance of the conditions which are required of us." {Discourse

on the Sufferings of Christ. See also Grotius De Salisfaclione, cap. vii.)

Whoever considers these obvious distinctions will have an ample answer

to the Socinian objection.

5. To the texts which speak of reconcihation with God as illustrative

of the nature of the death of Christ for us, we add those which speak

of "
redemption ;" either by employing that word itself, or others of the

same import. Rom. iii, 24,
"
Being justified freely by his grace, througli

the redemption that is in Christ Jesus." Gal. iii, 13, "Christ hath

redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us."

Ephesians i, 7,
" In whom we have redemption through his blood, the

forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace." 1 Peter i,

18, 1 9,
" Forasmuch as ye know that ye were not redeented with cor-

ruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain conversation received

by tradition from your fiithcrs ; but with the precious blood of Christ,

as of a lamb without blemish, and without spot." 1 Cor. vi, 19, 20,
" And ye are not your own, for ye are bought with a price."

By redemption, those who deny the atonement made by Christ wisli

to understand deliverance merely, regarding only the etTecl, and studi-

ously putting out of sight the cause from which it flows. But the very

terms used in the above cited passages,
" to redeemy" and " to be bought

2
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with a price," will each be found to refute this notion of a gratuitous

deliverance, whether from sin or punishment, or both. Our English
word to redeem, literally means to buy back

;
and T^vrpva, to redeem,

and aTTo^vTpuatc, redemption, are, both in Greek writers and in the New
Testament, used for the act of setting free a captive, by paying Xurpov,

a ransom or redemption price. But, as Grotius (Z>e Satisfactione, cap.

viii) has fully shown, by reference to the use of the words both in

sacred and profane writers, redemption signifies not merely the hbera-

tion of captives, but deliverance from exile, death, and every other evil

from which we may be freed
;
and Xvrpav signifies every thing which

satisfies another, so as to effect this deliverance. The nature of this

redemption, ot purchased deliverance, (for it is not gratuitous liberation,

as will presently appear,) is, therefore, to be ascertained by the circum-

stances of those who are the subjects of it. The subjects in the case

before us are sinful men. They are under guilt,
—under " the curae of

the law," the servants of sin, under the power and dominion of the

devil, and " taken captive by him at his will"—Uable to the death of the

body and to eternal punishment. To the w'hole ofthis case, the redemp-

tion, the purchased deliverance of man, as proclaimed in the Gospel,

applies itself. Hence, in the above cited and other passages, it is said

*' we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins," in

opposition to guilt; redemption from "the curse of the law ;" deliver-

ance from sin, that " we should be set free from sin ;" deliverance from

the power of Satan
;
from death, by a resurrection ;

and from future

" wrath," by the gift of eternal life. Throughout the whole of this

glorious doctrine of our redemption from these tremendous evils there

is, however, in the New Testament, a constant reference to the Ivrpav,

the redemption price, which T^vrpov is as constantly declared to be the

death of Christ, which he endured in our stead. Matt, xx, 28,
" The

Son of man came to give his life a ransom ()iVTpov) for many." 1 Tim.

ii, 6,
" Who gave himself a ransom {avnXvTpov'^ for all." Ephesians i,

7,
" In whom we have redemption {rr/v airolvrpuaiv') through his blood."

1 Peter i, 18, 19, "Ye were not redeemed
[e2.vTpu8iiTc)

with corruptible

things, as silver and gold
—but with the precious blood of Christ."

That deliverance of man from sin, misery, and all other penal evils of

his transgression which constitutes our redemption by Christ is not,

therefore, a gratuitous deliverance, granted without a consideration, as

an act of mere prerogative ;
the ransom, the redemption price, was

exacted and paid ; one thing was given for another,—the precious blood

of Christ for captive and condemned men. Of the same import are

those passages which represent us as having been ^^

bought," or "pur-

chased" by Christ. St. Peter speaks of those " who denied the Lord

that bought them," [nv ayopaaavra avTov^,) and St. Paul, in the passage

cited above, says
"
ye are bought {riyopaadiiTe) with a price ;" which
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price is expressly said by St. John, Rev. v, 9, to be the blood of Christ

— ' Thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to God (jiyopatfaj, hast pur.

chased us) by thy blood."

The means by which it his been attempted to evade the force of these

raost express statements of the inspired writers remain to be pointed out

and refuted.

The first is to allege that the term redemption is sometimes used for

simple deliverance, where no price or consideration is supposed to be

given ;
as when we read in the Old Testarueut of God's redeeming his

people from trouble, from death, from dangerj where no price is men.

tioned
;
and when Moses is called. Acts vii, 35, Xurpwrrif, a redcener,

because he dehvered his people from the bondage of Egj'pt. But ine

occasional use of the term in an improper and allusive sense cannot be

urged against its strict and proper signification universally ; and grant,

ing the occasional use of it in an improper sense, it will still remain to

be proved that, in the passages just adduced out of the New Testament,

it is used in this manner. The propriety of words is not to be receded

from, but for weighty reasons. The strict meaning of the verb to

redeem, is to deliver from captivity, by pajing a ranson
;

it is extended

to signify deliverance from evils of various kinds by the intervention of

a valuable consideration ;
it is, in some cases, used for deliverance by

any means ; the context of the passage, in which the word occurs, and

the circumstances of the case must, therefore, be resorted to in order to

determine the sense in which the word is used. Fair criticism requires

that we take words in their proper sense, unless a sufficient reason can

be shown, from their connection, to the contrary , and not that we are

first to take them in their improper sense jntil the proper sense is forced

upon us by argument. This, however, is not a case of argument, but

of the obvious sense of the words used
; for if deliverances, in some

passages of the Old Testament, from trouble and danger are spoken of

as a redemption, without reference to a XuTpov, or ransom, our redemp-
tion by Christ is not so spoken of; but, on the contrary, the Xi^Tpov, or

redemption price, is repeatedly, expressly, and emphatically mentioned,

and that price is said to be " the blood of Christ." When Greek writers

speak of aT'jivre and XuTpa, with reference to the release of a prisoner,

nothing could be more absurd, than to attempt to resolve these terms

into a figurative meaning ; because tlieir mention of the price, and the

aci of paying it, and the circumstances under which it wiis paid, all

show that thev use the terms in the pri>per and strict sense. For the

same reason must they be so understood in tlie New Testament, since

the price itself, which constitutes the Xurpov, and the person who paid it,

and the circumstances under which the transaction took place, are all

given with as minute an historical precision, and a figurative interpre-

tation would involve us in as great an absurdity in the one case as th«

2
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Other. We apply this to the case of Moses being called a redeemer,

with reference to his delivering Israel from Egypt, and remark, that the

improper use of that term may be allowed in the case of Moses, because

he is nowhere said to have redeemed Israel by his death, nor by his

blood, nor to have purchased the Jews w ith a price, nor to have given

himself as a ransom ; nor to have interposed any other consideration,

on account of w hich he was allowed to lead his people out of captivity.

He is said to be a deliverer, a redeemer, and that is all
;
but the idea

of a proper redemption could not, in the nature of things, apply to the

case, and, therefore, it is impossible to interpret the term in its proper

sense. The Jews were captives, and he delivered thenj . this was suffi-

cient to warrant the use of the term redemption in its miproper sense,

a very customary thing in language ;
but their captivity was not their

fault, as ours is
;

it was not yend, as ours ; they were delivered from

unjust oppression ; and God required of Moses no redemption price, as

a consideration for interposing to free them from bondage. In nur case,

the captivity was penal ;
there was a right lodged with the justice of

God to detain us, and to inflict punishment upon us
;
and a considera-

tion was therefore required, in respect of which that right was relaxed.

In one instance we are, therefore, compelled to interpret the word in an

improper sense ;
in the other strictly ;

at least no argument can be drawn

from the use of the word wth reference to Moses, to turn it out of its

proper signification when used of Christ ;
and especially when all the

circumstances, which the word in its proper sense was intended to con-

vey, are found in the case to which the redemption of man by Christ is

appUed. Above all, the word Xurpov is added by Scripture to the deli-

verance of men, effected by Christ ;
but it is nowhere added to the de-

liverance etfected for the Israelites by Moses ; and by this it is, in fact,

declared, that the mode by which the redemption of each was effected,

was not the same,—the one was by the destruction of the enemies of

the Israelites ;
the other by the death of the DeUverer himself. (8)

It has been attempted to evade the literal import of the important

(8)
" Nam Mosis cum Christo instituta collatio, responsione \\x indiget, c m

omnis similitudo certos habeat terminos, quos extra protendi nequeat. Compa-

rantur ilU, qua liberatores, non ob liberandi modum. Neque magis ex eo sequi-

tur, Christum satisfaciendo nos non liberasse, quia Moses id non fecerit, quatn

Christum nos liberasse per hominum mortem, quia id fecerit Moses. Quod si ad

modum quoque liberandi comparatio pertineret, ea ut rectius procederet, dicen-

dum esset, Christum nos liberasse miraculis, (ut Moses,) non autem sua morte

Buoque sanguine, quod Mosi nee adscribitur, nee adscribi' potest. Sed prfficipium

est, quod vox ,\tirpov, de cujus vi liic agimus, liberationi per Mosen partse nusquam

additur. Quid quod ne est Socini quidem sententia modus liberandi idem est ?

Nam Moses, Josue, et alii liberarunt, non aliquid faciendo circa liberandos, (quod

Christo Socinus tribuit) sed amovendo eos qui libertati obstabant, hostes scili

cet." (Gratitts, De Satisfactione, cap. viii.)
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terms on which we have dwelt, by urging, that sucli an interpretation

woiid involve the absurdity of paying a price to Satan, the power said

to held men captive at his will.

But why should the idea of redemption be confined to the purchasing
of a captive ? The reason appears to be, that the objection may be

invested with some plausibility. The fact, however, is, that this is but

one species and instance of redemption ; for the word, in its proper and

general sense, means deliverance from evil of any kind, a Xvrpov or va-

luable consideration intervening ;
which valuable consideration may

not always be literally a price, that is, not money, but something done,

or something suffered, by which, in the case of commutation of punish-

ment, the lawgiver is satisfied, though no benefit occurs to him ; be-

cause in punishment respect is not had to the benefit of the lawgiver,

but to the common good and order of things. So when Zaleucus, the

Locrian lawgiver, had to pass sentence upon his son, for a crime

which, by his own laws, condemned the aggressor to the loss of both

his eyes, rather than relax his laws by sparing his son, he ordered him

to be deprived of one of his eyes, and submitted to be deprived of one

himself. Thus the eye of Zaleucus was the XvTpov of that of his son ;

and, in a decimation of mutinous soldiers, those who are punished are

the XvTpov of the whole body.
But even if the redemption, in Scripture, related wholly to captivity,

it does not follow that the price must be paid to him who detains the

captive. Our captivity to Satan is not-parallel to the case of a cap.
five taken in war, and in whom, by the laws of war, the captor haa

obtained a right, and demands an equivalent for liberation and the

renunciation of that right. Our captivity to Satan is judicial. Man
hstens to temptation, violates the laws of God, joins in a rebellion

against his authority, and his being left under the power of Satan is a

part of his punishment. The satisfaction is, therefore, to be made to

the law under which this captivity is made a part of the penaltj' ; not

to him who detains the captive, and who is but a permitted instrument

in the execution of the law, but to him whose law has been violated.

He who pays the price of redemption has to do with the judicial autho-

rity only, and, his Ivrpov being accepted, he proceeds to rescue the ob.

ject of his compassion, and becomes the actual redeemer.

The '>.yTpov, in the case ofman, is the blood of Christ
;
and our redemp.

tion is not a commutation of a pecuniary price for a person, but a com-

mutation of the sufferings of one person in the stead of another, which

sufferings being a punishment, in order to satisfaction, is a valuable

consideration, and, therefore, a price for the redemption of man out of

the hands of Satan, and from all the consequences of that captivity.

(Vid^ Stillingjleet's Discourses on the Sufferings, <^c.)

Under this head, now that we are showing that the death of Christ la

%
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exhibited in Scripture as the price of our redemption, it may also be

necessary to meet another objection, that this doctrine of purchase and

commutation is inconsistent with that freeness of the grace of God in

the forgiveness of sins, on which so great a stress is laid in the Scrip,
tures. This objection has been urged from Socinus to Dr. Priestley,
and is thus stated by the latter : {History of the Corruptions :)

" The

Scriptures uniformly represent God as our universal parent, pardoning
sinners /reeZy, that is, from his natural goodness and mercy, whenever

they repent and reform their lives. All the declarations of Divine mercy
are made, without reserve and limitation, to the truly penitent, through
all the books of Scripture, without the most distant hint of any regard

being had to the sufferings or merit of any being whatever.
" The proofs

which he gives for this bold, and, indeed, impudent position, are chiefly
the declaration of the apostle, that we are justified yreeZy oy the grace
of God, and he contends that the wordyreeZj;

"
implies that forgiveness

is theyree gift of God, and proceeds from his essential goodness and

mercy, without regard to anyforeign consideration whatever." It is sin-

gular, however, that the position, as Dr. Priestley has put it in the above

quotations, refutes itself; for even he restricts the exercise of this mercy
of God, " to the truly penitent,"

" to them who repent and reform their

lives." Forgiveness, therefore, is not, even according to him and his

followers, free in the sense of unconditional ; and at the verj' time he

denies that pardon is bestowed by God, " without regard to any consi-

deration whatever, foreign to his essential goodness and mercy," he

acknowledges that it is regulated, in its exercise, by the consideration

of the penitence or non-penitence of the guilty, who are the subjects of

it, from (which the contradictory conclusion follows, that, in bestowing

mercy, God has respect to a consideration ybret^n to his goodness and

mercy, even the penitence of man, so that there is, in the mode of dis-

pensing mercy, a reserve and hmitation on the part of God.

Thus, then, unless they would let in all kinds of license, by preach.

ing an unconditional pardon, the Socinians are obliged to acknowledge,
that a thing may be done freely, which is, nevertheless, not done un.

conditionally. For, as it was replied, of old, to Socinus, whom Dr.

Priestley follows in this objection, if this be not acknowledged, then the

grossest Antinomianism is the true doctrine. For, if forgiveness of sin

can only be accounted a/ree gift by being dependent upon no condi-

tion, and subject to no restrictions, it follows, that the repentance and
amendment of the offender himself are no more to be regarded than the

sufferings and merit of any other being ; and, consequently, that all sin-

ners, without reserve or limitation, have an equal claim of pardon,
whether they repent or not. If, to avoid this consequence, it be said

that God is free to choose the objects to whom he will show mercy,
and to impose upon them such restrictions, and require of them such

2
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qualifications as he thinks fit; it may then, with equal reason, be

asserted, that he is also tree to dispense his mercy for such reasons and

by such methods as he, in his wisdom, shall determine to be most con-

ducive to his own glory and the good of liis creatures, and there is no

reason whatever to be given why a regard to the sutlerings or merit of

another person should more destroy the freeness of the gift,
than tba

requisition of certain qualifications in the object himself.
(
Vide Veysies'

Bampton Lectures.) Tlius llie argument urged in the objection proves

as much against the objectors as it does against us, or rather it provea

nothing against either : for the showing mercy to the guilty, by any

method, was a matter in which almighty God was perfectly free. He

might have exacted the penalty of his violated law upon the sinning

individual
;
and to forgive sin, in any manner, was, in him, thetefore,

an act of unspeakable grace and favour. Again, from the mode an

limitation of dispensing this grace and favour, he derives no advantage

(tor ;he gratitication of his own benevolence is not a question of interest)

in llie whole transaction
;

both in the mercy dispensed and in the mode

he benefit of the creature is kept in view ; nor could the persons par.

doned themselves furnish any part of the consideration on which they

are pardoned, or, of themselves, pertbrm the conditions required of

them
;
so that, for all these reasons, the pardon of man is a tree gift, and

its mode of being dispensed is the proof that it is so, and not a proof to

the contrary.

But the very passage of St. Paul, to which Dr. Priestley refers, when

he contends that the doctrine of the New Testament is,
" that forgive,

ness is the free gift
of God, and proceeds from his essential goodness

and mercy, without regard to any foreign consideration whatever," re.

futes his inference. The passage is,
"
being justified freely by his

grace, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus." The same

doctrine is taught in other passages ;
and so far is it from being true,

that no reference is made to any consideration beyond the mere good-

ness and mercy of God, that consideration is stated in so many express

words,
"
through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus ;" of which

redemption the blood of Christ is the price, as taught in the text above

commented on. But though it was convenient, in order to render a

bold assertion more plausible, to keep this out of sight, a little retlectioa

might have shown, that the argument built upon the word freely, the

term used by the apostle, proceeds upon an entire mistake. The ex-

pression hiis reference to ourselves and to our own exertions in the work

of justification,
not to any thing which has been done by another in our

behalf; and it is here used to denote the manner in which the blessing

is bestowed, not the means by which it was procured.
"
Being justified

freely by his grace"
—

freely, in the original iwpsav, in the way of a gift

unmerited by us, and not in the way of a reward for our worthine« or

2
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desert, agreeably to the assertion of the apostle in another place,
" not

by works of righteousness which we have done, but according to his

mercy he saved us." To be justified, is to be pardoned, and treated as

righteous in the sight of God, and to be admitted thus into his favour

and acceptance. But man, in his fallen state, had nothing in himself,

and could do nothing of himself, by which he might merit, or claim as

his due so great a benefit. Having, therefore, no pretensions to real

righteousness, our absolution from the guilt of sin, and our adnnission to

the character and privileges of righteous persons, must be imputed not

to our merit, but to the grace of God
;

it is an act of mercy which we

must acknowledge and receive as a free gift, and not demand as a just

reward. Nor do the means by whicn our justification was affected in

any respect alter its nature as a
gift, or in the least diminish its freedom.

" We are justified freely by his grace, through the redemption that is

in Jesus Christ ;" but this redemption was not procured by us, nor pro-

vided at our expense. It was the result of the pure love of God, who,

compassionating our misery, himself provided the means of our deliver-

ance, by sending his only-begotten Son into the world, who voluntarily

submitted to die upon the cross, that he might become the propitiation

for our sins, and reconcile us to God. Thus is the whole an entire act

of mercy on the part of God and Christ
; begun and completed for our

benefit, but without our intervention
; and, therefore, with respect to us,

the pardon of sin must still be accounted a gift, though it comes to us

through the redemption that is in Jesus Christ.

Equally unfounded is the argument built upon the passages in which

the forgiveness of sins is represented under the notion of the free remis-

sion of a debt
;

in which act, it is said, there is no consideration of

atonement and satisfaction. When sin is spoken of as a debt, a meta-

phor is plainly employed, and it would be a novel rule to interpret what

is plainly literal by what is metaphorical. There is, undoubtedly, some-

thing in the act of forgiving sin which is common with the act of remit-

ting a debt by a creditor, or there would be no foundation for the meta-

phor ;
but it can by no means legitimately follow, that the remission ofsins

is, in all its circumstances, to be interpreted by all the circumstances

which accompany the free remission ofa debt. We know on the contrary,

that remission of sins is not unconditional
; repentance and faith are re-

quired in order to it, which is acknowledged by the Socinians themselves.

But this acknowledgment is fatal to the argument they would draw from

the instances in the New Testament, in which almighty God is repre-

sented as a merciful creditor, freely forgiving his insolvent debtors
;
for

if the act of remitting sins be in all respects Uke the act of forgiving

debts, then indeed can neither repentance, nor faith, nor condition

of any kind, be insisted upon in order to forgiveness ; since, in the

instances referred to, the debtors were discharged without any express.
Vol. II. 9
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ed condition iit all. But something, also, previous to our repentance

and fuitli, is constantly connected m the Holy Scriptures of the New
Testament with the very offer of forgiveness.

" It behooved Christ to

suffer, and to rise from the dead on the third day," that "
repentance

and remission of sms should be preached in his name among all nations."

It was necessary, as we have already seen, that the one should take

place before the other could be announced
;
and some degree of neces-

sity is allowed in the case, even on the Socinian hypothesis, although a

very subordinate one. But if by an act of prerogative alone, unfettered

by any considerations of justice and right, as is a creditor when he

freely forgives a debt, God f)rgives sins, then there could be no neces-

sity of any conceivable kind for " Christ to suffer ;" and the offer of

remission of sins would, in that case, have been wholly independent ol

his suflerings, which is contrary to the text. In perfect accordance

A'ith the above passage, is that in Acts xiii, 38, where it is said,
" Be it

known unto you, therefore, men and brethren, that througli this man,

[Sta TXTs through the means of this man,) is preached unto you the for-

giveness of sins." Here the same means as those before mentioned by

St. Luke, are obviously referred to,
" the death and resurrection of

Christ." Still more expressly. Matt, xxvi, 28, our Lord declares that

his blood is " the blood of the New Testament, which is shed for many
for the remission of sins ;" where he plainly makes his blood the pro-

curing cause of that remission, and a necessary libation in order to its

being attainable. Our redemption is said by St. Paul, Ephes. i, 7, to

be,
"
through his blood," and this redemption he explains to be "the re-

mission of our sins;" and in writing to the Hebrews he lays it down, as

that very principle of the Old Testament dispensation which made it

typical of the New, that " without shedding of blood there was no remis-

sion." This remission, is, nevertheless, for the reasons given above,

always represented as a free act of the Divine mercy ; for the apostles

saw no inconsistency in giving to it this free and gracious character on

the one hand, and on the other proclaiming, that that free and adorable

mercy was called into exercise by the " chastisement of our sins being
laid upon Christ ;" and thus by uniting both, they broadly and infallibly

distinguish
•' the act of a lawgiver, who in forgiving sins has respect to

the authority of the law, and the act of a creditor, who in remitting a

debt disposes of his property at his pleasure."

But although no criticism can be more fallacious than to interpret the

forgiveness of sins, which is a |)lain and literal transaction, by a meta-

phor, or a parable, which may have either too few or too manv circum-

stances interwoven with it for just illustration, when applied beyond, oi

contrary to, its intention, the reason of the metaphor is at once obvious

and beautiful. Tlie verb «pi>],ai, is the word commonly used for the re-

mission of sins and the remission of debts. It signifies to send away
2
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dismiss
; and is accommodated to both these acts. The ideas of abso.

lute right in one party, and of binding obligation on the other, hold good

equally as to the lawgiver and the transgressor, the creditor and the

debtor. The lawgiver has a right to demand obedience, the creditor

to demand his property ;
the transgressor of law is under the bond of

its penalty, the debtor is under the obligation of repayment or imprison-

ment. This is the basis of the comparison between debts of money, and

obligations of obedience to a lawgiver ;
and the same word is equally

well applied to express the cancelling of each, though, except in the re-

spects just stated, they are transactions and relations very different to

each other. Every sin involves an obligation to punishment ;
and when

sin is dismhsed, sent mcay, or in other words forgiven, the liability to

punishment is removed, just as when a debt is dismissed, sent away, or

in other words remitted, the obligation of repayment, and, in default of

that, the obligation of imprisonment, or, according to the ancient law,

of being sold as a slave, is removed with it. So far the resemblance

goes ;
but the Scriptures themselves, by connecting pardon of sin with

a previous atonement, prevent it from being carried farther. And, in-

deed, the reason of the case sufficiently shows the difference between

the remitting of a debt, which is the act of a private man, and the par-

don of transgressions against a public law, which is the act of a magis-
trate ; between an act which affects the private interests of one, and an

act, which, in its bearing upon the authority of the public law and the

protection and welfare of society, affects the interests of many ;
in a

word, between an act which is a matter of mere feeling, and in which

rectoral justice can have no place, and one which must be harmonized

with rectoral justice ;
for compassion to the guilty can never be the

leading rule of government.
6. The nature of the death of Christ is still farther explained in the

New Testament, by the manner in which it connects our justification

with " faith in the blood," the sufferings which Christ endured in our

stead
;
and both our justification, and the death of Christ as its merito-

rious cause, with " the righteousness of God." According to the

testimony of the whole of the evangelic writers, the justification of

man is an act of the highest grace, a manifestation of the superlative

and ineffable love of God, and is, at the same time a strictly righteous

proceeding.

These views, scattered throughout the books of the New Testament,

are summed up in the following explicit language of St. Paul, Rom. iii,

24—26 :
"
Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption

that is in Christ Jesus. Whom God hath set forth as a propitiation

through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness tor the remission

of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say,

at this time his righteousness, that he might be just, and the justifier _f
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Kim which believeth in Jesus." The argument of the apostie is exceed-

ingly lucid. He treats of man's justification before God, of which he

mentions two methods. The first is by our own obedience to the law

of God, on the principle of all righteous law, that obedience secures

exemption from punisliment ; or, as he expresses it, chap, x, 5,
" For

Moses describeth the righteousness which is of the law, that the man
which doeth these things shall live by them." This method of justifica-

tion he proves to be impossible to man in his present state of degeneracy,
and from the actual transgressions of Jews and Gentiles, on account of

which " the whole world" is guilty before God ; and he therefore lays it

dowii as an incontrovertible maxim, that "
by the deeds of the law shall

no flesh be justified," since "
by the law is the knowledge of sin ;" for

which it provides no remedy. The other method is justification by the

grace of God, as a " free gift ;" but coming to us through the interven-

tion of the death of Christ, as our redemption price ;
and received instru-

mentally by our faith in him. "
Being justified freely by his grace,

through the redemption that is in Jesus Christ." He then immediately

adds,
" whom God hath set forth," openly exhibited and publicly an-

nounced, " to be a propitiation ;" to be the person throiigh whose volun-

tary and vicarious sufferings he is reconciled to sinful man, and by whom
he will justify all who "

through faith" confide " in" the virtue of " his

blood," shed for the remission of sins. But this public announcement

and setting forth of Christ as a propitiation was not only for a declara-

tion of the Divine mercy ; but pardon was offered to men in this method,

to declare the "
righteousness" of God, (eif evdei^iv iiKawavvric avre,) for

a demonstration of his righteousness orjustice, in the remission of past

sins
;

" that he might he just and yet the justifier of him that believeth

in Jesus"—that he might show himself to be strictly and inviolably

righteous in the administration of his government, even while he justifiesj

the offender that believes in Jesus. The Socinian version renders the

clause,
" to declare his righteousness for the remission of sins," to show

his method of justification concerning the remission of past sins. Even

then the strict rectoral justice of the act of justifying sinners, through
faith in the blood of Christ, is expressed by the following clause,

" that

he might be just ;" but the sense of the whole passage requires the

literal rendering,
" to declare his justice, that he might be just, and the

justifier of him that believeth in Jesus." Some have indeed taken tho

word "just" (rfixaiof)
in the sense of merciful ;

but this is wholly arbi-

trary. It occurs, says Whitby, above eighty times in the New Testa-

ment, and not once in that sense. (9) The sense just given is confirmed

(9) See N are's Remarks on the New Version, Magce on the Atonement, Whit

by and Doddridge in loc. Righteousness is indeed sometimes used for veracity;

but only when some principle of equity, or some obligation arising from engage,

mcnt, promise, or threat, is implied.

2
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by all the am ient versions, and it is indeed put beyond the reach of

verbal criticism by the clause,
" for the remission of sins that are past,

through the forbearance of God." For, whatever view we take of this

clause, whether we refer it to the sins of men before the coming of

Christ, or to the past sins of one who is at any time justified, the napcaic,

or "
passing over" of sins, or, if the common rendering please better,

" the remission of sins," and the " forbearance of God," are acts of ob-

vious mercy ;
and to say that thus the mercy of God is manifested, is

tautological and identical
; whereas past sins not punished through the

forbearance of God, without a public atonement, might have brought
the jtistice of God into question, but certainly not his mercy. It was

the justice of the proceeding, therefore, that needed a demonstration,

and not the mercy of it. This, too, is the obvious reason for the repe-

tition so emphatically used by the apostle, and which is no otherwise to

be accounted for
;

" to declare his righteousness for the remission of

sins that are past, through the forbearance of God, to delare, I say, at

this time, his righteousness ;"
" at this time," now that Christ has actu-

ally appeared to pay the ransom, and to become the publicly announced

propitiation for sin
;
God cannot now appear otherwise thanjust, although

he justifies him that believeth in Jesus. Similar language is also used

by St. John 1st Epistle, i, 9,
" He is faithful and just to forgive us our

sins."—So that the grand doctrine of Christianity is unequivocally

stated by both apostles to be, that, according to its constitution, the for-

giveness of sin is at once an act of mercy and an act of justice, or of

strictly righteous government. Neither the Socinian nor the Arian

hypothesis, at all harmonizes with this principle ;
on the contrary, they

both directly contradict it, and cannot, therefore, be true. They make

the forgiveness of sin, indeed, an act of mercy : but with them it is im.

possible that it should be an act of justice, because sin receives not its

threatened punishment ;
the penalty of the law is not exacted

; the

offender meets with entire impunity ;
and the Divine administration, so

far from being a righteous one, has, according to their system, no respect

to either truth or righteousness ; and, so far as offences against the

Divine law are concerned, that law is reduced to a dead letter.

But in Scripture the doctrine of forgiveness of sins, through the pro-

pitiatory sacrifice of Christ, is not only asserted to be a demonstrate in

of the righteousness of God in a case which might seem to bring it

into question, but the particular steps and parts of this " demonstration"

are, by its light, easy to be traced. For,

1. The law, the rule of the Divine government, is by this means

established in its atUkority and perpetuity. The hypothesis which rejects

the doctrine ofthe atonement, repeals the law by giving impunity to trans-

gression ; for, if punishment does not follow offence, or no other term

of pardon be required than one which the culprit has it always in hs5

2
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own power, ^t once, to offer, (which wo have seen is the case with the

repentance stated by Socinians as tlie only condition of forgiveness,) then

is the law, as to its authority, virtually repealed, and the Divine govern-

ment, over rebellious creatures, ;innihilatcd. The Christian doctrine of

atonement, on the contrary, is, that sin cannot go unpunished in the

Divine administration, and, therefore, the authority of the law is esta-

Wished by this absolute and everlasting exclusion of impunity from

ttansgrcssion.

2. Whether we take the righteousness or justice of God, for that

holiness and rectitude of his nature from which his punitive justice

flows
; or for the latter, which consists in exacting the penalty right-

eously and wisely attached to offences against the Divine law, or for

both united as the stream and the fountain ;
it is demonstrated, by the

retusal of impunity to sin, that God is this holy and righteous Being,

this strict and exact Governor. On any other theory, there is no mani-

festation of God's hatred of sin, answering at all to that intense holiness of

his nature, which must lead him to abhor it
;
and no proof of his rectoral

justice as Governor of the world. Mercy is, according to tiiem all, ad-

ministered on a mere principle of feeling, without any regard to holiness

or justice whatever.

3. The doctrine which coimects the pardon of the guilty with the

meritorious death of Christ, illustrates the attribute of Divine justice, by
the very act of connecting and blending it with the attribute of love, and

the exercise of an effectual compassion. At the time that it guards with

so much care, the doctrine of non-impunity to sin, it offers impunitv to

the sinner
;
but then the medium through which this offer is made sers'es

lo heighten the impression o( God's hatred to sin, and the inflexible cha-

racter of his justice. The person appointed to suffer the punishment
of sin and the penalty of the law for us, was not a mere human being,

not a creature of any kind, however exalted, but the Son of God ; and

in him Divinity and humanity were united in one person, so that he was
" God manifested in the flesh," assuming our nature in order that he

might offer it in death a sacrifice to God. If this was necessary, and

we have already proved it to have been so in tho strictest sense, then is

sin declared, by the strongest demonstration we can '^oncei^e, to be an

evil of immeasurable extent ; and the justice of God is, uy a demoiislra.

Hon of equal force, declared to be intlexible and inviolable. God ".sjwred

nut his own Son."

Here, indeed, it has been objected by Socinus and his followers, that

the dignity of a person adds nothing to the estimation of his sufferings.

The common opinion of mankind, in all ages, is, however, a ^'iflicient

refutation of this objection, for in proportion lo the excellence of the

croatures immolated in sacrifice have the value and etiicacy of oblations

been estimated by all people ; which notion, wIhmi perverted, made ihcui

2
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resort, in some instances, to human sacrifices, in cases ofgreat extremity;

and surely, if the principle of substitution existed in the penal law of any
human government, it would be universally felt to make a great differ-

liuce in the character of the law, whether an honourable or a mean

substitute were exacted in place of the guilty ; and that it would have

greatly changed the character of the act of Zaleucus, the Locrian law.

giver, before mentioned, and placed the estimation in which he held his

own laws, and the degree of strictness with which he was determined

to uphold them, in a very different light, if, instead of parting with one

of his own eyes, in place of the remaining eye of his son, he had ordered

the eye of some base slave or of a malefactor to be plucked out. But with-

out entering into this, the notion will be explicitly refuted, ifwe turn to the

testimony of Holy Writ itself, in which the dignity and Divinity of our

Lord are so often emphatically referred to as stamping that value upon
his sacrifice, as giving that consideration to his voluntary sufferings on

our account, which we usually express by the term of " his merits" Acts

XX, 28, as God, he is said to have "
purchased the Church with his own

BLOOD." In Colos. i, 14, 16, we are said to have "
redemption through

his blood, who is the image or the invisible God." In 1 Cor.

ii, 8,
" the Lokd of glory is said to have been crucified." St. Peter

emphatically calls the blood of Christ " precious blood ;" and St. Paul

dwells particularly upon this peculiarity, when he contrasts the sacrifice

of Christ with those of the law, and when he ascribes that purifying eflB-

cacy, which he denies to the blood of bulls and of goats, to the blood of

Christ. " How much moke shall the blood of Christ, who through

the eternal Spirit offerod himself without spot to God, purge your con-

science from dead works to serve the Uving God." By the argument
of Socinus there could be no difference between the blood of animals,

shed under the law, as to value and efficacy, and the blood of Christ,

which is directly in the teeth of the declaration and argimient of the

apostle, who also asserts, that the patterns of things in the heavens

weire purified by animal sacrifices
;

" but the heavenly things them-

selves with better sacrifices than these," namely, the oblation of

Christ.

'^ To another objection of Socinus, that because the Divinity itself

suffers not, therefore it does not enter into this consideration of punish.

ment, Grotius well replies, This is as much as to say that it is an

offence of the same kind wiiether you strike a private person or a king,

a stranger or a father, because blows are directed against the body, not

against dignity or relationship. (1)

(1)
" Quod autem Socinus argumentatur, quia divinitas ipsa non patiatur,

ideo banc in pasnce considerationeni non venire; perinde est ac si dicas, nihi!

referre privatum an Regem, itjem ignotum, an patrem vorbnres, quia verbera in

corpus dirigantur, non in dignitatum, aut cognationem." {De Sntisfaclione.)
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4. In farther considering this subject, as illustrating the inherent and

the rectorai righteousness of (ion, we are to recollect that, althongh by
the atonement made for the sins of mankind by the death of Christ, all

men, antecedently to their repentance and faitii, are, to use the language
of divines, |)ut into " a salvable state," yet none of them are by this act

of Christ, brought from under the authority of the moral law. Iliis

remains in its t'ull and original force, and as they all continue under th"

original obhgation of obedience, so in case of those conditions not

beijig complied with, on which the actual communication of the lienefit

of redemption has been made to depend, those who neglect the great

salvation oU'ered to them by Christ, fall under the full original penalty

of the law, and are left to its malediction, without obstruction to the

exercise and inliiction of Divine justice. Nor, with respect to those

who perform the conditions required of them, and who. by faith in

Christ, are justified, and thus escape punishment, is there any repeal, or

even relaxation, of the authority of the law of God. The end of justi-

fication is not to set men free from law, but from punishment ; for,

concomitant with justification, though distinct from it, is the communi-

cation of the regenerating grace of the Holy Spirit, by which the cor-

rupt and invalid nature of man is restored to the love of holiness and

the power to practise it, and thus the law of God becomes his constant

rule, and the measure of that holiness to which, when this new creation

has taken place, he vigorously aspires :
" For what the law could not

do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending his own Son, in

the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin condemned sin in the flesh, that fho

righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after tlie

flesh, but after the Spirit." Not, indeed, that this obedience, which, ii>

the present life, is, in some respects, imperfect, and in every degree the

result of the operation of God within us, can, after this change, be the

rule of our continued justification and acceptance ; that will rest, from

first to last, upon the atonement of Christ, pleaded in our behalf; so

that, if any man again sin, "he has an advocate with the Father, Jesus

Christ the righteous ;" but true faith leads, by an inseparable connec.

tion, both to justification and to regenenition ;
and they who, as the

apostle argues, Romans vi, 2, are thus " dead to sin, cannot contmue

any longer therein," but yield willing obedience to the law of God.

The rule of God, the authority of Ins law is thus re-established over Ilia

creatures, and the strictness of a righteous government is united wilh

the exercise of a tender mercy.

Thus, thou, in the doctrine of the atonement of Christ, we see how

the righteousness, the essential and the rectorai justice, of God is mani-

fested. There is no impunity to sin
;
and yet the impunity to the suiner,

through f.iith in the blood of Christ, does not repeil, does not lower, but

establish the l'i« of God. These views will also enable us to ;>ttuch on
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explicit meaning to the theological phrase,
" the satisfaction made to Divine

justice," by which the nature of Christ's atonement is often expressed.

This is not a phrase of Holy Writ
;

but it is not, on that account, to bu

disregarded, since, like many others, it has been found useful as a guard

against subtle evasions of the doctrine of Scripture, and in giving expli-

citness, not, indeed, to the language of inspiration, but to the sense in

vhich that language is interpreted.

The two tbllowing views of satisfaction may be given as those whicli

are most prevalent among those divines who hold the doctrine of the

atonement of Christ.

The first may be thus epitomised :
—

Tiie justice of God being concerned to vindicate his laws, and to

inflict upon ofienders the due reward of their evil deeds, it is agreed

that, without proper satist'action, sin could not be forgiven. For, as sin

is opposite to the purity and holiness of God, and, consequently, cannot

but provoke his displeasure ; and, as justice is essential to the Divine

nature, and exists there in a supreme degree, it must, inflexibly, require

the punishment of those who are thus objects of his wrath. The satis.

faction, therefore, made by the death of Christ consisted in his taking

the place of the guilty ; and in his sutferings and death being, from the

dignity of his nature, regarded by the offended Lawgiver, as a full equi-

valent and adequate compensation for the punishment by death, of the

personally guilty.

The second opinion does not assume the absolute necessity of a satis-

faction to Divine justice, but chiefly insists upon the vAsdom and fitness

of the measure, arguing, that it became the almighty Governor of the

universe, to consult the honour of his law, and not to sutTer it to be vio-

lated with impunity, lest his subjects should call in question his justice.

Accordingly, he sent his own Son into the world, who, by dying for our

sins, obtained our release from punishment ; and, at the same time,

made an honourable display of the righteousness of God. In a word,

Christ is supposed, in this opinion, to have made satisfaction for our

sins, not because his death is to be accounted an adequate compensa-

tion, or a full equivalent for tiie remission of punishment ;
but because his

suflering in our stead maintained the honour of the Divine law, and yet

gave free scope to the mercy of the Lawgiver.
Both these opinions have great names for their advocates ;

but the

reader will feel, that there is too much indistinctness in the terms and

phrases in which they are expressed for either of them to be received

as a satisfactory enunciation of this important doctrine. The first opi-

nion, though greatly to be preferred, and with proper explanations, just,

is defective* in not explaining what is meant by the terms "a full equi.

valent" and " an adequate compensation." The second is objectiona.

ble, as appearing to refer the atonement more to wisdom and fitness
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as ari expedient, than to wisdom and fitness in close and inseparable

connection with justice; and is defective in not pointing out what

that connection between the death of Christ and that lionouring of the

law of God is, which allows of the remission of punishment to offenders,

of which they speak. Each embodies much truth, and yet both are

capable of originating great and fata' errors, unless their terms be defi.

nitely and Scripturally understood.

To clear this subject some farther observations will, then, be necessary.

The term satisfaction is taken from the Roman law, and signifies to

content a person aggrieved, by doing or by offering something which

procures liberation from the obligation of debts or the penalties of

oflTences
;
not ipso facto, but by the will of the aggrieved party admit-

ting this substitution. " Ea dictio {satisfaciendi vocabulum) in jure et

usu communi significat facti alicujus aut rei exhibitionem, ex qui non

quidem ipso facto, sed accedente voluntatis actu liberatio sequatur ; solet-

que non tantum in pecuniaris debitis, sed et in delictis hoc sensu usur-

pari, quod linquae ex Romana depravatoe appellant, aliquem contentare."

(Grotius De Satisfactione.) So the Roman lawyer Caius,
" satisfacere

dicimur ei cujus desiderium implenius," we are said to satisfy him

whose desires we fulfil. Ulpian opposes satisfaction to payment,
" satisfactio pro solutione ;" and, in criminal cases, Asconius lays it

down as a rule,
"
satisfacere, est tantum facere, quantum satis sit irato

ad vindictam," to satisfy is to do as much as, to the party offended, may
be enough in the way of vengeance. (Vide Chapman's Eu^ebius.) It

is from this use of the term that it has been adopted into theology, and

however its meaning may have been heightened or lowered bj' the

advocates of different systems, it is plain that, by the term itself, nothing

is indicated, but the contentment of the injured party by any thing

which he may choose to accept in the place of the enforcement of his

obligation upon the party indebted or offending. The sense in which it

must be applied to designate the nature and effect of the death of

Christ, in consistency with the views we have already taken, is obvious.

We call the death of Christ a satisfaction offered to Divine justice for the

transgressions of men, with reference to its effect upon the mind of the

supreme Lawgiver. As a just Governor, he is satisfied, contimled

with the atonement oflfered by the vicarious death of his Son, and

the conditions on which it is to become available to the ollendeio
; and

their punishment, those conditions being accomplished, is no longer

exacted.

Tiiis effect upon the mind of the Lawgiver is not, as the Socinians

would pervert the doctrine, the satisfaction of an angry, vengeful affection,

as we have before shown
; but, according to the verv phrase employed

in all cases, and which is sufficient to show that their perversion of our

meaning is wilful,
" a satisfaction," or " contentment" of his justice,

2
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which means, and can only rationally mean, the satisfaction of the mind

of a just or righteous governor, disposed from the goodness of iiis

nature, to show mercy to the guilty, and who can now do it consistently

with the rectitude of his character, and the authority of his laws, which

it is the office of punitive justice to proclaim, and to uphold. The

satisfaction of Divine justice by the death of Christ, consists, therefore,

in this, that this wise and gracious provision on the part of the Father

having been voluntarily carried into effect by the Son, the just God

has determined it to be as consistent with his own holy and righteous

character, and the ends of law and government, to forgive all who

have true « faith in the blood of Christ," the appointed propitiation for

sin, as though they had all been personally punished for their trans

gressions.

The death of Christ, then, is the satisfaction accepted ;
and this bemg

a satisfaction to justice, that is, a consideration which satisfied God, as

a being essentially righteous, and as having strict and iiiflexible respect

to the justice of his government ; pardon through, or for the sake of

that death, became, in consequence,
" a declaration of the righteous-

ness of God," as the only appointed method of remitting the punishment

of the guilty ;
and if so, satisfaction respects not. in the first instance,

according to the second opinion we have stated above, the honour of the

law of God, but its authority, and the upholding of that righteous and

holy character of the Lawgiver, and of his administration, of which that

law is the visible and public expression. Nor is this to be regarded as

a merely icise and Jk expedient of government, a point to which even

Grotius leans too much, as well as many other divines who have

adopted, the second opinion ;
for this may imply that it was one of many

other possible expedients, though the best ;
whereas we have seen, that

it is every where in Scripture represented as necessary to human salva-

tion ; and that it is to be concluded, that no alternative existed but that

of exchanging a righteous government for one careless and relaxed, to

the dislionour of the Divine attributes, and the sanctioning of moral dis-

order ;
or the upholding of such a government by the personal and

extreme punishment of every offender ;
or else the acceptance of the

vicarious death of an infinitely dignified and glorious being, through

whom pardon should be offered, and in whose hands a process for the

moral restoration of the lapsed should be placed. The humiliation,

sufferings, and death of sucli a being, did most obviously demonstrate

the righteous character and administration of God ;
and if the greatest

means we can conceive was employed for this end, then we may safely

conclude, that the righteousness of God, in the forgiveness of sin, could

not have been demonstrated by inferior means ;
and as God cannot

cease to be a righteous Governor, man, in that case, could have had

no hope.
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The advocates of the second opinion not only speak of the honour of

the Divine law being concerned in this transaction
;
but of the muinte.

nance of the justice of God, in which they come substantially to an agree-

ment with those who hold the first opinion ;
and if so, there appears no

reason to except to such phrases as a " full equivalent" and " an ade-

quate compensation," when soberly interpreted. An equivalent is some-

thing of equal value, or ofequal force and power, to something else
;
but

here the value spoken of \s judicial i-ahie, that which is to weigh equally

ill the mind of a wise, benevolent, and yet strictly righteous Governor ;
and

if the death of Christ for sinners was determined, in his infallible judg.

ment, to be as equal a " demonstration" of his justice, as the personal

and extreme punishment of offenders themselves, it was, in this judicial

consideration of the matter, of equal weight, and therefore of equal value,

as a means of righteous government ;
for which reason, also, it was of

equal force, or power, or cogency, another leading sense of the term

equivalent. So also, as to the term "
compensation," which signifies the

weighing of one thing against another, the making amends. If this

be interpreted as the former, judicially, the death of Christ for sinners

is an adequate compensation for their personal punishment, in the esti-

mation of Divine justice ; because it is, at least, an equally powerful
demonstration of the righteousness of God, who only in consideration of

that atonement forgives the sins of offending men.

Just, however, and significant as these phrases are when thus inter

preted, one reason why they have been objected to by some orthodox

divines is, that they have been used in support of the Antinomian doctrine.

On this account they have been by some wholly rejected, and a loose and

dangerous phraseology introduced, when the reason of the case only

required that they should be explained. The Antinomian perversion of

them may here be briefly refuted, though that doctrine will afterward

come under our more direct consideration.

In the first place the Antinomians connect the satisfaction of Christ,

witli the doctrine of the imputation of his active righteousness to believers.

With them, therefore, the satisfaction of Christ means his performing for

us that obedience which we were bound to perform. Thev consider our

Lord as a proxy for men
;
so that his perfect obedience to tlie law should

be esteemed by God, as done by them ; as theirs in legal construction,

and that his perfect righteousness being imputed to them, renders ihcni

legally righteous and sinless. The plain answer to this is, 1. That we

have no such office ascribed in Scripture to the active righteousness of

Christ, which is only spoken of there in connection with his atonement,

as rendering him a fit victim or sacrifice for sin—" he died, the ju.il for

the unjust." 2. That this doctrine of the imputation of Christ's obedi-

ence makes his sufferings superfluous. For if he has done all that the

law required of us, and if thLa is legally accounted our doing, then ara
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we under no penalty of suffering, and his suffering in our stead was

more than the law and the case required. 3. That this involves a

fiction opposed to the ends of moral government, and shuts out the obli-

gation of personal obedience to the law of God
;
so far, therefore, is it

from being a demonstration of God's righteousness, his rectoral justice,

that it transfers the obligation of obedience from the subjects of the Divine

government to Christ, and leaves man without law, and God without

dominion, which is obviously contrary to the Scriptures, and favourable

to Ucense of every kind. 4. This is not satisfaction in any good sense ;

it is merely the performance of all that the law requires by one person
substituted for another.

Again, the terms full satisfaction and full equivalent, are taken by the

Antinomians in the sense of the payment of debts by a surety for him

who has not the means of payment ; as though sins were analogous to

civil debts. This proceeds upon the mistake of confounding the cancel,

ling of a debt of judicial obligation, with the payriient of a debt of

mo ey. We have already seen the difference between the relation of a

i^in er to his offended Judge and Sovereign, and that of a pecuniary
debtor to a creditor, and have pointed out the basis of the metaphor,
when it occurs as a figurative representation in Scripture. Such pay.
meat would not be satisfaction in the proper sense, which stands opposed
to payment, and means the acceptance of something in the place of

what is due, with which the Lawgiver is content. Nor can any such

sense be forced upon the term satisfaction, for we have no such repre-

sentation in Scripture of the death of Christ, as that it is, in principle,

like the payment of so many talents or pounds bv one person, for so

many talents or pounds owing by another, and which thereby cancels all

future obligation. His atoning act consisted in suflering,
" the just for

the unjust ;" neither in doing just so many holy acts as we were bound

to do, nor in suffering the precise quantum of pain which we deserved

to suffer, neither of which appears in the nature of things to be even pos-

sible
;
but doing and suffering that which by reason of the peculiar glory

and dignity of the person thus coming under the bond of the law, both

as to obedience and suffering, was accounted by God to be a sufficient

"demonstration of his righteousness," in showing mercv to all who trulv

believe in him. And as this notion of p-.iyinent ui full and kind by a

surety is contrary to the import of satisfaction, so also is it inconsistent

with : he import of the phrase, a full equivalent. He who paj s a civil

debt in full for another, does not render an equivalent ;
but gives pre-

cisely what the original obligation required. So, if the obedience of

Christ were equal in quantity and degree to all the acts of obedience

due by men, and is to be accounted theirs, there is no equivalent offered ;

but the same thing is done, only it is done by another
;
and if the penal

sufferings of Christ were in nature, quanlity, and intenseness, equal tc
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the punishment of all sinners, in time and eternity taken together, and

are to be accounted their sufferings, no proper equivalent is offered in

the case. The only true sense of the sufferings of Christ being a full

equivalent for the remission of the punishment due to the guilty, is, that

they equally availed to the satisfying of Divine justice, and vindicating

the authority of his laws ;
that they were equivalent, in the estimation

of a just Governor, in the administration of his laws, to the punishment

of the guilty ; equivalent i" effect to a legal satisfaction, which would

consist in the enforcement upon the persons of the offenders of the

penalty of the violated commandment.

Another consequence to which the Antinomian view leads, is, that

It makes the justitication of men a matter of right, not of grace.

We can easily, when the doctrine of satisfaction is properly stated,

answer the infidel and Socinian objection, that it destroys the free and

gracious nature of an act of forgiveness. For, not to urge again what

has before been advanced, that the Father was the fountain of this mercy,

and "gave" the Son; the satisfaction was quid recusabile, or such as

God might have refused. For if the laws, under which God had placed

us, were "
holy, just, and good," which is their real character, and if the

penalties attached to their violation were righteous, which must also be

conceded, then it would have been righteous, every way consistent with

the glory of God, and with every perfection of his nature, to have

enforced the penalty. The satisfaction offered might not be unjust in

him to accept, and yet he was clearly under no obligation to accept it

could it have been offered independent of himself, much less could he

be under any obligation to provide it, which he did. The offender could

have no right to claim such a provision, and it depended, therefore, solely

on the will of God, and as such was an act of the highest grace.

Again, the forgiveness ofsinners, through an atonement, is not dejtire,

that which can be claimed as a matter of right. It is made to consist

with law, but is not in any sense by the law. However valuable the

atonement, yet, independent of the favour and grace of the Lawgiver, it

could not have obtained our pardon. Both must concur in order to

this, the kindness and compassion of the being offended inducing him

to accept satisfdction, and such a satisfaction as would render it morally

fit and honourable in him to offer forgiveness.
"
By grace," therefiire,

«-e " are saved ;" and nothing that Christ has done, renders us not

deserving of punishment, or cancels our obligations as creatures and

subjects, as a surety cancels the obligations of a debtor, whose debt he

pays for him. Forgiveness in God can, therefore, be no other than an

act of high and distinguished mercv.

We are also to consider, even now that the atonement has been

accepted, and the promise of forgiveness proclaimed, upon the conditions

of repentance and faith, that we claim forgiveness not on the ground cf

2
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justice, but on that of the faithfulness of God, who has been pleased to

bind himself by promises ;
and also that the mercy eind grace of God are

farther illustrated by his not proceeding to extremities against us upon
our first refusals of his overtures, of which all are in some degree guilty.

He exercises toward us, in all cases,
" all long suffering," and calls

us not hastily to account for our neglect of the Gospel, any more than

for the infractions of his law, both which he miglit do, were his govern-
nient severe and his mercy reluctant.

But abundantly as the objection may thus be answered, it is not to be

satisfactorily refuted, on the Antinomian principle, that Christ paid our debt,

in the sense of yielding to the law, in kind and in quantity, those acts of

obedience, or that penalty of suffering, or both, which the law required.

The matter in that case, on the part of the Father, loses its character of

grace, and is reduced to a strictly equitable proceeding ;
or at least the

mercy is of no higher a kind than is the mercy of a creditor who accepts

the full amount of his debt from the surety instead of the debtor, which is

assuredly much below that love of the Father, to which allusions so

admiring and so grateful are often made in the New Testament. The

consequences, also, become absurd and wholly contradictory to the

Scriptures ;
and such a view of the satisfaction of Christ is inconsistent

with conditions of pardon and acceptance ;
for if the debt is in this sense

actually tendered and accepted, on what ground can conditions of release

stand ? It is, therefore, consistent in the Antinomian scheme, to deny
all conditions ofpardon and acceptance, and to make repentance and faith

merely the means through which men corae to the knowledge of their

previous and eternal election. By them, as fulfilled conditions, their

relation
^to

God is not changed, so that from guilty and condemned

criminals they become sons of God. Such they were previous to faith,

and previous even to birth, and thus the Scripture is contradicted, which

represents believers before repentance and faith, to be " the children of

wrath, even as others." That passage also in Galatians loses its mean-

ing,
" we have believed in Jesus Christ, that we might be justified by

the faith of Christ."

With such explanations of the terms of the first of the two opinions on

the satisfaction of Christ, above given, it may be taken as fully accordant

with the doctrine of the New Testament on this important subject.

Another remark may here be in its proper place. It has been some-

times said by theologians, sufficiently sound in their general views of

the doctrine of the atonement, that we know not the vinculum, or bond

of connection, tietween the sufferings of Christ, and the pardon of sin,

and this, therefore, they place among the mysteries of religion. To me

this appears rather to arise from obscure views ofthe atonement than from

the absence of information on this point in the Scriptures themselves.

Mysteries of love and incomprehensible facts are found, it is true in

2
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the incarnation, humiliation, and sufferings of our Lord : but the vinculum,

or connection of tliose sufferings appears to be matter of express revela-

tion, when it is declared that the death of Clirist was " a demonstration

of the rigliteousness of God," of his righteous character and his just

administration, and therefore allowed the honourable exercise of mercy
without impcacluiient of justice, or any repeal or relaxation of his laws.

If it be meant, in this allegalion of mystery, that it is not discoverable

how the death of Clirist is as adequate a display of the justice of God, as

though olfenders had been personally punished, this also is clearly i»

opjiosition to what the apostle has said, in the passage which has been

so often referred to, "Wbom God hath set fcrth to be a propitiation,

through faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness," eis 6vi5si|iv ttjs

(iixaioffuvi.c OUTS, _/<);•
a demoiislralion, or mami estation of hix righteous-

ness ; nor surely can the paiticulars before stated in explanation of this

point, be well weighed, witiiout our perceiving how gloriously the holi.

ness and essential rectitude of God, as well as his rectoral justice, were

illustrated by this proceeding ; this, surely, is manifestation, not

mystery.

For, generally speaking, it cannot be a matter of difficulty to con-

ceive how the authority of a law may be upheld, <ind the justice of its

administration made manifest, even when its penalty is exacted in some

other way tlian the punishment of the party otlbnding. When the

Locrian legislator voluntarily suH'ered the loss of one of his eyes, to

save that of his son condemned by his own statutes to lose both, and

did this that the law might neither be repealed nor exist without effi-

cacy ;
who does not see that the authority of his laws was as nnich,

nay more, impressively sanctioned than if his son had endured the full

penalty ? The case, it is true, has in it nothing parallel to the work' of

Christ, except in that particular which it is here adduced to illustrate ;

but it shows that it is not, in all cases, necessary for the upholding of a

firm government that the ofi'under himself should be punished. This is

the natural mode of maintaining authority ; but not, in ajl cases, the oidy

one
; and, in that of the redemption of man, we see the wisdom of God

in its brightest manifestation securing this end, and yet opening to man
the door of hope. The strict justice of the case required that the

righteous character of the Divine administration should be upheld ; but,

in fact, by the suflTerings of our Lord being made the only means of

pardon, it has received a stamj) more legible and impressive than the

extreme punishment of otfenders, however awful, while it connects love

with justice, and presents (iod to us at once exact in rigtiteousness and

afl'eclingly gracious and merciful. " The Judge himself bore the punish-

ment of transgression, winle he published an amnesty to the guilty, and

thus asserted the authority, and im|)orlance, and worth of the law by
that very act which beamed forth love unspeakable, and displayed a
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compassion which knew no obstacle but the unwillingness of the crirai-

aals to accept it. The eternal Word became flesh, and exhibited, in

sufferings and in death, that combination of holiness and mercy which,

believed, must excite love, and, if loved, must produce resemblance."

{Erskine on Revealed Religion.) "Mercy and truth meet together,

righteousness and peace kiss each other." Thus the vinculum, that
' which connects the death of Christ with our salvation, is simply the

security which it gives to the righteous administration of the Divine

government.
y^ An objection is made by the opponents of the doctrine of atonement

to the justice of laying the punishment of the guilty upon the innocent,

which it will be necessary briefly to consider. The objection resolves

itself into an inquiry how far such benevolent interpositions of one per-

son for another, as involve sacrifice and suffering, may go without

violating justice ;
and when the subject is followed in this direction,

the objection will be found to be of no weight.
That it has always been held a virtue to endure inconveniences, to

encounter danger, and even to suffer for the sake of others, in certain

circumstances, cannot be denied, and no one has ever thought of con-

trolling such acts by raising any questions as to their justice. Parents

and friends not only endure labour and make sacrifices for their chil-

dren and connections, but often submit to positive pain in accomplishing
that to which their affection prompts them. To save a fellow creature

perishing by water or fire, generous minds often expose themselves to

great personal risk of life, and even sometimes perish in the attempt ;

yet the claims of humanity are considered sufficient to justify such

deeds, \yhich are^never blamed, but always applauded. No man's life

we grant, is at his own disposal ;
but in all cases where it is agreed

that God, the only being who has a right to dispose of life, has left men
at liberty to offer their lives for the benefit of others, no one questions
the justice of their doing it. Thus, when a patriot army marches to

almost certain destruction to defend its coasts from foreign invasion and

violence, the established notion that the life of every man is placed by
God at the disposal of his country, justifies the hazard. It is still a

clearer instance, because matter of revelation, that there are cases in

which we ought
" to lay down our lives for the brethren," that is for the

Church and the interests of religion in the world. Christians are called

to pursue their duty of instructing, and reforming, and saving others,

though, in some cases, the active services into which they may be led

will shorten Ufe ; and in times of persecution it is obligatory upon them

not only to be ready to suffer, but to die, rather than deny Christ. No
one questions the justice of this, because all see that the Author and

Lord of the lives of men has given to them the right of thus disposing
of life, nor do we ever hear it urged, that it was unjust in him to require

• Vol. II. 10
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them to submit to the pain of racks and fires, and other modes of violent

death, which they certainly did not deserve, and when, as to any crime

meriting piibhc and ignominious death, they were, doubtless, innocent

These cases are not adduced as parallel to the death of Christ for

sinners
;
but so far they agree with it that, in the ordinary course of

providence, and by express appointment of God, men suffer and even

die for the benefit of others, and in some cases the morally worthy, the

comparatively innocent, die for the instruction, and, instrumentally, for

the salvation of the unworthy and vicious. There is a similarity in the

two cases also in other particulars, as that the suffering danger or death

is in both matter of choice, not of compulsion or necessity ; and that

there is a right in the parties to choose suffering and death, though,

as we shall see, this right in benevolent men Is of a different kind to

that with which Christ was invested.

Some writers of great eminence on the doctrine of atonement have

urged also, in answer to the objection before us, the suffering of persons

in consequence of the sins of others, as children on account of the

crimes of their parents, both by the natural constitution of things and

by the laws of many states
;
but the subject does not appear to derive

any real illustration from these examples ; for, as a modern writer well

observes,
" the principles upon which the Catholic opinion is defended

destroy every kind of similarity between these cases and the sufferings

of Christ. In all such instances of the extension of punishment, persons

suffer for sins of which they are innocent, but without their consent,

in consequence of a constitution under which they are born, and by a

disposition of events which they probably lament
;
and their suffering

is not supposed to have any effect in alleviating the evils incurred by
those whose punishment they bear." {HUl's Lectures.)

In all the cases mentioned above, as most in point in this argument,
we grant that there is no instance of satisfaction by vicarious punish-

ment ;
no legal substitution of one person for another. With respect

to human governments, they could not justly adopt this principle in any
case. They could not oblige an innocent person to suffer for the guilty,

because that would be unjust to him
; they could not accept his offer,

were he ever so anxious to become the substitute of another, for that

would be unjust to God, since they have no authority from him so to

take away the life of one of his creatures, and the person himself haa

no authority to offer it. With respect to the Divine government, a

parallel case is also impossible, because no guilty man could be the

substitute for his fellows, his own life being forfeited
;
and no higher

creature could be that substitute, of wliich we are fully assured by this,

that if it was necessary that Christ, who is infinitely above all creatures,

should suffer for us. in order that God might be just in justifying the

guilty, then hia justice could not have been manifested by the interposi-
a
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lion of any creature whatever in our behalf, and, therefore, the legal

obstacle to our pardon must have remained in full force. There can be

no full parallel to this singular and only case ; but yet, as to the ques-
tion ofjustice, which is here the only point under consideration, it rests

on the same principles as those before mentioned. In the case of St.

Paul we see a willing sufferer
;
he chooses to suffer and to die " for the

elect's sake," and that he might publish the Gospel to the world. He
knew that this would be his lot, and he glories in the prospect. He

gave up cheerfully what might have remained to him of life by the

constitution of nature. Was it, then, unjust in God to accept this offer.

ing of generous devotedness for the good of mankind, when the offering

was in obedience to his own will ? Certainly not. Was it an unjust

act toward God, that is, did it violate the right of God over his life, for

St. Paul to choose to die for the Gospel ? Certainly not. For God had

given to him the right of thus disposing of his Ufe, by making it his duty
to die for the truth. The same considerations of choice and right unite

in the sufferings of our Lord, though the case itself was one of an infi-

nitely higher nature, a circumstance which strengthens but does nof.

change the principle. He was a willing substitute, and choice was in

him abundantly more free and unbiassed than it could be in a creature,

and for this reason, that he was not a creature. His incarnation was

voluntary ; and, when incarnate, his sufferings were still a matter of

choice ; nor was he, in the same sense as his disciples, under the power
of men. " No man taketh my life from me

;
but I lay it down of my.

self." He had the right of doing so in a sense that no creature could

have. He died not only because the Father willed it
;
not because the

right of (living or dying had been conceded to him as a pioral trust, aa

in the case of the apostles ;
but because, having himself the supreme

power of life and death, from his boundless benevolence to man, he

willed to die
;
and thus was there, in this substitution, a concurrence of

the Lawgiver, and the consent of the substitute. To say that any thing
is unjust, is to say that the rights of some one are invaded ; but if, in

this case, no right was invaded, than which nothing can be more clear,

then was there in the case nothing of injustice as assumed in the objec-

tion. The whole resolves itself, therefore, into a question not of justice,

but of the Tmsdom of admitting a substitute to take the place of the

guilty. In the circumstances, first of the willingness of the substitute

to submit to the penalty, and secondly of his right thus to dispose of

himself, the justice of the proceeding is fully cleared ;
and the question

of wisdom is to be determined by this consideration, whether the end

of punishment could be as well answered by this translation of the

penalty to a substitute as if the principals themselves had personally

been held to undergo ii. This, when the whole evangelical scheme is

taken into account, embracing the means and conditions bj'
which that
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eubstitiition is made available, and the concomitants l>v ivliich it is

attended, as before explained, is also obvious—tlic law of God is not

repealed nor relaxed, but established
;

those who continue disobedient

fall into aggravated condemnation, and those who avail themselves of

the mercy of God thus conceded, are restored to the capacity and dis.

position of obedience, and that perfectly and eternally in a future state

of existence; so that, as the end of punishment is the maintenance of

the authority of law and ths character of the Lawgiver, this end is even

more abundantly accomplished by this glorious interposition of the com-

passion and adorable wisdom of God our Saviour.

So unfounded is this objection to the doctrine of the vicarious suffer-

ings of Christ
;
to which we may add, that the difficulty of reconciling

those sufferings to the Divine justice does not, in truth, lie with us, but

with the Socinians. Diflerent opinions, as to the nature and end of

those sufferings, neither lessen nor heighten them. The extreme and

emphatic sufierings of our Lord is a fact which stands unalterably upon
the record of the inspired history. We who regard Christ as suffering

by virtue of a voluntary substitution of himself in our room and stead,

can account for such agonies, and, by the foregoing arguments, can

reconcile them to justice ; but, as our Lord was perfectly and absolutely

innocent, as "he did no sin," and was, in this respect, distinguished from

all men who ever lived, and who have all sinned, by being entirely

"holy and harmless," "separated from sinners," how will they reconcile

it to Divine justice that he should be thus as pre-eminent in suffering

as he was in virtue, and when, according to them, he sustained a per-

sonal character only, and not a vicarious one ? For this difficulty

they have, and can have no rational solution.

As to the passage in Ezekiel xviii, 20, which Socinians sometimes

urge against the doctrine of Christ's vicarious passion, it is briefly but

satisfactorily answered by Grotius. " Socinus objects from Ezekiel,

'The soul that sinneth it shall die; the son shall not bear the iniquity

of the father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son.' But

in these words God docs not teach us what he must necessarily do
; but

what [in a particular case] he had freely decreed to do. It no n)ore,

therefore, follows from hence, that it is unjust altocether for a son to

bear any part of the punishment of his father's crime, than that it is

unjust for a sinner not to die. The place itself evinces that God dees

not here treat of perpetual and immutable right ;
but of that ordinary

course of his providence which he was determined hereafter to pursue
with respect to the Jews, that he might cut off all occasion of com-

plaint." {De satisfactione.)

%
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CHAPTER XXI.

Redemption—Sacrifices of the Law.

It has, then, bee estabHshed, upon the testimony of various texts, in

which the doctrine is laid down, not in the language of metaphor and

allusion, but clearly and expressly, that the death of Christ was vicarious

and propitiatory ;
and that by it a satisfaction was offered to the Divine

justice for the transgressions of men ; in consideration of which pardon
and salvation are offered to them in the Gospel through faith

; and I

have preferred to adduce these clear and cogent proofs of this great

principle of our religion, in the first place, from those passages in the

New Testament, in which there are no sacrificial terms, no direct allu-

sions to the atonements of the law, and other parts of the Levitical

piacular system, to show that, independent of the latter class of texts,

the doctrine may be established against the Socinians
; and, also, that

by having first settled the meaning of the leading passages, we may
more satisfactorily determine the sense in which the evangelists and

apostles use the sacrificial terms of the Old Testament, with reference

to the death of Christ, a subject in which, from its nature, the opponents
of the atonement, find a freedom of remark and license of criticism, by
which they are apt to mislead and perplex the unwarv. This second

class of texts, however, when approached by the iiglit of the argument

already made good, and exhibited also in that of their own evidence,

will afford the most triumphant refutation of the notions of those who,
to their denial of the Godhead of our Lord, add a proud and Pharisaic

rejectiorf of the sacrificial efficacy of his death.

We shall not, in the first instance, advert to the sacrifices under the

patriarchal dispensation, as to the origin of which a difference of opinion

exists, a subject on which some remarks « ill be offered in the sequel.

Among the Jews, sacrifices were unquestionablv of Divine original ;
and

as terms taken from them are found applied so frequently to Christ ana

to his sufferings in the New Testament, they serve farther to explain
that peculiarity under which, as we have seen, the apostles regarded
the death of Christ, and afford additional proof that it was considered

by them as a sacrifice of expiation, £is the grand universal sin offering
for the whole world.

He is announced by John, his forerunner, as " the Lamb of God ;"

and that not with reference to meekness or any other moral \irtue ,

but with an accompanying phrase, which would communicate to a Jew
the full sacrificial sense of the term employed—" the Lamb of God
^hich taketh away the sin of the world." He is callea our pass-

ovEH, sacrificed for us." He is said to have given
" hi.Tiself for us, an

2
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OFFERING and A SACRIFICE to GoD, for a sweet.smelling savour." As

a Priest, it was necessary he should have somewhat to offer
;
and he

offered hinisell",
" his own blood," to which is ascribed the washing

away of sin, and our eternal redemption. He is declared to have "
put

away sin by the sacrifice of himself," to have " by himself purged

our sins," to have " sanctified the people by his own blood," to have

"offered to God one sacrifice for sins." Add to these, and innume-

table other similar expressicris and allusions, the argument of the apostle

in tlie Epistle to the Hebrews, in which, by proving at length, that the

eacrifice of Christ was superior in efficacy to the sacrifices of the law,

he most unequivocally assumes, that the death of Christ was a sacrifice

aud sin offering, for without that it would no more have been capable

of comparison with the sacrifices of the law, than the death of John the

Baptist, St. Stephen, or St. James, all martyrs and sufferers for the truth,

who had recently sealed their testimony with their blood. This very

comparison, we may boldly affirm, is utterly imaccountable and absurd

on any hypothesis which denies the sacrifice of Christ
;
for what relation

could his death have to the Levitical immolations and offerings, if it had

no sacrificial character? Nothing could, in fact, be more misleading,

and even absurd, than to apply those terms, which, both among Jews

and Gentiles, were in use to express the various processes and means

of atonement and piacular propitiation, if the apostles and Christ himself

did not intend to represent his death strictly as an expiation for sin :
—

misleading, because such would be the natural and necessary inference

from the terms themselves, which had acquired this as their established

meaning ; and absurd, because if, as Socinians say, they used them

metaphorically, there was not even an ideal resemblance between the

figure, and that which it was intended to illustrate. So totally irrele-

vant, indeed, will those terms appe^^ to any notion entertained of the

death of Christ which excludes its expiatory character, that to assume

that our Lord and his apostles used them as metaphors, is profanely to

assume them to be such writers as would not in any other case be tole-

rated ;
writers wholl)' unacquainted with the commonest rules of elocu.

tion, and therefore wholly unfit to be teachers of others, not only in

religion but in things of inferior importance.

The use of such terms, we have said, would not only be wholly ab.

surd, but criminallv misleading to the Gentiles, as well as to the .lews,

who were first converted to Christianity. To them the notion of pro-

pitiatory offerings, offerings to avert the displeasure of the gods, and

which expiated the crimes of offenders, was most familiar, and the

corresponding terms in constant use. The lx)ld denial of this bv Dr.

Priestley niiglit well bring upon him the reproof of Archbishop Magee
who, after establishing this point from the Greek and liatin writers, ob

•erves,
" So clearly does their language announce the Dotion of a j>ro.

2
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piliatory amnement, that if we would avoid an imputation on Dr. Pnest-

ley's fairness, we are driven, of necessity, to question the extent of his

acquaintance with those writers." The reader may consult the instances

given by this writer, in No. 5 of his Illustrations appended to his Dif

courses on the Atonement ; and particularly tiie tenth chapter of

Grotius's De Sa'isfactione, whose learning has most amply illustrated

and timily settled this view of the heathen sacrifices. The use to be

made of this in the argument is, that as the apostles found the very

terms they used with reference to the nature and efficacy of the death

of Christ, fixed in an expiatory signification among the Greeks, they

could not, in honesty, use them in a distant figurati\e sense, much less

in a contrary one, without due notice of their having invested them with

a new import being given to their readers. From ayos, a pollution, an

impurity, which was to be expiated by sacrifice, are derived ajvi^cj and

ayia^u, which denote the act of expiation ; xadai^w too, to purify, cleanse,

is applied to the efiect of expiation ; and iXot^w denotes the method of

propitiating the gods by sacrifice. These, and other words of similar

import, are used by the authors of the Septuagint, and by the evangelists

cmd apostles ;
but they give no notice of using them in any strange and

altered sense
;
and when they apply them to the death of Christ, they

must, therefore, be understood to use them in their received meaning.

In like manner the Jews had their expiatory sacrifices, and the terms

and phrases used in them are, in hke manner, employed by the apostles

to characterize the death of their Lord ;
and they would have been as

guilty of misleading their Jewish as their Gentile readers, had they em-

ployed them in a new sense, and without warning, which, unquestionably,

they never gave.

The force of this has been felt, and as, in order to avoid it, the two

points, the expiatory nature of the Jewish sacrifices and their typical

signature have been questioned, it will be necessary to establish each.

As to the expiatory nature of the sacrifices of the law, it is not neces-

sary to show that all the Levitical offerings were of this character.

There were also oiTerings for persons and for things prescribed for puri-

fication, which were incidental
;
but even they grew out of the leading

notion of expiatory sacrifice, and that legal purification which resulted

from the forgiveness of sins. It is enough to show that the grand and

eminent sacrifices of the Jews were strictly expiaton,', and that by them

the offerers were released from punishment and death, for which ends

they were appointed by the Lawgiver.
When we speak; too, of vicarious sacrifice, we do not mean, eithei

on the one hand, such a substitution as that the victim should bear the

same quantum of pain and suffering as the oflTender himself; or, on the

other, that it was put in the place of the offender as a mere symbolical

act, by which he confessed his desert of punishment ;
but a substitution
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made by Divine appointment, by which the victim was "xposed to suHer-

ings luid deatli instead of the offender, in virtue of which the ofieiidor

himseh' should be released. In this view one can scarcely conceive

why so able a writer as Archbishop Mageo should prefer to use the

term " vicarious import," rather than the simple and established term
"
vicarious;" since the .\ntiuomian notion of substitution may be other-

wise sufficiently guarded against, and the phrase
" vicarious import" is

certainly capable of being r«>'-:olved into that tiguratlve notion of mere

symbohcal action, which, however plausible, does, in fact, deprive the

ancient sacrilices of their typical, and the oblation of Christ of its real

efficacy. Vicarious acting, is acting for another
; vicarious suffering,

is suHering lor another
;
but the nature and circumstances of that suffer-

ing vn the case of Christ, is to be determined by the doctrine of Scripture

at large, and not wholly by the term itsell", which is, however, useful for

this purpose, (and therefore to be preserved,) that it indicates the sense

in which those who use it understand the declaration of Scripture, that

Christ " died for us," to be that he died not mepely ybr our henejit, but

in our stead ; in other words, that but for his having died, tliose who

believe in him would personally have suffered that death which is the

penally of every violation of the law of God.

That sacrifices under the law were expiatory and vicarious, admits

of abundant proot".

The chief objections made to this doctrine, are, first, that under the

law, hi all capital cases, the offender, upon legal proof or conviction,

was doomed to die, and that no sacrifice could exempt him from the

penalty. Secondly, that in all lower cases to which the l.iw had not

attached capital punishment, but pecuniary mulcts, or personal labour

or servitude, upon their non-payment, this penalty was to be strictly

executed, and none could plead any privilege or exemption on account

of sacrifice ;
and that when sacrifices were ordained with a pecuniary

mulct, they are to be regarded in the light of fine, one part of which

was paid to the state, the other to the Church. This was the mode of

argument adopted by the author of "the Moral Philosopher," and

nothing of weight has been added to these objections since.

Now much of this may be granted, without any prejudice to the argu-

ment ; and, indeed, is no more than the most ortliodox writers on this

Bubject have often adverted to. The law, under which the Jews were

placed, was at once, as to them, both a moral and a politiral law
;
and

the Lawijiver excepted certain offences from the benefit of a pardon,

whi;h implied exemption from temporal death, which was the state

|>enaltv,
and therefore would accept no atonement for such transgres-

sions. Blasphemy, idolatry, murder, and adultery, were those "
pre-

sumptuous sins" which were thus exempted, and the reason will be

Been in the political relation of the people to God. In refusing this

2
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exemption from punishment in this world, in certain cases, respect was

had to the order and benefit of society. Running parallel, however,

with this political application of the law to the Jews as subjects of the

theocracy, we see the authority of the moral law kept over them as men

and creatures ; and if these "
presumptuous sins," of blasphemy and

idola try, of murder and adultery, and a few others, were the only capi-

tal crimes, considered politically, they were not the only capital crimes,

considered morally, that is, there were other crimes which would have

subjected the offender to death, but for this provision of expiatory obla-

tions. The true question then is, whether such sacrifices were appointed

by God, and accepted instead of tlie personal punishment or life of the

offender, which otherwise would have been forfeited, as in the other

cases ; and if so, if the life of animal sacrifices was accepted instead of

the Ufe of man, then the notion that they were mere mulcts and pecu.

niary penalties falls to the ground, and the vicarious nature ofmost of the

Levitical oblations is established.

That other offences, beside those above mentioned, were capital, that

is, exposed the offender to death, is clear from this, that all offences

against the law had this capital character. As death was the sanction

of the commandment given to Adam, so every one who transgressed

any part of the law of Moses became guilty of death
; every man was

accursed, that is, devoted to die, who " continued not in all things writ-

ten in the book of the law ;"
" the man only that doeth these things

shall live by them," was the rule
;
and it was, therefore, to redeem the

offenders from this penalty that sacrifices were appointed. So, with

reference to the great day of expiation, we read,
" For on that day shall

the priest make an atonement for you, to cleanse you, that you may be

clean from all your sins ; and this shall be an everlasting statute unto

you, to make an atonement for the children of Israel for all their sins,

once a year," Lev. xvi, 30-34.

To prove that tliis was the intention and effect of the annual sacrifices

of the Jews, we need do little more than refer to Leviticus xvii, 10, 11,
"

I will set my face against that soul that eateth blood, and will cut him

off" from among his people. For the life of the flesh is in the blood
;
and

I have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for vour

goui.s : for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for the sorL."

Here the blood which is said to make atonement for the soul, is the blood

of the victims, and to make an atonement for the soul, is the same as to

be a ransom for the soul, as will appear by referring to Exodus xxx,

12-16, and to be a ransom for the soul, is to avert death. "They shall

give every man a ransom for his soul unto the Lord, that there be no

plague among them," by which their lives might be suddenly taken

away. The " soul" is also here used obviously for the life ; the blood,

or the life, of the victims in all the sacrifices, was substituted for the-/jfe

2
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of man, to preserve him from death, and the victims were therefore

vicarious. (Vide Oittram de Sacrif. hb. 1, c. xxii.)

The Hebrew word rendered atonement, "i£)3, signifying primarily to

cover, overspread, has been the subject of some evasive criticisms. It

comes, however, in the secondary sense to signify atonement, or pro.

pitiation, because the effect of that is to cover, or, in Scripture meaning,

to obtain the forgiveness of oHences. The Septuagint, also, renders it

by sliXa.gxott.ai, to appease, 'o make jrropitious. It is used, indeed, wheie

the means of atonement are not of the sacrificial kind, but these "in-

stances equally serve to evince the Scripture sense of the term, in cases

of transgression, to be that of reconciling the oflended Deity, by avert-

ing his displeasure ;
so that when the atonement for sin is said to be

made by sacrifice, no doubt can remain, that the sacrifice was strictly

a sacrifice of propitiation. Agreeably to this conclusion we find it ex-

pressly declared, in the several cases of piacular oblations for trans-

gression of the Divine commands, that the sin for which atonement was

made by those oblations, should he forgiven." (Magee's Discourses, vol.

i, page 332.)

As the notion that the sacrifices of the law were not vicarious, but

mere mulcts and fines, is overturned by the general appointment of the

blood to be an atonement for the souls, the forfeited lives of men, so also

is it contradicted by particular instances. Let us refer to Lev. v, 15, 16,

"If a soul commit a trespass, and sin through ignorance, in the holy

things of the Lord, he shall make amends for the harm that he hath

done in the holy thing, and shall add a fifth part thereto, and shall givo

it to the priest." Here, indeed, is the proper
" fine" for the trespass :

but it is added. " he shall bring for his trespass unto the Lord, a ram

without blemish, and the priest shall make atonement for him, with

the ram of the trespass offering, and it shall be forgiven him." Thus,

then, so far from the sacrifice being the Jine, the fine is distinguished

from it, and with the ram only was the atonement made to the Lord for

his trespass. Nor can the ceremonies, with which the trespass and sin

offerings were accompanied, agree with any notion but that of their

vicarious character. The worshipper, conscious of his trespass, brought

an animal, his own property, to the door of the tabernacle. This was

not an eucharisticai act, not a memorial of mercies received, but of sins

committed. He laid his hands upon the head of the animal, the sym-
bolical act of transfer of punishment, then slew it with bis own hand,

and delivered it to the priest, who burnt the fat and part of the animal

upon the altar, and having sprinkled part of the blood upon the altar,

and, in some cases, upon the offerer himself, poured the rest at the hot,,

torn of the ahar. And thus, we are told, "the priest shall make an

atonement for him, as concerning his sin, and it shall be forgiven him."

Sv clearly is it made manifest by these actions, and by the description

2
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of their nature and end, that the animal bore the punishment of the

offender, and that by this appointment he was reconciled to God, and

obtained the forgiveness of his oftences.

An equally strong proof, that the life of the aiiimal sacnfice was

accepted in place of the life of man, is afforded by the fact, that atone-

ment was required by the law to be made, by sin offerings and bDml

offerings, for even bodily distempers and disorders. It is not necessary
to the argument to explain the distinctions between these various obla-

tions, (2) nor yet to inquire into the reason which required propitiation

to be made for corporal infirmities, which, in many cases, could not be

avoided. They were, however, thus connected with sin as the cause

of all these disorders, and God, who had placed his residence among
the Israelites, insisted upon a perfect ceremonial purity, to impress upon
them a sense of his moral purity, and the necessity of purification of

mind. Whether these were the reasons, or whatever other reason there

might be in the case, and whether it is at all discoverable by us, all such

unclean persons were liable to death, and were exempted from it only

by emimal sacrifices. This appears from the conclusion to all the Le-

vitical directions concerning the ceremonial to be followed in all such

cases. . Lev. xv, 31,
" Thus shall ye separate the children of Israel

from their uncleanness
;
that they die xot in (or by) their unclean-

ness, wnen they defile my tabernacle which is among them." So that by
virtue of the sin offerings, the children of Israel were saved from a

death, which otherwise they would have suffered for their uncleanness,

and that by substituting the life of the animal for the life of the offerer.

Nor can it be urged, that death is, in these instances, threatened only

as a ptmishment of not observing these laws of purification, for the

reason given in the passage just quoted, for the threatening of death is

not hypothetical upon their not bringing the prescribed atonement, but

is grounded upon the fact of "
defiling the tabernacle of the Lord, which

was among them," which is supposed to be done by all uncleanness as

such, in the first instance.

As a farther proof of the vicarious character of the principal sacri-

fices of the Mosaic economy, we may instance those statedly offered for

the whole congregation. Every day were offered two lambs, one in

the morning, and the other in the evening,
" for a continual burnt offer-

ing." To these daily victims were to be added, weekly, two other lambs for

the burnt offering of every Sabbath. None of these could be considered

D the light of fines for offences, since they were offered for no particu-

.ar persons, and must be considered, therefore, unless resolved into an

unmeaning ceremony, piacular and vicarious. To pass over, however,

the monthly sacrifices, and those offered at the great feasts, it is suffi-

(2) On this subject, see Outram De Sacrificiis.
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cient to fix upor those which are so often alluded to in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, offered on the solemn anniversary of expiation. On that

day, to other prescribed sacrifices, were to be added another ranj for a

burnt offering, and another ^oat, the most eminent of all the sacrifices,

for a sin ofiering, whose blood was to be carried by the high priest into

ihe inner sanctuary, which was not done by the blood of any otlier vie

tjm, except the bullock, which was oflered the same day as a sin ofiering

for the family of Aaron. " Tlie circumstances of this ceremony, whereby
atonement was to be made ^for all ilte sins^ of the whole Jewish people,

are so strikingly significant that they deserve a particular detail. On the

day appointed for this general expiation, the priest is commanded to

offer a bullock and a goat, as sin offerings, the one for himself, and tlie

other for the people, and having sprinkled the blood of these, in due

form, before the mercy seat, to lead forth a second goat, denominated

the scape goat ; and after laying both his hands upon the head of the

scape goat, and confessing over him all the iniquities of the people, to

put them upon the head of the goat, and to send the animal, thus bear-

ing the sins of the people, away into the wilderness ; in this manner

expressing, by an action which cannot be misunderstood, that the atone-

ment, which it is affirmed was to be effected by the sacrifice of the sin

offering, consisted in removing from the people their iniquities by this

translation of them to the animal. For it is to be remarked, that the

ceremony of the scape goat is not a distinct one ;
it is a continuation

of the process, and is evidently the concluding part, and symbolical

consummation of the sin offering. So that tlie transfer of the iniquities

of the people upon the head of the scape goat, and the bearing them

away into the wilderness, manifestly imply, that the atonement effected

by the sacrifice of the sin offering consisted in the transfer, and conse-

quent removal of those iniquities." (Magee's Discourses.)

How, then, is this impressive and singular ceremonial to be explained 1

Shall we resort to the notion of mulcts and fines '' but if so, then this

and other slated sacrifices must be considered in the ight oipenal enact-

ments. But this cannot agree with the appointment of such sacrifices

annually in succeeding generations
—" this shall be a statute foi ever

unto you." The law appoints a certain day in the year for expiating

the sins both of the high priest himself and of the whole congregation,

and that for all high priests, and all generations of the congregation.

Now, could a law be enacted, inflicting a certain penalty, at a certain

time, upon a whole people, as well as upon their high priest, thus pre.

turning upon their actual transgression of it ? The sacrifice was also for

sins in general, and yet the penalty, if it were one, is not greater than

individual persons were often obliged to undergo for single trespasses.

Nothing, certainly, can be more absurd than this hypothesis. (Vide

Chapman's Eusebius.)
2
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Shall we account for it by saying, that sacrifices were offered for the

benefit of the worshipper, but exclude the notion of expiation ? But here

we are obliged to confine the benefit to reconcUiation and the taking

away of sins, and that by the appointed means of the shedding of blood,

and the presentation of blood in the holy place, accompanied by the

expressive ceremony of imposition of hands upon the head of the vie-

tim, the import of which act is fixed beyond all controversy, by the

priest's confessing, at the same time, over that victim, the sins of all the

people, and imprecating upon its head the vengeance due to them, Lev.

xvi, 21.

Shall we content ourselves with merely saying that this was a sym-
bol

;
but the question remains of what was it tlie symbol ? To determine

that, let the several parts of the symbolic action be enumerated. Here

is confession of sin—confession before God, at the door of his taberna-

cle—the substitution of a victim—the figurative transfer of sins to that

victim—the shedding of blood, which God apppinted to make atonement

for the soul—the carrjing the blood into the holiest place, the very per-

mission of which clearly marked the Divine acceptance
—the bearing

away of iniquity
—and the actual reconciliation of the people to God.

If, then, this is symbolical, it has nothing correspondent with it
;

it never

had or can have any thing correspondent to it but the sacrificial death

of Jesus Christ, and the communication of the benefits of his passion in

the forgiveness of sins to those that believe in him, and their reconcilia-

tion with God.

Shall we, finally, say, that those sacrifices had respect not to God to

obtain pardon by expiation ;
but to the offerer, teaching him moral les-

sons, and calling forth moral dispositions ? We answer, that this hypo-
thesis leaves many of the essential circumstances of the ceremonial

wholly unaccounted for. The tabernacle and temple were erected for

the residence of God, by his own command. There it was his will to

be approached, and to these sacred peaces the victims were required to

be brought. Any where else they might as v.'ell have been offered, if

they had had respect only to the offerer ;
but they were required to be

brought to God, to be offered according to a prescribed ritual, and by an

order of men appointed for that purpose.
" But there is no other rea-

son why they should be offered in the sanctuarv", than this, that they

were offered to the inhabitant of the sanctuary ;
nor could they be

offered to him without having respect to him, or without his being the

object; of their efficacy, as in the case of solemn prayers addressed to

him. There were some \ictinis whose blood, on the day of atonement,

was to be carried into the inner sanctuar)- ;
but for what purpose can

we suppose the blood to have been carried into the most sacred part of

^he Divine residence, and that on the day of atonement, except to obtain

the favour of him in whose presence it was sprinkled?" (Outram De
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Sacrificiis.) To this wo may add, that the reason given for those sacred

services is not in any case a mere moral effect to be produced upon the

miiids of the worshippers ; they were to make atonement, that is, to

avert God's displeasure, that the people might not " uie."

We may find also another most explicit illustration in the sacrifice of

the passover. The sacrificial character of this offering is strongly

marked ;
for it was, Corban, an offering brought to the tabernacle ; it

was slain in the sanctuary, ,'uid the blood sprinkled upon the altar by the

priests. It derives its name from the passing over, and sparing the

houses of the Israelites, on the door posts of which the blood of the im-

molated lamb was sprinkled, when the first born in the houses of the

Egyptians were slain ; and thus we have another instance of life being

spared by the instituted means of animal sacrifice. Nor need we con-

fine ourselves to particular instances—" almost all things," says an

authority, who surely knew his subject,
" are by the law purged with

blood, and without shedding of blood there is no remission."

By their very law and by constant usage, then, were the Jews fami.

liarized to the notion of expiatory sacrifice, as well as by the history

contained in their sacred books, especially in Genesis, which speaks of

the vicarious sacrifices offered by the patriarchs, and the book of Job,

in which that patriarch is recorded to have offered sacrifices for the

supposed sins of his sons, and Ehphaz is commanded by a Divine ora-

cle, to offer a burnt offering for himself and his friends,
"

lest God sJiotild

deal with them after their folli/."

On the sentiments of the uninspired Jewish writers on this point, the

substitution of the life of the animal for that of the offerer, and, conse-

quently, the expiatory nature of their sacrifices, Oulram has given many

quotations from their writings, which the reader may consult in his work

on Sacrifices. Two or three only need be adduced by way of speci-

men. R. Levi Ben Gerson says,
" the imposition of the hands of the

offerers was designed to indicate, that their sins were removed from

themselves, and transferred to the animal." Isaac Ben Arnma—" he

translirs his sins from himself, and lays them upon the head of his vic-

tim." R. Moses Ben Nachman says, with respect to a sinner offering

a victim,
"

It was just that his blood should be shed, and that his body
should be burned ; but the Creator, of his mercy, accepted this victim

from him, as his substitute and ransom
;

that the blood of the aniiiia

might be shed instead of his blood; that is, that the blood of the animal

might be given for his life."

Full of these ideas of vicarious expiation, then, the apostles wrote

and spoke, and the Jews of their time and in subsequent ages heard and

read the books of the New Testament. The Socinian pretence is, that

the inspired penmen used the sacrificial terms which occur in their

writings figuratively ,
but we not only reply, as before, that thev could

a
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not do this honestlv, unless the)' had given notice of this new applica-

tion of the estabHshed terms of the Jewish theology ;
but that if this ba

assumed, their writings leave us wholly at a loss to discover what it

really was which they intended to teach by these sacrificial terms and

allusions. They are, themselves, utterly silent as to this, and the vary-

ing theories of those who reject the doctrine of atonement, in fact, con-

fess that their writings afford no solution of the difficulty. If, there-

fore, it is blasphemous to suppose, on the one hand, that inspired men
should write on purpose to mislead

; so, on the other, is it utterly incon-

ceivable that, had they only been ordinary writers, they should construct

a figurative language out of terms which had a definite and established

sense, without giving any intimation at all that they employed them

otherwise than in their received meaning, or telling us why they adopted

them at all, and more especially when they knew that they must be in-

terpreted, both by Jews and Greeks, in a sense which, if the Socinians

are right, was in direct opposition to that which they intended to convey.
This will, however, appear with additional evidence, when the typi-

cal, as well as the expiatory character of the legal sacrifices are consi-

dered. In strict argument, the latter does not depend upon the former,

and if the oblations of the Mosaic institute had not been intentionally

adumbrative of the one oblation of Christ, the argument, from their vica-

rious and expiatory character, would still have been valid. For if the

legal sacrifices were offered in place of the offender, blood for blood, life

for life, and if the death of Christ is represented to be, in as true a sense,

a sacrifice and expiation, then is the doctrine of the New Testament

writers, as to the expiatory character of the death of our Lord, expli-

citly established.

That the Levitical sacrifices were also types, is another argument,

and accumulates the already preponderating evidence.

A type, in the theological sense, is defined by systematic writers to

be a sign or example, prepared and designed by God to prefigure some

future thing. It is required that it should represent (though the degree

of clearness may be very different in different instances) this future ob-

ject, either bv something which it has in common with it, or in being the

sr\'mbol of some property which it possesses ;
—that it should be prepared

and designed by God thus to represent its antitype, which circumstance

distinguishes it from a simile, and from hieroglyphic ;
—that it should

give place to the antitype so soon as the latter appears ;
and that th(:

efficacy of the antitype should exist in the type in appearance only, or

in a lower degree. [Vide Outram De Sacrif.ciis.) These maj' be con-

sidered as the general properties of a type.

Of this kind are the views given us, in the sacred Scriptures of the

New Testament, of the Levitical dispensation, and of many events and

examples of the Mosaic history. Thus St. Paul calls the meats and
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drinks, the holy days, new moons, and sabbatlis of tlic Jews, including

in thera the services performed in tlie cclobratioii of these festivals,
" a

shadow of things to come ;"
" the body" of which shadow, whose lorni

the shadow generally and fauilly exhibited,
" is Christ." Again, when

speaking of the things which happened to the Isra(^litos, in the wilder,

ness, he calls them "
ensamples" (tuwoi) types,

" written for our adiiio

nition, upon whom the ends of the world are come." In Hebrews x, 1,

the same apostle, when he discourses expressly on the " sacrilices" of

the tabernacle, calls them " the shadnir of good things to come," and

places them in contrast with " the very image of the things," that is, the

"
good things" just before mentioned

; and, in the preceding chapter, he

tells us that the services performed in the tabernacle prefigured what

was afterward to be transacted in the heavenly sanctuary. These in-

stances are sufficient for the argument, and, in examining them, we may
observe, that if the things here alluded to are not allowed to be types,

then they are used as mere illustrative rhetorical illustrations, and in

their original institution had no more reference to the facts and doc-

trines of the Christian system than the sacrificial services of pagan tem-

ples, which might, in some particulars, upon this hypothesis, just as well

have served the apostle's purpose. But if, upon examination, this notion

of their being used merely as rhetorical illustrations be contradicted by
the passages themselves, then the true typical character of these events

and ceremonies may be considered as fairly established.

With respect to the declaration of St. Paul, that the punishments in.

flicted upon the disobedient and unfaithful Israelites in the wilderness

were "types written for our admoiution," it is only to be explained by

considering the history of that people as designedly, and, by appointment,

typical. These things happened for types ; and that, by types, the

apostle means much more than a general admonitory cori'espondcnce
between disobedience and punishment, which many other circumstances

might just as well have afforded ; he adds, that "
they were written fo«

our admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come," that is,

for the admonition of Christians who had entered into the obligations of

the new dispensation. For this purjmse they were recorded
; by this

act of God they were made types in tiie liighest sense
;
and could not

become types in the sense of mere figurative illustration, which would

have been contingent upon this rhetorical use being made of them by
some subsequent writer. This is farther confirmed also by the pre-

ceding verses, in which the apostle calls the manna "
spirittml meat,"

which can only be understood of it as being a type of the bread which

came down from heaven, even Christ, who, in allusion to the same fact,

so designates himself. The "
rock," too, is called the spiritual rock,

and that rock, adds the apostle,
" teas Christ ,•" but in what conceiv

able meaning, except as it was an apjiointed type of him ?

2
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This is St. Paul's general description of the typical charactei of " the

Church in the wilderness." In the other passages quoted, he adduces,

in particular, the Levitical services. He calls the ceremonial of the

law "a shadow," {ama ;)
in the Epistle to the Colossians, he opposes this

shadow to " the body ;" in that to the Hebrews, to " the very image ;"

by which he obviously means the reality of " the good things" adum-

brated, or their essential form or substance. Now whetlier we take

the word cKia for the shadow of the body of man
;
or for a faint deli-

neation, or sketch, to be succeeded by a finished picture, it is clear, that

whatever the law was, it was by Divine appointment ; and as there is

a relation between the shadow and the body which produces it, and the

sketch or outline and the finished picture, so if, by Divine appointment,

the law was this shadow of good things to come, which is what the apos-

tie asserts, then there was an intended relation of one to the Qther, quite

independent of the figurative and rhetorical use which might be made

of a mere accidental comparison. If the apostle speaks figuratively

only, then the law is to be supposed to have no appointed relation to

the Gospel, as a shadow or sketch of good things to come, and this re-

lation is one of imagination only ;
if the relation was a designed and

an appointed one, then the resolution of the apostle's words into figura-

tive allusion cannot be maintained. But, farther, the apostle grounds
an argument upon these types ;

an argument, too, of the most serious

kind ;
an argument for renouncing the law and embracing the Gospel,

upon the penalty of eternal danger to the soul : no absurdity can, there-

fore, be greater than to suppose him to argue so weighty and important

a question upon a relation of one thing to another existing only in the

imagination, and not appointed by God ;
and if the relation was so ap-

pointed, it is of that instituted and adumbrative kind which constitutes

a tjpe in its special and theological sense.

Of this appointment and designation of the tabernacle service to be a

shadow of good things to come, the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the

Hebrews aftbrds several direct and unequivocal declarations. So verse

seven and eight,
" But into the second went the high priest alone, once

every year, not without blood, which he offered for himself, and for the

errors of the people ;
the Holy Ghost signifying this {showing, de.

daring by this tj'pe) that the way into the holiest of all was not yet

made manifest." Here we have the declaration of a doctrine by type,

which is surely very different to the figurative use of a fact, employed
to embellish and enforce an argument by a subsequent writer, and this is

also referred to the design and intention of the "
Holy Ghost" himself,

at the time when the Levitical ritual was prescribed, and this typical

declaration was to continue until the new dispensation should be intro-

duced. In verse nine, the tabernacle itself is called a figure or para-

ble :
•• Which was a figure {napafiolji) for the time then present." It

Vol. II. J J
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was a patable by which the evangelical and spiritual doctrines were

(auglit ;
it was an appointed parable, because limited to a certain time,

"_/br tlie time then present,^'' that is, until the bringing in of the things

signified, to which it had this designed relation. Again, verse 23,
" the

things under the law" arc called "patterns (representations) of things

in the heavens ;" and in verse 24, the holy places made with hands are

denominated ''the figures," (antitypes) "of tlie true." Were they then

representations and antitypes only in St. Paul's imagination, or in reality

and by appointment 1 Read his argument :
" It was necessary, that the

patterns of things in the heavens should be purified with these ; but the

heavenly things themselves, with better sacrifices tlian these." On the

hyptothesis that sacrificial terms and allusions are employed figuratively

only by the apostle, what kind of argument, we may ask, is this ? On
what does the common necessity of the purification, both of the earthly

and the heavenly tabernacle, by sacrifices, though different in their de-

gree of value and efficacy, rest ? Could the apostle say that this was

necessary, to afTord him a figurative embellishment in writing his epistle ?

The necessity is clearly grounded upon the relation instituted by the

Author of the Levitical economy himself; the heavenly places were not

to be entered by sinners, but through the blood of " better sacrifices ;"

and to teach this doctrine early to mankind, it was "
necessary" to purify

the earthly tabernacle, and thus give the people access to it only by the

blood of the inferior sacrifices, that both they and the tabernacle might
be the types of evangelical and heaveidy things, and that they might be

taught the only means of obtaining access to the tabernacle in heaven.

There was, therefore, in setting up these "patterns," an intentioned

adumbration of these future things, and hence the word used is
woSiiyfj-a,,

the import of which is shown in chapter viii, 5, where it is associated

with the term, the shadow of heavenly things,
—" who serve unto the

example and shadow of heavenly things," or " these" priests
"
perform

the service with a representation and shadow of the heavenly things."

The sacrificial ceremonies, then, of the Levitical institute, are clearly

established to be typical, and have all the characters which constitute

a type in the received theological sense. They are represented by St.

Paul, in the passages whicii have been under consideration, as adum-

brative ; as designed and appointed to be so by God ;
as having respect

to things future, to Christ and to his sacerdotal ministry ;
as being infe-

rior in efficacy to the antitypes which correspond to them, the " better

sacrifices," of which he speaks ;
and they were all displaced by the

antitype, the Levitical ceremony being repealed by the death and ascen.

sion of our Lord.

Since, then, both the expiatory and the typical characters of the Jew.

ish sacrifices were so clearly hehl by the writers of the New Testament,

there can be no rational doubt as to the sense in which they apply sac.
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nficial terms and allusions, to describe the nature and effect of the death

at' Christ. As the offering of the animal sacrifice took away sin, tha«

IS, obtained remission for offences against the law, we can be at no loss

to know what the Baptist means, when, pointing to Christ, he exclaims,
" Behold the Lamb of God, which, takelh away the sin of the world."

As there was a transfer of suffering and death, from the offender to the

legally clean and sound victim, so Christ died,
" the just for the unjust ,•'"

as the animal sacrifice was expiating, so Christ is our iXatfjAo?, propitia-

tion, or expiation ;
as by the Levitical oblations men were reconciled

to God, so "
we, when enemies, were reconciled to God by the death of

his Son ;" as under the l^iw,
" without shedding of blood there was no

remission," so, as to Christ, we are "justified by his blood," and have

"redemption through his blood, the remission of sins ;" a.s by the blood

of the appointed sacrifices, the holy places, made with hands, were made
accessible to the Jewish worshippers, that blood, being carried into

them, and sprinkled by the high priest, so " Christ entered once, wilh

his own blood into the holy place, having obtained eternal redemption for

us," and has thus opened for us a " new and living way" into the celes-

tial sanctuary ; as the blood of the Mosaic oblations was the blood of

the Old Testament, so, he himself says,
" this is m}' blood of the New

Testament, shed for the remission of sins ;" as it was a part of the sac-

rificial solemnity, in some instances, to feast upon the victim
; so, with

direct reference to this, our Lord also declares that he would give his

own "Jlesh for the life of the world ;" and that " whoso eateth my flesh

and drinketh my blood hath eternal life
;

for my flesh is meat ixdeed,
and my blood is drink indeed ;" that is, it is in truth and recdity what

the fle^h and blood of the Jewish victims were in type.

The instances of this use of sacrificial terms are, indeed, almost in-

numerable, and enough, I trust, has been said to show that they could

not be employed in a merely figurative sense
;
nevertheless there are

two or three passages in which they occur as the basis of an argument
which depends upon taking them in the received sense, with a brief con-

Bideration of which we may conclude this part of the subject.

When St. Paul, in writing to the Corinthians, says,
" for he hath made

him to be sin for us, who knew no sin," or " him who knew no sin, he

hath made to be sin for us, that we might be made the righteousness

of God in him," he concludes a discourse upon our reconciliation to

God, and lays this do^vn as the general principle upon which that re-

conciliation, of which he has been speaking, is to be explained and en-

forced. Here, then, the question is, in what sense Christ was made

SIN for us. Not, certainly, as to the guilt of it
; for it is expressly said,

that " he knew no sin ;" but as to the expiation of it, by his personal

sufferings, by which he delivers the guilty from punishment. For the

phrase is manifestly taken fi-om the sm offerings of the Old Testamei't,
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Which are there sometimes caUed «
sins," as being offer.ngs for sin

a^d

because the animals sacrificed represented
the sinners themse v^.

Tl^ Lev. iv, 21, the heifer to be offered, is called, in our translation,

n^or^ agreeably
to our idiom, "a sin offering for the congregation

;_

but, in the LXX, it is denominated " th. si. of *'«

-"g-f/J;
So also, in verse 29, as to the red heifer >vh>ch was to be offered for

th^ sin ;f private persons,
the person offending was " to lay his han

upon the head of ^^^ sin offering,"
as we rightly -*"?;«*

't
,
but m

the LXX, "upon the head of his si.," agreeably
to the Hebrew word

which signifies indifferenfy either s.n or the offering or it Thus,

again, inlev. vi, 25,
•' This is the law of the- "/enng

'

in the Gr ek

^This is the law of sin ;" which also has,
"
they shall slay the s «

before the Lord," for the sin offerings.
The Greek of he Apostle

Pa Is thus easiiy explained by that of the LXX, and affords a naUu.

exposition
of the passage-" Him who knew -

-"'.^^^^^j!J^^^^
.;,; for us," as the sin offerings of the law were made .^n. for offender

the death of innocent creatures exempting from death those who were

eallycrL-1- (Fide Ch.pha.'s
£«..^.m., chap. Iv.)

This allusion to

Le itical sii offerings is also established by the co-ec.on o

Christ's sin offering with our reconciliation. Such was the effect of

S 1 ffenngs among the Jews, and such, St. Paul tells us. is the

cffec of ChristVing made a sin offering for us ;
a sufficient proof ha

;fdls not use the term figuratively,
nor speak of the .ud.ect but of

the direct effect of the death of Christ in reconcihng us to God.

\X in Ephes. V, 2,
=• Christ loved us and gave hin^elf for us «n

olferlng and sacrifice
to God, for a sweet-smelling savour." Here, also,

fe us s the very terms applied to the Jewish sacrifices. How, then,

u TJew, or ;ven a Gentile, understand him 7 Would an inspired man

C sacrifici'al language without a sacrificial sense,

-'^-w't^eT^i t
readers with the sound of words without meaning, or employ them nn ith-

out no ice bein. given, in a meaning which the readers were not accus-

oledo affix t: t'-hem; The argument forbids this, as

w^l
as the

reaso^

and honesty of the case. His object
was to impress the Eph-- -th

the deepes sense of the love of Christ ;
and he says,

Chnst loved

us and' ^are up himselffor us ,•"
and then explains the -ode in w ch

he' thus ^ave himself up' for us, that is, in our room and stead,
» an

o™o and s.cBincK to God, for a sweet smelling -vour ; by

X h his readers could only understand, that Chnst gave h.ms U up

r sacrifice for them, as other sacrifices had been given up for then.

« in he way of expiation,
to obtain for them the mercy and favour ot

God
" Th'e caviUf Crellius and his followers on this passage is easily

Lwered. He says, that the phrase
"a -eet-smelling «,J

scarcely ever used of sin offerings or expiatory sacrifices ;
but of burn

offenni. and peace offerings, by which expiation
was not made. But
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here are two mistakes. The first lies in assuming that burnt offerings

were not expiatory, v/hereas they are said " to make atonement," and

were so considered by the Jews, though sometimes also they were

eucharistic The second mistake is, that the phrase,
" a sweet-smell-

ing savour," is by some peculiar fitness applied to one class of offerings

alone. It is a gross conception, that it relates principally to the odour

of sacrifices burned with fire
; whereas it signifies the acceptableiiess of

sacrifices to God
;
and is so explained in Phil, iv, 18, where the apostle

calls the bounty of the PhiUppians,
" an odour o{ sweet S7nell," and adds,

exegetically,
" a sacrifice acceptable and tvell pleasing to God." The

phrase is, probably, taken from the incensing which accompanied the

sacrificial services.

To these instances must be added the whole argument of St. Paul, in

the Epistle to the Hebrews. To what purpose does he prove that

Christ had a superior priesthood to Aaron, if Christ were only metapho-

rically a priest ? What end is answered by proving that his offering of

himself had greater efficacy than the oblations of the tabernacle, in tak-

ing away sin, if sin was not taken away in the same sense, that is, by

expiation ? Why does he lay so mighty a stress upon the death of our

Lord, as being
" a better sacrifice," if, according to the received sense,

it was no sacrifice at all ? His argument, it is manifest, would go for

nothing, and be no better than an unworthy trifling with his readers, and

especially with the Hebrews to whom he writesihe epistle, beneath not

only an inspired but an ordinary writer. Fully to unfold the argument,
we might travel through the greater part of the epistle ;

but one or two

passages may suffice. In chap, vii, 27, speaking of Christ as our high

priest, he says,
" Who needeth not daily as those high priests, to offer up

sacrifices, first for his own sins, and then for the people's, for this
(latter)

he did once when he offered up himself." The circumstance of his offering

sacrifice not daily, but " once for all," marks the superior value and

efficacy of his sacrifice ;
his offering up this sacrifice " of himself" for

the sins of the people, as the Jewish high priest offered his animal sa-

crifices for the sins of the people, marks the similarity of the act ; in

both cases atonement was made, but with different degrees of efficacy ;

but unless atonement for sin was in reality made by his thus offering up
"
himself," the virtue and efficacy of Christ's sacrifice would be inferior

to that of the Aaronical priesthood, contrary to the declared design and

aigument of the epistle. Let us, also, refer to chap, ix, 13, 14,
" For if

the blood of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of a heifer sprinkling the

unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh," so as to fit the offender

for joining in the service of the tabernacle,
" how much more shall the

blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself without

spot to God, purge your consciences from dead works, to serve the living

Gov." The comparison here lies in this, that the Levitical sacrifices

2
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cxpiuted legal punishments; but did not in themselves acquit the people

ahsolutely in respect to God, as the Governor and .Judge of mankind ;

bill tiial the blood of Christ extends its virtue to the conscience, and

cases it of all guilty terror of the wrath to come on account of " dead

works," or works which deserve death under the universal, mora) law.

The ground of this comparison, however, Ues in the real efficacy of each

of these expiations. Each "purifies," each delivers frcjii guiU, but the

latter only as "
pertaining to the conscience," and the mode in each

case is by expiation. But to interpret the purging of the conscience, as

thf Socinians, of mere dissiiHsion from dead works to come, or as

descriptive of the power of Christ to acquit men, upon their repent-

ance, declaratively destroys all just similitude between the blood of

Christ and that of the animal sacrifices, and the argument amounts to

nothing.

We conclude with a passage, to which we have before adverted,

which institutes a comparison between the Levitical purification of the

holy places made with hands, and the purification of the heavenly places

bv l!ie blood of Christ. " And almost all things are by the law purged with

blood, and without shedding of blood is no remission. Ii was therefore ne-

cessary that the patterns of things in the heavens should be purified with

these ;
but the heavenly things themselves with better sacrifices than

these. For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with hands,

which are figures of the true, but into heaven itself, now to appea,r in

the presence of God for us." To enter into the meaning of this passage,

we are to consider that God dwelt personally among the Israelites
;
that

the sanctuary and tabernacle are represented as polluted by their sins,

and even corporal impurities, tlie penalty of which was death, unless

atoned for, or expiated according to law, and that all unclean persons
were debarred access to the tabernacle and the service of God. until

expiation was made, and purification thereby effected. It was under

these views that the sin offerings were made on the day of expiation, to

which the apostle alludes in the above passage. Then the high priest

entered into the holy of holies, with the blood of sacrifices, to make
atonement both for himself and the «liiilo people. He first oflfered tor

himself and for his house a bullock, and sprinkled the blood of it upon and

before the mercy seat within the veil. Allerward he killed a goat for a

pin olleriiig for the people and sprinkled the blood in like manner.

This was called oloning for, or hdlloiriiig and reconrUhig the liolv place,

and the tabernacle of the congregation,
" because of the uncleanness

of the children of Israel, and because of their transgressions in all

Iheir sins." The efi'ect of all this was the remission of sins, which is

representod by the scape goal, who carried away the sins which had

been confessed over him, with imposition of hands; and the purification

of the priests and people, so that their holv places were made acc»'

2
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siblo to them, and they were allowed, without fear of the <fe<rtA which had

been threatened, to " draw near" to God.

We have already shown that here the holy places made with hands,

and the " true holy places," of which they were the figures, were

purified and opened, each in the same wav, by the sprinkling of the

blood of the victims—the patterns or emblems of things in the iieavea?,

by the blood of animals, the heavenly places themselves by
• better

sacrifices," and that the ursjumcnt of the apostle forbids us to sup-

pose that he is speaking figuratively. Let us, then, merely mark the

correspondence of the type and antitype in this case, as exhibited by
the apostle. He compares the legal sacrifices and that of Christ in the

similar purification of the respective Ayia or sanctuaries to which each

had relation. The Jewish sanctuary on earth was purified, that is,

opened and made accessible by the one ; the celestial sanctuary, the

true and everlasting seat of God's presence, by the other. Accordingly,
in other passages, he pursues the parallel still farther, representing
Christ as procuring for men, by his death, a happy admission into hea-

ven, as the sin ofTerings of the law obtained for the Jews a safe entrance

into the tabernacle on earth. "
Having, therefore, brethren, boldness to

enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way,
which he hath consecrated for us through the veil, that is to say, his flesh

;

and having a high priest over the house of God, let us draw near with

a true heart, in full assurance of faith, having oar hearts sprinkled from

an evil conscience, and our bodies washed with pure water." Thus, also,

he tells us that " we are sanctified by the offering of the body of Christ

Jesus," and that as th< bodies of those animals whose blood was carried

into the^ holy of hoUes by the high priest, to make an atonement for sin,

were burned " without the camp," so also Jesus suffered without the

gate,
" that he might sanctify tiie people with his own blood."

The notion that sacrificial terms are applied to the death of Christ

by rhetorical figure is, then, sufficiently refuted by the foregoing con-

siderations. But it has been argued, that as there is, in many respects,

a want of literal conformity between the death of Christ and the sacra-

fices of the law, a considerable license of figurative interpretation must

be allowed. Great confusion of ideas on this subject has resulted from

not observing a very obvious distinction which exists between figurative

and analogical language. It by no means follows, that when language
cannot be interpreted literally it must be taken figuratively, or by way of

rhetorical allusion. This distinction is well made by a late writer.

{Veysies'' Bampton Lectures.)

"Figurative language," he observes, "<loes not arise from the real

nature of the thing to which it is transferred, but only from the imagina-

tion of him who transfers it. So, a man of courage is figuratively called

a lion, not because the real nature of a lion belonijs to iiiin, but because'

a
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one quality wiiicli characterizes this animal belongs lo him in an emi

nent degree, and tlie imagination conceives of them as partakers of i

common nature, and applies to them one common name. ISiit tliere ii

a species of language, usually called analogical, which, though noi

strictly proper, is far from being merely ligurative, tlie terms being

transferred from one tiling lo another, not because llie things are similar,

but because they are in similar relations. The term thus traiisferrpd,

is as truly signiticant of the real nature of the thing, in the relation in

which it stands, as it coidd be, were it the primitive and proper woid.

'Ihus the term foot properly signifies the lower extremity of an ai i-

raal, or that on which it stands
; but, because the lower extremity or

base of a mountain is to the mountain what the foot is to the animal, it

is theretore called the same name, and the term thus applied is
sigiiifi-

cant of something rea/, something which, if not a. foot in strict propriety

of speech, is, nevertheless truly so, considered with respect to the circum-

stance upon which the analogy is founded. But this mode of expression
is more common with respect to our mental and intellectual faculties and

operations, which we are wont to denominate by words borrowed from

similar functions of the bodily organs and corresponding attributes of

material things. Thus to see, is properly to acquire impressions of sensi.

ble objects by the organs of sight ; but to the 7iiiiid is also attributed an

eye, with which we are analogically said to see objects intelli'clun}. In

like manner, great and little, equal and unequal, smooth and rough,
sweet and sour, are properly attributes of mati^rial substances; but thev

are analogically ascribed to such as are immaterial
;

for without intend-

ing a Hgure, we speak of a greal mind, and a little mind ; and the natural

temper of one man is said to be equal, smooth, and su-eet, while that of

another is called unequal, rough, and sour. And if we thus express such

intellectual things a-^ fall more immediately under our observation, we

cannot wonder that things spiritual and Divine, which are more removed

from our direct inspection, should be exhibited to our apprehension in the

same maimer. The conceptions which we thus form, may be imperfect

and iiiade(|uate ;
but they are, nevertheless, just and true, consequently

the language in which they are expressed, although borrowed, is not

merely figurative, but is significant of something real in the things

concerned."

'I'd apply this to the case before us, the blood or life of Chn-it is

c; lied our ransom and the price of our redemption. Now, admitting
thai these expressions are not to be understood literally, does it follow

that they cojitain mere figure and allusion ? By no means. 'I'hey con-

tain truth anil realiti/. Christ came lo redeem us from the power of

sill and Satan, by paying for our deliverance no less a price than his

own blood. "In him we have redemption througii his blood." "The
Son of man came to give his life a ransom for many ;" and wc are

2
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taught, by this representation, that the blood of Christ, in the deliverance

or' sinful man, corresponds to a price or ransom in the deliverance of a

captive, and consequently is a price or ransom, if not literahy, at least

really and truly.

When Christ is called " our passover," the same analogical use of

terms is manifest, and in several other passages which will be familiar

to thi! reader
;
but we hesitate' to apply the same rule of interpretation

throughout, and to say with the author just quoted, and Archbishop

Magoe, who refers to him on this point with approbation, that Christ is

called a " sin offering" and a " sacrifice" analogically. These terms,

on the contrary, are used properly, and must be understood literally.
—

For what was an expiatory sacrifice under the law, but the offering of

the life of an innocent creature in the place of the guilty, and that, in

order to obtain his exemption from death ? The death of Christ is as

literally an offering of himself " the just for the unjust," to exempt the

latter from death. The legal sin offerings cleansed the body and quali-

fied for the ceremonial worship prescribed by the law
;
and the blood

of Christ as truly purifies the conscience and consecrates to the spirit-

ual service required by the Gospel. The circiimstatices differ, but the

things themselves are not so much analogical as identical in their

nature, though differing in circumstances, that is, so far as the legal

sacrifices had any efficacy, per se ; but, in another and a higher view, the

sacrifice of Christ was the only true sacrifice, and the Levitical ones

were but the appointed types of that. If, therefore, in this argument, we

may refer to the Mosaic sacrifices, to fix the sense in which the New
Testament uses the sacrificial terms in which it speaks of the death of

Christ,, against an objector; yet, in fact, the sacrifices of the law are to

be interpreted by the sacrifice of Christ, and not the latter by them.—
They are rather analogical with it, than it with them. There was a

previous ordination of pardon through the appointed sacrifice of the Lamb
of God, " slain from the foundation of the world," to which they all, in

different degrees, referred, and of which they were but the visible and

sensible monitors " for the time present."

As to the objection, that the Jewish sacrifices had no reference to the

expiation of moral transgression, we obser\ e,

1. That a distinction is to be made between sacrifice as a par) of

the theo-political law of the Jews, and sacrifice as a consuetudinary rite,

practised b; their fathers, and by them also previous to the giving of

the law fron Mount Sinai, and taken up into the Mosaic institute. This

was continued partly on its original ground, and partly, and w ith addi-

tions, as a branch of the polity under which the Jews were placed.

With this rite they were familiar before the law, and even before the

exodus from Egypt.
" Let us go," says Moses to Pharaoh,

" we pray

thee, three days' journey into the desert, and sacrifice to the Lord our
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God, lest he fall upon us with pestilence or with the sword." Here
sacrifice is spoken of, and that with reference to expiation, or the avert,

ing of the Divine displeasure. There is in this, too, an acknowledg.
ment of offences, as the reason of sacrificing ;

but these offences could

iiot be against the forms and ceremonies of an institute which did not

then exist, and must, therefore, have been moral offences. Wc may
add to this, that in the books of Leviticus and Exodus, Moses speaks
of sacrifices as a previous practice, and, in some cases, so far from pro-

scribing the act, does no more than regulate the mode. " If his offer

ing be a burnt sacrifice of the herd, let him offer a male." Had theii

sacrifices, therefore, reference only to case? of ceremonial offence, then

it would follow that they had been deprived of the worship of their

ancestors, which respected the obtaining of the Divine favour in the

forgiveness of moral offences, and that they obtained, as a substitute, a

kind of worship which respected only ceremonial cleansings, and a

ceremonial reconciliation. They had this, manifestly, as the tvpe of

something higher ; and they had also the patriarchal rites with renewed

sanctions and under new regulations ;
and thus there was a real advance

in the spirituality of their worsliip, while it became, at the same time,

flBore ceremonial and exact.

2. That the offerings which were formerly prescribed under the law

had reference to moral transgressions, as well as to external aberrations

from the purity and exactness of the Levitical ritual.

" Atonement" is said to be made " for sins committed against any
of the commandments of the Lord." It appears also, that sins of
"
ignorance" included all sins which were not ranked in the class

of "
presumptuous sins," or those to which death was inevitably an-

nexed by the civil law, and, therefore, must have included many cases

of moral transgression. For some specific instances of this kind,

sin offerings were enjoined, such as lying, theft, fraud, extortion, and

perjury. (3)

3. That if all the sin offerings of the Levitical institute had respected

legal atonement and ceremonial purification, nothing could have been

collected from that circumstance to invalidate the true sacrifice of

Christ. It is of the nature of a type to be inferior in efficacy to the

antitype ;
and the Apostle Paul himself argues, from the invalidity of

Levitical sacrifices to take away guilt from the conscience, the superior

eflicacy uf the sacrifice of Christ. It follows, then, that as truly as

they were legal atonements, so truly was Christ's death a moral atone,

ment ;
as tndy as they purified the flesh, so truly did his sacrifice

purify the conscience.

(3) Vide Outran! De Sac. ; Uallet's Notes and Discourses ; Hammond and Ro.

senmuller in Heb. it; Richie's Pec. Doctrine.

2
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CHAPTER XXn.

Redemption-—Pmmitive Sacrifices.

To the rite of sacrifice before the law, practised in the patriarchal

ages, up to the first family, it may be proper to give some considera-

tion, both for the farther elucidation of some of the topics above stated,

and for the purpose of exhibiting the harmony of those dispensations of

religion which were made to fallen man in dilTerent ages of the world.

That the ante-Mosaic sacrifices were expiatory, is the first point which

it is necessary to establish. It is not, indeed, at all essential to the

argument, to ascend higher than the sacrifices of the law, which we have

already proved to be of that character, and by which the expiatory effi-

cacy of the death of Christ is represetated in the New Testament.—
This, however, was also the character of the more ancient rites of the

patriarchal Church
;
and thus we see the same principles of moral

government, which distinguish the Christian and Mosaic dispensations,

carried still higher as to antiquity, even to the family of the first

mail, the first transgressor ;

" without shedding of blood there was no

remission."

The proofs that sacrifices of atonement made a part of the religious

system of the patriarchs who Uved before the law, are first the distribu-

tion of beasts into clean and unclean, which we find prior to the flood of

Noah. This is a singular distinction, and one which could not then have

reference lo food, since animal food was not allowed to man prior to^the

deluge ;, and as we know of no other ground fpr the distinction, except

that of sacrifice, it must, therefore, have had reference to the selection

of victims to be solemnly offered to God, as a part of worship, and as

the means of drawing near to him by expiatorj- rites for the forgiveness

of sins. Some, it is true, have regarded this distinction of clean and

unclean beasts as used by Moses by v/ay of prolepsis, or anticipation, a

notion which, if it could not be refuted by the context, would be per-

fectly arbitrary. But not only are the beasts, which Noah was to

receive into the ark, spoken of as clean and unclean
;

but in the com-

mand to fake them into the ark, a diflference is made in the number to

be preserved, the former being to be received by sevens, and the latter

by tico of a kind. This shows that this distinction among beasts had

been established in the time of Noah, and thus the assumption of a pro-

lepsis is refuted. In the law of Moses a similar distinction is made ;

but the only reasons given for it are two : in this manner, those victims

which God would allow to be used for piacular purposes, were marked

out ;
and by this distinction those animals were designated whicli were

permitted for food. The former only can, therefore, be considered as

2
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the ground of this distinction among the antediluvians
;

for tlie critical

attempts which have been made to show that animals were allowed to

man for food, previous to the flood, have wholly failed.

A second argument is funiislied by the prohibition of blood for food,

after animals had been granted to man for his sustenance along with the

" herb of the field." This prohibition is repeated by Moses to tho

Israelites, with this explanation,
" I liave given it upon the altar, to

make an atonement for your souls." From Ibis " additional reasoD,"

as it has been called, it has been argued, that the doctrine of the aton-

ing power of blood was new, and was then, for the first time, announced

by Moses, or the same reason for the prohibition would have been

given to Noah. To this we may reply, 1. That unless the same reason

be supposed as the ground of the prohibition of blood to Noah, as that

given by Moses to the Jews, no reason at all can be conceived for this .

restraint being put upon ihe appetite of mankind from Noah to Moses
;

and yet we have a prohibition of a most solemn kind, which in itself

could have no reason enjoined, without any external reason being either

given or conceivable. 2. That it is a mistake to suppose, that the

declaration of Moses to the Jews, that God had "
given them the blood

for an atonement," is an additional reason for the interdict, not to be

found in the original prohibition to Noah. The whole passage in Lev.

xvii, is,
" And thou sbalt say to them. Whatsoever man there be of the

house of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn among you, tliat eateth

any manner of blood, I will even set my face against that soul, that eat-

eth blood, and I will cut him olf froih among his people, for the life

of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it upon the altar, to make
atonement for your souls ; for it is Ihe blood (or life) that raaketh

atonement for the soul." The great reason, then, of the prohibition of

blood is. that it is the life ; and what follows respecting atonement, is

exegetical of this reason
;
the life is in the blood, and the blood or life is

given as an atonement. Now, by turning to the original prohibition in

Genesis, we find that precisely the same reason is given.
" But the

flesh with the blood, which is Ihe
life thereof, shall ye not eat." The

reason, then, being the same, the question is, whether the exegesis

added by Moses, must not necessarily be understood in the general rea-

son given for the restraint to Noah. Blood is prohibited for this reason,

that it is ihe
life ; and Moses adds, that it is "the blood," or

life
•' which

makes atonement." Let any one attempt to discover anv reason fol

the prohibition of blood to Noah, in the mere circumstance that it is

"the life," and he will find it impossible. It is no reason at all, moral

or instituted, except that as it was life substituted for life, the life of the

animal in sacrifice for the life of man, and that it had a sacred appro-

priation. The manner, too, in which Moses introduces the subject, is

indicative that, though he was renewing a prohibition, he was not
pi\l>>
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lishiiig a " new doctrine ;" he does not teach his people that God had

then given, or appointed, blood to make atonement
;
but he prohibits them

from eating it, because he had made this appointment, without reference

to time, and as a subject with which they were familiar. Because the

blood was the life, it was sprinkled upon, and poured out at the altar :

and we have in the sacrifice. of the paschal lamb, and the sprinkling of

its blood, a sufficient proof, that before the giving of the law, not onlv

was blood not eaten, but was appropriated to a sacred, sacrificial pur-

pose. Nor was this confined to the Jews
;

it was customary with the

Romans and Greeks, who, in like manner, poured out and sprinkled

the blood of victims at their altars, a rite derived, probably, from the

Egyptians, as they derived it, not from Moses, but from the sons

of Noah. The notion, indeed, that the blood of the victims was

peculiarly sacred to the gods, is impressed upon all ancient pagan

nnthology.

Thirdly, the sacrifices of the patriarchs were those of animal victims,

and their use was to avert the displeasure of God from sinning men.

Thus in the case of Job, who, if it could be proved that he did not live

before the law, was, at least, not under the law, and in whose country

the true patriarchal theology was in force, the prescribed burnt offering

was for the averting the " wrath" of God, which was kindled against

Eliphaz and his two friends, "lest," it is added, "I deal with you after

your folly." Tlie doctrine of expiation could not, therefore, be more

explicitly declared. The burnt offerings of Noah, also, after he left the

ark, served to avert the "
cursing of the ground any more for man's

sake," that is, for man's sin, and the "
smiting any more every thing

living." , In like manner, the end of Abel's oflTering was pardon and

acceptance with God, and by it these were attained, for " he obtained

witness that he was righteous." But as this is the first sacrifice which

we have on record, and has given rise to some controversy, it may be

considered more largely : nt present, however, the only question is its

expiatory character.

As to the matter of the sacrifice, it was an animal oflTering.
" Cain

brought of the fruit of the ground, and Abel he also brought of the

firstlings of his fnek, and of the fat thereof;" or, m?re literally,
" the

fat of them," that is, according to the Hebrew idiom, the fattest or best

of his flock. Le Clerc and Grotius would understand Abel to have

offered the wool and milk of his flock, which interpretation, if no critical

diflRculty opposed it, would be rendered violently improbable by the cir-

cumstance that neither wool nor milk is ever mentioned in Scripture as

fit oblations to God. But to translate the word rendered firstlings, by

best and finest, and then to suppose an ellipsis,
and supply it with wool,

is Mli.lly arbitrary, and contradicted by the import of the word itself.

Bui, as Dr. Kennicott remarks, the matter is set at rest by the context ;

2
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"
for, if it be allowed by all, that Cain's bringing of the fnnt of the

ground, means his bringing the fruit (itself) of the ground, then Abel's

bringing of tlie firstlings of his flock must, liitewise, mean his bringing

the firstlings of his flock" (tlieniseives.) [Two Dissertations. See also

Magee^s Discourses.)

This is farther supported by the import of the phrase irXeiova imfiav,

used' by the apostle in the Epistle to the Hebrews, when speaking of

the sacrifice of Abel. Ou. translators have rendered it
" a more excel,

lent saciifice." VVicklitTe translates it, as Archbishop Magee observes,

uncouthly, but in the full -sense of the original,
" a much more sacri-

fice ;" and the controversy which has been had on this point is, whether

this epithet of '• much more," or "
fuller," refers to quantity or quality ;

whether it is to be understood in the sense of a more abundant, or of a

belter, a more excellent sacrifice. Dr. Kennicott takes it in the sense

of measure and quantity, as well as quality, and supposes that Abel

brought a double offering of the firstlings of his flock, and of the fruit of

the ground also. His criticism has been very satisfactorily refuted by

Archbishop Magee ; {Discourses on Atonement ;) and Mr. Davison, who

has written an acute work in reply to those parts of that learned prelate's

work on the atonement, which relate to the Divine origin of the primi-

live sacrifices, has attempted no answer to this criticism, and only

observes that " the more abundant sacrifice is the more probable signifi-

cation of the passage, because it is the more natural force of the term

rXeicva when applied to a subject, as Surfiav, capable of measure and

quantity." This is but assumption ;
and we read the term in other

passages of Scripture, (as in Matt, vi, 25,
" Is not the life more than

meat, and the body than raiment ?") where the idea of quantity is neces-

sarily excluded, and that of superiority and excellence of quality, is as

necessarily intended. But why is this stress laid on quantity? Are wo

to admit the strange principle that an offering is acceptable to God,

because of its quantity alone, and that the quantity of sacrifice, when

even no measure has been prescribed by any law of God, has an abso-

lute connection with the state of the heart of an offerer? Frequency or

non-frequency of offering might have some claim to be considered as

this indication
; but, certainly, the quantity of gifts, where, according to

the opinion of those generally who adopt this view, sacrifices had not

yol been subjected to express regulation, would be a very imperfect

indication. If the quantity of a sacrifice could at all indicate, under

such circumstances, any moral quality, that quality would be gratitude ;

but then we must suppose Abel's offering to have been eiicharistic.

Here, however, the sacrifice of Abel was that of animal victims, and it

was indicative oi faith, a quality not to l>e made manifest by the iiuwi-

Illy of an offering made, for the one has no relation to the other ;
and

the sacrifice itself was, as we shall see, of a strictly expiatory character

2
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This will more fully appear, if we look at the import of the words af

(he apostle in some views, which have not always been brought fully out

in what has been more recently written on the subject.
"
By faith

.\bel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain, by which

he obtained witness, that he was righteous, God testifying of his

gifts ; and by it, he being dead yet speaketh."

What is the meaning of the apostle, when he says that it was wit-

nessed or testified to Abel that he was righteous ? His doctrine is, that

men are sinners ;
that all, consequently, need pardon ; and to be de-

clared, witnessed, or accounted righteous, are, according to his stvle of

writing, the same as to be justified, pardoned, and dealt with as right-

eous. Thus, he argues that " Abraham believed God, and it was

accounted to him for righteousness"
—" that faith was reckoned to Abra

ham for righteousness"
—" that he received the sign of circumcision, a

seal," a visible, confirmatory, declaratory, and witnessing mark " of the

righteousness which he had by faith." In these cases we have a

similarity so striking, that they can scarcely fail to explain each other.

In both, sinful men are placed in the condition of righteous men—the

instrument, in both cases, is failh ; and the transaction is, in both cases

also, pubUcly and sensibly witnessed ; as to Abraham, by the sign of

circumcision
;
as to Abel, by a visible acceptance of his sacrifice, and

the rejection of that of Cain.

But it is said,
" St. Paul affirms that Abel, by the acceptance of his

sacrifice, gained the testimony of God, that he was a righteous man.

He affirms, therefore, that it was his personal habit of righteousness to

which God vouchsafed the testimony of his approbation, by that accept,

ance of his offering. The antecedent faith in God, which produced

that habit of a religious life, commended his sacrifice, and the Divine

testimony was not to the specifc form of his oblations
;
but to his actual

righteousness." [Davison's Inquiry into the Origin and Intent of Primi-

tive Sacrifice.)

The objections to this view of the matter are many.
1. It leaves out entirely all consideration of the difference between

the sacrifice of Abel and that of Cain, and places the reason of the

acceptance of one and the rejection of the other wholly in the moral

character of the offerers
;
whereas St. Paul most unequivocally places

the acceptance of Abel's offering upon its nature and the principle of

faith which originated it. For, whether we translate the phrase above

referred to,
" a more excellent sacrifice," or " a more abundant sacri-

fice," it is put in contrast with the offering of Cain, and its peculiar

nature cannot be left out of the account. By Mr. Davison's interpre-

tation, the designation given to Abel's offering by the apostle is entirelj

overlooked.

2. The " faith" of .\bel, in this transaction, is also passed over as a

2
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consideration in the acceptance of his sacrifice. It is, indeed, brought

in as " an antecedent faith, which produced the habit of a rehgious hfe,"

and thus mediately
" commended the sacrifice ;" but, in fact, on this

ground any other influential grace or principle might be said to have

commended his sacrifice, as well as faith
; any thing which tended to

produce
" the haJ)it of a religious life," his fear of God, his love of God,

as eflectually as bis faitli in God. There is, then, this manifest differ,

ence between this representation of the case and that which is given by
St. Paul, that the oue makes " the habit of a religious life," the imme-

diate, and faitli but the remote reason of the acceptableness of Abel's

gifts ;
while the other assigns a direct efficacy to the faith of Abel, and

the kind of sacrifice by which that faith was expressed, and of which it

was the immediate result.

3. In Ibis chapter the apostle is not speaking of faith under the view

of its tendency to induce a holy life ;
but of faith as producing certain

acts of very various kinds, which being followed by manifest tokens of

the Divine favour, showed how acceptable faith is to God, or how it

"
pleases him," according to his own position laid down in the com-

mencement of tiie chapter
—" Without faith it is impossible to please

God." Abel had faith, and he expressed that faith by the kind of sacri-

fice lie offered ;
it was in this way that his faith "

pleased God ;" it

pleased him as a principle, and by the act to which it led, and that act

was the offering of a sacrifice to God different trom that of Cam. Cain

had not this faith, whatever might be its object; and Cain accordingly

did not bring an offering to which God had "
respect." That which

vitiated the offering of Cain was the want of this faith, for his offering

was not significant of faith ;
that which "

pleased God," in the case of

Abel, was his faith, and he had "
respect" to his offering, because it was

the expression of that fahh, and upon his faith so expressing itself, God

witnessed to him " that he was righteous."

So, certainly, do the words of St. Paul, when commenting upon this

transaction, establish it against the author above quoted, that Abel's

sacrifice was accepted, because of its immediate connection with nis

faith, for, bv faitli he is said to have offered it; and all that, whatever

it might be, which made Abel's offering differ from that of Cain, whe-

ther abundance, or hind, or both, was the result of this faith. So clearly,

also, is it laid dnwn bv the apostle that Abel was witnessed to be "
right-

eous," not with reference to any previous "habit of a religious life," but

with reference to his faith ; and not to his faith as leading to personal

righteousness, but to his faith as expressing itself by his offering "a more

excellent sacrifice."

Mr. Davison, in support of his opinion, adopts the argument of many
before him, that " the rest of Scripture s|)eaks to Abel's personal right,

eovsnes.t. Thus, in St. John's distinction between Cain and Abel,
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wherefore slew he him? because his own works were evil, and his

brother's righteous.' Thus in the remonstrance of God with Cain, that

remonstrance with Cain's envy for the acceptance of Abel's offering is

directed, not to the mode of their sacrifice, but to the good and evil

doings of their respective lives—' If thou doest well, shalt thou not be ac-

cepted, and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door.'
"

{Inquiry, <^c.)

With respect to the words in St. John, they may be allowed to refer

to Abel's "
personal righteousness," without affecting the statement of

St Paul in the least. It would be a bad rule of criticism yu/Zy to ex-

plain the comments of one sacred writer upon a transaction, the principle

and nature of which he explains professedly, by the remark of another,

when the subject is introduced only allusively and incidentall)'. St.

John's words must not here be brought in to qualify St. Paul's exposi-

tion
;
but St. Paul's exposition to complete the incidental allusion of St.

John. Both apostles agreed that no man was righteous personally, till

he was made righteous by forgiveness ;
accounted and witnessed right-

eous by faith
;
and both agree that from that follows a personal right-

eousness. If St. John, then, refers to Abel's personal righteousness, he

refers to it as flowing from his justification and acceptance with God,

and by that personal righteousness the " wrath" of Cain, which was first

excited by the rejection of his sacrifice, was, probably ripened into the

" hatred" which led on his fratricide
;

for it does not appear that he

committed that act immediately upon the place of sacrifice, but at some

subsequent period ; and, certainly, it was not the antecedent holy life

of Abel which first produced Cain's displeasure against his brother, for

this is expressly attributed to the transactions of the day in which each

brought ^his offering to the Lord. St. John's reference to Abel's per-

sonal righteousness does not, therefore, exclude a reference also, and

even primarily to his faith as its instrumental cause, and the source of

its support and nourishment
; and, we may add, that it is St. John's

rule, and must be the rule of every New Testament writer, to regard

a man's submission to, or rejection of, God's method of saving men

by faith, as the best evidence of personal righteousness, or the contrary.

As to Genesis iv, 7,
" If thou doest well, shalt thou not be accepted ;

and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door," in order to show that

it cannot be proved from this passage, that Abel's offering was accepted

because of his personal righteousness, it is not necessary to avail our-

selves of Lightfoot's view of it, who takes " sin" to be the ellipsis of sin

offering, as in many places of Scripture. For and against this render-

ing much ingenious criticism has been employed, for which the critics

roust be consulted. (4) The interpretation which supposes Cain to be

(4) Nearly all that can be said on this interpretation will be found in Magee'a

Discourses on tlie Atonement, and Davison*s Reply to his criticism, in his In-

•quiry into the Origin of Primitive Sacrifice.

• Vol. II. 12
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referred to a sin offering, an animal victim ''

lying at the door," is, at

best, doubtful
;
but if this be conceded, the argument framed upon the

declaration to Cain,
" if thou doest well, shall not thou be accepted,"

as though the reason of the acceptance of Abel's sacrifice was in " well

doing" in the moral sense only, is wholly groundless, since the apostle

80 explicitly refers the reason of the acceptance of his sacrifice to his

faith, as before established. It is enough to show that there is nothing

in these words to contradict this, even if we take them in the most ob-

vious sense, and omit the consideration that the Hebrew text has, in this

place, been disturbed, of which there are strong indications. The pas-

sage mav be taken in two views. Either to " do well," may mean to do

as Abel had done, viz. to repent and bring those sacrifices which should

express his faith in God's appointed method of pardoning and accepting

men, thus submitting himself wholly to God
;
and then it is a merciful

intimation that Cain's rejection was not final ; but that it depended upon

himself, whether he would seek God in sincerity and truth. Or the

words mav be considered as a declaration of the principles of God's

righteous government over men. " If thou doest well," if thou aart

righteous and unsiiining, thou shalt be accepted as such, without sacri-

fice
;

" but if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door," and is chargea-

ble upon thee with its consequence ; thus, after declaring his moral

condition, leaving it to himself to seek for pardon in the method esta.

blished in the first family, and which Cain must be supposed to have

known as well as Abel, or, otherwise, we must suppose that they had

received no religious instruction at all from Adam their father. To the

former view of the sense of the passage it cannot be objected that to

ofier proper sacrifices from a right principle cannot be called, in the

common and large sense " to do well," for even " to believe" is called

" a work" by our Saviour ;
and the sacrifice of Abel was, moreover, aa

act, or a series of acts, which were the expressions of his faith, and,

therefore, might be called a dtring well, witiiout any violence. Agreeably
to this, the whole course of the submission of the Jews to the laws con-

cerning their sacrifices, is often, in Scripture, designated by the terms

obedience, and ways, and doinijs. The second interpretation corres-

ponds to .the great axiom of moral government alluded to by St. Paul,
" This do and thou shalt live," which is so far from excluding the doc
trine of justification by faith, that it is. the ground on which he argues it,

inasmuch as it shuts out the justification of men by law when it has once

been violated.

If, then, it has been established that the faith of Abel had an imm«.

diate connection with his sacrifice ; and both with bis being accepted as

righteous, that la, justified, in St. Paul's use of the term, to what had his

faitii respect ? The particular object of the faith of the elders, celebrated

in Hebrews xi, is to be deduced from the circumstances adduced af
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illustrative of the existence and operation of this great principle, and

by which it manifested itself. Let us illustrate this, and then ascer-

tain the objects of Abel's faith also from the manner of its mani-

festation, from the acts in which it embodied and rendered itself con-

spicuous. L /
Faith is, in this chapter, taken in the sense of affiance in God, and, as

such, it can only be exercised toward God as to all particular acts, in

those respects, in which we have some authority to confide in him

This supposes revelation, and, in particular, some promise or declaration

on his part, as the warrant for every act of affiance. When, therefore,

it is said that "
by faith Enoch was translated that he should not see

death," it must be supposed that he had some promise or intimation to

this effect, on which, improbable as the event was, he nobly relied, and

in the result God honoured his faith before all men. The faith of Noah
had immediate respect to the threatened flood, and the promise of God
to preserve him in the ark which he was commanded to prepare. The
faith of Abraham had different objects. In one of the instances which

this chapter records, it respected the promise of the land of Canaan to

his posterity, and alb^ the promise of the heavenly inheritance, of which

that was the type
• wnich faith he publicly manifested by

"
sojourning

in the land of promise, as in a strange country," and "
dwelling in taber-

nacles," rather thai? taking up a permanent residence in any of its cities,

because " he looked for a city which hath foundations." In the case of

the offering of Isaac, he believed that God would raise his immolated

son from the dead, and the ground of his faith is stated, in verse 18, to

be the promise, "in Isaac shall thy seed be called." The faith of Sarah

respected the promise of issue,
—" she judged him faithful who had pro.

mised." "By faith Isaac blessed Jacob and Esau concerning things to

come," which faith had for its object the revelation made to him by
God as to the future lot of the posterity of his two sons. The chapter
is filled with other instances expressed or implied ; and from the whole,

as well as from the nature of the thing, it will appear that when the

apostle speaks of the faith of the elders in its particular acts, he

represents it as having respect to some promise, declaration, or revela-

tion of God.

This revelation was necessarily antecedent to the faith
; but it is also

to be observed, that the acts by which the faith was represented, when-

I ver it was represented by particular acts, and when the case admitted

it, had a natural and striking conformity and correspondence to the

previous revelation. So Noah built the. ark, which indicated that he

had heard the threat of the world's destruction by water, and had re-

ceived the promise of his own and family's preservation, as well as that

of a selection of the beasts of the earth
;

to all which the means of pre-

servation, by which his faith was represented, and which it led him te>

2
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adopt, corrc.s|>onded. When Abraham Mcnt into C;inaan, at the com-

mand of God, and upon the promise that that country should become

the inheritance of his descendants, he showed his faith by taking pos-

session of it for them in anticipation, and his residence there indicated

the iiind of promise which he had received. When lie lived in thai

promised land in tents, though opulent enough to have established him>

self in a more settled state, the very manner in which his faith expressed

itself, showed that he had received the promise of a " better country,"

which made him willing to be a "stranger and wanderer on earth ;"

for "
they that say such things," says the apostle, namely, that they are

strangers and pilgrims, "confessing" it by these significant acts, "declare

plainly that they seek a country,"
" that is, a heavenly." Thus, also,

when Moses's faith expressed itself, in his refusing to be called the son

of Pharaoh's daughter, this also clearly indicated that he had received

the promise of something higher and more excellent than " the riches

of Egypt," which he renounced, even " the recompense of the reward,"

to which, we are told, "he had respect." When his faith manifested

itself by his forsaking Egypt at the head of his people,
" not fearing the

wrath of the king," this indicated that he had received a promise of

protection and success, and he, therefore,
" endured as seeing Him who

is invisible."

If, then, all these instances show, that when the faith which the apos-

tle commends exhibits itself in some particular act, that act has a cor-

respondency to the previous promise of revelation, which faith must have

for its ground and reason, then are we constrained to interpret the acts

of Abel's faith, so as to make them also correspond with some antece-

dent revelation, or rather, we must suppose that the antecedent revela.

tion, though not expressly stated, (which is also the case in several other

of the instances which are given in the chapter,) must have corresponded
with them. His faith had respect to some previous revelation, and the

nature of the revelation is to be collected from the significant mannei

lu which he declared his faith in it.

Now that which Abel did,
"
by faith," was, if considered generally, to

perform an act of solemn worship, in the confidence that it would he

acceptable to God. This supposes a revelation, immediate or by tradi-

tion, that such acts of worship were acceptable to God, or his faith

could have had no warrant, and would not have been faith, but fancy.

But the case must be considered more particularly. His faith led him

to offer " a more excellent sacrifice" than that of Cain
;
but this as ne-

cessarily implies, that there was some antecedent revelation, to which his

faith, as thus expressed, had respect, and on which that peculiarity of

his offering, which distinguished it from the ofiering of Cain, was found-

ed ; a revelation which indicated, that the way in which God would be

approached acceptably, in solemn worship, was by animal sacrifices.

2
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Without this, too, the faith to which his offering, which was an offering

of the firsthngs of his &otk, had a special fitness and adaptation, could

have had no warrant in Divine authority. But this revelation must

have included, in order to its being the ground of faith, as " the sub-

stance of things hoped for," a promise of a benefit to be conferred, in

which promise Abel might confide. But if so, then this promise must

have been connected, not with the worship of God in general, or per-

formed in any way whatever indifferently, but with his worship by
animal oblations

;
for it was in this way that the faith of Abel indi-

cated itself, specially and distinctively. The antecedent revelation

was, therefore, a promise of a benefit to be conferred, by means of

animal sacrifice
; and we are taught what this benefit was, by that

which was actually received by the offerer—"he obtained witness that

he was righteous ;" which, if the notion of his antecedent righteous,
ness has been refuted, must be interpreted in the sense of a declara-

tion of his personal justification, and acceptance as righteous, upon

forgiveness of his sins. The reason of Abel's acceptance and of Cain's

rejection is hereby made manifest
;
the one, in seeking the Divine

favour, conformed to his established and appointed method of being

approached by guilty men, and the other not only neglected this, but

profanely and presumptuously substituted his own inventions.

It is impossible, then, to allow the act of Abel, in this instance, to havo

been an act oj faith, without allowing that it had respect to a previous
and appropriate revelation

;
a revelation which agreed to all the parts

of that sacrificial action, by which he expressed his faith in it. Had
Abel's sacrifice been eucharistic merely, it would have expressed grati-

tude, byut notfaith ; or if faith in the general sense of confidence m God
that he would receive an act of grateful worship, and reward the wor-

shipper, it did not more express faith than the offering of Cain, who

surely believed these two points, or he would not have brought an offer-

ing of any kind. The offering of Abel expressed a faith which Cain

had not, and the doctrinal principles whic'n Abel's faith respected, were

such as his sacrifice visibly embodied. If it was not, then, an eucha-

ristic sacrifice, it was an expiatory one; and, in fact, it is only in a

sacrifice of this kind, that it is possible to see that faith exhibited, which

4.bel had, and Cain had not. By subsequent sacrifices of expiation,

then, is this early expiarory offering to be explained, and from these if

will be obvious to what doctrines and principles of an antecedent reve-

lation the faith of Abel had respect, and which his sacrifice, the exhibi-

tion of his faith, proclaimed. Confession of the fact of being a sinner—
acknowledgment of the demerit and penalty of sin and death—submis-

nion to an appointed mode of expiation ;
animal sacrifice offered vicari-

'tul.y, but, in itself, a mere type of a better sacrifice,
" the seed of the

woman," appointed to be offered at some future period
—the efficacy of

2
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this appointed method of expiation to obtain forgiveness and to admit

the guilty iiito the Divine favour.

For these rcasDns, we think that the conclusion of many of our an-

cient divines, so admirably embodied in the following words of Archbishop

Magee, is not too strong, but is
t"iilly supported by the argument of the

case, as founded upon the brief hut very explicit declarations of he

history of the transaction in Genesis, and by the comment upon it in

•he Epistle to the Hebrews.
"
Abel, in firm reliance on the promise of God, and in obedience to

his command, ofiered that sacrifice, which had been enjoined as the

religious expression of his faith ; while Cain, disregarding the gracious

assurances that had been vouchsafed, or at least disdaining to adopt the

prescribed mode of manifesting his belief, possibly as not appearing to

his reason to possess any efficacy or natural fitness, thought he had suffi

ciently acquitted himselfof his duty in acknowledging the general super

intendence of God, and expressing his gratitude to the Supreme Bene-

factor, by presenting some of those good things, which he thereby con-

fessed to have been derived from his bounty. In short, Cain, the first

born of the fall, exhibits the first fruits of his parents' disobedience, in

the arrogance and self sufficiency of reason rejecting the aids of reve-

lation, because they fell not within its apprehension of right. He takes

the first place in the annals of Deism, and displays, in his proud rejec-

tion of the ordinance of sacrifice, the same spirit, which, in later days,
has actuated his eidigMened followers, in rejecting the sacrifice of

Christ."

If it should be asked, what evidence we have from Scripture, that

such an antecedent revelation as that to which we have said Abel's faith

must have had respect, was made, the reply is, that if this rested onlv

upon the necessary inferences which, in all fairness and consistencv of

interpretation, we must draw from the circumstances of the transaction,

when combined with the apostle's interpretation of it, the ground would

bo strong enough to enable us to defend it against both the attacks of

Socinians, and of those orthodox divines who, like Mr. Davison, would

wrest it from us, as an unnecessary post to be taken in the combat with

the imjHigners of the Christian doctrine of atonement, or one which is

rather injurious than otherwise to the eHiciency of the more direct ar«-u.

nient. "Such expositions," says Mr. Davisoi^"do evil and disservice

to truth
; they l)ring in a wrong principle ; they enforce a comment

without a text. Such a principle is, undoubtedly, wrong, and has been

the source of much religious speculation." This we grant, and feel

bow important the caution is. But it does not here apply. It is not

enough to say that " the text" is not in the " Mosaic history ;" we must

prove that it is not in the New Testament, or necessarily inipKed in its

comments upon and inferences fn>m Old Testament facts and ret«>

'i
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lions. The " text" itself, supposed to be wanting, may be there, and

even " the coninient" of an inspired writer often suppUes the text, and

his reasoning the premises wanting, in so many « ords, in the brief and

veiled narrative of Moses. An uninspired conmient, we grant, has not

this prerogative ;
but an inspired one has, which is aji important consi-

deration, not to be overlooked. When we say that the manna, which
fell in the wilderness, represented the supply of the spiritual Israel with

the true bread which comes down from heaven, Mr. Davison might reply
this is " the comment ;" but where is " the text ?" We acknowledge
that the text upon which this comment is hung, is not in the history of

Mases ; but the authority of this comment, and, if we may so speak, an

miphed
" test" itself, is to be found in the words of our Lord, who calls

himself " that bread ;" and in the words of St. Paul, who terms the manna
the "

spiritual" or typical bread. If we allege that the "
rock," which

when smitten poured forth its stream to refresh the 'fainting Israelites,

was a figure of Christ, it might, in like manner, be urged that " the text"

is wanting, and, certainly, we should not gather ;hat view from the his-

tory of Moses ; yet
« the comment" is not ours, but that of the apostle,

who says
" that Rock was Christ," which can only be understood as

asserting that it was an instituted and appointed type of Christ. Wher«
we have no intimations of such adumbrations in the persons and trans-

actions of the Old Testament, we are not at liberty to invent them, nor

can we justly carry them beyond what is expressed by our inspired

authority, or naturally and fairly inferred to be from it. On the

other hand we are bound not to interpret the Old Testament with-

out reference to the New
;
and not to disregard that light which the

perfect revelation affords not only by its direct elfulgence, but by
its reflections upon the history of our redemption, up to the earhest

ages.

If it be argued, from the silence of the Mosaic history, that such types

and allusions were not understood as such by the persons among whom

they were first instituted, the answer is, 1. That though thev should

not be supposed capable of understanding them as clearly as we do, vet

it must be supposed, that the spiritual among them had their knowledge
and faith greatly assisted by them, and that they were among those

" wondrous things of the law," which were, in some measure, revealed

to those who prayc 1 with David, that their eyes might be opened
" to

behold them," oi otherwise they were totally without religious use

during ail the ages previous to Christianity, and we must come to the

conclusion that the whole system of tvpes was without edification to the

Jews, and are instructive only to us. If we conclude thus as to types,

we may come to the same conclusion as to the prophecies of Messiah,

to the spiritual meaning and real application of many of wliich there

appears to be as little indication of a key as to the types. But tliis can-
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not be affirmed, for St. Peter tells us, that of thi.» "suKatioii ilie
)>ri.

phets searched diligently who prophesied of the grace that should come

unto vou ; searching what or what manner of time the spirit whicii wn?

in ihein did signify, when it testified heforeiuuid tiic siiUVrings of Chri.^t

and the glory that should follow." The prophecies could, prohably, he

but dimly interpreted ; but something was known of their general mean-

ing, something important was obtained by
" searching" to reward the

search into their import. Tlie same discovery of the general import

and bearing of the types, must also have rewarded a .search equally eager

and pious. If this is not allowed, then they were not types to the an-

cient Church, a position which is contradicted by St. Paul, who declares,

as to one instance, which may serve for the rest, namely, the entering

of " the priest alone once every year into the inner tabernacle," that bv

this " the Holv Ghost signifiijd that the way to the holiest was not vet

made manifest," and that the tabernacle itself, including of course, its

services,
" was a figure for the time then present, in or during

which gifts and sacrifices were offered."

But, 2. We have, in one of the instances before adverted to in He-

brews xi, a direct proof of a distinct revelation, which is nowhere recorded

in the Mosaic history separate from the temporal promise in which it

appears to have been involved. By faith Abraham, having received the

promise of Canaan as " a place which he should afterward receive for

an inheritance," went to sojourn there
;

but by faith also he sojourned

in this land of promise as a stranger, dwelling in tents, "for he looked

for a city which had foundations," for the "heavenly state," and by that

act he, and Isaac, and Jacob, "the heirs with him of the same promise,"

declared plainly that they
" desired a better country, even a heaveMlv."

Of this better country they then received a promise, whicli promise is

not distinctly recorded in the historv of Moses
;
and it must, therefore

have been either included in the promise of Canaan, which was inade to

them and their descendants, as a type, an iinderslood type, of the eternal

and heavenly rest, which is agreeable to the allusioiis of St. Paul in other

parts of the epistle; or else it was matter of separate and unrecord^id

revelation. In either view the history of .Moses is silent, and yet we are

compelled, by the comment of the apostle, and in opposition to the argu-
ment which Mr. Davison and others found upon that silence, to allow

either a collateral revelation, separate from the promise of Canaai o.

that that promise itself had a mystic sense which became the object of

their faith ;
and thus the inspired comment of the apostle suppliers a text

wanting in the history, or an enlarged interpretation of that which is

found in it.

With this case of Abraham, Mr. Davison is evidently perplexed, and

feels how forcibly it hears against his own rules of interpreiins the

Mosaic history of tlv: religion of those early ages. He justly <'0!itei\ds.
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against Grotius and Le Clerc, that the object of the faith recorded in

Hebrews xi, was not always a temporal one. But, then, he proposes
to show " how God, without having granted to those patriarchs the ex.

•plicit revelation of an eternal heavenly stale, a revelation which is no-

where exhibited in the Pentateuch, trained them to the aim and implicit

persuasion of that eternal state by large and indefinite promises of being
' their God' and ' their great reward,' promises to whicli the present life,

as to them, furnished no adequate completion." Thus, then, we are to

conclude, that the heavenly state to which these patriarchs looked, was

a matter of entire inference from the promise that God would be " their

God and their reward," and from the consideration that nothing had

occurred to them, in tliis present life, to be adequate to these promises.
To the latter we may reply that, if this were the only ground •-;" their

faith, they could not have made the inference till the close of lil'e
;

for

how could they know that something adequate to these promises, if not

previously explained to refer chiefly to the future state, might not yet,

though after much delay, occur to them ? But they had this faith from

the very giving of the promises, and, therefore, it was not left to future

inference from circumstances. With respect to the former, that they
inferred that there was a heavenly state, from the promise to Abraham,
" I will be thy God," when no previous

"
explicit revelation" of a future

state was made
;

it not only supposes that the patriarchs had no revela-

tion at all of a future life, no knowledge of the soul's immortality, or of

a general judgment, of which, indeed,
" Enoch prophesied ;" but it is

inconsistent with the public and expressive action, (an action, probably,

intended to be instructive as a symbolical one to all with whom Abra-

ham W!>s connected in Canaan,) that he " dwelt in tents," in order « to

declare jAainly that he sought a better country." This, surely, was not

an action to be founded upon a probable, but still uncertain, inference

from the unexplained general promise,
" I will be thy God ;" but one

which was suited only to express a firm faith in an explicit revelation

and a particular promise.

But the whole of this theory is swept away entirely by the declara.

tion of the apostle,
" These all died in faith, not having received the

PKOMisES," that is, the things promised ;

" but having seen them afar ofl^

and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed that

they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth ;" strangers, not at home,

pilgrims, journeying to it. Now this home, this better coimtry which

they sought, the apostle here expressly says was not to them matter of

itilerence, but the subject of "
promises," in the faith of which they both

lived and died.

In the case of Abel's offering, as in those just given, the inspired com-

ment of the apostle supplies
" the text" to the history ; or, in other

words, it so illustrates and enlarges our knowledge of the transaction

3
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111 its principles and antecedent circumstances, that we are bound to

understand it not as persons who have not this additional information,

or tliose who clioose to disregard it, but as it is explained upon authori-

ty not to be questioned. Abel, says the apostle, oflered his more excel-

lent sacrifice "by faith," and faith must have respect to a preceding
revelation.

We have just seen what doctrinal principles were implied in the

practice of expiatory sacrifices, and if Abel's sacrifice was of this kind,

which is the only satisfactory account which can be given of k, we have

no reason to suppose that it included any thing less or lower than those

appointed under the law, and which are expressly stated to be types

and figures, and shadows of the evangelical expiation of sin. An ante-

cedent revelation to this effect must be supposed as the ground of his

faith
;
but we are not left wholly to this : we have an account, though

brief, of such a revelation.

That the account is brief is no objection. What is written is not,

for that reason, to be disregarded. There were, doubtless, reasons

sufficiently wise why the history of the patriarchal ages was not more

largely given. If it were only to exercise our diligence, and to lead us

to resort to what has been called " the analogy of faith," and to inter-

pret Scripture by Scripture, the reason would be important. In arguing

from this brevity or silence, however, both against the Divine institution

of primitive sacrifice, and the evangelical inter[)retation of the sacrifice

of Abel, some writers are apt to overlook the fact, that the book of

Genesis is but a sketch of this period of ancient history ;
that it is so

throughout, and that it nowhere professes to be more. Arguments
of this kind, as that of Bishop M'arbiirton, who thinks it strange that if

sacrifice were of Divine institution, not more is said on so important a

subject, seem, insensibly, to proceed upon the supposition that the

book of Genesis was the ritual and directory of the patriarchal Church,

as that of Leviticus was the ritual of the Jewish. The absence of any
account of the institution and prescribed mode of sacrifice might, in that

case, have been thought strange ;
but it is a brief history, evidently in-

tended only to be introductory to that of God's chosen people, the Jews,

whose proper historiographer Moses, by Divine suggestion, became.

Moses grounds no argument upon any part of it in favour of his own

institutions, except it may be an implied one in favour of the pec.iliar

relation of the Jews to God, as the seed of Abraham, to whom the land

of Canaan was promised, and witii whom a special covenant was mad*^.

The history of Abraham he was, therefore, bound to relate more at

length, and he has done so ; but where no immediate application of

former events was to be made in this way, and the object was merely
tliat of brief general instruction, we can see no particular rules bindina;

upon him to omit or to insert any thing, to dilate, or to contract his nar-

2
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rative. If we are to argue from the brevity or the omissions of the nar-

rative of the book of Genesis, we may oAen fall into great absurdities,

as many have done
;
and it might, indeed, be almost as fairly argued

from the silence of this rapid history of the antediluvian world, that no

code of morals was Divinely enjoined before the giving of the ten com-

mandments, as that sacrifices were not Divinely instituted before the

mandates issued from Sinai
;

for the silence of the book of Genesis

equally respects both. We rather chnose to argue, that as moral obe-

dience must respect a law, and authoritative law must be a revelation

from God
; so as faith respects doctrine and promise, that doctrine and

those promises, if faith be obligatory, must also be a revelation from

God
; and again, as we collect from God's displeasure against, or

favour to certain kinds and courses of moral conduct, that man was un-

der a law which respected morals
;
so also, from his acceptance of one

kind of sacrifice, and his rejection of another, in the case of Cain and

Abel, it will, for the same reason follow, that man was under a law of

sacrifice, and more especially since the sacrifices to which God, in after

ages, had uniform and special respect, were of the same kind as that

of Abel,—animal, vicarious,- and expiatory. In morals, we must sup-

pose either traditional or personal revelation, or else give to them a

human origin or invention, and in worship we have only the same alter,

native
;
but to give to primitive morality one origin, and to primitive

worship another
; to ascribe one to God and another to man, is to form

a very incongruous system, and to involve ourselves in great difficulties.

We must suppose Adam to have been an inspired teacher of morals, but

to have lefl worship indifferent
; or, if we exclude traditional revelation,

and assume that every man was taught personally by God in those

times, that God made revelations of his law, but none of his grace ; that

he revealed the standard by which everj' man might discover his sin and

danger, but that he made no discovery of the means by which a man,

painfully sensible of his guilt and liableness to the punishment, might

approach him sc as to obtain his forgiveness and blessing.

But beside this, it is easy to collect, from the sacred record in the

early part of Genesis, brief as it is, no unimponant information of the

theology which existed in the first family even prior to the sacrifice of

Abel. That man was under law is certain ; that death was the penaltv

of sin is equally certain. That the first pair sinned, and that thev did

not die, notwithstanding the law, were obvious facts. That the terms

of their proliation were changed, and that thev were not shut out for

ever from the Divine regard were circumstances equally clear : and also

that they had means of approach to God, means of obtaining his favour,

means of sanctification, means of obtaining eternal life, must also be

necessarily inferred. Claims of justice and yearnings of mercy in Go <

were seen at natural and legal variance and opposition ; and if these
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were harmonized, and harmonized they were, or " the Lamb" could

not be said to have been slain " from the foundation of the world," then

must we suppose that there was some indication of this " wisdom oi

God" revealed for a practical end, the necessity of which must always
have existed, to prevent despair on the one hand, and a presumptuous dis-

regard of the Divine laws on the other. Though in figurative language,
or symbolical action, the manifestation of this truth uiiglit be made, vet

it must have been suhstaiuiuily made, or it could not have been prac
'ical and influential. A veiled truth, is yet a truth, though veiled. A
shadow indicates the outline of the substance, though a shadow ; and

the sun, though shrouded with clouds, fills tiie hemisphere with light,

though not with brightness, for day, however clouded, is far did'erent

from night. We cannot conceive of a theology at all suited, in any

practical degree, to man's fallen state, unless it comprehend the particu-

lars we have given, as well as the knowledge of the existence and per-

fections of God
;
and if we find an express indication of the evangelical

method of saving man by the interposition of the incarnate Son of God,
we may be sure that, at least all that this indication, when fairly inter-

preted, contains was known to Abel before-he offered his sacrifice
; and,

both from the bre\ity of the narrative and the office of Adam as the

teacher of religion to his children, we might also infer that this indication

was matter of converse and explanation, though this latter consideration

we shall not insist upon.

It is in the first promise that this indication is to be found, and here

we shall join issue with Mr. Davison as to its import, and the extent in

which its meaning must have been understood in the first family.

In another part of this work it has been established, that this pro.

phetic promise must be understood symbolically, and that it contained

the first manifestation of Messiah. This, indeed, Mr. Davison acknow-

ledges, but denies that his Divine nature, incarnation, the vicarious

nature of his sufferings, and their atoning efficacy, could be inferred

from it. As his remarks contain all that can be said against the com-

monly received opinion that it coutained an iniimation of all these, we

may quote them. They contain some truth and much error. " One

object of faith has been always the same
;
that object the Redeemer.

The original promise in paradise created this prospect of faith to be the

light and hope of the world for ever. But that original promise could

•lot be interpreted by itself into the several parts of its appointed com-

pletion. The general prediction of the redeeming seed,
' It shall bruise

thy head and thou shalt bruise his heel,' though adequate in the mind

of God, to the determinate form of the 'Christian redemption, could not

be so deduced into its final sense by the mind of man. And since there

is no other promise or prediction extant, applicable to the faith of the

first ages, and explanatory of the mode of the Christian redemotion, we
2
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can justly ascribe no other knowledge of that redemption to those ages

than such as is comprehended in the proper and apparent sense of the

first evangelical promise, in which the particular notion of a sacrifice of

expiation or atonement, or, indeed, of any sacrifice was then impossible

to be discovered. It was the office of later revelation to fill up the

design of this promise, and revelation, alone, could do it. For the de-

ductions of supernatural truth are not within the sphere of human

intellect. They are not to be inferred as discoverable conclusions from

one primarj' principle. A Redeemer being foretold, his Divine nature;

his incarnation, the vicarious nature of his sufferings, his death, and the

atoning efficacy of it, all these, though real connections of truth, com-

prehended with the original promise, in the scheme of the Divine

economy, came down to man, like new streams of light, by these sepa-

rate channels, emd when they are communicated in their proper form,

then we know them ; not before." {Inquiry, ^c.)
One very misleading notion, as the reader will perceive from what

has been already said, lies at the bottom of these remarks. It is assumed

contrary to evidence, that the book of Genesis is a complete history of

the religious opinions of the patriarchs, and that they knew nothing on

the subject of- theology but what appears on the face of the account

given by Moses, who touches their theological system but incidentally.

We say that this notion is unfounded, not only because we must neces-

sarily infer, that in order to be religious, nay even moral men, they

knew much more than the rapid Mosaic sketch includes
;

but we con-

clude this fact on the authority of the inspired writers of the New Tes-

tament. Thus, for instance, we have seen that Abraham had a revela-

tion of di future state, and that Enoch prophesied of the "
coming of the

Lord to judgment, with thousands of his saints," though neither of those

revelations are recorded by Moses. But though this is sufficient to

show that the view taken of the primitive theolog}', by Mr. Davison,

and those whose opinions he has undertaken to advocate, is far too

narrow, and that his conclusions, from such premises, must be unsatis-

factor}' ; it is not on this ground that his notion of the general and

indefinite nature of the first promise shall be refuted. Let it be forgot-

ten, for a moment, that Adam was naturally the reUgious head and

religious teacher of his family ;
that there was always an inspiration in

the Church of God
; that the general promises and prophecies were

adapted to excite inquiry ;
and that spiritual men would always, more

or less, as now, be led into the mystery veiled imder the letter and

sjTmbol ; yet, taking the prophecy simply by itself, it will be obvious

from a careful consideration of it, that the view just given does not do

it justice, and that it must have been more amply and more particularly

jnderstood than Mr. Davison, in support of his hypothesis, would repre-

sent. He would have it tAken so generally as to be incapable of inter-

o
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prutation
" into the several parts of its appointed completion," and to be

only able to convey some one general notion of a deliverer. But why
are we to confine it to one general indistinct impression ? Why, though
the several [)arts of this prophetic promise should be allowed to e com-

paratively obscure, and their impression to be general, should it not be

considered in the parts of which it is actually composed ? and why
should not each part have been apprehended separately and distinctively,

though yet obscurely ? Of several parts the prophecy is, in fact, com-

posed, and to these pans, as well as to the general impression made by
the whole, must the attention of the patriarchs have been necessarily

directed. The Divine nature, the incarnation, the vicarious nature of

Messiah's suft'erings, and their atoning efficacy, we are told, came to

ni n "
by separate channels," and were not in any way to be appre-

hended in this promise. In their farther and full development we grant

this ; but let us see whether this promise,
"
interpreted even by itself,''

must not have led the patriarchs many steps, at least, toward all these

doctrines.

The Divine nature of the promised Redeemer, we are told, was a

separate revelation
; but, surely, this promise clearly indicated that he

was to be of a superior nature, not only to man, but to that fell spirit

whom he was to subdue, and whose subtlety, power, and malice, our

first parents had so lamentably experienced ; that he was to deprive

him of that dominion which he had acquired over man, and restore the

world from the evil effects which it had sustained from the success of

his temptations. This was seen in the promise by an easy and natural

interpretation, and the step from this to the absolute Divinity of this

Restorer, or, at least, to an apprehension of the probability of it, was

certainly not a large and difficult one. The blessings, too, which he

was to procure for sinful man were of such a nature as to give the most

exalted ideas of the being who could bring them back to man when for-

feited by a most righteous sentence. They were spiritual blessings.

For, if our first parents were to derive any consolation or benefit from

the promise in this life
;

if it was to turn their repentance to any
account ; or to give them any hope and confidence toward God, whom

they had offended, to be assured that the head of the serpent should bo

bruised, then their attention must have been turned to spiritual blesa

ings as the result of this, since in this life they neither obtained exemp
tion from labour, su tiering, or death. Now those who adopt the prin-

ciple of Mr. Davison, and will allow of no revelations in those ages

being assumed but those which arc recorded by Moses, are bound to

allow that there was in the promise something which was intended to

give reMgious hope and comfort to the first pair, and to their immediate

posterity,
or they cannot account for the existence of religious worship

and the hope which it implies, since there is no other recorded promise
3
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of the same antiquity, and they will allow nothing to be assumed l)e.

side what is written. If, then, this first promise ministered to tlie

religious hope, faith, and comfort of our first parents, it turned that

hope to the spiritual blessings which they had lost, namely, the favour

of God and eternal life, and to these as coming to them through the

bruising of the head of the serpent by the seed of the woman. The same

conclusion we must come to, if we adopt what we appear compelled to

do, on apostolic authority, the doctrine of collateral expository revela-

lioiis, for these would throw light upon the figurative and symbolic

terms of the promise, and show much of its real and spiritual import.

In either case we must resort to this promise as the source of that hope

of pardon and spiritual victory, which, from the time it was given, be-

came an inmate in the bosoms of faithful men, and animated them in

their moral conflicts. Whoever, then, the seed of the woman might

be, he was, in this very promise, exhibited as the Restorer of the all-

important spiritual blessings of the Divine favour, power over Satan,

and eternal life. Thus their notions of his character, and, indeed, of his

superior nature, would be still farther advanced.

But the bruising of the head of Satan, which could only be under-

stood of a fatal blow to be inflicted on the power which he had acquired

over man, and which had displayed itself in the introduction of suffer-

ing and death, in the evil dispositions of men toward each other, and all

the miseries which so soon sprung up in society, directed their hope

also to future blessings as to themselves and their posterity, which bless-

ings could be no less than deliverance from the evils which the subtlety

of the serpent had introduced, namely, as to them, deliverance from

affliction and death
; and, as to society, a return to primeval purity.

Whether they looked for this deliverance by a renovation of the present

world, or by the introduction of the pious into another, we cannot say.

If our first parents were, for some time, uncertain as to this point, the

antediluvian family could not long remain so, since the doctrine of a

future life was known to Enoch, and, if not before, was revealed to

others by the fact of his translation, and he was but " the seventh from

Adam." But whether by the renovation of die earth, and the restora-

tion of the body of man to immortality in this world, or by the resur;

rection of the body and the glorification of the soul in a future state,

still was such a restoration implied in the promise, and the person by

whom death was to be conquered and sin expelled from man's heart,

and immortality and bliss restored, was still
" the seed of the woman."

That the Divinity of a being capable of bestowing such favours, was,

at least, indicated in the first promise, is not, therefore, too strong a

conclusion ;
and though new communications of this truth, coming

through
"
separate channels," illustrated the text of this revelation, yet

in the channel of the original promise, through which came 'he firsJ
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nope of " a Redeemer," we see those concomitant circumstances from

whicii it could not but be inferred, that he was, at least, super-human

and super-angelic. He was the seed of the woman, and yet superior to

" the archangel fallen"—and he was seen in that promise, as he is seen

now, though with orreater detail of circumstance, as the great medium

of pardon, moral renovation, immorlality, and eternal life.

It is equally untenable to say, that the doctrine of the incarnation

was not to be deduced from the promise before us, but that this also

came by
" a separate chaimel." The farther revelation of this truth

opened for itself various courses, but it is there also. The being there

spoken of as superior to the serpent, and as so superior to man, even in

his innocence and perfection, that he should subdue the power which

had subdued Adam, and recover what Adam lost, was, nevertheless,

to be " the seed of the woman :" to be her ofispring even in her fallen

stale
;
so that in truth so much of the doctrine of the incarnation was to

be deduced from the promise, that this " seed of the woman" was at

once to be man, and more than man. And then for the doctrine of his

" vicarious sutierings," and their efficacy, why should we be compelled

wholly to look for the first indication of this to revelations coming to

man through separate and later channels ? These, we again thankfully

acknowledge, have been abundantly opened ; but, if we allow Adam and

the patiiarchs to have been men of but common powers of re.lection,

(though to them a very vigorous and even cultivated intellect might in

justice be conceded,) then the first indication of this truth also must

have been seen in the first promise. It «'as comparatively dim and

obscure we grant ;
but there was a substantive manifestation of it

; and,

to say nothing of collateral instruction from God himself, it was appre-

hended in the first promise, not by difficult and distant, but by near and

natural inference, that the restoration of man should be effected by the

sufferings of the Restorer. For what could be understood by the bruis-

ing of the heel of the seed of the woman in the conflict which was to

spring from the enmity put between that seed, some one distinguished

person so called, and the serpent, but a temporary injury and suffering 1

and why should lie sustain the injuiy rather than any other descendant

gf the woman, except that the conflict, in which he engaged, was in his

character of Redeemer, coming forth to the struggle for man's sake,

and for man's rescue ? As he was a being sujierior to man, and yet

man, then is there an indication of his incarnation ;
if of his incania-

tion, then it was indicated also that his sufferings were voluntary, for to

suffer could not spring from his weakness who was able to subdue, but

from the will of him who chose, in this way, to subdue the grand

enemy His suffering, then, was /or man, and it was voluntary suffer-

ing for man ;
and if voluntary, then was there a connection between

this his temporary voluntary suffering and the bruising of the serpent'*

3
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liead, that is, his conquest over Satan, and the rescue of man from his

dominion
;
in other words, there was an efficacy in his sufferings which

connected themselves, not by accident, but by appointment and institu-

tion, with man's salvation from those evils, spiritual and corporal, which
had been induced by the power and malice of the devil.

^ Interpreted then by itself, there is much more in this promise than

Mr. Davison has discovered in it. It exhibited to man the means of his

salvation ; this was to be effected by the interposition of a being of a

superior nature, made " the seed of the woman ;" his office was to de-

stroy the works of the devil
; he exposed himself to voluntary, sufferings

for this end
; these sufferings had a direct efficacy and connection with

man's deliverance from the power of Satan, and, therefore, we may add,
with the justice of God, since Satan could have no power over man but

by God's permission, which permission was a part of man's righteous

punishment. This last consideration is of great importance. For as

the patriarchs, with their lofty and clear notions of the majesty of the

Divine being, could not suppose that Satan had obtained any victory
over him, or that the conflict between the Redeemer and him was to be

one of yo2/;er merely, since they must have known that he might at any
time have been expelled from his usurped dominion by the fiat of the

Almighty ;
so the dominion of Satan must have been regarded by them

in the light of a judicial permission for the punishment of sin, and ex-

hibiting the awful justice and sanctity of the law of God. It would,

therefore, necessarily follow, in their reasonings on this subject, that the

sufferings of the seed of the woman, expressed by the bruising of his

heel, as they were demonstrated to be voluntary on his part by the

superior, greatness of his nature, and were expressly appointed on the

part of God, as appears from the very terms of the first promise, were

connected with this exercise of punitive justice, and were designed to

remove it. Here, then, the notion ofsatisfaction and atonement breaks

in, and a basis was laid for the rite of expiatory sacrifice, and the con-

formity of that rite to the doctrine of the first promise is at once seen
;

it thus became a visible expression of the faith of the fathers in this

appointed method of man's deliverance.

There is nothing in this exposition of the import of the first promise
which is so suggested by what we now know on these important sub-

jects, as to be supposed out of the reach of the spiritually minded and

reflecting part of the first family ;
and if so, then this promise may be

considered as the basis of Abel's faith, and its doctrine as visibly em-

bodied in what was peculiar in Abel's offering. Even if we were not

able to refer to a promise sufficiently definite to support such an ex-

pression of faith, the former view we have taken would still hold good,

that ill faith necessarily supposes a previous revelation ;
and if faith

does, by its acts, refer to a particular revelatiun, then an actual previous
Vol. II. 13
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revelation of some particular doctrine, object, or view, must necessarilv

be supposed, or it is not faith, but fancy and prcsuini)lion.

Il is vauily urged against this, by Mr. Davison, tirat the faith spoken
of by St. Paul in Hebrews xi, had for its simple and general object, that

" God is the rewarder of such as diligently seek liim." For, tliough this

Ls supposed as the ground of every act of faith, yet the special acts re-

corded have each their special object. Even, if it were not so, this*

general principle itself is not to be so generally and indefinitely inter-

preted, as Mr. Davison would have it, who tells us that the first creed

was "'that God is a rewa-der," and that the other articles were given

by successive and distant revelations. This is a partial and delusive

statement
; for, from this very text, which surely Mr. Davison had no

right to curtail, another article is to be assigned to the first creed,

namely, that God is not merely a rewarder, but a rewarder of those

"that diligently seek him." Even with respect to the first, as Mr. Law

justly observes,
" God cannot be considered as a rewarder of mankind

in any other sense than as he is afulfiller of his promises made to man-

kind in the covenant of Messiah. For God could not give, nor man

receive, any rewards or blessings, but in and through one Mediator,

Christ Jesus." (Confu/ation of Warburton.) But we may add, that the

rewarding mentioned by the apostle is connected with "
seeking" him.

Only to such he was or iS a reward " who diligently seek him," and this

seeking or worshipping God supposes some appointed instituted method

of approaching him, and which, therefore, must be regarded by an ac-

ceptable faith, and recognized by its external acts. This is not mere

inference, for both Cain and Abel believed that " God is, and that he is

a rewarder," and they both sought him ; but they sought him difierently,

and to Abel only and to his offering, that is, to his mode of "
seeking"

God, his Maker had respect. But farther, the whole chapter shows

that, beside this general principle, the acts of faith there recorded reposed

on antecedent revelations, either general or specific, which accorded

with them. Noah's faitii respected the promise of his |)reservation in

the ark ; Abraham's, that he should have a son, that his seed should

possess the earthly Canaan, and he himself the heavenly Canaan ;

Moses's faith, in the first instance recorded of it, respected the promises

of spiritual and eternal blessings to those who should renounce the

"pleasures of sin for a season," and in the second, the promise of God

to deliver Israel, and to fulfil the promise made to Abraham
;
and so

also in the other instances given, the faith constantly respected some

particular revelation from God. From ail this, it will follow, that the

ajroslle, in this chapter, did not intend to say that the object of faith, in

any age whatever, was exclusively, that God is a rewarder of them

who seek him, but that the elders who obtained the "
good report" had

faith in the word and promises of God, and for 'hat had been honoured

2
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and rewarded. He lays down two principles, it is true, which must be

assumed before any special act of faith can be exercised—" That God

is," or there could be no object of trust ; and that he rewards them that

"
diligently seek him," or there could be no motive to prayer, or to ask

his interposition in any case
;
but these principles being admitted, then

every word and promise of God becomes an object of faith to good men,

who derive from this habit of trusting in God, on the authority of his

own engagements, that courage and constancy by which they are dis-

tinguished, and are crowned with those rewards which he has always
attached to faith.

And here, also, we may observe, that the notion stated above, that the

mere belief by these ancient patriarchs that God is, and " that he is a

rewarder," could not be at all apposite to the purpose for which this

recital of the faith of the elders was addressed to the Hebrews. The

object of it was clearly to induce the Jews who believed, not " to cast

away their confidence," their faith in Christ. But what adaptation to

this end can we discern in the dry statement that Abel and Enoch be-

lieved that God is, and that he is " a rewarder ?" Had the Hebrews

renounced Christ, and turned Jews again, they would still have believed

these two points of doctrine. There are but two views of this recital

of the instances of ancient faith which can harmonize it with the apostle's

argument and design. The first is to consider him as adducing this list

of worthies as examples of a steady faith in all that God had then revealed

to man, and of the happy effects which followed. The connection of

this with his argument w ill then be obvious
; for, by these examples, he

urges the Hebrews to persevere in beUeving all that God had,
" in these

last days," revealed of his Son, Jesus Christ, in disregard of the dangers

and persecutions to which they were exposed on that account ;
because

thus they would share in the "
good report" and in the rewards of the

" elders" of their own Church, and imitate the honourable piety of their

ancestry. This is enough for our argument. But there is a second

view, not to be slightly passed over, which is, that these instances of

ancient faith are adduced by the apostle to prove that all the " elders"

of the patriarchal and Jewish Churches had faith in the Christ to

COME, and that, therefore, the Hebrews would be the imitators of their

faith and the partakers of its rewards in "
holding fast their confidence,"

their faith in the same Christ who had already come, and whom they

had received as such. Nor is even this stronger view difficult to be

made out
; for, though the different acts and exercises of faith ascribed

to them have respect to different promises and revelations, some spiritual,

some temporal, and some mixed, yet may we trace in all of them a re-

spect, more or less immediate, to the leading object of all faith, the Mes-

siah himself. We have seen that Abel's faith had respect to the method

of man's justification, through the sufferings of the seed of the woman.
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As that seed was appointed to remedy the evils brought into the world

by the serpent, it is clear that eternal life could only be expected with

reference to him, and Enoch's lofty faith in a future heavenly state

consequently looked to him then, like ours now, as " the author of eter-

nal salvation to them that obey him,"—a conclusion, as to this patriarch,

which is rendered stronger by his prophecy of Christ's coming to judg.

ment " with ten thousand of his saints." Noah's faith had immediate

respect to the promise of God to preserve him in the ark ;
but it caanot

be disconnected from his faith in the first promise and other revelations

of the bruising of the head uf the serpent by Messiah, a promise which

had not been accomplished, and which, if he believed God to be faithful,

he must have concluded could not fall to the ground, and that his pre-

servation, in order to prevent the human race from extinction, and to

bring in the seed of the woman, in the fulness of time, was connected

with it. His faith in God, as his deliverer, was bound up, therefore, we

may almost say necessarily, with his faith in the Redeemer, and the one

was the evidence of the other ; for which reason, principally, it probably

was, that the apostle says "that he became heir of the righteousness

which is by faith." All the acts of Abraham's faith had respect, imme-

diately or ultimately, to the promised seed. The possession of Canaan

by his posterity, from whom the Messiah was to spring,
—the enjoyment

of eternal life for himself, which was the final effect of his justification

by faith in the seed in whom all nations were to be blessed,—the trans-

action as to Isaac, when he believed that God would raise him from th»

dead, because he beUeved that the promise could not fail which had

declared that the Messiah should spring from Isaac,—" In Isaac shall

thy seed be called." The faith of Isaac, in blessing, or prophesying of

the condition of Jacob and Esau, had still reference to the Messiah, who

was to descend from Jacob, not Esau, and the lot of whose posterity

was regulated accordingly. The same observation may be made as to

Jacob blessing the sons of Joseph, and Joseph's making mention of the

departure of the children of Israel, and giving commandment concern-

ing his hones : both related to the settlement of the tribes in Canaan,

and both were complicated with the relation of that event to, and the

peculiarity stamped upon Israel, by the expected coming of Mcssias.

When Moses, by faith, full of the hopes of immortality, renounced the

temptations of the Egyptian court, the reproach he endured is called

«' the reproach of Christ," the apostle thus plainly intimating, that it was

through the expected Messiah that he looked for the hope of eternal

life,
" the recompense of the reward." His faith, as leader of the hosts

of Israel, was connected witli the promises of God to give them posses-

sion of the land of Canaan as their patrimony, as that was with the ad-

vent of the Messiah among them " in the fiilness of time." The faith

of Rahab may appear more remotely connected with the promise of
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Messiah : but tlie connection may still be traced. She beiiiived in the

God of Israel as the true God; but by entertaining and
p...:=t:rving the

spies, she also intimated her faith in the promise of God to give Se de-

scendants of Abraham the land of Canaan for their inheritance, which

design she could only know from the promises made to Abraham, either

traditionally from him, who had himself long resided in Canaan, or by
information from the spies ;

and if she had this knowledge in either way,
it is not difficult to suppose her informed, also, as to the seed promised
to Abraham, in which all the nations of the earth were to be blessed.

I incline to think, that the faith of Rahab had respect not so much to

any information she received from the spies, as to traditions derived from
Abraham. Whether she stood, by her descent, in any near relation to

those « ith whom Abraham had myre immediately conversed, or whether
Abraham had very publicly testified in Canaan God's design to establish

his posterity there, and to raise up from among them the holy seed, the

Messiah, I will not pretend to determine
;

but there are two reasons

which, at least, make it probable that Abraham gave a public testimony
to religious truth during his residence in Canaan. The first is, his resi-

dence ui tents; thereby ''declaring plainly," says the Apostle Paul,
" that he sought a better country, even a heavenly ;" that is, declaring
it to the Canaanites, or the action would have had no meaning, declarino'

this doctrine to the people of his own age. The second is, that the

same apostle gives it as a reason for the preservation of Rahab, that

she believed, while those " that believed not" perished, meaning plaiidy
the rest of the Canaanites. Now, what were they to believe, and why
were they guilty for not believing ? The only rational answer to be given
is, that they had had the means of knowing the designs of God, as to

Abraham and his posterity, from whom the promised Messiah was to

spring; and that, not crediting the testimony given first by Abraham,
and which was afterward confirmed by the wonders of Egypt, but setting
themselves against the designs of God, they

"
perished" judicially, while

Rahab, on account of her faith in these revelations, was preserved.
With respect to "

Gideon, and Barak, and Samson, and Jephthah,
and Daniel, and Samuel," they were judges, kings, and conquerors.

They had a lofty faith in the special promises of success, which God
was pleased to make to them

;
but that faith, also, sprung from, and

^•as supported by, the special relation in which their nation stood to

Jehovah ; they were the seed of Abraham ; they held their land by the

grant of the Most High ; they were all taught to look for the rising of

the mighty prince Messiah among them ; and their fiiith in special pro-

niises of success, could not but have respect to all these covenant en-

gagements of God with their people, and may be considered as in no

small degree grounded upon them, and, in its special acts, as an evi-

donee that they had this faith in the deeper and more comprehensive
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promises. Certain it is, that one of them mentioned in this hst of war.

riors, David, does, in the very songs in which he celebrates his victories,

almost constantly blend them with the conquests of Messiah ; whicli is

itself a marked and eminent proof of the connection whicn was con-

stantly kept up ill the minds of the pious governors of Israel between

the political fortunes of their nation and the promises which respected

the seed of Abraham. As to the prophets, also mentioned by the apostle,

they were constantly made ti.e channels of new revelations as to the

Messiah, and their faith, therefore, had an immediate reference to him
;

and for the sufferers in the cause of religious truth, so honourably

recorded, the martyrs of the Old Testament who had " trial of cruel

niockings and scourgings, were stoned, sawn asunder," &c, they are all

represented as supported by their hope of immortality and a resurrec

tion
; blessings which, from the first, were acknowledged to come to

man only through the appointed Redeemer. Thus the faith of all had

respect to Christ, either more directly or remotely ; and, if farther proof

were necessar)', all that has been said is crowned by the concluding

sentence of the apostle
—" and these all having obtained a good report,

through faith, received not the promise, God having provided some bet-

ter thing for us, that they without us should not be made perfect ;"

which " better thing," whether it mean the personal appearance of

Messiah, or their reception into heaven by a resurrection, which God
determined should not take place as to the Church separately, but in a

body, proves that not only did their faith look hack to special promises
of succour, deliverance, and other blessings ;

but was constantly looking

forward to Christ, and to the blessings of a resurrection and eternal life,

which he was to bestow. This, he affirms, too, was the case with ah
whom he had mentioned—" these all died in the faith ;" but in what

faith did they die? not the faith they had in the promises of the various

deliverances mentioned in the chapter ;
those special acts of faith were

past, and the special promises to which they were directed were ob.

tained long before death : they died in the faith of unaccomplished

promises
—the appearance of Messiah, and the obtaining of eternal life

through him.

,' Enough has been said to prove, that the sacrifice of Abel was expia

tory, and that it conformed, as an act of faith, to some anterior revela-

tion. If that revelation were only that which is recorded in the first

promise, on which some remarks have been offered, Abel's faith ac-

corded with its general indication of the doctrine of vicarious suffering ;

but his visibly representing his faith in these doctrines, by an anintai

sacrifice, is not to be resolved into the invention and device of Abel,

though he himself should be assumed to have been the first to adopt
this rite, unless we suppose him to have been under special direction.

It is very true, and a point not to be at any time lost sight of, that the

a
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open and marked acceptance of Abel's sacrifice was a Divine coiifirma.

tion of the mode of approaching him bv animal sacrifice; and seems to

liave been intended as instructive and admonitory to the world, and to

have invested this m.ode of worship with a renewed and more signal

stamp of Divine appointment than heretofore. That in this light it was
considered by the apostle, appears plainly deducible from his words,
" and by it, (his sacrifice,) he being dead, yet speaketh." By words
more emphatic he could not have marked the importance of that act, as

an act of public and sanctioned instruction. Abel "
spoke" to all sue-

ceeding ages, and continues to speak, not by his personal righteousness,
not by any other circumstance whatever, but by his sacrifice, (for with

6ugias understood, must auTrjs agree ;)
and in no way could he, except

by his sacrifice as distinct from that of Cain, speak to future ages, and
as that sacrifice taught how sinful guilty men were to approach God,
and was a declaration of the necessity of atonement for their sins. We
should think this a sufficient answer to all who complain of the want of

an express indication of the Divine appointment of animal expiatory
sacrifice in the first family. Tlie indication called for is here express,
since this kind of sacrifice was accepted, and an offering, not animal

and not
expiatory,

was as publicly rejected ; and since, also, Abel, as

we may conclude from the apostle's emphatic words, did not act in this

affair merely as a private man
;
but as one who was, by his acts, to

instruct and influence others—"
by it he, being dead, yet," even to this

day, "speaketh."

Decidedly, however, as this circumstance marked out a sanctioned

method of approaching God, we think that Abel rather conformed to a

previously appointed sacrificial institution than then, for the first time,

offered an animal and expiatory sacrifice, though it should be supposed
to be under a Divine direction. For Cain could not have been so

blamable had he not violated some rule, some instituted practice, as to

the mode of worship ; and, after all that has been said, the clothing of

our first parents with the skins of beasts, cannot so well be accounted

for cis by supposing those skins to have been taken from animals offered

in sacrifice.

But whether this typical method of representing the future atonement

first took place with Abel, or previously with Adam, a Divine origin

must be assigned to it. The proof of this has been greatly anticipalecl

in the above observations, which have been designed to establisii the

expiatory character of Abel's offering ;
but a few additional remarks on

tills subject may not be useless.

The human invention of primitive animal sacrifice is a point given up

by Mr. Davison, and other writers on the same side, if such sacrifices

can be proved expiatory. The human invention of eucharistic offerings

the}' can conceive ; and Mr. Davison thinks he can find a natural ex
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planation of tlie practice of oflering animal sacrifice, ;f considered as a

confession of guilt ;
but for " that condition of animal sacrifice, i;s e\.

pintory atoning power," he observes,
"

I confess myself unable to com])re-

hend liow it ran ever be grounded on the principles of reason, or deduced

from the light of nature. 'I'here exists no discernible connection be;\veen

the one and the other. On the contrary, nature has nothing to say foi

Rich an expiatory power, and reason every thing against it. For that

the lil'e of a brute creature should ransom the life of a man ; that its

bio id should have any virtue to wash awav his sin, or purity his con-

Bcience, or redeem his penalty ; or that the involuntary sufferings of a

being, itself unconscious and irrational, should have a moral efficacy to

iiis benefit or pardon, or be able to restore him with God, these are

things repugnant to the sense of reason, incapable of being brought into

the scale of the lirst ideas of nature, and contradictory to all genuine

religion, natural and revealed. For as to the remission of sin, it is

plainly altogether within the prerogative of (ton, an act of his mere

mercy ;
and since it is so, every thing relating to the comeyance and

the sanction, the profession, and the security of it, can spring only from

his appointment."

But this being allowed, and nothing can be more obvious, then it fol-

lows, tliat the patriarchal sacrifices, if proved to be expiatory, as the

means of removing wrath from offenders, and of conveying and sanc-

tioning pardon, must be allowed to have had Divine institution, and tne

notion of their being of human device, must, in consequence, be given

up. In proof of this, we have seen that Abel's justification was the

result of his faith, and that this faith was connected with that in his

sacrifice which distinguished it from the offering of Cain
;
and thus its

expiatory character is established by its having been the means to him

of the remission of sin ; and the appointed medium of the "
conveyance"

find'" security" of the benefit. We have also seen, that Noah's burnt

ofTering was Cdrniected with the averting of the wrath of (iod from the

future world, so that not even its wickedness should lead him again "to

destroy all ffesh" by a universal Hood
;
that the sacrifices of the friends

of Job (5) were of the same expiatory character; and that the reason

for the proliibiiion of blood was, under both dispensations, the patriarchal

(5) Mr. D:ivison, in pursuance of his Dieory, that the patriarchal facrilicc*

were not expiatory, has strangely averred, that this transaction is "a proof oC

Lite efficacy of Jol)*s prayer, not of llie expiatory power of the sacrifice of Iiig

friends." Wliy, tlien, was not the prayer efficacious, without tlie sacrifice 1

XnA liow could the ** burnt offering" of his friends give efficacy to his prayer,

unless l)y way of expiation ? What is the offi-e of expiatory sacrifice, but to

avert the anger of (Jod from the offerer? This was precisely the effect of

the burnt offering of Elipliaz and liis friends : that it was eonnccted with the

prayer of .lob, no more alters the expiatory character of that offering, than th«

prayers which acconipmied such offerings under the law.

2
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and the Mosaic, (lie same. To these ma)' be added two passages in

Exodus, which show that animal sacrifices, among the patriarchs, were

offered for averting the Divine displeasure, and that this notion of sacri-

fice was entertained by the Israelites, previous to the giving of the law.
'• I-et us go, I pray thee, three days' journey into the desert, and sacrifice

unto the Lord our God, lest he fall upon vs with pestilence, or with the

sica'd," Exodus v, 3. " Thou must give us also sacrifices and burnt

offerings, that vye may sacrifice unto the Lord our God," Exodus x,

25, 26. The remark of Dr. Richie (Pec. Doc.) is here perthient.
" In

these two passages Moses and Aaron speak of sacrificing not as a new
and uncommon thing, but as a usual mode of worship, with which Pha-

raoh was as well acquainted as themselves, consequently a thing that

was not a late or new invention." And in pursuance of the same argu-
ment it may be noted, that Moses, even in the law, nowhere speaks of

expiatory sacrifice as a new institution, a rite which was henceforward

lo be considered as bearing a higher character than formerly; but as a

thing familiar to the people. Now such an intimation would, doubtless,

have been necessary on the very ground just stated, the repugnancy of

animal sacrifices, considered as expiatory, to nature aijd reason
;
but to

prepare them for such a change, for an institution so repugnant to the

former class and order of their notions on this subject, there is nothing
said by Moses, no intimation of an alteration in the character of sacrifice

is given ; but a practice manifestly familiar is brought under new and

special rules, assigned to certain persons as the sacrificers, and to cer-

tain places, and appropriated to the national religion, and the system of

a theocratical government. Whence, then, did this familiarity with the

notion* of expiatory sacrifice arise among the Israelites ? If the book

of Genesis were written previously to the law, and the}' collected the

notion from that, then this is proof that they understood the patriarchal

sacrifices to be expiatory ;
and

it",
as others think, that book was not

written the first in the series of the Pentateuch, but the last, they had the

notion from tradition and custom.

Though we think that the evidence of Scripture is of sufficient clear-

ness to establish the Divine origin of the antediluvian sacrifices
;
and

with Hallet, (in Hebrews xi, 4,) regard the public Divine acceptance of

Abel's sacrifice as amounting to a demonstration of their institution by
the authority of God, the argument drawn from the natural incongruity

of sacrificial rites, on which so many writers have forcibly dwelt, ought
not to be overlooked. It comes in to confirm the above deductions

from Scripture, and though it has been sometimes attacked with great

ingenuity, it has never been solidly refuted. " It is evident," says

Delany, {Revelation Examined,)
" that unprejudiced reason never could

antecedently dictate, that destroying the best of our fruits and creatures

could be an office acceptable to God, but quite the contrary. Also, that it

2
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did not prevail from any demand of nature is undeniable, for I believe

that no man will say that we have any natural instinct or appetite to

gratify in spilling the blood of an innocent, inoffensive creature upon
the eartli, or burning his body upon an altar. Nor could there be any

temptation from appetite to do this in those ages, when the whole sacri-

fice was consumed by fire, or when, if it were not, yet men wholly

abstained from flesh."

The practice cannot be resolved inlo priestcraft, for no order of priesU

was then instituted
;
and if men resolve it into superstition, they muat

not only suppose that the first family were superstitious, but, also, that

God, by his acceptance of Abel's sacrifice, gave his sanction to a super

stitious and irrational practice ;
and if none will be so bold as this, there

remains no other resource, than to contend for its reasonableness, in oppo-

sition to the argument just quoted from Delany ;
and to aid the case by

assuming, also, that it was the dictate of a delicate and enlightened sen-

timeutalism. This is the course taken by Mr. Davison, who has placed

what others have urged with the same intent, in the most forcible light,

so that, in refuting him, we refute all. To begin with " the more sim-

ple forms of obljition ;" those offerings of the fruits of the earth, which

have been termed eucharistical,
"
reason," says Mr. Davison,

" seems to

recognize them at once
; they are the tokens of a commemorative piety,

rendering to the Creator and supreme Giver a portion of his gifts, in

confession of his original dominion in them, and of his continued favour

and beneficence." But this is very far from being a rational account

of even simple thank offerings of fruits ; supposing such offerings to

have been really made in those primitive times. Of this, in fact, we

have no evidence, for we read only of one oblation of this kind, that of

Cain, and it was not accepted by God. But waiving that objection,

and supposing such offerings to have formed a part of the primitive

worship, from whence, we may ask, did men obtain the notion, that in

such acts they gave back to the supreme Giver some portion of his gifts?

It is not, surely, assumed by the advocates of this theory, that the first

men were like those stupid idolaters of following ages, who thought that

the deities themselves feasted upon the oblations brought to their tem.

pies. On the contrary, their views of God were elevated and spiritual ,

and whenever such a Being is acknowledged, it is clear, that the notion

of giving back any thing to him, can only be a rational one, when he

has a]/poinifd something to be done in return for his gifts, or to be

appropriated to his service
;
which leads us at once to the dcclrinc of

a Divine institution. The only rational notion of a return to God as an

acknowledgment for his favours, when notions of his spirituality and

independence are entertained, is that of gratitude, and thanksgiving, and

obedience. Tliese form " a reasonable service ;" but when we so

beyond these, we may well be at a loss to know ' what we can g ve luitu

3
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him." If h° requires more than these, as acknowledgments of our

dependence and his goodness, how should we know that he requires

more, unless we had some revelation on the subject ? And if we had a

general revelation, importing that something more would be acceptable,
how should we be able to fix upon one particular thing, as the subject
of such an oblation, more than another? A Divine institution would
invest such offerings with a symbolical, or a typical character, or both ;

and then they would have a manifest reason ; but, assuredly, independ-
ent of that, they would rest upon no rational ground whatever

; there

could be no discernible connection between the act and the end, in any
case where the majesty and spirituality of God were recognized. Mr.

Davison assumes that, though
" the prayer or the oblation cannot

purchase the favour of God, it may make us fitter objects of his

favour." But, we ask, even if we should allow that prayer makes us

fitter objects of his favour, how we could know even this without reve-

lation
; or, if we could place this effect to the account of prayer by

something like a rational deduction, how we could get the idea, that to

approach a spiritual Being, with a few handfuls of fruit gathered from
the earth, and to present them in addition to our prayers, should

render us the " fitter objects" of the Divine beneficence ? There is no
rational connection between the act and the end, on which to establish

the conclusion.

Reason failing here, recourse is had to sentiment.
" In the first dawn of the world, and the beginnings of religion, it is

reasonable to think that the direction of feeling and duty was more

exclusively toward God. The recent creation of the world, the revela-

tions ig paradise, and the great transactions of his providence, may
well be thought to have wrought a powerful impression on the first race,

and to have given them, though not a purer knowledge, yet a more
intimate and a more intense perception, of his being and presence.
The continued miracle of the actual manifestations ofGod would enforce

the same impressions upon them. These having less scope of action

in communion with their fellow creatures, in the solitude of life around

them, in the great simplicity of the social state, and (he consequent des-

titution of the objects of the social duties ; their religion would" make the

acts of devotion its chief monuments of moral obligation. Works of

Justice and charity could have little place. Works of adoration must

fill the void. And it is real action, not unembodied sentiment, which
the Creator has made .c be the master principle of our moral constitu.

tion. From these causes some boldness in the form of a representative

character, some ritual clothed with the imagery of a symbolical ex))res.

sion, would more readily pass into the first liturgy of nature. Not sim-

pie adoration, not the naked and unadorned oblations of the tongue ; but

adoration invested in some striking and significative form, and conveyed
2
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by the iirstrumentality of material tokens, would be most in accordance

with the strong energies of feeling, and the insulated condition of the

primitive race." {Primitive Sac.)

Two or three observations will be sufficient to dissipate all these

fancy pictures. 1. It is not true, that the " recent creation of the

world, the revelations in paradise," &c, made that great moral impres-

sion upon the first men which is here described. That iinpression did

not keep our first parents fr,)m sin
;
mucli less did it produce this elfect

upon Cain and his descendants
;
nor upon

" the sons of God," the race

of Setii, who soon became corrupt ;
and so wickedness rapidly in-

creased, until the measure of the sin of the world was filled up. 2. It

is equally unfounded, that in that state of society
" works of justice and

charity could have httle place, and that works of adoration must fill the

void ;" for the crimes laid to the charge of the antediluvians are wick-

edness, and especially violence, which is opposed both to justice and to

charity ; and it is impossible to suppose any state of society existing,

shice the fall, in which both justice and charity were not virtues of daily

requirement, and that in their constant and vigorous exercise. Cain,

for instance, needed both, for he grossly violated both in hating and

Tiurdering his brother. 3. That strongly active devotional sentiment

which Mr. Davison supposes to exist in those ages, wliicli required

something more to embody and represent it than prayer and praise, and

which with so much plastic energy is assumed to have clothed itself
" with the imagery of a symbolical expression," is equally contra-

dicted by the facts of the case. There was no such excess of the devo.

tional principle. On Mr. Davison's own interpretation of the " more

abundant sacrifice," more in quantity, one of the two brothers, first

descended from the first pair, was deficient in it
;

the rapidly spreading

wickedness of man shows that the religious sentiment was weak and

not powerful ;
it is not seen even in the perverted forms of idolatry

and superstition, for neither is charged upon the antediluvians, but moral

wickedness only ;
and instead of their having

" a more intense percep-

tion ot" the being and presence of Cod," as Mr. Davison imagines for

them, Moses declares " the imagination of the thoughts of the heart of

man to be only evil continually," and that even long before the flood,

and while men were alive who had conversed with Adam. Thus pass

away the fancies on which this theory is built
;
nor is that of Rish>>p

Warburton better supported, who resolves these earlj' oblations into a

. representation by action, arising oiit of the " defects and imperfections

of the primitive language ;" for of these defects and imperfections

there is not only not the least evidence, but the irresistible inference

firom the narrative of Moses is, that a language was in use in the first

family sufficiently copious for all subjects of religion, as well as tor th"

common intercourse of life. This notion also timhcr in>olve8 the

2
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absurdity and contradictinti. that when man was created in perfection,

he should not be endowed with the power of embodying his thoughts in

language.

If, then, the presentation of the mere fruits of the earth to God aa

thank offerings and acknowledgments of dependence, cajinot be reason,

ably accounted for without supposing a Divine institution, the ditficulty
is increased when animal oblations are added to these offenngs, and

considered also as merely eucharistical. All the difficulties just men.
tioned lie with equal force against such a designation of them, with these

additional considerations, 1. That the putting beasts to death is an act far-

ther removed from the idea of a mere oblation, since nothing would, with-

out a revelation, appear less acceptable to a merciful and benevolent being.
2. A moral objection would also interpose. Man's dominion of the

creatures was from God
; but it was to be exercised, like his power of

every other kind, upon his responsibility. Wanton cruelty to aiiim-.-

must, of necessity, have been considered a moral evil. To inflict pain
and death upon even the noxious animals, without so clear a necessity
as should warrant it, and without its being necessary to the "

subduing"
of the earth, could not be thought blameless, much less upon those in-

noxious animals which, from the beginning, were the only subjects of

sacrifice. This would be felt the more strongly before flesh had been per-

mitted to man for food, and when, so to speak, a greater sacredness was

thrown around the life of the domestic animals than afterward
;
nor ctm

it appear reasonable, even if we were to allow that a sort of sentiment-

ality might lead man to fix upon the oblation of slain beasts as an ex-

pressive ritual to be added to the "
Liturgy of Nature ;" that, without

tiny authority, any intimation from Heaven that such sacrifices wouW be

well pleasing to God, men could conclude that a mere sentimental

notion of ceremonial fitness, and giving
" boldness to the representative

character" of worship, would be a sufficient moral reason to take of

their flocks and herds, and shed their blood and burn their flesh upon altars.

Mr. Davison endeavours to meet the objection to the natural incongruity

of animal sacrifices as acts of worship, by distinguishing between the two

conditions of animal sacrifice,
" the guilt of the worshipper and the expia-

tion of his sin." Expiatory sacrifice, we have seen, he gives up, as not for

a moment to be referred to human invention, but thinks that there was no

natural incongruity in the offering of animals as a mere acknowledgment
6{ guilt, and as a confession of sin and the desert of death. But still, ifwe
could trace any connection between this symbolical confession and the

real case of man, which is difficult, if not impossible, what could lead

him to the idea that more than simple confession of sin by the lips, and

the penitent feelings of the heart, would be acceptable to God, if he had

received no revelation on the subject ? and if this, like the former, were

a device of mere ceremonial sentimeutalisin. it was stil! too frail a ground
2
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!'j justify his putting the inferior creatures to death, without warrant from

their Creator and Preserver. It is also equally unfortunate for this

theory, and, indeed, wholly fatal to it, that the distinction of clean <ind

unclean beasts existed, as we have already seen, before the flood. Upon

what, then, was this distinction founded ? Not upon their qualities as

good for food or otherwise, for animals were not yet granted for food ;

and the death of one animal would therefore have been just as appropri.

ate as a symbol of gratitude, or as an acknowledgment of the desert of

death, as another,—a horse as a heifer, a dog as a lamb. Nay, if animala

were intended to represent the sinner himself, unclean and ferocious ani-

mals would have been fitter types of his fallen and sinful state
;
and that

they were to be clean, harmless, and without spot, shows that they repre-

sented some other. The distinction of clean and unclean, however, did

exist in that early period, and it is only to be accounted for by referring

it to a sacrificial selection, and that upon Divine authority.

To the human invention of sacrifice, the objection of "
leill worship"

has also been forcibly and triumphant!)' urged. "Who hath required this

at your hands ?" " In vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men." This has the force of an axiom, which, if

it ought not to be applied too rigidly to the minutiee of forms of wor-

ship when they connect themselves with authorized leading acts, yet

must have a direct application to a worship which, in its substance and

leading circumstance, was eminently sacrificial, if it be regarded as

wholly of human device. "
Thus," says Hallet,

" Abel must have

worshipped God in vain, if his sacrificing had been merely a command,

ment of his father Adam, or an invention of his own ;" and he justly

asks,
"
why we do not now offer up a bullock, a sheep, or a pigeon, as

a thank offering after any remarkable deliverance, or as an evidence of

our apprehensions of the demerit of sin ?" The sure reason is, because

we cainiot know that God will accept such " will worship," and so con-

clude that we should herein worship God " in vain."

The Divine institution of expiatory sacrifice being thus carried up to

the first ages, and to the family of the first sinning man, we perceive

• he unity of the three great dispensations of religion to man, the Patbi-

ARCHAi., the Lkvitical, and the Chiiistian, in the great principle,
" and without the shedding of blood there is no remission." Rut onfl

religion has been given to man since his fall, though gradually commu-

nicated. "This may be best denominated Tiir. ministry of reconci

LiATioN, for its exclusive object, however modified externally, is tt

satisfy Goo's justice, through the instrumentality of the woman's pre

dieted seed
;

to restore fallen man to the Divine image of holiness, b)

the agency of the gracious Spirit ; and thus, without compromising any
one of God's attributes, to reconcile an apostate race to their offended

Creator." {Faber's Hora Mos.)
2
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We have now adduced the Scriptural evidence of the atonement

made by the death of Christ for the sins of the world
;
a doctrine not

speculative and inditferent, but vital to the whole scheme of Chris-

tianity ;
a doctrine which tends to produce the most awful sense of sin,

and to afford the most solemn motive to repentance ;
which at once

excites the most sublime views of the justice and mercy of God, and

gives the most affecting exhibition of the compassion and love of

Christ
;
which is the only ground of faith in the pardoning love of God,

and the surest guard against presumption ;
and which, by opening

access to God in prayer, keeps before man a safe and secure refuge

amidst the troubles of life, and in the prospect of eternity. It is the

only view, too, of the death of Christ which interprets the Holy Scrip,

tures into a consistent and unequivocal meaning. Their language is

wholly constructed upon it, and, therefore, caft only be interpreted by it ;

il is the key to their style, their allusions, their doctrines, their prophe-

cies, their types. All is confused and delusive without it
;

all clear,

composed, and ordered, when placed under its illumination. To Christ

•ander his sacrificial character, as well as in his regal claims,
"
give all

the prophets witness ;" and in this testimony all the services of the taber-

lacle, and the rights of the patriarchal age concur. Christ, as " the

oamb of God, was slain from the foundation of the world ;" and when

the worid shall be no more, he will appear before his glorified saints, as

" the Lamb newly slain," shedding upon them the unabated efficacy of

his death for ever. Nor is it a doctrine to be rejected without immi-

nent peril.
—"

Verily, verily, I say unto you, except you eat the flesh of

the Son of man, and drink his blood, you have no life in you ;" words

which, as Whitby justly observes,
"
cleariy declare the necessity of faith

in his body given, and his blood shed for the remission of sins, in order

to justification and salvation."

CHAPTER XXIII.

Benefits derived to Man from the Atonement—Justification.

When we speak of benefits received by the human race, in conse.

quence of the atonement of Christ, the truth is, that man, having forfeited

good of every kind, and even life itself, by his transgression, all that

remains to him more than evil in the natural world, and in the dispensa-

tions of general and particular providence, as well as all spiritual
bless-

ings put within his reach by the Gospel, are to be considered as the

fruits of the death and intercession of Christ, and ought to be grate-

fully acknowledged as such. We enjoy nothing in our own right,
and

receive all from the hands of the Divine mercy. We now, however,
2
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speak in paiticular of those benefits which immmediately relate to, oi

« hicli constitute wliat in Scripture is called our salvation ; by which

term is meant the deliverance of man from the penalty, dominion, and

poiluliDU of his sins
;
his introduction into the Divine favour in this life ;

and his future and eternal fehcity in another.

The grand object of our redemption was to accomplish this salviu

lion
;

and the first etiect of Christ's atonement, whether anticipated

b )lbrf; his coming, as •
" the Lamb slain from before the foundation of

the world," or when etiected by his passion, was to place God ana

man in that new relation, from which salvation might be derived to the

oH'endcr.

The only relation in which an oHended sovereign and a guilty subject

could stand, in mere justice, was the relation of a judge and a. criminal

capitally convicted. The new relation etiected by the death of Christ,

is, as to God, that of an offended sovereign having devised honourable

means to suspend the execution of the sentence of death, and to offer

terms of pardon to the condemned
; and, as to man, that as the object

of this compassion, he receives assurance of the placableness of God,
and his readiness to forgive all his offences, and may, by the use of the

prescribed means, actually obtain this favour.

To this is to be added another consideration. God is not merely

disposed to forgive the offences of men upon their suit and application ;

but an aflecting activity is ascribed in Scripture to the compassion of

(lod. The atonement of Christ having made it morally practicable to

exercise mercy, and having removed all legal obstructions out of the

way of reconciliation, that mercy pours itself forth in ardent and cease,

less efforts to accomplish its own purposes, and not content with wait-

ing the return of man in penitence and prayer, "God is in Christ

reconciling the world unto himself;" that is to say, he employs various

means to awaken men to a due sense of their fallen and endangered

condition, and to prompt and influence them (sometimes with mighty

efficacy) to seek his favour and grace, in the way which he has himself

ordained in his revealed word.

The mixed and chequered external circumstances of men in this pre-

sent life is a providential arrangement which is to be attributed to this

design ; and, viewed under this aspect, it throws an interesting light

upon the condition of inankind, unknown to the wisest among those

nations which have not had the benefits of revealed religion, except that

some glimpses, in a few cases, may have been afforded of this doctrine

by the scattered and broken rays of early tradition. Nor has this been

always adverted to by those writers who have enjoyed the f"ull mani-

festations of Divine truth in the Scriptures. By many, the infliction of

labour, and sorrow, and disappointment upon fallen man, and the short.

Btiing of the term of human life, arc considered cluellv, if not exclu.

2
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siveiv, as measures adopted to prevent evil, or of restraining its overflow

in society. Such ends are, doubtless, by the wisdom of God, thus

effected to a great and beneficial extent
;
but there is a still higher de-

sign. These dispensations are not only instruments of prevention, but

designed means of salvation, preparatory to, and co-operative with

those .agencies, by which that result can only be directly produced.
The state of man shows, that he is under a chequered dispensation, in

which justice and forbearance, mercy and correction, have all their

place, and in which there is a marked adaptation to his state as a re-

prieved criminal
;
a being still guilty, but within the reach of hope.

The earth is cursed
;
but it yields its produce to man's toil

; life is pro-

longed in some instances and curtailed in others, and is uncertain to all ;

we have health and sickness ; pleasures and pains ; gratifications and

disappointment ;
but as to all, in circumstances however favoured, dis-

satisfaction and restlessness of spirit are still felt
;
a thirst which nothing

earthly can allay, a vacuity which nothing in our outward condition can

supply. There is a manifestation of mercy to save, as well as of wis-

dom to prevent, and the great end of the whole is explained by the

inspired record. " Lo all these things worketh God oftentimes with

man, to keep back his soul from the pit." His "
goodness" is designed

to lead us " to repentance," his rod to teach us wisdom. " In the day
of adversity consider."

Another benefit granted for the same end, is the revelation of the will

of God, and the declaration of his purposes of grace as to man's actual

redemption. These purposes have been declared to man, with great

inequality we grant, a mystery which we are not able to explain ; but

we have the testimony of God in his own word, though we cannot in

many cases trace the process of the revelation, that in no case, that in

no nation,
" has he left himself without witness." Oral revelations were

made to the first men ;
these became the subject of tradition, and were

carried into all nations, though the mercy of God, in this respect, was

abused by that wilful corruption of his truth of which all have been

guilty. To the .lews he was pleased to give a written record of his

ivil]
;
and the possession of this, in its perfect evangelical form, has be-

come the distinguished privilege of all Christian nations, who are now

<!Xerting themselves to make the blessing universal, a result which pro-

bably is not far distant. By this direct benefit of the atonement of Ciirist,

the law under which we are all placed is exhibited in its full, though

reproving, perfection ;
the character of "Him with whom we have to

do" is unveiled ;
the history of the redeeming acts of our Saviour is re-

corded ;
his example, his sufferings, his resurrection, nnd intercession,

the terms of our pardon, the process of our regeneration, the bright and

attractive path of obedience, are all presented to our meditations, and,

furmounting the whole, is that " immortalitv which has been brought
Vol. U. 14
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10 light l)y ihe Gospel.'' Having the revelation, also, in this written

form, it is guarded against corruption, and, by the nniltiplication of

copies in the present day, it has become a book for family reading, iind

private perusal and study ;
so that neither can we, except wilfully, re-

main ignorant of the important truths it contains, nor can they be long
absent from the attention of the most careless ;

from so many quarters

are they obtruded upon them.

To this great religious advantage we are to add the institution of the

Christian ministry, or the appointment of men, who have been them-

selves reconciled to God, to preach the word of reconciliation to others
;

to do this publicly, in opposition to all contempt and persecution, in

every place where they may be placed, and to which they can have

access : to study the word of God themselves
, faithfully and affection-

ately to administer it to persons of all conditions
;
and thus, by a con-

slant activity, to keep the light of truth before the eyes of men, and to

impress it upon their consciences.

These means are all accompanied with the influence of the Holy

Spirit ; for it is the constant doctrine of the Scriptures, that men are

not left to the mere influence of a revelation of truth, and the means of

salvation
;

but are graciously excited and effectually aided in all their

endeavours to avail themselves of both. Before the flood, the Holy

Spirit is represented as "
striving" with men, to restrain them from their

wickedness, and to lead them to repentance. This especially was his

benei'olent employ, as we learn from St. Peter, during the whole time

that " the ark was preparing," the period in which Noah fulfilled his

ministry as "
preacher of righteousness" to the disobedient world. Un-

der the law, the wicked are said to "grieve" and "resist" the Holy

Spirit ;
and good men are seen earnestly supplicating his help, ,not only

in extraordinary cases, and for some miraculous purpose, but in the ordi-

nary course of religious experience and conflict. The final establish-

ment and the moral effects flowing from Messiah's dominion, are ascribed,

by the prophets, to the pouring out of the Spirit, as rain upon the

parched ground, and as the opening of rivers in the desert
;
and that

the agency of the Spirit is not confined, in the New Testament, to gifts

and miraculous powers, and their eflects in producing mere intellectua.

conviction of the truth of Christianity, but is directed to the renovatiou

of our nature, and the carrying into fiill practical effect the redeeminj;

designs of the Gospel, is manifest from numerous passages and argu-

ments to be found in the discourses of Christ and the writings of his

apostles. In our Lord's discourse with Nicodemus, he declares that

the regenerate man is " horn of the Spirit." He promises to send the

Spirit "to convince (or reprove) the world of sin." It is by the Spirit

that our Lord represents himself as carrying on the work of human

salvation, after his return to heaven, and in this sense promises to abide

2
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wilh his disciples for ever, and to be \vith them " to the end of the

world." In accordance with this, the apostles ascribe the success of

heir preaching, in producing moral changes in the hearts of men, to

the influence of the Spirit. So far from
attributing this to the extraor-

dinary gifts with which the Spirit had furnished them, St. Paul denies

that this efficac}- was to be ascribed either to himself or Apollos, though
both were thus richly endowed

;
and he expressly attributes the "

in-

crease," which followed their planting and watering, to God. The Spi
rit is, therefore, represented as giving life to the dead souls of men ;

the moral virtues are called " fruits of the Spirit ;" and to be " led by
the Spirit," is made the proof of our being the sons of God.

Such is the wondrous and deeply affecting doctrine of Scripture. The
fruit of the death and intercession of Christ, is not only to render it con-

sistent with a- righteous government to forgive sin, but to call forth the

active exorcise of the love of God to man. His "
good Spirit," the ex-

pressive appellation of the third person of the blessed trinity in the Old

Testament, visits every heart, and connects his secret influences with

outveard means, to awaken the attention of man to spiritual and eternal

things, and win his heart to God. (6)

To this operation, this "
working of God in man," in conjunction with

the written and preached word, and other means of religious instruction

and excitement, is to be attributed that view of the spiritual nature of

the law under which we are placed, and the extent of its demands,
which produces conviction of the fact of sin, and at once annihilates all

self righteousness, and all palliations of ofience
;
which withers the

goodly show of supposititious virtues, and brings the convicted transgres-

sor, whatever his character may be before men, Emd though, in com pa-

rison of many of his fellow creatures, he may have been much less sin-

ful, to say before God, "
Behold, I am vile, what shall I answer thee."

The penalty of the law, death, eternal death, being at the same time

apprehended, and meditated upon, the bondage of fear, and the painful

anticipations of the consequences of sin follow, and thus he is moved by
a sense of danger, to look out tor a remedy ; and this being disclosed

in the same revelation, and unfolded by the same Spirit, from whose

secret influence he has received this unwonted tendeniess of heart, this

" broken and contrite spirit," he confesses his sins before God, and ap-

pears like the pubhcan in the temple, smiting upon his breast, exclaim-

ing,
" God be merciful to me a sinner :"—thus at once acknowledging

his own offence and unworthiness, and flying for refuge to the mercv of

his offended God proclaimed to him in Christ. That which every such

(6)
• iliius esse duritiem humani cordis emollire, cum aut per salutiferam prse.

dicationem Evangelii, aut alia quacunque ratione in pectora hominuni recipitur :

illam eos illuniinare, et in agnitionem Dei atque in omnem viani veritatis et in

J>tius vitae novitatem, et perpetuam salulis spem perducere." (Bishop Jeael.)

2
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convinced and awakened man needs is mercy, the remission of his sins,

and consequent exemption from their penalty. It is only this which can

take him from under the malediction of the general law which he has

violated ; only this which can bring him into a state of reconciliation

and frieudsliip witli the Lawgiver, whose righteous displeasure he has

provoked. This act of mercy is, in the New Testament, called justi-

ficalion, and to the consideration of this doctrine we must now direct

ojr attention.

On the nature of justification, its extent, and the mode in which it i«

attained, it is not necessary to say, that various opinions have- been as-

serted and defended by theologians ;
but before we advert to any of

them, our care shall be to adduce the natural and unper\'erted doctrine

of Scripture on a subject which it is of so much importance to appre-

hend clearly, in that light in which it is there presented.
•

The first point which we find established by the language of the New
Testament is, that justification, the pardon and remission of sins, the

Bon-iniputation of sin, and the imputation of righteousness, are terms

and phrases of the same import. The following passages may be given

in proof:
—

Luke xviii, 13, 14, "I tell you, this man went down to his house _;us.

tified, rather than the other." Here the term "justified" must mean

pardoned, since the publican confessed himself " a sinner," and asked
'

mercy" in that relation.

Acts xiii, 38, 39,
" Be it known unto you, men and brethren, that

througli tliis man is preached unto you the forgiveness of sins ; and by

him, all that believe are justified from all things, from which ye could

not be justified by the taw of Moses." Here, also, it is plain that for.

giveness of sins and justification mean the same thing, one term being

used as explanatory of the other.

Romans iii, 25, 26,
" Whom God hath set forth to be a propitiation

tlirough faith in his blood, to declare his righteousness for the rcmissiot

of sins that are past, through the forbearance of God
;

to declare, I say
at this time his righteousness, that he might be just, and the juslifer o(

him which believeth in Jesus." To remit sins and to justify are hert

also represented as the same act
; consequent upon a declaration of the

righteousness of God, and upon our faith.

Horn, iv, 4-8,
" But to him that worketh not, but believeth on biiH

that justijieth the ungodly, his faith is counted for righteousness ; even

SB David describelh the blessedness of tlie man unto whom (Jon impu-

telh righliousness without woiks, saving. Blessed is the man whose ini.

quilies
arc forgiven, and wliose sins are covered; blessed is the man to

whom the Lord will not impute sin." The quotation from David, iatr6.

duced by the apostle, by way of illustrating his doctrine of the justifica.

tion of the ungodly, by
•'

counting his faith lor righteousness," shovs
2
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clearly, that he considered "
justification,"

" the imputing of righteous.

ness,"
" the forgiveness of iniquities," the "

covering of sin," the " non-

imputation of sin," as of the same import ; acts substantially equivalent

one to another, though under somewhat different views, and therefore

expressed by terms respectively convertible
;
—this variety of phrase be-

ing adopted, probably, to preserve the idea which runs throughout the

whole Scripture, that in the remission or pardon of sin, Almighty God
acts in his character of Ruler and Judge, showing mercy upon terms

satisfactory to his justice, when he might in rigid justice have punished
our transgressions to the utmost. The term justification especially is

judiciary, and taken from courts of law and the proceedings of magis-
trates

;
and this judiciary character of the act of pardon is also con.

firmed by the relation of the parties to each other, as it is constantly
exhibited in Scripture. God is an offended Sovereign ; man is an

offending subject. He has offended against public law, not against pri-

vate obligations ;
and the act therefore by which he is relieved from the

penalty, must be magisterial and regal. It is, also, a farther confirma-

tion that in this process Christ is represented as a public Mediator and

Advocate.

The importance of acquiring and maintaining this simple and distinct

view of justification, that it is the remission of sins, as stated in the pas-

sages above quoted, will appear from the following considerations :
—

^ 1. We are taught that pardon of sin is not an act of prerogative, done

above law
;
but a judicial process, done consistently with law. For in

this process there are three parties. God, as Sovereign ;

" Who shall

lay any thing to the charge of God's elect ? it is God that justifieth, who
is he thaj; condemneth ?" Christ, as Advocate

;
not defending the guilty,

but interceding for them
;

" It is Christ that died, yea, rather, that is

risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh

intercession for us," Rom. viii, 33, 34. " And if any man sin, we have

an Advocate with the Father," 1 John ii, 1 . The third party is man,
who is, by his own confession, "guilty,"

" a smner,"
"
ungodly ;" for

repentance in all cases precedes this remission of sins, and it both sup-

poses and confesses offence and desert of punishment. God is Judge
in this process, not, however, as it has been well expressed

"
by the law

of creation, and of works, but by the law of redemption and grace. Not

as merely just, though just ; but as merciful. Not as merciful m gene-

ral, and ex ntida voJunlate, without any respect had to satisfaction ;
but

as propitiated by the blood of Christ, and having accepted the propitia-

tion made by his blood. Not merely propitiated by his blood, but moved

by his intercession, which he makes as our Advocate in heaven ;
not

only pleading the propitiation made and accepted, but the repentance

and faith of the sinner, and the promise of the Judge before whom he

pleads." {Laicson's Then-politica.) Thus as pardon or justification

i^
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docs not take place but upon propitiation, the mediation and intercession

of a third party, and on the condition on the part of the guilty, not only

of repentance, but of " faith" in Christ's "
blood," which, as before esta-

blished, means faith in his sacrificial death, it is not an act of rsere mercy,

or of prerogative ;
but one wliich consists with a righteous goveniment,

and proceeds on grounds which secure the honours of the Divine justice.

2. We are thus taught that justification has respect to particular indi-

viduals, and is to be distinguished from " that gracious constitution of

God, by which, for the sake of Jesus Christ, he so far delivers all man-

kind from the guilt of Adam's sin, as to place them, notwithstanding

their natural connection with the fallen progenitor of the human race,

m a salvable state. Justification is a blessing of a much higher and

more perfect character, and is not common to the human race at large,

but experienced by a certain description of persons in particular." {Bunt-

ing's !<ermon on Jusiijication.) Thus some of our older divines properly

distinguish between sententia legis and sententia judicis, that is, between

legislation and judgment ;
between the constitution, whatever it may be,

under which the sovereign decides, whether it be rigidly just or softened

by mercy, and his decisions in his regal and judicial capacity them-

selves. Justification is, therefore, a decision under a gracious legisla-

tion,
" the law of faith ;" but not this legislation itself.

" For if it be an

act of legislation, it is then only promise, and that looks toward none in

particular ;
but to all to w hom the promise is made, in general, and pre-

supposeth a condition to be performed. But justification presupposeth
a particular person, a particular cause, a condition performed, and the

performance, as already past, pleaded ; and the decision proceeds ac-

cordingly." {Lawson's Tkeo-politica.) Justification becomes, there-

fore, a subject of personal concern, personal prayer, and personal seek-

ing, and is to be personally experienced ; nor can any one be safe in

trusting to that general gracious constitution under which he is placed

by the mercy of God in Christ, since that is established in order to the

personal and particular justification of those who believe, but must not

be confounded with it.

3. Justification, being a sentence of pardon, the Antinomian notion

of eternal justification becomes a manifest absurdity. For if it be a

sentence, a decision on the case of the offender, it must take place in

timtj ;
for that is not a sentence which is conceived in the breast of the

Judge. A sentence is pronounced, and a sentence pronounced and de-

clared from eternity, before man was created, when no sin had been

committed, no law published, no Saviour promised, no faith exercised,

when, in a word, no being existed but God himself, is not only absurd,

but impossible, for it would have been a decision declared to none, and

therefore not declared at all : afld if, as they say, the sentence was

passed in eternity, but manifested in time, it might from thence be a*

a
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rightly argued that the world was created from eternity, and that tho

work of creation in the beginning of time, was only a manifestation of

that which was from everlasting. It is the guilty who are pardoned
—

" he juslifieth the ungodly ;" guilt, therefore, precedes pardon : while

that remains, so far are any from being justified, that they are " under

wrath," in a state of " condemnation," with which a state of justifica-

tion cannot consist, for the contradiction is palpable ; so that the advo.

Gates of this wild notion must either give up justification in eternity, or

a state of condemnation in time. If they hold the former, they contra-

dict common sense
;

if they deny the latter, they deny the Scriptures.

4. Justification, being the pardon of sin, this view of the doctrine

guards us against the notion, that it is an act of God by which we are

made actually just and righteous.
" This is sanctification, which is,,

indeed, the immediate fruit of justification ; but, nevertheless, is a dis-

tinct gift of God, and of a totally different nature. The one implies

what God does for us through his Son ;
the other, what God works in

us by his Spirit. So that, although some rare instances may be found,

wherein the terms justified and justification are used in so wide a sense

as to include sanctification also, yet in general use they are sufficiently

distinguished from each other both by St. Paul and the other inspired

writers." (Wesley's Sermo7is.)

5. Justification, being the pardon of sin by judicial sentence of the

offended Majesty of heaven, under a gracious constitution, the term

aflfords no ground for the notion, that it imports the imputation or ac-

counting to us the active and passive righteousness of Christ, so as to

make us both relatively and positively righteous.

On tliis subject, which has been fruitful of controversy, our remarks

must be somewhat more extended.

The notion, that justification includes not only the pardon of sin, but

the imputation to us of Christ's active personal righteousness, though

usually held only by Calvinists, has not been received by all divines of

this class ; but, on the contrary, by some of them, both in ancient and

modern times, it has been very strenuously opposed, as well as by the

advocates of that more moderate scheme of election defended by Camero

in France, and by Baxter in England. Even Calvin himself has said

nothing on this subject, but which Arminius, in his Declaration before

the States of Holland, declares his readiness to subscribe to
;
and Mr.

Wesley, in much the same view of the subject as Arminius, admits the

doctrine of the imputation of the righteousness of Christ to us upon our

believing, provided it be soberly interpreted.

There are, in fact, three opinions on this subject, which it is neces-

aary to distinguish in order to obtain clear views of the controversy.

The first is a part of the high Calvinistic sciieme, and lays at the

foundation of Antinomianism, and is, in consequence, violently advocated
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by those who adopt that gross corruption of Christian faith. It is, that

Ciirist so represented tlie elect that his righteousness is imputed to us as

ours; as if we ourselves had been what he was, that is, petftctly obe-

dient to the law of God, and had done what he did as perfectly righteous.

The first objection to this opinion is, that it is nowhere stated in Scrip-

ture that Christ's personal righteousness is imputed to us. Not a text

can be found which contains any enunciation of this doctrine ; and those

which are adduced, such as " the Lord our righteousness," and " Christ

who is made unto us righteousness," are obviously pressed into the set-

vice of this scheme by a paraphrastic interpretation, for which there is

no authority in any other passages which speak of our redemption. But

to these texts we shall return in the sequel.

2. The notion here attached to Christ's representing us is wholly gra-

tuitous. In a limited setise it is true, that Christ represented us
;
that

is, sutfered in our stead, that we might not sutler
;

" but not absolutely

as our delegate," says Baxter, justly ;

" our persons did not, in a law

sense, do in and by Christ what he did, or possess the habits which

he possessed, or suffer what he sufl'ered." [Gospel Defended.) Tlie

Scripture doctrine is, indeed, just the contrary. It is never said, that

we suffered in Christ, but that he suffered for us
;
so also it is never

taught that we obeyed in Christ, but that, through his entire obedience

to a course of subjection and suffering, ending in his death, our disobe-

dience is forgiven.

3. Nor is there any weight in the argument, that as our sins were

accounted his, so his righteousness is accounted ours. Our sins were

never so accounted Christ's as that he did them, and so justlv suffered

for them. This is a monstrous notion, which has been sometimes pushed

to the verge of blasphemv. Our transgressions are never said to have

been imputed to' him in the fact, but only that they were laid upon him

in the penalty. To be God's " beloved Son in whom he was always
well pleasetl," and to be reckoned, imputed, accounted a sinner, de facto,

^e manifest contradictions.

4. This whole doctrine of the imputation of Christ's personal moral

obedience to believers, as their own personal moral obedience, involves

a fiction and impossibility inconsistent with the Divine attributes. " The

judgment of the all-wise God is always according to truth
; neither can

it ever consist with his unerring wisdom to think that I am iinincent, to

judge that I am righteous or holy, because another is so. He can no

loore confound me with Christ than with David or Abraham." {Wes-

ley.")
But a contradiction is involved in another view. If what our

Lord was and did is to be accounted to us in the sense just given, then

we must be accounted never to have sinned, because Christ never sin-

ned, and yet «e must ask for pardon, though we are accounted from

birth to death, to have fulfilled God's law in Christ
; or if thev should

2
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say, that when we ask for pardon we ask only for a revelation to us of
our eternal justification or pardon, the matter is not altered, for what
need is there of pardon, in time or eternity, if we are accounted to have

perfectly obe} ed God's holy law
;
and why should we be accounted

also to have sulTered, in Christ, the penalty of sins which we are ac
counted never to have committed ?

5. Another objection to the accounting of Christ's personal acts as

done by i;s is, that they were of a loftier character than can be sup.

posed capable of being accounted the acts of mere creatures
; that, in

one eminent instance, neither the act could be required of us, nor the

imputation of the act to us
; and, in other respects, and as to particular

duties, Christ's personal obedience is deficient, and cannot be therefore

reckoned to our account. For the first, Christ was God and man united

m one person, a circumstance which gave a peculiar character of fill-

ness and perfection to his obedience, which not even man, in his state

of innocence, can he supposed capable of rendering.
" He, then, that

assumeth this righteousness to himself," says Goodwin, " and apparel-
leth himself with it, represents himself before God, not in the habit of a

just or righteous man, but in the glorious attire of the great Mediator

of the world, whose righteousness hath heights and depths in it, a length
and breadth which infinitely exceed the proportions of all men whatever.

Now, then, for a silly worm to take this robe of immeasurable majesty

upon him, and to conceit liimself as great in holiness and righteousness
as Jesus Christ, (for that is the spirit that rules in this opinion, to teach

men to assume all that Christ did unto themselves, and that in no other

way, nor upon any lower terms, than as if themselves had personally
done h,) whether tliis be right, I leave to sober men to consider."

{Treatise on
Justification.) For the second, I refer to our Lord's bap.

tism by John. His submission to this ordinance was a part of his per-
sonal righteousness, and it is strongly marked as such in his own words

addressed to John,
" Suffer it to be so now, for thus it becometh us to

fulfil all righteousness." But no man now is bound to submit to the

baptism of John, and the righteousness of doing so, whether personally
or by imputation, is superfluous. This may also be applied to many
other of the acts of Christ

; they were never obligatory upon us, and

their imputation to us is impossible or unnecessary. For the third case,

th(! personal obedience of Christ is, as to particular acts, deficient, and

our condition could not, therefore, be provided for by this imputation.

Suppose us guilty of violating the paternal or the conjugal duties, the

duties of servants, or of magistrates, with many others, this theory is,

that we are justified by the imputation of Christ's personal acts of right,

eousness to us, and that they are reckoned to us, as though we had

ourselves performed them. But our Lord, never having stood in any
of these relations, never acquired a personal righteousness of this kind

3
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to be reckoned as done by us. That which never was done by Christ

cannot be imputed, and so it would follow that we can never be forgiven

such delinquencies. If it be said, that the imputation of particular acts

is not necessary, but that it is sufficient if men have a righteousness

imputed to them, which is equivalent to them, it is answered, the strict

and peremptory nature of law knows nothing of this doctrine of tlie

equivalency of one act to another. The suffering of an unobliged sub-

stitute, where such a provision is admitted, may be an equivalent to the

suffering of the offender
;
but one course of duties cannot be accepted

in the place of another when justification is placed on the ground of the

actual fulfilment of the law by a delegate in the place of the delinquent,

which is the ground on which the doctrine of the imputation of Christ's

active righteousness for justification places it. The law must exact

conformity to all its precepts in their place and order, and he that

" offends in one is guilty of all."

6. A crowning and most fatal objection is, that this doctrine shifts

the meritorious cause of man's justification from Christ's " obedience

unto death," where the Scriptures place it, to Christ's active obedience

to the precepts of the law
;
and leaves no rational account of the reason

of Christ's vicarious sufferings. To his " blood" the New Testament

writers ascribe our redemption, and " faith in his blood" is as clearly

held out as the instrumental cause of our justification ;
but by this doc-

trine the attention and hope of men are perversely turned away from his

sacrificial death to his holy life, which, though necessary, both as an

example to us, and also so to qualify his sacrifice, that his blood should

be that of " a lamb without spot," is nowhere represented as that on

account of which men are pardoned.

Piscator, though a Calvinist, thus treats the subject in scholastic form.

" If our sins have been expiated by the obedience of the life of Ciirist,

either a perfect expiation has been thus made for all of them, or an

imperfect one for some of them. The first cannot be asserted, for then

it would follow that Christ had died in vain; for as he died to expiate

our sins, he would not have accounted it necessary to offer such an

expiation for them, if they had been already expiated by the ol)edience

of his life.
And the latter cannot be maintained, because Christ lias

yielded perfect obedience to the law of God, wherefore, if he have per

formed that for the expiation of our sins, he must necessarily, through
that obedience, have expiated all of them perfectly." Again,

" If Christ,

by the obedience of his
life, had rendered satisfaction to God for our

sins, it would follow, as a consequence, that God is unjust, who has

made an additional demand to receive satisfaction through the obedience

of death, and thus required to have the same debt paid twice." Again,
' If Christ, by his obedience to the law, has merited for us the forgive,

ness of sins, the consequence will be, that the remission of sins was
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efiectofl without the slioddiii;^ dC IiIooiI
;

hut willioiit Hli(^(l<liti)^
<>(" 1)I<i(m1

no rctniHsion is eflectcd, us a|)|iourH froiri lli;l). ix, 22; tlii^iid'oro (^lirJHt

has not incritcd for us tlio nMuiHsiou of siiiH by tho olicdioiicc wiiic.h ho

pcrloriiKMl lo the liiw." (7) 'l"o tho sutiKi olfr^ct, also, is ii itaHsagc in

(ioodwiti's Troutisc; on JiiHliliciilioii, writlori whilo hi! vvii.'< yv.l
a ('al-

viiiiat. "If men be as lij^hleous as Ciirist was in iiis life, thisre was no

more necessity of his death for thetn, than there was cither of his own

death, or tlio death of any olher, for hitnscdf. If we. wore perfi^illy just

or righteous in Uitn, or with him, in iiis hi<;, then Ihi^ just would not hitvo

died for tlie unjust, hut he would have died for the just, for whom there

Was no necessity ho should die. This reason tlie apostle (!X[)resHly do-

livers, <«al. ii, 21,
' If riglil<u)Usnoss be by the law, then ('hrist diiMJ in

vain.' I desire the impiirtiiil rcad<rr to observe narrowly thi; liireo of

this inference made by the Holy (ihosl. If righteousness, or justilien-

tion, be by tho law, then Christ died in vain. Men cannot here betake

themselves to ihc.W woritoil refuge, lo say, that by th<! law, is to i)e

understood the works oi' the law as performed by a man's self in person.

For if by tho word liiw in this place, we understatid tlie works of the

law as porforrnfid by (Christ, the conserpnince will rise up with the

greater streiigtli against thi;m. If riglileousness wctrf! by the works of

tho law, as perfortried by ('tirist, that is, if the iminildtiiiii of them wore

our complete righteousness, the death of (Jhrist for us had been in vain,

because the righteousness of his life irn|)uted, had been a sufiicient and

complete righteousness for us."

The same writer, also, powerfully argues against \.\\i: sami; doefrine

from its confounding the two covenants of works and grace.
"

It is

true, jnariy that hold the way of iiiiputalion are nothing asliainf^d of this

consequent, the coMlbundin}.^ tlir; two eovonants of (»od with men, that

of works with that of grace. These conceive that (iod never made

more covenants than one with man ;
and that the Gospel is nothing elw

but a gracious aid from (Jod in hel|) man to jierform the covenant of

works: so that the life and salvation which ::re said to come by Clirist,

in no other sense come by him, but as he fullillr;rl that law of works lor

man which men themselves were not able to fulfil : and by imjmlalion,

as by a deed of gift, ho mi^kos over his perfect obedience and liiKilling

of the law to those that lielieve
;
so that they, in right of tins pi.rliet

obedience, made theirs by irnpultitiim, come to inherit life and salvation,

according to the strict tenor of the covenant of works— ' iJo this and

live.'

" I'ul men rnav as well say, there was no second Adam, really dil-

fering from the first; or that the spirit of bondage is the same wjih the

Spirit of wloption. If the second covenant of grace were implicitly

contained in the first, then the meaning of the first covenant, conceived

(7; See note in Nichol'ii tranMlation ijf Ihr; work" of Arininiun, vol. i, [.. I<34-
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in those words,
' Do this and live,' must be, do this, either by thyself, ox

by another, and live. There is no other way to reduce them to the

same covenant.

"
Again, if the first and second covenant were in substance the same,

then must the conditions in both be the same. For the conditions in a

covenant are as essential a part of it as any other belonging to it.

Though there be the same parties covenanting, and the same things

covenanted for
; j'et if there be new articles of agreement, it is really

another covenant. Now if the conditions be the same in both those

covenants, then to do this, and to believe, faith and works, are the same
;

whereas the Scripture, from place to place, makes the most irreconcila-

ble opposition between them. But some, being shy of this consequence,

hold the imputaticm of Christ's righteousness (in the sense opposed) and

yet demur upon an identity of the two covenants. Wherefore, to prove

it, I thus reason : Where the parties covenanting are the same, and the

things covenanted for the same, and the conditions the same, there the

covenants are the same. But if the righteousness of the law imputed

to us, be the condition of the new covenant, all the three, persons,

things, conditions, are the same. Therefore the two covenants, first

and second, the old and the new, are the same
;
because as to the par-

ties covenanting, and the things covenanted for, it is agreed, on both

sides, they are the same.
" If it be objected, that the righteousness of the law imputed from

another, ahd wrought by a man's self, are two different conditions
;
and

that, therefore, it doth not follow, that the covenants are the same : to

this I answer, the substance of the agreement will be found the same

notwithstanding ;
the works, or righteousness of the law are the same,

by whomsoever wrought. If Adam had fullilled the law, as Christ did,

he had been justified by the same righteousness, wherewith Christ him-

self was righteous. If it be said, that imputation in the second covenant,

which was not in the first, makes a difference in the condition ; I an-

swer, 1 . Imputation of works, or of righteousness, is not the condition

of the new covenant, but behoving. If imputation were the condition,

then the whole covenant would lie upon God, and nothing be required

on the creature's part ; for imputation is an act of God, not of men. 2.

If it were granted, that the righteousness, or the works of the law im-

puted from Christ, were that whereby we are justified, yet they must

justify, not as imputed, but as righteousness, or works of the law.

Therefore imputation makes no diflTerence in this respect. Imputation

can be no part of that righteousness by which we are justified, because

it is no conformity with any law, nor with any part or branch of any

law, that man was ever bound to keep. Therefore it can be no part of

that righteousness by which he is justified. So that the condition of

both covenants will be found the same, (and consequentlv both cove-

2
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nants the same,) if justification be maintained by the righteousness of

Christ imputed."
To the work last quoted the reader mav be referred as a complete

jeatise on the subject, and a most masterly refutation of a notion,

which he and other Calvinistic divines, in different ages, could not fail

o perceive was most delusive to the souls of men, directly destructive

Df moral obedience, and not less so of the Christian doctrine of the

itonement of Christ, and justification by
" faith in his blood." It is on

his ground that men who turn the grace of God into Ucentiousness,

contend, that being invested with the perfect righteousness of Christ,

God cannot see any sin in them ; and, indeed, upon their own principles,

hey reason conclusively. Justice has not to do with them, but with

Christ
;

it demands perfect obedience, and Christ has rendered that per-

feet obedience for them, and what he did is always accounted as done

oy them. Tliey are, therefore, under no real obligation of obedience ;

they can fear no penal consequences from disobedience
;
and a course

of the most flagrant vice, may consist with an entire confidence in the

Lndefeisible favour of God, with the profession of sonship and disci-

pleship, and the hope of heaven. These notions many shamelessly
avow

; and they have been too much encouraged in their fatal creed,

by those who have held the same system substantially, though they abhor

the bold conclusions which the open Antinomian would draw from it.

The doctrine on which the above remarks have been made, is the

first of the three opinions which have been held on the subject of the

imputation of righteousness in our justificalion. The second is the opi-
nion of Calvin himself, and those of his followers, who have not refined

so much upon the scheme of their master as others, and with them

many Arminians have also, in some respects, agreed ;
not that they

have approved the terms in which this opinion is usually expressed ;

but because they have thought it, under a certain interpretation, right,

and one which would allow them, for the sake of peace, to use

either the phrase,
" the imputation of the righteousness of Christ," or

" the imputation of faith for righteousness," which latter they consider

more Scriptural, and therefore interpret the former so as to be consist-

ent with it.

The sentiments of Calvin on this subject may be collected from the

following passages in the third book of his Institutes :
—

" We simply explain justification to be an acceptance, by which God
receives us into his favour and esteems us as righteous persons, and

we say it consists in the remission of sins and the imputation of the

righteousness of Christ." '« He must certainly be destitute of a right-

eousness of his own, who is taught to seek it out of himself. This is

most clearly asserted by the apostle when he says,
' He hath made hira

to be sin for us who knew no sin, that we might be made the righteous.
2
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ness of God in him.' We see that our nghteotisness is not in jurselves

but in Christ. « As by one man's disobedience many were made sin-

ners,-so by the obedience of one shall many be made righteous.' What

is placing our righteousness in the obedience of Christ, but asserting

that we are accounted righteous only because his obedience is accepted

for us as if it were our own ?"

In these passages, the wording of which seems at first sight to favour

the opinion above refuied, there is, however, this marked difference,

that there is no separation made between the active and passive right,

eousness of Christ, his obedience to the precepts of the moral law, and

his obedience to its penalty ;
so that one is imputed in our justification

for one purpose, and the other for another
;
one to take the place of

our obligation to obey, the other of our obligation to suffer
;

but the

obedience of Christ is considered as one, as his holy life and sacrificial

death considered together, and forming that righteousness of Christ

which, being imputed to us, we are "
reputed righteous before God, and

not of ourselves." This is farther confirmed by the strenuous manner

in which Calvin proves, that justification is simply the remission, or

non-imputation of sin, "Whom, therefore, the Lord receives into fellow-

ship with him, him he is said to justify, because he cannot receive any
one into fellowship with himself without making him from a sinner to

be a righteous person. This is accomplished by the remission of sins.

For if they whom the Lord hath reconciled to himself be judged accord-

ing to their works, they will still be found actually sinners, who, not-

withstanding, must be absolved and free from sin. It appears, then,

that those whom God receives, are made righteous no otherwise than as

they are purified by being cleansed from all their defilements by the

remission of sins
;
so that such a righteousness may, in one word, be

denominated a remission of sins. Both these points are fully esta-

blished by the language of Paul, which I have already cited. ' God

was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself, not imputing their

trespasses unto them
;
and hath committed to us the wojd of reconcilia.

tioii.' Then he adds,
' He hath made him to be sin for us, who knew

no sin, that we might be made the righteousness of God in him.' The

terms righteousness and reconciliation are here used by St. Paul indis-

criminately, to teach us that they are mutually comprehended in each

other. And he states the manner of obtaining this righteousness to

consist ill our transgressions not being imputed to us
; wherefore we can

no longer doubt how God justifies, when we hear that he reconciles U8

to himself by not imputing our sins to us." " So Paul, in preaching at

Antioch, says,
'

Through this inau is preached unto you the forgiveness

of sms, and by him all that believe are justified.' The apostle thus con-

nects 'forgiveness of sins' with 'justification,' to show that thev.are

identically the same." {Instilulex, lib. 3, cap. xi.)

2
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This simple notion of justification as the remission of sins could not

have been maintained by Calvin had he held the notion of a distinct

imputation of Christ's active righteousness ;
for it has always followed

from that notion, that they who have held it represent justification as

consisting of two parts, first, the forgiveness of sins, and then the

imputation of Christ's moral obedience, so that he who is forgiven may
be considered personally righteous, and thus, when both meet, he is

justified. (8)

The view taken by Calvin of the imputation of Christ's righteousness

in justification, is obviously, that the righteousness of Christ, that is, his

entire obedience to the will of his Father both in doing and suffering, is,

as he says,
"
accepted for us, as though it were our own ;" so that, in

virtue of it upon our believing, we are accounted righteous, not per-

souallv, but by the remission, or non-imputation of our sins. Thus, he

observes on Acts xiii, 38, 39,
" The justification which we have by Christ

in the Gospel, is not a justification u-ith righteousness, properly so called,

but a justification from sin, and from the guilt of sin and condemnation

Jue to it. So when Christ said to men and women in the Gospel,
' Thy

sins are forgiven thee,' then he justified them—the forgiveness of their

sins was their justification."

Calvin, however, like many of his followers, who adopt no views

on this subject substantially different from their master, uses figurative

terms and phrases, which somewhat obscure his real meaning, and

•nve much countenance to the Antinomian doctrine
;

but then, so

little, it has been thought, can be objected to the opinion of Calvin,

in the article of imputed righteousness, in the main, that many divines,

opposed to the Calvinian theory generally, have not hesitated, in sub-

stance, to assent to it, reserving to themselves some liberty in the use

of the terms in which it is often enveloped, either to modify, explain, or

reject them.

Thus Arminius :
—" I believe that sinners are accounted righteous

solely by the obedience of Christ ;
and that the righteousness of Christ is

the only meritorious cause on account of which God pardons the sins of

believers, and reckons them as righteous as if they had perfectly ful-

filled the law. But since God imputes the righteousness of Christ to

none except believers, I conclude, that, in this sense, it may be well and

properly said, to a man who believes, faith is imputed for righteousness,

throuifh grace, because God hath set forth his Son Jesus Christ to be a

propitiation, through faith in his blood. Whatever interpretation may

be put upon these expressions, none of our divines blame Calvin, or con-

sider him to be heterodox on this point ; yet my opinion is not so widely

different from his, as to prevent me employing the signature of my own

,'8)
" To be released from the damnatory sentence is one tiling, to be treated

M a righteous person, is evidently another." (Hervey's Theron and Aspaiio.)
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hand in suliscribing to those things which he has delivered on this sub

ject, in the third booit of his Institutes." {NichoH's Arminitis.)

So also Mr. Wesley, in his sermon, entitled, " The Lord our Right,

eousness," almost repeats Arminius's words
;

but tliough these eminent

divines seem to agree substantially with Calvin, it is clear that, in their

interpretation of the phrase, the "
imputed righteRusness of Christ," he

would not entirely follow them. " As the active and passive righteous,

ness of Christ were never in fact separated from each other, so we

never need separate them at all. It is with regard to both these con-

jointly, that Jesus is called ' the Lord our righteousness.' But when

is this rigiiteousness imputed ? When they believe. In that very hour

the righteousness of Christ is theirs. It is imputed to every one that

believes, as soon as he believes. But in what sense is this righteousness

imputed to behevcrs ? In this
;

all believers are forgiven and accepted,

not for the sake of any thing in them, or of any thing that ever was,

that is, or ever can be done by tliem„but wholly for the sake of what

Christ hath done and suffered for them. But perhaps some will affirm,

that faith is imputed to us for righteousness. St. Paul affirms this,

therefore I affirm it too. Faith is imputed for righteousness to every

believer, namely, faith in the righteousness of Christ
; but this is exactly

the same thing which has been said before
; for by that expression I

mean neither more nor less than that we are justified by faith, not by

works, or that every believer is forgiven and accepted, merely for the

sake of what Christ had done and suffered." [Sermojis.)

In this sermon, which is one of peace, one in which he shows how

near he was willing to approach those who held the doctrine of Calvin

on tills subject, the author justly observes, that the terms themselves, in

which it is often expressed, are liable to abuse, and intimates, that they
had better be dispensed with. This every one must feel

;
for it is clear

that such figurative expressions, as being clothed with the righteousness

of Christ, and appearing before God as invested in it, so that no fault

can be laid to our charge, are modes of speech, which, though used by
Calvin and his followers of the moderate school, and by some evangeli-

cal Arminians, who mainly agree with them on the subject of man's

justification,
are much more appropriate to the doctrine of the iinputa.

tion of Christ's active righteousness, as held by the higher Calviiiists,

and by Antinomians, than to any other. The truth of the case is, that

the imputation of Ciirist's righteousness is held by such Calviuists in n

])rope.r sense, by evangelical Arminians in an improjyer or i)''comtno.

dated sense ;
and that Calvin and his real followers, ;!,, L^^h nearer to

the latter than the former, do not fully agree with either. If the same

phrases, therefore, be used, they are certainly understood in dilTerenl

senses, or, by one party at least, with limitations
;
and if it can be

shown, that neither is the "
imputation of Christ's righteousness," in ar.v
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good sense expressed or implied in Scripture, and that the phrases,

being clothed and invested with his righteousness, are not used with any
reference to justification, it seems preferable, at least when we are inves-

tigating truth, to discard them at once, and fully to bring out the testi-

mony of Scripture on the doctrine of imputation.
The question then will be, not whether the imputation of Christ's

righteousness is to be taken in the sense of the Antinomians, which has

been sufficiently refuted
;
but whether there is any Scripture authority

for the imputation of Christ's righteousness as it is understood by Calvin,
and admitted, though with some hesitancy, and with explanations, by
Arminius and some others.

With Calvin the notion of imputation seems to be, that the righteous-
ness of Christ, that is, his entire obedience to the will of his Father, both

in doing and suffering, is, upon our believing, imputed, or accounted to

us, or accepted for us,
" as though it were our own." From which we

may conclude, that he admitted some kind of transfer of the righteous-
ness of Christ to our account, and that believers are considered so to be

in Christ, as that he should answer for them in law, and plead his right-
eousness in default of theirs. All this, we grant, is capable of being

interpreted to a good and Scriptural sense
;
but it is also capable of a

contrary one. The opinion of some professedly Calvinistic divines
;
of

Baxter and his followers
;
and of the majority of evangelical Arminians,

is, as Baxter well expresses it, that Christ's righteousness is imputed to

us in the sense " of its being accounted of God the valuable considera-

tion, satisfaction, and merit, (attaining God's ends,) for which we are

(when we consent to the covenant of grace) forgiven and justified,

against^the condemning sentence of the law of innocency,and accounted

and accepted of God to grace and glory." {Brevidte of Controversies.)
So also Goodwin :

" If we take the phrase of imputing Christ's right-

eousness improperly, viz. for the bestowing, as it were, of the righteous-
ness of Christ, including his obedience, as well passive as active, in the

return of it, i. e. in the privileges, blessings, and benefits purchased by
it, so a believer may be said to be justified by the righteousness of Christ

imputed. But then the meaning can be no more than this : God justifies

a believer for the sake of Christ's righteousness, and not for any right-
eousness of his own. Such an imputation of the righteousness of Christ

as this, is no way denied or questioned." {On Jitstijicaiion.)

Between these opinions, as to the imputation of the righteousness of

Christ it will be seen, that there is a manifest difference, which differ-

ence arises from the different senses in which the term imputation is

taken. The latter takes it in the sense of accounting or allowing to the

believer the benefit of the righteousness of Christ, the other in the sense

of reckoning or accounting the righteousness of Christ as ours ;
that is,

what he did and suffered is regarded as done and suffered by us. " It
•

Vol. II. 15
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18 accepted," says Calvin, " as though it were our own ;' so that tliougli

Calvin does not divide the active and passive obedience of Christ, nor

make justification any thing more than the remission of sin, yet his

opinion easily slides into the Antinomian notion, and lays itself o|)en to

several of the same objections, and especially to this, that it involves the

same kind of fiction, that what Christ did or suffered, is, in any sense

whatever, considered by him who knows all things as they are, as being

done or suffered by any other person, than by him who did or suffered it

in fact.

For this notion, that the righteousness of Christ is so imputed as to

be accoimted our own, there is no warrant in the word of God
;
and a

slight examination of those passages, which are indifferently adduced to

su|)port either the Antinomian or the Calvinistic view of the subject, will

suffice to demonstrate this.

Psalm xxxii, 1 :
" Blessed is the man whose transgression is forgiven,

whose sin is covered." Tlie covering of sin here spoken of, is by some

considered to be the investment of the sinner with the righteousness or

obedience of Christ. But this is entirely gratuitous, for the forgiveness

of sin, even by the legal atonements, is called, according to the Hebrew

idiom, (though another verb is used,) to cover sin
;
and the latter part

of the sentence is clearly a parallelism to the former. This is the inter,

pretation of Luther and of Calvin himself. To forgive sin, to cover sin,

and not to impute sin, are in this psalm all phrases obviously of the same

import, and no other kind of imputation but the non-imputation of sin is

mentioned in it. And, indeed, the passage will not serve the purpose

of the advocates of the doctrine of the imputation of Christ's active right-

eousness, on their own principles ;
for sin cannot be covered by the im-

putation of Christ's active righteousness, since: they hold that it is taken

away by the imputation of his death, and that the office of Christ's active

righteousness is not to take awav sin
;
but to render us personally and

positively holy by imputation and the fiction of a transfer.

Jer. xxiii, 6, and xxxiii, 16 :
" And this is the name whereby he shall

be called, The Lord our Righteousness." This passage also proves

nothing to the point, for it is neither said that the righteousness of the

Lord shall be our righteousness, nor that it shall be imputed to us for

righteousness, but simply, that the name by which he shall be called, or

acknowledged, shall be the Lord our Righteousness, that is, the Author

and Procurer of our righteousness or justification before God. So he

is said to be " the Resurrection,"
" our Life,"

" our Peace," &c, as the

author of these blessings ;
for who ever dreamt that Christ is the life,

the resurrection, (he peace of his people by imputation? or that we live

by bemg accounted to live in him, or are raised from the dead by being

accoimted to have risen in him ?

" Some," says Goodwin, " have digged for the treasure of imputation

i
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in Isaiah xlv, 24,
'

Surely shall one say, in the Lord have I righteous.

ness and strength.' But, first, neither is there here the least breathing
of that imputation so much wandered after, nor do I find any intimation

given of ainy such business by any sound expositor. Secondly, the plain

and direct meaning of the place is, that when God should communicate

the. knowledge of himself, in his Son, to the world, his people should

have this sense of the means of their salvation and peace, that they

receive them of the free grace of God, and not of themselves, or by
the merit of their own righteousness. And Calvin's exposition is to this

efftjct :
— ' Because righteousness and strength are the two main points of

our salvation, the faithful acknowledge God to be the author of both.'"

With respect to all those passages which speak of the Jewish or

Christian Churches, or their individual members being
" clothed with

garments of salvation,"
" robes of righteousness,"

" white linen, the right,

eousness of the saints," or of "
putting on Christ ;" a class of texts on

which, from their mere sound, the advocates of imputed righteousness

ring so many changes, the use which is thus made of them shows

either great inattention to the context, or great ignorance of the princi-

pies of criticism :
—the former, because the context will show that either

those passages relate to temporal deliverances, and external blessings ;

or else, not to justification, but to habitual and practical sanctification,

and to the honours and rewards of the saints in glory :
—^the latter, be-

cause nothing is more common in language than to represent good or

evil habits by clean or filthy-, by soiled or resplendent vestments, by
nakedness or by clothing ;

and this is especially the case in the Hebrew

language, because it was the custom of the Jews, by changing their

garments to express the changes in their condition. They put on sack-

cloth, or laid aside their upper robe, (which is, in Scripture style, called

making themselves naked,) or rent their garments, when personal or

national afflictions came upon them
;
and they arrayed themselves in

white and adorned apparel, in seasons of festivity, and after great de-

liverances. In all these figurative expressions there is, however, nothing

which countenances the notion that Christ's righteousness is a robe

thrown upon sinful men, to hide from the eye of justice their natural

squalidness and pollution, and to give them confidence in the presence

of God. No interpretation can be more fanciful and unfounded.

Romans iii, 21, 22, "But now the righteousness of God, without the

law, is manifested, being witnessed by the law and the prophets, even

the righteousness of God which is by the faith of Jesus Christ." The

righteousness of God here is, by some, taken to signify the righteous-

ness of Christ imputed to them that believe. But the very text makes

it evident, that by
" the righteousness of God," the righteousness of the

Father is meant, for he is distinguished from " Jesus Christ," mentioned

immediately afterward ; and bv the '•ighteousness of God, it is also

2
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plain, that his rectoral justice in the administration of pardon, is meant,

whicli, of course, is not thought capable of imputation. This is made

idubitable by the verse which follows,
" to declare at this time his right-

eousness, that he might he just and the jusiifier of him that believeth ob

Jesus."

The phrase, the righteousness of God, in this and several other pas-

Bages in St. Paul's writings, obviously means God's righteous methid

ofjustifying sinners through the atonement of Christ, and instrumentally,

by faith. This is the grand peculiarity of the Gospel scheme, the ful-

ness at once of its iove a.id its wisdom, that " the righteousness of God

is manifested without law ;" and that without either an enforcement of

the penalty of tlie violated law upon the personal offender
;
which would

have cut him off from hope ; or without making his justification to de-

pend upon works of obedience to the law, (which was the only method

of justification admitted by the Jews of St. Paul's day,) and which obe-

dience was impossible, and therefore hopeless ; he can yet, in perfect

consistency with his justice and righteous administration, offer pardon
to the guilty. No wonder, therefore, thar the apostle, who discourses

professedly on this subject, should lay so great a stress upon it, and that

his mind, always full of a subject so great and glorious, should so often

advert to it incidentally, as well as in his regular discourses on the justi-

fication of man in the sight of God. Thus he gives it as a reason why
he was not ashamed of the Gospel of Christ, that " therein is the right-

eousness of God revealed from faith to faith
;

as it is written, the just

shall live by faith," Rom. i, 17. Thus, again, in contrasting God's

method of justifying the ungodly with the error of the Jews, by whom

justification was held to be the acquittal of the righteous or obedient, he

says,
" for they being ignorant of God's righteousness, and going about

to establish their own righteousness, have not submitted themselves to

the righteousness of God," Rom. x, 3. The same contrast we have in

Phil, iii, 9,
" Not having mine own righteousness which is of the law

but that which is through the faith of Jesus Christ, the righteousness

which u of God by faith." In all these passages the righteousness of

God manifestly signifies, his righteous method of justifying them that

believe in Christ. No reference at all is made to the imputatioi of

Christ's righteousness to such persons, and much less is any distinction

set ud between his active and passive righteousness.

1 Cor. i, .30,
" But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of (Jod is made

unto us wisdom and righteousness, and sanctification and redemption."

Here, also, to say that Christ is
" made inito us righteousness," by

imputation, is to invent and, not to interpret. This is clear, that he is

made unto us righteousness only as he is -made unto us "
redemption,"

so that if we are not redeemed by imputation, we are not justified by

imputation. The meaning of the apostle is, that Christ is made to us.

2
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by the a])pointment of God, the sole means of instruction, justification,

sanctification, and eternal life.

2 Cor. V, 21,
" For he hath made him to be sin for us, who knew no

ein, that we might be made the righteousness of God in him." To be

made sin, we have already shown, siguities to be made an offering for

sin
; consequently, as no imputation of our sins to Christ is here nieu-

rioned, there is no foundation tor the notion, that there is a reciprocal

imputation of Christ's righteousness to us. The text is wholly silen!

on this subject, for it is wholly gratuitous to say, that we are made the

righteousness of God in or through Christ, by imputation or reckoning
to us what he did or sutlered as our acts or sufierings. The passages

we have already adduced will explain the phrase, ".the righteousness

of God" in this place. This righteousness, with respect to our pardon,

is God's righteous method of justifying, through the atonement of Christ,

and our being made or becoming this righteousness of God in or by

Christ, is our becoming righteous persons through the pardon of our sins

in this peculiar method, by renouncing our own righteousness, and by

"submitting to this righteousness of God."

Rom. V, 18, 19, "As by the offence of one, judgment came upon all

men to condemnation
;
even so by the righteousness of one the free gift

came upon all men unto justification of life. For as by one man's dis-

obedience many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall

many be made righteous." That this passage, though generally de-

pended upon in this controversy, as the most decisive in its e\idence in

favour of the doctrine of imputation, proves nothing to the purpose may
be thus demonstrated. It proves nothing in favour of the imj)utation

of Christ's active righteousness. For,

1. Here is notlune said of the active obedience of Christ, as distin-

guished from his obedient suffering . and which might lead us to attribute

the free gift of justification to the Ibrmer, rather than to the latter.

2. If the apostle is supposed to speak here of the active obedience of

Christ, as distinguished from his sufferings, his death is of course

excluded from the work of justification. But this cannot be allowed,

because the apostle has intimated, in the same chapter, that we are

"justified by his blood," Rom. v, 9, and, therefore it cannot be allowed

that he is speaking of the active obedience of Christ, as distinguished

from his passive.

3. As the apostle has unequivocally decided, that we are justified by

the blood of Christ, or, in other words,
" that we are justified through

the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God hath set forth a

propitiation, through faith in his blood," (a thing which the doctrine

under examination supposes to be impossible,) there is reason to con-

elude that he speaks here of his passive, rather than of his active obe-

jlience.
"

If, indeed, his willingness to suffer for our sins were never
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spoken (if IIS an act of obedience, such an olwervation might have the

appearance of a mere expedient to get rid of a difficulty. But if, on

the other hand, this should prove to be the very spirit and letter of

Scripture, the justness of it will be obvious. Hear, then, our Lord him-

self on this subject.
' Therefore doth my Father love mc, because 1

lay down my life, that I might take it agam. No man taketh it from

me, but I lay it down of myself: I have power to lay it down, and 1

have power to take it again. This commandment have I received of my
Father,' John x, 17, 18. This, then, was the commandment to which

he rendered willing obedience, when he said, 'O my Father, if this cup

may not pass away from me, except I drink it, thy will be done,' Matt,

xwi, 42. ' The cup which my Father hath given me, shall I not drink

it?' John xviii, 11. In conformity with this, the apostle applies to

him the following words :
' Wherefore when iie cometh into the world,

he saith. Sacrifice and offering thou wouldst not, but a body hast thou

prepared me. Then said I, Lo I come to do thy will, O God. By

(his performance of) which will we are sanctified
; through the offering

of the body of Jesus Christ once for all,' Heb. x, 5, 10. 'Being found

in fashion as a man, (says St. Paul,) he became obedient unto death,

even the death of the cross,' Phil, ii, 8. Such was his obedience, an

obedience unto the death of the cross. And by this-his obedience unto

the death of the cross, shall many be constituted righteous, or be justi-

fied. Where, tiien, is the imputation of his active obedience for justifi-

cation ?" {Hare on Justification.)

It proves nothing in favour of the imputation of Christ's nghleous-
ness considered as one, and including what he did and suffered, in the

»ense of its being reputed our righteousness, by transfer or by fiction of

law. For though the imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity is sup-

posed to be taught in this chapter, and the imputation of Christ's obe-

dience in one or other of the senses above given, is argued from this

particular text, the examination of the subject will show that the right

understanding of the imputation of Adam's sin wholly overthrows both

the Antinomian and Caivinistic view of the imputation of Christ's right,

eousness. This argument is very ably developed by Goodwin. [Trea-
tise on

Jnstification.)
" Because the imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity, is frequently

produced to prove the imputation of Christ's righteousness ; I shall lay

down, with as much plainness as I can, in what sense the Scriptures

countenance that imputation. The Scriptures own no other imputation

of Adam's sin to his posterity, than of Christ's righteousness to those

that believe. The righteousness of Christ is imputed, or given to those

that believe, not in the letter or formality of it, but in blessings, privi

leges, and benefits purchased of God by the merit of it. So the sin of

Af'am is imputed to his posterity, not in the letter and formality of it,

3
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(which IS the imputation commonly urged,) but in the demerit of it, that

IS, in the curse or punishment due to it. Therefore, as concerning this

imputation of Adam's sin, I answer,
"

First, the Scripture nowhere affirms, either the imputation of Adam's

sin to his posterity, or of tiie righteousness of Christ to those (hat be-

lieve
;
neither is such a manner of speaking any ways agreeable to the

language of the Holy Ghost : for in the Scriptures, wheresoever the

term imputing is used, it is only applied to, or spoken of something of

the same persons, to whom the imputation is said to be made, and never,

to my remembrance, to, or of any thing of another's. So, Rom. iv, 3,

' Abraham believed God, and it was imputed to him for righteousness,'

that is, his own believing was imputed to him, not another man's. So,

verse 5, but ' to him that worketh not, but believeth, his faith is imputed

to him for righteousness.' So, Psalm cvi, 30, 31,
' Phineas stood up

and executed judgment, and that' (act of his)
' was imputed to him for

righteousness,' that is, received a testimony from God of being a right,

eous act. So again, 2 Cor. v, 19,' not imputing their trespasses,' (their

own trespasses,)
' unto them.'

"
Secondly, When a thing is said simply to be imputed, as sin, folly,

and so righteousness, the phrase is not to be taken concerning the bare

acts of the things, as if (for example) to impute sin to a man, signified

this, to repute the man, (to whom sin is imputed,) to have committed a

sinful act, or, as if to impute folly, were simply to charge a man to have

done fooUshly : but when it is applied to things that are evil, and attri-

buted to persons that have power over those, to whom the imputation is

made, it signifieth, the charging the guilt of what is imputed upon the

head (Jf the person to whom the imputation is made, with an intent of

inflicting some condign punishment upon him. So that to impute sin (in

Scripture phrase) is to charge the guilt of sin upon a man with a pur-

pose to punish him for it. Thus Rom. v, 13, sin is said, 'not to be

IMPUTED where there is po law.' The meaning cannot be, that the act

which a man doth, whether there be a law or no. law, should not be

imputed to him. The law doth not make any act to be imputed, or

ascribed to a man, which might not as well have been imputed without

it. But the meaning is, that there is no guilt charged by God upon

men, nor any punishment inflicted for any thing done by them, but only

by virtue of the law prohibiting. In which respect the law is said to

be the strength of sin, because it gives a condemning power against the

doer, to that which otherwise would have had none, 1 Cor. xv, 56

So again. Job xxiv, 12, when it is said, 'God doth not lay folly to the

charge of them, (i.
e. impute folly to them,) that make the souls of the

slain to cry out,' the meaning is, not that God doth not repute thorn to

have committed the acts of oppression, or murder. For sii[iposing they

did such things, it is impossible but God should repute them to have done
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lliem : but that God doth not visibly charge the guilt of these sins upon

them, or inflict punishment for lliem. So, '2 Sam. xix, 19, when Shimei

prayeth David not to impu^tk vnckedness unto him, his meaning is, not

to desire David not to think he had done wickedly in railing upon him,

(for himself confesseth this in liic very next words,) but not to inflict the

punishment which that wickedness deserved. So when David himself

pronounceth the man hlessed to whom the Lord imi'uteth not sin, his

meaning is, not that there is any man, whom the Lord would not repute

to have committed those acts of sin, which he has committed
;
but that

.iuch are blessed on whom ( iod will not charge the demerit of their sins

in the punishment due to them. So yet again, (to forbear farther cita-

tions,) 2 Cor. v, 19, when God is said,
' not to impute their sins unto

men,' ihe meaning is, not that God should not repute men to have com-

mitted such and such sins against him
;
but that he freely discharges

them from the punishment due to them. By all which testimonies from

Scripture, concerning the constant Use of the term imputing, or imputa-

tion, it is evident that proposition, 'that tiie transgression of the law is

imputable from one person to another,' hath no foundation in Scripture.
"
And, therefore, thirdly and lastly, to come home to the imputation

of Adam\i sin to his posterity, I answer,
"

First, that either to say that the righteousness of Christ is imputed
to his posterity (of believers) or the sin of Adam to his, are both ex-

pressions, at least, unknown to the Holy Ghost in the Scriptures. There

is neither word, nor syllable, nor letter, nor tittle of any such thing to be

found there. But that the faith of him that hdicrrlh, is imputed for

righteousness, are words wiiich the Holy Ghost usetli.

"
But, secondly, because I would make no exceptions against words,

farther than necessity enforceth, I grant, there are expressions in Scrip,
ture concerning both the communication of Adam's sin with his pos-

terity, and the righteousness of Christ with those that believe, that will

fairly enough bear the term of imputation, if it be rightly understood,

and according to the use of it iti Scripture upon other occasions. But

as it is coinnioidy taken and understood by many, it occasions much
error and mistake.

"
Concerning Adam's sin or disobedience, majiy are said to be ' made

sinners by it,' Rom. v, 19. And so 'by the obedience of Christ,' it is

said (in the same place)
' that many shall be made righteous.' But if

men will exchange language with the Holy Ghost, they must see tlii*»

tiiey make him no loser. If, when they say,
' Adam's sin is imputed

to all unto condemnation,' their meaning be the same .with the Holy
Ghost's, when he saith,

' that by the disobedience of one, many were

made siiniers,' there is no harm done : but it is evident by what many
speak, tli.it the llnlv (Ihost and they are not of one mind, touching the

imputation nr coiinn uiiealion of Ad.im's sin with his posterity, but thai
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they flifler as much in meaning, as in words. If when they say,
'Adam's sin is imputed to all unto condemnation,' their meaning he this,

that the guilt of Adam's sin is charged upon his whole posterity, or that

the punishment of Adam's sin redounded from his person to his whole

posterit}-, a main part of which punishment lieth in that original defile-

ment wherein they are all conceived and bom, and whereby they are

made truly sinners before God
;

if this be the meaning of the term im-

putation, when apphed to Adam's sin, let it pass. But if the meaning
be, that that sinful act, wherein Adam transgressed when he ate the for-

bidden fruit, is, in the letter and formality of it, imputed to his posterity,
so tliat by this imputation all his posterity are made formally sinners :

this is an imputation which the Scripture will never justifv."
The last text necessary to mention is Rom. iv, 6,

" Even as David
declareth the blessedness of the man to whom God hnpiiteth righteous,
ness without works." Here again the expositors of this class assume,
even against the letter of the teXt and context, that the righteousness
which God is said to impute is the righteousness of Christ. But Calvin

himself may here be suflicient to answer them. " In the fourth chapter
of the Romans the apostle first mentions an imputation of righteousness,
and immediately represents it as consisting in remission of sins. David,

says he, describeth the blessedness of the man, unto whom God imputeth

righteousness without works, saying,
' Blessed are they whose iniquities

are forgiven,' &c. He there argues, not concenung a branch, but the

whole of justification ; he also adduces the definit/on of it given by Da-

vid, when he pronounces those to be blessed who receive the free for-

giveness of their sins, whence it appears that this righteousness is simply

opposes to guilt." (Institut. hb. lii.cap. 11.) The imputation of righteous-
ness in this passage is, in Calvin's view, therefore,

the simple, non-impu-
tation of sin, or, in other words, the remission of sins.

In none of these passages, is there, then, any thing found to counte-

nance even that second view of iinpiifaiion, which consists in the account-

ing thii righteousness of Christ in justiiication to be our righteousness.
It is oi.ly imputed in the benefit and effect of it, that is, in the blessings
and privileges purchased by it

; and though we may use the phrase, the

imputed righteousness of Christ, in this latter sense, qualifying our mean-

ing like Parceus. who says,
" In this sense imputed righteousness is called

the righteousness of Christ, by way of merit or effect, because it is pro-
cured for us by the merit of Christ, not because it is subjectively or inhe-

reiitly in Christ ;" yet since this manner of speaking has no foundation

in Scripture, and must generally lead to misapprehensions, it will be

found more conducive to the cause of truth to confine ourselves to the

language of the Scriptures. According to them, there is no fictitious

accounting either of what Christ did or suffered, or of both united, to u^
as being done and suffered by us, through our union with him, or through

2
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his becoming oui legal representative ;
but his active and passive right-

eousness, advanced in dignity by the union of the Divine nature and

perlectioii,
is the true meritorious cause of our justification.

It is that

great wliole wliich constitutes his " merits ;" that is the consideration,

in view of which the otTended but merciful Governor of the world, has

determined it to be a just and righteous, as well as a merciful act, to

justify the ungodly ; and, for the sake of this perfect obedience of oui

Lord to the will of the Filher, an obedience extending unto " death,

even the death of the cross," to every penitent sinner who telieves in

him, but considered still in his own person as "
ungodly," and meriting

nothing but punishment,
" his faith is imputed for righteousness ;" it ia

followed by the remission of his sins and all the benefits of the evan-

geUcal covenant.

This imputation of faith for righteousness is the third opinion which

we proposed to examine.

That this is the doctrins taught by the express letter of Scripture no

one can deny, and, as one well observes,
" what that is which is impirted

for righteousness in justification, all the wisdom and learning of men is

not so fit or able to determine, as the Holy Ghost, speaking in Scrip-

ture, he being the great secretary of heaven, and privy to all the coun-

sels of God." " Abraham believed God and it was imputed unto him

for righteousness," Rom. iv, 3. " To him that worketh not, but beiiev-

eth on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted to him for

righteousness," verse 5. " VVe say that faith was imputed to him for

righteousness," verse 9. " Now it was not written for his sake alone,

that it was imputed to him, but for us to whom it shall be imputed, if we

beUeve in him who raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead," verses

22-24.

The testimony of the apostle, then, being so express on this point, the

imputation of faith for righteousness must be taken to be the doctrine of

the New Testament, unless, indeed, we admit, with the advocates of the

imputation of the righteousness of Christ, that faith is here used meto-

nymically for the object of faith, that is, the righteousness of Christ.

The context of the above passages, however, is sutficient to refute this,

and makes it indubitable that the apostle uses the term faith in its proper

and hteral sense. In verse 5, he calls the faith of him that believeth,

and which is imputed to him for righteousness,
'• iiis fiiith ;" but in what

sense could this be taken if St. Paul meant by
" his faith," the object

of his faith, namely, the righteousness of Christ ? And how could that be

Ids before the imputation was made to him ? Again, in verse 5, thefaith

spoken of is opposed to works :
" To him that icorkelh not, but beUeveih

on him that justifieth the ungodly, his faith is counted to him for right-

eousness." Finally, in verse 22, the faith imputed to us is described ti

be our "
beUeving in Him who raised up our Lord Jesus from th.e ffnad:

'

2
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SO that the apostle has, by these explanations, rendwed it impossible for

us to understand him as meaning any thing else by faith,>but the act of

believing. To those who will, notwithstanding this evidence from the

context, stiU insist upon understanding faith, in these passages, to mean

Ihe righteousness of Christ, Baxter bluntly observes,
" If it be not faith

indeed hat the apostle meaneth, the context is so far from relieving our

understandings, that it contributeth to our unavoidable deceit or igno-

rance. Read over the texts, and put but ' Christ's righteousness' every
where instead of the word '

faith,' and see what a scandalous paraphrase

you will make. The Scripture is not so audaciously to be corrected."

Some farther observations will, however, be necessary for the clear ap-

prehension of this doctrine.

We have already seen, in <"stablishing the Christian doctrine of the

atonement, that the law of God inflicts the penalty of death upon every
act of disobedience, and that all men have come under that penalty.
That men, having become totally corrupt, are not capable of obedience

in future. That if they were, there is nothing in the nature of that fii-

ture obedience to be a consideration for the forgiveness of past offences,

under a righteous government. It follows, therefore, that, by moral

obedience, or attempted and professed moral obedience, there can be no

remission of sins, that is, no deliverance from the penalty of offences

actually committed. This is the ground of the great argument of the

Apostle Paul in his Epistle to the Rt)mans. He proves both Jews and

Gentiles under sin ; that the whole world is guilty before God ; and by

consequence under his wrath, under condemnation, from which they
could only be reUeved by the Gospel.

, In his argument with the Jews the subject is farther opened. They
sought justification by

" works of law." If we take " works" to mean
obedience both to the moral and ceremonial law it makes no difference

;

for, as they had given up the typical character of their sacrifices, and

their symbolical reference to the death of Messiah, the performance of

their religious rites was no longer an expression of faith ; it was brought
down to the same principle as obedience to the moral law, a simple com-

pliance with the commands of God. Their case, then, was this, they
were sinners on conviction of their law, and by obedience to it they

sought justification, ignorant both of its spiritual meaning and large ex-

tent, and unmindful, too, of this obvious principle, that no acts of obedi-

ence, even if perfect, could take away past transgression. The apostle's

great axiom on this subject is, that "
hy icorks of law, no man can be

jtistified," and the doctrine of justification, which he teaches, is the oppo-

site of theirs. It is, that men are sinners
; that they must confess them-

selves such, and join to this confession a true repentance. That justi-

fication is a gratuitous act of God's mercy, a procedure of pure
"
grace,"

not of " debt." That in order to the exercise of this grace, on the part
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of God, Christ was set forth as a propitiation for sin ;
that his death,

under this character, is a " demonstration of the righteousness of God"

in the free :ind gratuitous remission of sins; and that this actual remis-

sion or justification,
follows upon believing in Christ, because faith,

under thii gracious constitution and method of justification,
is accounted

to men for righteousness ;
in other words, that righteousness is imputed

to them upon their believing, which imputation of righteousness is, za he

teaches us, in the passages t'cfore quoted, the forgiveness of sins ;
for

to have faith counted or imputed for righteousness is explained by Da-

vid, in the psalm which the apostle quotes, (Rom. iv,)
to have sin for-

given, covered, and not imputed. That this was no new doctrine, he

shows also from the justification of Abraham.
" Abraham beheved God,

and it was counted to him for righteousness," Rom. iv, 3. " Know ye,

therefore, that they which are of the faith, the same are the children of

Abraham. And the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the

heathen through faith, preached before the Gospel unto Abraham, say.

ing. In thee shall all nations be blessed. So these which are "f faith

are blessed with faithful Abraham," Gal. iii, 7-9.

On the one hand, therefore, it is the plain doctrine of Scripture that

man is not, and never was in any age, justified by works of any kind,

whether moral or ceremonial ;
on the other, that he is justified by the

imputation and accounting of " faith for righteousness." On this point,

until the Antinomian corruption began to infest the reformed Churches,

the leading commentators, from the earliest ages, were very uniform and

explicit. That when faith is said to be imputed to us for righteousnesp.

the word is taken literally,
" and not tropically, was," says Goodwii

" the common interpretation anciently received and followed by the prin

cipal lights of the Church of God
;
and for fifteen hundred years toge-

ther (as far as my memory will assist me) was never qiiestioned or con-

tradicted. Neither did the contrarj^ opinion ever look out into the world,

till the last age. So that it is but a calumny brought upon it, (unworthy

the tongue or pen of any sober man,) to make either Arminius or Soci-

nus the author of it. And for this last hundred years and upward,

from Luther's and Calvin's times, the stream of interpreters agrees

therewith.

"
Tertullian, who wrote about the year 194, in las fifth book against

Marcioii, says, 'But how the children of faith ? or of whose faith, if not

of Abraham's ? For if Abraham believed God, and that was imputed

unto him for righteousness, and he thereby deserved the name of a father

of man\- nations, we, also, by believing God, are justified as Abraham

was.' Therefore TertuUian's opinion directly is, that the faith which is

said to be imputed to Abraham for righteousness, is faith properly taken,

and not the righteousness of Christ apprehended by faith.

"
Origen who hved about the \ear 203, in his fourth book upon the

2
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Romans, chap, iv, verse 3, says, 'It seems, therefore, that in this place

also, whereas many faiths (that is, many acts of believing) of Abraham

had gone before, now all his faith was collected and united together, and

80 was accounted unto him for righteousness.'
" Justm Martyr, who lived before them both, and not long after the

Apostle John's time, about the year 130, in his disputation with Trypho

the Jew, led them both to that interpretation.
' Abraham carried not

away the testimony of righteousness, because of his circumcision, but

because of his faith. For before he was circumcised, this was pro-

nounced of him, Abraham believed God, and it was imputed unto him

for righteousness.'
"
Chrysostom, upon Gal. iii, says,

' For what was Abraham the worse

for not being under the law ? Nothing at all. For his faith was suffi-

cient unto him for righteousness.' If Abraham's faith was sufficient

unto him for righteousness, it must needs be imputed by God for right-

eousness unto him
;

for it is this imputation from God that must make

that sufficiency of it unto Abraham. That which will not pass in ac-

count with God for righteousness, will never be sufficient for righteousness

unto the creature.

" St. Augustine, who lived about the year 390, gives frequent testi-

mony to this interpretation. Upon Psa. cxlviii,
' For we by believing have

found that which they (the Jews) lost by not believing. For Abraham

believed God, and it was imputed unto him for righteousness.' There-

fore his opinion cleariy is, that it was Abraham's faith, or believing pro-

perly taken, that was imputed unto him for righteousness, and not the

righteousness of Christ. For that faith of his, which was so imputed,

he opposeth to the unbelief of the Jews, whereby they lost the grace and

favour of God. Now the righteousness of Christ is not opposed to

unbelief, but faith properly taken. Again, writing upon Psalm Ixx,

' For I believe in him that justifieth the ungodly, that my faith may be

imputed unto me for righteousness.' The same father yet again, in his

tract of Nature and Grace :
' But if Christ died not in vain, the ungodly

is justified
in him alone : to whom, believing in him that justifieth the

ungodly, his faith is accounted for righteousness.'
" Primasius, about the ) ear .500, writes upon Romans iv, verse 3,

' Abraham's faith by the gift of God was so great, that both his former

sins were forgiven him, and this faith of his alone preferred in accepta-

•ion before all righteousness.'
" Bede, who hved somewhat before the year 700, upon Romans iv.

verse 5, observes, 'What faith, but that which the apostle in another

place fiiUy defineth ? neither circumcision, nor uncircumcision, availeth

any thing, but faith which worketh by love ;
not any faith, but that faith

which worketh by love.' Certainly that faith, which Paul defineth to bo

a faith working by love, cannot be conceived to be the righteousness of
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Christ ;
and yet this farth it was, in the judgment of this author, that was

imputed unto Abraham for righteousness.
"
Haymo, about the year 840, on Rom. iv, 3, writes,

" Because he

beheved God, it was imputed unto him for rigliteousness, that is, untc

remission of sins, because by that faith, wherewith he beUeved, he waa

made righteous.'
"
Anseim, archbishop of Canterbury, about the year 1090, upon

Rom. iv, 3,
' That he (meaning Abraham) beheved so strongly, was by

God imputed for righteousness unto him ;
that is, &c, by his beUeving

he was imputed righteous before God.'

" From all these testimonies it is apparent, that the interpretation ol

this scripture which we contend for, anciently obtained in the Church

of God, and no man was found to open his mouth against it, till it had

been established for above a thousand years. Come we to the times of

reformation ;
here we shall find it still maintained by men of the greatest

authority and learning.

"Luther on Gal. iii, 6, 'Christian righteousness is an affiance oi

faith in the Son of God, which affiance is imputed unto righteousness

for Christ's sake.' And in the same place, not long after,
' God for

Christ's sake, in whom I have begun to believe, accounts this (my)

imperfect faith, for perfect righteousness.'
" Bucer, upon Rom. iv, 3,

' Abraham believed God, and it was imputed

unto him for righteousness, that is, he accounted this faith for righteous,

ness unto him. So that by believing he obtained this, that God esteemed

him a righteous man.'

" Peter Martyr declares himself of the same judgment, upon Rom.

IV, 3,
' To be imputed for rigliteousness in another sense, that by which

we ourselves are reckoned in the number of the righteous. And this

Paul attributes to faith only.'
" Calvin has the same interpretation upon Rom. iv, 3,

' Wherefore

Abraham, by believing, doth only embrace the grace tendered unto him,

that it might not be in vain. If this be imputed unto him for righteous-

ness, it follows, that he is no otherwise righteous, but as trusting oi

relying upon the goodness of God, he hath boldness to hope for all

things from him.' Again, upon verse 5,
' Faith is imputed for right-

eousness, not because it carrieth any merit from us, but because it

apprehends the goodness of God.' Hence it appears, that he never

thought of a tropical or metonymical sense in the word faith
;
but that

he took it in the plain, ready, and grammatical signification.

" Musculus contends for this imputation, also, in his common place of

justification,
sect. 5,

' This faiih should be in high esteem with us
;

n'Jt

in regard of ihe pro|)er quality of it, but in regard of the purpose of God,

whereby he hath decreed, for Christ's sake, to impute it for righteous-

ness unto those that believe in him.' The same author upon Gal. iii fi

2
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* What did Abraham that should be imputed unto him for righteousness,

but only this, that he believed God ?' Again,
' But when he firmly be-

lieved God promising, that verj- faith was imputed to him, in the place

of righteousness, that is, he was of God reputed righteous for that taith,

and absolved from all his sins.'

"
Bullinger gives the same interpretation, upon Romans iv, 'Abraham

committed himself unto God by believing, and this very thing was

imputed unto him for righteousness." And so, upon Gal. iii, 6,
' It was

imputed unto him for righteousness, that is, that very faith of Abraham

was imputed to him for righteousness, while he was yet uncircumcised.'

" Gaulter comes behind none of the former, in avouching the gram-
matical against the rhetorical interpretation, upon Romans iv, 3,

' Abra-

ham believed God, and he, viz. God, imputed unto him this faith for

righteousness.'
"
lUyricus forsakes not his fellow interpreters in this point, upon

Romans iv, 3,
' That same beUeving was imputed unto him for

righteousness.'
"
Pellicanus, in Uke manner, says, upon Gen. xs, 6,

' Abraham

simply believed the word of God, and required not a sign of the

Lord, and God imputed that verj- faith unto Abraham himself for

righteousness.'
"
Hunnius, another divine, sets to his seal, on Romans iv, 3,

' The

faith whereby Abraham believed God promising, was imputed unto him

for righteousness.'
"
Beza, upon the same scripture, says,

' Here the business is, con-

cerning that which was imputed unto him, viz. his faith.'

"Junius and Tremellius are likewise of the same mind, on Gen.

XV,' 6, 'God esteemed (or accounted) him for righteous though wanting

righteousness, and reckoned this in the place of righteousness, that he

embraced the promise with a firm belief.'
"
{Vide Goodwin on Justification.)

Our English divines have generally differed in their interpretations,

as they have embraced or op;>osed the Cahinistic system ;
but among

the more moderate of that school there have not been wanting manj'

who have bound their system to the express letter and obvious meaning
of Scripture, on this point ;

not to mention either those who have adopted

that middle scheme generally, but not with exactness attributed to Bax

ter, or the followers of the remonstrants.

When, however, we say, that faith is imputed for righteousness, in

order to prevent misapprehension, and fully to answer the objections

raised on the other side, the meaning of the different terms of this pro-

position ought to be explained. Tliey are righteousness, faith, and

niPUTATIOX.

To explain the first, reference has sometimes been made to the three

terms used by the Apostle Paul, dixouujiM., iixaiutfis, and Sixcuoffmri ; of
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which, says Baxter,
" the first usually signifies the practical or precej).

tive matter, that is, righleousness ; the second; active, eficieiU justifica-

tion ; tiie third, the stale of the just, qualitative or relative, or ipsam

juslitiam." Others have made these distinctions a little dill'erent ; but

not much help is to be derived I'roin them, and it is much more import-

ant to observe, that the apostle often uses the term SixaioSuvrj, righteous,

ness, in a passive sense for justification itself. So in Gal. ii, 21,
" If

righleousness [justijicaiion)
come by the law, then Christ is dead in

vain." Gal. iii, 21, "For if there had been a law given which could

have given life, verily' righteousness (jmlilicatio/i) should have been by

the law." Rom. ix, 30,
" The Gentiles 'lave attained to righteousness,

(justijicalion,) even the righteousness {jtistijicalion) which is by faith."

-Vnd ill Rom. x, 4,
" Christ is the end of the law for righteousness to

every one that believeth ;" where, aisf». we must understand righteous,

ness to mean justification. Rom. v, 18, 19, will also show, that with

the apostle,
" to make righteous," and " to justify," signify the same

thing ; for "justification of hfe," in the 18th verse, is called in the 19th,

being
" made righteous." To be accounted righteous is, then, in the

apostle's style, where there has been personal guilt,
to be justified ;

and

wljat is accounted or imputed to us for righteousness, is accounted or

imputed to us for our justification.

The second term of the above proposition which it is necessary to

explain, is faith. The true nature of justifying faith will be explained

below
;

all that is here necessary to remark is, that it is not every act

of faith, or faith in the general truths of revelation, which is imputed for

rigliteousness, though it supposes them all, and is the completion of

tiiem all. By faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the

word of God ;
but it is not our faith in creation, which is imputed to us

for righteousness. So in the case of Abraham
;

lie not only had failh

m the truiiis of the religion, of which he was the teacher and guardian,

but had exercised affiance, also, in some particular promises of God,

before he exhibited that great act of faith, which was " counted to him

for righteousness," and which made his justification the pattern of the

justification of sinful men in all ages. But having received the promise

of a son, from whom the Messiah should spring, in whom all nations

were to be blessed
; and,

'•

being not weak in failh, he considered not

his own body now dead, when he was about a hundred years old, not

yet the deadness of Sarah's womb ;
he staggered not at the promise

of God through unbelief; but was strong in faith, giving glory to God,

and being fully persuaded that what he had promised he was able also

lo perform, and therefore it icas imputed to him for righteousness,"

Rom. iv, 19-23. His fiiith had Messiah for its great and ultiinaie

object, and in its nature it was an entire affiance in the promise and

faithfulness of God, with reference to the holy seed. So*- the object oi

2
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that faith which is imputed to us for righteousness is Christ ;
Cliriat as

having made atonement for our sins, (the remission of our sins, as ex-

pressly taught by St. Paul, being obtained by
" faith in his blood ;") and

it is in its nature an entire affiance in the promise of God to this effect,

made to us through his atonement, and founded upon it. Faith being

thus understood, excludes all notion of its meritoriousness. It is not

faith, generally considered, which is imputed to us for righteousness ;

but faith (trust) in an atonement offered by another in our behalf; by

which trust in something without us, we acknowledge our own insuffi-

ciency, guilt, and unworthiness, and directly ascribe the merit to that

in which we trust, and which is not our own, namely, the propitiatioa

of the blood of Christ.

The third term is imputation. The original verb is well enough

translated to impute, in the sense of to reckon, to account ; but, as we

have stated above, it is never used to signify imputation in the sense

of accounting the actions of one person to have been performed by

another.

A man's sin or righteousness is imputed to him, when he is consi

dered as actually the doer of sinful or of righteous acts, in which sense

the word repute is in more general use
;
and he is, in consequence,

reputed a vicious or a holy man. A man's sin or righteousness is im-

puted to him in its legal consequence, under a government by rewards

and punishments ;
and then to impute sin or righteousness, signifies, in

a legal sense, to reckon and to account it, to acquit or condemn, and

forthwith to punish, or to exempt from punishment. Thus Shimei

entreats David, that he would " not impute folly to him," that is, that

he would not punish his folly. In this sense, too, David speaks of the

blessedness of the man, to whom the Lord "
imputeth not sin," that is,

whom lie forgives, so that the legal consequence of his sin shall not fall

upon him. This non-imputation of sin, to a sinner, is expressly called

the "
imputation of righteousness, without works ;" the imputation of

righteousness is, then, the non-punishment, or pardon of sin
;
and if

this passage be read in its connection, it will also be seen, that by
" im-

puting" faith for righteousness, the apostle means precisely the same

thing.
" But to him that worketh not, but beheveth on him that justi-

fieth the ungodly, hisfaith is countedfor righteousness ;" even as David,

also, describeth the man to whom God imputeth righteousness without

works, saying, blessed is the man whose iniquities are forgiven, and

whose sins are covered, blessed is the man to whom the Lord "
impu-

teth not sin." This quotation from David would have been nothing to

the apostle's purpose, unless he had understood the forgiveness of sins,

and the imputation of righteousness, and the non-imputation of sin, to

signify- the same thing as "
counting faith for righteousness," with only

this difference, that the introduction of the term "
faith," marks the

Vol. U. 16
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manner in which the forgiveness of sin is obtained. To impute fiiith

for rigliteousness, is nothing more than to be justified by faith, which is

also called by St. Paul,
"
being made righteous," that is, being placed

by an act of free forgiveness, through faith in Christ, in the condition

of righteous men, in this respect, that the penalty of the law dees no»

lie iigainst them, and that they are restored to the Divine favour.

From this brief, but, it is hoped, clear explanation of these terms,

righteousness, faith, and •ni])Utation, it will appear, that it is not quite

correct in the advocates of the Scripture doctrine of the imputation of

faith for righteousness, to say, that our faith in Christ is accepted in the

place of personal obedience to the law, except, indeed, in this loose

sense, that our faith in Christ as effectually exempts us from punish,

meiit, as if we had been personally obedient. The Scriptural doctrine

is rather, that the death of Christ is accepted in the place of our per

sonal punishment, on condition of our faith in him
; and, that when faith

in him is actually exerted, then comes in, on the part of God, the .\ct

of imputing, or reckoning righteousness to us ; or, what is the sam>j

thing, accounting faith for righteousness, thai is, pardoning our offences

through faith, and treating us as the objects of his restored favour.

To this doctrine of the imputation of faith for righteousness, the prin-

cii)al objections which have been made, admit of an easy answer.

The fii-st is that of the papists, who take the term justification to sig.

nify the niakmg men morally just or righteous ;
and they, therefore,

argue, that as faith alone is not righteousness in the moral sense, it

would be false, and, therefore, impossible, to impute it for righteousness.

But, iis we have proved from Scripture, that justification simply signifies

the pardon of sin, this objection has no foundation.

A second objection is, that if faith, that is, believing, is imputed for

righteousness, then justification is by works, or by somewhat in our-

selves. In this objection, the term works is equivocal. If it mean

works of obedieqce to the moral law, the objection is unfounded, for

faith is not a work of this kind ; and if it mean the merit of works of

any kind, it is equally without foundation, for no merit is allowed to

faith, and faith, in the sense of exclusive affiance, or trusting in the

merits of another, shuts out, bv its very nature, all assumption of merit

to ourselves, or there would be no need of resorting to another's merit
;

but if it mean, that faith or believing is the doing of something, in order

to our justification, it is, in this view, the performance of a condition, a

sine qua non, which is not onlv not forbidden by Scripture, but required

of us,
—" this is the work of (rod, that ye believe on him whom he hath

sent :" " he that believeth shall be saved, and he that believeth not

shall be damned." And so far is this considered by the Apostle Paul,

as prejudicing the free grace of God in our justification, that he makes

our justification by faith, the proof of its gratuitous nature,
" for by grar^
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arc ye saved, through faiih."
"
Therefore, it is by faith, that it might

be through grace.'"

A third objection is, that the imputation of faith for righteousness gives
occasion to boasting, which is condemned by the Gospel. The answer

to this is, 1. That the objection hes with equal strength against the

theory of the imputation of the righteousness of Christ, since faith is

required in order to that imputation. 2. Boasting of our faith is cut 08"

by the consideration, that this faith itself is the gift of God. 3. If it

were not, yet the blessings which follow upon our faith, are not given
with reference to any worth or merit which there maj' be in our believ-

ing, but are given witli respect to the death of Christ, from the bounty
and grace of God. 4. St. Paul was clearly of the contrary opinion,

who tells us that "
boasting is excluded hy the law offaith ;" the reason

of which has been already stated, tha\ trust in another for salvation,

does, ipso facto, attribute the power, and consequently the honour of

saving, to another, and denies both to ourselves.

Since, then, we are "justified by faith," our next inquirj' must be,

fccinewhat more particularly, into the specific quality of that faith, which

...I r- oy the appointment of God, leads to this important change in our

relations to the Being, whom we have offended, so that our ofiences are

freel}' forgiven, and we are restored to his favour.

On the subject of justifying faith, so many distinctions have been set

up, so many logical terms and definitions are found in the writings of

systematic divines, and often, as Baxter has it,
" such quibbling and

jingling of a mere sound of words," that the simple Christian, to whom
this subject ought always to be made plain, has often been grievously

perplexed, and no small cause has been given for the derision of infi-

dels. On this, as on other points, we appeal
" to the law and testi-

mony," tc Christ and his apostles, who are, at once, the only true autho-

rities, and teachers of the greatest simplicity.

We remark, then,

1. That in Scripture faith is presented to us under two leading views.

The first is that of assent or persuasion ;
the second, that of confidence

or reliance. That the former may be separated from the latter, is also

plain, though the latter cannot exist without the former. Faith, in the

sense of intellectual assent to truth, is allowed to be possessed by devils.

A dead inoperative faith, is also supposed, or declared, to be possessed

bj wicked men, professing Christianity ;
for our Lord represents per-

sons coming to him at the last day, saying,
"
Lord, have we not prophe-

sied in thy name," &c, to whom he will say,
"
Depart from me, I never

knew you," and yet the charge, in this case, does not lie against the

sincerity of their belief, but against their conduct as " workers of ini-

quity." As this distinction is taught in Scripture, so it is also observed

in experience, that assent to the truths of revealed rehgion may resul

2
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frc-m examinarion and conviction, while yet the spirit and conduct may
be unrenewed and wholly worldly.

On the other hund, that the faith which God requires of men always

comprehends confidence or reliance, as well as assent or persuasion, is

equally clear. The faith by which " the elders obtained a good report,"

was of this character ;
it united assent to the truth of God's revelations,

to a noble confidence in his promises.
" Our fathers trusted in Thee,

and were not confounded." We have a farther illustration in our Lord's

address to his disciples upon the withering away of the fig tree,
" Have

faith in God." He did not question whether they believed the existence

of God, but exhorted them to confidence in his promises, when called

by him to contend with mountainous difficultioe. " Have faith in God.

for verily I say unto you, that whosoever shall say unto this mountain.

Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea, and shall not doubt in

his heart, but shall believe that these things which he saith shall come

to pass, he shall have whatsoever he saith." It was in reference to his

simple confidence in Christ's power, that our Lord so highly commended

the centurion. Matt, viii, 10, and said,
" I have not found so great faith,

I'.o, not in Israel." And all the instances of faith in the persons miracu-

lously healed by Christ, were also of this kind : it was belief in his

claims, and confidence in his goodness and power.

Tiie faith in Christ, which in the New Testament is connected with

salvation, is clearly of this nature
; that is, it combines assent with reli-

ance, belief with trust. " Whatsoever yc ask the Father in my name"
that is, in dependence upon my interest and merits,

" he shall give it

you." Christ was preached both to Jews and Gentiles as the object of

tlieir trust, because he was preached as the only true sacrifice for sin ;

and they were required to renounce their dependence upon their own
accustomed sacrifices, and to transfer that dependence to his death and

mediation,—and " in his name shall the Gentiles trust." He is set forth

as a propitiation,
"
through faith in his blood ;" which faith can neither

merely mean assent to the historical fact that his blood was shed by a

violent death, nor mere assent to the general doctrine that his blood had

an atoning quality ;
but as all expiatorj- otTerings were trusted in as the

•means of propitiation both among Jews and Gentiles, that fiiith or trust

was now to be exclusively rendered to the blood of Christ, heightened

by the stronger demonstrations of a Divine appointment.
To the most unlettered Ciiristian this then will be most obvious, that

hat faith in Christ which is required of us, consists both of assent and

trust ; and the necessity of maintaining these inseparably united will

farther appear by considering, that it is not a blind and superstitious

trust in the sacrifice of Christ, like that of the heathens in their sacri-

fices, wliich leads to salvation
;
nor the presumptuous trust of wicked

and impenitent men, who depend on Christ to save them in their sins ;

2
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but such a .rust as is exercised according to the aothority and direction

of the word oJ' God ,
so that to know the Gospel in its leading princi.

pies, and to have a cordial belief in it, is necessary to that more S|)ecific

act of faith which is called reliance, or in systematic language, /cZucza/

assent, of which cometh salvation. The Gospel, as the scheme of man's

salvaiion, supposes that he is under law
;

that this law of God has

been violated by all ; and that every man is under sentence of death.—
Serious consideration of our ways, confession of the fact, and sorrowful

conviction of the evil and danger of sin, will follow the gift of repent,

aiice, and a cordial belief of the testimony of God, and we shall thus

turn to God with contrite hearts, and earnest prayers and supplications

for his mercy. This is called "
repentance toward God ;" and repent

ance being the first subject of evangelical preaching, and then the

belief of the Gospel, it is plain that Christ is only immediaiely held

out in this Divine plan of our redemption as the object of trust in order

to forgiveness to persons in this state of penitence, and under this sense

of danger. The degree of sorrow for sin, and alarm upon this disco-

very of our danger as sinners, is nowhere fixed in Scripture ; only it ia

supposed every where, that it is such as to lead men to inquire ear-

nestly
" what shall I do to be saved ?" and to use all the appointed

means of salvation, as those who feel that their salvation is at issue
;
that

they are in a lost condition, and must be pardoned or perish. To all

such persons, Christ, as the only atonement for sin, is exhibited as

the object of their trust, with the promise of God,
" that whosoever

believeth in him shall not perish, but have everlasting life." Nothing is

required of such but this actual trust in, and personal apprehension or

taking hold of the merits of Christ's death as a sacrifice for sin
;
and

UDon their thus beheving they are justified, their faith is
" counted for

righteousness."

This appears to be the plain Scriptural representation of this doc-

trine and we may infer from it, 1. That the faith by which we are

justified is not a mere assent to the doctrines of the Gospel, which

leaves the heart unmoved and unaffected by a sense of the evil and

danger of sin, and the desire of salvation, though it supposes this assent :

nor, 2. Is it that more lively and cordial assent to, and belief in the

doctrine of the Gospel, touching our sinful and lost condition, which is

wrought in the heart by the Spirit of God, and from which springeth

repentance, though this must precede it ; nor, 3. Is it only the assent

of the mind to the method by which God justifies the ungodly by faith

m the sacrifice of his Son, though this is an element of it
;
but it is a

hearty concurrence of " the will and affections with this plan of salva-

tion, which impUes a renunciation of every other refuge," "and an

actual trust in the Saviour, and personal apprehension of his merits :

such a belief of the Gospel by the power of the Spirit
of God aa
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leads us to come to Christ, to receive Christ, to trust in Christ, and

to commit the Iteeping of our souls into his liands, in humble confidence

of his ability and his willingness to save us." {Bunting's Sermon on

Jiislijicatum.)

This is that qualifying condition to which the promise of God an-

nexes justification ;
that without which justification would not take

place ;
and in this sense it is that we are justified bv faith

;
not by the

merit of faith, but by faith mstrumentally as this condition, for its con-

nection with the benefit arises from the merits of Christ, and the pro-

mise of God. " If Christ bad not merited, God had not promised ; if

God had not promised, justification had never followed upon this faith ;

so that the indissoluble connection of faith and justification is from

God's institution, whereby he hath bound himself to give the benefit

upon performance of the condition. Yet there is an aptitude in this

faith to be made a condition, for no other act can receive Christ as a

priest propitiating, and pleading the propitiation, and the promise of

God for his sake to give the benefit. As receiving Christ and the gra-

cious promise in this manner, it acknowledgeth man's guilt, and so man
renounceth all righteousness in himself, and honoureth God the Father,

and Christ the Son, the only Redeemer. It glorifies God's mercy
and free grace in the highest degree. It acknowledgeth on earth, as

it will be perpetually acknowledged in heaven, that the whole salvation

of sinful man, tVom the beginning to the last degree thereof, whereof

there shall be no end, is from God's freest love, Christ's merit and inter,

cession, his own gracious promise, and the power of his own Holy

Spirit." [Lawson.)
Justification by faith alone is thus clearly the doctrine of the Scrip-

tures ;
and it was this great doctrine brought forth agiiiii iVom the

Scriptures into public view, and maintained by their authority, which

constituted one ot' the main pillars of the reformation from popery ; and

on which no compromise could be allowed with that corrupt Church

which had substituted for it the merit of works. Melancthon, in bis Apo

logy tor the Augsburg Confession, thus speaks :
—" To represent justifica

tion by faith only has been considered objectionable, though Paul concludes

that ' a man is justified by faith, without the deeds of the l;iw ;'
' that

we arc justified freely by his grace,' and ' that it is the gift of God, not

of works, lest any man should boast.' If the use of the exclusive f rm

only is deemed inadmissible, let them expinige from the writings of the

aooslles the exclusive phrases,
'

by grace,'
^ not of works' ^ Ike gift of

God,' and others of similar impprt."
" We are accounted righteous

before God," says the eleventh Article of the Church of England,

"only for the merit of our Lord Jesus Christ, by faith, not for our

works and deservings ;" and again, in the Homily on Salvation,
" St,

Paul declares nothing upon the behalf of man, concerning his justi/^co.
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tion, but only a true amd lively faith, which, nevertheless, is the gift

of God and not man's only work without God. And yet that faith doth

not shut out repentance, hope, love, dread, and the fear of God, to be

joined with faith in every man that is justified ;
but only shutteth them

out from the office of justifying. So that although they be all present

together in him that is justified, yet they justify not altogether."

It is an error, therefore, to suppose, as many have done, that the doc

trine of justification i.y faith alone, is peculiarly a Calvinistic one. It

has, in consequence, often been attacked under this mistake, and con-

founded with the peculiarities of that system, by writers of limited read-

ing, or perverting ingenuity. It is the doctrine, as we have seen, not

of the Calvinistic confessions only, but of the Lutheran Church, and of

the Church of England. It was the doctrine of the Dutch Remon-

strants, at least of the early divines of that party ;
and though among

many divines of the Church of England, the errors of popery on the

subject of justification have had their influence, and some, who have

contended for justification by faith alone, have lowered the Scriptural

standard of believing, the doctrine itself has often been very ably main-

tained by its later non-Calvinistic diNnnes. Thus justification by faith alone :

faith which excludes all works, both of the ceremonial and moral law
;

all works performed by Gentiles under the law of nature
;

all works of

evangeUcal obedience, though they spring from faith ;
has been defended

by Whitby, in the preface to his notes on the Epistle to the Galatians,

though he was a decided anti-Calvinist. The same may be said of

many others
;
and we may, finally, refer to Mr. Wesley, who revived,

by his preaching and writings, an evangeUcal Arminianism in this

couptry ;
and who has most clearly and ably established this truth in

connection with the doctrine of general redemption, and God's universal

love to man.
"
By affirming that faith is the term or condition of justifcation, I

mean, first, that there is no justification without it.
' He that believ-

eth not is condemned already,' and so long as he believeth not, that

condemnation cannot be removed, but the ' wrath of God abideth on him.'

As ' there is no other name given under heaven, than that of Jesus of

Nazareth,' no other merit whereby a condemned sinner can ever be saved

from the guilt of sin ; so there is no other way of obtaining a share in

his merit, than by faith in his name. So that, as long as we are

without this faith, we are '

strangers to the covenant of promise, ve

are aliens from the commonwealth oi Israel, and without God in the

world.' Whatsoever virtues (so called) a man may have, I speak of

those unto whom the Gospel is preached ;
for ' what have I to do to

judge them that are without ?' Whatsoever good works (so accounted)

he may do, it profiteth not
;
he is still a child of icrath, still under the

curse, till he believe in Jesus.
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Faith, tliercfore, is the necessary condition of justification. Yea,

and the onli/ necessary condition thereof. This is the second point

carefully *(i be observed ; that the verj' moment God giveth faith (for it

is the gill
of God) to tile '

ungodly, that worketh not,' that ' faith is

counted to iiim for righteousness.' He hath no rigliteousness at all

antecedent to tliis, not so much as negative righteousness, or innocence.

But ' faith is imputed to him for righteousne.ss,' the very moment that

he belioveth. Not that G..d (as was observed before) thinketh him to

be wliat he is not. But as ' he made Christ to be a sin oflering for us,'

that is, treated him as a sinner, punished him for our sins ; so he count-

eth us righteous, from tlie time we believe in him
;
that is, he doth not

punish us for our sins, yea, treats us as though we were guiltless and

righteous.
"
Surely the difficulty of assenting to the proposition, that faith is the

only condilion of justification, must arise from not understanding it.—
We mean thereby tiiis much, that it is the only thing, without which no

one is justified ; the only thing that is immediately, indispensably, abso-

lutely requisite in order to pardon. As, on the one hand, though a man
should have every thing else, without faith, yet he cannot be justified ;

so on the other, though he be supposed to want every thing else, vet if

he hath faith, he cannot but be justified. For suppose a sinner of any
kind or degree, in a full sense of his total ungodliness, of his utter

inability to think, speak, or do good, and his absolute meetness for hell

fire : suppose, I say, tiiis sinner, helpless and hopeless, costs himself

wholly on the mercy of God in Christ, (which indeed he cannot do but

by the grace of God,) who can doubt but he is forgiven in that moment ?

Who will affirm, that any more is indispeiisabhj reqtiired, before that

sinner can be justified?" {Weshy^s Sermons.)
To the view of justifying faith we have attempted to establish,

namely, the entire trust and reliance of an awakened and penitent

sinner, in the atonement of Christ alone, as the meritorious ground of

his pardon, some objections have been made, and some contrary hypo-
theses opposed, which it will be necessary to bring to the test of the

word of God.

The general objection is, that it is a doctrine unfavourable to mo-

rality. This was the objection in St. Paul's day, and it has be<:n

nrged through all ages ever since. It proceeds, however, upon a great

misapprehension of the doctrine
;
and has sometimes been suggested by

that real abuse of it, to which all truth is liable by men of perverted

minds and rornipled he ul-^. Some of these have pretended, or de-

ceived themselves into the conclusion, that if the atonement made for

sin by the death of Christ only be relied upon, however presumptuously,
the sins which they commit will be forgiven ;

and that there is no motive,

at least from fear of conse<iuences, to avoid sin. Others cbserving this
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abuse, or misled, probably, by incautious statements of sincere persons

OP. this point, have concluded this to be the logical consequence of the

doctrine, however innocently it may sometimes be held. Attempts

have, therefore, been made to guard the doctrine, and from these,

on the other hand, errors have arisen. The Romish Church contends

for iustitication by inherent righteousness, and makes faith a part of

that righteousness. Others contend, that faith signifies obedience ;

others place justification in faith and good works united
;
others liold

thai faith gives us an interest in the merit of Christ, to make up

the deficiency of a sincere but imperfect obedience
;
others think that

true faith is in itself essentially, and, per se, the necessary root of

obedience.

The proper answer to the objection, that justification bv faith alone

leads to licentiousness, is, that "
though we are justified by faith alone,"

the faith by which we are justified is not alone in the heart which exer-

cises it. In receiving Christ, as the writers of the reformation often

say,
" faith is sola, yet not solitaria." It is not the trust of a man asleep

and secure, but the trust of one awakened and aware of the peril of

eternal death, as the wages of sin
;

it is not the trust of a man ignorant

of the spiritual meaning of God's holy law ; but of one who is convinced

and " slain" by it
;
not the trust of an impenitent, bu' of a penitent man ;

the trust of one, in a word, who feels, through the convincing power of

the word and Spirit of God, that he is justly exposed to wrath, and in

whom this conviction produces a genuine sorrow for sin, and an intense

and supreme desire to be delivered from its penalty and dominion. Now
that all this is substantially, or more particularly, in the experience of

all who pass into this state of justification through faith, is manifest from

the seventh and eighth chapters of the Epistle to the Romans, in which

the moral state of man is traced in the experience of St. Paul as an

example, from his conviction for sin by the law of God, revealed to him

in its spirituality, to his entrance into the condition and privileges of a

justified state. We see here, guilt, fear, a vain struggle with bondage,

poisnaiit distress, self despair, readiness to submit to any effectual mode

of deliverance which may he offered, acceptance of salvation bv Christ,

the immediate removal of condemnation, dominion over sin, with all the

fruits of regeneration, and the lofty hopes of the glory of God. So far.

then, is the doctrine of justification by faith alone from leading to a loose

and careless conduct, that that very state of mind in which alone this

faith "lan be exercised, is one which excites the most earnest longings

and efforts of mind to be free from the bondage of sin, as well as from

its penalty ;
and to be free from its penalty in order that freedom from

its bondage may follow. As this is proved by the seventh chapter of

the episile referred to, so the former part of the eighth, which continues

the discourse, (unfortunately broken by the division of the chapters,)
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uhows the moral state which is the immediate result of "
being in Christ

Jesus," through the exercise of that faith which alone, as we have seen,

can give us a personal interest in him. " There is now no condemnation

to them that are in Christ Jesus." This is the first result of the pardon

of sin, a consequent exemption from condemnation. The next is mani-

festly concomitant with it,
—" who walk not after the flesh but after thp

Spirit," which is now m its fulness imparted to them ;
and by which,

being regenerated, they are d'jlivered from the bondage before described,

and " walk" after his will, and under his sanctifying influence. This

brings us precisely to the answer wliich the apostle himself gives to the

objection to which we are referring, in the sixth chapter
—" What shall

we say then ? shall we continue in sin that grace may abound ? God
forbid

;
how shall we who are dead to sin live any longer therein ?" The

moral state of every man who is justified, is here described to be, that

he is " dead to sin." Not that justification strictly is a death unto sin,

or regeneration ;
but into this state it immediately brings us, so that,

though they are properly distinguished in the order of our thoughts, and

in the nature of things, they go together ; he to whom " there is no con-

demnation," walks not after the flesh, but after the Spirit ; and he who

experiences the "
abounding of the grace of God" in his pardon, is

" dead to sin," and cannot, therefore, continue therein. This is the

eflfect of the faith that justifies ; from that alone, as it brings us to Christ

our deliverer, our entire deliverance from sin can follow ; and thus the

doctrine of faith becomes exclusively the doctrine of holiness, and points

out the only remedy for sin's dominion.

It is true, that some colour would be given to the contrary opinion,

were it to be admitted, that this act of faith, followed by our justification,

did indefeasibly settle our right to eternal blessedness by a title not to

be vitiated by any future transgression ;
but this doctrine, which forms

a part of the theory of the Calvinists, we shall, in its place, show to be

unscriptural. It is enough here to say, that it has no connection with

the doctrine of justification by faith alone, though so often ignorantly

identified with it. Our probation is not terminated by our pardoa.

Wilful sin will infallibly plunge us again into condemnation, with height-

ened aggravations and hazards ; and he only retains this state of favour

who continues to believe with that same faith which brings back to him,

not only the assurances of God's mercy, but the continually renewing
influences of the Holy Spirit.

The doctrine of jusufication by faith alone, as stated in the Scriptures,

needs not, therefore, any of those guards and cautions which we have

enumerated above, and which all involve serious errors, which it may
not be useless to point out.

1, The error of the Romish Church is to confound justification and

sanclification. So the council of Trent declares, that "justification is nd
2
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only the remission of sins, but also the sanctification of the uiner man ;

and that the only formal cause of justification is the righteousness of God,

not that whereby he is just, but that by which he makes us just ;" that

is, inherently so. That justification and sanctification go together, we

have seen
;
but this is not what is meant by the council. Their doctrine

is, that man is made just or holy, and then justified. The answer to

this has been already given. God "justifieth the ungodly;" and the

Scriptures plainly mean by justification, not sanctification, but simply

the remission of sin, as already established. The passages, also, above

quoted, show that those who hold this doctrine reverse the order of the

Scriptures. The sanctification which constitutes a man inherently right,

eous, is concomitant with justification, but does not precede it. Before
" condemnation" is taken away, he cries out,

" O wretched man that 1

am, who shall deliver me from the body of this death ;" when " there

is now no condemnation," he " walks not after the flesh, but after the

Spirit." In the nature of things, too, justification and sanctification are

distinct. The active sanctification of the Spint, taken in itself, either

habitually or actuall)', and as inherent in us, can in nowise be justifica-

tion, for justification is the remission of sins. God gave this Spirit to

angels, he gave it to Adam in the day of creation, and this Spirit did

sanctify, and now doth sanctify the blessed angels, yet this sanctification

is not remission. Sanctification cannot be the formal cause ot justifica-

tion, any more than justification can be the formal cause of glorification ;

for however all these may be connected, they are tilings perfectly dis.

tinct and different in their nature. " There be two kinds of Christian

righteousness," says Hooker,
" the one without us, which we have by

imputation ;
the other in us, which consisteth of faith, hope, and charity,

and other Christian virtues. God giveth us both the one justice and

the other ; the one by accepting us for righteous in Christ, the other

by working Christian righteousness in us." [Discourse of Justification.)

2. To the next opinion, that justifying faith, in the Christian sense,

includes works of evangelical obedience, and is not, therefore, simple

affiance or fiducial assent, the answer of Whitby is forcible :
—" The

Scripture is express and frequent in the assertion, that believers are justi-

fied by laith, in which expression either faith must include works, or evan-

gelical obedience, or it doth not : ifit doth not, we are justified by faith alone;

and that it doth not formally include works of evangelical righteousness

appears, 1 . From the plain distinction which the Scripture puts between

them, when it informs us that faith works by love, is shown forth by our

works, and exhorts us to add to our faith virtue, to virtue knowledge ;

and, 2. Because it is not reasonable to conceive, that Christ and his

apostles, making use of a word which had a known and fixed import,

should mean more by this word than what it signified in common use,

as sure they must have done, had they included in the meaning of the
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word the whole of out evangelical righteousness." {Preface to Galatians.)

To tliis we niav add, that in every discourse of St. Paul, as to our ju&ti-

ficiilion, faith and works are opposed to each other ;
and farther, that

his arTument necessarily excludes works of evangelical obedience. For

as it clearly excludes all works of ceremonial law, so also all works of

obedience to the moral law
;
and that not with any reference to their

degree, as perfect or imperfect, but with reference to their nature as

works ;
so then, for this sawie reason must all works of evangelical

obedience be excluded from the ofhce of justifying, for they are also

moral works, works of obedience to the same law, which is in force

under the Gospel ;
and however they may be performed ;

whether by

the iissistance of the Spirit,
or without that assistance ;

whether they

spring from faith or any other principle, these are mere circumstances

which alter not the nature of the acts themselves, they are JcorAs still,

and are opposed by the apostle to grace and faith.
" And if by grace,

then it is no more of works ;
otherwise grace is no more grace ;

but if

it be of works, then is it no more (of) grace, otherwise work is no more

work," Rom. xi, 6.

3. A third notion which has been adopted to guard the doctrine of

justification by faith is, that faith apprehends and appropriates the

merits of Christ to make up for the deficiency of our imperfect obedi-

ence. There must, therefore, be a sincere endeavour after obedience,

and in this the required guard is supposed to lie ;
but to secure justifi-

cation where obedience is still imperfect though sincere, requires faith.

It is a sufficient refutation of this theory, that no intimation is given

of it in Scripture, and it is indeed contradicted by it. Either this sincere

and imperfect obedience has its share in our justification, or it has not ;

if it has, we are justified b^ works and faith united, which has just been

disproved ;
if it has not, then we are justified by faith alone, in the man-

ner before explained.

4. The last error referred to is that which represents faith as, per se,

the necessary root of obedience : so that justification by faith alone

may be allowed ;
but tlien the guard against abuse is said to lie in this,

that true faith is itself so eminent a virtue, that it naturally produces

good works.

The olyection to this statement lies not indeed so much to the Bub-

staiitial truth of the doctrine taught by it, or to what is perhaps intended

by most of those who so speak, tor similar modes of expression we find

in the writings of many of the elder di\ ines of the reformation, who

most strenuously advocated justification by faith alone
;
but to the view

under which it is presented. Faith, when genuine, is necessarily the

" root and mother of olwdience ;" good works of every kind, without

exception, do also necessarily spring from it ; but though we say weces-

larily, yet we do not say naturally. The error lies in considerinjj faith

2
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in Christ as so eminently a virtue, so great an act of obedience, that it

must alwaj's argue a convened and renewed state of mind wherever it

exists, from which, therefore, obedience must flow. We have, however,

seen that regeneration does not precede justification ;
that till justifica-

tion man is under bondage, and that he does not " walk after the Spirit,"

until he is so " in Christ Jesus ;" that to him " there is now no con-

demnation ;" yet faith, all acknowledge, must precede justification, and

it cannot, therefore, presuppose a regenerate state of mind. The truth,

then, is, that faith does not produce obedience by any virtue there is in

it, per se ; nor as it supposes a previous renewal of heart ; but as it

unites to Christ, gives us a personal interest in the covenant of God's

mercy, and obtains for us, as an accomplished condition, our justifica-

tion, from which flow the gift of the Holy Spirit, and the regeneration

of our nature. The strength of faith lies not, then, in what it is in itself,

but in what it interests us in
;

it necessarily leads to good works, because

it necessarilj' leads to justification, on which immediately follows our

"new creation in Christ Jesus to good works, that we may walk in

them."

There are yet a few theories on the subject of justification to be

stated and examined, which, however, the principles already established

will enable us brieflj' to dismiss.

That of the Romish Church, which confounds sanctification with

justification, has been already noticed. The influence of this theory

may be traced in tiie writings of some leading divines of the English

Church, who were not fully imbued with the doctrines of the reformers

on this great point, such as Bishop Taylor, Achbishop Tillotson, and

others, who make regeneration necessary to justification ;
and also in

many divines of the Calvinistic nonconformist class, who make regene-

ration, also, to precede justification, though not like the former, as a

condition of it.

The source of this error appears to be twofold.

It arises, first, from a loose and general notion of the Scriptural

doctrine of regeneration ; and, secondly, from confounding that change
which true evangelical repentance doubtless implies, with regeneration

itself. A few observations will dissipate these erroneous impressions.

As to those previou;; changes of mind and conduct, which they often

argue from, as proving a new state of mind and character, they are far

from marking that defined and unequivocal state of renovation, which

our Lord expresses by the phrases
" bom again," and " born of the Spi-

rit," and which St. Paul evidenth' explains by being "created anew,"
" a new creation ;"

"
hving after the Spirit," and "

walking in the Spi-

rit." In the established order in which God effects this mighty renova-

tion of a nature previously corrupt, in answer to pravers directed to

him, with confidence in his promises to that effect in Christ Jesus, there
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must bo. a previous process, which divines have called by the expressive
names of "

awakening," and " conviction ;" that is, the sleop of indiffer

ence to spiritual concerns is removed, and conviction of the sad facts

of the case of a man who has hitherto hved in sin, and under the sole

dominion of a carnal and earthly mind, is fixed in the judgment and

the conscience. From this arises an altered and a corrected view of

things ; apprehension of danger ; desire of deliverance
;
.ibhorrence of

the evils of the heart and the life
; strong efforts for freedom, resisted

however by the bondage of established habits and innate corruptions ;
and

a still deeper sense, in consequence, of the need not only of pardon, but

of that almighty and renewing influence which alone can effect the de-

sired change. It is in this state of mind, that the prayer becomes at

once heartfelt and appropriate,
" Create in me a clean heart, O God, and

renew a right spirit within me."

liut all this is not regeneration ; it is rather the effect of the full and

painful discovery of the want of it
;
nor will " fruits meet for repent,

ance," the effects of an alarmed conscience, and of a corrected judg.
ment

;
the eflibrts to be right, however imperlect ;

which are the signs,

we also grant, of sincerity, prove more than that the preparaton,- pro-
cess is going on under the influence of the Holy Spirit. Others may
endeavour to persuade a person in this state of mind that he is regene-

rate, but the absence of love to God as his reconciled Father ;
the evils

which he detests having still, in many respects, the dominion over him ;

the resistance of his heart to the unaccustomed yoke, when the sharp

pangs of his convictions do not, for the moment, arm him with new
nowers of contest

;
his pride ; his remaining self righteousness ;

his re-

luctance to be saved wholly as a sinner, whose repentance and all its

fruits, however exact and copious, merit nothing ; all assure him, that

even should he often feel that he is
" not far from the kingdom of God,"

he has not entered it
;

that his burden is not removed
;

thiit his bonds

are not broken
;
that he is not "

walking in the Spirit ;" that he is at

best but a struggling slave, not " the Lord's free man." But there is a

point which, when passed, changes the scene. He believes whollv in

Christ
;
he is justified by faith

;
lie is comforted by the Spirit's

•• wit-

iiessiiig with his spirit," that he is now a child of God
; he server God

from filial love ; he has received new powers ; the chain of his bondage
is broken, and he is delivered

;
he walks not after the flesh, but after

the Spirit; he is "dead to sin, and cannot continue longer therein;"

and the fruits of the Spirit are in him—«
love, joy, peace, gentleness,

goodness, meekness, faith, temperance." He is now, and not till now,
in A REGENKRATK STATU, as that State is described in the Scriptures.

Before he was a seeker, now he has obtained what he sought ; and he

obtains it concomitantly with justification.

Still indeed it may be said, that, call this previous state what you will,

2
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eillior regeneration or repentance, it is necessary to justification ; su^i,

therelore, justification is not by faith alone. We answer, that we can

not call it a regenerated state, a being
" born of the Spirit," for the

Scriptures do not so designate it
;
and it is clear, that the fruits of the

.Spirit do not belong to it; and, therefore, there is an absence, not of

the work of the Spirit, for all has its origin there, but of that work of

the Spirit by which we are " bom again" strictly and properly. Nor is

the connection of this preparatory process with justification of the same

nature as that of faith with justification. It is necessary, it is true, as

hearing the word is necessary, for " faith cometh by hearing ;" and it ig

necessary as leading to prayer, and to faith, for prayer is the language
of discovered want, and faith in another, in the sense of trust, is the re-

sult of self diffidence, and self despair ;
but it is necessary remotely,

not immediately. This distinction is clearly and accurately expressed by
Mr. Wesley. {Farther Appeal, <SfC.)

" And yet I allow you this, that

although both repentance and the fruits thereof, are, in some sense, ne-

cessary before justification, yet neither the one nor the other is neces-

sary in the same sense, nor in the same degree with faith. Not in the

same degree ;
for in whatever moment a man believes, in the Christian

sense of the word, he is justified ;
his sins are blotted out

;
his faith is

counted to him for righteousness. But it is not so at whatever moment

he repents, or brings forth any or all the fruits of repentance. Faith

alone, therefore justifies, which repentance alone does not
;
much less

any outward w( rk
;
and consequently none of these are necessary to

justification in the same degree as faith. Nor in the same sense
;

for

none of these has so direct and immediate relation to justification as

faith. This is proximately necessary thereto
; repentance and its fruits,

remotely, as these are necessary to the increase and continsance of faith.

And even in this sense, these are only necessary on supposition that

there is time and opportunity for them
;

for in many instances there is

not ;
but God cuts short his work, and faith prevents the fruits of repent-

ance. So that the general proposition is not overthrown, but clearly

established by these concessions, and we conclude still, both on the

authority of Scripture and the Church, that faith alone is the proximate

condition of justification." {Sermons.')

If regeneration, in the sense in which it is used in Scripture, and not

loosely and vaguely, as by many divines, both ancient and modern, is

then a concomitant of justification, it cannot be a condition of it ;
and

as we have shown, that all the changes which repentance implies, fall

short of regeneration, repentance is not an evidence of a regenerate

state; and thus the theory of justification by rugeneration is untenable.

A second theory, not indeed substantially different from the former, but

put into different phrase, and more formally laboured, is that of Bisnop
'

Bull, which gave rise to the celebrated controversy of his day, upon tne
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publication of his Harmonia ApostoUca ; and it is one which lias jell

ii;e aeepesl impress upon tlie views of the clergy of the English Church,

and contributed more than any thing else to obscure her true doctrine,

as contaniei! in her arlicles and homilies, on this leading point of expe-

rimental theology. Tliis theory is professedly that of justification by,

works, with these qualifications, that the works are evangelical, or sucL

ns proceed from faith; that they are done by the assistance of the Spi-

rit of God
;
and that such works are not meritorious, but a necessary

condition of justification. To establisli this liypotliesis, it was neces-

sary to avoid the force of the words of St. Paul, and the learned |)relate

just mentioned, therefore, reverses the usual practice of commentators,

which is to reconcile St. James to St. Paul on the doctrine of justifica-

tion ;
and assuming that St. James speaks clearly and explicitly, and

St. Paul, on this point, things
" hard to be understood ;" he interprets

the latter by the former, and reconciles St. Paul to St. James. Accord-

ing then to this opinion, St. James explicitly asserts the doctrine ofjus-

tilication of sinful men before God by the works which proceed from

faitli in Christ : St. Paul, therefore, when he denies that man can be

justified by works, refers simply to works of obedience to the Mosaic

law
;
and by the faith which justifies, he means the works which spring

from faitli. Thus the two apostles are harmonized by Bishop Bull.

The main pillar of this scheme is, that St. James teaches the doctrine

of justification before God by wol'ks springing from faith in Christ
; and

as it is necessary in a discourse on justification, to ascertain the mean-

ing of this apostle, in the passages referred to, both because his words

may api)car to form an objection to the doctrine of justification by faith

alone, which we have established
; and, also, on account of the mislead-

ing statements which are found in many of the attempts which have

been made to reconcile the two apostles, this may be a proper place

for that inquiry ;
the result of which will show, that Bishop Bull and

the divines of that school, have as greatly mistaken St. James as they

have mistaken St. Paul.

We observe then, 1. That to interpret St. Paul by S'. James, involves

this manifest absurdity, that it is interpreting a writer who treats pro

fiissedly, and in a set discourse, on the subject in question, the justifica>

tion ofli sinful man before God, by a writer who, if he could be allows

ed to treat of that subject with the same design, does it but
incidentally.

This itself makes it clear, that the great bxiomata, the principles of Jiis

doctrine, must be first sought for in the writer who enters professedly,

and by copious argument, into the inijuiry.

But, 2. The *.wo apostles do not engage in the same argument, and

for this reason, that they are not addressing themsehes to persons in

the same circumstances. St. Paul addresses the unbelieving Jews, whc

sought justificafion bv obedience to the law of Moses, nKjnil and cere*

2
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monial ; proves that all men are guilty, and that neither Jew nor Gen-

tile can be justified by works of obedience to any law, and that there-

fore justification must be by faith alone. On the other hand, St.

James, having to do, in his epistle with such as professed the Christian

faith and justification by it, but erring dangerously about the nature of

faith, affirming that faith, in the sense of opinion or mere belief of doc-

trine, would save them, though they should remain destitute of a real

change in the moral frame and constitution of their minds, and give no

evidence of this in a holy life, it became necessary for him to plead

the renovation of man's nature, and evangelical obedience, as the ne-

cessarj- fruits of real or living faith. The question discussed by St.

Paul is, whether works would justify ; that by St. James is, whether a

dead faith, the mere faith of assent would save.

3. St. Paul and St. James do not use the term justification in the

same sense. The former uses it as we have seen, for the pardon of sin,

the accepting and treating as righteous one who is gaUty but penitent.

But, that St. James does not speak of this kind of justification is most

evident, from his reference to the case of Abraham. " Was not Abra-

ham, our father, justified by works, when he had offered Isaac his son

upon the altar !" Does St. James mean, that Abraham was then justi-

fied in the sense of being forgiven 1 Certainly not ;
for St. Paul, when

speaking of the justification of Abraham, in the sense of his forgive-

ness before God, by the imputation of his faith for righteousness, fLxes

that event many years previously, even before Isaac was born, and when

*he promise of a seed was made to him ; for it is added by Moses when

he gives an account of this transaction. Gen. xv, 6,
" And he believed

in thg Lord, and he counted it to him for righteousness." If then, St.

James speaks of the same kind of justification, he contradicts St. Paul

and Moses, by implying that Abraham was not pardoned and received

into God's favour, until the offering of Isaac. If no one will maintain

this, then the justification of Abraham, mentioned by St. James, it is

plain, does not mean the forgiveness of his sins, and he uses the'term

in a different sense to St. Paul.

4. The only sense, then, in which St. James can take the term jooti-

fication, when he says that Abraham was "justified by works, whe.i he

had offered Isaac his son upon the altar," is, that his works manifested

or proved that he was justified, proved that he was really justified by faith,

or, in other words, that the faith by which he was justified, was not dead

and inoperative, but living and active. This is abundantly confirmed

bv what follows. So far is St. James from denpng that Abraham was

justified by the imputation of his faith for righteousness, long before he

offered up his son Isaac, that he expressly allows it by quoting the pas-

sage. Gen. XV, 6, in which this is said to have taken place at least twenty-

five vears before : and he makes use of his subsequent worlts in the

Vol. II. 17
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argument, expressly to illustrate the vital and obedient nature of the

faith by which he was at first justified.
" Seest thou how faith wrought

witli his works, and by works was his faith made perfect, and the scrip.

ture vas fulfilled, which saith,
' Abraham believed God,' (in a trans,

action tweiity-five 3'ears previous,)
' and it was imputed to him for right-

eousness, and he was called the friend of God.'
" This quotation of

James, from Gen. xv, 6, demands special notice. " And the scripture,"

he says, "was fulfilled, which saith," &c. Whitby paraphrases, "teas

again fulfilled ;" some other commentators say it
" was Iwice fulfilled,"

in the transaction of Isaa", and at the previous period to which the

quotation refers. These comments are, however, hasty, darken the

argument of St. James, and have, indeed, no discernible meaning
at all. For do they mean that Abraham was twice justified, in the

sense of being twice pardoned ;
or that his justification was begun at

one of ihe periods referred to, and finished twenty-five years afterward?

These are absurdities
;
and if they will not maintain them, in what sense

do they understand St. James to use the phrase,
" and the scripture was

fulfilled
?" The scripture alluded to by St. James is that given above,

" and he believed in the Lord, and he counted it to him for righteousness."

When was the frst fulfilment of this scripture, of which they speak? It

could not be in the transaction of Abraham's proper justification, through

his faith in the promise respecting
" his seed," as mentioned. Gen. xv, G,

for that scripture is an historical narration of the fact of that, his justifi-

cation. The fact; then, was not a fulfilment of that part of Scripture,

but that part of Scripture a subsequent narration of the fact. The only

fulfilment, consequently, that it had, was in the transaction adduced by
St. James, the oflTering of Isaac

;
but if Abraham had been, in the pro-

per sense, justified then, that event could be no fulfilment, in their sense,-

of a scripture which is a narrative of what was done twenty-five years

before, and which relates only to what God then did, namelv, "count

the faith of Abraham to him for righteousness." The only senses in which

the t^rm " fulfil" can be taken in this passage are, that of accomplish-

ment, or that of illustration and establishment . The first cannot apply

here, for the passage is neither typical nor prophetic, and we are left,

therefore, to the second ;

" and the scripture was fulfilled," illustrated,

and confirmed, which saith,
" Abraham believed in God, and it was im-

puted unto him for righteousness." It was established and confirmed

that he was, in truth, a man truly justified of God, and that the faith by
which he was justified was living and operative.

5. As St. James does not use the term justification in the sense of the

forgiveness of sin, when he speaks of the justification of Abraham by

works, so neither can he use it in this sense in the general conclusion

which he draws from it
;

" Ye see, then, how that by works a man is justi-

fied. and not by faith only." The ground on which he rests this gerara'
2
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inference is the declaralite jttsHJicalion o{ Abraham, yriuch resulted froxa

his
loft)' act of obedience, in the case of Isaac, and which was eminently

itself an act of obedient faith
;
and the justification of which he speaks

in the general conclusion of the argument, must, therefore, be taken in

the same sense. He speaks not of the act of being justified before God,
and the means by which it is effected ; but of being proved to be in a

manifest and Scripturally approved state of justification. ." Ye see, then,

that by works a man is" shown to be in a "
justified" state ; or how his

profession of being in the Divine favour is justified and confirmed "
by

works, and not by faith only," or mere doctrinal faith
;
not by the faith

of mere intellectual assent, not by the faith which is dead, and unpro-
ductive of good works.

Lastly, so far are the two apostles from being in opposition to each

other, that, as to faith as well as works, they most perfectly agree. St.

James declares, that no man can be saved by mere faith. But, then, by
faith he means, not tht same faith to which St. Paul attributes a saving

efficacy. His argument sufficiently shows this. He speaks of a faith

which is "alone^"' and "
dead," St. Paul of the faith which is never alone,

though it alone justifieth ;
which is not solilaria, though it is sola in this

work, as our old divines speak ; the faith of a penitent, humbled man,
who not only yields speculative assent to the scheme of Gospel doc-

trine, but flies with confidence to Christ, as his sacrifice and Redeemer,
for pardon of sin and deliverance from it

;
the faith, in a word, which

is a fruit of the Spirit, and that by which a true believer enters into

and lives the spirhual life, because it vitally unites him to Christ, the

fountain of that life—" the life which I now live in the flesh, I live by the

faith of the Son of God, who loved me, and gave himself for me."

There is then no foundation in the Epistle of St. James for the doctrine

of justification by works, according to Bishop Bull's theory. The other

arguments by which this notion has been supported, are refuted by the

principles which have been already laid down, and confirmed from the

word of GoD.

A third theory has, also, had great influence in the Church of Eng.

land, and is to this day explicitly asserted by some of its leading divines

and prelates. It acknowledges that, provided faith be understood to be

sincere and genuine, men are justified by faith only, and in this they

reject the opinion just examined ; but then tliey take faitii to be mere

belief, assent to the trutli of the Gospel, and nothing more. This is

largely defended by Whitby in his preface to the Galatians, which, io

other respects ably shows that justification is in no sense by work^,

either natural, Mosaic, or evangelical. The faith by which we are jus-

tified, he describes to be " a full assent to, or firm persuasion of mind

concerning the truth of what is testified bv God himself respecting our

Lord Jesus Christ," and in particular, "that he was Christ the Son of

2
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God." •' This was the faith which the apostles required in order to bap-

tism ;"
"
by this faith men were put into the way of salvation, and if

they persevered in it, would obtain it."

Nearly the same view is taught by the present bishop of Winchester,

in his Refuiation of Calvinism, and his Elements of Theoloofj', and it is,

probiibly, the opinion of the great body of the national clerg} ,
not dis-

tinguished as evangelical, though with many it is also much mingled with

the scheme of Bishop Bull. '• Faith and belief," says Bishop Tomline,

"strictly speaking mean the same thing." If, then, a penitent heathen

or Jew, convinced that Jesus was the Messiah, the promised Saviour of

the world,
"
having understood that baptism was essential to the blessings

of the new and merciful dispensation, of the Divine authority of which he

was fuUv persuaded, would eagerly apply to some one of those who

were commissioned to baptize ;
his baptism, administered according to

tlie appointed form to a true believer, would convey justification ;
or in

other words, the baptized person would receive remission of his past

sins, would be reconciled to God, and be accounted just and righteous

in his sight." [Refutation of Calvinism, chap, iii.)
"
Faith, therefore, in-

cluding repentance for former offences, was, as far as the person him-

self was concerned, the sole requisite for justification ;
no previous work

was enjoined ; but baptism was invariably the instrument, or external form

by which justification was conveyed." (Refutation of Calvinism, chap, iii.)

The oonfusedness and contrariety of this scheme will be obvious to

the reader.

It will not be denied to Dr. Whitby, that the apostles baptized upon
the profession of a belief in the Messiahship and Sonship of our Lord ;

nor is it denied to Bishop Tomline, that when baptism, in the case of

true penitents, was not only an outward expression of the faith of assent
;

but accompanied by a solemn committal of the spiritual interests of the

baptized to Christ, by an act of confidence, the power to do which, was,

no doubt, often given as a part of the grace of baptism, justificatio"

would follow ;
the real question is, whether justification follows mere

assent. This is wholly contradicted by the argument of St. James ;

for if dead faith, by which he means mere assent to doctrine, is no

evidence of a justified state, it cannot be justifving ; which I take to be

as conclusive an argument as possible. For St. James does not deny
faith to him who has faith without works ; if then he has faith, the apostle

can mean by faith nothing else certainly than assent or belief: "Thou

beiievest there is one (iod, thou docst well ;" and as this faith, according

to him is "
alone," by faith he means mere assent of the intellect. This

argument shows, tiiat those theologians are unquestionably in error, who

make justification the result of mere assent to the evidence of the truth

of the Gospel, or doctrinal belief. And neither Dr. Whitbv nor Bishop
Tomline are able to carrj' tliis doctrine throughout. The former con-

2
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tends, that this assent, when firm and sincere, must produce obedience ;

but St. James denies neither firmness of conviction, nor sincerity to his

inoperative faith, and yet, he tells us, that it remained "
alone," and

was "dead." Beside, if faith justifies only as it produces obedience, it

does not justify alone, and the justifying efficacy lies in the virtual or

actual obedience proceeding from it, whicli gives up Whitby's main posi-

lion, and goes into the scheme of Bishop Bull. Equally inconsistent

is Bishop Tomline. He acknowledges that "
belief, or faith, may exist,

unaccompanied by any of the Christian graces ;" and that " this faith

does not justify." How then will he maintain that justification is by faith

alone, in the sense of belief? Again he tells us, that the faith which is

the means of salvation,
" is that belief of the truth of the Gospel which

produces obedience to its precepts, and is accompanied by a firm reliance

upon the merits of Christ." Still farther, that "
baptism is the instru-

ment invariably by which justification is conveyed." {Refutation of Cal-

vinism, chap, iii.) Thus, then, we are first told, that justifying faith is

behef or assent ; then that various other things are connected with it to

render it justifying, such as previous repentance, the power of producing

obedience, reliance on the merits of Christ, and baptism ! All this con-

fusion and contradiction shows, that the doctrine ofjustification by taith

alone, in the sense of \)eUef or intellectual assent only, cannot be main

tained, and that, in order to avoid the worse than Aiitinomian consequeict,

which would follow from the doctrine, its advocates are obliged so to ex-

plain, and qualify, and add, as to make many approaches to that true doc-

trine against which they hurl both censure and ridicule.

The error of this whole scheme lies in not considering the essence of

justifying faith to be trust or confidence in Christ as our sacrifice for

sin,'which, though Whitby and others of his school, have attempted to

ridicule by caUing it
« a leaning or rolling of ourselves upon him for sal-

vation," avaihng themselves of the coarse terms used by scoffers, is yet

most manifestly, as we have indeed already seen, the only sense in which

faith can be rationally taken, when a sacrifice for sin, a means of recon-

ciliation with God, is its object, and indeed when any promise of God is

made to us. It is not surely that we may merely helieee that the death

of Christ is a sacrifice for sin, that he is " set forth as a propitiation,"

but that we may iTutt in its efficacy ;
it is not that we may merely helixve

that God has made promises to us, that his merciful engagements in our

favour are recorded ; but that we may have confidence in them, and thus

be supported by tliem. This « as the faith of the saints of the Old Tes-

tament. "
By faith Abraham, when he v as called to go out into a place

which he should after receive for an inheritance, obeyed, and he went

out, not knowing whither he went." His faith was confidence.
" Though

he slay me, yet will I tmst in him." " ^Vho is among you that feareth

the Lord ? let him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay upon his (jod.''
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•' Blessed is the man that trusteth in the Lord, and whose hope the Lord

is." It is under this notion of trust that faith is continually represented

lo us also ill the New Testament. " In his name shall the Gentiles trust."

" For therefore we both labour and sutler reproach, because we trust in

the living God, who is the Saviour of all men, and especially of thero

that believe." " For I know whom I have believed, (trusted,) and am

persuaded that he is able to keep that which / have committed unto him

against that day."
" If we liold the beginning of our confidence stead-

fast to the end."

The fourth theory which we may notice, is that which rejects justifi-

cation in the present life, and defers its administration to the last day.

This has had a few, and but a tew abettors, and the principal arguments

for it are, 1. That all the consequences of sin are not removed from

even believers in the present life, whereas a full remission of sin neces-

sarily implies the full and immediate remission of punishment. 2. Thai

if believers are justified, that is judged in the present life, they must be

judged twice, whereas there is but one judgment, which is to take place

at Christ's second coming. 3. That the Scriptures speak of justifica-

tion at the last day, as when our Lord declares " that every idle word

that men shall speak they shall give an account thereof in the day of

judgment," and adds,
"
by thy words thou shalt (then) be justified, and

by ihy words shalt thou be condemned."

To all these arguments, which a few words will refiite, tht general, and,

indeed, sufficient answer is, that justification in the sense of the forgive-

ness ijf sins, the only import of the term in question, is constantly and

explicitly spoken of as a present attainment. This is declared to be the

case with Abraham and with David, by St. Paul ; it was surely the case

with those to whom our Lord said,
"
thy sins be forgiven thee ;" and

with her of whom he declared, that having
" much forgiven she loved

much." " We have," says St. Paul, writing to the Colossians,
" re-

demption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins." So plain a point

needs no continuation by more numerous quotations ;
and the only means

which the advocates of the theory have resorted to for explaining such

passages consistently with their own views, is absurdly, and we may add

audaciouslv, to resolve them into a Jis;ure of speech which speaks of a

future thing when certain, as present ;
a mode of interpretation which

ects all criticism at defiance.

As to the first argument, we may observe that it assumes, that it i;i

essential to the |)ardon of sin, that all its consequences sliould be imme-

diately removed, or otherwise tliey assert it is no pardon at all This is

to affirm, that to be freed I'rom punishment in another life, and finally,

and indeed in a short time, to be freed from the afflictions of this is not

a pardon ;
which no one ciin surely deliberaely affirm. This notion,

also, loses sight entirely of ihe obviously wise ends which are miswered
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by postponing the removal of affliction and diseases from those who are

admitted into the Divine favour, till another life
;
and of the sanclifica-

tion of all these to their benefit, so that they entirely lose, when tliey are

not the consequence of new oftences, their penal character, and become

parts of a merciful discipline,
"
working together for good."

The second argument assumes, that because there is but one general

judgment, there can be no acts of judgment wliich are private and per-

sonal. But the one is in no sense contrary to the other. Justification

may, therefore, be allowed to be a judicial proceeding under a merciful

constitution, as before explauied, and yet offer no obstruction to a gene-

ral, public, and final judgment. The latter indeed grows out of the

former
;

for since this otfer of mercy is made to all men by the Gospel,

they are accountable for the acceptance or refusal of it, which it is a

part of the general judgment to exhibit, that the righteousness of God,

in the punishment of them "tliat believe not the Gospel," may be de-

monstrated and the ground of the salvation of those who have been sin-

ners, as well as the rest of mankind, may be declared. We may also

farther observe, that so far is the appointment of one general judgment
from interfering with acts of judgment in the proceedings of the Most

High as the governor of men, that he is constantly judging men, both

as individuals and nations, and distributing to them both rewards and

punishments.

The argument from the justification of men at the last day, proceeds,

also, upon a false assumption.
'

It takes justification then and now for

the same act
;
and it supposes it to proceed upon the same principle ;

neither of which is true.

1. It is not true that it is the same act. The justification of believers

m, this life, is the remission of sins
;

but where are we taught that

remission of sins is to be attained in the day of judgment ? Plainly

nowhere, and the whole doctrine of Scripture is in opposition to this

notion, for it confines our preparation for judgment to the present life

only. When our Lord says,
"
by thy words thou shalt be justified," he

does not mean "
by thy words thy sins shall be forgiven ;" and if this is

not maintained the passage is of no force in the argument.

2. Justification at the last day, does not proceed upon the same prin-

ciple, and, therefore, is not to be concluded to be the continuance of the

same act, commenced on earth. Justification at the last day is, on all

hands, allowed to be by works
; but, if that justification mean the pardon

of sin, then the pardon of sin is by works and not by faith, a doctrine

we have already refuted from the clear evidence of Scriptui'e itself. The

justification of the last day is, therefore, not the pardon of sin ; for if

our sins are previously pardoned, we then need no pardon ;
if they are

not pardoned, no provision for their remission then remains. And as

this justification is not pardon, neither is it acquittal; for, as to those
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sins of which the wicked have not been guilty, they will not be acquit

ted of them, because an all-wise God will not charge them with those of

which tliev have not been guilty, and there can bo no acquittal as to

those they lia\ committed. Believers will not he acquitted of the sins

for which they have obtained forgiveness, because they will not be

charo-ed upon them : "Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God's

elect ? It is (3od that justifi(Mh." So far from tinir being arraigned as

sinners, that liieir jusliliralion on earth may be formally pleaded for their

icquiltal at the last day, thai the very circumstances of the judgment

will be a public recognition, from its very commencement, of their par-

don and acceptance upon earth. " The dead in Christ shall rise first."

"
They rise to glory, not to shame," Iheir bodies being made like unto

Christ's "
glorious body." Those that sleep in Christ shall " God bring

with him," in his train of triumph ; they shall be set on his "
right hand,"

in token of acceptano^ and favour ;
and of the books which shall be

opened, one is " the book of life," in which their names have been pre-

viously recorded. It follows, then, that our justification at the last day,

if we must still use that phrase, which has little to support it in Scrip-

ture, and might be well substituted for others less equivocal, can oidy be

declarative, approbatory, and remtineralire. Declarative, as recognizing,

in the manner just stated, the justification of believers on earth
; appro

batory of their works of faith and love
;
and remunerative of them, as

made graciously rewardable, in their different measures, by the evange-

lical constitution.

And here it may not be amiss to notice an argument against the doc

trine of justitication by faith alone, and in favour of justification by faith

and works, which is drawn from the proceedings of the last day :
—" If

works wrought through faith are the ground of the sentence passed upon

us in that day, then they are a necessary condition of our justification."

This is an argument which has been built much upon, from Bishop Bull

to the present day. Its fallacy lies in considering the works of believers

as the only, or chief ground of that sentence ; that is, the administra

tion of eternal life to them in its different degrees of glory at the coming

of Christ. That it is not so, is plain from those express passages of

Scripture, which represent eternal life as the fruit of Christ's atonement,

and the gift of God through him. "
By grace are ye saved, through

fiiitli, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God, not of works," «Stc%

"
Why," sa)s an old writer,

"
might he not have said, by grace are ye

saved, through lailh and works; it weie as easy to say the one as the

other." (9) If our works are the sole ground of that sentence of eter-

(9) The reader will also recollect Rom. vi, 23, "The wnfjcs of ein is death;

but the f^ift of God iseterniil life, through our Lord Jesus Christ." The follow-

ing passajres expressly luivke the atoneinoiit of Christ the ground of our title to

elornal lilV
"
By lii> uwn blood ho entered in once into the holy place, having
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nal life, then is the reward of righteousness of debt according to tiie law

jf works, and not of grace ;
but if of grace, then works are not the sole

or chief ground of our final reward. If of debt, we claim in our own

right : and the works rewarded must be in everv sense our own
;

but

good works are not our own works
;
we are " created in Christ Jesus

unto good works ;" and derive all the power to do them from him. If,

then, we have not the right of reward in ourselves, we have it in ano-

ther
;
and thus we again come to another and higher ground of tiie final

sentence than the works wrought even by them that believe, namely,
the covenatf right which we derive from Christ—right grounded on

promise. It Jien it is asked, in what sense good works are any ground
at all of the final sentence of eternal life, we answer, they are so seconda-

rily and subordinately, 1. As evidences of that faith and that justified

state from which alone truly good works can spring. 2. As qualifying

us for heaven
; thev and the principles from which they spring consti-

tuting our holiness, our " meetness for the inheritance of the saints in

light." 3. As rewardable ;
but still of grace not of debt, of promise not

of our own rigiit, since after all we have done, though we had lived and

suffered as the apostles to whom the words were first addressed, we are

commanded to confess ourselves "
unprofitable servants." In this sense

good works, though they have no part in the office of justifying the un-

godly, that is, in obtaining forgiveness of sin, are necessary to salvation,

though they are not the ground of it. As they are pleasing to God, so

are the}' approved and rewarded by God. "
They prevent future guilt,

but take away no former guilt, evidence our faith and title to everlast-

ing glory, strengthen our union with Christ because the}' strengthen

faith, confirm our hope, glorify God, give good example to men, make us

more capable of communion with God, give some content to our con-

sciences, and there is happiness in the doing of them, and in the remem-

brance of them when done. Blessed are they who always abound in

them, for Ihey know that their labour is not in vain m the Lord. Yet

Bellarmin, though a great advancer of merit, thought it the safest way
to put our sole trust not in these good works, but in Christ. It is, indeed,

not only the safest, but the only way so to do, if we would be justified

before God. True, we shall be judged according to our works, but it

doth not follow that we shall be justified by our works, God did never

oraain good works, which are the fruits of a sincere faith in Christ, to

acquire a right unto the remission of sin and eternal hfe
;
but to be a

means by which we may obtain possession of the rewards he hath pro-

mised." {Lawson's Theo-Polilica.)

ootained eternal redemption for us." " He is the Mediator of the New Testa

ment, that, by means of death, they which are called might receive the promise

if eternal inheritance," Heb. ix, 12-15. "Christ died for us, that whether wo
v?ake or s''.ep, we should Vve together with him," 1 Thess. v, 10.

2
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Tlie last theory of justification to which it is necessary to advert, is

that comprised in the scheme of Dr. Taylor, of Norwich, in his Key to

the Apostolic Writings. It is, that all such phrases as to elei;t, call,

adopt, justiiy, sanctify, &.C, are to be taken to express that Church rela-

tion into which, by the destruction of the Jewish polity, believing Jews

and Gentiles were brought ; that they are " antecedent blessings,"

enjoyed by all professed Christians, though, uidess they avail themselves

of these privileges for the purposes of personal holiness, they cannot be

saved.

This scheme is, in many respects, delusive and absurd, as it con-

founds collective privileges with those attainments which from their

nature can only be personal. If we allow that with respect to " elec-

tion," for instance, it may have a plausibility, because nations of men

may be elected to peculiar privileges of a religious kind
; yet with

respect to the others, as "justification," &c, the notion requires no

lengthened refutation. Justification is, as the Apostle Paul states it,

pardon of sin ; but are the sins of nations pardoned, because they are

professedly Christian ? This is a personal attainment, and can be no

other, and collective justification, by Church privileges, is a wild dream,
which mocks and trifles with the Scriptures. According to this scheme,
there is a Scriptural sense in which the most profane and immoral man,

provided he profess himself a Christian, may be said to be justified,

that is, pardoned ; sanctified, that is, made holy ; and adopted, that is,

made a child of God !

CHAPTER XXIV.

Benefits derived to Man from the Atonement—Concomitants
OF Justification.

The leading blessings concomitant with justification, are regenera-

TioN and adoption
;
with respect to wiiich we may observe generally,

that although we must distinguish them as being different from each

other, and from justification, yet they are not to be separated. They
occur at the same time, and they all enter into the experience of tlio

same person ; so that no man is justified without being regenerated ami

adopted, and no man is regenerated and made a son of God, who is not

justified. Whenever they are mentioned in Scripture, they, therefore,

involve and imply each other
; a remark which may preserve us from

some errors. Thus, with respect to our heirship, and consequent title

to eternal life, in Titus iii, 7, it is grounded upon our justification.
" For

we are justified by his grace, that we should be heirs according to the

hope of eternal life." In 1 Pet. i, 3, it is connected with our regenera-
tion. " Blessed be God and the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, w ho

2
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of his abundant mer..'y hath begotten us again unto a lively hope, by the

resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, unto an inheritance," &c.

Again, in Rom. viii, 17, it is grounded upon our adoption
—"If chil-

dren, then heirs." These passages are a sufficient proof, that justifica-

tion, regeneration, and adoption, are not distinct and different titles, bu'

constitute one and the same title, through the gift of God in Christ, to

the heavenh- inheritance. They are attained, too, by the same faith.

W; are "justified by faith ;" and we are the "children of God by faith

in Christ Jesus." Accordingly, in the following passages, they are all

united as the effect of the same act of faith. " But as many as received

him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, (which appella-

tion includes reconciliation and adoption,) even to them that believe on

his name, which were born not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh,

nor of the will of man, bid of God," or, in other words, were regene-
rated.

The observations which have been made on the subject, in the pre-

ceding chapter, will render it the less necessary to dwell here at length

upon the natiire and extent of regeneration.

It is that mighty change in man, wrought by the Holy Spirit, by
which the dominion which sin has over him in his natural state, and

which he deplores and struggles against in his penitent state, is broken

and abolished, so that, with full choice of will and the energy of right

affections, he serves God freely, and " runs in the way of his command,

ments." " Whosoever is born of God doth not commit sin, for his seed

remaineth in him, and he cannot sin, because he is bom of God." " For

sin shall not have dominion over you ;
for ye are not under the law, but

under grace."
" But now being made free from sin, and become ser-

vants to God, ye have your fruit unto holiness, and the end everlasting

life." Deliverance from the bondage of sin, and the power and the

will to do all things which are pleasing to God, both as to inward habits

and outward acts, are, therefore, the distinctive characters of this state.

That repentance is not regeneration, we have before observed. It

will not bear disputing whether regeneration begins with repentance ;

for if the regenerate state is only entered upon at our justification, then

all that can be meant by this, to be consistent with the Scriptures, is

that the preparatory process, which leads to regeneration, as it leads to

pardon, commences with' conviction and contrition, and goes on to a

repentant turning to the Lord. In the order which God has established,

regeneration does not take place without this process. Conviction of

the evil and danger of an unregenerate state must first be felt. God

hath appointed this change to be effected in answer to our prayers ;

and acceptable prayer supposes that we desire the blessnig we ask ;

that we accept of Christ as the appointed medium of access to God
;

tliat we feel and confess our own inabiUty to attain what we ask from
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another
,
and tliat we exercise faith in the promises of God which con

vey tlie good we seek. It is clear that none of these is regeneration,

for tiiey a!i suppose it to he a good in prospect, the object of prayer and

eager desire. True it is, that deep and serious conviction for sin, the

power to desire deliverance from it, the power to pray, the struggle

against the corruptions of an unregenerate heart, are all proofs of a

work of God in the heart, and of an important moral change ; but it i&

not tliii change, because regeneration is that renewal of our nature

wliicli gives us dominion over sin, and enables us to serve God, from

love, and not merely from fear, and it is yet confessedly unattained,

being still the object of search and eager desire. We are not yel
•' created anew unto good works," which is as special and instant a work

of God us justification, and for this reason, that it is not attained before

the pardon of our sins, and always accompanies it.

This last point may be proved,

1. From the nature of justification itself, which takes away the

penalty of sin ; but that penalty is not only obligation to punishment,
but the loss of the sanctifying Spirit, and the curse of being left undei

the slavery of sin, and under the dominion of Satan. Regeneration is

effected by this Spirit restored to us, and is a consequence of our par-

don
;

for though justification in itself is the remission of sin, yet a

justified stale implies a change, both in our condition and in our dis-

position : in our condition, as we are in a stale of life, not of death, of

safety, not of condemnation
;

in our disposition, as regenerate and new
creatures.

2. From Scripture, which affords us direct proof that regeneration it

a concomitant of justification,
" If any man be i\ Christ, he is a new

creature." It is then the result of our entrance into that state in which

we are said to be in Christ
;
and the meaning of this phrase is most

satisfactorily explained by Rom. viii, 1, considered in connection with

the preceding chapter, from which, in the division of the chapters, it

ought not to have been separated. That chapter clearly describes the

state of a person conrinccd and slain b)' the law applied by the Si-irit.

VVc may discover indeed, in this description, certain moral changes, as

consenting to the law that it is good ; delighting in it after the inward

man
; powerful desires ; humble confession, &c. The state represented

is, however, in fact, one of guilt, spiritual captivity, helplessness, and

tnisery ;
a state of condemnation ; and a state of bondage to sin. The

opposite condition is that of a man " in Christ Jesus :" to him " there

is no condetnnation ;" he is forgiven ;
the bondage to sin is broken ; he

"walks not after the lle<h, but after the Spirit." To be in Christ, is,

therefore, to be justified, and regeneration instantly follows. We see

then the order of the Divine operation in individual experience : convic

jion of sin, helplessness and danger ;
faith ; justification ;

and regene
2
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ration. The regenerate state is, also, called in Scripture sanctification ;

though a distinction is made by the Apostle Paul between that and

being
" sanctified wholly" a doctrine to be afterward considered. In

this regenerate, or sanctified state, the former corruptions of the heart

ma} remain, and strive for the mastery ;
but that which characterizes

and distinguishes it from tlie state of a penitent before justification,

before he is
" in Christ," is, that they are not even hiS inward hahU. ;

and that they have no dominion. Faith unites to Christ ; by it we

derive "
grace and peace from God tlie Father, and his Son Jesus

Christ," and enjoy
" the coninivmion of the Holy Ghost ;" and this

Spirit, as the sanctifying Spirit, is given to us to " abide with us, and to

be in us," and then we walk not after the flesh but after the Spirit.

Adoption is the second concomitant of justification, and is a large

and comprehensive blessing.

To suppose that the apostles take this term from the practice of the

Greeks, Romans, and other nations who had the custom of adopting the

children of others, and investing them with all the privileges of their

natural offspring, is, probabh', a refinement. It is much more likely

that they had simply in view the obvious fact, that our sins had deprived

us of our sonship, the favour of God, and our right to the inheritance of

eternal life ;
that we had become strangers, and aliens, and enemies

;

and that, upon our return to God, and reconcihation with him, our for-

feited privileges were not only restored, but heightened through the

paternal love of God. They could scarcely be forgetful of the afl'ect-

ing parable of the prodigal son
;
and it is under the same simple view

that St. Paul quotes from the Old Testament,
" wherefore come out

froiri among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the

unclean thing, and I will receive you, and I will be a Father unto you,

and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord almighty."

Adoption, then, is that act by which we who were alienated, and ene-

mies, and disinherited, are made the sons of God, and heirs of his eternal

glorj'.
" If children then heirs, heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ ;"

where it is to be remarked, that it is not in our own right, nor in right

sf Emy work done in us, or which we ourselves do, though it be an

evangehcal work, that we become heirs, but jointly with him, and in

his right.

To tliis state belong freedom from a servile spirit; we are not servants

but sons
;
the special love and care of God our heavenly Father

;
a

filial confidence in him
;

free access to him at all times and in all cir-

cumstances ; the title to the heavenly inheritance
;
and the Spirit of

adoption, or the whness of the Holy Spirit to our adoption, which is the

foundation of all the comfort we can derive from those privileges, as it

is the only means by which we can know that they are ours.

The point stated last requires to be explained more largely, and tho

2
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more so as it has often been derided as enthusiastic, and often timidly

explained away by tliose whose opinions are in the main correct.

The doctrine is, the inward witness or testimony of the Holy Spirit,

ti) the adoption or sonship of believers, from which (lows a comfortable

persuasion or ronvirlion o( our present acceptance with God, and the

lurpe of our future and eternal glorj-.

This is taught in several passages of Scripture.

Rom. viii, 15, 16, "For ye have not received the spirit
of bondage

again to fear, but the Spirit of adoption, whereby we cry, Ablra, Father.

The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit that we are the children

of God." In this passage it is to be remarked, 1. That the gift
of the

Spirit spoken of, takes away
"
/i°ar," being opposed to the personified

spirit of the law, or rather, perhaps, to the Holy Spirit in his convincing

agency, called the spirit of bondage, producing
"
fear," a servile dread

of God as offended. 2. That the "Spirit of God" here mentioned, is

not the personified spirit or genius of the Gospel, as some would have it,

but "
tlie Spirit ilsejf," or himself, and hence called in the Galatians, in

the text adduced below,
" The Spirit of his Smi," which cannot mean

the genius of the Gospel. 3. That he inspires a filial confidence in

God as our Father, which is opposed to " the fear" produced by the

"
spirit of bondage." 4. That he produces this filial confidence, and

enables us to call God our Father, by witnessing, bearing testimony with

our spirit,
" that we are the children of God."

Gal. iv, 4, 5, 6,
" But when tiie fulness of the time was come, God

sent forth his Son, made of a woman, made under the law, to redeem

them that were under the law, that we might receive the adoption of

sons
;
and because ye are sons God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son

into your hearts, crying, Abba, Father."

Here, also, are to be noted, 1. The means of our redemption front

under (the curse of) the law, the incarnation and sufferings of Christ.

2. That the adoption of- sons follows upon our actual redemption from

that curse, or, in other words, our pardon. .3. That upon our pardon,

the "
Spirit of his Son" is "sent forth," and that "into our hearts," pro-

ducing the same effect as that mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans,

filial confidence in God,—"
crying, Abba, Father." To these are to be

addi-d all those passages, so numerous in the New Testament, which ex-

press the confidence and the joy of Christians ; their friendship with

God
;
their confident access to him as their God ; their entire union, and

delightful intercourse with him in spirit.

This doctrine has been generally termed the doctrine of assurance,

and, perhaps the expressions of St. Paul,—"the fidi assurance of faith,"

and "the full assurance of hope," may warrant the use of the word. But

lis there is a current and generally understood sense of this term among

persons of the Calvinislic persuasion, implying, that the assurance of
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our present acceptance and sonship, is an assurance of our final perse-

verance, and of our indefeasible title to heaven : the phrase, a comfort,

able persuasion, or conviction of our justification and adoption, arising

out of the Spirit's inward and direct testinionj', is to be preferred ;
tor

this has been held as an indubitable doctrine of Holv Writ by Christians,

who by no means receive the doctrine of assurance in the sense held by
the followers of Calvin.

There is, also, another reason for the sparing and cautious use of the

term assurance, which is, that it seems to imply, though not necessarily,
the absence of all doubt, and shuts out all those lower degrees of per-

suasion which may exist in the experience of Christians. For, as our

faith, may not at first, or at all times, be equally strong, the testimony
of the Spirit may have its degrees of strength, and our persuasion or

conviction be proportionately regulated. Yet, if faith be genuine, God

respects its weaker exercises, and encourages its growth, by affording
measures of comfort, and degrees of this testimony. Nevertheless,

while this is allowed, the fulness of this attainment is to be pressed

upon every one that believes, according to the word of God :
—" Let us

draw near," says St. Paul to all Christians, "with full assurance of faith."

It may serve, also, to remove an objection sometimes made to the

doctrine, and to correct an error which sometimes pervades the state-

ment of it, to observe that this assurance, persuasion, or conviction,

whichever term be adopted, is not of the essence of justifying faith ;

that is, that justifying faith does not consist in the assurance that I am
now forgiven, through Christ. This would be obviously contradictory.

For we must believe before we C£m be justified ; much more before we
can be assured, in any degree, that we are justified ; and this persuasion,

therefore, follows justification ;
and is one of its results. We believe

in order to justification ;
but we cannot be persuaded of our forgiveness

in order to it, for the persuasion would be false. But though we must

not only distinguish, but separate this persuasion of our acceptance from

the faith which justifies, we must not separate but only distinguish it

from justification itself. With that come as concomitants, regeneration,

adoption, and as far as we have any information from Scripture, the

"
Spirit of adoption," though, as in all other cases, in various degrees

of operation.

On the subject of this testimony of the Holy Spirit there are four

opinions.

The first is, that it is twofold
;
a direct testimony to, or " inward im-

pression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God witnesses to my spirit

that I am a child of God
;
that Christ hath loved me, and given himself

for me, that I, even I, am reconciled to God ;" ( WesJey''s Sermons ;) and

an indirect testimony, arising from the work of the Spirit in the heart

and life, which St. Paul calls the testimony of our own spirits ;
for this
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8 iiit'urred from liis expression, And the Spirit itself beareth witness

with our spirit," &c. This testimony of our own spirit, or indirect les-

tiniuny of tlic Holy Spirit by and tlirougli our own spirit, is considered

as confirmatory of the first testimony, and is thus explained by the same

writer :
— •' How am I assured that I do not mistake the voice of the

Spirit .' even by tiie testimonj' of my own spirit, 'by the answer of a

good conscience toward God :' hcrcb)' 3 ou sliull know that you are in

no delusion, that you have not deceived your own soul. The immediate

fruits of the Spirit ruling in the heart, are love, joy, peace ;
bowrls of

mercies, liumbleiiess of mind, meekness, gentleness, long suffering And

the outward fruits are, the doing good to all men, and a uniform obe-

dience to all the commands of God."

The second opinion acknowledges, also, a twofold witness ; the wit-

ness of the Spirit, which consists in tiie morul eirects produced in him

that believes, otherwise called the fruits of the Spirit ; and the witness

of our own spirits, that is, the consciousness of possessing faith. This

they call " the reflex act of faith, by which a person, conscious of be-

lieving, reasons in this mamier, I know that I believe in Christ, therefore

I know that I shall obtain everlasting life." {Dr. Hill's Lectures.)

The third opinion is, that there is but one witness, the Holy Spirit,

acting concurrently with our own spirits.
" The Spirit of God produces

those graces in us which are the evidence of our adoption ;
it is he who,

as occasion requires, illuminates our understandings and assists our

memories in discovering and recollecting those arguments of hope and

comfort within ourselves. But God's Spirit doth witness with, not with-

out our spirits and understandings ; in making use of our reason in con-

sideriag and reflecting upon those grounds of comfort, which the Spirit

of God hath wrought in us, and from them drawing this comfortable

conclusion to ourselves, that ' we are the sons of God.'
"
{Bishop Bull.)

With this notion is generally connected, that of the entire impercepti-

bility of the Spirit's operations as distinguished from the operations of

our own mind,
" so that we could never have known, unless it had been

communicated to us by Divine revelation, that our souls are moved by a

Divine power, when we love God and keep his commandments." {Mant
and D'Dyley's Commentary.)
The following passage from the Rev. Thomas Scott's Commentary

agrees with Bishop Bull in making the witness of the Spirit mediate

through our own spirit ;
and differs chiefly in phraseology. It may be

taken as the view of a great part of those called the evangelical clergy
of the present day.

" The Holy Spirit, by producing in believers the

tempers and afTections of children, as described in the Scri|)tiires, most

manifestly attests their adoption into God's family. This is not done by

any voice, immediate revelation, or impulse, or merely by any text

brought to the mind, ffor all these are equivocal and delusory,) but by
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coinciding with the testimony of their own consciences, as to their up-

rightness in embracing the Gospel, and giving themselves up to the

service of God. So that, while they are examining themselves as to

the reahty of their conversion, and find Scriptural evidence of it, the

Holy Spirit, from time to time shines upon his own work, excites their

holy aifections into lively exercise, renders them verj- efficacious upon
their conduct, and thus puts the matter beyond doubt

; for while they
feel the spirit of dutiful children toward God, they become satisfied

concerning his paternal love to them."

A fourth opinion allows the direct witness of the Spirit, as stated

above
; but considers it only the special privilege of a few favoured

persons ; of which notion it is a sufficient refutation, that the apostle,

in the texts before quoted, speaks generally of believers, and restrains

not the attainment from any who seek it. He places it in this respect

on the ground of all other blessings of the new covenant.

Of the four opinions just adduced, the first only appears to express
the true sense of the word of God ; but that the subject may be fully

exhibited, we may observe, 1. That by all sober divines it is allowed,

that some comfortable persuasions, or, at least, hope of the Divine

favour, is attainable by true Christians, and is actually possessed by

them, except under the influence of bodily infirmities, and in peculiar

seasons of temptation, and that all true faith is, in some degree, (though
to what extent they differ,) personal and appropriating.

" The third part of repentance is faith, whereby we do apprehend and

take hold upon the promises of God, touching the free pardon and for-

giveness of our sins ; which promises are sealed up unto us, with the

death and blood shedding of his Son Jesus Christ. For what should it

avail and profit us to be sorry for our sins, to lament and bewail that

we have oifended our most bounteous and merciful Father, or to confess

and acknowledge our offences and trespasses, though it be done never so

earnestly, unless we do steadfastly believe, and be fully persuaded, that

God, for his Son Jesus Christ's sake, will forgive us all our sins, and

put them out of remembrance and from his sight ? Therefore, thev that

teach repentance without a lively faith in our Saviour Jesus Christ, do

teach none other but Judas's repentance." {Homily on Repentance.)
" Faith is not merely a speculative but a practical acknowledgTient

of Jesus as the Christ.—an ejfort and motion of the mind, toward God ;

when the sinner, convinced of sin, accepts with thankfulness the proffer-

ed terms of pardon, and in humble confidence applying individually to

himself the benefit of the general atonement, in the elevated languEige

of a venerable father of the Church, drinks of the stream which flows

from the Redeemer's side. The eflfect is, that in a little, he is filled

with that perfect love of God which casteth out fear,—he cleaves to

God with the entire affection of the soul." (Bishop Horsley.)
Vol. n. 18
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"
It is the properly of saving faith, that it hath a force to appropriate,

and make Christ our own. Witliout this, a general remote behef would

have been cold comfort. ' He loved me, and gave himself for mr,' saith

St Paul. VVliat saith St. Chrysostoni ?
' Did Christ die only for St.

Paul ? No
;
non excludit, sed appropriat ;' he excludes not others, bm

he will secure himself" {Bishop Brownrigg.)
2. By those who admit, that upon previous contrition and faith in

Christ, an act of justification takes place, by which we are reconciled

to God, and adopted into his family, a doctrine which has been Scrip,

turally established
;

it must also be admitted, that this act of mercy on

the part of God is entirely kept secret from us, or that, by some means,

it is made knowable by us. If the former, there is no remedy at all

for doubt, and fear, and tormenting anticipation, which must be great,

m proportion as our repentance is deep and genuine ; and so there can

be no comfort, no freedom, no cheerfulness of spirit in religion, which

contradicts the sentiments of all Churches, and all their leading theolo-

gians. What is still more important, it contradicts the Scriptures.

To all true believers, the Almighty is represented as the " God of

peace and consolation ;" as " a Father ;" as "
dwelling in them and

walking in them." Nay, there is a marked distinction between the

assurances of grace and favour made to penitents, and to beUevers.

The declarations as to the former are highly consolatory ; but thev con-

slantly refer to some future good designed for them by the God before

whom they humble themselves, for the encouragement of their seeking

prayers, and their efforts of trust. " To that man will / look, (a Hebra-

ism for showing favour,) saith the Lord, who is poor, and of a contrite

spirit." The "
weary and heavy laden" are invited to Christ, that he

may "give rest unto their souls." The apostles exhorted men to repent

and be baptized, in order to the remission of sins. But to all who, in

the Christian sense, are believers, or who have the faith by which we

are justified, the language is much higher.
" We have peace with

God." " We joy in God by^ whom we have received the atonement."

They are exhorted " to rejoice in the Lord always." " The spirit of

bondage" is exchanged for " the Spirit of adoption." They are

"Christ's." They are "children, heirs of God, and joint heirs with

Christ." They
"
rejoice in hope of the glory of God." They are

"
always confident, knowing, that while at home in the body, they are

absent from the Lord, but that when absent from the body, they shall

be present with the Lord."

3. If then we come to know that this great act of forgiveness has

taken place in our favour
;

that it is vouchsafed to us in particular, and

know this with that degree of conviction, which lays a sufficient ground
of comfort and joy, the simple question is, by what means the know,

ledge of this is attained by us? The general promise of pardon alone

2
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is, in all the schemes just stated, acknowledged to be insufficient for

this purpose ; for since that promise is suspended upon conditions, (hey

all profess to explain the means by which we may conclude that we are

actually and personally interested in the benefit of the general promise,

the conditions being on our part personally fulfilled. The first opinion

attributes this to a double testimony, a direct one of the Holy Spirit to

our minds, and an indirect one of the same Spirit, through our own

minds, and founded upon his moral work in them : or, what is the «ame

thing, the testimony of our own spirit. This twofold testimony we
think clearly established by the texts above quoted. For the first, the

Spirit itself," and the "
Spirit of his Son," is manifestly the Spirit of

God : his office is to give testimony, and the object of the testimony is

to declare that we are the sons of God. When also the apostle in Ro-

mans viii, 16, says that this Spirit bears witness "u-ilh" our spirit, he

makes our own minds witnesses with him to the same fact, though in a

different manner. For though some writers will have the compound to

be used here for the simple form of the verb, and render it
" to witness

to our spirit ;" and instances of this use of the compound verb do occur

in the New Testament
; yet it agrees both with the literal rendering of

the word, and with other passages to conjoin this testimony of the Holy

Spirit with those confirmatory proofs of our adoption which arise from

his work within us, and which may, upon examination of our state, be

called the testimony of our own mind or conscience. To this testimony

the Apostle Paul refers in the same chapter,
"
They that are after the

Spirit, (do mind) the things of the Spirit."
" But ye are not after the

flesh, but after the Spirit,
if so be that the Spirit of Christ dwell in you :

no^' if any man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his ; for as

many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God." And

again, in Galatians,
" But if ye be led of the Spirit, ye are not under the

law." " But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy," &c.

4. Two witnesses, and a twofold testimony is then sufficiently esta.

blished ;
but the main consideration is, whether the Holy Spirit gives

his testimony directly to the mind, by impression, suggestion, or by

whatever other term it may be called, or mediately by our own spirits,

in some such way as is described by Bishop Bull in the extract above

given ; by
"
illuminating our understandings and assisting our memories

in discussing and recollecting those arguments of hope and comfort

within ourselves," which arise from " the graces which he has produced

in us ;" or, as it is expressed by Mr. Scott, by
"
shining upon his own

work, exciting their affections into lively exercise, rendering them very

efficacious upon their conduct," and " thus puts the matter beyond doubt,

for while they feel the spirit of dutiful children toward God, they become

satisfied concerning his paternal love to them."

To this statement of the doctrine we object, that it makes the testi-
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nioiiy of the Holy Spirit in point of fact but the testimony of our owi.

si)irit ; and by liolding but one witness contradicts St. Paul, who, as we

have seen, holds two. For the testimony is that of our own conscious-

ness of certain moral changes which have taken place ;
no other is ad-

mitted ; and therefore it is but one testimony. Nor is the Holy Spirit

brought in at all, except to qualify our own spirit to give witness by as-

sisting its " discernment and memory," according to Bishop Bull, and

by "shining upon his own work," according to Mr. Scott
;
and so there

is but one witness, and that ourselves : for though another may assist a

witness to prepare and arrange his evidence, there is still but one depo-

sition, and but one deposer. This is made still stronger, since it is sup-

posed by both these writers, that there is no impression or revelation

from the Spirit of the fact of our adoption, and that he does not in any

way which we may distinguish from the operation of our own minds,

assist us to prepare this evidence
;
for if this assistance, or shining upon

his own work, could be ascertained to be from him distinctly, and with

intention to assure us from these moral changes that we are adopted into

the family of God, then an immediate collateral impression or revelation

would be supposed, which both reject. It follows, therefore, that we

have no other ground to conclude those "
graces and virtues" wiiich we

discern in ourselves to be the work of the Spirit, than the general one,

that all good in man is of his production, and our repentance and con-

trition might as well, on this general ground, be concluded to be the

evidence of pardon, although they arise from our consciousness of guilt,

and our need of pardon. The argument of this opinion, simply and in

fact, is, that the Holy Spirit works moral changes in the heart, and thai

these are the evidence of our sonship. It goes not beyond this
;
the

Holy Spirit is not excluded by this opinion as the source of good in

man, he is not excluded as qualifying our minds to adduce evidence as

to certain changes being wrought within us
;
but he is excluded as a

witness, although he is said so explicitly by the apostle to give witness

to the fact, not of a moral change, but of our adoption.

b. But farther, suppose our minds to be so assisted by the Holy Spirit

as to discern the reality of his work in us
;
and in an investigation,

whether we are or are not accepted of God, pardoned by his mercy, and

adopted into his family, we depose this as the evidence of it
;

to what

degree must this work of the Spirit in us have advanced befoie it can

be evidence of this fact? We have seen that it were absurd to allejie

contrition, and penitence, and fear, as the proofs of our pardon, since

they suppose, tiiat we are still under condemnation
;
what farther work

of the Spirit, then, is the proof? The reply to this usually is, that though

repentance should not be evidence of pardon, yet, when faith is added,

this becomes evidence, since God has declared in his word, that we arc

"justified by faith," and " wliosoever believeth shall be saved."
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To this we roply, that though we should become conscious of both

repentance and faith, either by
" a reflex act of our own minds," or by

the assistance of the Spirit
"
shining upon his own work," this would be

no evidence of our forgiveness ;
our spirit would, in that case, witness

the fwit of our repenting and believing, but that would be no witness to

the fa jt of our adoption. Justification is an act of God
;

it is secret and

invisible
;

it passes in his own mind
;

it is declared by no outward sign

and no one can know, except the Holy Spirit, who knows the mind of

God, whether we are pardoned or not, unless it had been stated in his

word, that in every case pardon is dispensed when repentance and faith

have reached some definite degree, clearly pointed out, so that we can-

not fail to ascertain that they have reached that degree ; and, also, un.

less we were expressly authorized to be ourselves the judges of this

case, and confidently and comfortably to conclude our justification. For

it is not enough that we have faith. Faith, both as assent and confi-

dence, has everv" possible degree ;
it is capable of mixture with doubt,

and self dependence ;
nor without some definite and particular charac-

ters being assigned to justifying faith, could we ever, with any confi.

dence, conclude as to our own. But we have no such particular descrip-

tion of faith ;
nor are we authorized, any where, to make ourselves the

judges of the fact, whether the act of pardon, as to us, has passed the

mind of God. The apostle, in the passages quoted above, has assigned

that office to the Holy Spirit ;
but it is in no part of Scripture appointed

to us.

If, then, we have no authority from God to conclude that we are par-

doned when faith, in an uncertain degree, is added to repentance, the

whole becomes a matter of inference ; and we argue, that having
" re-

pentance and faith," we are forgiven ;
in other words, that these are the

sufficient evidences of pardon. But repentance and faith are exercised

i^ ORDER to pardon ;
that must, therefore, be subsequent to both, and

thev cannot, for that reason, be the evidence of it, or the evidence of

pardon might be enjoyed before pardon is actually received, which is

absurd. But it has been said,
" that we have the testimony of God m

his word, that when repentance and faith exist, God has infallibly con-

nected pardon with them from the moment they are perceived to exist,

and 3o it may be surely interred from them." The answer is, that we

have nc such testimony. We have, through the mercy of God, the pro-

mise of pardon to all who repent and believe ;
but repentance is not

pardon, and faitl. is not pardon, but they are its prerequisites ;
each is

a sine qua non, but surely not the pardon itself, nor, as we have just

seen, can either be considered the evidence of pardon, without an ab-

surdity. They are means to that end ;
but nothing more : and though

God has "
infallibly connected" the blessing of pardon with repentance

and faith, he has not connected it with any kind of repentance,
nor with
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any kind of lluth ;
nor with eeery degree of repentance, nor with every

degree of faith. How liien shall we ever know, whether our repentance

and lliith are accepted unless pardon actually follow them? And a-s this,

pardon carmot be attested by them, for the reason above given, and must,

therefore, have an attestation of liigher authority, and of a distinct kind,

the only attestation conceivable which remains, is the direct witness of

the Holy Spirit. Either this must be acknowledged, or a painful uncer.

taintv as to the genuinrness or the required measure and degree of Dur

repentance and faith, quite destructive of " comfort," must remain through.

out life.

6. But if neither our repentance, nor even a consciousness of faith,

when joined with it, can be the evidence of the fact of our adoption : it

has been urged, that wlien all those graces, which are called the fruits

of the Spirit,
are found in our experience, they, at least, must be suffi-

cient evidence of the fact, without supposing a more direct testimony of

the Holy Spirit.
The " fruits" thus referred to, are those enumerated

by St. Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians. " But the fruit of the Spi-

rit, is love, joy, peace, long suffering, gentleness, goodness," &c. Two

things will here be granted, and they greatly strengthen the argument

for a direct testimony of the Holy Spirit :
—that these fruits are found

only in those who have been received, by the remission of their sms,

into the Divine favour ;
and that they are fruits of the Spirit of adoption.

Tlie first is proved from the connection of the words which follow :

" And they that are Christ's have crucified the flesh," &c. For to be

"
Christ's," and to be " in Christ," are phrases, with the apostle, equi-

valent to being in a state of justification :
—" There is no condemnation

to them that are in Christ Jesus.''' The second is proved by the con-

nection of the words with verse 18, "But if ye be led by the Spirit, ye

are not under the law," for these words are exactly parallel to chap, iv,

5, 6,
" To redeem them that were under the law, that we might receive

the adoption of sons ;
and because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the

Spirit of his Son into your hearts, crying, Abba, Father." These are,

^eii, the fruits following upon a state of panion, adoption, and our re-

ceiving the Spirit of adoption. We allow that they presuppose pardon ;

but then they as clearly presuppose the Spirit of adoption,
" sent fortli

into our hearts, crying, Abba, Father ;" that is, tiiey not only presuppose

our pardon, but pardon previously attested and made know n to us ; the

nereuMsion of which conveyed to the mind, not by them, but by the Spi-

jrit of adoption, is the foundation of them ; at least, of that "
love, jcy,

Und peace," which are mentioned first, and must not be separated, in the

argument, from the otlier. Nor can these " fruits" result from any thing

but manifested pardon ; they cannot themselves manifest our pardon, foi

they cannot exist till it is manifested. If we " love God," it is because

we know hira as God reconciled ;
if we have "

joy in God," it is because
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" we have received the reconciliation ;" if we have peace, it is because

"
being justified by faith, we have peace with God, through our Lord

Jesus Christ." God, conceived of as angry, cannot be the object of

fihal love
; pardon unfelt, supposes guilt and fear still to burden the mind,

and guilt and "
joy" and "

peace" cannot exist. But by the argument
of those who make these the tnedia of ascertaining the fact of our for-

giveness and adoption, we must be supposed to love God, while yet vo

feel him to be angry with us
; to rejoice and have peace, wliile the fear-

ful apprehensions of the consequences of unremitted sin are not removed ;

and if this is impossible, then the ground of our love, and joy, and peace,

is pardon revealed and witnessed, directly and immediately by the Spirit

of adoption.

It has been said, indeed, that love to God may be produced from a

consideration of God's general love to mankind in his Son, and that,

therefore, the force of the above argument is broken ; but we reply, that,

in Scripture, Christians are spoken of as "reconciled to God ;" as "trans-

lated into the kingdom of his dear Son ;" as "
children,"

"
heirs," &c :

and, correspondently with these relations, their love is spoken of as love

to God as their Father,—love to God as their God in coveucuit, who calls

himself "their God," and them " his people." This is the love of God

exhibited in the New Testament
;
and the question is, whether such a

love of God as this can spring from a knowledge of his ^^

general love to

man," or whether it arises, under the Spirit's influence, from a persua-

sion of his pardoning love to us "
individually." To clear this, we may

divide those who hear the Gospel, or Christians by profession, into the

following classes :
—the carnal and careless

;

—the despairing ;
—the

penitent, who seek God with hope as well as desire, now discouraged

by 'their fears, and sunk under their load of conscious guilt, and again

encouraged by a degree of hope;
—and, lastly, those who are "justified

by faith, and have peace with God." The first class know God's "
ge-

neral love to man ;" but it will not be pleaded that they love him.—The

second know the "
general love of God to man ;" but, thinking them

selves exceptions from his mercy, cannot love him on that account.—
The third admit the same "

general love of God to man," and it is the

foundation of their hope ; but does this produce love 1 The view of his

v>ercy in the gift of his Son, and in the general promise, may produce a

degree of this emotion, or perhaps more properly of gratiitude ; but do

they love his justice, under the condemnation of which they fee] them-

selves
;
and his holiness, the awful purity of which makes them afraid ?

If not, they do not love God as God
;

that is, as a whole, in all his per-

fections, the awful as well as the attractive, the alarming as well as the

encouraging ;
which is, doubtless, the character of the love of those who

are justified by faith. But, leaving this nicer distinction, the main ques-

tion is, do they love him as a Father, as their God in covenant ; with
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ilie love which leads up the affections of "
peace and joy," as well as

"
i^eiilletiess, goodness, and fidelity V—for in this company, so to speak,

the apiisilc places this grace, where it is a " fruit of the Spirit,"
—"the

8pirit which they that belieicd on him should receive." This is inipos-

siltlc ;
for these seeking, though hoping penilcnls, do not regard God as

their r.ither in that special sense in which the word is correlative " to

cliiUlreu and lioirs ;"
—

lliey do not rcgiinl him ns their (iod in that cove-

nam which savs,
"

1 will he 'nurciful to their iiMrigliteousness, and their

sins and iniquities I will remember no more
;
and I will be to them a

God, and they shall he to nie a people." This is what they seek, but

have not lound
;
and they cajinot love God under relations in which they

know, and painfully feel, that he does not yet stand to them. They know

his "
general love to man,^' but not his pardoning love to Ihein ; and

therefore cannot love him as reconciled to them by the death of his Son.

It follows, theretiire, that the last class oidy, the "justified by faith,"

bear thul love to God, which is marked by the characters impressed upon

it by the apostles. He is their Father, and they love him as his chil

dren : he is their God in covenant ; and, as they can, in this appropri-

ating sense, call him Ihrir (iod. they love him correspondentli/, though

not adequately. Their love, therefore, rests upon their persuasion of their

personal and ivdwidual interest in his pardoning, adopting, and cove-

nant. fulfilling mercy to them; and where these benefits are not person-

ally enjoyed, this kind of love to God cannot exist. This, then, we think

sufficiently establishes the fact, that the Scriptures of the New Testa-

ment, when speaking of the love of believers to (lod, alwaj's suppose

that it arises from a persuasion of God's special love to them as indivi-

duals, and not merely from a knowledge of his "
general love" to man-

kind.

Others there are who. in adverting to these fruits of the Spirit, over-

look "
love, joy, and peace," and fix their attention only on "

gentleness,

goodness, meekness, fidelity, and temperance," as those graces which

make up our practical holiness, and thus argue justification from regene-

ration, which is an unquestionable concomitant of it. The reply to this is,

that the fruit of the Spirit is umlirided ; lliat all attempts at separating

it are, therefore, criminal and delusive
;
and that where there is not "

love,

joy, and peace," we have no Scriptural reason to conclude that there is

that gentleness, Ihnt goodness, that meekness, <S;c, of which the apostle

speaks, or, in other words, that there is that state of regeneration which

the Scriptures describe
;

at least not ordinarily, for we leave seasons of

deep spiriiual exercise, ajid eases of physical depression, to be treated

according to their merits. Thus this argument falls to the groiuid. But

the same conclusion is reached in another way. Persons of this opi

nion woulii infer forgiveness from holiness ;
but holiness consists in ha-

t)i:s and acts of which love to Cod is liie principle, for we first " love

•z
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God," and then "
keep his commandments." Holiness then is preceded

by love as its root, and that, as we have seen, by manifested pardon.

For this love is the love of a pardoned sinner to God as a Father, as a

God in actual covenant, offered on one part, and accepted on the other;

and it exists before holiness, as the principle exists before the act and the

habit. In the process then of interring our justified state from moral

changes, if we find what we tliink holiness without love, it is the holi-

ness of a Pharisee without principle. If we join to it the love which is

supposed to be capable of springing from God's general love to man,

this is a principle of wliich Scripture takes no cognizance, and which

at best, if it exist at all, must be a very mixed and defective sentiment,

and cannot originate a holiness like that which distinguishes the " new

creature." It is not, therefore, a warrantable evidence of either regene-

ration or justification. But if we find love to God as a God reconciled
;

as a Father
;
as a God who " loves us ;" it is plain (hat, as this love is

the root of holiness, it precedes it : and we must consider God under

these lovely relations on some other evidence than " the testimony of

our own spirits," which evidence can be no other than that of the Spirit

of God.

Thus it is established, that the witness of the Spirit is direct and not

mediate ;
and the following extracts will show that this is no new or

unsanctioned doctrine. Luther " was strengthened by the discourse of an

old Augustine monk, concerning the certainty we may have that our

sins are forgiven. God likewise gave him much comfort in his tempta-

tions, by that saying of St. Bernard,
' It is necessary to believe, first of

all, that you cannot have forgiveness but by the mercy of God ;
and

next, that through his mercy, thy sins are forgiven thee.'' This is the

witness which the Holy Spirit bears in thy heart,
' Thy sins are for-

given thee.' And thus it is, that according to the apostle, a man is

justified freely through faith." {Life of Martin Luther, by John Daniel

Hersmchmid.)
" In the 88th Psalm is contained the prayer of one, who, although he

felt in himself that he had not only man, but also God angry toward

him ; yet he by prayer humbly resorted unto God, as the only port of

consolation
; and, in the midst of his desperate state of trouble, put the

hope of his salvation in him whom he felt his enemy. Howbeit, no

man ;)f himself can do this, but the Spirit of God that striketh man's

heart with fear, prayeth for the man stricken and feared, with unspeak-

iible groanings. And when you feel yourself, and know any other

oppressed after such sort, be glad ;
for after that God hath made you

know what you be of }ourself, he will doubtless shoio you comfort, and

declare unto you what you be in Christ his only Son ; and use prayer

often, i\)f that is the means whereby God will be sought unto for his

gifts." {Bishop Hooper. See Fox's Acts and Monuments.)
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" It is tlie proper effect of tlie blood of Christ to cleanse our con-

sciences from dead works to serve the living God ; wliich, if we fmd it

doth, Christ is come to us as he is to come ;
and the Spirit is come, and

puts his teste, (witness.) And if we have liis teste, we may go our way
in peace ;

we have kept a right feast to him, and to the memory of his

coming. Even so come. Lord Jesus, and come, O blessed Spirit, and

bear witness to our spirit that Christ's water, and his blood, we have our

part in both ; both in the fountain opened for sin and uncleanness, and

in the Wood of the New Testament, the legacy whereof is everlastmg
life in thy kingdom of glory." {Bishop Andrew. Sermon of the sending

of the Holy Ghost.)
" The Spirit which God hath given us to assure us that we are the

sons of God, to enable us to call upon him as our Father." {Hooker.
iSennon of Certainty of Faith.)

" Unto you, because ye are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his

Son into your hearts, to the end ye might know that Christ hath built you

upon a rock immovable, that he hath registered your names in the book

of hfe." {Hooker. Sermon on Jude.)
" From adoption flows all Christians' joy ;

for the Spirit of adoption

is, first, a witness, Rom. viii, 16 ; second, a seal, Eph. iv, 30
; third, the

pledge and earnest of our inheritance, Eph. i, 14, setting a holv secu-

rityonihe soul, whereby it rejoiceth even in affliction, in hope of glory."

{Archbishop Usher. Sum and Substance of Christian Religion.)
" This is one groat office of the Holy Ghost, to ratify and seal up to

us the forgiveness of our sins. ' In whom, after ye believed, ye were

sealed with tliat Holy Spirit of promise,'
" &c. {Bishop Broicnrigg's

Sermon on Whitsund-ay.)
" It is the office of the Holy Ghost to assure us of the adoption of

sons, to create in us a sense of the paternal love of God toward us, to

give us an earnest of our everlasting inheritance. The hvc of God is

shed abroad in our liearts by the Holy Ghost, which is given unto us.

For as many as are led by the Spirit of God are the sons of God. And
because we are sons, God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into our

hearts, crying, Abba, Father. For we have not received tlw spirit of
bondage again to fear ; bid we have received the Spirit of adaption,

whereby we cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit itself beareth witness with

our spirit, thai ue are the children of God. As, therefore, we are Doni

again by the Spirit, and receive from liim our regeneration, so we are

also assured by the same Spirit of our adoption ; and because oeing
sons, we are also /;<>(>*, heirs of God, and joint heirs with Christ, by the

same Spirit we have I he pledge, or rather the earnest of our inherilance.

For he which rstablishrlh us in Christ, and hath anointed us in God, wlui

hath also sealed us, and luith given us the earnest of his Spirit in our

lietirts ; so tliat we are sealed with tliat Holy Spirit of promise, which it
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the earnest of our inheritance until the redemption of the purchased pos
session." {Bishop Pearson on the Creed.)

" This is that irvEUjaa xitafiiffiai, that Spirit of adoption which consti-

tuteth us the sons of God, qualifying us so to be by dispositions resem-

bling God, and filial affections toward him
; certifying us that we are so,

and caufdng us, by a free instinct, to cry, Abba, Father ; ruiming into his

bosom of love, and flying under the wings of his mercy in all our needs

and distresses
; whence, as many as are led by the Spirit, they (saith

Pau.j are the sons of God, and the Spirit itself beareth witness with our

spirits that we are the children of God." {Dr. Isaac Barrow's Sermon on

the Gift of the Holy Ghost.)
The second testimony is, that of our own spirits,

" and is a conscious

ness of our having received in and by the Spirit of adoption, the tempers
mentioned in the word of God, as belonging to his adopted children ;

that we are inwardly conformed by the Spirit of God, to the image of

his Son, and that we walk before him in justice, mercj , and truth, doing
the things which are pleasing in his sight." {Wesley's Sermons.) But

this testimony, let it be observed, is not to the fact of our adoption

directly, but to the fact that we have, in truth, received the Spirit of

adoption, and that we are under no delusive impressions. This will

enable us to answer a common objection to the doctrine of .he Spirit's

direct witness. This is, that when the evidence of a first witness must

be supported by that of a second, before it can be fully relied on, it

appears to be by no means of a " decisive and satisfactory character ;

and that it might be as well to have recourse at once to the evidencfti

which, after all, seems to sustain the main weight of the cause." The
answer to this is not difficult : if it were, it would weigh nothing against

an express text of Scripture, which speaks of the witness of the Holy

Spirit and the witness of our own spirits. Both must, therefore, be con-

•luded necessary, though we should not see their concomitancy and

Mutual relation. The case is not, however, involved in entire obscurity.

Our own spirits can take no cognizance of the mind of God, as to our

actual pardon, and can bear no witness to that fact. The Holy Spirit only,

who knows the mind of God, can be this witness
;
and if the fact, tlial

God is reconciled to us, can only be known to him, by him only can it

be attested to us. It cannot, therefore, be " as well for us to have

recourse at once to the evidence of our own spirits ;" because, as to this

fact, our own spirits have no evidence tc give. They cannot give direct

evidence of it
;
for we know not what passes in the mind of the invisible

God : they cannot give indirect evidence of the fact ; for no moral

changes, of which our spirits can be conscious, have been stated in

Scripture as tlie proofs of our pardon ; they prove that there is a work

of God m our hearts, but they are not proofs of our actual forgiveness.

Our own spirits are competent witnesses that such moral effects have
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been produced in our hearts and character, as it is the office of the

Hoh- Spirit to produce ; they prove, therefore, the reality of the pre.

sence of the Holy Spirit with us, and in us. That competent and infal-

lible witness has borne his testimony that God is become our Father ,

he has shed abroad his holy comfort, the comfort which arises from the

sense of pardon,
—and his moral operation within us, accompanying, or

immediately following upon this, making us new creatures in Christ

Jesus, is the proof that we are in no delusion as to the witness who

gives this testimony being, in truth, the Spirit of God.

Of the four opinions on this subject entertained by divines, the first

alone is fully conformable lo tlie Scriptures, and ought, therefore, to be

believed and taught. The second opinion is refuted in our examination

of the third
;

for what is called " the reflex act of faith," is only a con.

sciousness of beUeving, which we have shown must be exercised in

order to pardon, but cannot be an evidence of it. The third opinion

has been examined in all its parts, except the reference to " voices and

impulses," in the quotation from Scott's Commentary, which appears to

have been thrown in ad captandiim. To this we may reply, that how

ever the fact of his adoption is revealed to man by the Holy Spirit, it is

done by his influence and inexplicable operation, producing clear satis,

faction and conviction, that God is reconciled
;

that " our iniquities are

foro-iven, and our sins covered." The fourth ooinion was refuted when

first stated.

CHAPTER XXV.

Extent of the Atonement.

We have already spoken of some of the leading blessings derived to

man from the death of Christ, and the conditions on which they are

made attainable. Before the remainder are adduced, it may be here a

proper place to inquire into the extent of that atonement for sin made

by the death of our Saviour, and whether the blessings of justification,

regeneration, and adoption, are rendered attainable by all to whom the

Gospel is proclaimed.

This inquiry leads us into what is called the Calvinistic controversj' ;

a controversy which has always been conducted with great ardour, ami

sometimes with intemperance. I shall endeavour to consider such parts

of it as are comprehended in the question before us, with perfect calm-

ness and fairness
; recollecting, on the one hand, how many excellent

and learned men have been arranged on each side
; and, on the other,

that while all honour is due to great names, the plain and unsophisticated

sense of the word of inspired truth must alone decide on a subject w:th

respect to which it is not silent.

2
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In the system usually called by the name of Cahinism, and which

shall subsequently be exhibited in its different modifications, there are,

I think, many great errors
;
but they have seldom been held except in

connection with a class of vital truths. By many writers who have

attacked this system, the truth which it contains, as well as the error,

has often been invaded
; and the assault itself has been not unfrequently

conducted on principles exceedingly anti-scriptural, and fatally delusive.

These considerations are sufficient to inspire caution. The controversy
is a very voluminous one

;
and yet no great dexterity is required to

exhibit it with clearness in a comparatively small compass. Its essence

lies in very limited bounds
; and, according to the plan of this work, the

whole question will be tested, first and chiefly, by Scriptural authority.

High Calvinism, indeed, affects the mode of reasoning a priori, and

delights in metaphysics. To some also it gives most delight to see it

opposed on the same ground ; and to such disputants it will be much
less imposing to resort primarily, and with all simplicity, to the testi-

mony of the sacred writings.
" It is sometimes complained," says

one, "that t'.e mind is unduly biassed in its judgment, by a continual

reference to the authority of the Scriptures. The complaint is just, if

the Scriptures are not the word of God : but if they are, there is an

opposite and corresponding danger to be guarded against, that of sutfer-

ing the mind to be unduly biassed in the study and interpretation of the

revealed will of God, by the deductions of unaided reason." {Dr. White-

ley's Essays.)
With respect to the controversy, we may also observe, that it forms a

clear case of appeal to the Scriptures : for to whom the benefits of

Christ's death are extended, whether to the whole of our race, or to a

part, can be matter of revelation only
;
and the sole province of reason

is that of interpreting, with fairness, and consistently with the acknow-

ledged principles of that revelation, those parts of it in which the subject

is directly or incidentally introduced.

The question before us, put into its most simple form, is, whether our

Lord Jesus Christ did so die for ail men, as to make salvation attainable

by all men
;
and the affirmative of this question is, we think, the doc

trine of Scripture.

We assume that this is plainly expressed,

]. In all those passages which declare that Christ died "for all

men," and speak of his death as an atonement for the sins "
of the whole

worW
We have already seen, in treating of our Lord's atonement, in what

sense the phrase, to die '^for us," must be understood : that it signifies

to die in the place and stead of man, as a sacrificial oblation, by which

satisfaction is made for the sins of the individual, so that they become

remissible upon the terms of the evangelical covenant. When, there.
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fore, it is said, that Christ "
by the grace of God tasted death for every

mail ;" and 'hat " he is the propiaation I'or our sins, and not for ours

iinl) ,
hut also

_/'or
the sins of the wliolc world ;" it can only, we think,

be fairly concluded from such declarations, and from many other fami-

liar texts, in which the same phraseology is employed, that, by the death

of Christ, the sins of every man are rendered remissible, and that salva

lion is consequently attainable by every man. Again, our Lord calls

himself " the Saviour of the world ;" and is, by St. Paul, called « the

Saviour of all men." John the Baptist points him out as " the Lamb

of God which taketh away '.lie sin of the world;" and our Lord himself

declares,
" God so loved the world, that he gave his only-begotten Son

that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting

life : for God sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world ,

Ijul that the world through him might be saved." So, also the Apostlt

Paul,
" God was in Christ, reconciling the icorld unto himself, not im

puling their trespasses unto them."

•i. In those passages which attribute an equal extent to the effect;

of the death of Christ as to the eflects of the fall of our first parents
" For if through the offence of one many be dead, much more the graci

of God, and the gift by grace, which is by one man, Jesus Christ, hatli

abounded unto many."
" Therefore, as by the offence of one judgment

came upon all men to condemnation
;
even so by the righteousness of

one the free gift
came upon all men unto justification of life." (1)

As the unlimited extent of Christ's atonement to all mankind, is plainh

expressed in the above-cited passages, so is it, we also assume, neces

sarily implied,

1. In those which declare that Christ died not only for those that an

(1) To these might be added all those passages which ascribe tlie abolitioi

of hodily death to Christ, who, in this respect, repairs the effect of the trans

gression of Adam, which he could only do in consequence of having redcemea

that body from the power of the grave. This argument may be tlius stated.

It is taught in Scripture, that all sliall rise from (lie dead. It is equally

clear from the same authority, that all shall rise in consequence of the inter

position of Christ, tlif second Adam, the representative and Redeemer of man
—" as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." It fol-

lows, therefore, that if the wicked are raised from the dead, it is in conse.

quencc of the power which Christ, as Redeemer, acquired over them, and of

his right in thoiii. That this resurrection is to them a curse, was not in the

purpose of God, but arises from their wilful rejection of tiie Gospel. To l>e

restored to life is in itself a good ; that it is turned to an evil is their own
fiiult ; and if they are not raised from the dead in consequence of Christ's right

in them, acquired by purchase, it behooves those of a ditferent opinion to show

under what other constitution than that of the Gospel a resurrection of the body
is provided for. The original law contains no intimation of this, nor of a general

judgment, which latter j-upposcs a suspension of the sentence inconsistent with

the strictly legal penalty,
" in Ihe day thou oatest thereof thou shalt surely die."*

2
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saved, but for those who do, or may perish ;
so that it cannot be argued,

from the actual condemnation of men, that they were excepted from

many actual, and from all the offered, benefits of his death. " And

through thy knowledge shall thy weak brother perish, _/br lehorn Christ

died." "
Destroy not him with thy meat, for whom Christ died."

" False teachers, who privily shall bring in damnable heresies, even

den}ing the Lord that bought them, and bring upon themselves swift

destruction." So also in the case of tlie apostates mentioned in the

Epistle to the Hebrews, " Of how much sorer punishment, suppose yo,

shall he be thought worthy, who hath trodden under foo* the Son of God,

and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith he was sanctified,

an unholy thing, and hath done despite unto the Spirit of grace ?" It

any dispute should here arise as to the phrase,
" wherewith he was

sanctified," reference may be made to chap, vi, of the same epistle,

where the same class of persons, whose doom is pronounced to be

inevitable, are said to have been " once enlightened ;" to have " tasted

of the heavenly gift;" to have been "made partakers of the Holy
Ghost ;" to bave " tasted the good word of God," and " the powers of

the world to come :" all which expressions show that they were placed
on the same ground with other Christians as to their interest in the new

covenant,—a point to which we shall again recur.

2. In all those passages which make it the duty of men to believe the

Gospel ;
and place them under guilt, and the penalty of death, for

rejecting it.
" He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life : and

he that believeth not the Son shall not see life
; but the wrath of God

abideth on him." " But these are written, that ye might believe that

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God
;
and that belie\ing ye might have

life through his name." " He that believeth not is condemned already,

because he hath not believed in the name of the only-begotten Son of

God." " And he said unto them. Go ye into all the world, and preach
the Gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized, shall

be saved
; but he that believeth not, shall he damned." " How shall

we escape if ice neglect so great salvation ?" " The Lord Jesus shall

be revealed from heaven with his mighty angels, in flaming fire, taking

vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey not the Gospel
of our Lord Jesus Christ." The plain argument from all such passages

is, that the Gospel is commanded to be preached to all men
;
that it is

preached to them that they may believe in Christ, its Author
;

that this

faith is required of them, in order to their salvation,
—"that believing ye

may have life through his name ;" that they have power thus to believe

to their salvation
; (from whate\er source, or by whatever means this

power is derived to them, need not now be examined : it is plainly sup-

posed ,
for not to believe, is reckoned to them as a capital crime, for

which thev are condemned already, and reserved to final condemnation
;)

2
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and tliat having power to believe, they have the power to obtain aalva-

tion, which, as it can be bestowed only through the merits of Chrijt's

sacrifice, proves that it extends to them. The same conclusion, also,

I'ollows from the nature of that faith, which is required by the G'-^pel,

in order to salvation. This, we have already seen, is not mere assent

to the doctrine of Christ's sacrificial death, but personal trust in it as

our atonement ;
which those, surely, could not be rct'uired by a God of

trutii to exercise, if that atonement did not embrace tliem. Nor could

they be guilty for refusing to trust in tiiat which was never intended to

be the object of their trust- for if God so designed Jo exclude them

from Christ, he could not command them to trust in Ciirist
;
and if they

are not conmianded thus to trust in Christ, they do not violate any com-

mand by not believing ; and, in this respect, are innocent.

3. In all those passages in wliich men's failure to obtain salvation is

placed to the account of their own opposing wills, and made wholly their

own fault. " How often would I have gathered thy children together,

even as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would

jiotf"
" And ye will not come to me that ye may have life." "

Bring-

ing upon themselvts swift destruction." " Whosoever icill, let liim take

of the water of life freely." It is useless here to multiply quotations,

since the New Testament so constantly exhorts men to come to Christ,

reproves them for neglect, and threatens them with the penal conse-

quences of their own folly : thus uniformly placing the bar to their sal-

vation, just where Christ places it, in his parable of the supper, in the

perverseness of those, who having been bidden to the feast, would not

come. From these premises, then, it follows, that since the Scriptures

always attribute the ruin of men's souls to their own will, and not to the

will of God
;
we ought to seek for no other cause of their condemna-

tion. We can know nothing on this subject but what God has revealed.

He has declared that it is not his will that men should perish : on the

contrary,
" He willeth all men to be saved ;" and therefore commands

us to pray for " all men ;" he has declared, that the reason they are not

saved, is not that Christ did not die for them, but that they will not come

to him for the " life" which he died to procure for " the world ;" and

it must therefore be concluded, that the sole bar to the salvation of all

who are lost is in themselves, and not in any such limitation of Christ's

redemption, as supposes that they were not comprehended in its efficacy

and intention.

It will now be necessary for us to consider what those «lio have

adopted a diflbrent opinion have to urge against these plain and literal

declarations of Scripture. It is their burthen, that they are compelled

to explain these passages in a more limited and qualified sense, than tlie

letter of them and its obvious meaning teaches : and that they nnist do

this by inference merely ;
for it is not even pretended that there is anv

a
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text whatever to be adduced, which declares as literally, that Christ did

not die for the salvation of all, as those which declare that he did so die.

We have no passages, therefore, to examine, which, in their clear

literal meaning, stand opposed to those which we have quoted, so as to

present apparent contradictions which require to be reconciled by con

cession on one side or the other. This is at least, primafacie, strongly
in favour of those who hold that, in the same sense, and with the same

design, "Jesus Christ tasted death for every man."

To our first class of texts it is objected, that the terms " all men," and
" the tcorld," are sometimes used in Scripture in a limited sense.

This may be granted, without injury to the argument drawn from the

texts in question. But though in Scripture, as in common language, all

and every, and such universals, are occasionally used with limitation

when the connection prevents any misunderstanding ; yet they are,

nevertheless, strictly universal terms, and are most frequently used as

such. The true question is, whether, in the places above cited, they
can be understood except in the largest sense ; whether " all men,"
and " the world," can be interpreted of the elect only, that is of some

men of all countries.

We may very confidently deny this,
—

1. Because the universal sense of the terms,
"

all," and " all men,"
and "

every man," is confirmed, either by the context of the passages
in which they occur, or by other scriptures. When Isaiah says,

" All

we like sheep have gone astray ;
and the Lord hath laid on him the

iniquity of us all ;" he aflirms that the iniquity of all those who have

gone astray, was laid on Christ. When St. Paul savs,
" We thus judge,

thatnf one died for all, then were all dead ;" he argues the universality

of spiritual death, from the universality of the means adopted for raising

men to spiritual life : a plain proof that it was received as an undisputed

principle in the primitive Church, that Christ's dying for all men was to

be taken in its utmost latitude, or it could not have been made the basis

of the argument. When the same apostle calls Christ the " Saviour of all

men, and especially of those that believe," he manifestly includes both

beUevers and unlielievers, that is, all mankind, in the term " all men •"

and declares, that Christ is their Saviour, though the full benefits of his

salvation are received through faith only by them that believe. When

again he declares that,
" As by the offence of one, judgment came upon

all men to condemnation
;
eve?; so by the righteousness of one, the free

gift came upon all men, (etc,)
in order to justification of life ;" the force

of the comparison is lost if the term " all men," is not taken in its full

extcBt ; for the apostle is thus made to say, as by the offence of one,

judgment came upon all men
;
even so by the righteousness of one,

the free gift came upon a few men. Nor can it be objected that the

apostle uses the terms,
"
many," and "

all men," indiscriminately in this

Vol. II. 19
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cnapler ; (or there is in this no contradiction, and the objection is in our

favour. Ail men are many, though many are not in every case all.

But the term,
"
many," is taken by him in the sense of all, as appears

from the ibllowing parallels :
" death passed upon all men ;"

" many be

dead ;"
" the

gilt by grace liath abounded unto many ;"
" the free gift

came upon all men." "By one man's disobedience many were made

(constituted) sinners," made liable to death ;

" so by the obedience of

one shall many be made (constituted) righteous." On the last passage

we may observe that " manv," or " the many," must mean all men in

the first clause ; nor is it lo be restricted in the second, as though by

being
" made righteous," actual, personal justification were to be under-

stood
;

for the apostle is not speaking of believers individually, but of

mankind collectively, and the opposite conditions in which the race itself

is placed by the offence of Adam and the obedience of Christ in all its

generations.

It is equally impracticable to restrict the phrases,
" the world,"

" the

whole world," and to paraphrase them the " world of the elect :" and yet

there is no other alternative ; for either " the whole world" means those

elected out of it
;
or else Christ died in an equal sense for every man.

" God so loved Ihe irorld, that he gave his only -begotten Son," &c.

Here, if the world mean not the elect only, but every man, then every

m'an was " so loved" by God, that he gave his own Son for his redemp-
tion. To say that the world, in a few places, means the Roman empire,

and in others Judea, is nothing to the purpose, unless it were meant to

afhrm, that the elect were the people of Judea, or those of the Roman

empire only. It proves, it is true, a hyperbolical use of the term in both

instances ; but this cannot be urged in the case before us : for,
—

1. The elect are never called "the world" in Scripture; but are dis-

tmguished from it.
"

I have chosen you out of the world ; therefore

the world hateth you."
2. The common division of mankind, in the New Testament, is only

mto two parts ;
the disciples of Christ, and " the world." " If ye were

of the world, the world would love its own." " Ye are not of the world,

even as I am not of the world." " We know that we are of God, and the

whole world lieih in wickedness."

3. When the redemption of Christ is spoken of, it often ncludea

both those who had been chosen out of the world, and those wno le-

mained still of the world. " Ana you hath he reconciled," say the apos-
tles to those that had already believed ; and as to the rest,

" God was in

Christ, reconciling the irorld unto himself, not imputinfj. their trespasses

unto them ;
and hath committed to us the word of reconciliation,"

plainly that they might beseech this " world" to be reconciled to God :

so that both believers and unbelievers were interested in the reconciling

ministry, and the work of Christ. " And he is the propitiation for our

2
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sins, and not for ours only ;
but also for the sins of the whole world :"

words cannot make the case plainer than these, since this same writer,

in the same epistle, makes it evident how he uses the term "
world,"

when he affirms that ''the world lieth in wickedness," in contradistinc-

tion to those who knew that they were " of God."
4. In the general commission before quoted, the expression

" world"

IS connected with universal terms which carry it forth into its utmost

latitude of meaning.
" Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel

(the good news) to every creature ;" and this too in order to his believing

it, that he may be saved
;

'< he that believeth shall be saved
;
and he

that believeth not (this good news preached to him that he might be

saved) shall be damned."

5. All this is confirmed from the gross absurdity of this restricted

interpretation when applied to several of the foregoing passages.
" For

God so loved the world, that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whoso,

ever believeth in him should not perish." Now, if the world here means
the elect world, or the elect not yet called out of it, then it is affirmed,

that "
whosorver," of this elect body, believeth shall not perish ; which

plainly implies, that some of the elect might not believe, and therefore

perish, contrary to their doctrine. This absurd consequence is still

clearer from the verses which immediately follow. John iii, 1 7, 1 8,
" For

God sent not his Son into the world, to condemn the world
;
but that the

world through him might be saved. He that believeth on him is not

condemned
; but he that believeth not is condemned already." Now

here we must take the term "
world," either extensively for all mankind

or limitedly for the elect. If the former, then all men "
through him

may be saved," but only through faith : he therefore, of this world thai

believeth may be saved
; but he of this world that believeth not is con-

demned already." The sense is here plain and consistent
;
but if, on the

other hand, we take " the world" to mean the elect only, then he of this

elect world that believeth may be saved, and he of the elect world that

" believeth not is condemned ;" so that the restricted hiterpretation ne-

cessarily supposes, that elect persons may remain in unbelief and be lost.

The same absurdity will follow from a like interpretation of the general
commission. Either " all the world" and "

every creature," mean every

man, or the elect only. If the former, it follows, that he of this "
world,"

any individual among those included in the phrase,
"
every creature,''

who believes,
" shall be saved," or, not believing,

" shall be damned :"

if the latter, then he of the elect, any individual of the elect, who be-

lieves,
" shall be saved," and any individual of the elect who believes

not, "shall be damned." Similar absurdities might be brought out from

other passages ;
but if these are candidly weighed, it will abundantly

appear, that texts so plain and explicit cannot be turned into such

consequences by any true method of interpretation, and that they must,
•2
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'llierefore, be taken in their obvious sense, which unequivocally expresses

the universality of the atonement.

It has been urged, indeed, that our Lord himself says, John xvii, 9,

" I pray for them : I pray not for the world, hut for them which thou

hast given me." But will they here interpret
" the world" to be the

world of the elect ? if so, they cut even them off from the prayers of

Christ. But if by
" the wnrld" they would have us understand the

vorld of the non-elect, then they will tind that all the prayers which

our Lord puts up for those whom " the Father hath given hini," had this

'end,
" that they" the non-elect " '

world,' may believe that thou hast sent

Itie." verse 21 : let them choose either side of the alternative The

meaning of this passage is, however, made obvious by the context.

Christ, in the former part of his intercession, as recorded in this chapter,

torays exclusively, not for his Church in all ages, but for his disciples

then present with him; as appears plain from verse 12. "While I was

vilh them in the world, I kept them in thy name :" but he was on]y with

•liis first disciples, and for them he exclusively prays in the first instance ;

Hhen, in verse 20, he prays for all who, in future, should believe on him

'through their words
;
and he does this in order that " the world might

Ibelievc." Thus " the world," in its largest sense, is not cut off, but ex-

tpressly included in the benefits of this prayer.

John X, 15, "I lay down my life for the sheep," is also adduced, to

'prove that Christ died for none but his sheep. But the consequence will

not hold
;
for there is no inconsistency between his having died tor them

that believe, and also for them that believe not. Christ is said to be " the

Saviour of all men, and especially of them that believe ;" two pro|)osi-

'tions which the apostle held to be perfectly consistent. The very con-

text shows that Christ laid down his life for others beside those whom
in that passage, he calls " the sheep." The sheep here intended, as

the discourse will show, were those of the Jewish " fold ;" for he imme-

•diately adds,
" other sheep I have, which are not of this fold," clearly

meaning the (ientiles :
" them must I bring." He, therefore, laid down

'his lite for them also; for the sheep in the fold, who "knew his voice,

and followed him," and for them out of the fold, who still needed "
bring-

•ing in ;" even for " the lost, whom he came to seek and save," which is

the character of all mankind :
" all we like sheep have gone astray ;"

and " the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all."

A restrictive interpretation of the first two classes of texts we havo

quoted above, may then be affirmed directlv and expressly to contradict

the plainest deolaratioiis of God's own word. For, it is not true, upon
this interpretation that God loved " the world," if the majority he loved

not ;
nor is it true that Christ was not " sent to condemn the world," if

he was sent even to enhance its condemnation
; nor that the Gospel, as

the Gospel, can be preached
" to every creature," if to the majority it can-

2
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not be preached as "
good tidings of great joy to all people ;" for it is siid

and doleful tidings, if the greater part of the human race are shut out

from the mercies of their Creator. If, then, in this interpretation there is

so palpable a contradiction of the words of inspiration Itself, the system
which is built upon it cannot be sustained.

As to the texts which we have urged, as necessarily implymg the

unrestricted extent of the death of Christ, the usual answers to those

which speak of Christ having died for them that perish, may be briefly

examined. "
Destroy not him with thy meat, for whom Christ died,"

Rom., xiv, 15. Him, says Poole, (Annotalums,) for whom, " in the

judgment of charity," we are to presume Christ died. To say nothing
of the danger of such unlicensed paraphrases, in the interpretation of

Scripture, it is obvious that this exposition entirely annuls the motive by
which the apostle enforces his exhortation. Why are we not to be aa
occasion of sin to our brother ? The answer is, lest we "

destroy him ;"

and. in the parallel place, 1 Cor. viii, 11, lest " he perish." But what
is the aggravation of the offence ? Truly that " Chriit died for him ;"•

and so we have no tenderness for a soul on whom Christ had so much,

compassion as to die for his salvation. Let the text then be tried, a3

paraphrased by Poole and other Calvinists :
"
Destroy not him, for

whom, in the judgment of charity, it may be concluded, Christ died ;"

and it turns the motive the other way. For if I admit that none can be

destroyed for whom Christ died, then, in proportion to the charity of my
judgment, that any individual is of this number, I may be the less cau-

tious of ensnaring his conscience in inditferent matters, since at least,

this is certain, that he cannot perish, and I cannot be guilty of tlie

aggravated offence of destroying him who was an object of the com pas-

sion of Christ. Who can suppose that the apostle would thus counter-

act his own design ? or that he should seriously admonish his readers

not to do that which was impossible, if, in fact, he taught them that

Christ died only for the elect ;
and that they for whom he died, could

never perish ? Another commentator, of the same school, explains this

as a caution against doing that which had a "
teiidency to the ruin of

one for whom Christ died
; not that it implies, that the weak brother

would actually perish." {Rev. T. Scott's Notes.) But in this case, also,

as it is assumed, that it was a doctrine taught bj' St. Paul, and received

by the Churches to whom he wrote, that the elect could not perish, the

motive is taken away upon which the admonition is grounded. For if

the persons to whom the apostle wrote, knew that the weak brother, for

whom Christ died, could not perish, then nothing which they could do

had any
"
tendency" to destroy him. It might injure him, disturb his

mind, lead him into sin, destroy his comforts ; all, or any of which,

would have been appropriate motives on which to have urged the cau-

tion : but nothing can have even a tendency to destroy him whose sal.
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vatiuii is fixed by an unalterable decree. Mr. Scott is, however,

evidently not satisfied with his own interpretation ; and gives a painful

example of the influence of a preconceived system in commenting upon

Scripture, by charging the apostle himself with careless writing.
" We

may, however, observe, that the apostles did not write in that exact, sys-

tcmitical style which some affect, otherwise they would scrupulously

have avoided such expressions." This is rather in the manner of

Priestley and Belsham, than that of an orthodox commentator ;
but it

does homage to the force of truth by turning away from it, and by

tacitly acknowledging that the Scriptures cannot be Calvinistically

interpreted. The same commentators, following, as they do, in the

train of the Calvinistic divines in general, may furnish, also, the an-

swer to the argument, from 2 Peter ii, 1, "Denying the Lord that

bought them, and bringing upon themselves swift destruction." Poole

gives us three interpretations : the first is,
" the Lord that bought Israel

out of Egypt ;" as though St. Peter could be speaking of the Mosaic,

and not of the Christian redemption ;
and as though the Judaizing

teachers, supposing the apostle to speak of them, denied the God of the

Jews, wlien it was their object to set up his religion against that of

Christ. The second is, that "
they were bought," or redeemed, by

Christ, from temporal death, their lives having been spared : but we have

no such doctrine in Scripture, as that the long suffering of wicked men,

procured by Christ's redemption, is unconnected in its intent with their

eternal salvation. The barren fig tree was spared at the intercession

of (Christ, that means might be taken with it, to make it fruitful
;
and

in this same Epistle of St. Peter, he teaches us to " account the long

sutl'ering of the Lord salvation ;" meaning, doubtless, in its tendency and

intention. To this we may add, that there is nothing in the context to

warrant this notion of mere temporal redemption. The third interpre

tation is,
" that they denied the Lord, whom they professed to have

bought them." This also is gratuitous, and gives a very different smse
from that which the words of the apostle convey. But it is argued,
that the offence would be the same in denying Christ, whether he really
died for them, or that they had professed to believe he died for them.

Certainly not. Their crime, as it is put by the apostle, is not the deny-

ing of their former profession, or denying Christ, whom they for-

merly professed to have bought them
; but denying Christ, who had

actually Imught them, and whom, for that reason, they ought never

to have deiiied, but confessed at the hazard of their lives. Farther,

if they merely denied that which they formerly professed, namely
that Christ had lK)ught them, and, in point of fad, he never did buy
them, they were in error when they professed to believe that he bought
them, aiul spoke the truth only when they denied it

; and if it be said,

that they knew not but he hud bought them, when thev deaiied him, this
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might be a reason for their not being rewarded for renouncing an erro.-,

as being done unwittingly ;
but can be no reason for their beuig

punished, though unwittingly they went back to the truth of the case.—
There can be no great guilt in our denying Christ, if Christ never

died for us.

Mr. Scott partly adopts, and partly rejects Poole's solution of

this Scriptural ditliculty. But as he charged St. Paul with want of

exactness in writing to the Romans, so also St. Peter, in the passage
before us, comes in for his share of the same cei.aure. " It was not the

manner of the sacred writers, to express themselves with that systema
tic exactness, which many now affect." The question is not, however,
one of systematic exactness

;
but of common intelligible writing. Mr.

Scott's observation on this passage, is,
" that Christ's ransom was of

infinite suiBciency ;
and the proposal of it, in Scripture, general ;

so

that men are addressed according to their profession : but that Christ

only intended to redeem those, whom he foresaw would eventually be

saved." (iVotes on 2 Peter.) On this we may remark, 1. That the suf-

ficiency of Christ's redemption is not in question ;
but the redemptiop

itself of these deuiers of Christ : he is called " the Lord tliat bought
them." In that sufficiency, too, Mr. Scott affirms, in fact, that they
had no interest

; for Christ did not " intend to redeem them ;" on this

showing, therefore, the Lord did not "
buy them," which contradicts the

apostle. 2. That the "
proposal of the benefits of Christ's redemption

is general ;" and that men are addressed, accordingly, as those who
are interested in it, we grant, and feel how well this accords with the

doctrine of gf neral redemption ;
but the difficulty lies with those who

hold the limitation of Christ's redemption to the elect only, to explain, not

merely how it is that men are addressed generally ; but how the sins

of those who perish, can be aggravated by the circumstance of Christ's

having bought them, if he did not buy them
;
and how they can be pun-

ished for rejecting him, if they could never receive him, so as to be

saved by him. This aggravation of their offence, by the circumstance

of Christ having bought them, is the doctrine of the text, of the force of

which the above interpretations are manifest evasions.

We come now to the case of the apostates, mentioned in the Epistle

to the Hebrews, vi, 4-8, and x, 26-31. With respect to these pas-

sages, it is agreed that they speak of the ultimate and eternal condem

nation and rejection of the persons mentioned in them. The question

then is, whether Christ died for them, as he died for such as persevere ?

which is to be determined by another question, whether they were ever

true believers, and had received saving grace ? If this be allowed, the

proposition is established, that Christ died for them that -perish ;
but in

order to arrest this conclusion, all Calvinistic di\ ines agree in deiiymg

that the persons referred to hy the apostle, and against whom his terrible
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denunciations are directed, were ever true believers, or capable of be-

coming such
;
and here again we have another pregnant instance of the

violence done to the obvious meaning of the word of God, through the

influence of a preconceived system. For,

1. It will not be denied that the Hebrews, to whom the epistle was

addressed, were, in the main, at least, true believers ; and that the pas-

sages in question were written to preserve ihem from apostasy ; of

which the rejection, and hopeless punishment, described by the apostle,

is represented as the consequence. But if St. Paul had taught them,

as he must have done, if Cnlvinism be the doctrine of the New Testa-

ment, that tliey never could so fall awav, and so perish, this was no

warning at all to them. To suppose he held out that as a terror, which

he knew to be impossible, and had taught them also to be impossible, is

the first absurdity which the Calvinistic interpretation involves.

2. It will not be denied, that he speaks of these wretched apostates,

as deterring examples to the true believers among the Hebrews
;
but as

such apostates never were believers, and were not evi;n rendered capa-

ble, by the grace of God, of becoming such, they coaiil not be admoni-

tory examples. To assume that the apostle, for the sake of argument
and admonition, supposes believers to be in the same cir jumstances and

case as those who never were, and never could be believers, and when
he had instructed them that their cases could never be similar, is the

second absurdity.

3. The apostates in question are represented, bv the apostle,
" as

falling away" from "
repentance," and from Christ's " sacrifice for

sins." The advocates of the system of partial redemption, affirm, that

they fell away only from their profession of repentance and doctrinal

belief of Christ's sacrifice for sins, in which they never had, and nevei

could have, any interest. Yet the apostle places the hopelessness of

their state on the impossibility of "
renewing them again to repent

ance ;" which proves that he considered their first repentance genuine
and evangelical ; because the absence of such a repentance as they
had at first, is given as the reason of the hopelessness of their condi-

tion. He moreover heightens the case, by alleging, that there remained

"no more sacrifice for sins ;" which as plainly proves that, before theii

apostasy, there was a sacrifice for their sins, and that they had only cut

themeslves off from its benefits by
"

wilfully" renouncing it; in other

words, that Christ died for them, and that they had placed themselves

out of the reach of the benefit of his death, bv this one act of ajrirra-

Vcted apostasy. The contrast lies between a hopeful and a hopeless

case. Theirs was once a hopeful case, because thev had "
repented,"

and because there was then a "sacrifice for sins;" afterward it

became hopeless, because it was "
impossible to renew them again unto

repentance," and the sacrifice for sin no more remained for them ; the>

2
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had not only renounced their profession of it
;

but had renounced the

sacrifice itself, by renouncing Christianity. Now, so to interpret the

apostle, as to make him describe the awful condition of apostates, as a
"

falling away" into a state of hopelessness, when, if Calvinism be the

doctrine of the New Testament, their case was never really hopeful, but

was as hopeless, as to their eternal salvation, before as after their apos.

tasy is the third absurdity.

4. But it is plain that theirs had been a state of actual salvation

which could only result from their having had an interest in the death

of Christ. The proof of this lies in what the apostle affirms of the

previous state of those who had finally apostatized, or might so aposta-

tize. They were "
enlightened ;" this, the whole train of Calvinistic

commentators tell us, means a mere speculative reception of the doctrine

of the Gospel ; they had " tasted of the heavenly gift," and of "the good
word ofGod ;" that is, say Poole and others,

"
they tasted, not digested ;

they had superficial relishes of joy and peace," and are to be compared
"to the stony-ground hearers, who received the word wilh joy."

" And

were made partakers of the Holy Ghost ;" that is, say some commenta-

tors of this class, in his operations,
"
trying how far a natural man may

be raised, and not have his nature changed :" {Poole in loc.
:) others,

"by the communication of miraculous powers." They had "tasted of

the powers of the world to come ;" that is, they had felt the powerful

doctrines of the Gospel, but as all reprobates may feel them, sometimes

powerfully convincing their judgment, at others troubling their con-

sciences. " All these things," says Scott, {Notes,)
" often take place in

the hearts and consciences of men, who yet continue unregenerate."

These interpretations are undoubtedly forced upon these authors by the

system they have adopted ;
but it unfortunately happens for them, that

the apostle uses no term less strong in describing the religious experi-

ence of these apostates than he does in speaking of that of true believers.

They were "
enlightened," is said of these apostates,

" the eyes of your

understanding being enlightened," is said of the Ephesians ;
and "

being

turned from darkness to light" is the characteristic of all believers. The

apostates
" tasted the heavenly gift ;" this, too, is affirmed of true be-

lievers,
" much more they which receive abundance of grace, and of the

gift of righteousness, shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ," Rom. v,

17. To be made "
partakers of the Holy Ghost," is also the common

distinctive character of all true Christians. " If any man have not the

Spirit of Christ, he is none of his ;" "but ye are not in the flesh, but in

the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you." "To taste the

heavenly gift" and " the good word of God," is also made the mark of

true Christianity :
" if so be ye have tasted that the Lord is gracious."

Finally, "the "powers of the world to come;" that is, of the Gospel dis-

pensation, or the power of the Gospel, stand in precisely the same case.
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This Gospel is the "power of God unto salvation to every one that be-

lievelh." Since, then, the apostle expresses the prior experience of

these apostates, by the same terms and phreises as those by which he

designates the work of God in the hearts of those whose Christianity is.

by all, acknowledged to be genuine, where is the authority on which

these commentators make him describe, not a saving work in the hearts

of these apostates, during the time they held fast their profession, but a

simulated one ? They have clearly no authority for this at all
;
and their

comments arise not out of the argument of St. Paul, nor out of his terms

or phrases, or the connection of these passages with the rest of the dis-

course
; but out of their own theological system alone

;
in other words,

out of a mere human opinion which supplies a meaning to the ai)ostle,

of which he gives not the most distant intimation. To make the apostle

describe the falling away from a mere profession unaccompanied with

a state of grace, by terms which he is constantly using to describe and

characterize a state of grace; is the fourth absurdity.

We mark, also, two other absurdities. The interpretations above

given are below the force of the terms employed ; and they are above

the character of reprobates.

They are below the force of the terms employed. To " taste the

heavenly gift," is not a mere intellectual or sentimental approval of it ;

for this heavenly gift is distinguished both from the Holy Spirit, and

from the word of God, mentioned afterward
;
which leaves us no choice

but to interpret it of Christ : and then to taste of Christ, is to receive his

grace and mercy ;

" if so be ye have tasted that the Lord is gracious."

Thus the Greek fathers, and many later divines, understand it of the

remission of sins ;
w hich interpretation is greatly confirmed by Rom. v,

where " the gift,"
" the free gift," and " the gift by grace," are used

both for the means of our justification, and for justification itself To
"taste the heavenly gift," then, is, in this sense, so to taste that the Lord

is gracious as to receive the remission of sins. To be made "
partakers

of the Holy Ghost," follows this in the usual order of describing the

work of God in the heart. It is the fruit of faith, the Spirit of adoption

and sanctification—the Spirit in his comforting and renewing influences

following our justification. To restrain this participation of the Holy
Ghost to the endowment of miraculous powers, requires it to be pre-

viously established, either, 1. That all professing Christians, in that age,

were thus endowed with miraculous powers, of which there is no proof ;

or, 2. That only those who were thus endowed with miraculous gifls

were capable of this aggravated apostasy; and then the apostle's warn-

ing would not be a general one, even to the Christians of the apostolic

age, nor even to all the believing Hebrews, which it manifestly is. On
the other hand, since all true believers, in the sense of the apostle, re

ceivcd the Holy Ghost in his comforting and renovating influences, thr

2
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meaning of the phrase becomes obvious, and it lays down the proper

ground for a general admonition. Again ;

" to taste the good word of

God," is still an advance in the process of a genuine experience. It is

tasting the good word, that is, the goodness of the word in a course of

experience and practice ; having personal proof of its goodness and

adaptation to man's state in the world : for to argue from the term

"taste,'" as though something superficial and transitory only were meant,
if? as absurd as to argue from the threat of Christ that those who refused

the invitation of his servants should not " taste" of his supper, that he

only excluded them from a superficial and transient gustation of his sal-

vation here and hereafter ; or that, when the psalmist calls upon us to

"taste and see that the Lord is good," he excludes a full, and rich, and

permanent experience of the Divine goodness. Finally, if by the

"powers of the world to come," it could be proved that the apostle

meant the miraculous evidences of the truth of the Gospel, it would not

follow that he supposes the persons spoken of to be endowed with mira-

culous powers ; but that to taste these powers, was rather to experience

the abundant blessings of a religion thus confirmed and demonstrated by

signs and wonders and divers miracles, according to what he urges in

chap, ii, 4, of the same epistle. The phrase, however, is probably a

still farther advance upon the former, and signifies a personal experience
of the mighty energy and saving power of the Gospel. Thus the inter-

pretation of the Calvinists has the absurdity of making the apostle speak
little things in great words, and of using unmeaning tautologies. To
"
partake of the Holy Ghost" is, according to them, to have the gift of

miracles, and to taste " the powers of the world to come" is to have the

gift ef miracles. To taste the "
heavenly gift," is to have a superficial

relish of Gospel doctrine, and " to taste the good word of God," is also

to have a superficial relish of Gospel doctrine : but how, then, are we to

take the term "
taste," when the apostle speaks of tasting

" the powers
of the world to come ?" According to these comments, this can only

mean that they had a superficial taste of the power of working miracles !

But as these interpretations are below the force of the terms, so they

are above the capacity of the reprobate.
" They had, moreover," says

Scott,
" tasted of the good word of God, and their connections, impres-

sions, and transient affections, made them sensible that it was a good

word, and that it was for their good to attend to it
;
and their purposes

of doing so had produced such hopes and joys as have been described

in the case of the stony-ground hearers, Matt, xiii, 21, 22." That Mr.

Scott had no right apprehension of the class of persons intended by those

who received the good seed upon stony ground, might easily be proved ;

but this is beside our present purpose. We find in the words quoted

above, (and we refer to Mr. Scott rather than to the older divines of the

Bame school, because it is of\en said that Calvinism is now modified and

2
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improved,)
" convictions," "

impressions of the goodness of the word,"

and purposes of attending to it, ascribed to the non-elect ; persons to

whose salvntioii this bar is placed, that, according to this commentator,

and ail others who adopt the same system, Christ never "
intentionally"

died for them. We ask, then, are these " convictions, impressions,"

and "
purposes," from the grace of God working m man, or from the

natural man wholly unassisted by the grace of God? If the latter, then

what becomes of the doctrine of the entire corruption of human nature,

which they profess to hold, and that so strenuously ?
" In me, that is, in

my flesh, dwelleth no good thing." By the flesh, the apostle means,

doubtless, his natural and unassisted state. Yet how many "good

things" are ascribed, by Mr. Scott, to the very reprobate ?
" Conviction

of the truth of the Gospel" was doubtless "
good," and showed, in that

day especially, when the prejudices of education had not yet come in to

the aid of truth, an honest spirit of inquiry, and a docile mind. " Im-

pressions" are still better, as they argue aH'ection to truth which the

natural man, as such, hates ;
and these are improved into an acknow-

ledgment
" of the goodness of the word," though it is a reproving word,

and a doctrine of holiness, and consequently of restrai::t. To this the

merely
" carnal mind," which St. Paul declares to be "

enmity against

God," is here allowed not only to assent, but also to perceive with some

taste and apjiroving relish. "
Purposes of attending to this good word,"

are also admitted, which is a still farther advance, and must by all he

acknowledged to be "
good," as they are the very basis of real religious

attainment. Yet if all these, which, in the judgment of everj- spiritual

man would be considered as placing such persons in a very hopeful

state, and would give joy to angels, unless they were admitted to the

secret of reprobation, are to be ascribed to nature
;
then the carnal mind

is not absolutely and in all cases "
enmity against God ;" in our " flesh

some good thing may dwell ;" and we are not by nature "dead in tres-

passes and sins."

Let us then suppose, since this position cannot be maintained in de-

fiance of the Scriptures, that these are the effects of the grace of God,

and the inlluences of the Holy Spirit in man ;
to what end is that grace

exerted ? Is it that it may lead to salvation '. This is denied, and con-

sistently so
;

for can such convictions, and desires, and purpose?, lead

to tnie repentance, when Christ gives true repentance to none but to iho

elect? Nor can they lead to pardon, because Christ has not intentionally

" died for the persons in question." Is the end, then, as Poole, or rather

his continualor states it, that the Holy Spirit may
"
try how far a natural

man may be raised" without ceasing to be so? If that is affirmed, for

whose sake is the experiment tried ? Not surely for the sake of the

Holy Spirit, whose oniniscience needs no instruction bv experiment :

not for ours ;
for this, instead of being edifying, only puzzles and con.

2
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founds us, for who can tell how far tins experiment may go, and how

far it is making upon himself? This, too, is so very unworthy an asper-

sion upon the Holy Spirit, that it ought to make sober men very much

suspect the system which requires it. Is it then, finally, as some have

affirmed, to make the persons more guilty, and to heighten their con-

demnation ? How few Calvinists, in the present day, are bold enough to

affirm this, although the advocates of that system have ibrmerly done it;

and yet this is the only practical end which their system will allow to

be assigned to such an act as that which, by a strange abuse of terms,

is called the operation of " common grace" in the hearts of the repro-

bate. In no other practical end can it issue, but to aggravate their guilt

and damnation, as the old divines of this school perceived and acknow.

ledged. Either, then, their interpretation of these passages affirms a

change in the principles and feelings of the persons spoken of by the

apostle in this epistle, much above the capacity and power of repro-

bates, greatly as it falls below the real import of the terms used ; or

else those who advocate the doctrine of reprobation are bound to the

revolting conclusion, that the Holy Spirit thus works in them only to

promote and deepen their destruction.

To that class of texts, which make it the duty of men to believe the

Gospel, and threaten them with punishment for not believing, and which

we adduced to prove, by necessary implication, that Christ died for

all men, it has been replied, that it is the duty of all men to believe the

Gospel, whether they are interested in the death of Christ or not
;
and

that they are guilty and deserving of punishment for not believing it.

By this argument it is conceived, that all such passages are made con-

sistent with the doctrine of the limited extent of the death of Christ.

On both sides, then, it is granted, that it is the bounden duty of all

men who hear the Gospel to believe it, and that the violation of this

duty induces condemnation ;
but if Christ died not for all such persons,

we think it is plain, that it cannot be their duty to believe the Gospel ;

and if this can be estabhshed, then does the Scriptural principle of the

obligation of all men to believe, which is acknowledged on both sides,

refute all limitation of the extent of Christ's atonement.

To settle this point it is necessary to determine what is meant by be-

lieving the Gospel. Some writers in this controversy seem to take it

only in the sense of giving credit to the Gospel as a Divine revelation ;

and not for accepting and trusting in it in order to salvation. But we

have, in the New Testament, no such division of the obligation of be-

lieving into two distinct duties, one laid upon one class of persons, and

the other upon another class. So far from this, the faith which the

Gospel requires of all, is trust in the Gospel ;

—"
repentance toward

God, and faith (trust) in our Lord Jesus Christ." Will any say, that

when all men are commanded "
every where to repent," two kinds of
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rcpcniance are intended, one ineffectual, the other effectual
;
one to

death, the other to life ? And if not, will he contend that God com-

mands cic kind of faith to some, a faith which cannot lead to salvation ,

another kind of faith, which does lead to salvation to others? that hr

commacds a dead faith to the reprobate, a living faith to the elect ? Fcr,

according to the intention of the command, such must be the duty ;
and

if it is the duty of the reprobate to believe with the mere faith of assent,

which, as to them, is dead, then no more was ever required of them, in

the intention of God, than this dead faith. But if men will aflirm this,

they must show us such a restricted and modified command from God ;

and ihey must point out, in the commands which we have to believe in

Christ, such a distinction of the obligation of believing into a higher and

lower duty. There is no such modified command, and there is no such

di. „iction ; but, on the contrary, the faith which is required of all is

that, and not less than that, whereof cometh salvation
;

for with remis-

sion of sins and salvation it is constantly connected. " He that believ-

eth shall be saved." " Whosoever believeth on him shall not perish."

" That believing ye might have life through his name." " To him give

all the prophets witness, that through his name whosoever telieveth in

him shall receive remission of sins." The faith, then, required of all,

is true faith
;
true faith following true repentance, the trust of a true

penitent in the sacrifice of Christ as offered for his sins, that he may
be forgiven, and received into the family of God.

If this, then, be the faith which is required of all who hear the Gos-

pel, it is not, and cannot be the duty, of those to believe the Gospel in

the Scriptural sense of believing, for whom Christ died not. 1. Be-

cause it is impossible, and God cannot command a thing impossible, and

then punish men for not doing it
;

for this contradicts all notions of jus-

tice and benevolence. Nor does it alter the case whether the impossi-

bility arises trom a positive necessitating decree, or from withholding

the aid necessary to enable them to comply with the command ; such

persons as those for whom Christ died nt>t, never had, and ne>er can

have, the power to exercise the saving t'ailli which is enjoined upon them
;

and being impossible to them, it never could be the subject of express

command and obligation as to them ; which nevertheless it is. 2. Be-

cause, according to the Calvinistic opinion, it is not in the intention ofGod

that they should believe and be saved : what, therefore, he never intended,

he could not command
;
and yet he has plainly commanded it. 3. Be-

cause what all are bound to believe or trust in, is true : but it is false,

arcoriliiig to tins system, that Christ died for the reprobate, and therefore

they are not bound to believe or trust in him, though they are both com-

manded to believe, and threatened with condemnation if they believe not.

Here, then, is the dilemma into which all must fall, who deny that the

necessary inference from the universal obligation to believe in Christ, «,
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as we have stated it, that he died for all. If they deny the universality of

the obligation to believe, they deny plain and express Scripture, which com-

mands all men to believe ;
if they affirm the ojlij^ation to believe to be

univei-sal, they hold that men are bound to do that which is impossible ;

tnat the Lawgiver commands them to do what he never intended they

should do
;
and that they are bound to believe and trust in what is not

true, namely, that Christ died for them, and thus to lean upon a broken

reed, and to trust their salvation to a delusion.

This is a difficulty which the theologians of this school have felt.

The synod of Dort says, [Act. Syn. Dord, part 1, cap. 2, art. 5,)
" It is

the promise of the Gospel, that whosoever believes in Christ crucified

should not perish, but have everlasting life
;
which promise, together

with the injunction of repentance and faith, ought promiscuously and

without distinction, to be declared and published to all men and people
to whom God in his good pleasure sends the Gospel." But as some of

the later Calvinists found themselves perplexed with this statement, they

began to difier from the synod ; and, allowing that Christ died for all

whom he commands to believe in him, denied that God had commanded

all men so to believe. (Vide WomacVs Arcana Dogmatum, page 67.)

These divines chose to fall on the opposite horn of the dilemma, and

thus expressly to deny the word of God. Others have endeavoured to

escape the difficulty by making faith in Christ a command of the moral

law, under which even reprobates, as they take it, unquestionably are,

and argue, that as by the principle of moral law, all are bound to believe

every thing which God hath revealed, so by that law all are bound to

believe in Christ, and, failing of that, are by the moral law justly con-

demned. It were easy, in answer to this, to show, that no man in the

state of a reprobate, as they represent it, is under law of any kind, ex-

cept a law of necessity to do evil
;
but waiving this, it «ere as easy to

prove, that, because the moral law obliges us,
" in principle," to do all

which God commands, the command to the Jews to circumcise their

children was a command of the moral law, as that to believe in Christ

is a command of the moral law, because, in principle, it obliges us to

believe what God has revealed. But should it be admitted that all are

boimd, by the moral law, to believe all that God reveals, yet, according to

them, it is not revealed that Christ died for all
;

this we contend for, but

they contend against : all are not, upon that very principle, therefore, bound

to believe that Christ died for them. Farther, those who hold this notion,

contend that the moral law commands us to do a thing impossible, and

contrary to truth
;
and thus they fall upon the other horn of the dilemma.

The last class of texts we have adduced in favour of general redemp-

tion consists of those which impute the blame and fault of their non-sal-

vation to men themselves. If Christ died for all men, so as to make

their salvation practicable, then the fault, according to the doctrine of

2
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Scripture, lies in themselves ;
if he died not so for them that they may

be saved, then the bar to their salvation lies out of themselves, and in

the absence of any saving provision for them in the Gospel, which is

contrary to the doctrine of Scripture.

We enter not now upon the questions of the invincibility of grace,

and free and bound will. These will come under consideration in tbfir

|)lace ;
and we now confine ourselves to the argument, as it is groundf.d

upon texts of this class as given above. The common reply to our

argument, grounded upon these texts, at least among the more mode-

rate kind of Calvinists, is, that the fault is indeed in the will of man, and

that if men willed to come to Christ, that they might have life, they would

have life
;
and thus, they would have it understood, that tlie argument is

answered. This, however, we deny : they have neither refuted it, nor

escaped its force
;
and nothing which is thus apparently conceded weak-

ens the Ibrce of the conclusion, that if the bar to men's salvation be

wholly in themselves, it lies not in the want of a provision made for

their salvation in the Gospel ;
and therefore they are so interested in

the death of Christ, that they may be saved by it.

For let us put the case as to the non-elect, who are indeed the per-

sons in question. Either it is possible for them to will to come to

Christ, and to believe in him
;
or it is not. If the former, then they

may come to Christ, and believe in him, without obtaining life and sal-

vation
;

for he can dispense these blessings only to those for whom he

purchased them, whicii, it is contended, he did for the elect only. If

the latter, then the bar to their salvation is not in themselves
;

but in

that which makes it impossible for them to will to come to Christ, and

to believe in him. If it be said, that though this is impossible to them,

vet that still the bar is in themselves, because it is in the obstinacy and

perverseness of their own wills, we ask, whether the natural will of the

elect is so much better than that of the reprobate, that by virtue of that

better natural will, they come to Christ and believe in him ? This they

will deny, and ascribe their willing, and coming to Christ, and believing

in him, to the influence only of Divine grace. It will follow then, from

this, that the bar to this same kind of willing, and believing, on the part

of the reprobate, lies not in themselves, where the Scriptures constantly

place it, and so charge it upon men as their fault, and the reason of
their condemnation ; but in something without them, even in the deter,

mination and decree of God not to bestow upon them that influence of

his grace, by which this good will, and this power to believe in Christ,

are wrought in the elect : which is precisely what the synod of Dort

has affirmed. "This was the most free counsel, gracious will, and in-

tention of God the Father
;
that the lively and saving efficacy of the

most precious death of his Son should manifest itself in all the elect, for

the bestowing upon tliem only justifying faith
;
and bringing them ia-

2
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fallibly by it unto eternal life." (Cap. 2, art. 8.) This docu.ne caqnot,

therelore, be true : for the Scriptures plainly place the bar to the salva-

tion of them that are lost, in themselves, and charge the fault only on

the wilful disobedience and unbelief of men ;
while this opinion i)laces

U in the refusal, on the part of God, to bestow that grace upon the non-

elect, by which alone the evil of their natural will can be removed.

Nor is this in the least remedied by arguing, that as Christ is rejected

freely and voluntarily by the natural will of man, the guilt is still charge,

able upon himself. For, not here to anticipate what may be said on the

freedom of the will, it is confessed by Calvinists that the will of the repro-

bate is not free to choose to come to Christ, and believe in him, since

without grace, not even the elect can do this. But if it were free to

choose Christ, and believe in him, the not doing it would not be charge-

able upon them as a fault. For they do not reject Christ as a Saviour,

since he is not offered to them as such ; and they sin not, by not believ-

ing, that is, by not trusting in Christ for salvation. For as it is not the

will of God that they should so believe, they violate no command given

to them to believe, unless it be held that God commands them to do that

which he wills they should not do
;
which is only absurdly to say thai

he wills, and he does not will the same thing. And seeing that his com-

mands are the declarations of his will, if the command reaches to them,

it is a declaration that he wills that concerning them, which, on this sys-

tem, he does not will ;
and this contradiction all are bound to maintain,

who charge the want of faith, as a fault upon those to whom the power

of believing is not imparted.

But the argument from this class of texts is not exhausted. They not

only' place that bar and fault which prevents the salvation of men in

themselves ;
but they as expressly exclude God from all participation

in it, contrary to the doctrine before us. " He willeth all men to be

saved ;" he has " no pleasure in the death of him that dieth." " He sent

his Son not to condemn the world, but that the world through him might

be saved ;" and he invites all, beseeches all, obtests all, and makes oven

his threatenings merciful, since he interposes them to prevent men from

croing on still in their trespasses, and involving themselves in final ruin.

Perhaps not many Calvinists in the present day are disposed to resort

to the ancient subterfuge, of a secret and a revealed will of God : (2)

and vet it is difficult to conceive how they can avoid admitting this no-

lion,"without totally denying that which is so clearly written, tliat God

" willeth all men to be saved, and to come to the know ledge of the truth ;'

and that he commands, by his apostle, that prayers should be made " for

all men." The universality of such declarations has already been esta-

blished ;
and no way is left for escaping the difficulty in this direction.

(2) The scholastic terms are voluntas signi, and mlvntas bene placiti,
t. figm-

fied or revealed will, and a will of plcnsurc nr purpose.

Vol. II. 20
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Th? inconipatibility of such declarations, with the Hmited extent of

Christ's death, is therefore obvious, unless the term " mil" can be mo-

dified. But if God declares his will in absolute terms, while he has yet

secret reserves of a contrary kind, (to say nothing of tbe injury dono

by such a notion, to the character of the God of truth, whose words arc

without dross of falsehood,
" as silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified

seven times ;") this is to will that all men may be saved in ivord, and yet

not to will it in fact, wbicii is in trutli not to will it at all. No subtlety

of distinction can reconcile this. Nor, according to this scheme of

doctrine, can God in any way, will the salvation of the non-elect. It is

only under one condition, that he wills the salvation of any man : namely,

through the death of Christ. His justice required this atonement for

sin
;
and he could not will man to be saved to the dishonour of his jus-

tice. If then that atonement does not extend to all men, he cannot will

the salvation of all men
;

for such of them as are not interested in this

atonement, could not be saved consistently with his righteous adminis-

tration, and he could not, therefore, will it. If, then, he wills the non-

elect to be saved, in any sense, he must will this independently of Christ's

sacrifice for sins ;
and if he cannot will this for the reason just given,

he cannot " will all men to be saved," which is contrary to the texts

quoted : he cannot, therefore, invite all to be saved
;
he cannot beseech

all by his ministers to be reconciled to him
;

for these acts could only

proceed from his willing them to be saved : and for the same reason,
" all men" ought not to be prayed for by those who hold this doctrme,

since they assume, that it is not the will of God that all men should be

saved. Thus they repeal the apostle's precept, as well as the |)rinciple

upon which it is built, by mere human authority ;
or else the}' so inter-

pret the principle, as to impeach the truth of God, and so practise the

precept, as to indulge reserves in their own mind, similar to those they

feign to be in the mind of God. While, therefore, it remains on record,

that " God willeth all nun to be saved, and to come to the knowledge
of the truth;" and that he "willeth not that any should perish, but that

all should come to repentance," it must bo concluded, that Christ died

for all ;
and that the reason of the destruction of any part of our race

lies not in the want of a provision for their salvation
;
not in any limi-

tation of the purchase of Christ, and the administration of his grace ,

but in their obstinate rejection of both.

CHAPTER XXVI.

The Same Subject Continued.

So far, then, we have advanced in this discussion as to show, that

while no passage of Scripture can be adduced, or is even pretended to
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exist, which declares that Christ did not die equally for all men, there

are numerous passages which explicitly, and in terms which cannot, by

any fair interpretation, be wrested from that meaning, declare the con-

trary ; and that there are others, as numerous, which contain the doc

trine by necessary implication and inference. To implication and infer,

ence the Calvinist divines also resort, and the more so, as they have

not a direct text in favour of their scheme. It is necessary, therefore,

m order to obtain a comprehensive view of this controversy, compressed
into as narrow limits as possible, to examine those parts of Scripture

which, according to their inferential interpretations, limit not merely the

actual, but the intentional efficacy of the death of Christ to the elect only.

The first are those passages which treat of persons, said to be elected,

foreknown, and predestinated to the spiritual and celestial blessings of

the new dispensation ;
and the argument from the texts in which these

distinctions occur, is, that the persons so called, elected, foreknown, and

predestinated, are, by that very distinction, marked out as the only per-

sons to whom the death of Christ intentionalh' extends.

We reser'e it to another place to state the systematic views which

the followers of Calvin, in their different shades of opinion, take of the

doctrines of election, &c, lest our more simple inquiry into the sense of

Scripture should be disturbed by extraneous topics ;
and we are now,

therefore, merely called to consider, how far this argument, which is

professedly drawn from Scripture and not from metaphysical principles,

is supported or refuted, by an examination of those portions of Holy
Writ on which it is usually built : and it will not prove a difficult task

to show, that, when fairly interpreted, they contain nothing which obliges

us to narrow our interpretation of those passages which extend the bene-

fit of the death of Christ to all mankind
;
and that, in some views, they

strongly- corroborate their most extended meaning. Of a Divine elec-

tion, or choosing and separation from others, we have three kinds men-

tioned in the Scriptures'.

The FIRST is the election of individuals to perform some particular

and special service. Cyrus was " elected" to rebuild the temple ; the

twelve apostles were "
chosen," elected, to their office by Christ

; St.

Paul was a " chosen," or elected,
"
vessel," to be the apostle of the Gen-

tiles. This kind of election to special office and service has, however,

manifestly no relation to the limitation of eternal salvation, either in

respect of the persons themselves so chosen, or of others. With respect

to themselves, it did not confer upon them an absolute security. One

of the twelve elected apostles was Judas, who fell and was lost
;
and St.

Paul confesses his own personal liability to become " a castaway," after

all his zeal and abundant labours. With respect to others, the twelve

apostles, and St. Paul afterward, were "elected" to preach the Gospel

in order to the salvation of all to whom they had access.
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The SECOND kind of election which we find in Scripture, is the elec-

tion of nations, or bodies of people, to eminent religious privileges, and

in order to accomplish, by their superior illumination, the merciful pur-

poses of God, in benefitting other nations or bodies of people. Th\is

the descendants of Abrahatn, the Jews, were chosen to receive special

revelations of truth ; and to be " the people of God," to be his visible

Church, and publicly to observe and uphold his worship.
" The Lord

thy God hath chosen thee to be a peculiar people unto himself, above

nil people that are upon the face of the earth." " The Lord had a de.

light in thy fathers to love them, and he chose their seed after thc^mj

even you, above all people." It was especially on account of the appli

cation of the terms elect, chosen, and peculiar, to the Jewish people

that they were so familiarly used by the apostles in their epistles ad

dressed to the believing Jews and Gentiles, then constituting the Church

of Christ in various places. For Christians were the subjects, also, of

this second kind of election ;
the election of bodies of men to be the

visible people and Church of God in the world, and to be endowed with

peculiar privileges. Thus they became, though in a more special and

exalted sense, the chosen people, the elect of God. We say in a more

special sense, because as the entrance into the Jewish Church was by
natural birth, and the entrance into the Christian Church, properly so

called, is by faith and a spiritual birth, these terms, although manv be-

came Christians by mere profession, and enjoyed various privileges in

consequence of their people or nation being chosen to receive the Gos

pel, have generally respect, in the New Testament, to bodies of truf

believers, or to the whole body of true believers as such. They are not,

therefore, to be interpreted, according to the scheme of Dr. Taylor, of

Norwich, by the constitution of the Jewish, but by the constitution of

the Christian Church.

To understand the nature of this "
election," as applied sometimes to

particular bodies of Christians, as when St. Peter savs,
" the Church

which is at Babylon, elected together with you," and sometimes to the

whole body of believers every where
;
and also the reason of the fre-

quent use of the term election, and of the occurrence of allusions to the

feet, it is to be remembered, that a great religious revolution, so to

speak, had occurred in the age of the apostles : with the full import ot

which we cannot, without calling in the aid of a little reflection, be

adequately impressed. This was no other than the abrogation of thn

Church state of the Jews, which had continued for so manv ages.

They had been the only visible acknowledged people of God in all the

nations of the earlh
;

for whatever pious people might have existed in

other nations, they were not, in the sight of men, and collectively, ac

knowledged as "the people of Jehovah." Tliey had no written revela-

tions, no appointed ministrj', no forms of authorized initiation into Iiih

2
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Church and covenant, no appointed holy days, no sanctioned ritual. All

these were peculiar to the Jews, who were, therefore, an elected and

peculiar people. This distinguished honour they were about to lose.

They might have retained it, had they, by believing the Gospel, admitted

the believing Gentiles of all nations to share it with them
;
but the great

reason of their peculiarity and election, as a nation, was terminated by
the coming of the Messiah, who was to be " a

ligiit to lighten the Gen-

tiles," as well as " the gioTy of his people Israel." Their pride and

consequent unbelief resented this, which will explain their enmity to the

believing part of the Gentiles, who, when that which St. Paul calls " the

fellowship of the mystery" was fully explained, chiefly by the glorious

ministry of that apostle himself, were called into this Church relation

and Slate of visible acknowledgment as the people of God, which the

Jews had formerly enjoyed, and that with even a higher degree of glory,
in proportion to the superior spirituality of the new dispensation. It was

this doctrine which excited that strong irritation in the minds of the un-

believing Jews, and in some partially Christianized ones, to which so

many references are made in the New Testament. They were "
pro-

voked," were made "jealous;" and were often roused to the madness

of persecuting opposition by it. There was then a new election of a

NEW PEOPLE of God, to be composed of Jews, not by virtue of their

NATURAL DESCENT, but of their faith in Christ, and of Gentiles of all

nations, also believing, and put, as believers, on equal ground with the

believing Jews ; and there was also a rejection, a reprobation, if the

term please any one better
;
but not an absolute one : for the elec

TiON was offered to the Jews, first, in every place, by offering them the

Gospel. Some embraced it, and submitted to be the elect people of

God, on the new ground of faith, instead of the old one of natural de-

scent ; and therefore the apostle, Rom. xi, 7, calls the believing part of

the Jews,
" the election," in opposition to those who opposed this " elec-

tion of grace," and still clung to their former and now repealed election

as Jews and the descendants of Abraham
;
—" but the election hath ob-

tained it, and the rest were blinded." The offer had been made to the

whole nation
;

all might have joined the one body of believing Jews and

believing Gentiles
;

but the major part of them refused : they would not

"come in to the supper;" they made "light of it;" light of an election

founded on faith, and which placed the relation of " the people of God"

upon spiritual attainments, and offered to them only spiritual blessings.

They were, therefore, deprived of election and Church relationship of

every kind :
—their temple was burned

;
their political state abolished ;

their genealogies confounded
;

their worship annihilated
;
and all visi-

ble acknowledgment of them by God as a Church withdrawn, and trans,

ferred to a Church henceforward to be composed chiefly of Gentiles :

and thus, says St. Paul, Rom. s, 19,
" were fulfilled the words of Moses,
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I wi'l pn)vokc you to jealousy by them that are no people, and by a

foolish (ignorant and idolatrous) people I will anger you."

It is easy now to see what is the import of the "
calling" and " elec-

tion" of the Christian Church, as spoken of in the New Testament. It

was not tiie calling and tiie electing of one nation in particular to suc-

ceed the Jews
;

but it was the calling and the electing of believers in

all nations, wherever the (iospel should be preached, to be in reality

what the Jews had been but typically, and, therefore, in an inferior

degree, the visible Church of God,
" his people," under Christ " the

Head ;" with an authenticaied revelation
;
with an appointed ministry,

never to be lost
;
with authorized worship ; with holy days and festi-

vals
; with instituted forms of initiation

;
and with special protection and

favour.

This second kind of election being thus explained, we may inquire,

whether any thing arises out of it, either as it respects the Jewish

Church, or the Christian Church, which obliges us in any degree to

limit the explicit declarations of Scripture, as to the universal extent of

the intentional benefit of the atonement of Christ.

With respect to the ancient election of the Jew's to be the peculiar

people and visible Church of God, we may observe,

1. That it did not argue such a limitation of the saving mercy of God

to them, as that their election secured the salvation of every Jew indi-

vidually. This will be acknowledged by all
; for, as the foundation ot

their Cliurch state was their natural relation to Abraham, and our Lord,

with allusion to tliis, says to Nicodemus,
" that which is born of the

flesh is flesh," none of them could be saved by virtue of being
" Jews

outwardly."

2. That it did not argiie, that sufficient, though not equal means of

salvation, were not left to the non-elected Gentile nations. These were

still a " law unto themselves ;" and " in every nation," says St. Peter,

" he that feareth God, and worketh righteousness, is accepted with

him."

3. That, so far from the election of the Jewish nation arguing that

the mercy of God was restrained from the Gentile nations, it is inanifes'

that, great reason as the Almighty had to be provoked by their idolatries

the election of the Jews was intended for their benefit also
; that it was

not only designed to preserve truth, but to ditiiise it, and to counteract

the spread of superstition and idolatry. The miracles wrought from

age to age among them, exalted " Jehovah" above the gods of th*

heathen ; rays of light Irom their sacred books and institutions spread

far beyond themselves ; the temple of Solomon had its court of the Gen-

tiles, and the "
stranger" from " a far country" had access to it, and

enjoyed his right of praying to the true God
; their captivities and dis-

pensions wondrously fulfilled the purposes of justice <>s to them, and of
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mercy as to the nations into which they were carried ; and their -.vliole

liistory bore an illustrious part in that series of tlie Divine dispensations

by which tiie Gentile world weis prepared for the coming of Christ, and

the establishment of his religion. This subject has already been

adverted to and illustrated in the first p.irt of tliis work. Jerusalem

was, in an inferior sense, hterally
" the joy of the whole earth ;" and

" in the seed of Abraham," all the nations of the earth have, in all ages,
in some degree, been blessed.

With respect to the " election" of the Christian Church, we also

observe,

1. That neither does its election suppose such a special grace of

God, as secures infallibly the salvation of every one of its members;
that is, in ither words, of every elected person. For to pass over the

case of th( se who are Christians but in name, even true Christians arp

exhorted t.i give diligence to make their "
calling and election sure ;"

and are wnrned against
"
turning back to perdition." We have also

seen, in the case of the apostates mentioned in the Epistle to the He-

brews, that, in point of fact, some of those who had thus been actually

elected, and brought into a state of salvation, had fallen away into a

condition of extreme hazard, or of utter hopelessness.

2. That the election of Christians, as members of the Church of

Christ, concludes nothing against the saving mercy of God being still

exercised as to those who are not of the Church. Even the Calvinists

cannot deny this ; for many who are not now' of the body of the visible

and true Church of Christ, may, according to their scheme, be yet called

and chosen into that body, and thus partake of an election which, while

they- are notoriously wicked and alien from the Church of Christ, they

do not actually partake of, whatever may be the secret purposes of God

concerning them.

3. That Christians are thus elected, and made the Church of.God,

not iu consequence of others being excluded from the corapaissions and

redeeming mercy of Christ ;
but for their benefit and salvation, that they

also may be called into the fellowship of the Gospel.
" Ye are the hght

of the world ;"
"
ye are the salt of the earth." But in what sense

could the Church be ".the light of the world," were there no capacity

in the world to receive the same light with which it is itself enlightened
'

or "the salt of the earth," if it did not exist for the purifying of the

mass beyond itself, with the same purity? Yet if such a capacity ex-sts

in "the world," it is from the grace of God alone that it derives it, and

not from nature ; a grace which could be imparted to the world only in

consequence of the death of Christ. Thus nothing is to be argued from

the actual election of the Christian Church, as God's visible and acknow.

ledged [leople on earth, in favour of the doctrine that election limits the

benefits of oi:' Lord's atonement ; but, on the contrary, this election of

i
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the Cliurch has, for one of its final causes, the illumination of the world.

But as Calvinistic commentators have so generally confounded this

collective etoction with personal election, (a doctrine to which, in its

pro[)er place, we shall presently advert,) and liave, in consequence,
misunderstood and misinterpreted the argument of St. Paul, in the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh chapters of his Epistle to tlie Romans
;

this cele

br-'ted discoursu of the apostle requires to be brielly examined.

Let the reader, then, take tiie epistle in liis hand, and follow the

argument in these chapters, with reference to the determining of the two

main questions at issue, namely, whether personal or collective election

be the subject of the apostle's discourse
;
and whether the election, of

which he speaks, of whatever kind it may be, is, in the sense of the

Calvinists, unconditional.

Let us examine the discourse, first, with reference to the question of

personal or collective election.

It is acknowledged by all, that, whatever other subjects the apostle

may or may not connect with it, he treats of the casting off of the Jews,

as the visible Church of God, and the calling of tiie Gentiles into that

relation. For the case of the .lews he expresses great
" sorrow of

heart ;" not mdeed because God had now determined to compose his

visible Church upon a new principle, that of faith, and to constitute it

no longer upon that of natural descent from Abraham
;

for to announce

this doctrine St. Paul was chosen to be an apostle, and to call, by
earnest and extensive labours, not only the Gentiles, but the Jews thank-

fully to submit to it, by receiving the Gospel : but he had great
" sor-

row of heart," both on account of their having rejected this gracious

offer, and of the calamities which the approaching destruction of their

nation would bring upon them, verses 1, 2. The enumeration which he

makes in verses 4 and 5, of the religious honours and privileges of the

Jewish nation, while it remained a Church accomplishing the purposes

of God, shows that he did not intend, by proclaiming the new foundation

on which God would now construct his Church, and elect to himself a

people out of all nations, to detract at all from the Divinity or glory of

the Mosaic Jispensation.

The ob ction made, in the mitids of the Jews, to this doctrine of the

abolition the Jewish visibli- Church as founded upon descent from

Abraham, m the line of Isaac, was, as we may collect from verse 6

that it was coiitraiy to the word and promise of God made to .\braham.

This objection St. Paul first refutes :
—" Xot as though the word of God

hath taken none effect," literally
" has fallen," or «' fallen to the ground,"

that is, has not been accomplished ;
or as though this election of a new

Church, composed only of believing Jews and Gentiles, was contrary to

the promises made to Abraham, Gen. xvii, 7, 8,
" I will establish my

Covenant l>etwecn me and thee, for an everlasting covenant, to be s
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God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee." This he proves, from

several events, which the Jews could not deny, as being in the records

of their own history. By these facts he shows, that the exclusion of a

part of the seed of Abraham, at various times, tVom being the visible .

Church of God, was not, as the Jews themselves must allow, any viola-

lion of the covenant with Abraham. He first instances the case of the

descendants of Jacob himself, although he was the son of Isaac. " All

are not Israel, (God's visible Church and acknowledged people,) who
are of Israel," or Jacob ; for a great part of the ten tribes who had been

carried inio captivity before the Babylonian invasion of Judah, had never

returned, had never been again collected into a people, and had, for

ages, been cast out of their ancient Church state and relation, though,

by natural descent, they were " of Israel," that is, descendants of

Jacob.

From Jacob he ascends to Abraham, verse 7 :
"
Neither, because they

are the seed of Abraham, are they all children," that is Abraham's " seed"

in the sense of the promise ;

" but in Isaac" not in Ishmael,
" shall thy

SEED be called ;"
" that is, they which are the children of the flesh,"

Ishmael by Hagar, and his descendants,
" these are not the children of

God. But the children of the promise," Isaac, born of Sarah, and his

dt^scendants " are counted for the seed," meaning, obviously, for that seed

to whom the promise refers. He gives a third instance of this election

and exclusion taken from the children of Isaac, ver. 10^13,
" And not

only this
;
but when Rebecca also had conceived by one, even by our

father Isaac
; (for the children being not yet born, neither having done

good or evil, that the purpose of God according to election," the election

of <5ne in preference to the other,
"
might stand, not of works, but of him

that calleth
;)

it was said unto her. The elder shall serve the younger.

As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated." On this

last passage, so often perverted to serve the system of Calvinian elec-

tion and reprobation, a few remarks more at large may be allowed.

1, The argument of the apostle, of which this instance is in continu-

ance requires us to understand that he is still speaking of " the seed"

intended in the promise, which did not comprise all the descendants

eithei of Abraham, or Isaac, or Jacob, for he brings instances of exclu-
'

sicn from each
;
but such as God elected to be his visible Church : he is

not therefore speaking of the personal election or rejection of Isaac, cr

Ishmael, or Jacob, or Esau
;
but of their descendants in certain lines, as

elected to be the acknowledged Church of God.

2. 1 his is proved, also, from those passages in the history of Moses,

which furnish the facts on which the apostle reasons, and which he

quotes briefly as being well known to the Jews. " As it is written. The

elder shall serve the younger."' Now this is written, Gen. xxv, 23,

« Two NATIONS are in thy womb, and two manner of people shall bo
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separated from thy bowels ;
and the one people shall be stronger than

the other people ; and the elder," the descendants of the elder,
" shall

serve the younger." So far, indeed, was this prophecy from being in

tended of Esau personally, that lie himself did never serve his br<;thei

Jacob, although he wantonly surrendered to him his birthright. Another

passage is found in the Prophet Malachi i, 2, 3, and expresses (icd's

dealings, not with the individuals Jacob and Esau ; but with their de-

scendants, who, according to frequent usage in Scripture, are call' d by
the names of their first ancestors. " Was not Esau Jacob's bn iher

'

yet I loved Jacob, and I hated Esau, and laid his mountains a id his

heritcge waste for tiie dragons of the wilderness!" judgments wh :h fell

not upon Esau personally, but upon the Edomites his descendants.

3. If the apostle, in this instance of Jacob and Esau, speaks ofthe rejec.

tion or reprobation of individuals, he says nothing at all to his purpose,

because he is discoursing of the rejection of the Jews, as a nation,

from being any longer the visible and acknowledged Church of God in

the world
;

so that instances of individual reprobation would have

been impertinent to his purpose. But to proceed with the apostle's

discourse.

Having shown, by these instances, that God had limited the covenant

to a part of the descendants of Abraham, at different periods, he puts it to

the objecting Jews to say, whether, on that account, there was a failure

of his covenant with Abraham
;

" What shall we say then, Is there un-

righteousness with God ? God forbid." The ward unrighteousness is

usually taken in the sense of injustice, but is sometimes used in the sense

of falsehood and unfaithfulness, by the writers of the New Testament, as

well as by the LXX
;
and in this sense it well agrees with the apostle's

reasoning ;

" Is there then unfaithfulness with God," because he has so

frequently limited the promise made to the seed of Abraham, to parti-

cular branches of that seed ? The apostle denies that in this there was

any unfaithfulness, or, in the sense of injustice, which perhaps is to be

preferred, any
"
unrighteousness in God ;" and the Jews themselves are

bound to agree with him, since, as the apostle adds, it was a general prin-

ciple laid down in their own law, by the Lawgiver himself when speaking
to Moses, and by which, therefore, all such promises of speci;il favour must

be interpreted,
—"

I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I

will have compassion on whom I will have compassion." The connec-

tion ofthese words as they stand in Exodus xxxiii, 19, shows that the inercy

and grace here spoken of, refer not, as Beza would have it, to that mercy
exercised to individuals which supposes misery, and consists in the exer-

cise of pardon ; hut to the granting of special favours and privileges.

For the words are spoken to Moses, in answer to his prayer,
"

I beseech

thee, show me thy glory." To him God had before said, verse 17
*• Thou hast found grace in my sight, and I know thee by thy name."

2
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He was not, therefore, in the case of a guiltv, miserable man. Nor do

the words refer to the forgiveness of the people at his intercession.

This had been done
;
the transaction, as to them, had been finished, as

the histon,- shows ; and then 3Ioses, encouraged by the success of his

intercessions for them, makes a bold but wholly personal request for

himself. " And he said, I beseech thee, show me thy glor\-. .\iid he

said, I will make all my goodness pass before thee, and I will proclaim
the name of the Lord before thee ; and will be gracious," in showing
these great condescensions, " to whom I will be gracious, and »-ill

show mercy on whom I will show mercy." God has a right to select

whom he pleases to enjoy special privileges ;
in this there is no "

unright-

eousness," and, therefore, in limiting those favours to such branches of

Abraham's seed, as he chose to elect, neither his justice nor his truth

was impeached. This is obvious, when the words are interpreted of the

election of collective bodies of men, and ofthe individuals which compose
them, to peculiar favours and religious privileges ; while yet all others have

still the means of salvation. The onus lies only upon them who inter-

pret this part of Scripture of personal, unconditional election and repro-

bation. to show how it can be a "
rishteoiis" proceeding to punish men

for not availing themselves ofmeans of salvation which are never afibrded

them. This is manifestly
"
unrighteous ;" but in the election and rejec

tion spoken of bv the apostle, he expressly denies that there is "
unright-

eousness with God ;" he does this in a solemn manner,
" God forbid:"

and, therefore, the kind of election and rejection of which he speaks

is not the unconditional election and reprobation of indi\iduals to or

from eternal salvation.

The conclusion of the apostle's answer to the objection of the Jews,

that the casting off a part of the Jewish nation, even all who did not

believe in Christ, was contrary' to the promises made to .\braham, is,

"So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but ofGod

that showeth mercy." He grants special favours, as the term "
showing

mercy," in the preceding verse, has been already proved to mean
;
and

in granting these special favours he often acts contran,- to the designs

and efforts of men, and frustrates both. The allusion contained in these

words, to the case of Isaac and Esau, is, therefore, highly beautiful and

appropriate,
—"

it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that ninneth."

Isaac willed that Esau, the first bom, should have the blessing ; and

Esau rmi for the venison as the means of obtaining it ; but still Jacob

obtained it. The blessing was not, however, a persona] one, but

referred to the people of whom Jacob was to be the progenitor, as the

history given by Moses will show. Thus this case also affords no exam,

pie of personal election.

The apostle having proved that there was neither unfaithfulness nor

unrighteousness in God, in selecting from his own good pleasure, frt>m

2
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his sovereignty if the term please better, the persons to be endowed with

Bpecial rehgious iionours and privileges, proceeds to show, with refer-

ence, not only to the exclusion of the Jews, as a nation, from the visible

Church, but also to the terrible judgments which our Lord himself had

predicted, and which were about to come upon them, that he exercises

also the prerogative of making some notorious sinners, and especially

when they set themselves to oppose his purposes, the eminent and un.

equivocal objects of his displeasure. Here again he uses for illustration

an example taken from the Jewish Scriptures. But let the example be

marked. Had it been his intention to show, that the personal election

of Isaac and Jacob necessarily implied the personal reprobation of Ish-

mael and Esau
;
and that their not receiving special privileges neces-

sarily cut them off from salvation, so that being left to themselves they
became objects of wrath, then would he have selected them as his illus-

trative examples, for this would have been required by his argument.
But he selects Pharaoh, not a descendant of Abraham

;
a person not

involved in the cases of noa-election which had taken place in Abraham's

family ; but a notoriously wicked prince, and one who resolved to oppose
himself to the designs of God in the deliverance of Israel from bondage.
His doctrine, then, manifestly is, that when these two characters meet

in individuals, or in nations, notorious vice and flagrant opposition to

God's plans and purposes, he often makes them the objects of his spe-
cial displeasure ; giving them up to the hardness of their hearts, and

postponing their destruction to make it more impressively manifest to

the world. In every respect Pharaoh was a most appropriate example
to illustrate the case of the body of the unbelieving Jows, who, when the

apostle wrote, were under the sentence of a terrible excision. Pharaoh

had several times hardened his own heart
;
now God hardens it, that

is,

in Scripture language, withdraws his all-gracious interposition, and gives
him up. So the Jews had hardened their hearts against repeated calls

of Christ and his apostles ;
now God was about to give them up, as a

nation, to destruction. Pharaoh was not suddenly cut oH", but was

spared ;

" for this same purpose have I raised thee up" from the efl'ect

of so many plagues ; that is, I have not destroyed thee outright. The
LXX translate,

" thou hast been preserved ;" for the Hebrew word

rendered by us,
" raised up," never signifies to bring a person or

thing into being, but to preserve, support, establish, or make to stand.

Thus, also, the Jews hud not been instantly cut off; but had been
" endured with much long siifrering," to give them an opportunity of

repentance, of which many availed themselves
;

and the remainder

were still endured, (hough they were filling up the measure of their

iniquities, and would, in the end, but by their own fault, display more

eminently, the justice and
severity of God. Pharaoh's crowning offence

was his rebellious opposition to the designs of Gcd in taking Israel
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out of Egypt, and establishing them in Canaan as an independent natioii,

and as the Church of God ;
the Jews filled up the measure of their

iniquities by endeavouring to withstand the purpose of God as to the

Gentiles
;

his purpose to elect a Church, composed of both Jews and

Gentiles, only on the ground of faith, and this made the cases parallel.

Therefore, says the apostle, it follows from all these examples, that

" he hath mercy on whom he will have mercy," gives special religious

advantages to those whom he wills to elect for this purpose ;

" and

whom he will," whom he chooses to select as examples from among
notorious sinners who rebelliously oppose his designs, "he hardeneth,"

or gives up to a hardness v.'hich they themselves have cherished. In

verse 19, the Jew is again introduced as an objector.
" Thou wilt say

then unto me, Why doth he yet find fault ? For who hath resisted his

will ?" and to this St. Paul answers,
"
Nay but, O man, who art thou

that repliest against God ? Shall the thing formed say to him that

formed it. Why hast thou made me thus?" verse 20. The usual way
in which the objection is explained, by non-Calvinistic commentators,

is
;
—if the continuance of the Jews in a state of disobedience, was

the consequence of the determination of God to leave them to them-

selves, why should God still find i'ault ? If they had become obdurate by

the judicial withholding of his grace, why should the Jews still be

blamed, sihce his will had not been resisted, but accomplished? If this

be the sense of the objection, then the import of the apostle's answer

will be, that it is both perverse and wicked for a nation justly given up

to obduracy,
" to reply against God," or " debate" the case with him

; and

that it ought silently at least to submit to its penal dereUction, recollect-

ing Jhat God has an absolutp power over nations, not only to raise them

to peculiar honours and privileges, and to take them away, as " the potter

.las power over the clay to make one vessel to honour, and another to

dishonour ;" but to leave them to fill up the measure of their sins, that

his judgments may be the more conspicuous. That this is a better

and more consistent sense than that forced upon these words by Cal-

vinistic commentators, may be freely admitted
;
but it is not wholly

satisfactory.

For, 1. One sees not what can be expected from a people judicially

given up, but a "
replying against God ;" or what end is to be answered

by taking any pains to teach a people, in this hopeless case, not " to

reply against God," but to suffer his judgments in silence.

2. As Uttle discoverable, if this be the meaning, is the appropriate-

ness of the apostle's allusion to the parable of the potter in Jeremiah,

chap, xviii. There almighty God declares his absolute power over

nations to give them what form and condition he pleases ;
but still

under these rules, that he repents of the evil which he threatens against

wicked nations, when they repent, and withdraws his blessings from

2
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them when tliey are abused. But this illustration is surely not appio-

priate to the case of a nation given up to final obduracy, because the

parable of the potter supposes the time of trial, as to such nations, not

yet passed.
" O house of Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter?

saith the Lord. Behold, as the clay is in the potter's hand, so are ye

in mine hand, O house of Jsrael. At what instant I shall speak con.

ceming a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to pluck up, and to piJl

down, and to destroy it ; if that nation, against whom I have pro- .

nounced, turn fr.ini their evil, I will repent of the evil that I thought to do

unto them. And at what instant I shall speak concerning a nation and

concerning a kingdom, to build and to plant it
;

if it do evil in my sight,

that it obey not my voice, then I will repent of the good, wherewith I

said I would benefit them." There is here no allusion to nations being

kep'. in a state of judicial dereliction and obduracy, in order to make their

punishment more conspicuous.

3. When the apostle speaks of the potter making of the " same

lump, one vessel to honour and another to dishonour," the last term

does not fully apply to the state of a people devoted to inevitable de-

struction. It is true, that in a following verse he speaks of " vessels of
tcrath fitted to destruction ;" but that is in another view of the case of

the Jews, as we shall immediately show
;
nor does he affirm that they

were "fitted to destruction" by God. There he speaks of what men

fit themselves for
;
or that fitness for the infliction of the Divine wrath

upon them, which they themselves, by their perverseness, create.—
Here he speaks of an act of God, using the figure of a potter forming

some vessels " to honour, others to dishonour." But dishonour is not

destruction. No potter makes vessels to destroy them ; and we may
be certain, that when Jeremiah went down to the potter's house, to see

him work the clay upon
" the wheel," that the potter was not employed

in forming vessels to destroy them. On the contrary-, says the prophet,

when the lump of clay was "marred in his hand;" so that not for want

of skill in himself, but of proper quahty in the clay, it took not the form

he designed, of the same lump he made " another vessel, as it seemed

good to the potter to make it ;"
—a meaner vessel, as the inferior qua-

lity
or temper of the clay admitted, instead of that finer and mors orna-

mental form which it would not take. The application of this was

natural and easy to the house of Israel. It had become a lump of mar-

red daij in the hands of the potter, which answered not to his design,

and yielded not to his will. This illustrated the case of the Jews pre-

vious to the captivity of Babylon : they were marred in his hand, they

were not answering the design for which he made them a people ; but

then the potter gave the stubborn clay another, though a baser form,

nnd did not cast it away from him : he put the Jews into the condition

of slaves and captives in a strange land, and reduced them from their

2
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honourable rank among the nations. This might have been averted by
their repentance ;

but when the clay became utterly
"
marred," it was

turned into this inferior and less honourable form and state. But all

this was not excision ;
not destruction. The proceeding was correc-

tive, as well as punitive ;
it brought them to repentance in Babylon ;

and God "
repented him of the evil." The potter took even that vessel

which had been made unto dishonour for seventy years, and made of it

again
" a vessel unto honour," by restoring the oolitv and Church rela-

tion of the Jews.

4. The interpretation to which these objections are made, also sup-

poses that the body of the Jewish nation had arrived at a state of dere

liction already. But this epistle was written several years before the

destruction of Jerusalem ;
and although the threatening had gone forth,

as to the dereliction and "
hardening" of the perseveringly impenitent,

it is plain, from the labours of the apostle himself to convert the Jews

every where, and from his "prayers, that Israel might be saved,"

chap. X, 1
;

that he did not consider them, as yet at least, in this

condition
; though most of them, and especially those in Judea, were

hastening to it.

Let us then take a view of this part of the apostle's discourse, in

some respects different. The objecting Jew, upon the apostle having

stated that God shows mercy, or special favour to whom he will, and

selects out of the mass of sinners whom he pleases, for marked and

eminent punishment, says,
" Why doth he yet find fault ?" " Why does

he, by you, his messenger, allowing you your apostolic commission,

continue to reprove and blame the Jews ? for who hath resisted his will ?"

According to your ovm doctrine, he chooses the Gentiles and rejects

us ; his will is accomphshed, not resisted :
" why then doth he still find

fault ?" We may grant that the objection of the Jew goes upon the

Calvinistic view of sovereignty and predestination, and the shutting out

of all conditions
; but then it is to be remembered, that it is the objec-

lion of a perverse and unbelieving Jew
;
and that it is refuted, not con.

ceded, by the apostle ;
for he proceeds whoU}' to cut off all ground and

pretence of "
replying against God," by his reference to the parable of

the potter in Jeremiah. This reference, according to the view we have

already given of that parable, shows, 1. That "the vessel" was not

made " unto dishonour," until the clav of which it was formed, had been

"marred in the hand of the potter ;" that is, not until trial being made,

it did not conform to his design ;
did not work according to the pattern

in his mhid. This is immediately explained by the prophet ;
the nation

did not "
repent," and " turn from its wickedness," and therefore God

dealt with them " as seemed good" to him. Thus, in the time of the

apostle, the Jewish nation was the clay marred in the hands of God.—

From its stubbornness and want of temper, it had not conformed to hig

2
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design of bringing it to the honourable form of a Cliristian Church, in

association with the Cientiles. It was therefore made " a vessel unto

dislioiiuur," unchurched, and disowned of (iod, as its forefathers had

been in Babylon. Tliis was the dislionoured, degraded condition, of all

the unbelieving Jews in the apostle's day, although the destruction of

their city, and temple, and polity, had not taken place. They were

rejected from being the visible Church of God from the rending of the

veil of the temple, or at least, from the day of pentecost, when God

visibly took possession of his new spiritual Church, by the descent of

the Holy Ghost. But all t'lis was their own "fault ;" and therefore,

iiotwillistanding the objection of the perverse Jew, " faidt" niigiit be

found with llictn who refused the gloiy of a higher Church estate

than that which their circumcision formerly gave ;
and which had

been so long and so all'ectionately offered to them
;

with men who,

not only would not enter " the kingdom of God" themselves, but at-

tempted to hinder even the Gentiles from entering in, as far as lay in

their power.
2. The reference to the parable of the potter served to silence their

"
replying against God" also

; because, in the interpretation which

Jereiniali gives of that parable, he represents even the vessel formed

unto dishonour, out of the mass which was " marred in the hand of the

potter," as still within the reach of the Divine favour, upon repentance ;

and so the conduct of God to the Jews, instead of proceeding as the Jew

in his objection supposes, upon rigid predestinarian and unconditional

grounds, left their state still in their own hands : they had no need to

remain vessels of dishonour, since the Christian Church was still open
to them, with its higher than Jewish honours. Tlie word of the Lord,

by his prophet, immediately on his having visited the potter's house,

declares that if a nation "
repent," he will repent of the evil designed

against, or brouglit upon it. The Jews in Babylon, although they

were there in the Ibrm of dishonoured vessels, did repent ;
and of

that dislionoured mass " vessels of honour" were again made, at their

restoration to their own land. Instead of replying against God, they

bowed to his judgments in silence ; and, as we read in the prayer of

Daniel, confessed them just. Every Jew had this option when the

apostle wrote, and has it now
;
and therefore St. Paul does not here call

upon the Jews, as persons hardened and derelict of God, to be silent,

and own the justice of God
;
but as persons whose silent submission

would be the first step to their recovery. Nor will they always, even

as a people, remain vessels of dishonour ; but be formed again on the

potter's
wheel as vessels of honour and glory, of which the return

from Babylon was probably a type. The object of the apostle wua,

therefore, to silence a rebellious and perverse re|)lying against (iod, by

producing a conviction, both of his sovereign right to dispense his
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favours as he pleeises, and of his justice in inflicting punishments upon
those who set themselves against his designs ;

and thus to bring th»

Jews to repentance.

3. What follows verse 22 serves farther, and by another view, to

silence the objecting Jew. It was true, that the body of the Jewish

people in Judea, and tiieir polity would be destroyed : our Lord had

predicted it
;

and the apostles frequently, but tenderly, advert to it.

This prediction did not, however, prove that the Jews were, at the time

the apostle wrote, generally, in a state of entire and hopeless derelic-

tion
; or the apostle would not so earnestly have sought, and so fervently

have prayed for their salvation. Nor did that event itself prove, that

those who still remained, and to this day remain, were gi\en up entirely

by God
;

for if so, why should the Church have been, in all ages,

taught to look for their restoration : no time being fixed, and no signs

established, to enable us to conclude that the dereliction had been taken

off"? Tlie temporal punishment of the Jews of Judea had no connec-

tion \vith the question of their salvability as a people. To this sad

national event, however, the apostle adverts, in the next verses.—
" What," or beside,

" if God, willing to show his wrath, and to make
his power known, endured with much long suffering, the vessels of

wrath fitted to destruction : and that he might make known the riches

of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which he had before prepared to

glorj', even us, whom he hath called, not of the Jews only, but also of

the Gentiles. As he saith also in Osee, I will call them my people, who
were not my people," »Scc, ver. 22-25. The apostle does not state his

conclusion, but leaves it to be understood. He intended it manifestly,
farther to silence the perverse objections of the Jews

;
and he gives it

as a proof, not of sovereignty alone, but of sovereignty and justice ,

sovereign mercy to the Gentiles
;
but justice to the Jews : as though he

had said, this procedure is also righteous, and leaves no room to reply

against God.

The metaphor of " vessels" is still carried on
;
but by

" vessels of dis

honour, formed by the potter," and " vessels of wrath, fitted for destruc-

tion," he does not mean vessels in the same condition ; but in different

conditions. This is plain, from the difl^erence of expression adopted :

"vessels unto dishonour,'' and " vessels o{ wrath ;" but as the apostle's

reasoning is evidently influenced by the reference he has made to the

parables of the potter, in the eighteenth and nineteenth chapters of Jere-

miah, we must again refer to that prophecy for illustration. In all the

examples which, in this discourse, St. Paul takes out of the Old Testa-

ment, it has been justly observed by critics, that he quotes briefly, and

only so as to give to the Jews, who were well acquainted with their

Scriptures, the key to the whole context in which the passages stand to

which he directs their attention. So in the verses before us, by refer-

VoL. II. 21
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ring to the potter forming the vessels on the wheel, he directs them to

the whole section of prophecy, of which tliat is tlie introduction. By

examining this it will be found, that the prophet, in dehvering his mes-

sage, m.iiics use of the work of the potter for illustration, in two states,

and for two purposes. The first we have explained :
—the giving to

the mass, marred in the hands of the potter, another form ;
which ex-

pressed that dishonoured, and humbled state, in. which the Jews, both

for punishment and correction, were placed under captivity in Baby.
Ion. But connected with the humbling of this proud people, by rejecting

them for seventy years, as God's visible Church, was also tiie terrible

destruction of .lerusalem, and the temple itself. With reference to this,

the prophet, in the nineteenth chapter, which is a continuation of the

eighteenth, receives this command, " Thus saith the Lord, Go and get

a potter's earthen bottle, and take of the ancients of the people, and the

ancients of the priests ;
and go forth unto the vallej' of the sons of Hin-

nom, which is by the entry of the east gate, and proclaim there the

words that I shall tell thee, and say. Hear ye the word of the Lord, O

kings of Judah, and inhabitants of Jerusalem : Thus saith the Lord of

hosts, the God of Israel ;
behold I will bring evil upon this place, the

which whosoever heareth, his ears shall tingle." And then having

delivered his awful message in various forms of malediction, he is thus

commanded, in verse 10, "Then shalt thou break the bottle in the sight

of the men that go with thee, and shalt say unto them. Thus saith the

Lord of hosts
;
even so will I break this people and this city, as one

brcakeih a potter's vessel, that cannot be made whole again." As this

stands in the same section of prophecy as the parable of the forming of

vessels out of clav by the poller, can it be doubted to what the apostle

refers w hen he speaks, not only of " vessels made unto dishonour,'' but

also of " vessels of wrath fitted for destruction ?" The potter's earthen

bottle, broken by Jeremiah, was " a vessel of wrath fitted for destruc-

tion," though not in the mtention of the potter who formed it ;
and the

breaking or destruction of it represented, as the prophet himself says,

the destruction of the city, temple, and polity of the Jews, by the inva-

sion of the forces of the king of Babylon. The coming destruction of

the temple, city, and polity of the Jews by the Romans was tiiereby fitly

represented by tlie same figure in words, that is, the destruction of an

earthen vessel by violent fracture, as the former calamity had been re.

presented by it in action. Farther, the circumstances of these two great

national punishments signally answer to each other. In the former,

the Jews ceased to be the visible Church of God for seventy years ;
in

the latter, they have been also uncimrched for many ages. Their tern-

porary rejection as llie visible Church of God when they were taken

into captivity by Nebuchadnezzar, was marked, also, by circumstances

of severe and terrible vengeance, by invasion, and the destruction of their
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political state. Their longer rejection, as God's Church, was also ac.

companied by judgments of the same kind, and by their more terrible

excision and dispersion, as a body politic. As the prophet refers to

both circumstances, so, in his usual manner of teaching by action, he

illustrates both by symbols. The first, by the work of the potter on the

wheels
; the second, by taking

" an earthen bottle, a vessel out of he

house of the potter, and destroying it before the eyes of the ancients of

the people and the ancients of the priests." The apostle, in like man.

ner, refers to both events, and makes use of the same symbols verbally.

The " dishonoured" state of the Jews, as no longer acknowledged by

God as his people, since they would not enter the new Church, the

New Jerusalem, hy faith, is shown by the vessel formed by the potter

unto " dishonour ;" the collateral calamities brought upon their city,

temple, and nation, arising out of their enormous sins, is shown by allu-

sion to the prophet's breaking another vessel, an earthen bottle. This

temporal destruction of the Jews, by the Roman invasion, was also

figurative of the future and final punishment of all persevering unbe-

hevers. As to the Jews of that day living in Judea, the nation of the

Jews, the punishment figured by the broken vessel was final, for they

were destroyed by the sword, and wasted by slavery ;
and as to all who

persevered in unbelief, the future punishment in eternit}' would be final

and hopeless,
" as one breaketh a potter's vessel that cannot be made

whole again :" a sufficient proof that St. Paul is not speaking of the

vessel in its state of clay, on the potter's wheel, which might be made

whole again ; and, therefore, the punishment figured by that was not

final, but corrective ;
for the Jews, though made vessels unto dishono'ur

in Babylon, were again made vessels of honour on their restoration
;

and the Jews now, though for a much longer period existing as " ves-

sels of dishonour," shall be finally restored, brought into the Church

of Christ, acknowledged to be his people, as the believing Gentiles are,

and thus, united with them, again be made " vessels unto honour."

The application of the apostle's words, in the verses just commented

upon, as intended to silence the "
replying" of the Jews against God, is

now obvious. They could urge no charge upon God for making them

vessels of dishonour by taking away their Church state, for that was

their own fault
; they were " marred in his hands," and they yielded

not to his design. But their case was no more hopeless than that of

the Jews in Babylon ; they might still be again made vessels of honour.

And then, as to the case of the " vessels of wrath fiited for destruction,"

those stubborn Jews who were bringing upon themselves the Roman

invasion, with the destruction of their city and nation
;
and all perverse,

unbelieving Jews, who continued, in other parts of the world, to reject

the Gospel ; although their approaching punishment would be final and

remediless, yet was there no ground for them " to reply against God'
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on lliat account, as though this dispensation of wrath were the result

of unconditional predestination and rigid sovereignty. On the contrary,

it was an act of pure and unquestionable justice, which the apostle

proves by its being brought upon themselves by their own sins
;
and by

the circumstance that it did not take place until after God had " en-

dured them with much long suffering."

1. The destruction was brought upon themselves by their own sins.

This is manifest from all the instances in the New Testament, in which

their sins are charged upon them as the cause of their calamities, and

which need not be quoted ;
and also from the expression in the text

before us, vessels "/iV/frf to destruction." The word might as well have

been rendered "
adapted to destruction," which fitness or congruity for

punishment can be produced only by sin
;
and this sin must have been

their own choice and fault, unless we should blasphemously make God

the author of sin, which but a few Calvinistic divines have been bold

enough to affirm. Nor are we to overlook the change of speech which

the apostle uses
( Woljius in loc.) when speaking of " the vessels of

mercy." Their "
preparation unto glory," is ascribed expressly to

God,—"which HE had afore prepared unto glory ;" but of the vessels

of wrath the apostle simply says passively, "fitted to destruction," leaving

the agent to be inferred from the nature of the thing, and from the testi-

mony of Scripture, which uniformly ascribes the sins of men to them

selves, and their punishment to their sins.

2. The justice of God's proceeding as to the incorrigible Jews is still

more strongly marked bv the declaration, that these vessels of wrath

fifted, or adapted to destruction, were " endured with much long sufer-

ing." To say that their punishment was delayed to render it more

conspicuous, after they had been left or given up by God, would be no

impeachment of God's justice ;
but it is much more consonant to the

tenor of Scripture to consider the "
long suffering" here mentioned, as

exercised previously to their being given up to the hardness of their

hearts, like Pharaoh, and even afler they were, in a rigid construction

of just severity,
" fitted for destruction :" the punishment being delayed

to afford them still farther opportunities for repentance. The barren

tree, in our Lord's parable, was the emblem of the Jewish nation,

and no one can denv that aficr the Lord had come for many years

•'seeking fruit and finding none," this fruitless tree was "fitted" to be

cut down ;
and yet it was " endured with much long sufl^ring." This

view is, also, farther supported bv the import of the word "
long suffer-

ing," and its use in the New Testament. Long suffering is a mode of

mercy, and the reason of its exercise is only to be foimd in a merciful

intentinn. Hence "
goodness and forbearance, and long suffering," are

united by the apostle, in another part of this epistle, when speaking of

these very Jews, in a passage which may be considered as strictly
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paralle with that before us. " Or despisest thou the riches of his

goodness and forbearance, and long suffering ; not iinowing that the

goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance ! But after thy hardness and

impenitent heart treasurest up unto thyself wrath againt the day of

wrath, a-id revelation of the righteous judgment of God ;" which
"wrath" the long suffering of God was exercised to prevent, by lending
them « to repentance," Rom. ii, 4, 5. So also St. Peter teaches us,

that the end of God's long suffering to men is a merciful one : he is

"
long suffering to us-ward, not willing that any should perish, but that

all should come to repentajice." The passage in question, therefore,
cannot be understood of persons derelict and forsaken of God, as though
the long suffering of God, in enduring them, were a part of the process
of "showing his wrath and making his power known." Doddridge, a

moderate Calvinist, paraphrases it :
*' What if God, resolving" at last

" to manifest his wrath, and make his power known, hath," in the mean.

time,
" endured with much long sufTering" those who shall finally appear

to be "the vessels of wrath fitted to destruction?" to which there is no

objection, provided it be allowed that in this " meantime" they might
have repented and obtained mercy.
Thus the proceedings of God as to the Jews shut out all "

reply" and
" debate" with God. Nothing was unjust in his conduct to the impeni-
tent among them, for they were " vessels of wrath fitted for destruc-

tion," wicked men, justly liable to it, and yet, before God proceeded to

his work of judgment, he endured them with forbearance, and gave them

many opportunities of coming into his Church on the new election of

believers both of Jews and Gentiles. And as to this election, the whole

was a question not of justice but of grace, and God had the unques-
tionable right of forming a new believing people,

" not of the Jews onl}-,

but also of the Gentiles," and of filling them, as " vessels of honour,"
with those riches, that fulness of glory, as his now acknowledged
Church, for which he had " afore prepared them" by faith, the only

ground of their admission into his covenant. The remainder of the

chapter, on which we have commented, contains citations from the pro-

phecies, with respect to the salvation of the "
remnant," of the believ.

ing Jews, and the calling of the Gentiles. The tenth and eleventh

chapters which continue the discourse, need no particular examination ;

but will be found to contain nothing but what most obviously refers to

the collective rejection of the Jewish nation, and the collective election

of the " remnant" of believing Jews, along with all believing Gentiles,

into the visible Church of God.

We have now considered this discourse of the Apostle Paul, with

reference to the question of personal or collective election, and find that

it can be interpreted only of the latter. Let us consider it, secondly,

with refeience to the question o[ unconditional election, a doctrine which
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we shall certainly find in it
;
but in a sense very different from that in

which it is held by Calvinists.

Bv unconditional election, divines of this class understand an election

of persons to eternal life without respect to their faith or obedience,

these qualities in them being supposed necessarily to follow as conse-

quences of their election; by unconditional reprobation, the counterpart

jf the former doctrine, is meant a non-election or rejection of certain

persons from eternal salvation
; unbelief and disobedience following this

1 ejection as necessary consequences. Such kind of election and rejec-

tion has no place in this cbapter, although the subject of it is the elec-

tion and rejection of bodies of men, which is a case more imfettered

with conditions than any other. We have, indeed, in it several instances

of unconditional election. Such was that of the descendants of Isaac

to be God's visible Church, in preference to those of Islimael ; such was

that of Jacob, to the exclusion of Esau
;
which election was declared

when the children were yet in the womb, before they bad done "
good

or evil ;" so that the blessing of the special covenant did not descend

upon the posterity of Jacob because of any righteousness in Jacob, nor

was it taken away from the descendants of Esau because of any wick

edness in their progenitor. In like manner, when almighty God de-

termined no longer to found his visible Church upon natural descent

from Abraham in the line of Isaac and Jacob, nor in any line according
to the flesh

;
but to make faith in his Son Jesus Christ the gate of ad-

mission into this privilege, he acted according to the same sovereigr,

pleasure. It is not impossible to conceive that he might have carried

on his saving purposes among the Gentiles through Christ, without set-

ling up a visible Church among them
; as, before the coming of Christ,

he carried on such purposes in the Gentile nations, (unless we suppose
that all but the Jews perished,) without collecting them into a body, and

making himself their head as his Churcii, and calling himself " their

God" by special covenant, and by visible and constant signs acknow-

ledging them to be " his people." Greatly inferior would have been the

mercy to the Gentile world had this plan been adopted : and, as far as

it appears to us, the system of Christianity would have been much less

efficient. We are, indeed, bound to believe this, since Divine wisdom and

goodness have determined on another mode of procedure ; but still it is

conceivable. On the contrary, the purpose of God was now not onlv to

continue a visible Church in the world, liut to extend it in its visilile,

collective, and organized form, into all nations. Yet this resolve rested

on no goodness in those who were to be subjects of it : both Jews and

Gentiles were " concluded under sin," and " the whole world was guilty

before (iod." As this plan is carried into effect l>v extending itself into

different nations, we see the same sovereign pleasure. A man of Mace-

dor.'.a appears to Paul in a vision by nijrht, and cries,
" Come over and

2
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help us ;' but we have no reason to believe that the Macedonians were

better than other Gentiles, although they were elected to the enjoyment
of the privileges and advantciges of evangelical ordinances. So in

modern times parts of Hindostan have been elected to receive the Gas.

pel, and yet its inhabitants presented nothing more worthy of this elec.

tion than the people of Tibet, or California, who have not yet been

elected. We call this sovereignty ;
not indeed in the sense of many

Calvinistic writers, who appear to understand by the sovereign acts ot

God those procedures which he adopts only to show that he has the

power to execute them
;
but because the reasons of them, whether they

are reasons of judgment, or wisdom, or mercy, are hidden from us—
either that we [lave no immediate interest in them, or that they are too

deep and ample for our comprehension, or because it is an important

lesson for men to be taught to bow with reverent submission to his regal

prerogatives. This is the unconditional election and non-election taught

by the apostle in this chapter ,
but what we deny is, that either the

spiritual blessings connected with religious privileges follow as necessary

consequences from this election
;
or that unbelief, disobedience, and

eternal ruin Ibllow in the same manner from non-election. Of both

these opinions the apostle's discourse itself furnishes abundant refutation.

Let us take the instances of election. The descendants of Abraham

in the line of Isaac and Jacob were elected ;
but true faith, and obe.

difence, and salvation, did not follow as infallible consequents of that

election. On the contrary, the " Jew outwardly," and the " Jew in-

wardly," were always distinguished in the sight of God ;
and the chil-

dren of Abraham's faith, not the children of Abraham's body, were the

true' "Israel of God." Again, the Gentiles were at length elected to

be the visible Church of God ;
but obedience and salvation did not fol-

low as necessary consequents of this election. On the contrary, many
Gentiles chosen to special religious privileges have, in all ages, neglected

the great salvation, and have perished, though professing the name of

Christ ; and in that pure age in which St. Paul wrote, when compara-

tively few Gentiles entered the Church but with a sincere faith in Christ,

he warns all of the danger of excision for unbelief and disobedience :
—

" Thou standest by faith
;
be not high minded, but fear." " For if God

spared not the natural branches, take heed lest he also spare not thee."

" Toward thee goodness, if thou continue in his goodness ;
otherwise

thou also shalt be cut off." Certain, therefore, it is, that although this

collective election of bodies of men to religious privileges, and to be-

come the visible Church of God, be unconditional, the salvation to

which these privileges were designed to lead, depends upon personal

faith and obedience.

Let us turn, then, to the instances of non-election or rejection : and

here it will be found that unbelief, disobedience, and punishment, do not

2
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follow as infallible consequents of this dispensation. Abraham was

greatly interested for Ishmael, and obtained, in answer to his prayer, at

least temporal promises in his beliiilf", and in that of his posterity ;
and

there is no reason to conclude from any thing which occurs in the

sacred writers, that his Arabian descendants were shut out, except by
their own choice and fault, at any lime, from the hopes of salvation ;

at least prev.ous to their embracing the imposture of Mohammed ; for

if sr), we must give up Job and his friends as reprobates. The know-

ledge of the true God existed long in Arabia ;
and " Arabians" were

among the fruits of primitiv; Christianity, as we learn from the Acts of

the Apostles.

Nor have we any ground to conclude that the Edomites, as such,

were excluded from the mercies of God, because of their non-election

as his visible Church. Tin ir proximity to the Jewish nation must have

served to preserve among them a considerable degree of religious know-

ledge ; and their continuance as a people for many ages may argue at

least no great enormity of wickedness among them
;
which is confirmed

by the reasons given for their ultimate destruction. The final maledic-

tion against this people is uttered by the Prophet Malachi :
—" Whereas

Edom sailh. We are impoverished, but we will return and build the

desolate places ; thus saith the Lord of hosts, Thev shall build, but 1

will throw down
;
and thoy shall call them the bordkr of wickedness,

and the people against whom the Lord hath indignation for ever," i,'4.

Thus their destruction was the result of their " wickedness" in the later

periods of their hislory ; nor have we any reason to conclude that this

was more inevitable than that of other ancient nations, whom God, as in

the case of Assyria, called to repentance ;
but who, not regarding the

call, were finally destroyed. That the Edomites were not, in more an-

cient times, the objects of the Divine displeasure, is manifest from Deut.

ii, .5, where it is recorded that God commanded the Israeliies,
" Meddle

not with them
; for 1 will not give you of their land, no, not so much as

a foot breadth
; because I have given Mount Seir unto Esau for a pos-

session." They also outlived, as a people, the ten tribes of Israel
; they

continued to exist when the two tribes were carried into captivity to

Babylon ;
and about the year of the world 387.^, or 129 before the

Christian era, John Hircanus entirely subdued them, and obliged thera

to incorporate with the Jewish nation and to receive religion. They
professed consequently the same faith, and were thus connected with the

visible Church of tJod. (3)

(3)
"
Having conquered the Edomites, or Idumeans," says Prideaux,

" he re

duced them to thui necessity, either to embrace the Jewish religion, or else to

liavo the cuunlry, and eeek new dwellinj;s elsewhere ; whereon, choosing rather

lo leave their idolatry than thi'ir country, they all became proselytes tothe Jewiih

religion," &c. (Cunvrx. vol. iii, pp. 365, 366.)

2
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We come, finally, to the case of the rejected Jews in the verj' eige of

the apostles. The purpose of God, as we have seen, was to abolish the

former ground on which his visible Church had for so many ages been

built, that of natural descent from Abraham by Isaac and Jacob ;
but

this was so far from shutting out the Jews from spiritual blessings, that

though, as Jews, they were now denied to be God's Church, yet they

were all invited to come in with the Gentiles, or rather to lead the way
into the new Church established on the new principle of faith in Jesus, as

the Christ. Hence the apostles were commanded to "
begin at Jerusa-

lem" to preach the Gospel ; hence they made the Jews the first offer in

every place in Asia Minor, and other parts of the Roman empire, into

which they travelled on the same blessed errand. Many of the Jews

accepted the call, entered into the Church state on the new principle on

which the Church of Christ was now to be elected, and hence they are

called, by St. Paul, "the remnant according to the election of grace,"

Rom. xi, 5, and " ilie election." The rest, it is true, are said to have

been " blinded ;" just in the same sense as Pharaoh was hardened. He
hardened his own heart, and was judicially left to his obduracy ; they

blinded themselves bv their prejudices and worldliness and spiritual

pride, and were at length judicially given up to blindness. But then

might they not all have had a share in this new election into this new

Church of God ? Truly every one of them
;

for thus the apostle argues,

Rom. ix, 30-32,
" What shall we say then ? That the Gentiles, which

followed not after righteousness, have attained to righteousness, even

the righteousness which is of faith ; but Israel, wliich followed after the

law of righteousness, hath not attained to the law of righteousness.

Wherefore ? Because they sought it not bt faith, but, as it were,

by the works of the law." And thus we have it plainly declared that

they were excluded from the new spiritual Church of God, not by any
act of sovereignty, not by any decree of reprobation, but by an act of

their own : they rejected the doctrine and way of faith
; they attained

not unto righteousness, becattse they sought it not by faith.

The collective election and rejection taught in this chapter is not then

uiiconditional, in the sense of the Calvinists ;
and neither the salvation

of the people elected, nor the condemnation of the people rejected, flows

as necessary consequents from these acts of the Divine sovereignty.

They are, indeed, mysterious procedures ;
for doubtless it must be

allowed that they place some portions of men in circumstances more

favoured than others
;
but even in such cases God has shut out the

charge of "
unrighteousness," by requiring from men according

" lo

what they have, and not according to what they have not," as we learn

from many parts of Scripture which reveal the principles of the Divine

administration, both as to this life and another
; for no man is shut out

from the mercy of God, but by his own fault. He has connected these

2
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events also with wise and gracious general plans, as to the human race.

They are not acts of arbitrary will, or of caprice ; they are acts of

" wisdom and knowledge," the mysterious bearings of which are to be

in future times developed.
" O the depth, both of the wisdom and

knowledge of God ! how unsearchable are his judgments, and his ways

past finding out !" These are the devout expressions with which St.

Paul concludes this discourse
;
but they would ill apply to the sovereign,

arbitrary, and unconditional reprobation of men from God's mercies in

time and eternity, on the principle of taking some and leaving others

without any reason in thei.iselves. There is no plan in this
;
no wis-

dom ; no mystery ; and it is capable of no farther development for the

instruction and benefit of the world
;

for that which rests originally on

no reason but solely on arbitrary will, is incapable, from its very nature,

of becoming the component part ot" a deeply laid, and, for a time, mys.
terious plan, which is to be brightened into manifest wisdom, cmd to ter-

minate in the good of mankind, and the glory of God.

The only argument of any weight which is urged to prove, that in

the election spoken of in this discourse of St. Paul, individuals are

intended, is, that though it should be allowed that the apostle is speaking

of the election of bodies of men to be the visible Church of God ; yet, as

none are acknowledged by him to be his true Church, except true

believers
; therefore, the election of men to faith and eternal life, as

individuals, must necessarily be included
;
or rather, is the main thing

spoken of. For as the spiritual seed of Abraham were the only persons

allowed to be " the Israel of God" under the Old Testament dispensa-

tion ;
and as, upon the rejection of the Jews, true believers only, both

of Jews and Gentiles, were allowed to constitute the Church of Christ,

the spiritual seed of Abraham, under the law
;
and genuine Christians,

both of Jews and Gentiles, under the Gospel, are " the election ;" and

"the remnant according to tlieelection of grace," mentioned by the apostle.

In this argument truth is greatly mixed up with error, which a few

observations will disentangle.

1. It is a mere assumption, that the spiritual Israelites, under the law,

in opposition to the Israelites by birth, are any where called " the elec-

tion ;" and " the remnant according to the election of grace ;" or even

alluded to under these titles. The first phrase occurs in Romans xi, 7,

" What then ? Israel hath not obtained that which he seeketh for
;
hit

the election hath obtained it, and the rest were blinded." Here it is

evident that " the election" means the Jews of that day, who believed in

Christ, in opposition to " the rest," who believed not
;

in other words.

" the election" was th;U part of the Jews, who had been chosen into the

Christian Church, by faith. The second phrase occurs in verse 5, of

the same chapter,
" Even so, then, at this present time, also, there is a

remnant according to the election of grace ;" where the same class of

2
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persons, the believing Jews, who submitted to the plan of election into

the Church by
'^

grace," through faith, are the only persons spoken of.

Nor are these terms used to designate the believing Gentiles ; they

belong exclusively to the Christianized portion of the Jewish nation, and

as the contrary assumption is without any foundation, the inferences

drawn from it are imaginary.
2. It is true that, under the Old Testament dispensation, the spiritual

seed of Abraham were the only part of the Israelites who were, with

reference to their spiritual and eternal state, accepted of God
;
but it is

not true, that the election of which the apostle speaks, was confined to

them. With reference to Esau and Jacob, the apostle says, Romans

ix, 11, 13, "For the children being not yet born, neither having
done good or evil, that the purpose of God, according to election, might

stand, not of works, but of him that calleth ;
it was said unto her. The

elder shall serve the younger ;
as it is written, Jacob have I loved, but

Esau have I hated." The " election" here spoken of, or God's purpose
to elect, relates to Jacob being chosen in preference to Esau

;
which

election, as we have seen, respected the descendants of Jacob. Now,
if this meant the election of the pious descendants of Jacob only, and

not his natural descendants
;
then the opposition between the election

of the progeny of Jacob, and the non-election of the progeny of Esau,

is destroyed ; and there was no reason to say,
" Jacob have I loved, but

Esau have I hated," or loved less
;
but the pious descendants of Jacob

have I loved and elected
;
and the rest I have not loved, aiid therefore

have not elected. Some of the Calvinistic commentators have felt this

ffidiculty, Emd therefore say, that these cases are not given as examples

of the election and reprobation of which the apostle speaks ;
but as

illustrations of it. If considered as illustrations, they must be felt to be

of a very perplexing kind
;

for how the preference of one nation to an-

other, when, as we have seen, this did not infallibly secure the salva-

tion of the more favoured nation, nor the eternal destruction of the less

favoured, can illustrate the election of individuals to eternal life, and the

reprobation of other individuals to eternal death, is difficult to conceive.

But they are manifestly examples of that one election, of which the

apostle speaks throughout; and not illustrations of one kind of election

by another. They are the instances which he gives in proof that the

election of the believing Jews of his day to be, along with the believing

Gentiles, the visible Church of God, and the rejection of the Jews after

the flesh, was not contrary- to the promises of God made to Abraham;

because God had, in former times, made distingtions between the natu-

ral desi^endants of Abraham as to Church privileges, without any

impeachment of his faithfulness to his word. Again, if the election of

which the apostle speaks were that of pious Jews in all ages, so that they

alone stood in a Church relation to God, and were thus the only Jew"
2
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n covenant with him
;
how could he speak of the rejection of the other

portion of the Jews ? Of their beitrg cut off? Of the covenants "
per-

taining" to them ? They could not be rejected, who were never

received ;
nor cut off, who were never branches in the stock

;
nor have

covenants pertaining to them, if in these covenants they had never been

included.

3. This notion, that the ancient election of a part of the descendants

of Abraham spoken of by the apostle, was of the pious Jews only, and.

therefore, a personal election is, in part, grounded by these commentators

upon a mistaken view of the meaning of the sixth, seventh, eighth, and

ninth verses in this chapter ;
in which they liave been sometimes incau-

tiously followed by those of very different sentiments, and who have thus

somewhat entangled themselves. " Not as though the word of God hath

taken none eflect. For they are not all Israel which are of Israel :

neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children :

but. In Isaac shall thy seed be called. That is, They which are the chil-

dren of the flesh, these are not the children of God : but the children of

the promise are counted for the seed. For this is the word of promise,

At this time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son." In this passage,

the interpreters in question suppose that St. Paul distinguishes between

the spiritual Israelites, and those of natural descent
;
between the spi-

ritual seed of Abraham, and his seed according to the flesh. Yet the

passage not only affords no evidence that this was his intention^ but

implies just the contrary. Our view of its meaning is given above
;

but it may be necessary to support it more fully.

Let it then be recollected that the apostle is speaking of that great

event, the rejection of the Jews from being any longer the visible Chui 'h

of God, on account of natural descent
;
and that in this passage !.e

shows that the purpose of God to construct his Church upon a new

basis, that of faith in Christ, although it would exclude the body of the

Jewish people from this Church, since they refused " the election of

grace" through faith, would not prove that " the word of God had

fallen" to the ground ; or, as the literal meaning of the original is ren-

dered in our version,
" has taken none effect." The word of God

referred to can only be God's original promise to Abraham, to be " a

God to liim and to his seed after him ;" which was often repeated to the

Jews in alter ages, in the covenant engagement,
" I will be to you a

God, :iii(l ye shall be to me a people;" a mode of expression which

signifies, in all the connections in which it stands, an engagement to

acknowledge them as his visible Church
;
he being publicly acknow-

ledged on their part as " their God," or object of worship and trust
;

and they, on the other, being acknowledged by him as his peculiai
"
people." This, therefore, we are to take to be the sense of the pro-

mise to Abraham and to his seed. How then does the apostle prove
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that the " word of God had not fallen to the ground," although the

natural seed of Abraham, the Jews of that day, had been rejected as his

Church ? He proves it by showing that all the children of Abraham by

natural descent had not, in the original intention of the promise, been

"
counted," or reckoned, as " the seed" to which these promises had

been made
;
and this he establishes by referring to those acts of God by

which he had, in his sovereign pleasure, conferred the Church relation

upon the descendants of Abraham only in certain lines, as in those of

Isaac and Jacob, and excluded the others. In this view, the argument

is cogent to his purpose. By the exercise of the same sovereignty God

had now resolved not to conncict the Church relation with natural

descent, even in the line of Isaac and Jacob ;
but to establish it on a

ground which might comprehend the Gentile nations also, the common

ground of faith in Christ. The mere children of the flesh were, there-

fore, in this instance excluded
;
and " the children of the promise," the

promise now made to believing Jews and Gentiles, those begotten by

the word of the Gospel, were " counted for the seed." But though it

is a great truth that only the^hildren
of tlie Gospel promise are now

« counted for the seed," it does, not follow that the children of the pro-

mise made to Sarah were all spiritual persons ; and, as such, the only

subjects of that Church relation wliich was connected with that circum-

stance. That the Gentiles who believed upon the publication of the

Gospel were always contemplated as a part of that seed to which the

promises were made, the apostle shows in a former part of the same

epistle ;
but that "

mystery" was not in early times revealed. God had

not then formed, nor did he till the apostle's age form, his visible Church

solely on the principle of faith, and -a moral relation. This is Uie cha-

racter of the new, not of the old dispensation ;
and the different grounds

of the Church relation were suited to the design of each. One was to

preserve truth from extinction ;
the other to extend it into all nations :

in one, therefore, a single people, taken as a nation into political
as well

as religious relations with God, was made the deposite of the truth to be

preserved ;
in the other, a national distinction, and lines of natural

descent, could not be recognized, because the object was to call all

nations to the obedience of the same faith, and to place all on an equality

before God. As the very ground of the Church relation, then, under

the Old Testament, was natural descent from Abraham ;
and as it was

mixed up and even identified with a political relation also, the ancient

election of which the apostle speaks could not be confined to spiritual

Jews ; and even if it could be proved, that the Church of God, under

the new dispensation is to be confined to true believers only, yet

that would not prove that the ancient Church of God had that basis

alone, since we know it had another, and a more general
one. When

therefore, the apostle says,
" for they are not all Israel, which are of
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Israel," the distinction is not between the spiritual and the natural Israel,

ites
;
but between that part of the Israelites who continued to enjoy

Church privileges, and those who were " of Israel," or descendants of

Jacob, surnamed Israel, as the ten tribes and parts of the two, who,

being dispersed among the heathen for their sins, were no longer a part

of God's visible Church. This is the first instance which the apostle

gives of the rejection of a part of the natural seed of Abraham from the

promise. He strengthens I'ue argument by going up higher, even to

those who had immediately been bom to Abraham, the very children

of his body, Ishmael and Isaac. " The children of tJie flesh ;" that is,

Ishmael and his descendants, (so called, because he was bom naturally,

not supernaturally, as Isaac was, according to " the promise" made to

Abraham and Sarah
;)
—

they, says the apostle, are not the " children

of God ;" that is, as the context still shows, not " the seed" to whom the

promise that he would be " a God to Abraham and his seed" was made ;

" but the children of the promise," that is, Isaac and his descendants,

were " counted for the seed." And that we might not mistake this,

" the promise" referred to is added by the apostle ;
—" for this is the word

of the promise. At this time will 1 come, and Sarah shall have a son."

Of this promise, the Israelites by natural descent, were as much " the

children," as the spiritual Israelites
; and, therefore, to confine it to the

latter is wholly gratuitous, and contrary to the words of the apostle. It

is indeed an interesting truth, that a deep and spiritual mystery ran

through that part of the history of Abraham here referred to, which the

apostle opens in his Epistle to the Galatians :
" The children of the

bond woman and her son," symbolized the Jews who sought justification

by the law ; and " the children of the promise,"
" the children of the

free woman," those who were justified by faith, and born supernaturally,

that is,
" bom again," and made heirs of the heavenly inheritance. But

these things, says St. Paul, are an " allegory ;" and therefore could

not be the thing allegorized, any more than a tyfie can be the thing

typified ; for a type is always of an inferior nature to the antitype, and

is indeed something earthly, adumbrating that which is spiritual and

heavenly. It follows, therefore, that although the choosing of Isaac and

his descendants prefigured the choosing of true believers, (persons bom

supernaturally under the Gospel dispensation,) to be " the children of

God ;" and that the rejection of the "children of the flesh," typified the

rejection of the unbelieving Jews from God's Church, because thev had

nothing but natural descent to plead ; nay, though we allow that these

events might be allegorical, on one part, of the truly believing Israelites,

m all ajes ; and on the other, of those who were Jews only
"
outwardly,"

and, therefore, as to the heavenly inheritance were not "heirs;" vet

Btill that which typified, and represented ia allegory these spiritual mvs-

*ries, was not the spiritual mystery itself. It was a comparatively gross
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and earthly representation of it
;
and the passage is, therefore, to be un-

derstood of the election of the natural descendants of Isaac, as the children

jf the promise made to Sarah, to be "the seed" to which the promises
of Church privileges and a Church relation were intended to be in force

though still subject to the election of the line of Jacob in preference to

that of Esau
;
and subject again, at a still greater distance of time, to

the election of the tribe of Judah, to continue God's visible Church, till

the comitig of Messiah, while the ten tribes, who were equally
" of

Israel," were rejected.

4. That this election of bodies of men to be the visible Church of

God, involved the election of individuals into the true Church of God,
and consequently their election to eternal life, is readily acknowledged ;

but this weakens not in the least the arguments by which we have

shown that the apostle, in this chapter, speaks of collective, and not of

individual election
;
on the contrary, it establishes them. Let us, to

illustrate this, iirst take the case of the ancient Jewish Church.

The end of God's election of bodies of men to peculiar religious

advantages is, doubtless as to the individuals of which these bodies are

composed, their recovery from sin, and their eternal salvation. Hence,
to all such individuals, superior means of instruction, and more etficient

means of salvation are afforded along with a deeper responsibilit}'. The
election of an individual into the true Church by writing his name in

heaven is, however, an effect dependent upon the election of the bodv

to which he belongs. It follows only from his personal repentance, and

justifying faith
;
or else we must say, that men are members of the true

spiritual Church, before they repent and have justifying faith, for which,

assuredly, we have no warrant in Scripture. Individual election is then

anotner act of God, subsequent to the former. The former is sovereign
and unconditional

;
the latter rests upon revealed reasons

;
and is not,

as we shall just now more fully show, unconditional. These two kinds

of election, therefore, are not to be confounded
;
and it is absurd to

argue that collective election has no existence because there is an indi-

vidual election
; since the latter, on the contrarj-, necessarily supposes

the former. The Jews, as a body, had their visible Church state, and

outward privileges, although the pious Jews alone availed themselves

of them to their own personal salvation. As to the Christian Church,
there is i great difference in its circumstances ; but the principle, though

modified, is still there.

The basis of this Church was to be, not natural descent from a com-

mon head
; marking out, as that Church, some distinct familv, tribe,

and, as it increased in numbers, some one nation, invested too, as a

nation must be, with a political character and state
;
but faith in Christ.

Yet even this faith supposes a previous sovereign and unconditional

collectivo election. For, sis the apostle argues,
" faith cometh bv hear-

•i
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ing, and hearing by the word of God : but how shall they hear without

a preacher ? and how shall they preach except they be sent?" Now
this sending to one Gentile nation before another Gentile nation, a dis-

'inction which continues to be made in the administration of the ])ivine

government to this day, is that sovereign unconditional election of the

people constituting that nation, to the means of becoming God's Church

by the preaching of the Gospel, through the men '^senl" to them tor

this purpose. The persons who first believed were for the most part

real Christians, in the sense of being truly, and in heart turned to God.

They could not generally go so far as to be baptized into the name of

Christ, in the face of persecution, and in opposition to their own former

prejudices, without a considerable previous ripeness of experience, and

decision of character. Under the character of "
saints," in the highest

sense, the primitive Churches are addressed in the apostolical epistles :

and such we are bound to conclude they were
;
or they would not have

been so called by men who had the " discernment of spirits." What-

ever then the number was, whether small or great, who first received

the word of the Gospel in every place, they openly confessed Christ,

assembled for public worship ;
and thus the promise was fulfilled in

them :
" I will be to them a God," the object of worship and trust

;

" and they shall be to me a people." They became God's visible

Church ;
and for the most part entered into that, and into the true and

spiritual Church at the same time. But this was not the case with all

the members ;
and we have therefore still an election of bodies of men

to a visible Church state, independent of their election as " heirs of

eternal life." The children of behevers, even as children; and there-

fore incapable of faith, did not remam in the same state of alienation

from God as the children of unbelievers
; nay, though but one parent

believed, yet the children are pronounced bj' St. Paul, to be "
holy."

'• For the unbelieving husband is sanctified by the wife, and the unbe-

lieving wife by the husband : else were your children unclean ; but

now they are holy." When both parents beUeved, and trained up their

families to belieVe in Christ, and to worship the true God, the case was

stronger : the family was then " a Church in the house ;" though all

the members of it might not have saving faith. Sincere faith or assent

to the Gospel, with desires of instruction and salvation, appear to have

uniformly entitled the person to baptism ;
and the use of Christian ordi-

nances followed. The numbers of the visible Church swelled till it

comprehended cities, and at last countries
;
whose inhabitants were thus

elected to special religious privileges, and, forsaking idols and worship-

ping God, constituted his visible Church among Gentile nations. And

that the Apostle Paul regarded all who " called upon the name of the

Lord" as Christian Churches, is evident from his asserting his authfirilv

of reproof, and counsel, and even excision over them, as to their un-

2
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worthy members ;
and also from his threatening the Gentile Churches

with the fate of the Jewish Church
;
—unless they stood by faith, they

also should be "cut off;" that is, be unchurched. Of his full meaning,

subsequent history gives the elucidation, in the case of those very

Churches in Asia Minor which he himself planted ;
and which, depart,

ing from the faith of Christ, his true doctrine, have been, in many
instances,

" cut off," and swallowed up in the Mohammedan delusion ;

so that Christ is there no longer worshipped. The whole proves a

sovereign unconditional election independent of personal election
;

unconditional as to the people to whom the Gospel was first sent
;
un-

conditional as to the cliildren born of believing parents ;
unconditional

as to the inhabitants of those countries who, when a Christian Church

was first established among them, came, without seeking it, into the

possession of invaluable and efficacious means and ordinances of Chris-

tian instruction and salvation
;
and who all finally, by education, became

professors of the true faith
; and, as far as assent goes, sincere believers.

This election too, as in the Jewish Church, was made with reference

to a personal election into the true spiritual Church of God
;

but per-

sonal election was conditional. It rested, as we have seen, upon

personal repentance and justifying faith
;
or else we must hold that men

could be members of the true Church without either. This election

was then dependent upon the other
; and, instead of disproving, abun-

dantly confirms it. The tenor of the apostle's argument sufficiently

shows that the transfer of the Church state and relation from one body

of men to others, is that which in this discourse he has in view—iti

other words, he speaks of the election of bodies of men to religious

advautages, not of individuals to eternal life ;
and however intimately

the one may be connected with the other, the latter is not necessarily

involved in the former
;
since superior religious privileges, in all ages

have, to many, proved but an aggravation of their condemnation.

The THIRD kind of election is personal election ;
or the election of

individuals to be the children of God, and the heirs of eter.nal life.

It is not at all disputed between us and those who hold the Calvinistic

view of election, whether believers in Christ are called the elect of

God with reference to their individual state and individual rela-tion to

God as his "
people," in the highest sense of that phrase. Such pas.

sages as "the elect of God;" "chosen of God;" "chosen in Christ,"

"elect accor.ding to the foi-eknowledge of God the Father;" and many

others, we allow therefore, although borrowed from that collective elec-

tion of which we have spoken, to be descriptive of an act of grace in

favour of certain persons considered individually.

The first question then which naturally arises, respects the import of

that act of grace which is termed choosing, or an election. It is not

a choosing to particular offices and service, which is llie lirsl kmd of

Vol. II. 22
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election we have mentioned ;
nor is it that collective election to

religioi;.'

privileges and a visible Church state, on which wc have more largeb,

dwelt. For although
" the elect" have an individual interest in such at

election as parts of the collective body, thus placed in possession of tht

ordinances of Christianity
; yet many others have the same advantages

who still remain under the guilt and condemnation of sin and practica

unbelief. The individuals properly called " the elect," are they whi

have l>een made partakers of the grace and saving efficacy of the Gos

pel.
"
Many," says our Lord. " are called, but few chosen."

What true personal election is, we shall find explained in two cleai

passages of Scripture. It is explained negatively bj' our Lord, where

he savs to his disciples,
"

I have chosen you out of the world :" it is

explained positively by St. Peter, when he addresses his first epistle to

the "
elect, according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, through

sanctification of the Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling of the blood

of Jesus." To be elected, therefore, is to be separated from " the world."

and to be sanctified by the Spirit, and by the blood of Christ.

It follows, then, that election is not only an act of God done in time
,

but also that it is subsequent to the administration of the means of sal-

vation. The "
calling" goes before the " election ;" the publication of

the doctrine of " the Spirit," and the atonement, called by Peter " the

sprinkling of the blood of Christ," before that " sanctification" through

which they become "the elect" of God. The doctrine of eternal elec-

iion is thus brought down to its true meaning. Actual election cannot

DC eternal ; for, from eternity, the elect were not actually chosen out

of the world, and from eternity, they could not be "sanctified unto obe-

dience." The phrases,
" eternal election," and " eternal decree of elec

tion," so often in the lips of Calvinists, can, in common sense, therefore,

mean only an eternal purpose to elect
;
or a purpose formed in eternity,

to elect, or choose out of the world, and sanctify in time, by
" the Spirit

and the blood of Jesus." This is a doctrine which no one will contend

with them
;
but when they graft upon it another, that God hath, trom

eternity,
" chosen in Christ unto salvation," a set number of men, " cer-

tarn quorundam hominum mullitndinem ;" not upon foresight of faith and

the obedience of faith, holiness, or of any other sood quality, or dispo-

sition, (as a cause or condition before required in man to be chosen ;)

but unto faith, and the obedience of faith, holiness, &c, " non ex prcevisa

fide,fideique obedientia, sanctitate, out alia aliqtia bona qtia litate et dis-

positione," <^e, {Judgment of the. St/nod of Dart,) it presents itself under

a different aspect, and requires an appeal to the word of God.

This view of election has two parts : it is the choosing of a se< or de-

terminate number of men, who cannot l>e increased or diminished ;
and

it is unconditional. Let us consider each.

With respect to the first, there is no text of Scripture which teaches

2
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that a fixed and determinate number of men are elected to eternal life ;

and the passages which the synod of Dort, adduce in proof, being such

as they only infer the doctrine from, the sjnod themselves allow that

they have no express Scriptural e\'idence for this tenet. But if there is

no explicit scripture in favour of the opinion, there is much against it ;

and to this test it must, therefore, be brought.

The election here spoken of must either be election in eternity, or

election in time. If the former, it can only mean a purpose of electing

in time : if the latter, it is actual election, or choosing out of the world.

Now as to God's eternal purpose to elect, it is clear, that is a subject

on which we can know nothing but from his own revelation. We take,

then, the matter on this groinid. A purpose to elect, is a purpose to

save ; and when it is explicitly declared in this revelation tliat God
" willeth all men to be saved," and that " he willeth not the death of a

sinner," either we must say, that his will is contrary to his purpose,

which would be to charge God foolishly, and indeed has no meaning at

all
;
or it agrees with his purpose : if then his v. ill agrees with his pur-

pose, that purpose was not confined to a " certain determinate number

of men ;" but extended to all " whosoever" should believe, that they might

be elected and saved.

Again, we have established it as the doctrine of Scripture, that our

Lord Jesus Christ died for all men, that all men through him might be

saved ;
but if he died in order to their salvation through faith, he died

in order to their election through faith ;
and God must have purposed

this from eternity.

Farther, we have his own message to all to whom his servants preach

the Gospel. They are commanded to preach
" to every creature,"—

" He that believeth shall be saved ; and he that believeth not shall be

damned." This is an unquestionable decree of God in time ; and, if

God be unchangeable, it was his decree, as touching this matter, from

all eternity. But this decree or purpose cSn in no way be reconciled to

the doctrine of an eternal purpose to elect only
" a set and determinate

number." For the Gospel could not be good news to "
every creature"

to whom it should be as such proclaimed, which is the first contradic-

tion to the text. Nor would those who believe it not, but who are ne-

vertheless commanded to believe it, have any power to believe it, which

is the second contradiction : for since they are to be " damned" for not

believing, they must have had the power to believe, or they could not

have come into condemnation for an act impossible to them to perform,

or else we must admit it as a principle of the Divine government that

God commands his creatures to do, what under no circumstances they

can do ;
and then punishes them for not doing what he thus commands.

Finally, he commands those that believe not, and who are alleged not to

be included in this " fixed number" of elected persons, to believe the
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good tidings, as a matter in which they are interested : they are com-

manded lo believe the Gospel as a truth
;

but it" they are not interested

in it, they are commanded to believe a falsehood, which is the third con-

tradiction ; and thus the text and the doctrine cannot consist together.

As tlie whole argument on this point is involved in what we have

already established concerning the universal extent of the benefits of

Christ's death, we may leave it to be detennined by what has bet i ad-

vanced on that topic ; observing only, that two of the points there con-

firmed bear directly upon the doctrine, thnt election is confined to a

"ILxed number of men." If we have proied from Scripture, that the

reason of the condemnation of men lies in themselves, and not in the

want of a sufficient and effectual pr;)vision having been made in Christ

for their salvation, then the number of the actually elect might be in-

creased ; and if it has been established that those for whom Christ died

might
"
perish ;" and that true believers may

" turn back unto perdition,"

and be " cast away," and fall into a state in which it were better foi

them " never to have known the way of righteousness," then the number

of the elect may be diminished. To what has already been said on

these subjects (he reader is referred ; and we shall now only mention a few

of the difficulties with which the doctrine of an election from etemitv of

a determinate number of men to be made heirs of eternal life is attended.

Whether men will look to the dark and repugnant side of this doc-

trine of the eternal election of a certain number of men unto salvation

or not, it unavoidably follows from it, that all but the persons so chosen

in Christ, are placed utterly and absolutely, frotn their verv birth, out

of the reach of salvation
;
and have no share at all in the saving mercies

of God, who from eternity purposed to reject them, and that not for their

fault as sinners. For all, except Adam and Eve, have come into the world

with a nature which, left to itself, could not but sin
;
and as the deter-

mination of God, never to give the reprobate the means of avoiding sin.

could not rest upon their fault, for what is absolutely inevitable cannot be

charged on man as his faul,t, so it must rest where all the high Calvin-

istic divines place it,
—upon the mere will and sovereign pleasure of

God.

The difficulties of reconciling such a scheme as this to the nature of

God, not as it is fancied by man, but as it is revealed in his own wrd
;

and to many other declarations of Scripture as to the principles of thi-

administration both of his law and of his grace ; one would suppcse

insuperable by any mind, and indeed, are so revolting, that few of those

who cling to the doctrine of election will be found bold enough to keep

them steadily in siglit. They even think it uncandid for us who oppose

these views to pursue them to their legitimate logical consequences.

But in discussion this is inevitable
;
and if it be done in fairness, and in

the spirit of candour, without pushing hard aiguments into hard word^,

2
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the cause of truth, and a right understanding of the word of God, will

thereby be promoted.
The doctrine of the election to eternal life only of a certain determi.

nate number of men to salvation, involving, as it necessarily does, the

doctrine of the absolute and unconditional rpprobation of all the rest of

mankind, caimot, we may confidently atKrm, be reconciled,

1. To the LOVE of God. " God is love." " He is loving to every

man : and his tender mercies are over all his works."

2. Nor to the wisdom of God
;

for the bringing into being a vast

number of intelligent creatures under a necessity of sinning, and of

being eternally lost, teaches no moral lesson to the world ; and contra,

diets all those notions of wisdom in the ends and processes of govern-
ment which we are taught to look for, not only from natural reason, but

from the Scriptures.

3. Nor to the grace of God, which is so often magnified in the Scrip.

tares :
" for doth it argue any sovereign or high strain

; any super,

abounding richness of grace or mercy in any man, when ten thousand

have equally offended him, only to pardon one or two of them V (Good-

win's Agreement and Difference.) And on such a scheme can there be

any interpretation given of the passage
" that where sin had abounded,

grace might much more abound ?" or in what sense has " the pirace of

God appeared unto all men ;" or even to one millionth part of them ?

4. Nor can this merciless reprobation be reconciled to any of those

numerous passages in which almighty God is represented as tenderly

compassionate, and pitiful to the worst and most unworthy of his crea.

tures, even them who finally perish.
" I have no pleasure in the death

of him that dieth :" "
Being grieved at the hardness of their hearts."

" How often would I have gathered thy children together, as a hen ga.

thereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not." " The Lord

is long suffering to us.ward, not willing that any should perish."
" Or

despisest thou the riclies of his goodness, and forbearance, and long suffer-

ing ;
not knowing that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance."

5. It is as manifestly contrary to his justice. Here, indeed, we

would not assume to measure this attribute of God by unauthorized hu-

man conceptions ;
but when God himself has appealed to those esta-

blished notions of justice and equity which have been received among
all enlightened persons, in all ages, as the measure and rule of his own,

>ve ca.inot be charged with this presumption.
" Shall not the Judge of

all the earth do right?" "Are not my ways equal? saith the Lord."

We may then be bold to affirm, that justice and equity in God are what

they are taken to be among reasonable men
;
and if all men every

where would condemn it, as most contrary to justice and right, that a

sovereign should condemn to death one or more of his subjects, for not

obeying laws which it is absolutely impossible foi them, under any
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Circumstances which they can possibly avail themselves of, to obey, and

much more the greater part of his subjects ;
and to require them, on

pain of aggravated punishment, to do something in order to the pardon

and remission of their offences, which he knows they cannot do, say to

stop the tide or to remove a mountain
;

it implies a charge as awfully

and obviously unjust against God, who is so "
holy and just in all hi?

doings," so exactly "just in the judgments which he executeth," as to

silence all his creatures, to suppose him to act precisely in the same

manner as to those whom he has passed by and rejected, without any
avoidable fault of their own

;
to destroy them by the simple rule of his

own sovereignty, or, in other words, to show that he has power to do it.

In whatever light the subject be viewed, no fault, in any right construc-

tion, can be chargeable upon the persons so punished, or, as we may
rather say, destroyed, since punishment supposes a judicial proceeding,

which this act shuts out. For either the reprobates are destroyed for a

pure reason of sovereignty, without any reference to their sinfulness, and

thus all criminality is left out of the consideration
;
or they are destroyed

for the sin of Adam, to which they were not consenting ;
or for personal

faults resulting from a corruption of nature which they brought into the

world with them, and which God wills not to correct, and they have no

power to correct themselves. Every received notion of justice is thus

violated. We grant, indeed, that some proceedings of the Almighty may
appear at first irreconcilable with justice, which are not so

;
as that we

should suffer pain and death, and be infected with a morally corrupt
nature in consequence of the transgression of our first progenitors ; that

children should suffer for their parents' faults in the ordinary course of

providence ;
and that, in general calamities, the comparatively innocent

should suffer the same evils as the guilty. But none of these are pa-

rallel cases. For the " free gift" has come upon all men, " in order to

justification of life," through
" the righteousness" of the second Adam,

80 that the terms of our probation are but chat<ged. None are doomed
to inevitable ruin, or the above words of the apostle would have no

meaning ;
and pain and death, as to all who avail themselves of the

remedy, are made the instruments of a higher life, and of a superalxiund-

ing of grace through Christ. The same observation may be made an

to children who suffer evils for their parents' faults. This circumstance

niters the terms of their probation ; but if every condition of probation

leaves to men the
possibility and the hope of eternal life, and the cir-

cumstances of all are balanced and weighed by him who administers

the affairs of individuals on principles, the end of which is to turn all

the evils of life into spiritual and higher blessings, there is, obviously,

no impeachment of justice in the circumstances of the probation as-

signed to any person whatever. As to the innocent suffering equally
with the guilty in general calamities, the persons so suffenng are but
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COMPARATIVELY iiinocent, and their personal transgressions against God
deserve a higher punishment than any which this hie witnesses ; this

may also as to them be overruled for merciful purposes, and a future

life presents its manifold compensations. But as to the non-elect, the

whole case, in this scheme of sovereign reprobation, or sovereign pre-

tention, is supposed to be before us. Their state is fixed, their afflictions

in this hfe will not in any instance be overruled for ends of edification

aiid salvation
; they are left under a necessity of sinning in every con-

dition
;
and a future life presents no compensation, but a fearful looking

for of fiery and quenchless indignation. It is surely not possible for the

ingenuity of man to reconcile this to any notion of just government
which has ever obtained ; and by the established notions of justice and

equity in human affairs, we are taught by the Scriptures themselves to

judge of the Divine proceedings in all completely stated and compre.
hensible cases.

6. Equally impossible is it to reconcile this notion to the sincerity

of God in offering salvation by Christ to all who hear the Gospel, of

whom this scheme supposes the majority, or at least great numbers, to

be among the reprobate. The Gospel, as we have seen, is commanded
to be preached to "

every creature ;" which publication of "
good news

to every creature," is an offer of salvation " to every creature," accom-

panied with earnest invitations to embrace it, and admonitory commina-

tions lest any should neglect and despise it. But does it not involve a

serious reflection upon the truth and sincerity of God which men ought
fo shudder at, to assume, at the very time the Gospel is thus preached,
that no part of this good news was ever designed to benefit the majority,

or arty great part of those to whom it is addressed ? that they to whom
this love of God in Chri'st is proclaimed were never loved by God ? that

he has decreed that nianv to whom he offers salvation, and whom he

invites to receive it, shall never be saved 1 and tiiat he will consider their

sins aggravated by rejecting that which they never could receive, and

which he never designed them to receive ? It is no answer to this to say,

that we also admit that the offers of mercy are made by God to many
whom he, by virtue of his prescience, knows will never receive them.

We grant this
; but, not now to enter upon the question of foreknow,

ledge, it is enough to reply, that here there is no insincerity. On the

Calvinian scheme the offer of salvation is made to those for whose sins

Christ made no atonement ; on ours, he made atonement for ihe sins of

all. On the former, the offer is made to those whom Gou never de-

signed to embrace it ; on ours, to none but those whom God seriously and

in truth wills that they should avail themselves of it
;
on their theory,

the bar to the salvation of the non-elect lies in the want of a provided

sacrifice for sin ; on ours, it rests solely in men themselves : one con-

sists, therefore, with a perfect sincerity of offer, the other cannot be
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maintained without bringing the sincerity of God into question, and

fixing a stigma upon his moral truth.

7. Unconditional reprobation cannot be reconciled with that frequent

declaration of Scripture, that God is no respixtek ok persons. This

phrase, we grant, is not to be interpreted as though the bounties of the

Almighty were dispensed iti equal measures to his creatures. In the

administration of t'avour, there is place for the exercise of that preroga-

tive which, in a just sunse, is called the sovereignty of God; hul justice

kuows but of one rule ; it is, in its nature, settled and tixed, and respects

not the I'ERSON, but the case. " To have respect of persons" is a

phrase, therefore, in Scripture, which sometimes refers to judicial pro-

ceedings, and signities to judge from partiality and affection, and not

upon the merits of the question. It is also used by St. Peter with refer-

ence to the acceptance of Cornelius :
—" Of a truth I perceive that God

is no respecter of persons ;
but in every nation, he that feareth him, and

worketh righteousness, is accepted with him." Here it is clear, that to

respect persons, would be to reject or accept them without regard to

their moral qualities, and on some national or other prejudice or par-

tiality which forms no moral rule of any kind. But if the doctrine of

absolute election and reprobation be true
;

if we are to understand that

men like Jacob and Esau, in the Calvinistic construction of the passage,

while in the womb of their mother, nay, from eternity, are loved and

hated, elected or reprobated, before they have done "
good or evil," then

it necessarilv follows, that there is precisely this kind of respect of per-

sons with God
;

tor his acceptance or rejection of men stands on some

ground of aversion or dislike, which cannot be lesolved into any moral

rule, and has no respect to the merits of the cane itself; and if the Scrip,

ture athrnis that there is no such respect of persons with God, then the

doctrine wliich implies it is contradicted by inspired authority.

8. The doctrine of which we are showing the difficulties, brings with

it the repulsive and shocking opinion of the eternal punishment of

INFANTS. Some Calvinists have, indeed, to get rid of the difficulty, or

rather to put it out of sight, consigned them to annihilation ; but of the

annihilation of any human being there is no intimation in the word of

God. In 'irder, therefore, to avoid the fearful consequence of admitting

the punisliinent of beings innocent as to all actnal sin, there is no other

way th;iii lo suppose all children dying in infancy to be an elected por.

lion of mankind, which, however, would be a mere hypothesis brought

in to serve a theory without any evidence. That some of those who,

as they suppose, are under this sentence of reprobation, die in their

infancy, is, probaSjIy, uliat most Calvinists allow
;
and if their doctrine

be received caiuiot be denied
;
and it follows, therefore, that all such

infants are eternally lost. Now we know that infants are not lost, be-

cause our [^oril gave it as a reason why little children ought not to bo

2
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hindered from coming unto him, that "
ot- such is the iiingdom of

heaven." On which Calvin himself remarits. (Har/n. in Matt, xix, 13,)
" in this word,

' for of such is the iiingdom of heaven,' Christ compre-
hends as well little children thetnselies, as tiiose who in disposition

resemble them. Hac vocoj tam parvulos, quam eorum simiies, compre-
heiidit." We are assured of the salvation of inlaiits, also, because "the

free gift has come upon all men to [in order to] justitication of life,"

and because children are not capable of rejecting that blessing, and

must, therefore, derive benefit from it. The point, also, on which we

•lave just now touched, that " there is no respect of persons with God,"

demonstrates it. For, as it will be acknowledged that some children,

dying in infancy, are saved, it must follow, from this principle ana

axiom in the Divine government, that all infants are saved : for the

case of all infants, as to innocence or guilt, sin or righteousness, being

tlie same, and God, as a judge, being
" no respecter of persons," but

regarding only the merits of the case ; he cannot make this awful dis-

tinction as to them, that one part shall be eternally saved and the other

eternally lost. That doctrine, therefore, which implies the perdition of

infants cannot be cungruous to the Scriptures of truth ; but is utterly

abhorrent to them. (On the case of infants, see part ii, p. 57.)

9. Finally, not to multiply these instances of the difficulties which

accompany the doctrine of absolute reprobation, or of pretention, (to use

the milder term, though the argument is not in the least changed by it,)

it destroys the end of punitive justice. That end can only be to deter

men from offence, and to add strength to the law '^f God. But if the

whole body of the reprobate are left to the influence of their fallen nature

wittiout remedy, they cannot be deterred from sin by threats of inevita-

ble punishment ;
nor can they ever submit to the dominion of the law

of God : their doom is fixed, and threats and examples can avail

nothing.

We mav leave every candid mind to the discussion of these and many
other difficulties, suggested by the doctrine of the synod of Dort, as to

the election of" a set and determinate number of men" to eternal life
;

and proceed to consider the second branch of this opinion
—that elec-

tion is unconditional. "
It was made," says the synod,

" not upon

foresight of faith, and the obedience of faith, holiness, or any other gooil

quality or disposition, (as a cause or condition before required in me.i

to be chosen,) but unto faith, and the obedience of faith, holiness, &c."

Election, we have already said, must be either God's purpose in eter-

nitv to elect actually, or it must be actual election itself in time ;
for as

election is choosing men "out of the world," into the true Church of

Christ, actual election from eternity is not possible, because the sulyects

of election had no existence ; there was no world to choose them " out

of," and no Church into which to bring them. To affirm that anv part
2
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of mankind were chosen from eternity, in purpose, (for in no other way
could they be choseti,) to become members of the Church without
"
foresight of faith, and the obedience of faith," is therefore to say, that

God purposed from all eternity to establish a distinction between the
WORLD, " out" of which the elect are actually chosen, and -the Church,
which has no foundation in, or respect to, faith and obedience

;
in other

words, to constitute his Church of persons to whose faith and obedience

he had no respect. For how is this conclusion to be avoided ? The

subjects of this election, it seems, are chosen as men, as Peter, James,
and John, not as believers. God eternally purposed to make Peter,

James, and John, members of his Church, without respect to their faith

or obedience
;

his Church is therefore constituted on the sole principle
of this purpose, not upon the basis of faith and obedience

;
and the per-

sons chosen into it in time are chosen because they are of the number
included in this eternal purpose, and with no regard to their being
believers and obedient, or the contrary. How manifestly this opposes
the word of God, we need scarcely stay to point out. It contradicts

that specific distinction constantly made in Scripture between the true

Church and the world, the only marks of distinction being, as to the

former, fiiith and obedience
;
and as to the latter, unbelief and disobe-

dience—in other words, the Church is composed not merely of men, as

Peter, James, and John ; but of Peter, James, and John believing and

obeying: while all who believe not, and obey not, are "the world."

The Scriptures make the essential elements of the Church to be believ-

iny and obeying men
; the synod of Dort makes them to be men in the

simple condition of being included in a set and determinate number,
chosen with no respect to faith and obedience. Thus we have laid two

very different foundations upon which to place the superstructure of the

Church of Christ
;
one of them indeed is to be found in the Scriptures,

but the other only in the theories of men ; and as they agree not toge-

ther, one of them must be renounced.

But election, without respect to faith, is contrary also to the history
of the commencement and first constitution of the Church of Christ.

Peter, James, and John did not become disciples of Christ in unbelief

and disobedience. The very act of their becoming disciples of Christ,

unequivocally implied some degree both of faith and obedience. They
were chosen, not as men, but as believing men. This is indicated also

by the grand rite of baptism, instituted by Christ when he commissioned
his disciples to preach the Gospel, and call men into his Church. That

baptism was the gate into this Church cannot be denied
; but faith was

required in order to baptism ; and, where true faith existed, this opef.
confession of Christ would necessarily follow, without delay. Here

theii, we see on what grounds men were actually elected into the Church
of ('hrist; it was with respect to their faith thai thoy were thus chosen
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out of the world, and thus chosen into the Church. The rule, too. is

universal
;
and if so, if it universally holds good that actual election has

respect to faith, then, unless God's eternal purpose to elect be at vari-

ance with his electing, that is, unless he purposes one thing and does

another differing from his purpose ; purposes to elect without respect

to faith
;
and only actually elects with respect to faith

;
his eternal pur-

pose to elect had respect both to faith and obedience.

It is true, that the synod of Dort says, that election is " nnto faith and

the obedience of faith," &c, thereby making the end of election to be

faith : in other words their doctrine is, that some men were personally
chosen to believe and obey, even before they existed. But we have no

such doctrine in Scripture as the election of individuals unto faith
;
and

it is incons)«tent with several passages which expressly speak of per-

sonal election

"
Many are called but few chosen." In this passage we must under,

stand, that the many who are called, are called to believe and obey the

Gospel, or the calling means nothing ; in other words they are not

called. But if the end of this calling be faith and obedience, and the

end of election also be faith and obedience, then have we in the text a

senseless tautology ;
for if the many are called to believe and obey,

then, of course, we need not have been told that the few are chosen to

believe and obey, since the few are included in the many. But if the

"
choosing" of the " few" means, as it must, something different to the

"calling" of the "
many," then is the end of election different to tho

end of calling ;
and if the election be, as is plain from the passajje.

consequent upon the calling, then it can mean nothing else than the

choosing of those "
few," of the "

many," who being obedient to the

"
calling," had previously believed and obeyed, into the true Church and

family of God, which is the proper and direct object of personal elec-

tion. This passage, therefore, which unquestionably speaks of personal

election, contradicts the notion of an election unto faith and obedience,

and makes our election consequent upon our obedience to the calling, or

evangelical invitation.

Let this notion of personal election imto faith be tested also by another

passage, in which, like the former, personal election is spoken of. " I

have chosen you out of the world," .John xv, 19. According to the

notion of the synod of Dort, the act of election consists in appointing or

ordaining a certain number of the human race to believe and obey :

here the personal electing act is a choosing out of the world, a chocs-

ing, manifestly, into the number of Christ's disciples, which no man is

capable of without a previous faith
;
for the very act of becoming Christ s

disciple was a confession of faith in him.

A third passage, in which election is s[K)ken of as personal,
or at

east with more direct reference to individual experience,
than to Chns-
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tians in their collective capacity as the Church of Christ, is 1 Poter i, 2,

" Elect according to the foreknowledge of God the Father, througl

sanctification of the Spirit unto obedience, and sprinkling of the b\ooi

of Jesus i" Here obedience is not the end of election, but of the sane,

titication of the Spirit ;
and both are joined

" with the sprinkling of thr

blood of Jesus," (which, in all cases, is apprehended by faith,) as the

media through which our election is effected— * e.eU through sanctifi-

cation of the Spirit," &c. These cannot, therefore, be the eTids of oui

personal election
;

for if we are elected "
through" that sanctification

of the Spirit which producf-s obedience, we are not elected, being un-

sanctified and disobedient, in order to be sanctified by the Spirit that we

may obey : it is the work of the Spirit which produces obedient faith,

and through both we are " elected" into the Church of God.

Very similar to the passage just explained is 2 Thess. ii, 13, 14,

" But we are bound to give thanks alway to God for you, brethren,

because God hath from the beginning chosen you unto salvation,

through sanctification of the Spirit and belief of the truth ; whereunto

he called you by our Gospel to the obtaining of the glor\' of our Lord

Jesus Christ." As the apostle had been predicting the future apostasy

of persons professing Christianity, he recollects, with gratitude, that

from " the beginning," from the very first reception of the Gospel in

Thessaloiiica, which was preached there by St. Paul himself with great

success, the Thessalonians had manifested no symptoms of this apostasy,

but had been honourably steadfast in the faith. For this he gives thanks

to God in the verses above quoted, and in the 1.5th exhorts them still

"to stand fast." When, therefore, Calvinistic commentators interpret

the clause " hath chosen you from the beginning," to mean election

from eternity, they make a gratuitous assumption which has nothing in

the scope of the passage to warrant it. Mr. Scott, indeed, (.Vo/ft? in

lac.) rather depends upon the "
calling" of the Thessalonians being, as

he states, subsequent to their election, than upon an arbitrary interpre-

tation of the clause " from the beginning
"
and savs,

"
if the calling of

the Thessalonians was the effect of any preceding choice of them, it

comes to the same thing whether the ciioice was made the preceding

day, or from the foundation of the world." But the calling of the

members of this Church is not represented bv the apostle as the effect

of their having been chosen, but on the contrary, their election is spoken

of as the eflect of " the sanctification of the Spirit, and belief .of tho

truth ;" and these, as the effects of the calling of the Thessalonians by
the Gospel,

—"
whereunto," to which sanctification and faith,

" he called

you by our Gospel." Or the whole may be considered as the antece-

deiil to the next clause '• to which" election from the beginning, through
sanctification of the Spirit, and belief of the truth,

" he called ,oii by

our Gospel." Certain it is, that sanctification and belief of'tlu^ truth

2
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c«.i;\.ii 5>e tiie ends of election if they are the means of it, as they are

here said to be ;
and we may therefore conclude from this, as well as

from the other passages we have quoted as speaking of the personal

election of believers, that this kind of election is not " unto faith and

obedience," as stated in " The Judgment of the Synod of Dort," that ia,

a choice of individuals to be made believers and obedient persons ;
but

an election, as it is expressed both by St. Peter and St. Paul, through
faith and ooedience

; or, in other words, a choice of persons already

believing and obedient into the family of God.

There are scarcely any other passages in the New Testament, which

speak expressly of personal election
;
but there is another class of texts

in which the term election occurs, which refer to believers, not distri-

butively, but collectively ; not personally, but as a body, either existing

as particular Churches, or as the universal Church ; and, by entirely

overlooking, or ingeniously confounding this obvious distinction, the

advocates of unconditional personal election bring forward such passages
with confidence, as proofs of the doctrine of election unto faitii furnished

by the word of God. Tiius the synod of Dort quotes, as the leading

proof of its doctrine of personal election, Rph. i, 4, .5, 6,
"
According as

he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that we

should be holy and without blame before him in love : having predesti-

nated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ, to himself,

according to the good pleasure of his will, to the praise of the glory of

his grace, wherein he hath made us accepted in the beloved." This,

indeed, is the only passage quoted by the synod of Dort, in which the

terms chosen and election occur
; and, we may ask, why none of those

on <vhich we have above offered some remarks, were quoted also, since

the subject of personal election is much more obviously contained in

them than in that which they have adduced ? The only answer is, that

the others were perceived not to accord with the doctrine of " election

unto faith and obedience ;" while this, in which the personal election

of individual believers is not referred to, but the collective election of

the whole body of Christians, was better suited to give a colour to theii

doctrine, because it speaks, of course, and as the subject required, of

election as the means of faith, and of faith as the end of election, an

order which is reversed when the election of individuals, or the election

of any body of believers, considered distrihutively and personally, is the

subject of the apostle's discourse. If, indeed, the election spoken of in

this passage were personal election, the Calvinistic doctrine would not

follow from it
;
because it would admit of being questioned, whether

the choosing in Christ before the foundation of the world, here men-

tioned, was a choice of certain persons, as men merely, or as believing

men, which is surely the most rational. For all choice necessarily sup.

poses some reason
; but, as men, all things were equal between those

2
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who, according to this scheme, were chosen, and those who were passed

by. But, according to the Calvinists, this election was made arbitrarily,

that is without any reason, but that God would have it so
; and to this

sense they bend the clause in the passage under consideration,
" accord-

ing to the good pleasure of his will." This phrase has, however, no

such arbitrary sense. " The good pleasure of his will" means the hene.

volent and full acquiescence of the will of God with a wise and gracious

act; and, accordingly, in verse 11, the phrase is varied "according to

the COUNSEL of his own will," an expression which is at utter variance

with the repulsive notion ihat mere will is in any case the rule of the

Divine conduct, or, in other words, that he does any thing merely be-

cause he will do it, which excludes all " counsel." To choose men to

salvation const lered as believers, gives a reason for election which not

only manifests the wi-^Jom and goodness of God, but has the advantage
of being entirely consistent with his own published and express decree :

" he that beheveth shall be saved : and he that believeth not shall be

damned." .This revealed and promulgated decree, we must believe,

was according to his eternal purpose ;
and if from eternity he deter-

mined that believers, and only believers in Christ, among the fallen race,
should be saved, the conclusion is inevitable that those whom he chose

in Christ " before the foundation of the world," were considered, not as

men merely, which gives no reason of choice worthy of any rational

being, much less of the ever blessed God; but as believing men, which
harmonizes the doctrine of election with the other doctrines of Scrip,
ture, instead of placing it, as in the Calvinistic scheme, in opposition to

them. For the choice not being of certain men, as such ; but of all

persons believing ;
and all men to whom the Gospel is preached, being

called to believe, every one may place himself in the number of the

persons so elected. Thus we get rid of the doctrine of the election of
a set and determinate number of men

;
and with that, of the fearful con

sequence, the absolute reprobation of all the rest, which so kw Calvin
ists themselves have the courage to avow and maintain.

But though this argument might be very successfully urged agamst
those who interpret the passage above quoted of personal election, the

context bears unequivocal proofs that it is not of an election or predes-
tinalion of this kind of which the apostle speaks; but of the election

of believing Jews and Gentiles into the Church of God
;

in other words,
of the eternal purpose of God, upon the publication of the Gospel, to

constitute his visible Church no longer upon the ground of natural de-
scent from Abraham, but upon the foundation of faith in Christ. For

upon no other hypothesis can that distinction which the apostle makes
between the Jews who first believed, and the Gentile Ephcsians, who
afterward believed, be at all explained. He speaks first of the election

of Christians in general, whether Jews or Gentiles
; using the pro.
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nouns " us" and " we" as comprehending himself and all others. He
then proceeds to ihe "predestination" of those " who Jirst trusted in

Christ :" plainly meaning himself and other believing Jews. He goes
on to say, that the Ephesians were made partakers of the same faith,

and therefore were the subjects of the same election and predestination :

" m whom ye also trusted after that ye heard the word of truth :" the

preaching of which truth to them as Gentiles, bv the apostle and his

coadjutors, was, in consequence of God "
having made known unto them

the mystery of his will, that in the dispensation of the fulness of times

he might gather together in one all things in Christ ;" which, in the next

chapter, a manifest continuance of the same head of discourse, is ex-

plained to mean the calling in of the Gentiles with the believing Jews,

reconciling
" both unto God in one body by the cross, having slain the

enemity thereby." The same subject he pursues in the third chapter,

representing this union of behevmg Jews and Gentiles in one Church as

the revelation of the mystery which had been hid " from the beginning

of the world ;" but was now manifested "
according to the eternal pur-

pose which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord," verses 8-11. Here

then we have the true meaning of the election and predestination of the

Ephesians spoken of in the opening of the epistle : it was their election,

as Gentiles, to be, along with the believing Jews, the Church of God,

his acknowledged people on earth
;
which election was, according to

God's " eternal purpose," to change the constitution of his Church ; to

establish it on the ground of faith in Christ
;
and thus to extend it into

all nations. So far as this respected the Ephesiems in general, their

election to hear the Gospel sooner than many other Gentiles was uncon-

ditional and sovereign, and was an election " vnto faith and obedience

of faith ;" that is to say, these were the ends of that election
;
but so far

as the Ephesians were concerned, as individuals, they were actually

chosen into the Church of Christ as its vital members, on their bejiev.

ing ; and so the election to the saving benefits of the Gospel was a

consequence of their faith, and not the end of it, and was therefore con-

ditional—" in whom also ye trusted, after that ye heard the word of

truth, the Gospel of your salvation
;

in whom also, after that ye believed,

ye were sealed with the Holy Spirit of promise."

The Calviiiistic doctrine of election tinto faith has no stronger passage
than this to lean upon for support ;

and this manifestly fails them : while

other passages in which the terms election, or chosen occur, all favour

a very different view of the Scripture doctrine. When we are com-

nianiled to be diligent "to make our calling and election sure," or firm,

this supposes that it may be rendered nugatory by want of diligence ;

a doctrine which cannot comport with the absolute certainty of our sal-

vation as founded upon a decree determining, infallibly, our personal

election to eternal life, and our faith and obedience in order to it. When
2
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believers are called a " chosen generation," they are also called " a royal

prieslliood, a holy people ;" and if the latter characteristics depend upon,

and are consequences ofjaith, so the former depends upon a previous

faith, and w the consequence of it. Finally, although these terms them-

selves occur in but few passages, and in all of them which respect the

persor\al experience of individuals express, or necessarily imply, the

previous couditiou of I'ailh, there are many others, which, in ditiert:\t

terms, embody the same doctrine. The phrases to be " in Christ,"

and to be "
Christ's," are, doubtless, equivalent to the personal election

of believers : and these, and :.imilar modes of expression, are constantly

occurring in the New Testament ;
but no man is ever represented as

'

Christ's," or cis
" in Christ," by an eternal election unio faith ; but, on

the contrary, as entering into that relation which is termed being
" in

Christ ;" or being
"
Christ's," through personal faith alone. The Scrip-

ture knows no such distinctions as elect unbelievers, and elect believers ;

but all unbeUevers are represented as " of the world ;" under " condem-

nation," so that " the wrath of God abideth upon them ;" and as liable

to etenial ruin. But if Calvinistic election be true, then there are elect

unbelievers
;
and with respect to these, the doctrine of Scripture is con.

tradicted : for they are not " of the world," though in a state of unbe-

lief, since God from eternity
" chose them out of the world ;" they aw.

not under condemnation,
" but were justified from eternity ;"

" the wrath

of God does not abide upon them," for they are objects of an unchange-
able love which has decreed their salvation : subject to no conditions

whatever ; and therefore no state of unbelief can make them objects of

wrath, as no condition of faith can make them objects of a love which

was moved by no such consideration. Nor are they liable to ruin.

They never were, nor can be liable to it : the very threats of God are

without meaning as to them, and their consciousness of guilt and danger
under the awakenings of the Spirit are deceptious, and unreal; contra-

dicting the work of the Spirit in the heart of man, as the Spimt of .

TRUTH. For if he " convinces them of sin," he convinces them of dan-

ger ; but they are, in fact, in no danger ; and the monstrous conclusion

follows inevitably, that the Spirit is employed in exciting fears which

have no foundation.

We have thus considered the Scriptural doctrine of election ; and as

we find nothing in it which can warrant any one to limit the meaning
Df the texts we have adduced to prove that Christ made an actual atone-

ment for the sins of all mankind, we may proceed to examine another

class of Scripture proofs quoted by Calvinists to strengthen their argu-
ment :

—those which speak of the "
calling," and "

predestination" of

believers.

The terms "to call,"
"
called," and "

calling," very frequently occm
in the New Testament, and especially in the epistles. Sometimes " to

2
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call" signifies to invite to the blessings of the Gospel, to offer salvation

through Glirist, either by God himself, or under his appointment, by his

servants
;
and in the parable of the marriage of the king's son, Matt,

xxii, 1-14, which appears to have given rise to many instances of the

use of this term in the epistles, we have three descriptions of " called'

nr invited persons. First, the disobedient who would not come in at

the call; but made hght of it. Second, the class of persons represent-
ed by the man who, when the king came in to see his guests, had not

on the wedding garment ;
and with respect to whom our Lord makes the

general remark,
" for many are called, but few are chosen." The per-

sons thus represented by this individual culprit, were not only
"
called,"

but actually came into the company. Third, the approved guests ;

those who were both called and chosen. As far as the simple calling,

or invitation, is concerned, all these three classes stand upon equal

ground ;
all were invited

;
and it depended upon their choice and con-

duct whether they embraced the invitation, and were admitted as guests.

We have nothing here to countenance the Calvinistic fiction, which is

termed " effectual calling." This implies an irresistible uifluence ex-

erted upon all the approved guests, but withheld from the disobedient,

who could not, therefore, be otherwise than disobedient
; or at most

could only come in without that wedding garment, which it was never

put into their power to take out of the king's wardrobe
;
the want of

which would necessarily exclude them, if not from the Church on

earth, yet from the Church in heaven. The doctrine of the parable is

in entire contradiction to this
;

for they who refused, and they who com-

plied but partiallv vvith the calling, are represented, not mereh' 'as being

left without the benefit of the feast ;
but as incurring additional guilt

und condemnation for refusing the invitation. It is to this offer of sal-

vation by the Gospel, this mvitation to spiritual and eternal benefits, that

St. Peter appears to refer, when he says. Acts ii, 39,
" For the promise

.s unto you, and to your children, and to all that are afar off", even as

many as the Lord our God shall call :" a passage which, we may ob-

serve, in passing, declares "the promise" to be as extensive as the "call-

ing ;" in other words, as the ojfer or invitation. To this also St. Pau!

refers, Rom. i, .5, 6,
"
By whom we have received grace and apostle-

ship for obedience to the faith among all nations, for his name ;" that

is, to publish his Gospel, in order to bring all nations to the obedic nee

of faith
; "among whom are ye also the called of Jesus Christ ;" you

at Rome have heard the Gospel, and have been invited to salvation in

consequence of this design. This promulgation of the Gospel, by the

ministry of the apostle, personally, under the name of calling, is also

referred to in Galatians, i, 6,
"

I marvel that ye are so soon removed

from him that called you into the grace of Christ," (obviously menning

that it was the apostle himself who had called ihem bv his prpnrhing
Vol. II 23
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to the grace of Christ,)
" unto another Gospel." So also in chapter v,

13,
"
For, brethren, ye have been called unto liberty." Again, 1 Thess.

ii, 12,
" That ye would walk worthy of God, who hath called you

[invited you] to his kingdom and glory."

In our Lord's parable it will also be obser\'ed, that the persons called

are not invited as separate individuals to partake of solitary blessings

but they are called to " a ("east," into a company, or sociely, before

whom the banquet is spread. The full revelation of the transfer of the

\isible Church of Christ from Jews by birth, to believers of all nations,

was not, however, then made. When this branch of the evangelic

system was fully revealed to the apostles, and taught by them to others,

that part of our Lord's parable which was not at first developed, was

more particularly inculcated by his inspired followers. The calling of

guests to the evangelical feast, we now more fully learn, was not the

mere calling of men to partake of spiritual benefits
;

but calling them

also to form a spiritual society composed of- Jews and Gentiles, the

believing men of all nations
;

to have a common fellowship in these

lilessings, and to be formed nito this fellowship for the purpose of

increasing their number, and diHusing the benefits of salvation among
the people or nation to which they respectively belonged. The invita-

tion,
" the calling" of the first preachers, was to all who heard them in

Rome, in Ephesus, in Corinth, in all other places ;
and those who em-

braced it, and joined themselves to the Church by faith, baptism, and

continued public profession, were named especially and eminently
" thb

called;" because of their obedience to the invitation. They not oidy

put in their claim to the blessings of Christianity individually ;
but

became members of the new Church, that spiritual society of believers

which God now visibly owned as hi '

people. As thev vvere thus called

into a common fellowship by the Gospel, this is sometimes termed iheii

" vocation :" as the object of this Church state was to promote
" holi.

ness," it is termed a "
holy vocation :" as sanctity was required of the

members, they are said to have been " called to be saints :" as the final

result was, through the mercy of God, to be eternal life, we hear of
" the hope of their calling ;" and of their being

" called to his eternal

glory by Christ Jesus."

These views will abundantly explain the various passages in which

the term "
calling" occurs in the epistles, Rom. i.\, 24,

" Even us whom
he hath called, not of the Jews ordy, but also of the Gentiles;" that is,

whom he hath made members of his Church through faith. 1 Cor.

i, 24,
" But unto them which are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ

the power of God, and the wisdom of God ;" the wisdom and efficacy

of the (iospel being, of course, acknowledged in their very profession

of Christ, in opposition to those to whom the preaching of " Christ cru

cified," was " a stumbling block," and " foolishness." 1 Cor. vii. 18,

'2
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" Is anv man caixed ;" (brought to acknowledge Christ, and to become

a member of his Church
;)

"
being circumcised, let him not becomt*

uncircumcised : is any called in uncircumcision, let him not be cir

cumcised." Eph. iv, 1-4, "That ye walk worthy of the vocation

wherewith ve are called. There is one body, and one spirit,
even as

ye are called in one hope of your calling." 1 Thess. ii, 12, "That

ye would walk worthy of God, who hath called you to his kingdom
and glorv." 2 Thess. ii, 13, 14, "Through sanctification of the Spirit

and behef of the truth, whereunto he called you by our Gospel, to the

obtaining of the glorv of our Lord Jesus Christ." 2 Tim. i, 9, 10,

" Who hath saved us and called us with a holy calling ;
not according

to our works, but according to his own purpose and grace, which was

given us in Chrisi Jesus, before the world began ;
but is now made

manifest by the appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ :" on which pas-

sage we may remark, that the object of the "
calling," and the "

pur-

pose," mentioned in it, must of necessity be interpreted to mean the

estabhshmeiit of the Church on the principle of faith
;
and not, as for-

merly, on natural descent. For personal election, and a purpose of

effectual personal calling, could not have been hidden till manifested by

the appearing of Christ
;

since every instance of true conversion to

God in any age prior to the appearing of Christ, would be as much a

manifestation of eternal election, and an instance of personal effectual

calling, according to the Calvinistic scheme, as it was after the appear-

ance of Christ. The apostle is speaking of a purpose of God, which

was kept secret till revealed by the Christian system ; and, from various

other parallel oassages we learn that this secret, this "
mystery," as he

often calls it, was the union of the Jews and Gentiles in " one body," or

Church, by faith.

In none of these passages is the doctrine of the exclusive calling of

any set number of men contained ;
and the svTiod of Dort, as though

they felt this, only attempt to reason the doctrine from a text not yet

quoted ;
but which we will now examine. It is Rom viii, 30 :

" Whom
he did predestinate, them he also called ; and whom he called, them he

also justified ;
and whom he justified, them he also glorified." This is

the text on which Calvinists chiefly rest their doctrine of effectual

calling ;
and tracing it as they say. througR its steps and links, they

conclude, that a set and determinate number of persons having been

predestinated unto salvation, this set number only are called effectually,

then justified, and finally glorified. The words of the synod of Dort

are,
" He hath chosen a set number of certain men, neither better, nor

more worthy thsm others
;
but lying in the common misery with others,

lo salvation in Christ, whom he had also appointed the Mediator and

Head of the elect ; and the foundation of salvation from all eternity ;

and so he decreed to give them to him to be saved ;
and effectually to
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call, and draw them to a communion with him, by his word and Spirit ;

or to give them a true faith in him : to justify, sanctify, and finally

glorify them ; having been kept in the communion of his Son, to the

demonstration of his mercy, and the praise of the riches of his glo-

rious grace." (4)

The text under consideration is added by the synod, in proof of the

doctrine of this article ;
hut it was evidently nothing to the purpose,

iiiiless it had spoken of a set and determinate number of men as predes-

tinated and called, independent of any consideration of their faith and

obedience ;
which number, as being determinate, would, by conse-

quence, exclude the rest. As these are points on which the text is at

least silent, there is nothing in it unfriendly to those arguments founded

on explicit texts of holy writ, which have been already urged against

this view of election ; and with this notion of election is refuted, also,

the cognate doctrine of effectual calling, considered as a work of God

in the heart, of which the elect only can be the subjects. But the pas.

sage, having been pressed into so alien a service, deserves considera-

tion
;
and it will be found that it indeed speaks of the privileges and

hopes of true believers
;

but not of those privileges and hopes as

secured to them bv anv such decree of election as the synod has advo-

cated. To prove this, we remark, 1. That the chapter in which the

text is found, is the lofty and animating conclusion of St. Paul's argu-

ment on justification by faith : it is a discourse of that present state of

pardon and sanctity, and of that future hope of felicity, into which jus-

tification introduces believers, notwithstanding those sufferings and per.

secutions of the present life to which those to whom he wrote were

exposed, and under which they had need of encouragement. It was,

obviously, not in his design here to speak of the doctrines of election

and non-election, however these doctrines may be understood. There is

nothing in the course of his argument which leads to them ;
and those

who make use of the text in question for this purpose are obliged, there-

fore, to press it, by circuitous inference, info their service.

2. As the passage stands in intimate connection with an important

and clucidnton,- context, it ought not to be considered as insulated and

complete in itself; which has been the great source of erroneous inter-

proiations. Under the sufferings of the present time, the apostle encou.

rases those who had believed with the hope of a glorious resurrec'ion

this forms the subject of his consolatory remarks from verse 17 to 26.

The assistance and " intercession" of the Spirit ;
and the working of

"all things together for good to them that love God, to them who

are the called according to his purpose ;" clearly meaning those

who, according to the Divine design, had received and embraced the

(4) Sententia de Dirina Prcedest. Art. 7. &t autem Electio immutabile Dei

propositum, &c.
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Gioapel in truth, form two additional topics of consolatory suggestion.
—

The passage under consideration inimediatelv follows, and is in full, for

the synod has quoted it short :
" And we know that all things work toge-

iher for good to them that love God, to thoin who are the called (who
are

called) according to his purpose. For whom he did foreknow, he

also did predestinate to be conformed to the image of his Son, that he

might be the first born among many brethren. ^Moreover, whom he did

predestinate, them he also called
;
and whom he called, them he also

justified; and whom he justified, ihenr he also glorilied." The connec.

tion is here manifest. " The sufieriiigs of the present time could only
wonc together for the good" of tbem that " love God," by being con-

nected with, and compensated in a future state by a glorious resurrec.

tion from the dead
;
and therefore the apostle shows that this was the

design of God, the ultimate and triumphant result of the administration

of his grace, that they who love God here, should be conformed to the

image of his Son, in his glorified state, that he might be " the first bom

among brethren :" the head and chief of the redeemed, who shall be

acknowledged as his "
brethren," and co-heirs of his' glory. Thus the

whole of the 29111 verse is a reason given to show why " all things, how-

ever painful in the present life, work together for good to them that love

God ;" and it is therefore introduced by the connective particle, on,

which has here, obviously, a casual signification, "for {because) whom
he did foreknow, he also did predestinate."

3. The apostle is here speaking, we grant, not of the foreknowledge

or predestination of bodies of men to Church privileges ; but of the ex-

perience of believers, taken distributively and personally. This will,

however, be found to strengthen our argument against the use made of

the latter part of the passage by the synod of Dort.

It is affirmed of believers, that they were '^foreknown." This term

may be taken in the sense of foreapproved. For not only is it common

with the sacred writers to express approval by the phrase
" to know

,

'

of which Hebraism the instances are many in the New Testament
;

but

in Rom. xi, 2,
" to foreknow," is best interpreted into this meaning.

—
" God hath not cast away his people which he foreknew." It is

not of the whole people of Israel of which the apostle here speaks, as

the context shows
;

but of the believing part of them, called subse.

que^-tly
" the remnant according to the election of grace :" a clause

wliica has been before explained. The question put by the apostle into

the mouth of an objecting Jew, is,
" Hath God cast away his people ?"

This is denied ; but the illustration taken from the reservation of seven

thousand men, in the time of Elijah, who had not bowed the knee to

Baal, proves that St. Paul meant to say, that God had cast off from

being members of his Church, all but the remnant
;

all but his people

whom he ''foreknew ;" those who had laid aside the inveterate preju-
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dices of their nation, and had entered into the new Christian Church by
faith. These he foreknew, that is approved ; and so received them

into his Church. In this sense of the term foreknew, the text in ques-

tion harmonizes well with the context. " All things work together for

good to ihem that love God," &.C. "
For, whom he did forelinow,"

(approve as lovers of him,)
" he predestinated to be conformed to the

image of his Son," in mind and temper here, and especially in glory

hereafter.

The second sense of foreknowing is that of simple prescience ; and

if any prefer this we shall not dispute with him, since it will come to

the same issue. The foreknowledge of men must have respect either

simply to their existence as persons, or as existing under some particular

circumstances and characters. If persons only be the objects of this

foreknowledge, then has God's prescience no more to do with the salva-

tion of the elect than of the non-elect, since all are equally foreknown

as persons in a state of existence : and we might as well argue the

glorification of the reprobate from God's foreknowing them, in this

sense, as that of the elect. The objects of this foreknowledge, then,

must be men undei certain circumstances and characters; not in their

simple existence as rational beings. If, therefore, the term "
foreknow,"

in the passage above cited,
" God hath not cast away his people whom

he foreknew," be taken in the sense of prescience, those of the general

mass of Jews, who were not " cast awav," were foreknown under some

circumstance and character wliich distinguished them from the others ;

and what this was is made sufficiently plain from the context,—the per-

sons foreknown were the then believing part of the Jews, "even so then,

at this present time also, there is a rerouaiit according to the election of

grace.
"

Equally clear are the circumstances and character under

which, more generally, the apostle represents believers as having been

foreknown in the text more immediately under examination. Tiiose
" wtiom he did foreknow," are manifestly the believers of whom he

speaks in the discourse
;
and who are called in chap, viii, 28,

" them

that love God." Under some character he must have foreknown Ihem,

or his foreknowledge of them would not be special and dislmctive
;

it

would attord no ground from which to argue any thing respecting them;

it could make no difierence between them and others. This specific

character is given by the apostle ;
but it is not that which is gratuilcjuslv

assumed by the synod of Dort, a selection of them from the mass, with-

out respect to their faith. It is their faith itself: for of believers only

18 St. Paul speaking as the sulyects of this foreknowledge ;
and such

believers too as " love (io<i," and who, having actually embraced the

heavenly invitation, arc emphatically said to be, as before explained,
" called according to his purpose."
To predestinate, or to determine beforehand, is the next term in the
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text
;
but here it is also to be remarked, that the persons predestmaled,

or before determined to be glorified with Christ, are the same persons,
under the same circumstances and cliaracter, as those who are said to

have been forekno^vn of God ; and what has been said under the former

term, applies, therefore, in part, to this. The subjects of predestination
are the persons foreknown, and the persons foreknown are true behevers:

foreknown as such, or they could not have been specially or distinctively

foreknown, according to the doctrine of the apostle. This predestina

tion, then, is not of persons
" u^xo faith and obedience," but of believing

and obedient persons unto eternal glory. Nor are faith and obedience

mentioned any where as the end of predestination, except in Ephesians

chap, i, where we have already proved, when treating of election, that

the predestination spoken of in that chapter, is the eternal purpose of

God to choose the Gentile Ephesians into his Church, along with the

believing Jews : and that what is there said is not ratended of personal,

but of collective election and predestination ; and that to the means and

ordinances of salvation. For the argument, by which this is established,

let the reader to prevent repetition, turn back.

The passage before us, then, declares, that true believers were fore-

known and predestinated to eternal glory ; and when the apostle adds.
" moreover whom he did predestinate, them he also called

;
and whom

he called, them he also justified ;
and whom he justified, them he also

glorified ;" he shows in particular how the Divine purpose to glorify

believers is carried into effect, throuoh ill its stages. The great instru-

meat of bringing men to " love God" is the Gospel ; they are therefore

CALLED, invited by it, to this state and bi'nefit : the calling being obeyed,

they are justified ; and being justified, and continuing in that state of

grace, they are glorified. This is the plain and obvious course of the

amplification pursued by the apostle ;
but let us remark how many un-

scriptural notions the synod of Dort engrafts upon it. First, a " certain

number" of persons, not as believers, but as men, are foreknown
; then

a decree of predestination to eternal life goes forth in their favour
; but

still without respect to them as believing men as the subjects of that

decree ;—rthen we suppose, by another decree, (for the first cannot look

at qualities at all,) and by a second predestination, they are to be made

believers
;
—then they are exclusively

" called :" then infallibly justified ;

and being justified, are infallibly glorified. In opposition to these no-

tions wc have already shown, that the persons spoken of are fore-

known and predestinated as believers, not as men or persons ;
and we

may also oppose Scriptural objections to every other part of the inter,

pretation.

As to calling, we allow that all of whoTi the apostle speaks are ne-

cessarily
" called ;" for since he is discoursing of the predestination

of

believers in Christ to eternal glory, and does not touch the question of
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the salvation, or otherwise, of those who have not the means of becora-

iug such, the calling of the Gospel is necessarily supposed, as it is only

upon that Divine system being proposed to their faith, that they cjuld

become believers in Christ. But though all such as the apostle speaks

of are "called;" they are not the only persons called : on the contrary,

our Lord declares, that "
many are called, but

_/"«/'
chosen." To confine

the calling here spoken of to those who are actually saved, it was ne-

cessary to invent the fiction of "etibctual calling," which is made p«cu.

li:ir to the elect
;
but calling is the invitation, and offer, and publication

of the Gospel : a bringing men into a state of Christian privilege to be

improved unto salvation, and not an operation in them. Effectual invita-

tion, effectual offer, and eflectual publication, are turns of the phrase

which sufficiently expose the delusiveness of their comment. By effec-

tual calling, they mean an inward compelling of the mind to embrace

the outward invitation of the Gospel, and to yield to the inward solicita-

tions of the Spirit which accompanies it ; but this, whether true or false,

is a totally diH'erent thing from all that the New Testament terms " call-

i7ig." It is true, that some embrace the call, and others reject it, yet is

there in the "
calling" of the Scripture nothing exclusively appropriate

to those who are finally saved ;
and though the apostle supposes those

whom he speaks of in the text as "
called," to have been obedient, he

confines not the calling itself to them so as to exclude others,—still

"MANY are called." Nor is the synod more sound in assuming that all

who are called are "justified." If "many are called, and few chosen,"

this assumption is unfounded : nay, all compliances with the call do not

issue in justification ;
for the man who not only heard the call, but came

in to the feast, put not on the wedding garment, and was therefore finally

cast out. Equally contradictory to the Scripmre is it so to explain St.

Paul here, as to make him say, that all who are justified, are also glori-

fied. The justified are glorified : but not, as we have seen from various

texts of Scripture already, all who are justified. For if we have est.i

Wished it, that the persons who " turn back to perdition ;"
" make ship

wreck of faith, and of a gnnd eonsrience ;" who turn out of the " wav of

righteotisni'xs ;" who forget that I hev were "/iwr^fd from their old sins;"

who have " tasted the good word of God, and the powers of the world

to come; ;iMd were made partakers of ihe Holv Ghost," and were "sanc-

tijied"
will) the blood they afterward "counted an unholy thing;' are

represented by the apostles to have been in a state of grace and accept,

ance with God, through Christ; then all persons justified are not infallibly

glorified ;
but only such are saved as « endure to the end ;" and they

only receive that " crown of life" who are "
faithfiil unto death."

The clear reason why the apostle, having stated that true believers

were foreknown and predestinated, introduces also the order and method

of their salvation, w;is. to connect that salvetion with the Gospel, and
2
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the work of Christ ;
and to secure to him the glory of it. Tlie Gospel

revi'als it, that those who " love God" shall find that " all things work

together for their good," because (on) they are "
predestinated to be con-

formed to the image of the Son of God," in his glory ; yet the Gospel did

not find them lovers of God, but made them so. Since, therefore, none

but such persons were so foreknown and predestinated to be heirs of

glorj,the Gospel calling was issued according to " his purpose," or plan

of bringing them that love him to glory, in order to produce this love in

them. " Whom" he thus called, assuming them to be obedient to the

call, he justified ;

" and whom he justified," assuming them to be faithful

unto death, he "
glorified." But since the persons predestinated were

contemplated as believers, not as a certain number o{ persons ; then all

to whom the invitation was issued might obey that call, and all might
be justified, and all glorified. In other words, all who heard the Gospel

might, through it, be brought to love God
;
and might take their places

among those who were '•

predestinated to be conformed to the image of

his Son." For since the predestination, as we have seen, was not of a

certain number ot persons, but of all believers who love God
; then, either

it must be allowed that all who were called by the Gospel, might take

the character and circumstances which would bring them under the pre-

destination mentioned by the apostle ;
or else those who deny this are

bound to the conclusion, that God calls (invites) many whom he never

intends to admit to the celestial feast
;
and not only so, but punishes

them, with the severity of a relentless displeasure, for not obeying an

invitation which he never designed them to accept, and which they

nev^r had the power to accept. In other words, the interpretation of

this passage by the synod of Dort obliges all who follow it to admit all

the consequences connected with the doctrine of reprobation, as before

Btated.

CHAPTER XXVII.

Aw Examination of certain Passages of Schiptuke, supposed to

Limit the Extent of Christ's Redemption.

Having now shown that those passages of Holy Writ, in which the

terms election, calling, predestination, and foreknowlkdce

occur, do not warrant those inferences, by which Calvinists attempt

to restrain the signification of those declarations with respect to the

extent of tne benefit of Christ's death which are expressed in terms so

univeisal in the New Testament, we may conclude our investigation of

the sense of Scripture on this point by adverting to some of those insu-

lated texts which are most frequently adduced to support the same con.

(•I'jsion.

3
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John vi, 37,
" All that the F<ither giveth me shall come to ine

;
and

liini that coineth to me I will in no wise cast out."

It is ijil'erred from this, and some similar passages in the Gospel*, that

by a transaction between the Father and the Son, a certain number of

persons, called "the elect," were given to Christ, and in process r'':»ne

" drawn" to him by the Father
;
and that as none can be saved but those

thus "given" to him, and "drawn" by the Father, the doctrine of "dis.

linguishing grace" is established
;
and the rest of mankind, not having

been given by the Father to the Son, can have no saving participation

in liic benefits of a redemption, which did not extend to them. This

fiction has often been defended with much ingenuity ;
but it remains a

fiction still unsupported by any good interpretation of the texts which

have been assumed as its foundation.

1. The first objection to the view visually taken by Calvinists of this

text, is, that in the case of the perverse Jews, with whom the discourse

of Christ was held, it places the reason of their not "
coming" to Christ,

in their not having been "
given" to him by the Father ; whereas our

Lord, on the contrary, places it in themselves, and shows that he consi-

dered their case to be in their own hands by his inviting them to come

to him, and reproving them because they would not come. " Ye have

not his word (the word of the Father) abiding in you ;
for whom he hath

sent, him ye believe not," John v, 38. " And ye will not come to me
that ye may have life," verse 40. " How can ye beUeve, which receive

honour one of another," verse 44. " For had ye believed Moses, ye
would have believed me, for he wrote of me," verse 46. Now these

statements cannot stand together ;
for if the true reason why the per.

verse Jews did not believe in our Lord was, that they had not been given

to him of the Father, then it lay not in themselves ; but if the reason was

that " his word did not abide in them ;" that they
" irotild not come to

him ;" thaf they sought worldly
" honour ;" finally, that they believed

not Moses's writings ;
then it is altogether contradictory to these decla-

rations, to place it in an act of God ; to which it is not attributed in any

part of the discourse.

2. To be "
given" by the Father to Christ, is a phrase abundantly

explained in the context which this class of interpreters generally over-

look.

It had a special application to those pious Jews, who " waited for

redemption at Jerusalem :" those who read and believed the writings of

Moses, (a general term it would seem for the Old Testament Scriptures,)

and who were thus prepared, by more spiritual views than the rest,

though they were not unmixed with obscurity, to receive Chnst as the

Messiah. Of this description were Peter, Andrew, Philip, Nathanael,

Lazarus and his sisters, and many others. Philip says to Nathanael,
'• We have found him of whom Moses in the law and the jirojihels did

3
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write ;" and Nathanael was manifestly a pious Jew ;
for our Lord said

of him,
" Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile." The light

which such honest inquirers into the meaning of the Scriptures obtained

as to the import of their testimony concerning the Messiah, and the cha-

racter and claims of Jesus, is expressly attributed to the teaching and

revelation of "the Father." So, after Peter's confession, our Lord

exclaimed,
" Blessed art thou, Simon Bar Jonah, for fesh and blood hath

not revealed it unto thee
;

but my Father which is in heaven." This

teaching, and its influence upon the mind is, in John vi, 44, called the
"
drawing" of the Father,

" No man can come to me, except the Father

draw him ;" for, that " to draw," and « to teach," mean the same thing,

is evident, since our Lord immediately adds,
" It is written in the pro-

phets, and they shall be all taught of God;" and then subjoins this exe-

getical observation :
—"

Every man, therefore, that hath heard, and hath

learned of the Father, cometh to me." Those who truly
" believed"

Moses's words, then, were under the Father's illuminating influence,

"heard and learned of the Father;" were "dravm" of the Father; and

so, by the Father, were "
given to Christ," as his disciples, to be more

folly taught the mysteries of his religion, and to be made the saving

partakers of its benefits :—for " this is the Father's will which sent me,

that of all which he hath given me (thus to perfect in knowledge, and to

exalt in holiness,) I should lose nothing ;
but should raise it up again at

the Icist day." Thus we have exhibited that beautiful process in the

work of God in the hearts of sincere Jews, which took place in their

transit from one dispensation to another, from Moses to Christ. Taught
of the Father ; led into the sincere belief, and general spiritual under-

standing of the Scriptures as to the Messiah ; when Christ appeared,

thev were " drawn" and "
given" to him, as the now visible and accre-

dited Head, Teacher, Lord, and Saviour of the Church. All in this

view is natural, explicit, and supported by the context ;
all in the Cal-

vinistic interpretation appears forced, obscure, and inapplicable to the

whole tenor of the discourse. For to what end of edification of any

kind, were the Jews told that none but a certain number, elected from

eternity, and given to him before the world was by the Father, should

come to him ; and that they to whom he was then speaking were not of

that number? But the coherence of the discourse is manifest, when, in

these sermons of our Lord, they were told that their not coming to Christ

was the proof of their unbelief in Moses's writings ; that thev were not

"
taught of God ;" that the\- had neither " heard nor learned of the Fa-

ther," whom they yet professed to worship, and seek ; and that, as the

hinderance to their coming to Chnst was in the state of their hearts, it

was remediable bv a diligent and honest search of the Scriptures ;
and

by listening to the teachings of God. To this verv' class of Jews our

Lord, in this same discourse, savs,
" Search the Scriptures ;" but to

2
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what end A-ere they to do this, if, in the Calvinistic sense, they were no»

given to him of the Father? The text in question, then, thus opened by
a reference to the whole discourse, is of obvious meaning.

" All that

the I'alher giveth me after this preparing teaching, shall or will come
to me ; (for it is simply the future tense of the indicative mood which

is used; and no notion of irresistible influence is conveyed;) and him

that Cometh to me, I will Li no wise cast out." The latter clause is

added to show the perfect harmony of design between Christ and the

Father, a point often adverted to in this discourse
;

for "
I came dowr

from heaven, not to do muie own will, but the will of him that sent me.'

Whom, therefore, the Father so gives, I receive : I enter upon my as.

signed office, and shall be faithful to it. In reference also to the work

of God in the hearts of men in general, as well as to the honest and

inquiring Jews of our Lord's day, these passages have a clear and inte-

resting application. The work of the Father is carried on by his con-

vincing and teaching Spirit ;
but that Spirit

" testifies" of Christ,
" leads"

to Christ, and ^^

gives" to Christ, that we may receive the full benefit of

his sacrifice and salvation, and be placed in the Church of which he is

the Head. But in this there is no exclusion. That which hiiiders

others from coming to Christ, is that which hinders them from being
" drawn" of the Father

; from "
hearing and learning" of the Father,

in his holy word, and by his Spirit ; which hinderance is the moral state

of the heart, not any exclusive decree ; not the want of teaching, or draw-

ing ; but, as it is compendiously expressed in Scripture, a " resisteno

ofthe Holy Ghost."

Matt. XX, 15, 16,
" Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with my

own ? Is thine eye evil because I am good ? So the last shall be first,

and the first last
; for many are called but few chosen."

This passage has been often urged in proof of the doctrine of uncon-

ditional election
;
and the argument raised upon it is, that God has a

right to dispense grace and glon,' to whom he will, on a principle of

pure sovereignty ;
and to leave others to perish in their sins. That the

passage has no relation to this doctrine, needs no other proof than that

it is the conclusion ofthe parable ofthe labourers in the vineyard. The
householder gives to them that "

wrought but one hour" an equal reward
to that bestowed upon those who had laboured through the twelve. The
latter received the full price of the day's labour agreed upon ;

and the

former were made subjects of a special and sovereign dispensation of

grace. The exercise of the Divine sovereignty, in bestowing iesrees
of grace, or reward, is the subject of the parable, and no one disputes
it

; but, according to the Calvinistic interpretation, no grace at all, no

reward, is bestowed upon the non-elect, who are, m jreover, punished
for rejecting a grace never offered. The absurdity of such a use of the

parable is obvious. It relates to no such subject ; for its moral mani-
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festly relates to the reception of great offenders, and especially of the

Gentiles, into the favour of Christ, and the abundant rewards of heaven.

2 Timothy ii, 19,
" Nevertheless the foundation of God standeth sure,

having this seal. The Lord knoweth them that are his
; and, Let every

one that nameth the name of Christ depart from iniquity."

The apostle, in this chapter, is speaking of those ancient heretics who

affirmed " that the resurrection is passed already, and overthrew the

faith of some." What then? The truth itself is not overthrown
;

the

foundation of God standeth sure, having this seal, or inscription,
" The

Lord knoweth," or approveth, or, if it please better, distinguishes and

acknowledges,
" them that are his ;" and,

" Let every one that nameth

the name of Christ depart from iniquity ;" which is as much as to say
that none are truly

" the Lord's" who do not depart from iniquity ;
and

that those whose faith is " overthrown" by the influence of corrupt prin-

ciples and manners, are no longer accounted " his :" all which is per-

fectly congruous with the opinions of those who hold the unrestricted

extent of the death of Christ. Toward the Calvinistic doctrine, this text

certainly bears no friendly aspect ;
for surely it was of little consequence

to any, to have their " faith overthrown," if that faith never was, noi

could be, connected with salvation.

John x, 26,
" But ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep, as

I said unto you."

The argument here is, that the cause of the unbelief of the persons

addressed was, that they were not of the number given to Christ by the

Father, from eternity, to the exclusion of all others. (5) Let it, how.

eveT) be observed, that in direct opposition to this, men are called the

sheep of Christ by our Lord himself, not with reference to any supposed

transaction between the Father and the Son in eternity, which is nevei

even hinted at, but because of their qualitks and acts. "
i\Iy sheep hear

my voice, and I know them ; and they follow me." "A stranger will

they not follow." Why then did not the Jews believe? Because they

had not the qualities of Christ's sheep : they were neither discriminating

as to the voice of the shepherd, nor obedient to it. The usual Calvin-

istic interpretation brings in our Lord, in this instance, as teaching the

Jews that the rea^jon why they did not believe on him, was, that they

could not believe ! for, as Mr. Scott says in the note below,
" not being

of that chosen remnant, they were left to the pride and enmity of their

carnal hearts." This was not likely to be very edifying to them. But

the words of our Lord are manifestly words of reproof, grounded no*

upon acts of God, but upon acts of their own
;
and they are parallel to

(5)
" The true reason why they did not believe was, the want of that simple,

teachable, and inoffensive temper, which characterized his sheep, for not being

of that CHOSEN remnant, they were left to the pride and enmity of their carnal

hearts." (Scott's Com.)
2
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the passages
—" If God were your Father, ye would love me," chap

viii, 42 "
Every one that is of the truth heareth my voice," xviii, 37.

" How ;an ye believe, which receive honour one of another," v, 44.

John xiii, 18, "I speak not of you all : I know whom I have chosen .

but that the Scripture may be fulfilled. He that eateth bread with me
hath lifted up his heel against me."

" He perfectly knew," says Mr. Scott on the passage,
" what person?

he had chosen, as well as which of them were chosen unto salvation."

This is surely making our Lord utter a very unmeaning truism
; for as

he chose the apostles, so he must have " hiou-n" that he chose them.

Dr. Whitby's interpretaiion is, therefore, to be taken in preference.
" I

Ki.ow the temper and disposition of those whom I have chosen, and what

I m. y expect from every one of them
;

for which cause I said,
' Ye are

i.ot all dean ;' but Got.', in his wisdom hath permitted this, that as Ahitho-

phel betrayed David, though he was his familiar friend, so Judas, my
familiar at my table, might betray the Son of God

; and so the words

recorded, Psalm xli, 9, might be fulfilled in him also of whom King David

was the type." (Notes in loc.) Certainly Judas was "
chosen," as well

as the rest. " Have not I chosen you twelve, and one of you is a devil ?"

nor have we any reason to conclude that Christ uses the term chosen

differently in the two passages. When, therefore, our Lord says,
" I

know whom I have chosen," the term know must be taken in the sense

of discriminating character.

John XV, 16,
" Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen you, and

ordained you that ye should go and bring forth fruit." Mr. Scott, whom,
as being a modern Calvinistic commentator, we rather choose again to

quote, interprets
—" chosen them unto salvation." In its proper sense,

we make no objection to this phrase : it is a Scriptural one
; but it must

be taken in its oxvn connection. Here, however, either the term
" chosen" is to be understood with reference to the apostolic (iffire, which

is very agreeable to the context
;
or if it relate to the salvation of the

disciples, it can have no respect to the doctrine of eternal election. For

if the election spoken of were not an act done in time, it would have been

unnecessary for our Lord, to say,
" Ye have not chosen me ;" because

It is obvious they could not choose him before they came into being.

Another passage also, in the same discourse, farther proves, that the elec.

lion mentioned was an act done in time. "
I have chosen you out of thi

icorjd," verse 19. But if they were "chosen out of the world," tliev

were chosen subsequently to their being
" in the world ;" and, therefore,

the election spoken of is not eternal. The last observation will also

deprive these interpreters of another favourite passage,
" Those that thou

gavest me I have kept, and none of them is lost, but the son of perdition."

The "
giving" here mentioned, was no more an act of God in cterp'tv

as they pretend, than the "
choosing" to which we have already referre<i
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for in the same discourse tlie apostles are called " the men thou gavest
me out of the world," and were therefore given to Christ Mi time. The

exception as to Judas, also, proves that this "giving" expresses actual

discipleship. Judas had been "given" as well as the rest, or he could

not have been mentioned as an exception ; that is, he had been once

"found" or he could not have been "lost." 2 Tim. i, 9,
" Who hath

sa^'ed us, and called us with a holy calling, not according to our works,

but Eocording to his own purpose and grace, which was given us in

f'jir:.-!
Jc-sas before the world began."

M;. Scott here contends for the doctrine of the personal election of

th3 persons spoken of,
" from the beginning, or before eternal ages,"

'vtiich is the most literal translation
;
and argues that this cannot be

denied, without supposing
" that all who live and die impenitent, may be

said to be saved, and called with a holy calling ;
because a Saviour was

promised from the beginning of the world." "
Indeed," he adds,

" the

purpose of God is mentioned as the reason why they, rather than others,

were saved and called." We shall see the passage in a very different

light, if we attend to the following considerations.

" The purpose and grace," or gracious purpose,
" which was given us

m Christ Jesus before the world began," is represented as having been
" hid in past ages ;" for the apostle immediately adds,

" but is now made

manifest by the appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ." It cannot be

the personal election of believers, therefore, of which the apostle here

speaks ;
because it was saying nothing to declare that the Divine pur

pose to elect them was not manifest in former ages ;
but was reserved

to the appearing of Christ. Whatever degree of manifestation God's

purpose of personal election as to individuals receives, even the Cal-

vinists acknowledge that it is made obvious only by the personal

moral changes which take place in them through their " effectual call-

ing," faith, and regeneration. Till the individual, therefore, comes into

being, God's purpose to elect him cannot be manifested
;
and those

who were so elected, but did not live till Christ appeared, could not

have their election manifested before he appeared. Again, if personal

election be intended in the text, and calling and conversion are the proofs

of personal election, then it is not true that the election of individuals to

eternal life, was kept hid until the appearing of Christ
;

for everj' true

conversion, in any former age, was as much a manifestation of personal

election, that is of the peculiar favour and "
distinguishing grace" of

God, as it is under the Gospel. A parallel passage in the Episde to

the Ephesians, chap, iii, 4-6, will, however, explain that before us.

"
Whereby, when ye read, ve may understand my knowledge in the

mystery of Christ, which in other ages was not made known unto the

sons of men, as it is now revealed unto the holy apostles
and prophets

bv the Spirit ;
that the. Gentiles should be fellow heirs, and of the same

2
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body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by the Gospel :" and in

verse 1 1 Uiis is called, in exact conformity to the phrase used in ihe Epis-
tle to Timothy,

"
llie eternal purpose which he purposed in Christ Jesus

our Lord." The "
purpose," or "

gracious purpose," mentioned in both

places, as formerly iiidden, but " now manifested," was therefore the

purpose to form one universal Church of believing Jews and Gentiles ;

and in the text before us, iht apostle, speaking in the name of all his fellow

Ciiristians, whether Jews or Gentiles, sajs that they were saved and called

according to that previous purpose and plan
—" who hath saved us and

called tis," &c. The reason why tlie Apostle Paul so often refers to

" this eternal purpose" of God, is to justify and confirm his own ministry
as a teacher of the Gentiles, and an assertor of their equal, spiritual

rights with the Jews
;
and that this subject was present to his mind

when he wrote this passcige, and not an eternal, personal election, is

manifest from verse 11, which is a part of the same paragraph,
" w here-

unto I am appointed a preacher, and an apostle, and a teacher of the

Gentiles."

But, says Mr. Scott,
" all who live and die impenitent, may then be

said to be '

saved, and called with a holy calling,' because a Saviour was

promised from the beginning of the world." But we do not say that

any are saved only because a Saviour was promised from the beginning
of the world

;
but that the apostle simply affirms that the salvation of

believers, whether Gentiles or Jews, and the means of that salvation,

were the consequences of God's previous purpose, before the world

began. All who are actually saved, may say,
" We are saved," accord-

ing to this purpose : but if their actual salvation shut out the salvation

of all others, then no more have been saved than those included by the

apostle in the pronoun
"
us," which would prove too much. But Mr.

Scott tells us that " ' the purpose of God' is mentioned as the reason why
they, rather than others, were thus saved and called." It is mentioned

with no such view. The purpose of God is introduced by the apostle
as his authority for making to " the Gentiles" the offer of salvation

; and

as a motive to induce Timothy to prosecute the same glorious work, after

his decease. This is obviously the scope of the whole chapter.
Acts xiii, 48,

" And as many as were ordained to eternal Ufe believed."

Mr. Scott is somewhat less confident than some others as to the support
which the Calvinistic system is thought to derive from the word rendered

ordained. He, however, attempts to leave the impression upon the minds

of his readers, that it means, "
appointed to eternal life."

We may, however, observe,—
1. That the persons here spoken of were the Gentiles to whom ttie

apostles preached the Gospel, upon the Jews of the same place
"
putting

it from them," and «'

judging" or proving
" themselves unworthy of eternal

Ufe." But if the only reason why the Gentiles believed was, that thev

2
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were "
cudained," in the sense of personal predestination, "to eternal

life ;" then the reason why the Jews believed not was the want of such

a predestinating act of God, and not as it is affirmed, an act of their own—the PUTTING IT AWAY from them.

2. This interpretation supposes that all the elect Gentiles at Antioch

believed at that time
;
and that no more, at least of full age, remained to

believe. This is rather difticult to admit : and therefore Mr. Scott says,
"
though it is probable that all who were thus atlected at first, did not at

lliat time believe unto salvation
; yet many did." But this is not accord-

ing to the text, which says expressly.
" as many as were ordained to

eternal life believed :" so that such commentators must take this incon-

venient circumstance along with their interpretation, that all the elect

at Antioch were, at that moment, brought into Christ's Church.

3. Even some Calvinists, not thinking that it is the practice of the

apostles and evangelists to lift up the veil of the decrees so high as this

interpretation supposes, choose to render the words—" as many as were

determined," or " ordered" for eternal life.

4. But we may finally observe, that, in no place in the New Testament,
in which the same word occurs, is it ever employed to convey the meaning
of destiny, or predestination : a consideration which is fatal to the argu-
ment which has been drawn from it. The following are the only instances

of its occurrence : Matt, xxviii, 16,
" Then the eleven disciples went away

into Galilee, into a mountain where Jesus had appointed them." Here

the word means commanded, or at most agreed upon beforehand, and

certainly conveys no idea of destiny. Luke vii, 8,
" For I also am a

multiset under authority." Here the word means "
placed, or disposed."

Acts XV, 2,
"
They determined that Paul and Barnabas should go up to

Jerusalem." Here it signifies mutual agreement and decision. Acts

xxii, 10, "Arise, and go into Damascus; arid there it shall be told thee

of all things which are appointed for thee to do." Here it means com-

mitted to, or appointed in the way of injunction ;
but no idea of destiny

IS conveyed. Acts xxviii, 23,
" And when thej^ had appointed him a day,"

when they had fixed upon a day by mutual agreement ; for St. Paul

was not under the command or control of the visiters who came to him to

hear his doctrine. Rom. xiii, 1, "The powers that be are ordained of

God :" clearly signifying constituted and ordered. 1 Cor. xvi, 15,
"
They

have addicted themselves to the ministr)' of the saints :" here it can mean

nothing else than applied, devoted themselves to. Thus the word never

takes the sense of predestination ; but, on the contrary, when St. Luke

wishes to convey that notion, he combines it with a preposition, and uses

a compound verb—" and hath determined the times before appointed."

This was Tpre-ordination, and he therefore so terms it
;
but in the text in

question he speaks not of pre-ordination, but of ordination simply. The

word employed signifies,
" to place, order, appoint, dispose, determine

'"

Vol. IL
'
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and is very variously applied. Tne prevalent idea is that of settling, or

ijering, and resolving ;
and the meaning of the text is, that as many as

were fixed and resolved upon etf.rnal life, as many as were careful about,

and determined on salvation, believed. For that the historian is speak-

ing of the candid and serious part of the hearers of the apostles, in

opposition to the blaspheming Jews ; that is, of those Gentiles "
who,

when they heard this were glad, and glorified the word of the Lord,"

is evident from the context. The persons who then believed, appear to

have been under a previous preparation for receiving the Gospel ;
and

were probably religious proselytes associating with the Jews.

Luke X, 20,
" But rather rejoice, because your names are written in

heaven." The inference from this text is, that there is a register of all

the elect in the " Book of Life," and that their number, according to

the doclrine of the synod of Dort, is fixed and determinate. Our Cal-

vinistic friends forget, however, that names may be " blotted out of the

Book of Life :" and so the theory falls.—" And if any man shall take

away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away
his part out of the Book of Life."

Prov. xvi, 4,
" The Lord hath made all things for himself; yea, even

the wicked for the day of evil." If there be any relevance in this pas-

sage to the Calvinistic theon,-, it must be taken in the supralapsarian

sense, that the final cause of the creation of the wicked is their eternal

punishment. It follows from this, that sin is not the cause of punish-

ment ;
but that this flows from the mere will of God

;
which is a suffi-

cient refutation. The persons spoken of are " wicked." Either they
were made wicked by themselves, or by God. If not bv God, then to

make the wicked tor the day of evil, can only mean that he renders

them who have made themselves wicked, and remain incorrigibly so,

the instruments of glorifying his justice,
" in the day of evil," th.it is, in

the day of punishment. The Hebrew phrase, rendered literally, is,

" the Lord doth work all things for himself;" which applies as well to

acts of government as to acts of creation. Thus, then, we are taught by

the passage, not that God created the wicked to punish them, but so

governs, controls, and subjects all things to himself; and so orders them

for the accomplishment of his purpose, that the wicked shall not escape

his just displeasure ;
since upon such men the day of evil will ultimately

come. It is therefore added in the next verse,
"
Though hand join in

Sand, he shall not be unpunished." (6)

John xii, 37-40, " But though he had done so many miracles before

them, yet they believed not on him
;
that the saying of Esaias the pro-

(6) Holden translatee the verse,
" Jehovah hath made all Diings for himself;

yea, even the wicked he daily sustains ;" and observes,
** should the received

translation be deemed correct, 'the day of evil' would be considered by a Jew

of the age of Solomon, to mean, the day of trouble and atfliction."

2
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phet might be fulfilled, which he spake, Lord, who hath believed our

report ? and to whom hath the arm of the Lord been revealed ? There-

fore they could not believe, because that Esaias said again, He hath

blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart ; that they should not see

with their eyes, nor understand with their heart, and be converted, and

I should heal them."

Mr. Scott's interpretation is, in its first aspect, more moderate than

that of many divines of the same school. It is—"
they had long shut

their own eyes, and hardened their own hearts
;
and so God would give

up many of them to such judicial blindness, as rendered their conver-

sion and salvation impossible. The prophecy was not the motive or

cause of their wickedness ;
but it was the declaration of God's purpose,

which could not be defeated : therefore while this prophecy stood in

Scripture against them, and others of like character, who hated the

truth from the love of sin, the event became certain ;
in which sense it

is said, that they could not believe."

That, in some special and aggravated cases, and especially in that

which consi-ted in ascribing the miracles of Christ to Satan, and thus

blaspheming the Holy Ghost
; (cases, however, which probably affected

but a few individuals, and those principally the chief Pharisees and

rabbins of our Lord's time
;)

there was such a judicial dereliction as

Mr. Scott speaks of, is allowed
;
but that it extended to the body of the

Jews, who at that time did not believe in the mission and miracles of

Christ, may be denied. The contrary must appear from the earnest

manner in which their salvation was sought by Christ and his apostles,

subsequently to this declaration
;
and also from the fact of great num-

bers of this same people being afterward brought to acknowledge and

embrace Christ and his religion. This is our objection to the former

part of this interpretation. Not every one who is lost finally, is given

up previously to judicial blindness. To be thus abandoned before death

is a special procedure, which our Lord himself confines to the special

case of blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. To the latter part of the

comment, the objection is still stionger. Mr. Scott acknowledges the

wicked and wilful blindness of these Jews to be the cause of the judicial

dereliction supposed. From this it would naturally follow, that this

wilful blinding and hardening of their hearts, was the true reason why

they
" could not believe," as provoking God to take away his Holy

Spirit from them. But Mr. Scott cannot stop here. He will have

another cause for their incapacity to believe : not, indeed, the prophecy

quoted from Isaiah by the evangelist ;
but '• God's purpose," of which

that prediction, he says, was the " declaration." It follows, then, that

'
they could not believe," because it was " God's purpose which could

not be defeated." Agreeably to this Mr. Scott understands the pre.
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diction as asserting, that the agent in blinding the eyes of the people

reproved, that is, the obstinate Jews, was God himself.

Let us now, therefore, more particularly examine this passage, and

we shall find,

1. That it affirms, not that their eyes should be blinded, or their eara

closed, by a Divine agency, as assumed by Mr. Scott and other Calvin-

isls. This notion is not found in Isaiah vi, from which the quotation is

made. There the agent is represented to be tiie prophei himself.

" Make the heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and

shut their eyes ; lest they see with their eyes," &c. Now as the pro-

phet could exert no secret direct inllucnce over the minds of the disobe-

dient Jews, he must have fulfilled this commission, if it be taken literally,

by preaching to them a fallacious and obdurating doctrine, like that of

the false prophets ;
but if, as we know, he preached no such doctrine,

then are the words to be understood according to the genius of the

Hebrew language, which often represents him as an agent, who Ls the

occasion, however innocent and undesigned, of any thing being done by

another. Thus the prophet, in consequence of the unbeUef of the Jews

of his day in those promises of Messiah he was appointed to deliver,

and which led him to complain,
" Who hath believed our report !" be-

came an occasion to the Jews of "
making their own hearts fat. and their

ears heavy, and of shutting their eyes" against his testimony. The

true agents were, however, the Jews themselves
;
and by all who knew

the genius of the Hebrew language they would be understood as so

charged by the prophet. Thus the Septuagint, the Arabic, and the

Syriac versions all agree in rendering the text, so that the people them-

selves, to whom the prophet wrote, are made the agents of doing that

which, in the style of the Hebrews, is ascribed to the prophet himself.

So also, it is manifest, that St. Paul, who quotes the same scripture,

Acts xxviii, 25-27, understood the prophet ;

" Well spake the Holy
Ghost by Esaias the prophet unto our fathers, saying. Go unto this

people, and say. Hearing ye shall hear, and not understand
;
and seeing

ye shall see, and not perceive : for the heart of this people is waxed

gross, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes have they
clotted ; lest they should see with their eves, and hear with their ear?,

and understand with their heart, and should be converted, and I shoulri

heal them." Nor in the passage as it is given by St. John, is ll- :

blinding of the eves of the Jews attributed to God. It stands, it \s

true, in our version,
" He hath blinded their eyes," <kc. But the Greek

verbs have no noniinalive case expressed, and it is left to be supplied

by the reader. Nor does the context mention the agent ; and farther.

if we supply the pronoun he, we cannot refer it to God, since the pas

sage closes with a change of person, "and /should heal them." The

agent blinding and hardening, and the agent attempting to " heal." can.

2
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"ot, therefore, be the same, because they are opposed to each other, not

only grammatically, but in design and operation. That agent, then,

may be " the god of this world," to whom the work of blinding thera

that believe not, is expressly attributed by the Apostle Paul ;
or St.

John, familiar with the Hebrew style, might refer it to the prophet, who,

consequentially, and through the wilful perverseness of the Jews, was

the occasion of their making their own "hearts gross, and closing Iheir

iars ;" or fina ly, the personal verb may be used impersonally, and the

active form for the passive, of which critics furnish parallel instances. (7)

But in all these views the true responsible agent and criminal doer is

" THIS PEOPLE,"—this perverse and obstinate people themselves
;

a

point to which every part of their Scriptures gives abundant testimoiiv.

2. It may be denied that the prophecy of Isaiah here quoted is, as

Mr. Scott represents it,
" a declaration of God's purpose, which could

not be defeated." A simple prophecy is not a declaration of purpose
at all

;
but the declaration of a future event. If a purpose of God, to

be hereafter accomplished, be declared, this declaration becomes more

than a simple prophecy : it connects the act with an agent ;
and in the

case before us, that agent is assumed to be God. But we have shown,

that the agent in bhnding the eyes, and closing the ears of these perverse

Jews, is nowhere said to be God
;
and therefore the prophecy is not a

declaration of his purpose. Again, if it w'ere a declaration of God's

purpose, it would not follow that it could not be defeated : for prophetic

threatenings are not absolute ;
but imply conditions. This is so far

from being a mere assumption, that it is established by the authority of

Almighty God himself, who declares, Jer. xviii, 7, 8,
" At what instant

I shall speak concerning a nation, to pluck up, and to pull down, and to

destroy it ; if that nation, against whom I have pronounced, turn from

their evil, I will repent of the evil that I thought to do unto them."

Here we have a prophetic commmation uttered ;
" at what instant I speak"—" that nation against whom I have pronounced." We have also the

purpose in the mind of God—" the e\i\ that I thought ;" and yet this

prediction might fail, and this purpose be defeated. So in the case of

repentant Nineveh, the predicted destruction failed, and the wrathful

purpose was defeated, without any impeachment of the Divine attributes :

on the contrary, the\' were illustrated by this manifestation of the

mingled justice and grace of his administration. Mr. Scott, like many
othti; i, argues as though the prediction of an event gave certainty to it.

But the certainty or uncertainty of events is not created by prophecy.

Prophecy results from prescience ;
and prescience has respect to what

will be, but not necessarily to what must be. Of this, however, more

in its proper place.

(7) See Whitby's Paraphrase and Annot. and his Discourse on the Five Points,

diap. L
2
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3. If tiiis prophecy could be made to bear all that the Calvinists im-

pose upon it, it would not serve their purpose. It would, even then,

alibrd no proof of ^cjjeraZ election and reprobation, since it has an exclu-

sive application to the unbelieving part of the Jewish people only ; and

is never udduced, either by St. John or by St. Paul, as the ground of

aiiy general doctrine whatever.

Jude 4, "For tliere are certain men crept in unawares, who were

before of old ordained to this condemnation, ungodly men," &,c.

The word which is here rendered ordained, is literally _/brficriMen ; ai.d

the word rendered condemnation, signifies legal punishment, or judgment.
The passage means, theretbre, either that the class of men spoken of

had been foretold in the Scriptures, or that their punishment had been

there formerly typified, in those examples of ancient times, of which

several are cited in tiie following verses
;
as Cain, Balaam, Koiah, and

the cities of the plain. Mr. Scott, therefore, very well interprets the

text, when he says,
" the Lord had foreseen them, for they were of old,

registered to this condemnation : many predictions had, from the begin-

ning, been delivered to this effect." But when he adds,
"
Nay, these

predictions had been extracts, as it were, from the registers of Heaven,

^ven the secret and eternal decrees of God, in which he had determined

to leave them to their pride and lusts, till they merited and received this

condemnation," we may well ask for the proof. All this is manifestly

gratuitous ; brought to the text, and not deduced from it
; and is, there,

fore, very unworthy of a commentator. The " extracts" from the

register of God's decrees, as they are found in the Scriptures, contam no

such sentiment as that these abusers of the grace of God only did that

which they could not but do, in consequence of having been "
left lo

their pride and lusts," and excluded before they were born from the

mercies of Christ. If this sentiment then is not in the "extracts," it is

not in the original register ;
or else something is there w hich God, in his

own revealed word, has not extracted, and respecting which the com-

mentator must either have had some independent revelation, or have

been guilty of speaking very rashly. On the contrary, in the parallel

passage in 2 Peter ii, 1-3, where the same class of persons is certainly

spoken of, so far are they from being represented as excluded from tha

benefits of Christ's redemption, that they are charged with a speciiio

crime, whicli necessarily implies their participation in it, with the cri ne

of "
denying the Lord that bovght them."

1 Cor. iv, 7,
" For who maketh thee to differ from another ?"

^

The context shows that the apostle was here endeavouring to repress

that ostentation which had arisen among many persons in the Church

of Corinth, on account of their spiritual gifts and endowments. This

he does by referring those gifts to God, as the sole giver,
—" for who

maketh thee to differ 7" or who confers superiority upon thee ' as the

2
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sense obviously is
;

" and what hast thou that thou didst not receive ?"

Mr. Scott acknowledges that " the apostle is here speaking more imme-

diately of natural abilities, and spiritual gifts ; and not of special and

efficacious grace." If so, then the passage has nothing to do with this

controversy. The argument he however affirms, concludes equally in

one case, as in the other
;
and in his sermon on election he thus applies

it :
" Let the blessings of the Gospel be fairly proposed, with solemn

warnmgs and pressing invitations, to two men of exactly the same cha-

racter and disposition : if they are left to themselves in entirely similar

circumstances, the effect must be precisely the same. But, behold,

while one proudly scorns and resents the gracious offer, the other

trembles, weeps, prays, repents, believes ! Who maketh this man to

differ from the other? or what hath he that he hath not received? The

Scriptural answer to this question, when properly understood, decides

the whole controversy." (8)

As this is a favourite argument, and a popular dilemma in the hands

of the Calvinists, and so much is supposed to depend upon its solution,

we may somewhat particularly examine it.

Instead of supposing the case of two men " of exactly the same cha-

racter and disposition," why not suppose the same man in two moral

states ? for one man who "
proudly scorns the Gospel" does not more

differ from another who penitently receives it, than the same man who

has once scoffingly rejected, and afterward meekly submitted to it,

differs from himself; as for instance, Saul the Pharisee from Paul the

apostle. Now, to account for the case of two men, one receiving the

Gospel, and the other rejecting it, the theory of election is brought in
;

but in the case of the one man in two different states, this theory cannot

be resorted to. The man was elect from eternity ; he is no outcast

from the mercy of his God, and the redemption of his Saviour, and yet,

in one period of his hfe, he proudly scorns the offered mercy of Christ,

at another he accepts it. It is clear, then, that the doctrine tjf election,

simply considered in itself, will not solve the latter case
;
and by conse-

quence it will not solve the former : for the mere fact, that one man

rejects the Gospel while another receives it, is no more a proof of the

non-election of the non- recipient, than the fact of a man now rejecting

it, w -
1 shall afterward receive it, is a proof of his non-election. The

solution, then, must be sought for in some communication of the grace

of God, in some inward operation upon the heai1, which is supposed to

be a consequence of election
;
but this leads to another and distinct

question. This question is not, however, the vincibilitv or invincibility

of the grace of God, at least not in the first instance. It is, in truth,

whether there is any operation of the grace of God in man at all tend.

ing to salvation, in cases where we see the Gospel rejected.
Is the man

(8) Calvin puts the matter in much the same way. Inst. lib. iii, c. 24
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who rejects perseveringly, and he who rejects but for a time, perhaps a

long period of his Ufa, left >vithout any good motions or assisting influ-

ence from the grace of God, or not ? This question seems to admit of

but one of three answers. Either he has no gracious assistance at all,

to dispose liim to receive the Gospel ;
or he lias a sufficient influence

of grace so to dispose iiim
; or that gracious influence is dispensed In as

insuflicient measure. If the first answer be given, then not only a;* the

non-elect left without any visitations of grace throughout Hfe
;
but the elect

also are let"l without the(n, until the moment of their eflectual culhn".

It the second be ofl'ered as the answer, then both in the case of the non-

elect man who finally rejects Christ, and that of the elect man, who

rejects him for a great part of his life, the saving grace of God must be

allowed so to work ius to be capable of counteraction, and eflectual

resistance. If this be denied, then the third answer must be adopted,
and the grace of God must be allowed so to influence as to be design,

ediy insuflicient tor the ends for which it is given ;
that is, it is given

for no saving end at all, either as to the non-elect, or as to the elect all

the time they remain in a state of actual alienation from Christ. For
if an insufficient degree of grace is bestowed, when a sufficient degree

might have been imparled, then there must have been a reason for restrain-

ing the degree of grace to an insufficient measure
; which reason could

only be, that it might be insufficient, and therefore not saving. Now,
two of the three of these positions are manifestly contrary to the word
of God. To say that no gracious influence of the Holy Spirit operates

ipon the unconverted, is to take away their guilt ;
since they cannot be

guilty of rejecting the Gospel if they have no power to embrace it,

either from themselves, or by impartation, while yet the Scripture
represents this as the highest guilt of men. All the exhortations,
and reproofs, and invitations of Scripture, are, also, by this doctrine,
turned into mockery and delusion

; and, finally, there can be no such

thing in this case, as "
resisting the Holy Ghost ;" as «

grieving and

quenching the Spirit ;" as "
doing despite to the Spirit of grace," either

in the case of the non-elect, who are never converted, or of the elect,
before conversion : so that the latter have never been guilty of stubborn-

ness, and o'stinacy, and rebellion, and resistance of grace ; though these

are, by then, afterward, always acknowledged among their sins. Nor
did they ever feel any good motion, or drawing from the Spirit of God,
before what they term their eflectual calling ; though, it is presumed,
tliat few, if any of them, will deny this in fact.

If the doctrine, that no grace is imparted before conversion, is then
contradicted both by Scripture and experience, how will the case stand,
as to the intentional restriction of that grace to a degree which is insuf.

ficient to dispose the subject to the acceptance of the Gospel ? If this

view be held, it mus' be maintained equally as to the elect before theii
2
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conversion, and as to the non-elect. In that case, then, we have equal

difficulty in accounting for the guilt of man, as when it is supposed

that no grace at all is imparted ;
and for the reproofs, calls, and invita-

tions, and threatenings of the word of God. For where lies the differ-

ence between the absolute non-impartation of grace, and grace so

imparted as to be designedly insufficient for salvation? Plainly there is

none, except that we can see no end at all for giving insufficient grace ;

a circumstance which would only serve to render still more perplexing

the principles and practice of the Divine administration. It has no end

of mercy, and none of justice ; nor, as far as can be perceived, of wis-

dom. Not of mercy, for it etiects nothing merciful, and designs not to

etlect it
;
not of justice, for it places no man under equitable responsi-

bility ;
not of wisdom, for it has no assignable end. The Scripture

treats all men to whom the Gospel is preached as endowed with power,

not indeed from themselves, but from the grace of God, to " turn at his

reproof;" to come at his " call ;" to embrace his "
grace ;" but they

have no capacity for any of these acts, if either of these opinions be

true : and thus the word of God is contradicted. So also is experience,

in both cases
;

for there could be no sense of guilt for ha\ ing rejected

Christ, and grieved the Holy Spirit, either in the non-elect never con-

verted, or in the elect before conversion, if either they had no visitations

of grace at all
;
or if these were designedly granted in an insufficient

degree.

It follows, then, that the doctrine of the impartation of grace to the

uucon\erted, in a sufficient degree to enable them to embrace the Gos-

pel, must be admitted; and with this doctrine comes in that of a power

in man to use, or to spum this heavenly gift
and gracious assistance :

in other words, a power of willing to come to Christ, even when men

do not come
;
a power of considering their ways, and turning to the

Lord, when they do not consider them, and turn to him
;

a power of

praying, when they do not pray ;
and a power of believing, when they

do not believe : powers all of grace ;
all the results of the work of the

Spirit in the heart
;
but powers to be exerted by man, since it is man,

and not God, who wills, and turns, and prays, and believes, while the

influence under which this is done is from the grace of God alone.

This is the doctrine which is clearly contained in the words of St. Paul,

••Work out vour own salvation with fear and trembling; for it is God

chat worketh in you both to will and to do, of his own good pleasure ;"

where, not only the operation of God, but the co-operation of man, are

distinctly marked
;
and are both held up as necessarj' to the production

of the grand result—" salvation."

It will appear, then, from these observations, that the question.
" ^^ ho

maketh thee to difler?" as urged by Mr. Scott and others from tho

time of Calvin, is a very inapposite one to their purpose, for.
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First, It is a question which the apostle asks with no reference to a

difference in rehgious state, but only with respect to gifts and endow,
ments. Secondly, the Holy Ghost gives no authority for such an

application of his words, as is thus made, in any other part of Scripture.

Tiiirdly, it cannot be employed for the purpose for which it is dragged
lortii so often frona its context and meaning ; for, in the use thus made
of it, it is falsely assumed, that the two men instanced, the one who

rejects, and the other who embraces the Gospel, are not each endowed
witli sufficient grace to enable them to receive God's gracious offer.

Now this, we may again say, must either be denied or affirmed. If it

be affirmed, then the difference between the two men consists, not where

they place it, in the destitution or deficiency on the one hand, or in the

plenitude on the other, of the grace of God
;
but in the use of grace :

and when they say,
"

it is God which maketh them to differ," they say
in fact, that it is God that not only gives sufficient grace to each

;
but

uses that grace for them. For if it be allowed that sufficient grace for

repentance and faith is given to each, then the true difference between
them is, that one repents, and the other does not repent ;

the one

believes, and the other does not believe : if, therefore, this diflerence is

to be attributed to God directly, then the act of repenting, and the act

of believing, are both the acts of God. If they hesitate to avow this,

for it is an absurdity, then either they must give up the question as

totally useless to them, or else take the other side of the alternative, that

to all who reject the Gospel, sufficient grace to receive it is not given.
How then will that serve them ? They may say, it is true, when they
take the man who embraces the Gospel,

" Who maketh him to differ

but God, who gives ibis sufficient grace to him ?" but then we have an

equal right to take the man who rejects the Gospel, and ask,
" Who

maketh him to differ" from the man that embraces it ? To this they
cannot reply that he maketh himself to differ

;
for that which they here

lay down is, that he has either no grace at all miparted to him to enable

him to act as the other
; or, what amounts to the same thing, no suffi-

cient degree of it to produce a true faith
;
that he never had that grace ;

that he is, and always must remain, as destitute of it as when he was
bom. He does not, therefore, make himself to differ from the man who
embraces the Gospel ; for he has no power to imitate his example, and

to make himself equal with him
;
and the only answer to our question

is, "that it is God who maketh him to differ from the other," by wiln-

holdiiig that grace by which alone he could be prevented from rejecting
the Gospel ;

and this, so far from "
settling the whole controversy,"

IS the very point iti debate.

This dilemma, then, will prove, when examined, but inconvenient to

themselves
;

for if sufficiency of grace be allowed to the unconverted,
then the Calvinists make the acts of grace, as well as the gift of grace itself

2
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to be the work of God in the elect : if sufficiency of grace is denied,

then the unbelief and condemnation of the wicked are not from them-

selves, but from God. (9) Tlie fact is, that this supposed puzzle has

been always used ad cajitandiim ; and is unworthy so grave a contro-

versy ;
and as to the pretence, that the admission of a power in man to

use or to abuse the grace of God involves some merit or ground of glo-

rj'ing in man himself, this is equally fallacious. The power
" to will

and to do," is the sole result of the working of God in man. All is of

grace :
"
By the grace of God," must every one say,

" I am what I

am." Here is no dispute ; every good thought, desire, and tendency

oi the heart, and all its power to turn these to practical account by

prayer, by faith, by the use of the means of grace, through whicli new

power
" to will and to do," new power to use grace, as well as new

grace, is communicated, is of God. Every good act, therefore, is the

use of a communicated power which is given of grace, as the stretch-

ing out of the withered hand of the healed man was the use of the

power communicated to his imbecility, and still working with the act,

though not the act itself; and to attempt to lay a ground of boasting

and self sufficiency in the assisted acceptance of the grace of God by

us
;
and the empowered submission of our hearts to it, is as manifestly

absurd as it would be to say, that the man, whose arm was withered,

had great reason to congratulate himself on his share in the glory of the

miracle, because he himself stretched out the invigorated member at the

command of Christ ;
and because it was not, in fact, lifted up by the

hand of him who, in that act of faith and obedience, had healed him.

The question of the invincibility of Divine grace, is a point to be in

another place considered.

Acts xviii, 9, 10,
" Be not afraid, but speak, and hold not thy peace,

for I am with thee, and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee
;

for '

have much people in this city
''

Mr. Scott, to whom the doctrine of election ia always present, says,
" In this Christ evidently spake of those who were his by election, tht^

gift of the Father, and his own purchase ; though, at that time, in an

unconverted state." {Notes in loc.) It would have been more " evident"

had this been said by the writer of the Acts as well as by Mr. Scott, or

any thing approaching to it. The "
evidence," we fear, was all in Mr.

Scott s predisposition of mind; for it nowhere else appears. The ex-

pression is, at least, capable of two very satisfactory interpretations, in-

dependent of the theory of Calviuistic election. It may mean, that there

woiv many well disposed and serious inquirers among the " Greeks" in

(9) This i/'alvin scruples net to say,
" The supreme Lord, therefore, by de.

jrriting of the coinaiunication -v" his light, and leaving in darkness those whom

he has reprobated, m<tke^ wiv fo- the apoomplishment of his own predestina

tion." (,Inst. lib. iii, c. Si-..

2
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Corinin; loi when Paul turned from the Jews, he "entered into the

house of Justus, one that ivorshipped God." This man was a Greek

proselyte ; and, from various parts of the Acts of the Apostles it is plain,

that this class of people were not only numerous, hut generally received

the Gospel with jo\', and were among the first who joined the primitive

Churches. They manifested their readiness to receive the Gospel in

Corinth itself when the Jews "
opjiosed and blasphemed ;" and it is not

improbable, that to such proselytes, who were in many places
" a peo-

pie prepared of the Lord," reference is made, when our Saviour,

speaking to Paul in this vision, says,
" I have much people in this city."

Suppose, however, he speaks prospectively and prophetically, making
his foreknowledge of an event the means of encouraging the labours of

his devoted apostle, tiie doctrine of election follows neither from the fact

of the foreknowledge of God, nor from prophetic declarations grounded

upon it. Even Calvin founds not election upon God's foreknowledge ;

but upon his decree.

A few other passages might be added, which are sometimes adduced

as proofs of the Calvinistic theory of " election" and "
distinguishing

grace ;" but thev are all either explained by that view of Scriptural elec

tion which has been at large adduced, or are of very obvious interpreta-

tion. I believe that I have omitted none, on which any great stress is

laid in the controversy ;
and the reader will judge how far those which

have been examined serve to support those inferences which tend to

limit (he universal import of those declarations which prove, in the lite-

ral sense of the terms, that our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,
"
by the

grace of God, tasted death for every man."

CHAPTER XXVIIL

Theories which limit the Extent of the Death of Christ.

We have, in the foregoing attempt to establish the doctrine of the

redemption of all mankind against our Calvinistic brethren, taken their

scheme in the sense in which it is usually understood, without noticing

those minuter shades with which the system has been varied. In this

discussion, it is hoped, that no expression has hitherto escaped incon-

sistent with candour. Doctrinal truth would be as little served by this

as Christian charity ;
nor ought it ever to be forgotten by tlie theologi-

cal inquirer, that the system which we have brought imder review has,

in some of its branches, always embodied, and often preserved in various

parts of Christendom, that trutlj which is vital to the Church, and salu-

tary to the souls of men. It has numbered, too, among its votaries,

many venerable names
; and many devoted and holy men, whose writ-

ings often rank among tiie brightest lights of Scriptural criticism and

2
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practical divinity. We think the peculiarities of their creed clearly

opposed to the sense of Scripture, and fairly chargeable in argument
with all those consequences we have deduced from them ;

and which,

were it necessarj' to the discussion, might be characterized in still

stronger language. Those consequences, however, let it be observed,

we only exhibit as logical ones. By many of this class of divines they

are denied
; by others modified ; and by a third party explained away

to their own satisfaction by means of metaphysical and subtle distinc-

tions. As logical consequences only they are, therefore, in such cases,

fairly to be charged upon our opponents, in any disputes which may
arise. By keeping this distinction in view, the discussion of these

points may be preserved unfettered
;
and candour and charity sustain

no wound.

We shall now proceed to justify the general view we have taken of

the Calvinistic doctrine of election, predestination, and partial redemp-

tion, by adducing the sentiments of Calvin himself, and of Calvinistic

theologians and Churches
;

after which our attention may be directed,

briefly, to some of those more modem modifications of the system,

which, though they differ not, as we think, so materially, from the

original model as some of their advocates suppose, yet make conces-

sions not unimportant to the more liberal, and, as we believe, the only

Scriptural theory.

Calvin has at large opened his sentiments on election, in the third

book of his Institutes. (The following quotations are made from Alien's

translation. London, 1823.)
" Predestination we call the eternal decree

of God
; by which he hath determined in himself what he would have

to become of every indi\idual of mankind. For they are not all created

with similar destiny ;
but eternal life is foreordained for some, and eter-

nal damnation for others. Every man. therefore, being created for one

or other of these ends, we say, he is predestinated, either to life, or to

death." After having spoken of the election of the race of Abraham,

and then of particular branches of that race, he proceeds, "Though it is

sutficiently clear that God, in his secret counsel, freely chooses whom he

will, and rejects others, his gratuitous election is but half displayed till

we come to particular individuals, to whom God not only offers salva-

tion, but assigns it iu such a manner, that the certainty of the effect is

liable to no suspense or doubt." He sums up the chapter, in which he

thus generally states the doctrine, in these words : (chap. 21, book iii
:)

«< In conformity, therefore, to the clear doctrine of the Scripture, we

asseit, that by an eternal and immutable counsel, God hath once for all

determined both whom he would admit to salvation, and whom he would

condemn to destruction. We affirm that this counsel, as far as con-

cerns the elect, is founded on his gratuitous mercy, totally irrespective of

human merit ;
but that to those whom he devotes to condemnation, the
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gale of life is clasfd by a just and irreprehensible, but incomprehensi-

ble judgment. In the elect, we consider calling as an evidence of elec-

tion
;
and justification as another token of its manifestation, till they

arrive in glory, which constitutes its completion. As God seals his elect

bv vocation and justification, so by excluding the reprobate from the

knowledge of his name, and sanctification of his Spirit, he afl'ords an

other indication of the judgment that awaits them."

In the commencement of the following chapter (book iii, chap. 22,)

he thus rejects the notion that predestination is to be understood as

resulting from God's foreknowledge of what would be the conduct of

either the elect or the reprobate.
" It is a notion commonly enter,

tained, that God, foreseeing what would be the respective merits of

eve. , individual, makes a correspondent distinction between different

persons ;
that he adepts as his children such as he foreknows will be

deserving of his grace ;
and devotes to the damnation of death others,

whose dispositions he sees will be inclined to wickedness and impiety.

Thus they not only obscure election by covering it with the veil of fore-

knowledge, but pretend that it originates in another cause." Consist-

ently with this, he a little farther on asserts, that election does not flow

from holiness
;
but holiness from election. " For when it is said, that

the faithful are elected that they should be holy, it is fully implied, that

the holiness they were in future to possess, had its origin in election."

He proceeds to quote the example of Jacob and Esau, as loved and

hated before they had done good or evil, to show that the only reason

of election and reprobation is to be placed in God's " secret counsel."

He will not allow the future wickedness of the reprobate to have been

considered in the decree of their rejection, any more than the righteous-

ness of the elect as influencing their better fate. " God hath mercv on

whom he will have mercy ;
and whom he will he hardeneth. You see

how he (the apostle) attributes both to the mere will of God. If,

therefore, we can assign no reason why 'he grants mercy to his people,

but because such is his pleasure, neither shall we find any other cause

but his will for the reprobation of others. For when God is said to

harden, or show mercy to whom he pleases, men are taught by this de.

claration, to seek no cause beside his will." (Book iii, chap. 22.)—
« Many, indeed, as if they wished to avert odium from God, idmil

election in such a way as to deny that any one is reprobated. Rut

this is puerile and absurd
;
because election itself could not exist with,

out being opposed to reprobation :
—whom God passes by, he therefore

reprnh(ii/:s ; and from no other cause than his determination to exclude

them from the inheritance which he predestines for his children." (Book

iii, chap. 23.)

This is the scheme of predestination as exhibited by Calvin
;
and it

is remarkable, that the luiswers which he is compelled to give to objec
2
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tious did not unfold to this great and acute man its utter contrariety to

the testimony of God, and to all established notions of equity among
men. To the objection taken from justice, he replies,

"
They (the ob-

jectors) inquire by what right the Lord is angry with his creatures who
tiad not provoked him by any previous offence

;
for that to devote to

destruction whom he pleases, is more like the caprice of a tyrant, than

the lawful sentence of a judge. If such thoughts ever enter into the

minds of pious men, they will be sufficiently enabled to break their vio-

lence by this one consideration, how exceedingly presumptuous it is,

only to inquire into the causes of the Divine will ; which is, in fact, and

is justly entitled to be, the cause of every thing that exists. For if it

has any cause, then there must be something antecedent on which it

depends, which it is impious to suppose. For the will of God is the

highest rule of justice ;
so that what he wills must be considered just,

for this very reason, because he wills it." The evasions are here curi-

ous. 1. He assumes the very thing in dispute, that God has willed the

destruction of any part of the human race,
" for no other cause than

because he tnlls it ,•" of which assumption there is not only not a word

of proof in Scripture ; but, on the contrary, all Scripture ascribes the

death of him that dieth to his own will, and not to the will of God
; and

therefore contradicts his statement. 2. He pretends that to assign any
cause to the Divine will is to suppose something antecedent to, some-

thins above God, and, therefore, "impious;" as if we might not sup-

pose something in God to be the rule of his will, not only without any

impiety, but with truth and piety ; as, for instance, his perfect wisdom,

holiness, justice, and goodness : or, in other words, to believe the exer-

cise of his will to flow from the perfection of his whole nature
;
a much

more honourable and Scriptural view of the will of God than that which

subjects it to no rule, even in the nature of God himself. 3. When he

calls the will of God, " the highest rule of justice," beyond which we

cannot push our inquiries, h( confounds the will of God, as a rule of

justice to us, and as a rule to himself. This will is our rule
; yet even

then, because we know that it is the will of a perfect being ; but when

Calvin represents mere u-ill as constituting God's own rule of justice, he

shuts out knowledge, discrimination of the nature of things, and holi

ness ;
which is saying something very different to that great truth, tnat

God cannot will any thing but what is perfectly just. It is to say that

blind will, will which has no respect to ajiy thing but itself, is God's

highest rule of justice ;
a position which, if presented abstractedly, many

of the most ultra Calvinists would spuni. 4. He determines the ques-

tion by the authority of his own metaphysics, and totally forgets that

one dictum of inspiration overturns his whole theory,
—God " leilleth all

men to be saved :" a declaration, which, in no part of the sacred volume,

s opposed or limited by any contrary declaration.
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Calvin is not, however, content thus to leave the matter
;

but resorts

to an argument in wliich he has been generally followed by those who

have adopted his system with some mitigations.
" As we are all cor

rupted by sin, we must necessarily be odious to God, and that not from

tyrannical cruelty ; but in the most equitable estimation of justice If

all wliom the Lord predestinates to death are, in their natural concH-

tion, liable to the sentence of death, what injustice do they coiiipliiin of

recei\itig from him?" To tliis Calvin very (airly stales the obvioun

rejoinder made in his day and wliich the common sense of mankind

will always make,—"
Tliey object, were they not by the decree of God

antecedently predestinated to that corruption which is now stated as the

cause of their condcnuiation ? When they perish in their corruption,

therefore, they ordy suli'cr the punishment of that misery into which, in

consequence of his predestination, Adam fell, and precipitated his poste-

rity with him." The manner in which Calvin attempts to refute this

objection, shows how truly unanswerable it is upon his system. "I

confess," says he,
"
indeed, that all the descendants of Adam fell, by the

Divine will, into that miserable condition in which they are now in-

volved ;
and this is what I asserted from the beginning, that we must

always return at last to the sovereign determination of God's will ; the

cause of which is hidden in himself. But it follows not, therefore, that

God is liable to this reproach ; for we will answer them in the language
of Paul,

' O man, who art thou that repliest against God ? Shall the thing

formed say to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me thus ?'
"—

That is, in order to escape the pinch of the objection, he assumes, that

St. Paul affirms that God has " formed" a part of the human race for

eternal misery ;
and that by imposing silence upon them, he .'ntended to

declare that this proceeding in God was just. Now the passage may
be proved from the context to mean no such thing ; but, if that failed

and it were more obscure in its meaning than it really is, such an inter-

pretation would be contradicted by many other plain texts of Holv Writ,

of which Calvin takes no notice. Even if this text would serve the

purpose better, it gives no answer to the objection ; for we are brought
round sigain, as indeed Calvin confesses, to his former, and indeed only

argument, that the whole matter, as he states it, is to be referred beck

to the Divine will
;

which will, though perfectly arbitrarj', is, as .le

contends, the highest rule of justice.
" I say, with Augustine, that the

Lord created those whom ha certainly foreknew would fall into destruc.

tion ;
and that this was actually so, because he willed it

;
but of his

will, it belongs not to us to demand the reason, which we are incapable
of comprehending : nor is it reasonable that the Divine will should be

made the subject of controversy with us, which is only another name
for the highest rule of justice." Thus he shuts us out from pursuing
the argument. When God places fences against our approacli, we
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grant, that we are bound not " to break through and gaze ;" but not

so, when man, without authority, usurps this authority, and weirns us off

from his own inclosures, as though we were trespasshig upon the pecu-
liar domains of God himself. Calvin's evasion proves the objection

unanswerable. For if all is to be resolved into the mere will of God as

to the destruction of the reprobate ; if thev were created for this pur-

pose, as Calvin expressly affirms ; if they fell into their corruption in

pursuance of God's determination
; if, as he had said before,

" God

passes them by, and reprobates them, from no other cause than his

determination to exclude them from the inheritance of his children,"

why refer to their natural corruption at all, and their being odious to

God in that state, since the same reason is given for their corruption as

for their reprobation ?—Not any fault of theirs ; but the mere will of

God, " the reprobation hidden in his secret counsel," and not grounded
on the visible and tangible fact of their demerit. Thus the election

taught by Calvin is not a choice of some persons to peculiar grace from

the whole mass, equally deserving of punishment ; (though this is a

sophism;) for, in that case, the decree of reprobation would rest upon
God's foreknowledge of those passed by as corrupt and guilty, which

notion he rejects.
" For since God foresees future events only in con-

sequence of Ai? decree that they shall happen, it is useless to contend

about foreknowledge, while it is evident that all things come to pass rather

by ordination and decree. It is a horrible decree, I confess ;
but no

one can deny that God foreknew the future fate of man before he cre-

ated him
;
and that he did foreknow it, because it was appointed by his

own decree." Agreeably to this, he repudiates the distinction between

will and permission.
" For what reason shall we assign for his permit-

ting it, but because it is his will? It is not probable, however, that man

procured his own destruction by the mere permission, and without any

appointment of God."

With this doctrine he again makes a singular attempt to reconcile

the demerit of men :
—" Their perdition depends on the Divine predes-

tination in such a manner, that the cause and matter of it are found in

themselves. For the first man fell because the Lord had determined it

should so happen. The reason of this determination is unknown 'o us.

Man, therefore, falls according to the appointment of Divine providince ;

but he faUs by his own fault. The Lord had a little before pronounced

every thing that he had made to be ' very good.' Whence, then, comes

the depravity of man to revolt from his God? Lest it should be thought to

coroe from creation, God approved and commended what had proceeded

from himself. By his own wickedness, therefore, man corrupted the

nature he had received pure from the Lord, and by his fall he drew all

his posterity with him to destruction." It is in this way that Calvin

attempts to avoid the charge of makincr God the author of sm. Bui

Vol. II. 25
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how God sliould not merely permit the defection of the first man, but

appoint it, and trill it, and that his will should be the '•

necessity of

things," all which he had before asserted, and yet that Deity should not

be tlie author of that which he ajipointed, willed, and imposed a twees-

sity upon, would be rather a delicate inquiry. It is enough that Calvin

rejects the impious doctrine, and even though his principles directly

lead to it, since he has put in his disclaimer, he is entitled to be ex.

empted from the charge ;
—but the logical conclusion is inevitable.

In much the same manner he contends that the necessity of sinning

is laid upon the reprobate by the ordination of God, and yet denies God

to be the author of their sin, since the corruption of men was derived

from Adam, by his own fault, and not from God. Here, also, although

the difficulty still remains of conceiving how a necessity of sinning

should be laid on the descendants of Adam, and that without any coun-

teraction of grace in the case of the reprobate, and that this should be

attributable to the will of God as its cause, while yet God, in no sense

injurious to his perfections, is to be regarded as the author of sin, we

still admit Calvin's disclaimer; but then he cannot.have the advantage

on both sides, and must renounce this or some of his former positions.

He exhorts us " rather to contemplate the evident cause of condemna-

tion, which is nearer to us, in the corrupt nature of mankind, than search

after a hidden, and altogether incomprehensible one, in the predestina-

tion of God." "
For, though, by the eternal providence of God, man was

created to that misery to which he is subject, yet the ground of it he

has derived from himself, not God
;
since he is thus ruined, solely in

consequence of his having degenerated from the pure creation of God

to vicious and impure depravity." Thus, almost in the same breath, he

affirms that men became reprobate from no other cause than " the will

of God," and his "sovereign determination ;"—that men have no reason

" to expostulate with God, if they are predestinated to eternal death,

without any demerit of their own, merely by his sovereign will ;"
—and

then, that the corrupt nature of tnankind is the eriidenl and nearer cause

of condemnation ; (which cause, however, was still a matter of "
ap-

pointment," and "
ordination," not •'

permission ;") and that man is

" ruined solely in consequence ol his having degenerated from the pure

state in which God created him." Now these propositions manifestly

fight with each other
; for if the reason of reprobation be laid in man's

corruption, it cannot be laid in the mere will and sovereign determina-

tion of God, unless we suppose him to he the author of sm. It is this

offensive doctrine only which can reconcile them. For if God so wills,

and appoints, and necessitates ihe depravity of man, as to be the author

of it, then there is no inconsistency in saying tiiat the ruin of the repro-

bate is both from the mere will of God, and from the corruption of their

nature, which is but the result of that will. The one is then, as Calvip

3
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States, the " evident and nearer cause," the other the more remote and

hidden one; yet they have the same source, and are substantially acts

of the same will. But if it be denied that God is, in any sense, the

author of evil, and if sin is from man alone, then is the.
"
corruption of

nature
"

the effect of an independent will ; and if this be the " real

source," as he says, of men's condemnation, then the decree of repioba-

tion rests not upon the sovereign will of God, as its sole cause, which he

affirms ; but upon a cause dependent on the will of the first man. But

as this is denied, then the other must follow. Calvin himself indeed

contends for the perfect concurrence of these proximate and remote

causes, although, in point of fact, to have been perfectly consistent with

himself, he ought rather to have called the mere will of God the cause

of the decree of reprobation, and the corruption of man the means by

which it is carried into effect: language which he sanctions, and which

many of his followers have not scrupled to adopt.

So fearfully does this opinion involve in it the consequences that in

sin man is the instrument, and God the actor, that it cannot be main-

tained, as stated by Calvin, without this conclusion. For as two causes

of reprobation are expressly laid down, they must be either opposed to

each other, or be consenting. If they are opposed, the scheme is given

up ; if consenting, then are both reprobation and human corruption the

results of the same will, the same decree and necessity. It would be

trifling to say that the decree does not influence ; for if so, it is no de-

cree in Calvin's sense, who understands the decree of God, as the fore-

going extracts and the whole third book of his Institutes plainly show,

as appointing what shall be, and by that appointment making it necessary.

Otherwise he could not reject the distinction between will and permis-

sion, and avow the sentiment of St. Augustine,
" that the will of God is

the necessity of things ; and that what he has willed will necessarily

come to pass." (Book iii, chap. 23, sec. 8.) So, in writing to Castalio,

he makes the sin of Adam the result of an act of God. " You say

Adam fell by his free will. I except against it. That he might not

fall, he stood in need of that strength and constancy with which God

armeth all the elect, as long as he will keep them blameless. WTiom

God has elected, he props up with an invincible power unto perseverance.

Wl y did he not afford this to Adam, if he would have had him stand in

his integrity ?" (1) And with this view of necessitj', as resulting from

the decree of God, the immediate followers of Calvin coincide ;
the end

and the means, as to the elect, and as to the reprobate, are equally fixed

by the decree ; and are both to be traced to the appointing and ordain-

ing will of God. On such a scheme it is, therefore, worse than trifling

to attempt to make out a case of justice in favour of this assumed Divine

procedure, by alleging the corruption and guilt of man : a point which,

(1) Quoted in Blfhop Womack's Calvinist Cabinet Unlockid P- 34-
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indeed, Calvin himself, in fact, gives up when he says,
"

tiiat the repro-

bate obey not the word of God, when made known to them, is justly

imputed to the wickedness and depravity of their hearts, prcrridcd it be

at the same lime stated, that tliey are abandoned to this depravity, be-

cause they have been raised up by a just, but inscrutable judgment of

God, to display his glory in their condemnation." {Inst, book iii, chap,

24, sec. 14.)

It is by availing themselves of tliese ineffectual struggles of Calvin to

give some colour of justice to his reprobating decree, by fixing u])on the

corruption of man as a cause of reprobation, that some of his followers

have endeavoured, in the very teeth of his own express words, to reduce

his system to supralapsarianism. This was attempted by Am) raldus ;

who was answered by Curcelloeus, in his tract " De Jure Dei in Crea-

turas." This last writer, partly by several of the same passages we

have given above from Calvin's Institutes, and by extracts from his

other writings, proves that Calvin did by no means consider man, as

fallen, to be the object of reprobation ;
but nian not yet created ;

man

as to be created, and so reprobated, under no consideration in the Divine

mind of his fall or actual guilt, except as consequences of an eternal pre-

terition of the persons of the reprobate, resolvable only into the sovereign

pleasure of God. The references he makes to men as corrupt, and to

their corrupt state as the proximate cause of their rejection, are all

manifestly used to parry off' rather than to answer objections, <lnd some-

what to soften, as Curcelloeus observes, the harsher parts of his system.

And, indeed, for what reason are we so often brought back to that un

failing refuge of Calvin and his followers,
" the presumption and wick-

edness of replying against God ?" For if reprobation be a matter of

human desert, it cannot be a mystery ;
if it be adequate punishment for

an adequate fault, there is no need to urge it upon us to bow with sub-

mission to an unexplained sovereignty. We may add, there is no need

to speak of a remote or first cause of reprobation, if the proximate cause

will explain the whole case ; and that Calvin's continual reference to

God's secret counsel, and will, and inscrutable judgment, could have no

aptness to his argument. (2) Among English divines. Dr. Twiss has

(2) Aniyraklus tamen, ut eum infra lapsum substitisse probct, in constituenilo

reprobalionis objecto, proferl qucedam loca in quibws ille corrupttp masste incniin''.

et hujus decreti oequitaleni ab originali peccato arcessit. Sed facilis est responsic

Nam Calvinus ipse, qua nilionc ista cum iis qute attiili sint concilianda nos docel

nimirum adhibita distinctione inter propinquiim rcprobationis causani, quam resi.

dentem in nobis corruptionom esse vult, et remolam, qum sit unicum Dei bene,

placitum. Et quanquam variis in locis causnm ])ropinquam, veluli ad sentenlia>

BUSB duriliem emoUiendam aptiorem, magis videalur iirgcrc ; ita tamen id facit iit

non raro consilii areani, voluntatis occvltm, judicii inserutabilis, ct Bimilium. qni-

bus primani rcjectionis caiisam solnt designare, ibidem simul meminerit. (Df

Jure Dei, &c, 'ap. x.)

2
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snfficienlly defended Calvin from the charge, as he esteems it, of sub-

.apsarianisni ; and, whatever merit Twiss's own supralapsarian creed

may have, his argument on this point is unanswerable.

This then is the doctrine of Calvin, which was followed by several

of the Churches of the reformation, who in this respect distinguished
tfiemselves from the Lutherans. (3) It was a doctrine, however, un-

known in the primitive Churches; and may be ranked among inc-se

errors which the pagan philosophy subsequently engrafted upon the

faith of Christ. (4)

Bishop Tomline's " Refutation of Calvinism," although very en-one-

ous in some of its doctrinal views, has some valuable and conclusive

quotations from the ancient fathers, proving "that the peculiar tenets of

Calvinism are in direct opposition to the doctrines maintained in the

first ages." They also show that there is a great similarity between

some points in that system and several of the most prevalent of the

early heresies. " The Manicheans denied the freedom of the human
will ; and spoke of the elect as persons who could not sin, or fail of sal

vation." The fruitful source of these notions was the Gnosticism of

early times, which was the worst part of the speculative pagan philo-

sophy, engrafted on a corrupted Christianity ;
and was vigorously op-

posed by the fathers, from the earliest date. In this system of affected

and dreaming wisdom it was assumed, tliat some souls were created

bad, and others good ;
and that they sprung, therefore, from different

principles, or creators. Origen contended, in opposition to these specu-

lations, that all souls were by nature of the same quality ;
that the use

of the freedom of will made the differences we see in practice ;
and that

(3)
*' The Reformed Churchy in the largest import of the word, comprises all

the religious coinnuinities which have separated tliemselves from the Church of

Rome. In this sense the words are often used by English writers ; but having
been adopted by the French Calvinists to describe their Church, this term is most

commonly used on the continent as a general appellation of all the Churches

wiio profess the doctrines of Calvin. About tlie year 1541, the Church of Ge.

neva was placed by the magistrates of that city under the direction of Calvin,

where his learning, eloquence, and talents for business, soon attracted general
notice. By degrees his fame reached to every part of Europe. Having prevailed

upon the senate of Geneva to found an academy, and place it under his superin-

tendence ; and having filled it with men, eminent throughout Europe for their

(earning and talent, it became the favourite resort of all persons who leaned to

She new principles, and sought religious and literary instruction. From Ger.

many France, Italy, England, and Scotland, numbers crowded to tlie new aca-

demy, and returned from it to their native countries, saturated with the doctrine

of Geneva; and burning with zeal to propagate its creed." (Butler's Life of

Grotius.)

(4) This was the view of Melancthon, who, in writing to Peucer, says,
" L(Elms writes to me, and says, that the controversy respecting the Stoicai.

Fate is agitated with such uncommon fervour at Geneva, that one individual is

cast inio prison becau^•e he happened to differ from Zeno "
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tills lib«>rt\ n:nt)oretl them liable to reward and to punisliment ; ascrib-

ing, however, tliis recovered freedom of the will, which had been lost in

Adam, to the grace of Christ. The Platonism which he mixed up with

his system was justly resisted in the Chnrch ; but his doctrine of the

freedom of tlie will prevailed generally in the east. It was afterward

carried to a dangerous exter.t by Pelagius, whose doctrine was modified

by Cassian. These discussions called Augustine into a controversy,

"vhich carried him to the opposite extreme
;
and appears to have re-

lived the Manichean notions of his youth in such a degree as greatly to

.mge many parts of his system with that heresy. He was a powerful,

but unsteady writer ;
and has expressed himself so inconsistently as to

have divided the opinions of the Latin Church, where his authority has

always been greatest. He held, ahhougti his writings atTord many pas-

sages contradictory of the statement, that "
God, t'rom the foundation of

the world, decreed to save some men, and to consign others to eternal

punishment." Notwithstanding his authority, his views on predestina

tion and grace appear to have made no great impression upon even the

western Church, where the Collations of Cassian, a disciple of Chry-

sostom, a work which has been called semi-Pelagian, was held in ex-

tensive estimation ; so that substantially no great difference of opinion

appeared between the western and the Greek Churches, on these points,

for several centiiries. In the ninth century St. Austin's doctrines were

revived and asserted by Goteschale, who was as absurdly as wickedly

persecuted on that account. His doctrines were condemned m two

coiMicils ; and the controversy was laid to rest imlil the subtle questions

contained in it were revived by the schoolmen. Thomas Aquinas and

the Dominicans adopted the strongest views of Augustine on predestina-

tion and necessit)', and improved upon them
;
Scotus and the Francis-

cans took the opposite side
;
and the infallibility of the pope has not yet

been employed to settle this point. By condemning Jansenius, however,

while it has honoured Augustine, that Church, as Bayle observes, (Dic-

tionary, Art. Ajigvstive,) has involved itself in great perplexities. The

authority of this father with the Church of Rome was indeed an advan-

tage which the first reformers did not fail to make use of. From him

they supported their views on justification by faith ; and finding so much

of evangelical truth on this and some other subjects in his writings, they

were insensibly biassed to the worst parts of his system. Luther re-

covered from this error in tlic latter part of his life
;
and the Lutheran

Churches settled in the doctrine of universiil redemption. (5) Augustin-

(5)
'*

It is pleasing,
**

says Dr. Coplestdn, "and satisfactory, to trace the pro-

gress of Meliuiolhcn'a opinions upon the suhject. In the first dawning of the

reformation he, as well as Luther, had been led into those nietapliysical discns-

^ons which Calvin afterward moulded into a system, and incorporatrd with hw

exposition of the Christian doctrine. But so early aa tho year l.'J29 he renounced

2
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isni, as perfected and systematized by the able hand of Calvin, was

received by several of the leformed Churches ;
and gave rise to a con-

irovorsy which has remained to this day, though happily it has of late

been conducted with less iisperity. The system, as issued by Calvin,

has, however, undergone various modifications : some theologians and

liieir followers, having carried out his principles to their full length, so

as to advocate or sanction tiie Antinomian heresy ,
while others, either

to avoid this fearful result, or perceiving the discrepancy of the harsher

parts of the theory with the word of God, have impressed upon it a more

mitigated aspect.

The three leading schemes of predestination, prevalent among the

reformed Churches previous to the synod of Dort, are thus stated in the

celebrated Declaration of Arminius before the states of Holland. Tliey

comprehend the theories generally known by the names of supralapsa-

rian and sublapsarian.

"The FBRST, or Creabilitarian, or supralapsarian opinion, is, 1. That

God has absolutely and precisely decreed to save certain particular men

by his mercy or grace ;
but to condemn others by his justice ;

and to do

all this, without having any regard in such decree to righteousness or

sin, obedience or disobedience, which could possibly exist on the part of

one class of men, or the other. 2. That for the execution of the pre

ceding decree, God determined to create Adam, and all men in him, in

an upright state of original righteousness ;
beside which, he also or-

dained them to commit sin, that they might thus become guilty of eter-

nal condemnation, and be deprived of original righteousness. 3. That

those persons whom God has thus positively wished to save, he has

decreed, not only to salvation, but also to the means which pertain to

it ;
that is, to conduct and bring them to faith in Christ Jesus, and to per-

severance in that faith
;
and that he also leads them to these results by

a grace and power that are irresistible ;
so that it is not possible for

this error, and expunged the passages that contained it from the later editions

of his Loci Theologici. Luther, who had in his early life maintained the samo

opinions, after the controversy with Erasmus about free will, never taught them;

and although he did not, with the candour of Melancthon, openly retract what

be had once written, yet he bestowed the highest commendations on the last

editions of Melancthon's Work, containing this correction. {Preface to the jirtt

volume of Luther's Works, A D. 1546.) He also scrupled not to assert publicly,

that at the beginning of the reformation, his creed was not completely settled :

(Laur. Bampt. Lect. note 21 to Sermon ii :) and in his last work of any import-

Bnce, he is anxious to point out the qualifications with which all he had ever

said, on the doctrine of absolute necessity, ought to be received."
" Vos ergo,

qui nunc me audistis, memineritis me hoc docuisse, non esse inquirendum de

Prsedestinatione Dei abseonditi, sed in illis acquiescendum, qute revelantur per

vocationem et per raihisterium verbi Htec eadem alibi quoque in mew

libris protestatus sum, et nuno etiam viva voce trado : Ideo sum excusatus. (Op

vol, vi, p. 325.)
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them to do otherwise than beUeve, persevere iti faith, and be saved

4. Thai to those, whom, by his absohite will, God has foreordained to

perdition, he has also decreed to deny tliat grace which is necessary and

sufficient for salvation ;
and does not, in reality, confer it upon them

; so

that Ihey are neither placed in a possible condition, nor in any capa«,ity

of believing, or of being saved." (6)

Tht SECOND opinion ditiers from the former ;
but is still supralapsa

rian. It is,
—

"
1. That God determined within himself, by an eternal immutable

decree, to make, according to his good pleasure, the smaller portion out

of the general muss of mankind, partakers of his grace and glory. But,

according to his pleasure, he passed by the greater portion of men, and

left them in their own nature, which is incapable of any thing super,

natural
;
and did not communicate to them that saving and supernatural

grace by which their nature, if it still retained its integrity, might be

strengthened ;
or by which, if it were corrupted, it might be restored, for

a demonstration of his own liberty : yet after God had made these men

sinners, and guilty of death, he punished them with death eternal, for a

demonstration of his justice."
—"As far as we are capable of compre-

'

hendiiig their scheme of reprobation, it consists of two acts, that of pre-

TERiTioN, and that of predamnation. Preterition is antecedent to

all things, and to all causes which are either in the things themselves,

or which arise out of them
;

that is, it has no regard whatever to any

sin, and only views man under an absolute and general aspect. Two
means are foreordained for the execution of the act of preterition :

dereliction in a state of nature which, by itself, is incapable of every

thing supernatural ;
and tlie non-communication of supernatural grace,

by which tiieir nature, if in a state of integrity, might be strengthened,

and if in a state of corruption, might be restored. Predamnation is

antecedent to all things ; yet it does by no means exist without a fore-

knowledge of the cause of damnation. It views man as a sinner obnoxious

to damnation in Adam, and as, on this account, perishing through the

necessity of Divine justice."

This opinion differs from the first in this, that ii does not lay down he

creation o; the fall as a mediate cause, foreordained of God for the exe-

cution of l:.e decree of reprobation ; yet this second kind of predestina-

iion places election, with regard to the end, before the fall, as a so

preterition,
or passing by, which is the first part of reprobation.

" But

though the inventors of this scheme," says Arminius,
" have been desirous

of using the greatest precaution, lest it might be concluded from their

(6) This statement of the siipralapsarian and sublapsarian theories, as given

by Arminius, might be illustrated and verified by quotations from the elder Cal

vinistic divines : the reader will, however, find what is amply sufficient in those

given in Bisli'ip Wnm ick's Calvinistic Cabinet Unlocked.

2
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doctrine, that God is the author of sin with as much show of probabihty
as it is deducible from the first scheme

; yet we shall discover, that the

fall of Adam cannot possibly, according to their views, be considered in

any other maimer than as a necessary means for the execution of the

preceding decree of predestination. For, first, it states that God deter,

mined by the decree of reprobation to deny to man that grace which

W£is necessary for the contirmation and strengthening of his nature, that

it might not be corrupted by sin
;
which amounts to this, that God de-

creed not to bestow that grace which was necessary to avoid sin
;
and

from this must necessarily follow the transgression of man, as proceed-

ing from a law imposed upon him. The fall of man is, therefore, a

means ordained for the execution of the decree of reprobation."
" 2. It states the two parts of reprobation to be preierilion and pre.

damnation. Those two parts, (although the latter views man as a sinner,

and obnoxious to justice,) are, according to that decree, connected to-

gether by a necessary and mutual bond, and are equally extensive
;

for

those whom God passed by in conferring grace, are hkewise damned.

Indeed, no others are damned except those who are the subjects of this

act of pretention. From this, therefore, it must be concluded, that sin

necessarily follows from the decree of reprobation or preterition ;
be-

cause, if it were otherwise, it might possibly happen, that a person who

had been passed by might not commit sin, and from that circumstance

might not become liable to damnation. This second opinion on predes-

tination, therefore, falls into the same inconvenience as the first,
—the

making God the author of sin." {Declaration.)

TlTe THIRD opinion is sublapsarian ;
in which man, as the object of

predestination,
is considered as fallen. (7) It is thus epitomized by Ar-

minius :
—

" Because God willed within himself from all eternity to make a de-

cree bv which he might elect certain men and reprobate the rest, he

(7) The question as to the object of the decrees has gone out, as Goodwin says,

among our Calvinistic brethren into "endless digladiations and irreconcilable

divisions :
—some of them hold, that men simply and indefinitely considered, are

the object of these decrees. Others contend, that men considered as yet to be

created, are this object. A third sort stands up against both the former with

this notion, that men considered as already created, and made, are this object.

A fourth disparageth the conjectures of the three former with tliis conceit, that

men considered as fallen, are this object. Another findeth a defect in the single-

ness or simplicity of all the former opinions, and compoundeth this in opposition

,o them, that men considered both as to be created, and as being created and

as fallen, together, are the proper object of these troublesome decrees. A sixth

sort formeth us yet another object, and this is, man considered as salvable, nr capa-

ble of being saved. A seventh not liking the faint complexion of any of the

former opinions, delivereth this to us as strong and healthful, that men considered

as damnable, are this object. Others yet agam, superfancying all the former, con-

ceit men. considered as ereable, or possible to be created, to be the ODject so
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viewed and considered the human race not only as created, but likcwisp

as fallen or corrupt; and, on that account, obnoxious to malediction.

Out of this lapsed and accursed state God determined to liberate certain

individuals, and freely to save them by his grace, for a declaration of

his mercy ;
but he resolved in his own just judgment, to leave the n st

under malediction, for a d-^claration of his justice. In both these casei*

God acts without the least consideration of repentance and faith in those

whom he elects, or of impenitence and unbelief in those whom he repro-

bates. This opinion places the fall of man, not as a means foreordain-

ed for the execution of the decree of predestination, as before explained ;

but as something that might furnish a proaresis, or occasion for this

decree of predestination." (Declaration.)

With this opinion, however, the necessity of the fall is so generally

connected, that it escapes the difficuUies which environ the preceding

scheme in words only ;
for whether, in the decree of predestination, man

is considered as creatable, or created and fallen, if a necessity be laid

upon any part of the race to sin, and to be made miserable, whether

from that which rendered the fall inevitable, or that which rendered the

fall the inevitable means of corrupting their nature, and producing entire

moral disability without relief, the condition of the reprobate remains

substantially the same
;
and the administration under which they are

placed, is equally opposed to justice as to grace. For let us shut out

all these fine distinctions between acts of sovereignty and acts of justice,

pretention and predamnation, and fully allow the principle, that all are

fallen in Adam, in what way can even the sublapsarian doctrine be sup-

ported ? It has two objects : to avoid the imputation of making God

the author of sin, and to repel the charge of his dealing with his crea-

tures unjustly. We need only take the latter as necessarj' to the argu-

ment, and show how utterly they fail to turn aside this most fatal objec-

tion drawn from the justice of the Divine nature and administration.

It is an easy and plausible thing to say, in the usual loose and general

manner of stating the sublapsarian doctrine, that the whole race having

fallen in Adam, and become justly liable to eternal death, God might,

without any impeachment of his justice, in the exercise of his sovereign

grace, appoint some to life and salvation by Christ, and leave the others

to their deserved punishment. But this is a false view of the case, built

upon the false ;xssumption that the whole race were personally and indi-

highly contested about. A ninth party disciple the world with this doctrine,

that men considered as lahiU: or capable of falling, are the object ; and whethe.

all the scattered and conflicting opinions about the objects of our brethren's

decrees of election and reprobation, are bound up in this bundle or not, we can-

not say." (Agreemtnt of Brethren ^c.)

In modern times these subtile distinctions have rather fallen into desuetude

among Calvinists, and are reducible to a much smaller number.

2
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ndually, in consequence of Adam's fall, absolutely liable to eternal death.

That very fact which is the foundation of the whole scheme, is easy to

be refuted on the clearest authority of Scripture ;
while not a passage

can be adduced, we may boldly affirn\, wliich sanctions any such doc-

rine.

" The wages of sin is death." That the death which is the wages or

psnulty of sin extends to eternal death, we have before proved. But

sin is the transgression of the law ;" and in no other light is it repre-

sented in Scripture, when eternal death is threatened as its penalty, than

as the act of a rational being sinning against a law known or knowable ;

and as an act avoidable, and not forced or necessary.

Taking these principles, let them be applied to the case before us.

The scheme of predestination in question contemplates the human

race as fallen in Adam. It must, therefore, contemplate them eithei

as seminally in Adam, not being yet born
;
or as to be actually born

into the world.

In the former case, the only actual beings to be charged with sin,

" the transgression of the law," were Adam and Eve
;

for the rest of the

human race not being actually existent, were not capable of transgress,

ing ; or if they were, in a vague sense, capable of it by virtue of the

federal character of Adam
; yet then only as poterUial, and not as actual

beings, beings, as the logicians say, in posse, not in esse. Our first parents

rendered themselves liable to eternal death. This is granted ;
and had

they died " in the day" they sinned, which, but for the introduction of

a system of mercy and long suffering, and the appointment of a new kind

of probation, for any thing that appears, they must have done, the human

race would have perished with them, and the only conscious sinners

would have been the only conscious sufferers. But then this lays no

foundation for election and reprobation ;
—the whole race would tiius

have perished without the vouchsafement of mercy to any.

This predestination must, therefore, respect the human race fallen m
Adam, as to be born actually, and to have a real as well as a potential

existence ; and the doctrine will be, that the race so contemplated were

made unconditionally liable to eternal death. In this case the decree

iikes effect immediately upon the fall, and determines the condition of

everv individual, in respect to his being elected from this common misery,

or his being left in it
;
and it rests its plea of justice upon the assumed

fact, that every man is absolutely liable to eternal death wholly and en-

tireiy for the sin of Adam, a sin to which he was not a consenting party,

because he was not in actual existence. But if eternal death be the

"
wages of sin ;" and the sin which receives such wages be the trans-

gression of a law by a voluntary agent, (and this is the rule as laid down

Dy God himself,) then on no Scriptural principle is the human race to be

consid'Med absolutely liable to personal and conscious eternal death for
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the sin of Adam ;
and so the very ground ;issumed by the advocates of

tliis theory is unfounded.

But perhaps they will bring into consideration the foreknowledge of

actual transgression as contemplated by the decree, though this notion

is repudiated by Calvin, and the rigid divines of his school
;
Sut we

reply to this, that either the sin of Adam was a sufficient reason for the

actual infliction of a sentence of eternal death upon his descendants, or

it was not. If not, then no man will be punished with eternal death, as

the consequence of Adam's sin, and that sentence will rest upon actual

transgressions alone. If, then, this be allowed, there comes in an im-

portant inquiry : Are the actual transgressions of the non-elect evitable,

or necessary ? If the former, then even the reprobate, without the grace

of Christ, which they cannot have, because he died not for them, may
avoid all sin, and consequently keep the whole law of God. and claim,

though still reprobates, to be justified by their works. But if sin be una-

voidable and necessary as to them, in consequence both of the corrupt

nature they have derived from Adam, and the withholding of that sancti-

fying influence which can be imparted only to the elect, for whom alone

Christ died, how are they to be proved justly liable, on that account, to

eternal death ? This is the penalty of sin, of sin as the transgression

of the law
;

but then law is given only to creatures in a state of trial,

either to those who, from their unimpaired powers, are able to keep it ;

or to those to whom is made the promise of gracious assistance, upon
their asking it, in order that they may be enabled to obey the will of

God
;

cuid in no case are those to whom God issues his commands sup

posed in Scripture to be absolutely incapable of obedience, much less

liable to be punished, without remedy, for not obeying, if so incapacitated.

This would, indeed, make the Divine Being a hard master,
"
reaping

where he has not sown ;" which is the language only of the " « icked

servant ;" and therefore to be abhorred by all good men. But if a point

so obviously at variance with truth and equity be maintained, the doc-

trine comes to this, that men are considered, in the Di\'ine decree, as

justly liable to eternal dealh, (their actual sins being foreseen,) because

they have been placed by some previous decree, or higher branch of the

same decree, in circumstances which necessitate them to sin : a doc-

trine which raises sublapsarianism into supralapsarianism itself. This

is not the view which God gives us of his own justice ;
and it is contn. .

dieted by every notion of justice which has ever obtained amon'g men :

nor is it at all relieved by the subtilly of Zanchius and others, who dis-

tinguish between being necessitated to sin, and he'm^ forced to sin
; and

argue, that because in sinning the reprobate follow the motions of their

own will, Ihey are justly punisliahle ; though in this they fu'fil the pre-

destination of God. The true question is, and it is not at all aflected

by such Aiereh verbal distinctions, Can the reprobate do otherwise
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than sin, and could they ever do otherwise ? They sin willingly, it is

said. This is granted ;
but could they ever will otherwise ? The will

is but one of many diseased powers of the soul. Is there, as to them,

any cure for this disease of the will ? According to this scheme, there

is not ; and they will from necessity, as well as act from necessity ;
so

that the difficult}-, though thrown a step backward, remains In full

force.

In support of their notion, that the penalty attached to original sin is

eternal death, they allege, it is true, that the Apostle Paul represents all

men under condemnation in consequence of their connection with the

first Adam
;
and attributes the salvation of those who are rescued from

the ruin, only to the obedience of the second Adam. This is granted ;

but it will not avail to estabhsh their position, that the human race being
all under an absolute sentence of condemnation to eternal death, almightv

God, in the exercise of his sovereign grace, elected a part of them to

salvation, and left the remainder to the justice of their previous sentence.

For, 1. Supposing that the whole human race were under condem-

nation in their sense, this will not account for the punishment of those

who reject the Gospel. Their rejecting the Gospel is represented in

Scripture as the sole cause of their condemnation, and never merely as

an aggravating cause, as though they were under an irreversihle pre-

vious sentence of death, and that this refusal of the Gospel only height-

ened a previously certain and inevitable punishment. An aggravated
cause of condemnation it is

;
but for this reason, that it is the rejection

of a remedy, and an abuse of mercy, neither of which could have any

place iif a previously fixed condition of reprobation. If, therefore, it is

true that " this is the condemnation, that light is come into the world,

and men love darkness rather than hght," we must conclude, that the

previous state of condemnation was not irremediable and unalterable, or

this circumstance, the rejection
" of the light," or revelation of mercy in

the Gospel, could not be their condemnation.

2. Leaving the meaning of the apostle in Rom. v, out of our consi-

deration for a moment, the Scriptures never place the final condemna-

tion of men upon the ground of Adam's offence, and their connection

with him. Actual sin forms the ground of every reproving charge ;

of every commination
; and, beyond all doubt, of the condemnatory sen-

tence at the day of judgment. To what ought we to refer, as explain-

tng the true cause of the eternal punishment of any portion of our race,

but to the proceedings of that day, when that eternal punishment is to

be awarded ? Of the reason of this proceeding, of the facts to be charged,

and of the sins to be punished, we have very copious information in the

Scriptures; but these are evil works, and dwJe/i'e/' q/"
//le Gospel. No-

where is it said, or even hinted in the most distant manner, that men will

be sentenced to eternal death, at that day, either because of Adam s siii
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or because their connection with Adam made them inevitably corrupt

in nature, and unholy in conduct ; from which effects they could not

escape, because God had from eternity resolved to deny them the grace

necessary to this end.

3. The true view of the apostle's doctrine in Bom. v, is to be ascer-

tained, not by making partial extracts from his discourse ; but by taking

the argument entire, and in all its parts.

The Calvinists assume, that the apostle represents what the penal

condition of the human race would have been had not Christ interposed

as our Redeemer. Here is one of their great and leading mistakes,

for St. Paul does not touch this point The Calvinist assumes, that the

whole race of men, but for the decree of election, would not only have

come into actual being, but have been actually and individually punished

for ever ; and, on this assumption, endeavours to justify his doctrine of

the arbitrary selection of a part of mankind to grace and salvation, the

other being left in the state in which they were found. Even this is

contrary to other parts of their own system ; for the reprobate are placed

in an infinitely worse condition than had they been merely thus left with-

out a share in Christ's redemption ; because, even according to Calvin-

istic interpreters, their condemnation is fearfully aggravated ; and by
that which they have no means of avoiding, by actual sin and unbelief.

But the assumption itself is wholly imaginary. For the apostle speaks

not of what the human race would have been, that is, he affirms nothing

as to their penal condition, in case Christ had not undertaken the otfice

of Redeemer ; but he looks at their moral state and penal condition, as

the case actually stands : in other words, he takes the state of man as it

was actually established after the fall, as recorded in the book of Gene-

sis. No child of Adam was actually born into the world until the pro-

mise of a Redeemer had been given, and the virtue of his anticipated

redemption had begun to applv itself to the case of the fallen pair ; con-

sequently, all mankind are bom under a constitution of mercy, which

actually existed before their birth. What the race would have been,

had not the redeeming plan been brought in, the Scriptures nowhere tell

us, except that a sentence of death to be executed " in the day" in which

the first pair sinned, was the sanction of the law under which they were

placed ; and it is great presumption to assume it as a truth, that they

would have multiplied their species only for eternal destruction. That

the race would have been propagated under an absolute necessity of

sinning, and of being made eternally miserable, we may boldly affinn to

be impossible ; because it supposes an administration contradicted by

every attribute which the Scriptures ascribe to God. What the actual

state of the human race is, in consequence both of the fall of Adam and

of the interposition of Christ ; of the imputation of the effects of the

offence of the one, and of the obedience of the other ; is the only point
2
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to which our inquiries can go, and to which, indeed, the argument of the

apostle is confined.

'I'iiere is. it is true, an imputation of the consequences of Adam's sin

10 his posteritv, independent of their personal offences; but we can only

ascertain what these consequences are by referring to the apostle him-

self. One of these consequences is asserted explicitly, and others are

necessarily implied in this chapter and in other parts of his writings.

That which is here explicitly asserted is, that death passed upon all

men, though they have not sinned after the simiUtude of Adam's trans-

gression, that is, not personally ;
and therefore this death is to be

regarded as the result of Adam's transgression alone, and of our having

been so far " constituted sinners" in him, as to be Uable to it. But then

the death of which he here speaks, is the death of the body ;
for his

•

argument, that " death reigned from Adam to Moses," obliges us to

understand him as speaking of the visible and known fact, that men m

those ages died as to the body, since he could not intend to say that all

the generations of men, from Adam to Moses, died eternally. The

death of the body, then, is the first effect of the imputation of Adam's

sin to his descendants, as stated in this chapter. A second is neces-

sarily implied ;
a state of spiritual death,—the being born into the world

with a corrupt nature, always tending to actual offence. This is known

to be the apostle's opinion, from other parts of his writings ;
but that

passage in this chapter in which it is necessaril)' implied, is verse 16 ;

" The free gift is of many offences unto justification."
If men need jus-

tification of " many offences ;" if all men need this, and that under a

dispensation of help and spiritual healing ;
then the naiure which uni-

versally leads to offences so numerous must be inherently and univer-

sally corrupt. A third consequence is a conditional liability to eternal

death
;

for that state which makes us liable to actual sin, makes us also

liable to actual punishment. But this is conditional, not absolute ;
for

since the apostle makes the obedience of Christ available to the forgive-

ness of the " many offences" we may commit in consequence of the

corrupt nature we have deri%'ed from Adam, and extends this to all men,

they can only perish by their own fault. Now beyond these three

effects we do not find that the apostle carries the consequence of Adam's

sin. Of unpardoned
" offences" eternal death is the consequence ;

but

these are personal. Of the sin of Adam, imputed, these are the conse-

quences,—the death of the body,—and our introduction into the world

with a nature tending to actual offences, and a conditional liability to

punishment. But both are connected with a remedy as extensive as the

disease, For the first, the resurrection from the dead; for the other,

. the healing of grace and the promise of pardon, and thus though "con-

damnation" has passed upon "all men," yet the free gift
unto justifica.

tion of life passes upon
' all men" also,—the same general terms^bemg
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used by the apostle in each case. The effects of" the free gift" are not

immediule
;

the reign of death remains till the resurrection
; but •• in

Christ sliall all be made alive," and it is every man's own fault, not his

fate, if his resurrection be not a happy one. The corrupt nature

remains till the healing is applied by the Spirit of God
; but it is pro-

\ ided, and is actua'ly applied in the case of all those dying in infancy,
as we have already showed

; (See chapter xviii, p.
n

;)
while justification

and regeneration are oliered, tlirough specified means and conditions, to

all who are of the age of reason and choice, and thus the sentence of
eternal death may be reversed. What then becomes of the premises in

the sublupsarian theory which we have been examining, tliat in Adam
all men are absolutely condemned to eternal death ? Had ('hrist not

undertaken human redemption, we have no proof, no indication in Scrip.

ture, that for Adam's sin any but the actually guilty pair would have
been doomed to this condemnation

; and though now the race having
become actually existent, is for this sin, and for the demonstration of

God's hatred of sin in general, involved, through a federal relation and

by an imputation of Adam's sin, in the effects above mentioned; yet a
universal remedy is provided.

But we are not to be confined even to this view of the grace of God,
when we speak of actual offences. Here the case is even strengthened.
The redemption of Christ extends not merely to the removal of the

evils laid upon us by the imputation of Adam's transgression ;
but to

those which are the effects of our own personal choice—to the forgive,

ness of "
many offences," upon our repentance and faith, however

numerous and aggravated they may be
;
—to the bestowing of " abun-

dance of grace and of the gift of righteousness ;"—and not merely to

the reversal of the sentence of death, but to our "
reigning in life by

Jesus Christ :" so that " where sin abounded, grace did much more
abound

; that as sin hath reigned unto death, even so might grace reigii

through righteousness, unto eternal
life .-"—which phrase, ni the New

Testament, does never mean less than the glorification of the bodies and
souls of believers in the kingdom of God, and in the presence and enjoy,
ment of the eternal glory of Christ.

So utteriy without foundation is the leading assumption in the
siiblap.

sarian scheme, that the decree of election and reprobation finds the

human race in a state of common and absolute
liability to personal

eternal punishment ; and that by making a sovereign selection of a part
of mankind, God does no injustice to the rest by passing them b\. The
word of (iod asserts no such doctrine as the absolute condemnation of
the race to eternal death, merely for Adam's ofl'ence

; and if it did, the

merciful result of the obedience of Christ is declared to be not only as

extensive as the evil, in respect of the number of persons so involved ;

but in "
grace" to be more abounding. Finally, this

a'*-umi)tii)n falls
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short of the purpose for which it is made ; because the mere "
passing

by" of a part of the race, already, accordmg to them, under eternal

condemnation, and which they contend inflicts no injustio: upon them,

does not account for their additional and aggravated punishment for

doing what they had never the natural or dispensed power of avoiding,—
breaking God's holy laws, and rejecting his Gospel. Upon a close

examination of the sublapsarian scheme, it will be found, therefore, to

irvoh e all the leading ditficulties of the Calvinistic theory as it is broadly

exhibited by Calvin himself. In both cases reprobation is grounded on

an act of mere will, resting on no reason : it rf;spects not in either, as

Its primary cause, the demerit of the creature
;
and it punishes eternally

without personal guilt, arising either from actual sin, or from the rejec-

tion of the Gospel. Both unite in making sin a necessary result of the

circumstances in which God has placed a great part of mankind, which,

by no effort of theirs, can be avoided
; or, what is the same thing, which

they shall never be disposed to avoid
;
and how either of these schemes,

in strict consequence, can escape the charge of making God the author

of sin, which the synod of Dort acknowledges to be "
blasphemy," is

inconceivable. For liow does it alter the case of the reprobate, whe-

ther the fall of Adam himself was necessitated, or whether he acted

freely ? They, at least, are necessitated to sin ; they come into the

world under a necessitating constitution, which is the result of an act to

which they gave no consent
;
and their case difiers nothing, except in

circucistances which do not alter its essential character, from that of

beings immediately created by God with a nature necessarily producing
sinful acts, and to counteract which there is no remedy :

—a case which

few have been bold enough to suppose.

The different views of the doctrine of predestination, as stated above,

greatly agitated the Protestant world, from the time of Calvin to the

sitting of the celebrated synod of Dort, whose decisions on this point,

having been received as a standard by several Churches and by many
theologians, may next be properly introduced

; although, after what has

been said, they call only for brief remark.
" The Judgment of the synod of the Reformed Belgic Churches," to

which many divines of note of other Reformed Churches were admitted,
" on the articles controverted in the Belgic Churches," was drawn up in

Latin, and read in the great church at Dort, in the year 1619
;
and a

translation into English of this ".Judgment," with the synod's
"
Rejec-

tion of Errors," was published in the same year. {London, printed by

John Bill.) This translation having become scarce, or not being known

. to Mr. Scott, he published a new translation in 1818, from which, as

being in more modern English, and, as far as I have compared it, unex-

ceptionably faithful, I shall take the extracts necessary to exhibit the

sjTiod's decision on the point before us.

Vo... II. 2t>
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Art. I.
" As all men have sinned in Adam, and have become exposed

to the curse and eternal death, God would have done no injustice to any

one, if he had determined to leave the whole human race under sin and

the curse, and to condemn them on account of sin
; according to the

words of the apostle,
* all tlie world is become guilty before God,' Rom.

iii, 19. ' All have sinned, and come short of the glory of God,' 23 •

and ' the wages of sin is death,' Rom. vi, 23."

Tiie synod here assumes that all men, in consequence of Adam's sin,

have become exposed to the curse of " eternal death ;" and they quote

passages to prove it, wiiich manifestly prove nothing to the point. The

two first speak of actual sin
;
the third, of the wages, or penalty of

actual sin, as the context of each will show. The very texts adduced,

show how totally at a loss the synod was for any thing like Scriptural

evidence of this strange doctrine
; which, however, as we have seen,

would not, if true, help them through their difficulties, seeing it leaves

the punishment of the reprobate for actual sin and for disbelief of the

Gospel, still unaccounted for on every principle of justice.

Art. 4. " They who believe not the Gospel, on them the wrath oi

God remaineth ;
but those who receive it, and embrace the Saviour Jesus

with a true and living faith, are, through hirn, delivered from the wrath

of God, and receive the gift of everlasting life."

To this there is nothing to object ; only it is to be observed, that

those who are not elected to eternal life out of the common mass, are

not according to this article, merely left and passed by ;
but are

brought under an obligation of believing the Gospel, which, neverthe-

less, is no "
good news" to them, and in which they have no interest at

all
;
and yet, in dcfiult of believing,

" the wrath of God abideth upon
them." Tims there is, in fact, no alternative for them. They cannot

believe, or else it would follow that those reprobated might be saved ;

and, therefore, the wrath of God " abideth upon them," for no fault of

their own. This, however, the next article denies.

Art. 5. "The cause or fault of this unbelief, as also of all other sins,

is by no means in God
;

but in man. But faith in Jesus Christ,

and salvation by him, is the free gift of God. ' By grace are ye
saved through faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God,'

Eph. ii, 8. In like manner,
'
it is given to you to believe in Christ,

Phil, i, 29."

These passages would bo singular proofs that the fault of unbelief io

in men themselves, did not the next article explain the connection be.

tween them and the premises in the minds of the synodists. A much

more appropriate text, but a rather difficult one on their theory, would

have been,
"
ye have not, because ye ask not."

Art. 6. • That some, in time, have faith given them by God, and

others have it not given, proceeds from his eternal decree ; for ' known
2
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mOo God are all his works from the beginning of the world,' Acts xv,

18. According to which decree, he gradually softens the hearts of the

elect, however hard, and he bends them to believe ;
but the non-elect

he leaves, in just judgment, to their own perversity and hardness.—
And here, especially, a deep discrimination, at the same time both

mercifiil and just ; a discrimination of men equally lost, opens itself to

us
; or that decree of election and reprobation which is revealed in the

word of God
; which as perverse, impure, and unstable persons do wrest

to their own destruction, so it affords ineffable consolation to holy and

pious souls."

To this article the synod appends no Scripture proofs ; which if the

doctrines it contains were, as the synodists say,
" revealed in the word of

God," would not have been wanting. The passage which stands in the

middle of the article could scarcely be intended as a proof, since it

would equally apply to any other doctrine which does not shut out the

prescience of God. The doctrine of the two articles just quoted, will

be seen by taking them together. The position laid down is, that " the

fauW of not believing the Gospel is " in man." The alleged proof of

this is, that faith is the gift of God. But this only proves that the fault

of not believing is in man, just as it allows that God, the giver of faith,

IS willing to give faith to those who have it not, and that they will not

receive it. In no other way can it prove the faultiness of man
;

for to

what end are we taught that faith is the gift of God in order to prove
the fault of not believing to be in man, if God will not bestow the gift,

and if man cannot beUeve without such bestowment ? This, however,

IS precisely what the synod teaches. It argues, that faith is the gift

of God
;

that it is only given to " some ;" and that this proceeds from

God's "eternal decree." So that, by virtue of this decree, he gives

faith to some, and withholds it from others, who are, thereupon, left

without the power of believing ;
and for this act of God, therefore, and

not for a fault of their own, they are punished eternally. And yet

the synod calls this a "just judgment ; affording ineffable consolation

to holy souls," and a " doctrine only rejected by the perverse and

impure !"

As we have already quoted and commented on the 7th and 8th arti.

cles on election, we proceed to

Art. 10. "Now the cause of this gratuitous election is the sole good

pleasure of God
;
not consisting in this, that he elected into the condi-

tion of salvation certain qualities or human actions, from all that were

possible ;
but in that, out of the commoa multitude of sinners, he took

to himself certain persons as his peculiar property, according to the

Scripture,
' for the children being not born, neither having done any

good or evil, &.c, it is said (that is to Rebecca) the elder shall serve

the younger ;
even as it is written, Jacob have I loved ;

but Esau have
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I hated,' Rum ix, 11-13. ' And as many as were ordaiiied to eternal

life believed,' Acts xiii, 48."

Thus the ground of this election is resolved wholly into the "
good

pleasure of God," (est solum Dei beneplacituin,)
"
havnig no respect, as

to its HEASOK, or CONDITIO?:, though it may have as to its epjd, to any
foreseen faith, obedience of faith, or any other good quality and dispofi-

tion," as it is expressed in the preceding article. Let us, then, see hovir

the case stands with the reprobate.

Art. 15. " Moreover, Holy Scripture doth illustrate and commend to

us this eternal and free grace of our election, in this more especially,

that it doth also testify all men not to be elected ; but that some are

tum-elecl, or passed by in the eternal election of God : whom, truly,

God, from most free, just, irreprehensible, and immutable good pleasure,

decreed to leave in the common misery into which they had, by their own

fault, cast themselves, and not to bestow on them living faith, and tlie

grace of conversion
;
but having left them in their own ways, and under

just judgment, at length, not only on account of their unbelieC, but also

of all their other sins, to condemn, and eternally punish them for tlie

manifestation of his own justice. And this is the decree of reprobation

which determines that God is in no wise the author of sin
; (which, to be

thought of, is blasphemy ;) but a tremendous, irreprehensible, just Judge
and avenger."

Thus we hear the synodists confessing, in the same breath in which

they plausibly represent reprobation as a mere passing by and leavir.g

men " in the common misery,"" that the reprobate are punishable for their

" unbeUef and other sins," and so this decree imports, therefore, much

more than leaving men in the '^common misery." For this "common

misery" can mean no more than the misery common to all mankind by the

sin of Adam, into which his tall plunged the elect, as well as the repro-

bate
;
and to be "

left"
in it, must be understood of being left to the sole

consequences of that offence. Now, were k even to be conceded that

these consequences extend to personal and conscious eternal punishment,

which has been disproved ; yet, even then, their decree has a much

more formidable aspect, terrible and repulsive as this alone would be.

For we are expressly told, that God not only
" decreed to leave them in

this misery," but " not lo bestow on them living faith, and the grace ol

conversion ;" and then to condemn, and eternally punish them,
" on ac

count of their unbelief," which by their own showing, these reprobates

could not avoid; and for "all their other sins," which they could not but

commit, since it was "decreed" to deny to them "the grace of conver-

sioM." Thus the case of the reprobate is deeply aggravated, beyond

what it could have been if they had been merely
" left in the common

misery ;" and the synod and its followers have, therefore, the task of

bowing, how the punishing of men for what they never could avoid, and

2
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which, it was expi-essly decreed they never should avoid,
" is a mani-

festation of the justice" of almighty God.

From the above extracts it will be seen how little reason Mr. Scott

had to reprove Dr. Heylin with '
bearing false witness against his

neighbour," {ScoU'-'s
Translation of the Articles of the Synod of Dort^

p. 120,) on account of having given a summary of the eighteen articles

of the synod, on predestination, in the following words :
—" That God,

liy an absolute decree, hath elected to salvation a very small nurnbcr

of men, without any regard to their faith and obedience whatsoever ;
and

secluded from saving grace all the rest of mankind, and appointed them

by the same decree to eternal damnation, without any regard to their

infidelity and impenitencv." Whether Mr. Scott understood this con-

troversy or not. Dr. Heylin shows, by this summary, that he neither

misapprehended it, nor bore " false witness against his neighbour," in

so stating it; for as to the stir made about his rendering
" multitudo''' a

very small number, this verbal inaccuracy atfects not the merits of the

doctrine ;
and neither the synodists, nor any of their followers, ever

allowed the elect to be a verj' great number. The number, less or

more, ahers not the doctrine. With respect to the elect, the synod

confesses, that the decree of election has no regard, as a cause, to faith

and obedience foreseen in the persons so elected
;
and with respect to

the reprobate, although it is not so explicit in asserting that the decree

of reprobation has no regard to their infidelity and impenitency, the

foregoing extracts cannot possibly be interpreted into any other mean-

inur For it is manifestly in vain for the synodists to attempt, in the

15th article, to gloss over the doctrine, by saying that men " cast them-

sevles lalo the common misery by their ownfaidt," when they only mean

that they were cast into it by Adam and by his fault. If they intended

to cround their decree of reprobation on foresight of the personal offences

of the reprobate, they would have said this in so many words; but the

materials of which the synod was composed forbade such a declaration ;

and they themselves, in the "
Rejection of Errors," appended to their

chapter
" De divina Prcedestinatione," place in this list

" the errors of

thase who teach that God has not decreed, from his own mere just will,

to leave any in the fall of Adam, and in the common state of sin and

damnation, or to pass them by in the communication of grace necessary

to faitli and conversion ;" quoting as a proof of this dogna,
" He hath

mercy on whom he will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth,"

and wiving no intimation that they understand this passage in any othei

sense than Calvin and his immediate followers have uniformly affixed to

it. What Dr. Heylin has said is here, then, abundantly established ;

for if the decree of reprobation is to be referred to God's " mere will,"

and if its operation is to leave the reprobate
" in thefall of Adam," and

" to pass them by in that communication of grace which is necessary to
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faith and conversion," the decree itself is that which prevents both peni-

tence and f'ailh, and stands upon some other ground than the personal

intidelity and iinpenitency of the reprobate, and cannot have "
any

regard" to either, except as a part of its own dread consequences : a

view of tlie matter which the supralapsarians would rtiadily admit.

IIow tlieir doctrine, so stated by tliemselves, could give the synod any
reason to complain, as they do in their conclusion, that they were slan-

dered by their enemies when they were charged with teaching,
" that

God, by the bare and mere deterimnation of his will, without any

respect of the sin of any man, predestinated and created the greatest

part of the world to eternal damnation," will not be very obvious
;
or

why they should startle at the same doctrine in one dress which they
themselves have but clothed in another. The fact is, that the divisions

in the synod obliged the leading members, who were chiefly stout supra-

lapsarians, to qualify their doctrine somewhat in words, while substan-

tially it remained the same
; but what they lost by giving up a few

words in one place, they secured by retaining them in another, or uy

resorting to sublilties not obvious to the commonalty. Of this subtilty,

the apparent disclaimer just quoted is in proof. When they seem to

deny that God reprobates without any respect to the sin of any man, they
may mean that he had respect to the sin of Adam, or to sin in Adam

;

for the)- do not deny that they reject persmial sin as a ground of repro-
bation. Even when the\ appear to allow that God had, in reprobation,

respect to the corruption of human nature, or even to personal trans,

gressioii, they never confess that God had respect to sin, in either

sense, as the impulsive or meritorious cause of reprobation. But the

greatest subtilty remains behind
;

for the synod says nothing, in this

complaint and apparent rejection of the doctrine charged upon them by
their adversaries, but what all the supralapsarian divines would say.

—
These, as we have seen, make a distinction between the two parts of
the decree of reprobation,

—preterition and preuamnation, the latter

of which must always have respect to actual sin ; and hence anses
their distinction between " destruction" and " damnation." For lliey

say, it is one thing to predestinate and create to damnation, and another
to predesliimle and create to destruction. Damnation, being the sen.

tence of a judge, must be passed in consideration of sin ; but desiruc.

tion may be the act of a sovereign, and so inflicted by right of domi-
nion. (8) The synod would have disallowed something substantial,

(8) "Non Solent enini Bupralnpsarii dicere Deum quosclain ad eeternam ammin.
tionem crcasso ot prrodostinassc ; eo quod daninatio actum jiidicialem designct, uc

proindo pecouti innrituin prmsupponat ; aed nialunt uti voce ej:itn, ad quod Deus,
tanquum absnlulns Uoininus, jus liabeat creandi ct destiiiandi qiiOHCunque volu-'

erit." (Curcellasut De Jure Dei, &c, cap. x. See also Bisliop Womack's Caltm.
tutu Cahiwt. &c, p. 394.)
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had they denied that God created any man to destruction, without

respect to sin, and were safe enough in allowing that he has created

none, without respect to sin, unto damnation. But among the errors

on predestination, which they formally
"
reject," and which they

place under nine distinct heads, thus attempting to guard the pure and

orthodox doctrine as to this point on the right hand and on the left, they
are careful not to condemn the supralapsarian doctrine, or to place even

its highest branches among tlie doctrines disavowed.

The doctrine of the Church of Scotland, on these topics, is expressed

in the answers to the 12th and 13th questions of its large catechism :

" God's decrees are the wise, free, and holy acts of the counsel of hia

will ; whereby, from all eternity, he hath, for his ovai glory, unchangeably
foreordained whatsoever comes to pass in time, especially concerning

angels and men"—"
God, by an eternal and immutable decree, out of

his mere love, for the praise of his glorious grace to be manifested

in due time, hath elected some angels to glory ; and, in Christ, hath

chosen some men to eternal life and the means thereof; and also, accord-

ing to his sovereign power and tlie unsearchable counsel of his own will,

(whereby he extendeth or withholdeth favour as he pleaseth,) hath passed

hy and foreordained the rest to dishonour and wrath, to be for their sin

inflicted, to the praise of the glory of his justice."

In this general view there appears a strict conformity to the opinions of

CaUin, as before given. All things are the subjects of decree and pre

ordination
;
election and reprobation are grounded upon the mere will of

God ; election is the choosing men, not only to salvation, but to the meant

of salvation
;
from which the reprobates are therefore excluded, w

passed by, and foreordained to wrath ;
and yet though the " means of

salvation" are never put within their reach, this wrath is inflicted upon
them "for their sin ;" and to the praise of God's justice ! The Church

of Scotland adopts, also, the notion that decrees of election and repro-

bation extend to angels as well as men ;
a pretty certain proof that the

ftamers of this catechism were not sublapsarians, for as to angels, thera

could be no election out of a " common miser}' ;" and with Calvin, there-

fore, they choose to refer the whole to the arbitrary pleasure and will of

God.—" The angels who stood in their integrit\ , Paul calls elect ; if theii

constancy rested on the Divine pleasure, the defection of others argues

their having been forsaken : (direlectos,) a fact, for which no other cause

can be assigned, than the reprobation hidden in the secret counsel of

God."

The ancient Church of the Vaudois, in the valleys of Piedmont, have

a confession of faith, bearing date A. D. 1120; and which, probably,

transmits the opinions of much more ancient times. The only article

which bears upon the extent of the death of Christ is drawn up, as might

be expected in an age of the Church when it was received, as a matter
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almost entirely undisiHited, that Clirist died for the salvation of the whole

world. Art. 8. "Christ is our life, truth, peace, and righteousness;

also our pastor, advocate, sacrifice, and priest, who died for the salva-

tion of all those that helieve, and is risen again for our justification."

The Confession of Faith, published by tlie Churches of Piedmont in

lfi55, bears a ditlerent chaiacter. In tiie year 1630, a plague which

was introduced from France into these vallcNS, swept off all the minis-

ters but two, and with them ended the race of their ancient barbes, or

pastors. {.See
" Historical Defence, <^'C, of the Waldenses," by Sim's.)

The Vaudois were then under ihe necessity of applying to the reformed

Churches of France and Geneva for a supply of ministers; and with

them cime in the doctrine of Calvin in an authorized form. It was thus

embodied in the Confession of 1655. Art. 11. " God saves from cor-

ruption and cotidemnation those whom he has chosen from the founda-

tion of the world, not for any disposition, faith, or holiness, that he

foresaw in them, but of his mere mercy in Jesus Christ his Son : passing

by all the rest, according to tiie irrejireJtensible reason of his free

will and justice." The last clause is expressed in the very words of

Calvin.

The 12th article in the Confession of (he French Churches, 1558, is,

in substance, CaKnnistic, though brief and guarded in expression.
" We

believe, that out of this general corruption and cotidemnation in which

all men are plunged, God doth deliver them whom he hath, in his eter-

nal and unchangeable counsel, chosen of his mere goodness and mercy,

through our Lord Jesus Christ, without any consideration of their works,

leaving the rest in their sins, and damnable estate, that he may show

forth in them his justice, as, in the elect, he doth most illustriously

declare the riches of his mercy. For one is not better than another,

until such time as God doth make the ditference, according to his un-

changeable purpose which he hath determined in Jesus Christ before

the creation of the world." {QuickCs
"
.Synodicnn in Hallia ReformaJa.")

This Confession was drawn up by Calvin himself, though not in language
so strong as he usually employs ; which, perhaps, indicates that the ma-

jonty of the French pastors were inclined to the subla|>sarian theory, and

did not, in every point, coincide with their great master.

The Wcil minster Confession gives the sentiments both of the English

Presbyterian Churches, and the Church of Scotland. (9) Chapter iii

treats of the predestination.
"
By the decree of God, for the manifestation of his glory, some men

(U) The tille of it is,
" The Confession of Faith agreed upon by the Assembly

of Divines at Westminster, with the sissistanr.e of Commissioners from tlie

Churcli of Scotland." The date of the ordinance for convening this assembly is

1R43. The Confession was approved by the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland in 1647

2
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anJ angels are predestinated unto everlasting life, and others foreordained

to everlasting death. These emgels and men thus predestinated and

foreordained, are particularly, and unchangeably designed; and their

number is so certain and definite, that it cannot either be increased or

diminished. Those of mankind that are predestinated unto life, God,

before the foundation of the world was laid, according to his eternal and

immutable purpose, and the secret counsel and good pleasure of his will,

h'Ath chosen in Christ unto everlasting glorj', out of his mere free grace

and love, without any foresight of faith and good works, or perseverance

in either of them, or any other thing in the creature as conditions or

causes moving him thereunto
;
and all to the praise of his glorious grace.

As God hath appointed the elect unto glory, so hath he, by the eternal

and most free purpose of his will, foreordained all the means thereunto.

Wherefore, they who are elected, being fallen in Adam, are redeemed by

Christ
;
are effectually called unto faith in Ciirist, by his Spirit working in

due season ; are justified, adopted, sanctified, and kept by his power,

through faith unto salvation
;
neither are any other redeemed by Christ,

effectually called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved, but the elect

only. The rest of mankind God was pleased, according to the unsearchable

counsel of his own uill, whereby he extend;th or withholdeth mercy as he

pleaseth, for the glory of his soxjereign power over his creatures, to pass

by., and to ordain them to dishonour and wrath for their sin, to the

praise of his glorious justice."

Here we have no attempts at qualification after the example of the

synod of Dort
;
but the whole is conformed to the higher and most un-

mitigated parts of the Institutes of Calvin. By the side of the Presbyte-

rian Confession, the seventeenth article of the Church of England must

appear exceedingly moderate
; and, as to Cahinistic predestination, to

say the least, equivocal. It never gave satisfaction to the followers of

Calvin, who had put his stronger impress upon the Augustinism which

floated in the minds of many of the divines of the reformation, who gene-

rally, as appears from the earliest Protestant confessions and catechisms.

(1) thought fit to recommend that either these points should not be

touched at all, or so speak of them as to admit great latitude of inter-

prcta'ion,
and that, probably, in charitable respect to the varying opinions

of the theologians and Churches of the day. It is of the perfected form

of Calvinism that Arminius speaks, when he says,
" It neither agrees

1^1) The Augsburg Confession says,
" Non est hie opus disputationibus de

preedpstinatione et siniilibus. Nam promissio est universalis et nihil detrahit

operibus, sed exsuscitat ad fidem et vere bona opera."
—Act 20. And the Saxon

Confession is equally indifferent to the subject. "Non addimus hie quoBstionee

de prEedestinatione seu de electione ; sed deducimus omnes lectores ad verbuin Dei,

et jubemus ut voluntateni Dei verbo ipsius discant sicut -Eternus Pater expressa

T(?ce prfficipit, hunc audite." {Art. de Remiss. Pecc.)
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nor corresponds with the harmony of those confessions which were pub-

lished together in one volume at Geneva, in the name of the reformed

and Protestant Churches. If that harmony of confessions be faithfully

consulted, it will appear, that many of them do not speak in the same

manner concerning predestination ;
that some of tliem only incidentally

mention it, and that they evidently never once touch upon those

heads of the doctrine which are now in great repute, and particularly

urged in the preceding scheme of predestination. The confessions of

Bohemia, England, and Wirtembiirg, and the first Helvetian Confession,

and that of the four cities of Strasburgh, Constance, Memmingen, and

Lindiiu, make no mention of this predestination : those of Basle and

Saxony only take a very cursory notice of it in three words. The

Augustan Confession speaks of it in such a manner as to induce the

Genevan editors to think that some annotation was necessary on their

part to give us a previous warning. The last of the Helvetian Confes-

sions, to which a great portion of the reformed Churches have expressed

their assent, likewise speaks of it in such a strain as makes me very

desirous to see what method can possibly be adopted to give it any accord,

ance with that doctrine of the predestination which I have stated. With-

out the least contention or cavilling it may be very properly made a

subject of doubt, whethei this doctrine agrees with the Belgic Con-

fession and the Heidelberg Catechism." {JVichoVs Works of Armlnim,

vol. i, p. 557.)

I have given these extracts to show that nothing in the preceding dis-

cussion has been assumed as Calvinism, but what is to be found in the

writings of the founder of the system, and in the confessions and creeds

of Churches which professedly admitted his doctrine.

With respect to modifications of this system, the sublapsarian tiieory

has been already considered and shown to be substantiai.y the same as

the system which it professes to mitigate and improve. We may i.cw

adduce anotlier modified theory; but shall, upon examination, find it

but little, if at all, removed out of the reach of those objections which

have been stated to the various shades of the predestinating scheme

already noticed.

That scheme is in England usually called Baxterianism, from the

celebrated Baxter, who advocated it in his Treatise of JJnirersal Re.

demplion, and in his McUiodus Theologice.. He was, however, in this

theory but the disciple of certain divines of the French Protestant

Church, whose opinions created many dissensions abroad, and produced

so much warmth of opposition from the Cal\ inistic party, that llifv were

obliged first to engage in the hopeless attem|)t of softening down the

harsher aspects of the doctrine of Calvin and the synod of Dort, in order

to keep thomselves in countenance ;
then to attack the Arminians with

asperity, in order to purge themselves of the suspicion of entire hetero.
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doxy in a Calvinistic Church
; and, finally, to withdraw from the con-

test. The Calvinism of the Church of France was, however, much

mitigated in subsequent times by the influence of the writings of these

theologians; a result which also has followed in England from the

labours of Baxter, who, though he formed no separate school, h;is had

numerous followers in the Calvinistic Churches of this country. The

real author of the scheme, at least, in a systematized form, was C ulero,

who taught divinity at Saumur, and it was unfolded and detended by
his disciple Amyraldus, to wiiora Curcelteus replied in the work from

which I have above made some quotations. Baxter says, in his preface

to his Sai?its^ Rest,
" The middle way which Camero, Crocius, Mar.

tinius, Amyraldus, Davenant, with all the divines of Britain and Bremen,
in the synod of Dort go, I think is nearest the truth of any that I know

who have written on these points." (2) This system he laboured pow.

erfuUy to defend, and his works on this subject, although his system is

often spoken of, being but little known to the general reader, the tbllowing

exhibition of this scheme, from his work entitled " Universal Redemp-
tion," may be acceptable. It makes great concessions to that view of

the Scriptural doctrine which we have attempted to establish
; but, for

want of going another step, it is, perhaps, the most inconsistent theory

to which the varied attempts to modify Calvinism have given rise. Bax-

•ter first differs from the majority of Calvinists, though not from all, in

his statement of the doctrine of satisfaction.

" Christ's sufferings were not a fuljilling of the law's threatening,

(^though he bore its curse materially ;)
but a satisfaction for our 7iot

fulfilling the precept, and to prevent God's fuljilling the threatening

on us."

" Christ paid not, therefore, the idem, but the tantundem, or cequiva-

lens ; not the very debt which we owed and the law required, but the

value ; (else it were not strictly satisfaction, which is redditio aquiralen.

tis
:)

and (it being improperly called the paying of a debt, but properly a

suffering for the guilty) the idem is nothing but supplicium deUnquentis.

In criminals, diim alius solvet simul aliud solvitur. The law kno«eth

no vicarius panic ; though the law maker may admit it, as he is above

law ; else there were no place for pardon, if the proper debt be paid

and the law not relaxed hut fulfilled."
" Christ did neither obey nor suffer in any man's stead, by a strict, pro-

per representation of his person in point of lavv
;
so as that the law should

lake it as done or suffered by the party himself. But only as a third

9) Of Camero, or Cameron, Amyraldus, Curcellaeus, and the controversy in

which thev were engaged, see an interesting account in Nichol's Arminianism

and Calvinism Compared, vol i, appendix c; a work of elaborate research, and

abounding with the most curious information as to the opinions and history of

hose times.

2
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person as a mediator, he voluntarily bore what else the sinner shouhl

have borne."

" To assert the contrary (especially as to particular persons con-

sidered in actual sin) is to overthrow all Scripture theology, and to in-

troduce all Antinomianism ; to overthrow all possibility of pardon, and

assert justification before we sinned or were born, and to make ourselves

o have satisfied God.
" Therefore we must not say that Christ died jiostro loco, so as to per^

sonaie us, or represent our persons in law sense ; but only to bear what

else we must have borne." {Universal Redemption, pp. 48-51.)
This system explicitly asserts, that Christ made a satisfaction by his

death equally for the sins of every man ;
and thus Baxter essentially

difiers both from the rigid Calvinists, and also from the sublapsarians,

who, though they may allow that the reprobate derive. some benefits

from Christ's death, so that there is a vague sense in which he may
be said to have died for all men, yet they, of course, deny to such

toe benefit of Christ's satisfaction or atonement which Baxter con-

tends for.

" Neither the law, whose curse Christ bore, nor God, as the legisla-

tor to be satisfied, did distinguish between men as elect and reprobate, or

as believers and unbehevers, de presenti vd de futuro ; and to impose

upon Christ, or require from him satisfaction for the sins of one sort

more than of another, but for mankind in general.
" God the Father, and Christ the Mediator, now dealeth with no man

upon the mere rigorous terms of the first law
; {obey perfectly and live,

else thou shalt die
;)

but giveth to all much mercy, which, according to

the tenor of that violated law, they could not receive, and callelh them

to repentance, in order to their receivmg farther mercy ofiered tiiem.

And accordingly he will not judge any at last according to the mere law

of works, but as they have obeyed or not obeyed his conditions or terms

of grace.
" It was not the sins of the elect only, but of all mankind fallen, which

lay upon Christ satisfying. And to assert the contrary, injuriously

diminishclh the honour of his sufferings ; and hath other desperate ili

consequences." {Universal Redemption, pp. 36, 37, and 50.)

The benefits derived to all men equally, from the satisfaction of Christ,

he thus slates,
—

"All mankind tmmedio/e/j/ upon Christ's satisfaction, are redeemed

and delivered from that legal necessity of perishing which they were

under, (not by remitting sin or punishment directly to them, but by giv-

ing up God^s jus piinienili into the hands of the Redeemer
;
nor by giv-

ing any right directly to them, but per meram resultanJiam this happy

change is made tor them in their relation, upon the said reuniting of

God's right and advantage of justice against them,) and they are given
2
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up to the Redeemer as their owner and ruler, to be dealt with upon terms

of mercy which have a tendency to their recovery.
" God the Father and Christ the Mediator hath freely, without any

prerequisite condition on man's part, enacted a law of grace of univer-

sal extent, in regard of its tenor, by which he giveth, as a deed of gift,

Christ himself, with all his following benefits which he bestoweth ; (as

benefactor and legislator ;)
and this to all alike, without excluding any ;

upon condition they believe, and accept the offer.

"
By this law, testament, or covenant, all men are conditionally par-

doned, justified, and reconciled to God already, and no man absolutely ;

nor doth it make a difference, nor take notice of any till men's perform-

ance or non-performance of the condition makes a difference.

" In the new law Christ hath truly given himself with a conditional

pardon, jiistijication,
and conditional right to salvation, to all men in the

vwld, without exception." {Universal Redemption, p. 36, &c.)

On the case of the heathen :
—

"
Though God hath been pleased less clearly to acquaint us on what

terms he dealeth with those that hear not of Christ, yet it being most

clear and certain, that he dealeth with them on terms of general grace,

and not on the terms of the rigorous law of works ;
this may evince them

to be the Mediator's subjects, and redeemed.

"
Though it be very difficult, and not very necessary, to know what

is the condition prescribed to them that hear not of Christ, or on what

terms Christ will judge them
; yet, to me it seems to be the covenant

made with Adam, Gen. iii, 15, which tliey are under, requiring their

taking God to be their only God and Redeemer, and to expecting mercy

from him and loving him above all, as their end and chief good ;
and

repenting of sin, and sincere obedience, according to the laws promul-

gated to them, to lead them farther.

« All those that have not heard of Christ, have yet much mercy which

they receive from him, and is the fruit of his death : according to the

well or ill using whereof it seems possible that God will judge them.

" It is a course to blind, and not to inform men, to lay the main stress

in the doctrine of redemption upon our uncertain conclusions of God's

dealing with such as never heard of Christ, seeing all proof is per notiora ;

and we must reduce points uncertain to the certain, and not the certain to

the uncertain, in our trial." [Universal Redemption, pp. 37, 38, and .54.)

In arguments drawn from the consequences which follow the denial

<*:
«' universal satisfaction," Baxter is particularly terse and conclusive.

'The doctrine which denieth universal satisfaction hath all these in-

conveniences and absurd consequents following : therefore it is not of

God, nor true.

« It either denieth the universal promise or conditional gift
of pardon

«id life to all men if they will believe, and then it overturneth the sub-
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glance of Christ's law and Gospel promise ;
or else it mukelh God to

give conditionally to all men a pardon and salvation which Christ never

purchased, and without his dying for men.
" It maketh God either not to offer the effects of Christ's satisfaction

(pardon and
life)

-o all, but only to the elect ; or else to offer that which

is not, and which he cannot give.
' It denieth the direct object of faith, and of God's offer, that is Chris,

him qui satisfecit, (a Christ that hath satisfied.)
" It either denieth the non-elect's deliverance from that flat neces-

sity of perishing, which came on man for sinning against the first law,

by its remediless, unsuspended obligation ; (and so neither Christ, Gos-

pel, or mercy, had ever any nature of a remedy to them, nor any more

done toward their deliverance than toward the deliverance of the devils;)

or else it maketh this deliverance and remedy to be ^vithout satisfaction

by Christ for them.
"

It either denieth that God commandeth all to believe, (but only the

elect;) or else maketh God to assign them a deceiving object for their

faith, commanding them to believe in that which never was, and to tnist

in that which would deceive them if thev did trust it.

" It maketh God either to have appointed and commanded the non-elect

to use no means at all for their recovery and salvation, or else to have ap.

pointed them means which are all utterly useless and insufficient, for want

of a prerequisite cause without them
; yea, which imply a contradiction.

" It maketh the true and rigliteous God to make promises of pardon
and salvation to all men on condition of believing, which he neither

would nor could perform, (for want of such satisfaction to his justice,)

if they did beUeve.

"It denieth the true sufficiency of Christ's death for the pardoning
and saving of all men, if they did believe.

"
It makes the cause of men's damnation to be principally for want

of an expiatory sacrifice and of a Saviour, and not of believing.
" It leaveth all the world, elect as well as others, without any ground

and object for the first justifying faith, and in an utter uncertainty whe-

ther they may believe to justification or not.

" It denieth the most necessary humbling aggravation of men's sins,

so that neither the minister can tell wicked men that they have sinned

against him that bought them, nor can any wicked man so accuse him-

self; no, nor any man that doth not know himself to be elect : they can-

not say, my sins put Christ to death, and were the cause of his suffer-

ings : nay, a minister cannot tell any man in the world, certainly, (their

sins put Christ to death,) because he is not certain who is elect or sin-

cere in the faith.

" It !iubverteth Christ's new dominion and government of the world,

and his general legislation and judgment according to his law, which m
2
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now founded in his title of redemption, as the first dominion and govern,

ment was on the title of creation.

" It niaketh all the benefits that the non-elect receive, whether spi.

ritual or corporal ;
and so even the relaxation of the curse of the law,

(without which relaxation no man could have such mercies,) to befall

men without the satisfaction of Christ ; and so either make satisfaction,

as to all those mercies, needless, or else must find another satisfier.

" It maketh the law of grace to contain far harder terms than the law

of works did in its utmost rigour.
" It maketh the law of Moses either to bind all the non-elect still to

all ceremonies and bondage ordinances, (and so sets up Judaism,) or

else to be abrogated and taken down, and men delivered from it, with-

out Christ's suffering for them.
" It destroys almost the whole work of the ministry, disabling minis-

ters either to humble men by the chiefest aggravations of their sins, and

to convince them of ingratitude and unkind dealing with Christ, or to

show them any hopes to draw them to repentance, or any love and

mercv tending to salvation to melt and win them to the love of Christ
;

or any sufficient object for their faith and affiance, or any means to be

used for pardon or salvation, or any promise to encourage them to come

in, or any threatening to deter them.

" It makes God and the Redeemer to have done no more for the

remedying of the misery of most of fallen mankind than for the devils,

nocto have put them into any more possibility of pardon or salvation.

"
Nay, it makes God to have dealt far hardlier with most men than

with the devils
; making them a law which requireth their believing in

one that never died for them, and taking him for their Redeemer that

never redeemed them, and that on the mere foresight that they would

not believe it, or decree that they should not
;
and so to create by that

law a necessity of their far sorer punishment, without procuring them

any possibility of avoiding it.

" It makes the Gospel of its own nature to be the greatest plague and

judgment to most of men that receive it, that ever God sendeth to men

on earth, by binding them over to a greater punishment, and aggravat-

ing their sin, without giving them any possibility of remedy.
" It maketh the case of all the world, except the elect, as deplorate,

remediless, and hopeless, as the case of the damned, and so denieth

them to have any day of grace, visitation, or salvation, or any price for

happiness put into their hands.

" It maketh Christ to condemn men to hell fire for not receiving him

for their Redeemer that never redeemed them, and for not resting on

him for salvation by his blood, which was never shed for them, and for

not repenting unto life, when they had no hope of mercy, and faith and

repentance could not have saved them.
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"
It putteth sufficient excuses into the mouths of the condemned.

"
It maketh tlie torments of conscience in liell to be none at all, and

teachetii the damned to put away all their sorrows and self accusations.
" It denieth all the privative part of those torments which men are

obliged to suffer by the obligation of Christ's law, and so maketh hell

either no hell at all, or next to none.
" And I shall anon show how it leads to infidelity and other sins, and,

after this, what face of religion is left unsubverted ? Not that I charge
those that deny universal satisfaction with holding all these abomina-
tions

; but their doctrine of introducing them by necessary consequence :

it is the opinion and not the men that I accuse."

A thorough Arminian could say nothing stronger than what is asserted

in several of the above quotations ; and, perhaps, what might not be
borne from him, may call attention from Baxter, and happy would it be

if every advocate of Calvin's reprobation would give these "conse-

quents," a candid consideration.

The peculiarity of Baxter's scheme will be seen from the foUowmg
farther extracts

; and, after all, it singularly (eaves itself open to almost
all the objections which he so powerfully urges against Calvinism itself.

"
Though Christ died equally for all men, in the aforesaid law sense,

as he satisfied the ofl^ended legislator, and as giving himself to all alike

in the conditional covenant ; yet he never properly intended or pur-
posed THE ACTUAL JUSTIFYING AND SAVING OF ALL, DOr of AJTY but
those that come to be justified and saved : he did not, therefore, die for

all, nor for any that perish, with a decree or resolution to save them,
MUCH less DID HE DIE FOR ALL ALIKE, AS TO THIS INTENT.

" Christ hath given faith to none by his law or testament, though he
hath revealed, that to some he will, as benefactor and Dominus Abso-

LUTUs, give that grace which shall infallibly produce it
;
and God hath

given some to Christ that he might prevail with them accordingly ; yet
this is no giving it to the person, nor hath he in himself ever the more
title to it, nor can any lay claim to it as their due.

" It belongeth not to Christ as satisfier, nor yet as legislator, to make
wicked refusers to become willing, and receive him and the benefits

which he offers
; therefore he may do all for them that is fore-expressed,

though he cure not their unbelief.
" Faith is a fruit of the death of Christ, "(and so is all the good which

wo do enjoy,) but not directly, as it is satisfaction to justice ; but only
remotely, as it proceedeth from that jus dominii which Christ has re-

ceived to send the Spirit in what measure and to whom he will, and
to succeed it accordingly ; and as it is necessary to the attainment of
the fartlier ends of his death in the certain gathering and saving of the
elect." {Universal Redemption, p. 63, &c.)

Thus, then, the whole theory comes to this, that, although a condi
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(ional salvation has been purchased by Christ for all men, and is offered

to them, and all legal difficulties are removed out of the way of their

pardon as sinners by the atonement, yet Christ hath not purchased for

any man thr gift of faith, or the power of performing the condition of

salvation requi7-ed ;
but gives this to some, and does not give it to others,

by virtue of that absolute dominion over men which he has purchased

for himself; so that, in fact, the old scheme of election and reprobation

still comes in, only with this ditference, that the Calvinists refer that

decree to the sovereignty of the Father, Baxter to the sovereignty of

the Son ; one makes the decree of reprobation to issue from the Creator

and Judge ;
the other, (which is indeed the more repulsive view.) from

the Redeemer himself, who has purchased even those to whom he de-

nies the gift
of faith with his own most precious blood. This is plain

from the following quotation :
—

" God did not give Christ faith for his blood shed in exchange ;
the

thing that God was to give the Son for his satisfaction, was dominion

and rule of the redeemed creature, and power therein to use what means

he saw fit for the bringing in of souls to himself, even to send forth so

much of his word and Spirit as he pleased ; both the Father and Son

resolving, from eternity, to prevail infallibly with all the elect ; but

never did Christ desire at his Father's hands that all whom he satisfied

for, should be infallibly and irresistibly brought to believe, nor did God

ever grant or promise any such thing. Jesus Christ, as a ransom, died

for all, and as Rector per leges, or legislator, he hath conveyed the

fruits of his death to all, that is, those fruits which it appertained to him

as legislator, to convey, which is right to what his new law or covenant

doth promise ;
but those mercies which he gives as Dominus ahsolutvs,

arbitrarily beside or above his engagement, he neither gives nor ever

intended to give to all that he died for." {Universal Redemption,

p. 42.5.)

The only quibble which prevents the real aspect of this scheme from

being at first seen, is, that Baxter, and the divines of this school, give

to the elect irresistible effectual grace ;
but contend, that others have

sufficient grace. This kind of grace is called, aptly enough, by Baxter

himself,
" sufficient ineffectual grace ;" and that it is worthy the appel-

lation, his own account of it will show.

" I say it again, confidently, all men that perish (who have the

use of reason) do perish directly, for rejecting sufficient recovering

grace. By grace, I mean mercy contrary to merit : by recovering, I

mean such as tendeth in its own nature toward their recovery, and

leadeth or helpeth them thereto. By sufficient, I mean, not suffi-

cient DIRECTLY TO SAVE THEM ; (for such Hone of the elect have till

thev are saved;) nor yet sufficient to give tiiem faith or cause

THEM savingly TO BELIEVE. But it is Sufficient to bring them neaekf

Vol. II 27
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Christ than they are, though not to put them into immediate possession

of Christ bj' union with him, as faith would do. It is an easy truth,

that all men naturally are far from Christ, and that some, by custom in

sinning, for want of informing and restrainmg means, are much farther

from him than others, (as t'le heathens are.) and that it is not God's

usual way (nor to be expected) to bring these men to Christ at once, by

one act, or without any preparation, or first bringing them nearrr to

him. It is a similitude used by some that oppose what I now say:

suppose a man in a lower room should go no more steps than he in the

middle room, he must go many steps before he came to be as near you
as the other is. Now, suppose vou offer to take them by the hand when

they come to the upper stairs, and give them some other sufficient help

to come up the lower steps : if these men will not use the help given

them to ascend the first steps, (though entreated,) who can be blamed

but themselves if they came not to the top ? It is not your fault but

theirs, that they have not your hand to lift them up at the last step. So

is our present case. Worldlings, and sensual ignorant sinners, have

many steps to ascend before they come to justifying faith
;
and heathens

have many steps before they come as far as ungodly Christians, (as

might easily be manifested by enumeration of several necessarj- parti-

culars.) Now, if these will not use that sufficient help that Christ

gives them to come the first, or second, or third step, whose fault is it

that they have not faith?" {Universal Redemption, p. 434.)
But we have no reason to conclude, from this system, that if they

took the steps required, it would brmg them " nearer to Chnst than they

are." or, at least, bring them up to saving faith, which is the great

point, since Mr. Baxter's own doctrine is, that Christ " never properly

intended or purposed the actual justifying, and saving of all, and did not,

therefore, die for all, nor for any that perish, trith a design or resolution

to save theni, much less did he die for all, as to this intent." Those,

then, for whom Christ died, not with intent to give saving faith, cannot

be saved
; yet we are told that to these sufficient grace is given, to take

a step or two which would bring them " nearer to Christ." Suppose
such persons, then, to take these steps, yet, as Christ died not for them,

with intent to give them saving faith, without this intent they cannot

have saving faith, since it is not a part of Christ's purchase, but his

arbitrary gift. The truth then is, that their salvation is as impussibla

as that of the reprobates under the supralapsarian scheme, and the

reason of their doom is no act of their own, but an act of Christ him-

self, who, a-s
" absolute Lord," denies that to them which is necessarj' to

their salvation.

It is. however, but fair that Mr. Baxter should himself answer this

objection.
"
Objection.

—Then, they that come not the first step are excusable ;

2
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for, if they had come to the step next believing, they had no assurance

that Christ would have given them faith.

" Answer.—No such matter : for though the)' had no assurance, they
had both God's command to seek more grace, and sufficient encourage-
ment thereto

; they had such as Mr. Cotton calls half promises, that

is, a discovery of a possibility, and high degree of probability of ob.

taining ;
as Peler to Simon, pray, if perhaps the thoughts of thy lieart,

may be forgiven. They may think God will not appoint men vain means,

and he hath appointed some means to all men to get more grace, and

bring them nearer Christ than they are. Yea, no man can name that

man since the world was made, that did his best in the use of these

means, and lost his labour. So that if all men have not faith it is their

own fault
;

not only as originally sinners, but as rejecting sufficient

grace to have brought them nearer Christ than they were
;

for which

it is that they justly perish, as is more fully opened in the dispute of

Bufficient grace."

One argument from Scripture aemolishes this whole scheme. Mr.

Baxter makes the condemnation of men to rest upon their not coming
"nearer to Christ" than they are in their natural state; but the Scrip-

ture places their guilt in noi fully
"
coming to him ;" or, in other words,

m their not believing in Christ " to salvation," since it has made faith

their duty, and has connected salvation with faith. That they must

take previous steps, such as consideration and repentance, is true, and

that 4hey are guilty for not taking them
;
but then their guilt arises from

their rejection of a strength and grace to consider and repent which is

imparted to them, in order to had them, through this process, to saving

faith itsejf ; and they are condemned for not having this faith, because

not only the preparatory steps, but the faith itself is put within their

reach, or they could not be condemned for unbelief. If Baxter really

meant that any steps these non-elect persons could take, would actually

put them into possession of saving faith, he would have said so in so

many plain words, and then between him and the Armmians there

would have been no difference, so far as they who perish are con-

cerned. But coming nearer to Christ, and nearer to saving faith

are with him quite distinct. His concern was not to show how the

non-elect might be saved, but how they might with some plausibility be

damned.
" What then," says Dr. Womack, " is the universal redemption you

or they speak of? Doth it consist in the oblation of the curse or pain,

the impelration of grace and righteousness, and the collation of life and

glor> ? Man's muery consists but of two parts, sin and punishment.

Doth your universal redemption make sufficient provision to free the

non-elect from both, or from eiiher i.f these ? From the urath to come.

the damnation of hell, or from iniquity and their vain conversation ? In-
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deed, in your assize sermons, you did very seasonably preach up Christ

to be a Lord Chief Justice to judge the reprobate ;
but I cannot find

that ever you declare him to be their Lord Keeper, or their Lord Trea-

surer, to communicate his saving grace for their conversion, or to secure

them against the assaults a;id rage oftlicir ghostly enemy. These last

offices you suppose him to bear in favour of the elect only, so that vour

universal redemption holds a very fair correspondence with your giiji-

cient grace, (as to the non-elect,)
—there is not one single person jancti>

fied by this, or saved by that." [Calvinistic Cabinet Unlocked.)
The remark of Curcelteus on the same system, as delivered by

Amyraldus, is conclusive.

"
Beside, since faith is necessary, in order to make us partakers of

the benefits which are procured by the death of Christ, and since no

one can obtain it by his natural powers, (for it is imparted through a

special gift, from which God, by an absolute decree, has excluded the

greatest portion of mankind,) of what avail is it that Christ has died for

those to whom faith is denied 1 Does not the affair revert to the same

point, as if he had never entertained an intention of redeeming them ?"

[De Jure Dei Creaturas, <^.)
This cannot consistently be denied. Mr. Baxter, indeed, says, that

" none can name the man since the world was made, that did his best

in the use of the means to obtain more grace, and lost his labour." So
we believe, but this helps not Mr. Baxter. One of his main principles

IS, that there is a class of men to whom Christ has resolved to give

saving faith
;
to the rest he has resolved not to give it. The man, then,

who seeks more than common grace, and obtains saving grace, is eithei

in tlie class to whom Christ has resolved, by right of dominion, to give

saving grace, or he is not. If the former, then he is one of the elect,

and so the instance given proves nothing as to the case of the non-elect
;

but, if he be of the latter class, then one of those to whom Christ never

resolved to give saving grace, by some means obtains it,
—how, it will

be difficult to say. In fact, it was never allowed by Mr. Baxter, or his

followers, that any but the elect would be saved.

The remarks of a Calvinist upon I lie "middle scheme" of the French

divines, the same in substance as that which was afterward advocated

by Baxter, may properly close our remarks.
" This niitigatofi view of the doctrine of predestuiation has ojily one

defect ; but it is a capital one. It represents God as desiring a thing

(that is, salvation and happiness) for all, which, in order to its attain-

ment, requires a degree of his assistance and succour, which he refuselh

to MANY. This reiulered grace and reiieniption univkrsal oidy in

icordi, but PARTIAL in reality ; and, therefore, did not at all mend the

matter. The supralapsarians were consistent with themselves , but

their doctrine was harsh and terrible, and was founded on the most iin-

3
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worthy notions of the Supreme Being ; and, on the other hand, the sys-

tem of Amyraut was full of inconsistencies : nay, even the sublapsarian

doctrine has its difficulties, and rather palliates than removes the horrors

of supralapsarianism. What, then, is to be done? From what quarter

shall the candid and well-disposed Christian receive that solid satisfac-

tion and wise direction which neither of these systems is adapted tc

administer ? These he will receive by turning his dazzled and feeble

eye from the secret decrees of God, which were neither designed to be

rules of action, nor sources of comfort to mortals here below
; and, by

fixing his view upon the mercy of God, as it is manifested through

Christ, the pure laws and sublime promises of his Gospel, and the equity

of his present government and future tribunal." {Maclaiim's Notes on

Mosheim s History.)

The theory, to which the name of Baxter has given some weight in

this country, has been introduced more at length, because with it stands

or falls every system of moderated or modified Calvinism, which by more

modern writers has been advocated. The scheme of Dr. Williams, of

Rotherham, is little beside the old theory of supralapsarian reprobation,

in its twofold enunciation of preterition, by which God refuses help

to a creature which cannot stand without help, and his consequent

DAMNATioK for the crimes committed in consequence of this withholding

of supernatural aid. The dress is altered, and the system has a dash

of Cameronism, but it is in substance the same. All other mitigated

schemes rest on two principles, the sufficiency of the atonement for all

mankind, and the sufficiency of grace to those who believe not. For the

first, it is enough to say, that the synod of Dort and the higher Calvin,

istic school will agree with them upon this point, and so nothing is

gained ;
for the second, that the sufficiency of grace in these schemes

is always understood in Baxter's sense, and is mere verbiage. It is not

"the grace of God which bringeth -salvation ;" for no man is actu-

ally saved without something more than this " sufficient grace" provides.

That which is contended for, is, in fact, not a sufficiency of grace in

order to salvation ; but, in order to justify the condemnation which

inevitably follows. For this alone the struggle is made, but without

success. The main characteristic of all these theories, fi-om the first

to the last, from the highest to the lowest is, that a part of mankind are

shut out from the mercies of God, on some ground irrespective of their

refusal of a sincere offer to them of salvation through Christ, made with

a communicated power of embracing it. Some power they allow to the

reprobate, as natural power, and degrees of superadded moral power ;

but in no case the power to believe unto salvation ; and thus, as one

well observes,
" when they have cut some fair trenches, as if they would

bring the water of life unto the dwellings of the reprobate, on a sudden

they open a shiice which carries it off again." The whole labour ol
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these theories is to find out some decent pretext for the infliction of

|junishment on tlieni that perish, independent of the only reason given

by Scripture, tlieir rejection of a mercy free for all.

Having exhibited the Calvinistic system on its own authorities, it may
be nuturuUy asked from what mode or bias of thinking a scheme could

arise so much at variance with the Scriptures, and with all received

notions of just and benevolent administration among men
; properties of

government which must be lound more perfectly in the government ofGod,

by reason of the perfection of its author, than in any other. That it had

its source in a course of induction from the sacred Scriptures, though

erroneous, is not probable ; for, if it had been left to that test, it is pretty

certain it would not have maintained itself. It appears rather to have

arisen from metaphysical hypotheses and school subtilties, to which the

sense of Scripture has been accommodated, often very violently ; and

by subtilties of this kind, it has, at all times, been chiefly supported.

It has, for instance, been assumed by the advocates of this theological

theory, that all things which come to pass have been fixed by eternal

DECREES ; and that as many men actually perish, it must, therefore,

have been decreed that they should perish : and, consistently with such

a scheme, it became necessary to exclude a part of the human race

from all share in the benefits of Christ's redemption. The argument

employed to confirm the premises is,
" that it is agreeable to reason and

to the analogy of nature, that God should conduct all things according
to a deliberate and fixed plan, mdependent of his creatures, rather than

that he should be influenced, even in his purposes, by the foresight of

their capricious conduct." (Dr. Rankin's Institutes.)
" It is not easy

to reconcile the immutability and efiicacy of the Divine counsel which
- enters into our conceptions of the first cause, with a purpose to save all,

suspended upon a condition which is not fulfilled with regard to many."

(Dr. Hill's Lectures.) This has, indeed, all along been the main stress

of the argument for absolute decrees, that a conditional decree reflects

dishonour upon the Divine attributes,
"
by leaving God, as it were, in

suspense, and waiting to see what men will do, before he passes a firm

and irrevocable decree ;" which, as they say, seems to imply want of

power and prescience in God, and to be inconsistent with other of his

Divine perfections. They especially think, that this is irreconcilable

with the immutability of God, and tiiat to subject his decrees to the

changes of a countless number of mutable beings, must render him the

most mutable being in the universe.

The whole ot this objection, however, seems to involve a petiliojnin-

cipii It is taken for granted, either that the decrees of God are abso.

lule appointments from eternity, and then any change of his decrees,

dependent upon the acts of creatures, would be a contradiction ; or else

hat the acts of creatures being free, it follows, that God had from eter-

2
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iiity no plan, and conducts his own government onl)' as circumstances

may arise. But, that either the decrees of God are fixed and absolute,

or, that God can have no plan of government if that be denied, is the

very alternative to be proved, the matter which is in debate. It becomes

necessary, therefore, in order tc ciscertain the truth, to fix the sense of

the favourite term "
decrees," and for this we have no sound guide but

the Holy Scriptures, which, as to what relates to man's salvation at

least, contain the only exposition of the purposes of God.

The term "decree" is nowhere in Scripture used in the sense in which

it is taken in the theology of the Calvinists. It is properly a legislative

or judicial term, importing the solemn decision of a court, and was adopted
into that system, probably, because of the absolute meaning it conveys,
which quality of absoluteness is, in fact, the point debated. The "pur.

pose" and " counseV of God are the Scriptural terms applicable to this

subject ;
one of which,

"
counsel," expresses an act of wisdom, and the

other necessarily implies it, as it is the '•

purpose," design, or determina-

tion of a Being of infinite perfection, who can purpose, design, will, and

determine nothing but under the direction of his intelligence, and the

regulation of his moral attributes.

Terms are not indeed to be objected to merely because they are not

found in the word of God
;
but their signification must be controlled by

it, otherwise, as in the case of the term decrees, a meaning is often

silently brought in under covert of the term, which becomes a postulate

in argument : a practice which has been a fruitful source of misappre.

hension and error. The decrees of God, if the phrase then must be

continued, can only Scripturallv signifv the determinations of his will in

his government of the world he has made
;
and those determinations are

plainly, in Scripture, referred to two classes, what he has himself f/f?er-

miiied to do, and what he has determined to permit to be done by free

and accountable creatures. He determined, for instance, to create man,

and he determined to permit his fall
;
he determined also the only me-

thod of dispensing pardon to the guilty, but he determined to permit men

to reject it, and to fall into the punishment of their offences. Calvin,

mdeed, rejects the doctrine of permission.
" It is not probable," he

says, "that man procured his own destruction by the mere permission,

and without any appointment of God." He had reason for this
;

for to

have allowed this distinction would have been contrary to the main priii-

ciples of his theological system, which are, that " the will of God is the

necessity of things," and that all things are previously fixed by an abso-

lute decree
;
so that they must happen. The consequence is, that he

and his followers involve themselves in the tremendous consequence of

making God the author of sin
; which, after all their disavowals, and we

grant them sincere, will still logically cleave to them : for it is obvious,

that by nothing can we fairly avoid this consequence but by allowing
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the distinction between determinations to do, on the part of God, and

determinations to permit certain things to be done by others. The

principle laid down by Calvin is destructive of all human agency, seeing
it converts man into a mere instrument ; while the other maintains his

agcnry in its proper sense, and, therefore, his proper accountability. On
Calvin's principle, man is no more an agent tiian the knife in the hand

of the assassin
;
and he is not more responsible, therefore, in equity, to

punishment, than the knife by which the assassination is committed, were

it capable of being punished. For if man has not a real agency, that is,

if there is a necessity above him so controlling his actions as to render

it impossible that they should have been otherwise, he is in the hands of

another, and not master of himself, and so his actions cease to be his

own.

A decree to permit involves no such consequences. This is indeed

acknowledged ;
but then, on the other hand, it is urged that this imposes

an uncertainty upon the Divine plans, and makes him dependent upon
the acts of the creature. In neither of these allegations is there any

weight ;
for as to the first, there can be no uncertainty in the principles

of the administration of a Being who regulates the whole by the immu-

table rules of righteousness, holiness truth, ar.d goodness; so that all

the acts of the creature do but call forth some new illustration of his

unchangeable regard to these principles. Nor can any act of a crea-

tare render his plans uncertain by coming upon him by surprise, and

thus obKge him to alter iiis intentions on the spur of the moment. What
the creature will do, in fact, is known beforehand with a perfect pre-

science, which yet, as we have already proved, (Part ii, c. 4,) inter-

feres not with the liberty of our actions
; and what God has determined

to do in consequence, is made apparect by what he actually does, which

with him can be no new, no sudden thought, but known and purposed
from eternity, in the view of the actual circumstances. As to the se-

cond objection, that this makes his conduct dependent upon the acts of

the creature, so far from denying it we may affirm it to be one of the

plainest doctrines of the word of (ioD. Ke punishes or blesses men

according to their conduct
; and he waits until the acts of their sin or

their obedi ace take place* before he either piniishes or rewards. The

dealings of a sovereign judge must, in the nature of things themselves,
be dependent upi>n the conduct of the subjects over whom he rules : they
must vary jfcordiiig (o that conduct

;
and it is only in the principles of

a righteous governtuciit that we ought to look, for that kind of immuta-

bility which luis any thing in it of moral character. Still it is said, tht-t

though the acts of (iod, as a sovereign, change, and are, apparently,

dependent upon the conduct of creatures, yet that he, from all eternity,

decreed, or determined to do them : as for instance, to exalt one n.itloi.

mid to >ibase another ; to favour this individual, or to punish that ; to

2
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iiave this man, to destroy the other. This may be granted ;
but only in

this sense, that his eternal determination or decree was as dependent and

consequent upon his prescience of the acts which, according to the im-

mutable principles of his nature and government, are pleasing or hateful

to him, as the actual administration of favour or punishment is upon tl.e

actual conduct of men in time. This brings on the question of decrees

absolute or conditional ; and we are, happily, not left to the reasonings
of men on this point ;

but have the light of the word of God, which

abounds with examples of decrees, to which conditions are annexed, on

the performance or neglect of which, by his creatures, their execution is

made dependent.
" If thou doest well, shall thou not be accepted ? but

if thou doest not well, sin lieth at the door." If this was God's eternal

decree concerning Cain, then it was plainly conditional from eternity ;

for his decrees in time cannot contradict his decrees from eternity, as to

the same persons and events. But Cain did " not well ;" was it not,

then, says a Calvinist, eternally and absolutely decreed that he should

not " do well ?" The replv is, ko ;
because this supposed absolute decree

of the Calvinist would contradict the revealed decree or determination of

God, to put both the doing well and the doing ill into Cain's own power,

which is utterly inconsistent w ith an absolute decree that he should have

it in his power only to do ill
;
and the inevitable conclusion, therefore,

is, that the only eternal decree, or Divine determination concerning Cain

in this matter was, that he should be conditionally accepted, or condi-

tionally left to the punishment of his sins. To this class of conditional

decrees belong also all such passages, as,
" If ye be willing and obedi-

ent ye shall eat the good of the land
;
but if ye refuse and rebel ye shall

be devoured by the sword." " If ye live after the flesh ye shall die ;

but if ye, through the Spirit, do mortify the deeds of the body, ye shall

live." " He that believeth shall be saved, and he that believeth not shall

be damned." This last, especially, is God's decree or determination, as

to all who hear the Gospel, to the end of time. It professes to be so on

the ver}- face of it, for its general and unrestricted nature cannot be de-

nied
;

but if we are told, that there is a decree affecting numbers of men

as individuals, by which God determined absolutely to pass them by, and

to deny to them the grace of faith, such an allegation cannot be true
;

because it contradicts the decree as revealed by God himself. His de-

cree gives to all who hear the news of Christ's salvation, the alternative

of believing and being saved, of not believing and being damned ;
but

there is no alterative in the absolute decree of Calvinism : as (o the

reprobate, no one can believe and he saved who is under such decree :

God never intended he should ; and, therefore, he is put by one decree

in one condition, and by another decree in an entirely opposite
condi-

tion, which is an obvious contradiction.

But we have instances of the revocation of God's decrees, as well aa

2
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of their conditional character, one of which will be sufficient for illustra>

tion. In the case of Eli,
" I said indeed that tliy house and the house

of thy father should walk before me for ever; but now the Lord saith,

be It far from me
;

for them that honour me I will honour, and they that

despise me shall be lightly esteemed." No passage can more strongly

refute the Calvinistic notion of God's immutability, which they seem to

olace in his never changing his purpose, whereas, in fact, the Scriptural

doctrine is, that it consists in his never changing the principles of his

adininistration. One of those principles is laid down in this passage. It

is,
" them that honour me I will honour, and they that despise me shall

be lightly esteemed." To this principle God is immutably true
;

but it

was his unchangeable regard to that very principle which brougiit on

the change of his conduct toward the house of Eli, and induced him tt

revoke his former promise. This is the only immutability worthy ot

God, or which can be reconciled to the facts of his government. For

either the advocate of absolute predestination must say that the promises
and threatenings are declarations of his will and purposes, or they are

not. If they are not, they contradict his truth
;
but if the point, that

they do in fact declare his will is conceded, that will is either absolute

or conditional. Let us then try the case of Eli by 'his alternative. If

the promise of continuing the priesthood in the family of Eli were abso

lute, then it could not be revoked. If the threatening expressed an abso-

lute and eternal will and determination to divert the priesthood from Eh'

progeny, then the promise was a mockery ; and God is in this, and a

similar instances, made to engage himself to do what is contrary to his

absolute intention and determination : in other words, he makes no en-

gagement in fact, while he seems to do it in form, which involves a

charge against the Divine Being which few Calviiiists would be bold

enough to maintain. But if these declarations to Eli be regarded as

the expressions of a determination always taken, in the mind of God,
under the conditions implied in the fixed principles of his government,
then the language and the acts of God harmonize with his sincerity and

faithfulness, and, instead of throwing a shade over his moral attributes,

illustrate his immutable regard to those wise, equitable, and holy rules

by which he conducts his government of moral agents. Nor will the

distinction which some Calvinists have endeavoured to establish between

the promises and threatenings of God and his decrees, serve them
;

foi

where is it to be found except in their own imagination ? We have no

intimation of such a distinction in Scripture, which, nevertheless, pro-

fesses to reveal the eternal "ptirpnse" and " rowmr/" of God on those

matters to whicli his promises and threatenings relate,
—the salvation or

destruction of men. That counsel and purpose has, also, no manifesta-

tion in his word, but by promises and threatenings ; these make up its

whole substance, and, therefore, in order to make their distinction good,
2
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those who hold it must discover a distinction not only between God's

promises and threatenings and his decrees
;
but between the eternal

" counsels and purposes" of God and his decrees, which they acknow-

ledge to be identical.

The fallacy which seems to mislead them appears to be the follow-

ing : They allege that of two consequences, say the obedience or diso-

bedience of Eli's house, we acknowledge, on both sides, that one will

happen. That which actually happens we also see taken up into the

course of the Divine administration, and made a part of his subsequent

plan of government, as the transfer of the priesthood from the house of

Eli : they, therefore, argue that the Divine Being, having his plan before

him, and this verj- circumstance entering into it, it was fixed from eter-

nity as a part of that general scheme by which the purposes of God

were to be accomplished, and which would have been uncertain and un-

arranged but for this preordination. The answer to this is,

1. That the circumstance of an event being taken up into the Divine

administration, and being made use of to work out God's purposes, is

no proof that he willed and decreed it. He could not will the wicked-

ness of Eli's sons, and could not, therefore, ordain and appoint it, or his

decrees would be contrary to his will. The making use of the result

of the choice of a free agent, only proves that it was foreseen, and that

there are, so to speak, infinite resources in the Divine mind to turn the

actions of men into the accomplishment of his plans, without either

willing them when they are evil, or imposing fetters upon their freedom.

2. That though an event be interwoven with the course of the Divine

government, it does not follow that it was necessary to it. The ends

of a course of administration might have been otherw ise accomplished ;

as, in the case before us, if Eli's house had remained faithful, and the family

of Zadok had not been chosen in its stead. The general plan of God's

government does not, therefore, necessarily include every event which

happens as a necessary part of ils accomphshment, since the same results

might, in manv cases, have been brought out of other events ; and,

therefore, it cannot be conclusively argued, that as God wills the accom-

phshment of the general plan, he must will in the same manner the par-

ticular events which he may overrule to contribute to it. But,

3. As to the general plan, it is also an unfounded assumption, that it

was the subject of an absolute determination. From this has arisen the

notion that the fail of Adam was willed and decreed by God. To this

doctrine, which, tor the sake of a metaphysical speculation, draws after it

so rnanv abhorrent and antiscriptural consequences, we must demur.

God could not will that event actively without willing sin
• he could

not absolutely decree it without removing all responsibility, and, there-

fore, all fault from the first offender. If God be holy, he could not will

Adam's offence, though he might determine not to prevent
it by mter
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fering with man's freedom, which is a very different case ;
and if in

guarding his law from violation by a severe sanction, he proceeded with

sincerity, he could not apjioint its violation. We may confidently say,

lliat he willed the contrary of Adam's offence
;
and that he used all means

consistent with his determination to give and maintain free agency to

his creatures, to secure the accomplishment of that will. It was against

his will, therefore, that our progenitors sinned and fell ; and his "
pur.

pose" and "
counsel," or his decree, if the term please better, to govern

the world according to the principles and mode now in operation was

dependent upon an event which he willed not
;

but which, as being

foreseen, was the plan he in wisdom, justice, and mercy, adopted in

the view of this contingency. And suppose we were to acknowledge
with some, that the result will be more glorious to him, and more bene-

ficial to the universe, through the wisdom with which he overrules all

things, than if Adam and his descendants had stood in their innocency,

it will not follow, even from this, that the present was that order of

events which God absolutely ordered and decreed. We are told, indeed,

that if this was the best of possible plans, God was, by the perfection of

his nature, bound to choose it
;
and that if he chose it, his will, in this

respect, made all the rest necessary. But, to say nothing of the pre-

sumption of determining what God was bound to do in any hypothetic

case, the position that God must choose the best of possible plans is to

be taken with qualification. We can neither prove that the state of

things which shall actually issue is the best among tiiose possible ;
nor

that among possible systems there can be a best, since they are all

composed of created things, and no system can actually exist, to which

the Creator, who is infinite in power, could not add sometlung. Were
no sin involved in the case it would be clearer

;
but it is not only un-

supported by any declaration of Scripture, but certainly contrary to

many of its principles, to assume that God originally, so to speak, and,

in the first instance, willed and decreed a state of things which should

necessarily include the introduction of moral evil into his creation, in

order to manifest his glory, and work out future good to the creature ;

because we know that sin is that " abominable thing" which he hateth.

A monarch is surelv not bound secretly to appoint and decree the cir-

cumstances which must necessarily lead to a rebellion, in order that his

clemency may be more fully manifested in pardoning the rebels, or *.he

strength of his government displayed in their subjugation ; although hia

subjects, upon the whole, might derive some higher benefit. We may,

therefore, conclude lliat God willed with pertect truth and sincerity that

man should not tall, although he resolved not to prevent that fall by

mterfering with his freedom, which would have changed the whole cha-

racier of his government toward rational creatures
;
and that his plan,

or decree, to govern the world upon the principle of redemption and

2
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mediation was no absolute ordination, but conditional upon man's

offence
; and was an " eternal purpose," only in the eternal foresight

of the actual occurrence of the fall of man, which yet, it is no contra-

diction to say, was against his will.

So fallacious are all such notions as to God's fixed plans. Fixed they

may be, without being absolutely decreed
; because fixed, in reference

to what takes place, even in opposition to his will and intention ;
and

as to the argument drawn by Calvinists from the perfections of Goil, it

is surely a more honourable view of hira to suppose that his will iuid

his promulgated law accord and consent, than that they are in opposi-

tion to each other
;
more honourable to him, that he is immutable in

his adherence to the principles, rather than in the acts of government ;

more honourable to hira, that he can make the conduct of his free

creatures to work out either his original purposes, or purposes more

glorious to himself and beneficial to the universe, than that he should

frame plans so fixed as to have no reference to the free actions of crea-

tures, whom, by a strange contradiction, he is represented as still holding

accountable for their conduct
; plans which all these creatures shall be

necessitated to fulfil, so as to be capable of no other course of action

whatever, or else that his government must become loose and uncertain.

This is, indeed, to have low thoughts, even of the infinite wisdom of

God ; and either involves his justice and truth in deep obscurity, or

presents them to us under verv equivocal aspects. Which of these

vie^vs is the most consonant with the Bible, may be safely left with the

candid reader.

The PRESCIENCE OF God is also a subject by which Calvinists have

endeavoured to give some plausibility to their system. The argument
as popularly stated, has been, that, as the destruction or salvation of

every individual is foreseen, it is, therefore, certain, and, as certain, it

is inevitable and necessary. The answer to this is, that certainty and

necessity are not at all connected in the nature of things, and are, in

fact, two perfectly distinct predicaments. Certainty has no relation to

an event at all as evitable or inevitable, free or compelled, contingent or

necessary. It relates only to the issue itself, the act of any agent, not

to the quality of the act or event with reference to the circumstances

under which it is produced. A free action is as much an event as a

necessitated one, and, therefore, is as truly an object of foresight, which

foresight cannot change the nature of the action, or of the process

through which it issues, because the simple knowledge of an action,

whether present, past, or to come, has no influence upon it of any kind.

Certainty is, in fact, no quality of an action at all ; it exists, properly

speaking, in the mind foreseeing, and not in the action foreseen ;
but

freedom or constraint, contingency or necessity quality the action itself,

and determine its nature, and the rewardableness, or punitive demeri;

2
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of the agent. When, therefore, it is said, that what God foresees,

will certainly happen, nothing more can be reasonably meant, than that

UE is certain that it will happen ; so that we must not transfer the cer-

tainty from God to the action itself, in tiie false sense of necessity, or,

indeed, in any sense
;

for the certainty is in the Divine mind, and stands

there opposed, not to the contingency of the action, but to doubtfulness

as to his own prescience of the result. There is this certainty in the

Divine mind as to the actions of men, that they icill happen : but that

they must happen cannot follow from this circumstance. If they must

happen, they are under some control which prevents a diflferent result ;

but the most certain knowledge has nothing in it which, from its nature,

can control an action in any way, unless it should lead the being endow

cd with it, to adopt measures to influence the action, and then it be-

comes a question, not of foreknowledge, but of power and influence,

which wholly changes the case. This is a sufficient reply to the popu-
lar manner of stating the argument. The scholastic method requires a

little more illustration.

The knowledge of possible things, as existing from all eternity in the

Divine understanding, has been termed "scientia simplicis inleUigen-

titB," or by the schoolmen,
" scientia indefinita," as not determining the

existence of any thing. The knowledge which God had of all real ex-

istences is termed ^^ scientia visionis," and by the schoolmen, "scientia

dejinila," because the existence of all objects of this knowledge is de-

terminate and certain. To these distinctions another was added by
those who rejected the predestinarian hypothesis, to which they gave
the name " scientia media," as being supposed to stand in the middle

between the two former. By this is understood, the knowledge, neither

of things as possible, nor of events appointed and decreed bv God ; but

of events which are to happen upon certain conditions. (3)

The third kind of knowledge, or scientia media, might verj' well be

included in the second, since scientia insionis ought to include not what

God will do, and what his creatures will do under his appointment, but

what they will do by his permission as free agents, and what he will do,

as a consequence of this, in his character of Governor and Lord. But

since the predestinarians had confounded scientia visionis with a pre.

destinating decree, the scientia media well expressed what they had left

(3)
" Ordo autem hie ut recte intelligi possit, observandum est triplicem Dee

aoientiaiii trihui solere : unain nrcessariam, quiD oiiineni voluntatis liher« actum

n.iluriu ordine anlcccdit, quie etiain practica et sirnpliciti inteUigeniiiv dici potest,

qua eeipsum ct alia omnia possibilia intelllgit. .\lterani liberam, quiE consequitur
actum voluntatis liboree, quie etiam visionis dici potest ; qua Deus omnia, quae

facerc cl perniittcrc decrevit ita distincto novit, uti ea fieri et permitterc voluit.

Tortiam mediam^ qua sub conditione novit quid homines aut angeli facturi essont

pro sua libertate, si cum his aut illis circumstantiis, in hoc vel in illo renim

ordine, constituerentur." {Diaputat. Epitcopii. p&tt i, disp. v.)

2
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auite unaccounted for, and which they had assumed did not really exist,—
the actions of creatures endowed with free will, and the acts of Deity
which from eternity were consequent upon them. If such actions do

not take place, then men are not free
; and if the rectoral acts of God

are not consequent upon the actions of the creature in the order of the

Divine intention, and the conduct of the creature is consequent upon the

foreordained rectoral acts of God, then we reach a necessitating eter-

nal decree, which, in fact, the predestinarian contends for : but it unfor-

tunately brings after it consequences which no subtilties have ever been

able to shake off,
—that the only actor in the universe is God himself;

and that the only distinction among events is, that one class is brought
to pass by God directly, and the other indirectly ;

not by the agency, but

by the mere instruTnentaVdy of his creatures.

Tiie manner in which absolute predestination is made identical with

scientia viskmis, will be best illustrated by an extract from the writings of a

tolerably fair and temperate modern Calvinist. Speaking of the two dis-

linctions, scientia siynplicis intelligenticB and scientia insionis, he says,
—

"Those who consider all the objects of knowledge as comprehended
under one or other of the kinds that have been explained, are naturally

conducted to that enlarged conception of the extent of the Divine de-

cree, from which the Calvinistic doctrine of predestination unavoidably
follows. The Divine decree is the determination of the Divine will to

produce the universe, that is, the whole series of beings and events

that were then future. The parts of this series arise in succession :

but all were, from eternity, present to the Divine mind
;
and no cause

was, at any time, to operate, or no efl'ect that was at any time to be pro-

duced in the universe, can be excluded from the original decree, with-

out supposing that the decree was at first imperfect and afterward

received accessions. The determination to produce this world, under

standing by that word the whole combination of beings, and causes, and

elTects, that were to come into existence, arose out of the view of all

possible worlds, and proceeded upon reasons to us unsearchable, by
which this world that now exists appeared to the Divine wisdom the

fittest to be produced. I say, the determination to produce this world

proceeded upon reasons
;
because we must suppose, that in forming the

decrees, a choice was exerted, that the Supreme Being was at liberty

to resolve either that he would create or that he would not create
;

that

he would give his work this form or that form, as he chose
; otherwise

we withdraw from the Supreme Intelligence, and subject all things to

blind fatality. But if a choice was exerted in forming the decree, the

choice must have proceeded upon reasons
;

for a choice made by a wise

Being, without any ground of choice, is a contradiction in terms. At

the same time it is to be remembered, that as nothing then existed but

the Supreme Being, the only reason which could determine him in
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ch.'xising wn-.it he was to produce, was its appearing to him fitter for

acconii)li.sliiiig
the end which he proposed to himself than any thing

else which he might have produced. Hence scienlia visionis is called

by theologians scienlia libera. To scienlia simplicis intelUgenluB, they

gave the epitiict naturalis, because the knowledge of all things possible

arises necessarily from the nature of the Supreme mind
;
but to scieiitia

\}i<tionis they gave the epithet libera, because the qualities and extrnl

of its objects are determined, not by any necessity of nature, but by the

will of the Deny, Although in forming the Divine decree there was a

choice of this world, proceeding upon a representation of all possible

worlds, it is not to be conceived, that there was any interval between

the choice and representation, or any succession in the parts of the

choice. In the Divine mind there was an intuitive view of that immense

subject, which it is not only impossible for our minds to comprehend at

once, but in travelling through the parts of which we are instantly

bewildered
;
and one decree, embracing at once the end and means,

ordained with perfect wisdom all that was to be.

" The condition of the human race entered into this decree. It is

not, perhaps, the most important part of it when we speak of the forma-

tion of the universe, but it is a part whick, even were it more insignifi-

cant than it is, could not be overlooked by the Almighty, whose atten-

tion extends to all his works, and which appears, by those dispensations

of his providence that have been made known to us, to be interesting

in his eyes. A decree respecting the condition of the human race

includes the history of every individual : the lime of his appearing upon

the earth
;
the manner of his existence while he is an inhabitant of the

earth, as it is diversified by the actions which he performs, and by
the events, whether prosperous or calamitous, which befall him, and the

manner of his existence after he leaves the earth, that is, future happi-

ness or misery. A decree respecting the condition of the human race

also includes the relations of the individuals to one another : it fixes

their connections in society, which have a great influence upon their

happiness and their improvement ;
and it must be conceived as extend-

ing to the important events recorded in Scripture, in which the whole

species have a concern. Of this kind is the sin of our first parents,

the consequence of that sin reaching to all their posterity, the mediation

of Jesus Christ appointed by God as a remedy for these consequences,

the final salvation, through his mediation, of one part of the descendants

of Adam, and the final condemnation of another part, notwithstanding

the remedy. These events arise at long intervals of time, by a gradual

preparation of circumstances, and the operation of various means. But

by the Creator, to whoso mind the end and means were at once pre-

sent, these events were beheld in intimate connection with one another

and in conjunction with many other events to us unknown, and conse-

2
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quently all of them, however far removed from one another as to the

time of their actual existence, were comprehended in that one decree

by which he determined to produce the world." (^HilFs Lectures, vol.

iii, page 38.)

Now some things in this statement may be granted ;
as for instance,

that when the choice, speaking after the manner of men, was between

creating the world and not creating it, it appeared fitter to God
to create than not to create

;
and that all actual events were foreseen,

and will take place, so far as they are future, as they are foreseen ;
but

where is the connection between these points, and that absolute decree

which in this passage is taken for either the same thing as foreseeing,

or as necessarily involved in it ?
" The Divine decree," says Dr. Hill,

"is the determination of the Divine will to produce the universe, that is,

the whole series of beings and events that were then future." If so,

it foUov s, that it was the Divine will to produce the fall of man, as well

as his cieation ; the offences which made redemption necessary, as the

redemption itself: to produce the destruction of human beings, and

their vices which are the means of that destruction
;
the salvation of

another part of the race, and their faith and obedience, as the means of

that salvation :
—for by "one decree, embracing at once tlte end and the

means, he ordained, with perfect wisdom, all that was to be." This is

in the true character of the Calvinistic theology ;
it dogmatizes with

absolute confidence on some metaphysical assumption, and forgets for

the time, that any such book as the Bible, a revelation of C!od, by God

himself, exists in the world. If the determination of the Divine will,

with respect to the creation of man, were the same kind of determina-

tion as that which respected his fall, how then are we to account for

the means taken by God to prevent the fall, which were no less than

the communication of an upright and perfect nature to man, from which

his ability to stand in his uprightness arose, and the threatening of the

greatest calamity, death, in order to deter him from the act of offence ?

How, in that case, are we to account for the declarations of God's

hatred to sin, and for his own express declaration that " he willeth not

the death of him that dieth ?" How, for the obstructions he has placed

in the way of transgression, which would be obstructions to his own

determinations, if they can be allowed to be obstntctions at all ? How,

for the intercession of Christ ? How, for his tears shed over Jerusa-

lem? Finally, how, for the declaration that "he willeth all men to be

saved," and for his invitations to all, and the promises made to all ?

Here the discrepancies between the metaphysical scheme and the writ-

ten word are most strongly marked ;
are so totally irreconcilable to each

other, as to leave us to choose between the speculations of man. as to

the operations of the Divine mind, and the declared will of God him.

self. The fact is, that Scripture can onlv be interpreted by denying
Vol. II. 28
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that the dolormination of the Divine will is, as to "beings and events,"

the sam(! kind of determination ;
and we are necessarily brought back

again to the only distinction which is compatible with the written word,

a determination in God to do, and a determination to permit. For if

we admit that the decree to effect or produce is absolute, both " as to the

end and means," then, beside the consequences which follow as above

stated, and which so directly contradict the testimony of God hims(Jf,

another equally revolting also arises, namely, that as the end decreeo

IS, as we are told, most glorious to God, so the means, being controlled

and directed to that end, are necessarily and directly connected with the

glorification
of God ; and so men glorify God by their vices, because by

them they fulfil his will, and work out his designs according to the

appointment of his " wisdom." That this has been boldly contended

for by leading Calvinistic divines in former times, and by some, though

of a lower class, in the present day, is well known : and that they are

consistent in their deductions from the above premises, is so obvious,

that it is matter of surprise, that those Calvinists who are shocked at

this conclusion should not either suspect the principles from which it so

certainly flows, or that, admitting the doctrine, they should shun the

explicit avowal of the inevitable consequence.

The sophistry of the above statement of the Calvinistic view of pre-

science and the decrees, as given by Dr. Hill, lies in this, that the de-

termination of the Divine will to produce the universe is made to include

a determination as absolute " to produce the whole series of beings and

events that were then future ;" and in assuming that this is involved in

a perfect prescience of things, as actually to exist and take place. But

among the " beings" to be produced, were not only beings bound by

their instincts, and by circumstances which they could not control, to

act in some given manner ;
but also beings endowed with such freedom

that they might act in different and opposite ways, as their own will

might determine. Either this must be allowed or denied. If it is de-

nied, then man is not a free agent, and, therefore, not accountable foi

his personal otTences, if offences those acts can be called, to the doing

of which there is " a determination of the Divine will," of the same

nature as to the "
producing of the universe" itself. This, however, ia

80 destructive of the nature of virtue and vice ; it so entirely subvertB

the moral govermiient of God by merging it into his nahtral government ;

and It so manifestly contradicts the word of God, which, from the begin-

ning to the end, supposes a power bestowed on man to avoid sin, and on

this establishes liis accountableness ; that, with all these fatal conse-

quences hanging upon it, we may leave this notion to its own fate. But

if any such freedom be allowed to man, (either actually enjoyed or

placed within his reach by the use of means which are within his power,)

that he may both will and act differently, in any given case, from ha

2
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ultimate volitions and the acts resulting therefrom, then cannot that

which he actually does, as a free agent, say some sinful act, have been
" determined" in the same manner by the Divine will, as the "

produc-
tion" of the universe and the "

beings" which compose it. For if man
is a being free to sin or not to sin

;
and it was the " determination of

the Divine will" to produce such a being ;
it was his determination to

give to him this liberty of not doing that which actually he does
;
which

is wholly contrary to a determination that he should act in one given

manner, and in that alone. For here, on the one hand, it is alleged

that the Divine will absolutely determines te produce certain " events"

and yet on the other it is plain that he absolutely determined to produce
"
beings" who should, by his will and consequent endowment, have in

themselves the power to produce contrary events
; propositions which

manifestly fight with each other, and cannot both be true. We must

either, then, give up man's free agenc}' and true accountability, or this

absolute determination of events. The former cannot be renounced

without involving the consequences above stated ; and the abandoning
of the latter brings us to the only conclusion which agrees with the

word of God,—that the acts of free agents are not determined, but fore-

seen and permitted ; and are thus taken up, not as the acts of God, but

as the acts of men, into the Divine government.
" Ye devised evil

against me," says Joseph to his brethren,
" but God meant it for good."

Thus the principle which vitiates Dr. Hill's statement is detected. Gro-

tius has much better observed,
" When we say that God is the cause of

all things, we mean of all such things as have a real existence ; which

IS no reason why those things themselves should not be the cause of

some accidents, such as actions are. God created men, and some other

intelligences superior to man, with a liberty of acting ;
which liberty

of acting is not in itself evil, but ma}- be the cause of something that is

evil
;
and to make God the author of evils of this kind, which are called

moral evils, is the highest wickedness." (Truth of the Christian Reli-

gion, s. 8.)

Perhaps the notions which Calvinists form as to the will may be

regarded as a consequence of the predestinarian branch of their system ;

but whether they are among the metaphysical sources of their error, or

consequents upon it, they may here have a brief notice.

If the doctrine just refuted were allowed, namely, that all events are

produced by the determination of the Divine will
;
and that the end and

means are bound up in " one decree ;" the predestinarian had sagacity

enough to discern that the volitions, as well as the acts of men, niust be

placed equally under bondage, to make the scheme consistent ; and, that

whenever any moral action is the end proposed, the choice of the will,

as the means to that end, must come under the same appointment and

determination. It is, indeed not denied, that creatures may lose the
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power to will that which is morally good. Such is the slate of devils ,

and sucii would have been the state of man, had he been left wholly to

the consequences of the fall. The inability is, however, not a natural,

but a moral one
;

for volition, as a power of the mind, is not destroyed,

but brought so completely under the dominion of a corrupt nature, as not

to be morally capable of choosing any thing but evil. If man is not in

this condition, it is owing, not to the remains of original goodness, as

some suppose, but to that "
grace of God" which is the result of the " free

gift" bestowed upon all men
;
but tliat the power to choose that which

is good, in some respects, and as a first step to the entire and exclu-

sive choice of good iu the highest degree, is in man's possession, must

be certainly concluded from the calls so often made upon him in the

word of Goo to change his conduct, and, in order to this, his will.

" Hear, ye deaf, and see, ye blind," is the exhortation of a prophet,

which, while it charges both spiritual deafness and bUndness upon the

Jews, supposes a power existing in them both of opening the eyes, and

unstopping the ears. Such are all the exhortations to repentance and

faith addressed to sinners, and the threatenings consequent upon con-

tinned impenitence and unbelief; which equally suppose a power of

considering, willing, and acting, in all things adequate to the commence-

ment of a religious course. From whatever source it may be derived,

and no other can be assigned to it consistently with the Scriptures than

the grace of God, this power must be experienced to the full extent of

the call and the obligation to these duties. A power of choosing only

to do evil, and of remaining impenitent, cannot be reconciled to such

exhortations. This would but be a mockerj' of men, and a mere show of

equitable government on the part of God, without any thing correspond-

ent to this appearance of equity in point of fact. The Calvinistic doc-

trine, however, takes another course. As the sin and the destruction

of the re|)robate is determined bv the decree, and their will is either left

to its natural proneness to the choice of evil, or is, by coaction, impelled

to it ; so the salvation of the elect being absolutely decreed, the will, at

the appointed time, comes under an irresistible impulse which carries it to

the choice of good. Nor is this only an occasional influence, leaving

men afterward, or by intervals, to freedom of choice, which might

be allowed ; but, in all cases, and at all times, the will, when directed

to good, moves only under the unfrustrable impulses of grace. That

man, tlicrcff>re, has no choice, or at least no alternative in either cise.

is the doctnne assumed
;
and no other view can be consistently taken

by those who admit the scheme of absolute predestination. To one class

of objects is the will dclerinined
;
no other being, in either case, possible ;

and thus one course of aciion, fultilling the decree of God, is the only

possible result, or the decree would not be absolute and fixed.

Some Calvinists have adopted all the consequences which follow this

3
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view of the subject. They ascribe the actions and voUtions of man to

Gtid, and regard sinful men as impelled to a necessity of sinning, in order

to the infliction of that punishment which they think will glorify the sove-

reign wrath of him who made " the wicked" intentionally
" for the day

»f evil." Enough has been said in refutation of this gross and blasphem-

jus opinion, which, though it inevitably follows from absolute predestina-

tion, the more modest writers of the same school have endeavoured to

hide under various guises, or to reconcile to some show of justice by

various subtilties.

It has, for instance, been contended, that as in the case of transgres-

sors, the evil acts done by them are the choice of their corrupt will, they

are, therefore, done willingly ; and tiiat they are in consequence punish-

able although their will could not but choose them. This may be al-

lowed to be true in the case of devils, supposing them at first to have

voluntarily corrupted an innocent nature endowed with the power of

maintaining its inngcence, and that they were under no absolute decree

determining them to this offence. For, though now their will is so much

under the control of their bad passions, and is in itself so vicious, that

it has no disposition at all to good, and from their nature, remaining in

its present state, can have no such tendency ; yet the original act, oi

series of acts, by which this state of their will and aflections was induced,

being their own, and the result of a deliberate choice between moral good

and evil, both being in their own power, they are justly held to be cul-

pable for all that follows, having had, originally, the power to avoid both

the first sin and all others consequent upon it. The same may be said

of sinful men, who have formed in themselves, by repeated acts of evil,

at first easily avoided, various iiabits to which the will opposes a decreas-

ing resistance in proportion as they acquire strength. Such persons, too,

a.s are spoken of in the Epistle to the Hebrews, those whom "
it is impos-

sible to renew unto repentance," may be regarded as approaching very

nearly to the state of apostate spirits,
and being left without any of the

a'ds of that Holy Spirit whom they have "
quenched," cannot be supposed

capable of willing good. Yet are they themselves justly chargeable with

this state of their wills, and all the evils resulting from it. But the case

i)f devils is widely different to that of men who, by their hereditarj'

corruption, and the fall of human nature, to which they were not con-

senting parties, come into the world with this infirm, and, indeed, per-

verse state of the will, as to all good. It is not their personal fault that tiiey

are born with a will averse from good ;
and it cannot be their personal

fa.lt that they continue thus inclined only to evil if no assistance has

been afforded, no gracious influence imparted, to counteract this fiiult of

lature, and to set the will so far free, that it can choose either the good

rged upon it by the authority and exciting motives of the (Jospel, or,

•

making light" of that, to yield itself, in opposition to conviction, to the
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evil lo which it is by nature prone. It is not denied, that the will, in ita

purely natural state, and independent of all grace communicated to man

through Christ, can incline only to evil ; but the question is, whether h

is so left; and whether, if this be contended for, the circumstjice of a

sinful act being the act of i will not able to determine otherwise, from

whatever cause that may arise, whether from the influence of circum-

stances or from coaction, or from its own invincible depravity, renders

him punishable who never had thfe means of preventing his will from

lapsing into this diseased and vitiated state
; who was bom with this

moral disease
;
and who, by an absolute decree, has been excluded from

all share in the remedy ? This is the only simple and correct way of

viewing the subject ;
and it is quite independent of all metaphysical

hypothesis as to the will. The argument is, that an act which has

the consent of the will is punishable, although the will can only choose

evil : we reply, that this is only true where the time of trial is past, as in

devils and apostates ;
and then only, because these are personally guilty

of having so vitiated their wills as to render them incapable of good.

But the case of men who have fallen by the fault of another, and who

are still in a state of trial, is one totally different. The sentenct is

passed upon devils, and it is as good as passed upon such apostates as

the apostle describes in the Epistle to the Hebrews
;
but the mass of

mankind are still probationers, and are appointed to be judged according
•o their works, whether good or evil. We deny, then, first, that they are

n any case, left without the power of willing good ;
and we deny it on

the authority of Scripture. For, in no sense, can "life and death be

set before us," in order that we may " choose life," if man is wholly
derelict by the grace of God, and if he remains under his natural, and,

but for the grace of God given to all mankind, his invincible inclination

to evil. For if this be the natural state of mankind, and if to a part of

them that remedial grace is denied, then is not " life" set before them

as an object of " choice ;" and if to another part that grace is so given,
that it irresistibly and constantly works so as to compel the will to choose

predetermined and absolutely appointed acts, no " death" is set before

them as an object of choice. If, therefore, according to the Scriptuies.

both life and death are set before men, then have they power to choose

or refuse either, which is conclusive, on the one hand, against the doc-

trine of the total dereliction of the reprobate, and on the other, against the

unfruslrable operation of grace upon the elect. So, also, when our

Lord says,
"

I vvocld have gathered you as a hen gathereth her chickens

under her wings, and ye wovld not," the notion that men who tinally

perish have no power of willing; that which is good, is totally disproved.

The blame is manifestly, and beyond all the arts of cavilling criticism,

laid upon their not willing i>- a contrary manner, which would be false

upon the Calvinistic hypotliesis.
"

I would not, and ye could not," ought,
2
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in that case, to have been the reading ; since they are oound to one

determination only, either by the external or internal influence of ano-

ther, or by a natural and involuntary disease of llie will, for which no

remedy was ever provided.

Thus it is decided by the word of God itself, that men who perish

might have "chosen Ufe." It is confirmed, also, by natural reason;

for it i' most egregiously to trifle with the common sense of mankind

to call that a righteous procedure in God which would by all men

be condemned as a monstrous act of tyranny and oppression in a human

judge, namely, to punish capitally, as for a personal offence, those who

never could will or act otherwise, being impelled by an invincible and

incurable natural impulse over which they never had any control.^

Nor is the case at all amended by the quibble that they act willingly,

that is, with consent of the will
;

for since the will is under a natural

and Irresistible power to incline only one way, obedience is full as

much out of their power by this state of the will, which they did not

bring upon themselves, as if they were restrained from all obedience

to the law of God by an external and irresistible impulse always acting

upon them.

The case thus kept upon the basis of plain Scripture, and the

natural reason of mankind, stands, as we have said, clear of all meta-

physical subtilties, and cannot be subjected to their determination ;

but"fe attempts have been made to establish the doctrine of necessity,

from the actual phenomena of the human will, we may glance, also,

at this philosophic attempt to give plausibility to the predestmarian

hypothesis.

The philosophic doctrine is, that the will is swayed by motives ; that

motives arise from circumstances ;
that circumstances are ordered by

a power above us, and beyond our control ;
and that, therefore, our vo-

litions necessarily follow an order and chain of events appointed and

decreed by infinite wisdom. President Edwards, in his well known

work on the will, apphed this philosophy in aid of Calvinism ;
and

has been largely followed by the divines of that school. But who does

not see that this attempt to find a refuge in the doctrine of philoso-

phical necessity affords no shelter to the Calvinian system, when

pressed either by Scripture or by arguments founded upon the acknow-

ledged principles of justice ? For what matters it, whether the will

is obliged to one class of volitions by the immediate influence of God,

or by the denial of his remedial influence, the doctrine of the elder

Calvinists ; or that it is obliged to a certain class of volitions by motives

which are irresistible in their operation, which result from an arrange-

ment of circumstances ordered by God, and which we cannot con.

trol ? Take which theory you please you are involved in the same

difficulties; for the resuh is, that men can neither will nor act other
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wise than they do, being, in one case, inevitably disabled by an act of

God, and in the other bound by a chain of events established by an

almiglity power. The advocates for this philosophic theory of the will

must be content to take this conclusion, therefore, and reconcile it as they

can with the Scriptures ;
bu* they have the same task as their elder bre-

thren of the same faith, and have made it no easier by their philosophy.

It is in vain, too, that they refer us to our own consciousness in

proof of this theor)'. Nothing is more directly contradicted by what

passes in every man's mind
;
and if we may take the terms human

language has used on these subjects, as an indication of the general

feelings of mankind, it is contradicted by the experience of all ages and

countries. For if the will is thus absolutely dependent upon motives,

and motives arise out of uncontrollable circumstances, for men to praise

or to blame each otlier is a manifest absurdity ;
and yet all languages

abound in such terms. So, also, there can be no such thing as con-

science, which, upon this scheme, is a popular delusion which a better

philosophy might have dispelled. For why do I blame or commend

myself in my inward thoughts, any more than I censure or praise others,

if I am, as to my choice, but the passive creature of motives and prede-

termined circumstances?

But the sophistry is easily detected. The notion inculcated is, that

motives influence the will just as an additional weight thrown into an

even scale poises it and inclines the beam. This is the favourite meta-

phor of the necessitarians ; yet, to make the comparison good, they

ought to have first proved the will to be as passive as the balance, or,

m other words, thcv should have annihilated the distinction between

mind and matter. But this necessary connection between motive and

volition mav be denied. For what are motives, as rightly understood

here 1 Not physical causes, as a weight thrown into a scale ; but rea-

sons of choice, views and conceptions of things in the mind, which,

themselves, do not work the will as a machine; but in consideration of

which, the mind itself wills and determines. But if the mind itself

were obliged to determine by the strongest motive, as the beam is to

incline bv the heaviest weight, it would be obliged to determine always

by the bes' reason ;
for motive being but a leason of action considered

in the mind, then the best reason, being in the nature pf things the

BIrongest, must always predominate. But this is, plainly, contrary to

f: ct and experience. If it were not, all men would act reasonably, and

none foolishly ; or, at least, there would be no faults among them but

those of the understanding, none of the heart and aflections. The

v\'cakest reason, however, too generally succeeds when appetite and

corrupt atlcction are present ;
that is to say, the weakest motive. For

if this be not allowed, we must say, that under the influence of appetite

the weakest reason always appears the strongest, which is also false, in

2
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fact
;

for then there would be no sins committed against jtidgmeiif. and

conviction, and that many of our sins are of this description, our con-

sciences painfully convict us. That the mind wills and acts generally

under the influence of motives, may, therefore, be granted ;
but that it

is passive, and operated upon by them necessarily, is disproved by the

fact of our often acting under the weakest reason or motive, whicli is the

character of all sins against our judgment.

But were we even to admit that present reasons or motives operate

irresistibl)' upon the will, the necessary connection between motive and

volition would not be established ;
unless it could be proved that we

have no power to displace one motive by another, nor to control those

circumstances from which motives flow. Yet, who will say that a per-

son may not shun evil company, and fly from many temptations ?

Either this must be allowed, or else it must be a link in the necessary

chain of events fixed by a superior power, that we should seek and not

fly evil company ;
and so the exhortations,

" when sinners entice thee

consent thou not," and "
go not into the way of sinners," are very

impertinent, and only prove that Solomon was no philosopher. But we

are all conscious that we have the power to alter, and control, and

avoid the force of motives. If not, why does a man resist the same

temptation at one time, and yield to it at another, without any visible

change of the circumstances ? He can also both change his circum-

stances by shunning evil company ;
and fly the occasions of temptation ;

and control that motive at one time to which he yields at another, under

similar circumstances. Xay, he sometimes resists a powerful tempta-

lion, which is the same thing as resisting a powerful motive, and yields

at another to a feeble one, and is conscious that he does so : a suflicient

proof that there is an irregularity and corruptness in the sdf-determin.

ing, active power of the mind, independent of motive. Still, farther,

the motive or reason for an action may be a bad one, and yet be preva-

lent for want of the presence of a better reason or motive to lead to a

contrary choice and act
; but, in how many instances is this the true

cause why a better reason or stronger motive is not present, that we

have lived thoughtless and vain lives, little considering the good or evil

of things? And if so, then the thoughtless might have been riore

thoughtful, and the ignorant might have acquired better knowledge, and

hereby have placed themselves under the influence of stronger and

jetter motives. Thus this theory does not accord with the facts of our

am consciousness, but contradicts them. It is, also, refuted by every

pan of the moral hist^ <t\' of man ;
and it may be, therefore, concluded

that those speculations on the human will, to which the predestuiarian

theory has driven its advocates, are equally opposed to the words of

Scripture, to the philosophy of mind, to our observation of what passes

in others, and to our own convictions.
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Our moral liberty manifestly consists in the united power of thinking

and reasoning, and of choosing and acting upon such thinking arTd rea-

soning ;
so that the clearer our thought and conception is of what is fit

and right, and the more constantly our choice is determined by it,

the more nearly we rise to 'he highest acts and exercises of this liberty.

The best beings have, therefore, the highest degree of moral liberty,

since no motive to will or act wrong is any thing else but a violation of

this established and original connection between right reason, choice,

and conduct
;
and if any necessity bind the irrational motive upon the

will, it is either the result of bad voluntary habit, for which we are

accountable
;
or necessity of nature and circumstances, for which we

are not accountable. In the former case the actually influencing mo-

tive is evitable, and the theory of the necessitarians is disproved : in the

latter it is confirmed
;
but then man is neither responsible to his fellow

man, nor to God.

Certain notions as to the Divine sovereignty have also been resorted

to by Calvinists, in order to render that scheme plausible which cuts

off the greater part of the human race from the hope of salvation by the

absolute decree of God.

That the sovereignty of God is a Scriptural doctrine no one can deny ;

but it does not follow that the notions which men please to form of it

should be received as Scriptural ;
for religious errors consist not only in

denying the doctrines of the word of God, but also in interpreting them

fallaciously.

The Calvinistic view of God's sovereignty appears to be, his doing

what he wills, only because he wills it. So Calvin himself has stated

the case, as we have noticed above
;
but as this view is repugnant to

all worthy notions of an infinitely wise Being, so it has no countenance in

Scripture. The doctrine which we are there taught is, that God's sove-

reignty consists in his doing many things by virtue of his own supreme

right and dominion ; but that this right is under the direction of his

"counsel" or "wisdom." The brightest act of sovereignty is that of

creation, and one in which, it in any, mere will might seem to have the

chief place; yet, even in this act, by which myriads of beings of diverse

powers and capacities were produced, we are taught that all was done

in "wisdom." Nor can it be said that the sovereignty of God in ere.

ation, is uncontrolled by either justice or goodness. If the final cause

of creation had been the misery of all sentient creatures, and all its

contrivanses had tended to that end : if, for instance, every sight had

been disgusting, every smell a stench, every sound a scream, and every

necessary function of life had been performed with pain, we must neces-

sarily have referred the creation of such a worid to a malignant being ;

and if we are obliged to tliink it impossible that a good being could

nave employed his ahnightv power with the direct intention to inflict
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misery, we then concede that his acts of sovereignty are, by the very

perfection of his nature, under the direction of his goodness, as to all

creatures potentially existing, or actually existing while still innocent.

Nor can we think it borne out by Scripture, or by the reasonable notions

of mankind, that the exercise of God's sovereignty in the creation of

things is exempt from any respect to justice, a quality of the Divine

nalure, which is nothing but his essential rectitude in exercise. It is

true, that as existence, under all circumstances in whicli to exist is bet-

ter upon the whole than not to exist, leaves the creature no claim to

have been otherwise than it is made
;
and that God has a sovereign

right to make one being an archangel and another an insect
;
so that

" the thing formed" may not say
" to him that formed it, why hast thou

made me thus ?" it could deserve nothing before creation, its being not

having commenced : all that it is, and has, (its existent state being better

than non-existence,) is, therefore, a boon conferred ; and, in matters of

grace, no axiom can be more clear, than that he who gratuitously be-

stows has the right
" to do what he will with his own." But every

creature, having been formed without any consent of its own, if it be

innocent of oflence, either from the rectitude of its nature, or from a

natural incapacity of offending, as not being a moral agent, appears to

have a claim, in natural right, upon exemption from such pains and suf-

fermgs, as would render existence a worse condition, than never to have

been called out of nothing. For, as a benevolent being, which God is

acknowledged to be, cannot make a creature with such an intention

and contriva:ice, that, by its very constitution, it must necessarily be

wholly miserable ;
and we see in this, that his sovereignty is regulated

by his goodness as to the commencement of the existence of sentient

creatures ; so, from the moment tliey begin to be, the government of God

over tliem commences, and sovereignty in governmeiU necessarily

grounds itself upon the principles of equity and justice, and '• the Judge

of the whole earth" must and will " do right."

This is the manifest doctrine of Scripture ; for, although Almighty

God often gives
" no account of his matters," nor, in some instances,

admits us to know how he is botii just and gracious in his administration,

yet are we referred constantly to those general declarations of his own

word, w hich assure us that he is so, that we may
" walk by faith," and

wait for that period, when, after the faith and patience of good men

have been sufficiently tried, the manifestation of these facts shall lake

place to our comfort and to his glory. In many respects, so far as we

are concerned, we see no other reason for his proceedings, than that he

so wills to act. But the error into which our brethren often full, is to

conclndt, from their want of information in such cases, that God acts

merely because he wills so to act ; that because he gives not those

reasons for his conduct which we have no right to demand, he acta
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without any reasons at all
;
and because we are not admitted to the

secrets of his council chamber, that his government is perfectly arbi-

trary, and that the main spring of his leading dispensations is to make

a show of power : a conclusion which implies a most unworthy notion

of God, which he has himself contradicted in the most explicit manner.

Even his most mysterious proceedings are called "
judgments ;" and he

is said to work all things
"
according to the cminsd of his own icill," a

collation of words, which sufficiently show that not blind will, but will

subject to " counsel" is that sovekeion will which governs the world.

" Whenever, therefore, God acts as a governor, as a rewarder, or

punisher, he no longer acts as a mere sovereign, by his own sole will

and pleasure, but as an impartial judge, guided in all things by invariable

justice.
" Yet it is true, that in some cases, mercy rejoices over justice,

although severity never does. God may reward more, but he will never

punish more than strict justice requires. It may be allowed, that God

acts as sovereign in convincing some souls of sin, arresting them in their

mad career by his resistless power. It seems also, that, at the moment

of our conversion, he acts irresistibly. There may likewise be many
irresistible touches in the course of our Christian warfare

;
but still, as

St. Paul might have been either obedient or ' disobedient to the heavenly

vision,' so every individual may, afler all that God has done, either im-

prove his grace, or make it of none effect.

" Whatever, therefore, it has pleased God to do, of his sovereign

pleasure, as Creator of heaven and earth
;
and whatever his mercy may

do on particular occasions, over and above what justice requires, the

general rule stands firm as the pillars of heaven. ' The Judge of all

the earth will do right :'
' he will judge the world in righteousness,' and

every man therein, according to the strictest justice. He will punish

no man for doing any thing which he could not possibly avoid
; neither

for omitting any thing which he could not possibly do. Every punish-

ment supposes the offender might have avoided the offence for which he

is punished, otherwise to punish him would be palpably unjust, and

inconsistent with the character of God our governor." (Wesley's Works,

vol. vi, p. 136.)

The case of heathen nations has sometimes been referred to by

Calvinisis, as presenting equal difficidties to those urged against their

scheme of election and reprobation. Hut the cases are not at all parallel,

nor can they be made so, unless it could be proved that heathens, as

such, are inevitably excluded from the kingdom of heaven
; which is

not, as some of them seem to suppose, a conceded point. Those, in-

deed, if there lie any such, who, believing in the universal redemption

of mankind, should allow this, would be most inconsistent with them

selves, and give up many of those principles on which ihev succcsstull

3
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contend against the doctrine of absolute reprobation ; but the argument
lies in small compass, and is to be determined by the word of God, and

not by the speculations of men. The actual state of pagan nations is

affectingly bad
;
but nothing can be deduced from what they are in fact

against their salvability ;
for although there is no ground to hope for the

salvation of great numbers of them, actual salvation is one thing, and

possible salvation is another. Nor does it aflect this question, if we see

Dot how heathens may be saved ; that is, by what means repentance,

and faith, and righteousness, should be in any such degree wrought in

them, as that they shall become acceptable to God. The dispensation

of religion under which all those nations are to whom the Gospel has

never been sent, continues to be the patriarchal dispensation. That

men were saved under that in former times we know, and at what point,

if any, a rehgion becomes so far corrupted, and truth so far extinct, as

to leave no means of salvation to men, nothing to call forth a true faith

in 'principle, and obedience to what remains known or knowable of the

original law, no one has the right to determine, unless he can adduce

some authority from Scripture. That authority is certainly not avail,

able to the conclusion, that, in point of fact, the means of salvation are

utterly withdrawn from heathens. We may say that a murderous,

adulterous, and idolatrous heathen will be shut out from the kingdom

of heaven ;
we must say this, on the express exclusion of all such cha-

racters from future blessedness by the word of God
;
but it would be

little Jo the purpose to saj-, that, as far as we know, all of them are

wicked and idolatrous. As far as we know they may, but we do not

know the whole case
; and, were these charges universally true, yet the

question is not what the heathen are, but what they have the means of

becoming. We indeed know that all are not equally vicious, nay, thai

some virtuous heathens have been found in all ages ;
and some earnest

and anxious inquirers after truth, dissatisfied with the notions prevalent

in their own countries respectively ;
and what these few were, the rest

might have been likewise. But, if we knew no such instances of supe-

rior virtue and eeiger desire of religious information among them, the

true question,
" what degree of truth is, after all, attainable by them ?"

would still remain a question which must be determined not so much by

our knowledge of facts which may be very obscure ;
but such principles

and general declarations as wo find applicable to the case in the word

of GoD.

If all knowledge of right and wrong, and all gracious influence of the

Holy Spirit, and all objects of faith, have passed away from the heathen,

. through the fault of their ancestors " not liking to retain God in their

knowledge," and without the present race having been parties to this

wilful abandonment of truth, then they would appear no longer to be

accountable creatures, being neither under law nor under grace ; but,

2
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as we find it a doctrine of Scripture that all men are responsible to

God, and that the " whole world" will be judged at the last day, we are

bound to admit the accountability of all, and with that, the remains of

law and the existence of a merciful government toward the heathen on

the part of God. With this the doctrine of St. Paul accords. No one

can take stronger views of the actual danger and the corrupt state of

the Gentiles than he
; ye', he affirms that the Divine law had not

perished wholly from among them
; that though they had received no

revealed law, yet they had a law " written on their hearts ;" meaning,
no doubt, the traditionary law, the equity of which their consciences

attested
; and, farther, that though they had not the written law, yet,

that "
by nature," that is,

" without an outward rule, though this, also,

strictly speaking, is by preventing grace," [Wesley's Notes, in loc.)

they were capable of doing all the things contained in the law. He
affirms, too, that all such Gentiles as were thus obedient, should be

"justified, in the day when God shall judge the secrets of men, by
Jesus Christ, according to his Gospel." The possible obedience and

the possible "justification" of heathens who have no written revelation,

are points, therefore, distinctly affirmed by the apostle in his discourse

in the second chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, and the whole mat-

ter of God's sovereignty, as to the heathen, is reduced, not to the leav-

ing of any portion of our race without the means of salvation, and then

punishing them for sins which they have no means of avoiding ;
but to

the fact of his having given superior advantages to us, and inferior

ones only to them
;
a proceeding which we see exemplified in the most

enlightened of Christian nations every day ;
for neither every part of

the same nation is equally favoured with the means of grace, nor are

all the families living in the same town and neighbourhood equallv cir-

cumstanced as to means of religious influence and improvement. The

principle of this inequality is, however, far ditferent from that on which

Calvinistic reprobation is sustained
;

since it involves no inevitable

exclusion of any individual from the kingdom of God, and because the

general principle of God's administration in such cases is elsewhere laid

down to bo, the requiring of much where much is given, and the requir-

ing of little where little is given :
—a principle of the strictest equity.

An unguarded opinion as to the irresistibility of orace, and the

passiveness of man in conversion, has also been assumed, and made to

give an air of plausibility to the prcdestinarian scheme. It is argued,
if our salvation is of tiod and not of ourselves, then those only can be

saved to whom God gives the grace of conversion
;
and the rest, not

having this grace affiirded them, are, by the inscrutable counsel of God.

passed by, and reprobated.

This is an argument d posteriori ; from the assumed passiveness of

man in conversion to the election of a part only of mankind to life. The
2
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argument a priori is from partial election to life to the doctrine of irre-

sistible grace, as the means by which the Divine decree is carried into

effeci. The doctrine of such an election has already been refuted, and

it will be easy to show that it derives no support from the assumption
that grace must work irresistibly in man, in order that the honour of

our salvation may be secured to God, which is the plausible dress in

which the doctrine is generally presented.

ft is allowed, and all Scriptural advocates of the universal redemption

of mankind will join with the Calvinists in maintaining the doctrine, that

ever}' disposition and inclination to good which originally existed in the

nature of man is lost by the fall ; that all men, in their simply natural

state, are " dead in trespasses and sins," and have neither the will nor

the power to turn to God
;
and that no one is sufficient of himself to

think or do any thing of a saving tendency. But, as all men are re-

quired to do those things which have a saving tendency, we contend,

that the grace to do them has been bestowed upon all. Equally sacred

is the doctrine to be held, that no person can repent or truly believe ex-

cept under the influence of the Spirit of God ; and that we have no

ground of boasting in ourselves, but that all the glory of our salvation,

commenced and consummated, is to be given to God alone, as the result

of the freeness and riches of his grace.

It will also be freely allowed, that the visitations of the gracious in-

fluences of the Holy Spirit are vouchsafed in the first instance, and in

numberless other subsequent cases, quite independent of our seeking

them or desire for them ; and that when our thoughts are thus turned

to serious considerations, and various exciting and quickened feelings

are produced within us, we are often wholly passive ;
and also, that men

Eire sometimes suddenly and irresistibly awakened to a sense of their

guilt and danger by the Spirit of God, either through the preaching of

the word instrumentally, or through other means, and sometimes, even,

independent of any external means at all
;
and are thus constrained to

or}' out,
" What must I do to be saved ?" All this is confirmed bv plain

verity of Holy Writ ; and is, also, as certain a matter of experience as

that the motions of the Holy Spirit do often silently intermingle them-

selves with our thoughts, reasonings, and consciences, and breathe their

niilder persuasions upon our affections.

From these premises the conclusions which legitimately flow, are in

direct opposition to the Calvinistic hypothesis. They establish.

1. The justice of God in the condemnation of men, which their doc

trine leaves under a dark and impenetrable cloud. More or less of these

mfluences from on high visit the finally impenitent, so as to render their

destruction their own act by resisting them. This is proved, from the

"
Spirit" having

" strove" with those who were finally destroyed by the

flood of Noah ; from the case of the finally impenitent Jews and their

2
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ancestors, who are charged with "
always resisting the Holy Ghost ;''

trom the case of the apostates mentioned in the Epistle to the Hebrews,

who are said to have done "
despite to the Spirit of grace ;" and from

the solemn warnings given to men in the New Testament, not to

"
grieve" anc "

quench" the Holy Spirit. If, therefore, it appears that

the destructiiyn of men is attributed to their lesistance of those influences

of tiie Holy Spirit, which, but for that resistaice, would have been saving,

accoiding to the design of God in imparting them, then is the justice of

God manifested in their punishment ;
and it follows, also, that his grace

so works in men, as to be both sufficient to lead them into a state of

salvation, and even actually to place them in this state, and yet so as to

be capable of being finally and fatally frustrated.

2. These premises, also, secure the glory of our salvation to the

grace of God ;
but not by implying the Calvinistic notion of the con-

tinued and uninterrupted irresistibility of the influence of grace and the

passiveness of man, so as to deprive him of his agency ;
but by showing

that his agency, even when rigiitly directed, is upheld and influenced by

the superior power of God, and yet so as to be still his own. For, in

the instance of the mightiest visitation we can produce from Scripture,

that of St. Paul, we see where the irresistible influence terminated, and

where his own agency recommenced. Under the impulse of the con-

viction struck into his mind, as well as under the dazzling brightness

which fell upon his eyes, he was passive, and the effect produced for the

time Tiecpssarily followed
;

but all the actions consequent upon this were

the results of deliberation and personal choice. . He submits to be taught

in the doctrine of Christ ;
" he confers not with flesh and blood ;"

" he

is not disobedient to the heavenly vision ;"
" he faints not" under the

burdensome ministry he had received
;
and he "

keeps his body under

subjection, lest, after having preached to others, he should himself be-

come a castaway." All these expressions, so descriptive of considera-

tion and choice, show that the irresistible impulse was not permanent,

and that he was subsequently left to improve it or not, though under a

powerful but still a resistible motive operating upon him to remain

faithful.

For the gentler emotions produced by the Spirit, these are, as the ex-

perience of all Christians testifies, the ort inary and general manner in

which the Holy Spirit carries on his work in man
; and, if all good de-

sires, resolves, and aspirations, are from him, and not from our own

nature, (and, if we are utterly fallen, from our own nature they cannot

be,) then if any man is conscious of having ever checked good desires,

and of having opposed his own convictions and better feelings, he has

in himself abundant proof of the resistibility of grace, and of the super,

ibility of those good inclinations which the Spirit is pleased to impart

He IS equally conscious of the power of concplying with them ttinugh

2
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Still in the strength of grace, which yet, while it works m him « to will

and to do," neither wills nor acts /or him, nor eVen by him, as a passive
instrument. For if men were wholly and at all times passive under

Divine influence
;
not merely in the reception of it, for all are, in that

respect, passive ; but in the actings of it to practical ends, then would
there be nothing to mark the difference between the righteous and the

wicked but an act of God, which is utterly irreconcilable to the Scrip,
tures. They call the former "

obedient," the latter " disobedient ;" one
"
willing," the other "

unwilling ;" and promise or threaten accordingly.

They attribute the destruction of the one to their refusal of the grace of

God, and the salvation of the other, as the instrumental cause, to their

acceptance of it; and to urge that that personal act by which we receive

the grace of Christ, detracts from his glory as our Saviour by attributing
our salvation to ourselves, is to speak as absurdly as if we should say
that the act of obedience and faith required of the man who was com-
manded to stretch out his withered arm, detracted from the glory of
Christ's heahng virtue, by which, indeed, the power of complying with

the command, and the condition of his being healed, was imparted.
It is by such reasonings, made plausible to many minds by an affec-

tation of metaphysical depth and
subtilty, or by pretensions of magnify-

ing the sovereignty and grace of God (often, we doubt not, very sincere)
that the theory of election and reprobation, as held by the followers of

Calvin with some shades of difference, but in all substantially the same,
luis had currency given to it in the Church of Christ in these latter ages.
How unsound and how contrary to the Scriptures they are, may appear
from that brief refutation of them just given ;

but I repeat what was said

above, that we are never to forget that this system has generally had

interwoven with it many of the most vital points of Christianity. It is

this which has kept it in existence
;
for otherwise it had never, probably,

held itself up against the opposing evidence of so many plain scriptures,
and that sense of the benevolence and equity of God, which his own
revelations, as well as natural reason, has riveted in the convictions of

mankind. In one respect the Calvinistic and the Socinian schemes have

tacitly confessed the evidence of the word of God to be against them.

The latter has shrunk from the letter and common sense interpretation
of Scripture within the clouds raised by a licentious criticism ; the other

has chosen rather to find refuge in the mists of metaphysical theories.

Nothing is, however, here meant by this juxtaposition of theories, so

contrary to each other, but that both thus confess, that the prima facie
evidence afforded by the word of God is not in their favour. If we
intended more by thus naming on the same page systems so opposite,

one of which, with all its faults, contains all that truth by which men

may be saved, while the other excludes it,
" we should offend agauist

the generation of the children of Gon."
Vol, II 29
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Redemption—Fartheu Benefits.

Having endeavoured to establish the doctrine of tlie universal re-

demption of the human race, the enumeration of the leading blessings

which flow from it may now be resumed. We have already spoken of

JHStiJication, adoption, regeneration, and the uilness of the Holy Spirit

and we proceed to another as distinctly marked, and as graciously

promised in the Holy Scriptures : this is the entiuk sanctikication,

or the perfected holiness of believers
;
and as this doctrine, in some

of its respects, has been the subject of controversy, the Scriptural evi-

dence of it must be appealed to and examined. Happily for us, a sub-

ject of so great im|)orlaiice is not involved in obscurity.

That a distinction exists between a regenerate state and a state of

entire and perfect holiness will be generally allowed. Regeneration,

we have seen, is concomitant with justification ;
but the apostles, in

addressing the body of believers in the Churches to whom they wrote

their epistles, set before them, both in the prayers they ofler in their

behalf, and in the exhortations they administer, a still higher degree of

deliverance from sin, as well as a higher growth in Christian virtues.

Two passages only need be quoted to prove this :
— 1 Thess. v, 23,

" And the very God of peace sanctify you wholly, and I pray God your
whole spirit and soul and body be preserved blameless unto the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ." 2 Cor. vii, 1, "Having these promises,

dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all fillhiness of the flesh

and
s])irit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God." In both these pas-

sages deliverance from sin is the subject spoken of; and the prayer in

one instance, and the exhortation in the other, goes to the extent of the

entire sanctification of " the soul" and "
spirit," as well as of the " Hesh'"

or "
body," from all sin ; by which can only be meant our complete de-

liverance from all spiritual pollution, all inward depravation of the heart,

as well as that which, expressing itself outwardly by the indulgence of

the senses, is called "filthiness of the llesh."

The attainableness of such a state is not so much a matter of debate

among Christians as the time when we are authorized to expect it. For

as it it an axiom of Christian doctrine, that " without holiness nc man

can see the Lord ;" and is equally clear that if we would " be found

of him in peace," we must be found " without spot and blameless ;" and

that the Church will be presented by Christ to the Father without

" fault ;" so it must be concluded, unless, on the one hand, we greatly

pervert the sense of these piissages, or, on the other, admit the doctrine

of purgatory or some intermediate purifying institution, that the entire

2
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BuiicUnciition of (III) Nriiil, iiikI itH
(-iiiii|ilr(i; ntiicwiil in lioliiirNN, niiint

tuKi!
plitci! in lliiH wurM.

\V'liil<r tliiN iH
f;<;iicuiilly n<liiiii\vli>il^M(l, hnwcivcr, milling H|pin(iiiil

CliriNliiiMH, it liiiH liroii wiiriiilv c^iiiIi'ikIi^iI l)y iniitiv, lliiil lliit liiiiil Miriilo;

wiiicli (loNtroyH niir iiiituriil oirrii|iliiiii,
ih only |;ivi;n iit iluulli ;

miil lliiil

the 801)1, wliuti H(!|)iirii(ud Iroiii tlio body, utiii not lioforc!, in ciipiililx ol'

(liul iiiiniiicniiilo piirilv wliidi iIicmi; |iiiHHa^(tH, iIoiiIiiIi'nn, I'xinliil to oiii

hu|)(.'.

IflhiH viuw cut) Ik) rDfuliMJ, llnn il tnuNl follow, iwiIi'mn a |mr({ii(ory of

Huiiiu iJi.'Hcription Ix; uIIowimI alli'r iliialli, that llur I'lilirc Maiii'liCa'alion o|

bcli(!vurH, at any time pn^vioim to (lirir iliNHoliilion, nnil in lli<^ lull HfriNu

of tlii^Kc evangelic, proiniNCH, Ih atlainalili!.

To tills o|)iiiion ill i|iii:Nlioii, tlion, lliitro appiiar to \>i: \\\i: rollovviii^^ liilal

objcctioim :
—

1 . 'I'fiat \\f nowlii^ri! find llir, proniiMi'M of i^iitin; Haiiclilirnlion ri'Nlrii'lod

to tin: arlicli! of dciilli, irillii-r i!xpri!«Mly, or in fair iiifori:ni:"t from any

paHNagii of Holy Si:ripliiri:.

2. 'J'liat wi; nowlii^rc find lli<! circiiinHliinci! of llio hoiiI'h iniioii with

tbi; body ii;proHi!iili.'d
aH a niscDMMary oliMlaidi! lo ilH rnlini Hain:li(ii;iitioii.

Tin; principal paHHaj^o wliicli Inm bi:f;(i iir(^<!d in proo(Of llii« t'roin tliu

New 'J'<!«lami;nt, Ih dial part of tin; ki;v<;iiI|i <:biipli;r of llie ICpiHili; lo tluj

IlomanH, in wliicli iSt. I'aiil, Hpeal<in){ in tlie firMt purwon of tlie bondii|/;i)

of lb<; flrshli, liaH l)i;i'n MiippoMi;d lo di:Hi'rilii; liiN Nlale, an a bi'lii;vrr in

Chri»?l. I5ut wliether In; «|)i;aliH of lniimi;lf, or di;Mi;ril«!M tlm Hlal<; of

othoni ill a HiippoHcd ciimc, ({ivon lor the miiIh; of iiion; vivid ri'pn'M'uila.

tion in tin; lirNt pcrHon, wliiidi \h inindi mon- probidili-, In; im ijeiirly

Hpeaking of a pi;r«on who bad on';i; Moii(>lit joMlilicalion by tin; worliH of

the law, but who wim then coiiviniMid, by Ibo force of ii Npiritnal appris

beiiHion of tlie extent of the r<;i|iiir<;mi;iilN
of that law, and by •:otiNliint

fuiluroH ill liiH alteinptH to keep it perfectly, that he wun in bonda(;i- to

his corrupt naliin:, and <:on|il only be delivered (rom tlii» thraldom by

the interpoMilion of aliotlii;r. For, not I')
nrj^':

thai hit Ktroii|( expred-

HioiiH of being "carnal,"
" wM under «in," and doiiif{ iilwiiyN

"
llio

ihinf^H wliieh he would not," are utterly inconHinlent with that nioral

iilate of believurM in Chrixl which he dei*i:ril>";» in the next idnipterj

and, CHpecially, that he there declareM that nuch im urn in ('UriM Jemin

" walk TuA after the flenh, but after the Hpiril ;" ihe iteventh cliupl<5r

itself contaiiiM deeimve evidence agaiimt the inference which the advo-

caten ol the ne<»»(«iry continuance of itin till death have ilrawri from it,

Tlie apohtic ilecUirex Ihe pers'in wIiojm; ca«e he dewribex, lo Ic; under
'

the law, aiid not in a irtatc of deliverance by Chriirt ;
and then he repre-

•erib) him not only an de«pairin(» of w;lf deliverimce, and at prayioj/ for

the inlerpoHilion of a nufiicienlly powerful deliverer, but ii« ihankiiin

GoiJ that tlie very deliverance (or which he (jroann m appointed lo l>«i
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administered to him by Jesus Christ. " Who shall deliver me from thr

body of this death? I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord."

This is, also, so fully confirmed by what the apostle had said in tl e

preceding chapter, where he unquestionably describes the moral st-^ite

of true believers, that nothing is more surprising than that so perverted

a comment upon the seventh cliapter, as that to which we have adverted,

should have been adopted or persevered in.
" What shall we say thfin''

Shall we continue in sin, that jxrace may abound ? God forbid ! How
shall we, who are dead to sin, live any longer therein ? Know ye not,

that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ, were baptized

into his death? Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into

death
;

that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of

the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life. For if we

have been planted together in the likeness of his death, we shall be also

in the likeness of his resurrection ; knowing this, that our old man is

crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that

henceforth we should not serve sin
; for he that is dead is freed from

SIN." So clearly does the apostle show that he who is bound to the

"
body of death," as mentioned in the seventh chapter, is not in the state

of a believer
;
and that he who has a true faith in Christ,

"
is freed

from sin."

It is somewhat singular, that the divines of the Calvinistic school

should be almost uniformly the zealous advocates of the doctrine

of the continuance of indwelling sin till death
;
but it is but justice

to say, that several of them have as zealously denied that the

apostle, in the seventh chapter of the Romans, describes the state of

one who is justified by faith in Christ, and very properly consider the

case there spoken of as that of one struggling in legal bondage, and

brought to that point of self despair and of conviction of sin and helpless-

ness which must always precede an entire trust in the merits of Christ's

death, and the power of his salvation.

3. Tlie doctrine before us is disproved by those passages of Scripture

%vhich connect our entire sanctification with subsequent habils and acts,

to be exhibited in the conduct of believers before death. So in the quo
tation from Rom. vi, just given,

—"
knowing this, that the body of sin

might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin." So the

exhortation in 2 Cor. vii, 1, also given above, refers to the present life,

and not to the future hour of our dissolution ;
and in 1 Thess. v, 23, the

apostle first prays for the entire sanctification of the Thessalonians, and

then for their preservation in that hallowed state,
" un(o the coming of

our I^ord Jesus Christ."

4. It is disproved, also, by all those passages which require us to

1 ring forth those graces and virtues which are usually called the fruits

1)1' the Spirit. That these are to be produced during our !ife, and to lie
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displayed in our spirit and conduct, cannot be doubted ; and Ive may
then ask whether they are required of us in perfection and maturity ?

If so, in this degree of maturity and perfection, they necessarily suppose
the entire sanctification of the soul from the opposite and antagonist
evils. Meekness in its perfection supposes the extinction of all sinful

anger ; perfect love to God, supposes that no affection remains contrary
to it ; and so of every other perfect internal virtue. The inquiry, then,

is reduced to this, whether these graces, in such perfection as to exclude

the opposite corruptions of the heart, are of possible attainment. If

they are not, then we cannot love God with our whole hearts ; then we
must be sometimes sinfully angry ;

and how, in that case, are we to

interpret that perfectness in these graces which God hath required of

us, and promised to us in the Gospel ? For if the perfection meant (and
let it be observed that this is a Scriptural term, and must mean some-

thing) be so comparative as that we may be sometimes sinfully angr}',

and may sometimes divide our hearts between God and the creature,

we may apply the same comparative sense of the term to good words

and to good works, as well as to good affections. Thus when the

apostle pra} s for the Hebrews, " Now the God of peace that brought

again from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shepherd of the sheep,

through the blood of the everlasting covenant, make you perfect in every

good work, to do his will," we must understand this perfection of evan-

gelical good works so that it shall sometimes give place to opposite evil

works, just as good affections must necessarily sometimes give place to

the opposite bad affections. This view can scarcely be soberly enter,

tained by any enlightened Christian ; and it must, therefore, be con-

cluded, that the standard of our attainable Christian perfection, as to the

affections, is a love ofGod so perfect as to " rule the heart," and exclude

all rivalry, and a meekness so perfect as to cast out all sinful anger,

and prevent its return ; and that as to good works, the rule is, that we

shall be so "
perfect in every good work," as to " do the will of God"

habitually, fully, and constantly. If we fix the standard lower, we let

in a license totally inconsistent with that Christian purity which is

allowed by all to be attainable, and we make every man himself his

own interpreter of that comparative perfection which is often contended

for as that only which is attainable.

Some, it is true, admit the extent of the promises and the require-

ments of the Gospel as we have stated them ;
but they contend, that

this is the mark at which we are to aim, the standard toward which we

are to aspire, though neither is attainable fully till death. But this view

_
cannot be true as applied to sanclifcation, or deliverance from all inward

and outward sin. That the degree of every virtue implanted by grace

is not limited, but advances and grows in the living Cliristian throughout

liie, may be granted ; and through eternity also : but to say that tliese
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Virtues are not attainable, through the work of the Spirit, in that degiee

which shall destroy all opposite vice, is to say, that God, under the

Gospel, requires us to be what we cannot be, either through want of

efficacy in liis ^race, or from some defect in its administration ;
neither

of which has any countenance from Scripture, nor is at all conf^istcnt

with the terms in which the promises and exhortations of the Gospel arc

expressed. It is also contradicted by our own consciousness, which

charges oar criminal neglects and failures upon ourselves, and not upon

the grace of God, as though it were insufficient. Either the consciences

of good men have in all ages been delusive and over scrupulous ;
or

this doctrine of the necessarj-, though occasional, dominion of sin over

us is false.

5. The doctrine of the necessary indwelling of sin in the soul till

death involves other antiscriptural consequences. It supposes that the

seat of sin is in the flesh, and thus harmonizes with the pagan philoso-

phy, which attributed all evil to matter. The doctrine of the Bible, on

the contrary, is, that the seat of sin is in the soul
;
and it makes it one

of the proofs of the fall and corruption of our spiritual nature, that we

are in bondage to the appetites and motions of the flesh. Nor does the

theory which places the necessity of sinning in the connection of the

soul with the body account for the whole moral case of man. There

are sins, as pride, covetousness, malice, and others, which are wholly

spiritual ; and yet no exception is made in this doctrine of the necessary

continuance of sin till death as to them. There is, surely, no need to

wait for the separation of the soul from the body in order to be saved

from evils which are the sole oflspring of the spirit ; and yet these are

made as inevitable as the sins which more immediately connect them-

selves with the excitements of the animal nature.

This doctrine supposes, too, that the flesh must necessarily not only

lust against the Spirit, but in no small degree, and on many occasions,

be the conqueror : whereas, we are commanded, to "
mortify the deeds

of the body ;" to "
crvcify," that is, to put to death,

" the flesh ;"
" to

put off the old man," which, ui its full meaning, must import separation

from sin in fact, as well as the renunciation of it in will
;
and " to put

on the new man." Finally, the apostle expressly states, that though the

flesh stands victoriously opposed to legal sanctification, it is not insuper-

able hv evangelical holiness.—" For what the Jaw could not do in thai

it was weak through Ike Jlesh, God sending his own Son in the likeness

of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh
; that the right-

eousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the

flesh, but after tlie Spirit," Rom. viii, 3, 4. So inconsistent with the

declarations and promises of the Gospel is the notion that, so long as

we are in the body,
" the flesh" must of necessity have at least the occa.

sixnal dominion.

2
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We oouclude, therefore, as to the time of our complete sanctification ,

or, to use the phrase of the Apostle Paul,
" the destruction of the body

of sin ;" that it can neither be referred to the hour of death, nor placed

subsequently to this present life. The attainment of perfect freedom

from sin is one to which believers are called during the present life ;

and is necessary to that completeness of "
holiness," and of those active

and passive graces of Christianity by which they are called to glorify

God in this world, and to edify mankind.

Not only the time, but the maimer also, of our sanctification has been

matter of controversy : some contending that all attainable degrees of it

are acquired by the process of gradual mortification and the acquisition

of holy habits ;
others alleging it to be instantaneous, and the fruit of an

act of faith in the Divine promises.

That the regeneration which accompanies justification is a large ap-

proach to this state of perfected holiness
;
and that all dying to sin, and

all growth in grace, advances us nearer to this point of enlire sanctity, is

so obvious, that on these points there can be no reasonable dispute. But

they are not at all inconsistent with a more instantaneous work, when,

the depth of our natural depravity being more painfully felt, we plead iu

faith the accomplishment of the promises of God. The great question

to be settled is, whether the deliverance sighed after be held out to us in

these promises as a present blessing ? And, from what has been already

said, there appears no ground to doubt this , since no small violence

would be offered to the passages of Scripture already quoted, as well as

to many others, by the opposite opinion. All the promises of God which

are not expressly, or from their order, referred to future time, are ob-

jects of present trust ; and their fulfilment now is made conditional only

upon our faith. They cannot, therefore, be pleaded in our prayers,

with an entire reliance upon the truth of God, in vain. The general

promise that we shall receive " all things whatsoever we ask in prayer,

believing," comprehends, of course, " all things" suited to our case which

God has engaged to bestow ;
and if the entire renewal of our nature be

included in the number, without any limitation of time, except that in

which we ask it in faith, then to this faith shall the promises of entire

sanctification be given ; which, in the nature of the case, supposes an

instantaneous work imnjediately following upon our entire and unwaver-

ing faith.

The only plausible objections made to this doctrine may be answered

in few words.

It has been urged, that this state of entire sanctification supposes fu-

ture impeccability. Certainly not
;

for if angels and our first parents

fell when in a state of immaculate sanctity, the renovated man cannot

be placed, by his entire dehverance from inward sin, out of the reach of

danger. This, remark, also, answers the allegation, that we should thus
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be removed out of the reach of temptation ;
for the example of angels,

and of the first man, who fell by temptation when in a state of native

purity, proves that the absence of inward e\il is not inconsistent with a

suite of probalioii ;
and that this, iti itselt', is no guard against the attempts

and solicitations of evil.

It has been objected, too, that this supposed state renders the atone-

ment and intercession of Christ superfluous in future. But the very con-

trary of lliis is nianil'est when the case of an evangelical renewal of the

soul in righteousness is understood. This proceeds from the grace of

God in Christ, through the Holy Spirit, as the efficient cause
;

it is

received by faith as the instrumental cause
;
and the state itself into

which we are raised is maintained, not by inherent native power, but

by the continual presence and sanctifyin j influence of the Holy Spirit

himself, received and retained in answer to ceaseless prayer ;
which

prayer has respect solely to the merits of the death and intercession of

Christ.

It has been farther alleged, that a person delivered from all inward

and outward sin has no longer need to use the petition of the Lord's

prayer,
—" and forgive us our trespasses ;" because he has no longer

need of pardon. To this we reply, 1. That it would be absurd to sup-

pose that any person is placed under the necessity of "
trespassing," in

order that a general prayer designed for men in a mixed condition might
retain its aptness to every particular case. 2. That trespassing of every

k\nd and degree is not supposed by this prayer to be continued, in order

that it might be used always in the same import, or otherwise it might

be pleaded against the renunciation of any trespass or transgression

whatever. 3. That this petition is still relevant to the case of the en-

tirely sanctified and the evangelically perfect, since neither the perfec-

tion of the first man nor that of angels is in question ; that is, a perfec-

tion measured by the perfect law, which, in its obligations, contemplates

all creatures as having sustained no injury by moral lapse, and admits,

therefore, of no excuse from infirmities and mistakes of judgment ; nor

of any degree of obedience below that which beings created naturally

perfect, were capable of rendering. There may, however, be an entire

sanctificat: n of a being rendered naturally weak and imperfect, and so

liable to n.;stake and infirmity, as well as to defect in the decree of thai

absolute obedience and service which the law of God, never bent or

lowered to human weakness, demands from all. These defects, and

mistakes, and infirmities, may be quite consistent wi;h the enrire sane-

iificatiojA of the soul and the ynoral maturity of a being still naturally

infirm and imperfect. Still, farther, if this were not a sufficient answer

It may be remarked, that we are not the ultimate judges of our own

case as to our "
trespasses," or our exemption from them

;
and we are

not, therefore, to put ourselves into the place of God,
" who is greater

2
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than Our hearts." So, although St. Paul says,
" I know nothing by my-

self," that is, I am conscious of no offence, he adds,
"
yet am I not hereby

justified ;
but he ihat judgeth me is the Lord :" to whom, therefore, the

appeal is every moment to be made through Clirist the Mediator, and

who, by the renewed testimony of his Spirit, assures every true believer

of lis acceptance in his sight.

Another benefit which accrues to all true believers, is the right to

PRAY, with the special assurance that they shall be neard in all things

which are according to the will of God. " And this is the confidence

that we have in him, that, if we ask any thing according to his will, he

heareth us." It is under this gracious institution that all good men are

constituted intercessors for others, even for the whole world
;
and that

Goo is pleased to order many of his dispensations, both as to individuals

and to nations, in reference to " his elect who cry day and night unto

him."

With respect to every real member of the body or Church of Christ,

the PROVIDENCE of God is special ; in other words, they are individualbj

considered in the administration of the affairs of this life by the Sove-

reign Ruler, and their measure of good and of evil is appointed with

constant reference to their advantage, either in this life or in eternity.

" The hairs of their head," are, therefore, said to be " numbered," and

"all things" are declared "to work together for their good."

To them also victory over death is awarded. They are freed

from its fear in respect of consequences in another state ;
for the appre-

hension of future punishment is removed by the remission of their sins,

and the attestation of this to their minds by the Holy Spirit, while a pa-

tient resignation to the will of God, as to the measure of their bodily

sufferings, and the strong hopes and joyful anticipations of a better life

cancel and subdue that horror of pain and dissolution which is natural

to man. " Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and

blood, he also himself took part of the same ;
that through death he

might destroy him that had the power of death, that is, the devil ; and

deliver them who, through fear of death, were all their life time subject

to bondage," Heb. ii, 14, 15.

The immediate reception of the soul into a state of blessed-

jfEss after death, is also another of the glorious promises of the new co-

Tcna it to ail them that endure to the end, and " die in the Lord."

This is so explicitly taught in the New Testament, that, but for the

admission of a pliilosophical error, it would, probably, have never been

doubted by any persons professing to recei\e that book, as of Divine

authority. Till, in recent times, the belief in the materiality of the hu-

"

man soul was chiefly confined to those who entirely rejected
the Chris-

tian revelation ; but, when the Socinians adopted this notion, without

wholly rejecting the Scriptures, it was promptly perceived
that the doc
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trine of an interraediatc state, and the materiality of the soul, could not

be maintained together ; (4) and the most violent and disgraceful criti-

cisms and evasions have, therefore, by tiiis class of interpreters been

resorted to, in order to save a notion as unphilosophical as it is contiary

to the word of God. Nothing can be more satisfactory than the obser-

vations of Dr. Campbell on this subject.
" Many expressions of Scripture, in the natural and obvious sense,

imply that an intermediate and separate state of the soul is actually to

succeed death. Such are the words of the Lord to the penitent thief

upon the cross, Luke xxiii, 4.3. Stephen's dying petition. Acts vii, 59.

The comparisons which the Apostle Paul makes in different places, (2

Cor. v, 6, «kc ; Phil, i, 21,) between the enjoyment which true Chris-

tians can attain by their continuance in this world, and that which they

enter on at their departure out of it, and several other passages. Let

the words referred to be read by any judicious person, either in the ori-

ginal or in the common translation, which is sufficiently exact for this

purpose, and let him, setting aside all theorj- or system, say, candidly,

whether they would not be understood, by the gross of mankind, as pre-

supposing that the soul may and will exist separately from the body, and

be susceptible of happiness or misery in that state. If any thing could

add to the native evidence of the expressions, it would be the unnatural

meanings that are put upon them, in order to disguise that evidence.

What shall we say of the metaphysical distinction introduced for this

purpose between absolute and relative time ? The Apostle Paul, they
are sensible, speaks of the saints as admitted to enjoyment in the pre-

sence of God, immediately after death. Now, to palliate the direct

contradiction there is in this to their doctrine, that the vital principle,

which is all they mean by the soul, remains extinguished between death

and the resurrection, they remind us of the dill'erence there is between

absolute or real and relative or apparent time. They admit, that if the

apostle be understood as speaking of real time, what is said flatly con-

tradicts their system ; but, say they, his words must be interpreted as

spoken only of apparent time. He talks, indeed, of entering on a state

of enjoyment immediately after death, though there may be many thou,

sands of years between the one and the other; for he means onlv, that

when that state shall commence, however distant, in reality, the lime

may be, the person entering upon it will not be sensible of that distance,

and, consequently, there will be to him an apparent coincidence with the

(4) A few divines, and but few, have also been found, who, still admitting the

essential distinction between body and spirit, have thought that their separ.ition

by death incapacitated the sou! for the exercise of its powers. This suspension

they call "the sleep of the soul." With the Materialist death causes the entire

annihilation, for the time, of the thinking property of matter. Both opioioni

are, liowever, refuted by the same Scriptural arguments.
2
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moment of his death. But does the apostle any where give a hint that

this is liis meaning? or is it what any man would naturally discover

from his words ? That it is exceedingly remote from the common use

of language, I believe hardly any of those, who favour this scheme, will

be partial enough to deny. Did the sacred penmen then mean to put a

cheat upon the world, and, by the help of an equivocal expression, to

flatter men with the hope of entering, the instant they expire, on a state

of
felicity, when, in fact, they knew that it would be many ages before

it would take place ? But were the hypothesis about the extinction of

the mind between death and the resurrection well founded, the apparent
coincidence they speak of is not so clear as they seem to think it. Foi

my part, I cannot regard it as an axiom, and I never heard of any who

attempted to demonstrate it. To me it appears merely a corollary from

Mr. Locke's doctrine, which derives our conceptions of time from the

succession of our ideas, which, whether true or false, is a doctrine to be

found only among certain philosophers, and which, we may reasonably

believe, never came into the heads of those to whom the Gospel, in the

apostolic age, was announced.
" I remark that even the curious equivocations (or, perhaps, more

properly, mental reservation) that has been devised for them, will not,

in every case, save the credit of apostolical veracity. The words of Paul

to the Corinthians are, Knowing that while we are at home in the body,

we are absent from the Lord ; again, we are willing rather to be absent

from the body and present with the Lord. Could such expressions have

been used by him, if he had held it impossible to be with the Lord, or,

indeed, any where, without the body ;
and that, whatever the change

was which was made by death, he could not be in the presence of the

Lord, till he returned to the body ? Absence from the body, and pre-

sence with the Lord, were never, therefore, more unfortunately com-

bined than in this illustration. Things are combined here as coincident,

which, on the hypothesis of those gentlemen, are incompatible. If

recourse be had to the original, the expressions in Greek are, if possi-

ble, still stronger. They are oi Ev5r),aouvT6j sv tcj oufxaTi, those who

dwell in the body, who are sxi-rtjxav-Tis a«o ts Ku?ia, at a distance from
the Lord. As, on the contrary, they are oi exSrifj^avree sx <ns trw.aaTos,

those who have travelled mil of the body, who are oi sviJrjfjisvTSs irsoj tov

KuSiov, those who reside, or are present with the Lord. In the passage
to the Philippians, also, the commencement of his presence with the

Lord is represented as coincident, not with his return to the body, but

with his leaving it
; with tlie dissolution, not with the restoratian of the

union.

"From the tenor of the New Testament, the sacred writers appear

to proceed on the supposition that the soul and the body are naturally

distinct and separable, and that the soul is susceptible of pain or plea-
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sure in a state of separation It were endless to enumerate all the

places which evince this. The story of the rich man and Lazarus,

Luke xvi, 22, 23. The last words of our Lord upon the cross, Luke

xxiii, 46, and of Stephen, when dying. Paul's doubts, whether he was

in the body or out of the body, when he was translated to the third hea-

ven and paradise, 2 Cor. xii, 2, 3, 4. Our Lord's words to Thomas

to satisfy him that he was not a spirit, Luke xxiv, 39. And, to con.

elude, the express mention of the denial of spirits as one of the errors

of the Sadducees. Acts xxiii, 8, For the Sadducees say there is no

-esurrection, neither angel nor spirit, jisSs ayyiKov ^sSe *v£u(jia. All

these are irrefragable evidences of the general opinion on this sub-

ject of both Jews and Christians. By spirit, as distinguished from

angel, is evidently meant the departed spirit of a human being ; for, that

man is here, before his natural death, possessed of a vital and intelligent

principle, which is commonly called his soul or spirit, it was never pre-

tended that they denied." (JJiss. vi, part 2.)

In this intermediate, but felicitous and glorious state, the disembodied

spirits of the righteous will remain in joy and felicity with Christ,

until the general judgment ;
when another display of the gracious

effects of our redemption, by Christ, will appear in the glorious re-

surrection of their bodies to an immortal life : thus distinguishing

them from the wicked, whose resurrection will be to " shame and

everlasting contempt," or, to what may be emphatically termed, an im-

mortal death.

On this subject no point of discussion, of any importance, arises

among those who admit the truth of Scripture, except as to the way in

which the doctrine of the resurrection of the body is to be understood
;

—whether a resurrection of the substance of the body be meant, or of

some minute and indestructible part of it. The latter theory has been

adopted for the sake of avoiding certain supposed difficulties. It cannot,

however, fail to strike every impartial reader of the New Tesiament,

that the doctrine of the resurrection is there taught without any nice dis-

tinctions. It is always exhibited as a miraculous work
;
and represents

the same body which is laid in the grave as the subject of this change
from death to life, by the power of Christ. Thus, our Lord was raised

in tiie same body in which he died, and his resurrection is constantly

held forth as the model of ours
;
and the Apostle Paul expressly says,

" Who shall change our vile body, that it may be tiishioned like unto his

glorious body." The only passage of Scripture which appears to

favour the notion of the rising of the immortal body from some inde-

structible germ, is 1 Cor. xv, 35, &c, " But some man will say, How
are the dead raised up, and with what body do they come ? Thou fool,

that which thou Sf>west is not quickened except it die ;
and that which

tliou sowest, thou sowest not that body that shall be, but bare grain, it

2
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may chance of wheat, or of some other grain," «Sic. If, however, U

had been the intention of the apostle, holding this view of the case, to

meet objections to the doctrine of the resurrection, grounded upon the

difficulties of conceiving how the same body, in the popular sense, could

be raised up in substance, we might have expected him to correct this

misapprehension, by declaring that this was not the Christian doctrine ;

but that some small parts of the body only, bearing as little proportion

to the whole as the germ of a seed to the plant, would be preserved

and be unfolded into the perfected body at the resurrection. Instead of

this, he goes on immediately to remind the objector of the differences

which exist between material bodies as they now exist ;
between the

plant and the bare or naked grain ;
between one plant and another ;

between the flesh of men, of beasts, of fishes, and of birds ;
between

celestial and terrestrial bodies; and between the lesser and greater

celestial luminaries themselves. Still farther he proceeds to state the

difference, not between the germ of the body to be raised, and the body

given at the resurrection ;
but between the body itself,

understood popu-

larly, which dies, and the body which shall be raised. " It
is^pown

in

corruption, it is raised in incorruption," which would not be true of the

supposed incorruptible and imperishable germ of this hypothesis ;
and

can only be affirmed of the body itself, considered in substance, and in

its present state corruptible. Farther, the question put by the objector,

" How are the dead raised up ?" does not refer to the modus agendi of

the resurrection, or the process or manner in which the thmg is to be

effected, as the advocates of the germ hypothesis appear to assume.—

This is manifest from the answer of the apostle, who goes on immedi-

ately to state, not in what manner the resurrection is to be effected, but

what shall be the state or condition of the resurrection body, which is no

answer at all to the question, if it be taken in that sense.

The first of the two questions in the passage referred to relates to

the possibility of the resurrection, "How are the dead raised up?"

The second to the kind of body which they are to take, supposing the

fact to be allowed. Both questions, however, imply a denial of the

fact, or, at least, express a strong doubt concerning it. It is thus that

vus,
"
how," in the first question, is taken in many passages where it is

comiected with a verb
; (5) and the second question only expresses the

(5) Gen. xxxis, 9, Ui^s ™i.,™, How shall I,
—how is it possible that I should do

this great wickedness ?
" How, then, can I," say our translators. Exod. vi,

12,
" Behold, the children of Israel have not hearkened unto me ; how, then,

shall Pharaoh hear me ?"—!ru! eicaxovacTai iiov *a(ia<.> ;

—how is it likely, or possi-

ble, that Pharaoh should hear me ? See also verse 30. Judges xvi, 15, "And

she said unto him, U^s Asyc^s, How canst thou say I love thee ?" 2 Sam. xi, 11,

may also be cor^idered in the LXX. 2 Kings x, 4,
" But they were exceedingly

afraid, and said. Behold, two kings stood not before him; «tai iri-s, how then shali

we stand ?"—how is it possible that we should stand Job ix, 2, Hc-s yap wro«
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general negation or doubt more particularly, by implying, that the

objector could not conceive of any kind of body being restored to man,

which would not be an evil and imperfection to him. For the very reason

why some of the Christians of that age denied, or strongly doubted, the

resurrection of the body ; explaining it figuratively, and saying that it

was past already ; was, that they were influenced to this by the notion

of their philosophical schools, that the body was the prison of the

soul, and that the greatest deliverance men could experience was to be

eternally freed from their connection with matter. Hence the early

philosophizing sects in the Christian Church, the Gnostics, Marcionites,

&.C, denied the resurrection, on the same ground as the philosophers,

and thought it opposed to that perfection which they hoped to enjoy in

another world. Such persons appear to have been in the Church of

Corinth as eariy as the time of St. Paul, for that in this chapter he an-

swers the objections, not of pagans, but of professing Christians, appears

from verse 12,
" How say some among you, that there is no resurrec

tion of the dead ?" The objection, therefore, in the minds of these per-

sons Ig^he doctrine of the resurrection, did not lie against the doctrine

of the raising up of the substance of the same body, so that, provided

this notion could be dispensed with, they were prepared to admit, that a

new material body might spring from its germ, as a plant from seed.—

litaios /Jporos;
—For how shall mortal man be just with, or in the presence of

God? how is it possible? See what follows. Psalm Ixxii, il.\.xiii,) 11; IIuij

lyvu, Bcoi ;

" How doth God know ?"—how is it possible that he should know ?

See the connection. Jer. viii, 8; n^s tpctrc,
" How do ye say,"—how is that ye

say, how can ye say, We are wise? Ibid, xxix, 7, (xlvii, 7,) Hut i7(n>jc<i«i:

" How can it,"—the sword of the Lord,—" be quiet ?" Ezek. xxxiii, 10,
" If our

transgressions and our sins be upon us, and we pine aivay in them, irus (ijno^tSa

how should we then live ?" Matt, vii, 4,
" Or how, <,^,, wilt thou say to thy

brother ?" where Rosenm. observes that iror has the force of negation. Ibid

xii, 26, "If Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself; >rui! ovv ^aditacrat

how shall then,"—how can then,—" his kingdom stand ?" See also Luke xi, 18

Ibid, xxiii, 33,
" Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, ^rms #"yi7", how can ye

escape the damnation of hell ?" "
qui fieri potest ?" Rosenm. Mark iv, 40,

n«( «« ix«" "'^"'
'•

" ^°"' '^ '' *-^^^ y '^"'® "" ^'"^^ '

" ^"^^ '' ^*' '""'' "'"'"' **

adduced. John v, 47,
" If ye believe not his writings, rriut

—mcrexKjtrc ; how shall

ye_" how ran ye—" believe my words ?" Rom. iii, 6,
" God forbid • for then

mx it(M»ii,
how shall God judge the world ?"—how is it possible ? Sec the preced

ing verse. Ibid, viii, 32, (lu)!
—

x"?'""'"' '

" ^°"' ^''*" ''" "°''"—1""* '^ -' /«'»«'-

hie but that he should,—" with him also freely give us all things." Ibid, x, 14,

Hoi,—nrKoXidovToi,
" How then shall they,"

—how is it possible that they should,

-1-" call on him in whom they have not believed ?" &c. 1 Tim. iii, 5,
" For

if a man know not how to rule his own house, irus, how shall he take care of

the Church of God ?" Heb. ii, 3,
" How shall we escape,"

—how is it postibU

that we should escape,
—"

if we neglect so great salvation ?" 1 John iii, 17, Urns,

" How dwelleth the love of God in him ?"—how can it dwell ? Comp. chap, iv

20, where Juvarai is added.

2
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They stumbled at the doctrine in every form, because it involved the

circumstance of the reunion of the spirit with matter, which they

thought an evil. When, therefore, the objector asks,
" How are the

dead raised up ?" (6) he is to be understood, not as inquiring as to the

process, but as to the possibility. The doubt may, indeed, be taken eis

an implied negation of the possibility of the resurrection with reference

to God
;
and then the apostle, by referring to the springing up of the

grain of corn, when dissolved and putrefied, may be understood to show

that the event was not inconceivable, by referring to God's omnipotence,
as shown in his daily providence, which, d priori, would appear as mar-

vellous and incredible. But it is much more probable, that the impos-

sibility implied in this question refers, not to the power of God, which

every Christian in the Church at Corinth must be supposed to have been

taught to conceive of as almighty, and, therefore, adequate to the pro-

duction of this effect
;
but as relating to the contrariety which was

assumed to exist between the doctrine of the reunion of the soul with

the body, and those hopes of a higher condition in a future life, wliich

both reason and revelation taught them to form. The second question,
" With what body do they come ?" Uke the former, is a question not

of inquiry, but of denial, or, at least, of strong doubt, importing, that no

idea could be entertained by the objector of any materia! body being
made the residence of a disenthralled spirit, which could comport with

those notions of deliverance from the bondage of corruption by death,

which the philosophy of the age had taught, and which Christianity

itself did not discountenance. The questions, though different, come,

therefore, nearly to the same import, and this explains why the apostle

chiefly dwells upon the answer to the latter only, by which, in fact, he

replies to both. The grain cast into the earth even dies and is cor-

rupted, and that which is sown is not " the body which shall be," in form

and quality, but " naked grain ;" yet into the plant, in its perfect form,

is the same matter transformed. So the flesh of beasts, birds, fishes,

and man, is the same matter, though exhibiting different qualities. So

also bodies celestial are of the same matter as " bodies terrestrial ;" and

the more splendid luminaries of the heavens are, in substance, the same
as those of inferior glory. It is thus that the apostle reaches his con-

clusion, and shows that the doctrine of our reunion with the body

implies in it no imperfection
—

nothing contrary to the hopes of libera-

tion "from the burden of this flesh ;" because of the high and glorified

qualities which God is able to give to matter
;
of which the superior

purity, splendour, and energy of some material things in this world, in

comparison of others, is a visible demonstration. For after he has given
these instances, he adds,

" So is the resurrection of the dead
;

it is sown

(6) The present indicative verb is here used, as it is generally throughout thia

chapter, for the future.

2
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in corniptioii, it is raised in incorruption ; it is sown in dishonour, it is

raised in glory ;
it is sown in weakness, it is raised in power ;

it is sown

a natural (an animal) body, it is raised a spiritual body," so called,
" as

bein" accommodated to a spirit, and far excelling all that is required

for the transaction of earthly and terrene atfairs ;" {Rosenmuller :)
and

so intent is the apostle on dissipating all those gross representations of

the resurrection of the body which the objectors had assumed as the

ground of their opposition, and which they had, probably, in their dispu.

tations, placed under the strongest views, that he guards the true Christian

doctrine, on this point, in the most explicit manner, " Now this I say,

brethren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God, neither

doth corruption inherit incorruption ;" and, therefore, let no man hence,

forward affirm, or assume it in his argument, that we teach any such

doctrine. This, also, he strengthens, by showing, that as to the saints

who are alive at the second coming of Christ, they also shall be in like

manner " changed," and that " this corruptible," as to them also,
" shall

put on incorruption."

Thus, in the argument, the apostle confines himself wholly to the pos-

sibility of the resurrection of the body in a refined and glorified slate
;

but omits all reference to the mode in which the thing will be effected,

as being out of the line of the objector's questions, and in itself above

human thought, and wholly miraculous. It is, however, clear, that when

he speaks of the body as the subject of this wondrous "
change," he speaks

of it popularly, as the same body in substance, whatever changes in its

qualities or figure may be impressed upon it. Great general changes it

will experience, as from corruption to incorruption, from mortality to im

mortality ; great changes of a particular kind will also take place, as its

being freed from deformities and defects, and the accidental varieties pro-

duced by climate, aliments, labour, and hereditary diseases. It is also

laid down by our Lord, that,
" in the resurrection they shall neither

marry nor be given in marriage, but be like to the angels of God ;" and

this also implies a certain change of structure
;
and we may gather from

the declaration of the apostle, that though
" the stomach" is now adapted

" to meats, and meats to the stomach, God will destroy both it and them ;"

that the animal appetite for food will be removed, and the organ now

adapted to that appetite have no place in the renewed frame. But great

as these changes are, the human form will be retained in its perfection,

after the model of our Lord's "
glorious bodv," and the substance of the

matter of which it is composed will not thereby be affected. That the

san'.s body which was laid in the grave shall arise out of it, is the mani-

fest doctrine of the Scriptures.

Tlie notion of an incorruptible germ, or that of an original and un-

changeable stamen, out of which a new and glorious body, at the resurrec-

tion, is to spring, appears to have been borrowed from the speculations of

2
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some of the Jew ish rabbins, who speak of some such supposed part in

the human frame, under tiie name luz, to which they ascribe marvellous

properties, and from which the body was to arise. No allusion is, how-
ever made to any such opinion by the early fothers, in their defences of the

doctrine of the resurrection from the dead. On the contrary, they argue
in such a way as to prove the possibility of the reunion of the scoUered

parts of the body ;
which sufficiently shows that the germ theory had not

been resorted to, by Christian divines at least, in order to harmonize iho

doctrine of the resurrection with philosophy. So Justin Marlyr, in a

fragment of his concerning the resurrection, expressly answers the objec-

tion, that it is impossible for the flesh, after a corruption and perfect

dissolution of all its parts, should be united together again, and contends,
" that if the body be not raised complete, with all its integral parts, it

would argue a want of power in God ;" and although some of the

Jews adopted the notion of the germmating or springing up of the body
from some one indestructible part, yet the most orthodox of their rab-

bins contended for the resurrection of the same body. So Maimonides

says,
"
Men, in the same manner as they before lived, with the same

body, shall be restored to life by God, and sent into this life with the same

identity :" and " that nothing can properly be called a resurrection of

the dead, but the return of the very same soul, into the very same body
from which it was separated." {Rambam apud Pocockium in Nolis Mis-

cellan. Port. Mos. p. 125.)

Thjs theory, under its various forms, and whether adopted by Jews or

Christians, was designed, doubtless, to render the doctrine of a resurrec-

tion from the dead less difficult to conceive, and more acceptable to philo-

sophic minds
; but, like most other attempts of the same kind to bring

down the supernatural doctrines of revelation to the level of our concep-

tions, it escapes none of the original difficulties, and involves itself in

others far more perplexing.
For if by this hypothesis it was designed to remove the difficulty of

conceiving how the scattered parts of one bod\' could be preserved from

becoming integral parts of other bodies, it supposes that the constant

care of Providence is exerted to maintain the incorruptibility of those in-

dividual germs, or stamina, so as to prevent their assimilation with each

other. Now, if they have this by original quality, then the same quality

may just as easily be supposed to appertain to every particle which com-

poses a human body ;
so that though it be used for food, it shall not be

capable of assimilation, in any circumstances, with another human body.
But if these germs or stamina, have not this quality by their original

nature, they can only be prevented from assimilating with each other by
that operation of God which is present to all his works, and which

must always be directed to secure the execution of his own ultimate

designs. If this view be adopted, then, if the resort must at last be to

Vol. II. 30
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the su|ieriiiteudence of a Being of infinite power and wisdom, there is no

greater difficulty in supposing that his care to secure this object shall ex-

tend lo a niiliion than to a thousand particles of matter. This is, in fact, the

true and rational answer to the objection that the same piece of matter may
happen to be a part of two or more bodies, as in the instances of men

feeding upon animals which have fed upon men, and of men feeding jpon
one another. The questio'i here is one which simply respects tlie frus-

trating a final purpose of the Almighty by an operation of nature. To

suppose that he cannot prevent this, is to deny his power ; to suppose
him inattentive to it, is to suppose him inditferent to his own designs ;

and

to assume that he employs care to prevent it, is to assume nothing

greater, nothing in fact so great, as many instances of control, which

are always occurring ; as, for mstance, the regulation of the proportion

of the sexes in human births, which cannot be attributed to chance,

but must either be referred to superintendence, or to some original

law.

Thus these theories afford no relief to the only real difficulty involved

in the doctrine, but leave the whole case still to be resolved into the

almighty power of God. But they involve themselves in the fatal objec-

tion, that they are plainly in opposition to the doctrine of the Scriptures.

For,—
1. There is no resurrection of the body on this hypothesis, because the

germ or stamina, can in no good sense be called " the body." If a finger,

}T even a limb, is not the body, much less can these minuter parts be

entitled to this appellation.

2. There is, on these theories, no resurrection at all. For if the pre-

served part be a germ, and the analogy of germination be adopted :

then we have no longer a resurrection from death, but a vegetation from

a suspended principle of secret
life.

If the stamina of Leibnitz be con-

tended for, then the body, into « hich the soul enters at the resiirreclion,

with the exception of these minute stamina, is provided for it bv the

addition and aggregation of new matter, and we have a creation, not a

resurrection.

3. If bodies in either of these modes, are to be framed for the soul, by
the addition of a large mass of new matter, the resurrection is made

substantially the same with the pagan notion of the metempsychosis ; and

if St. Paul, at Athens, preached, not " Jesus and the resurrection," but

Jesus and a trunsini^^ration into a new body, it will be difficult to account

for his hearers scoHing at a doctrine, which had received the sanction of

sevenil of their own philosophic authorities.

Another objection to the resurrection of the body has been drawn from

the changes of its substance during life. The answer to this is, that

allowing a frequent and total change of the substance of the bod\
(\< hich,

however, is but an hypothesis) to take place, it eflTects not the doctrine of
2
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Scipture, which is, that the body which is laid in the grave shall be

raised up. But then we are told, that if our bodies have in fact under-

gone successive changes during life, the bodies in which we have sinned

or performed rewardable actions may not be, in nianv instances, the

same bodies as those which will be actually rewarded or punished. We
answer, that rewards and punishments have their relation to the body,
not so much as it is the subject but the instrument of reward and punish
ment. It is the soul only which perceives pain or pleasure, which suf

fers or enjoys, and is, therefore, the only rewardable subject. Were

we, therefore, to admit such corporeal mutations as are assumed in this

objection, they affect not the case of our accountabdity. The personal

identity or sameness of a rational being, as Mr. Locke has observed,

consists in self consciousness :
—" By this every one is to himself what

he calls
self,

without considering whether that self be continued in the

same or divers substances. It was by the same self which reflects on

an action done many years ago, that the action was performed." If

there were indeed any weight in this objection, it would affect the pro-

ceedings of human criminal courts in all cases of offences committed at

some distance of time
;
hut it contradicts the common sense, because it

contradicts the common consciousness and experience of mankind.



PART THIRD.

THE MORALS OF CHRISTIANITY.

CHAPTER I.

The Moral Law

Of the law of God, as the subject of a Divine and adequately

authenticated revelation, some observations were made in the first part

of this work. That such a law exists, so communicated to mankind,

and contained in the Hol\' Scriptures ;
—that we are under obligation to

obej- it as the declared will of our Creator and Lord
;
—that this obli-

gation is grounded upon our natural relation to him as creatures made

by his power, and dependent upon his bounty, are points which need

not, therelbre, be again adverted to, nor is it necessary to dwell upon
the circumstances and degrees of its manifestation to men, under those

former dispensations of the true religion which preceded Christianity.

We have exhibited the leading doctrines of the Scriptures, as they are

found iu that perfected system of revealed religion, which we owe to

our Saviour, and to his apostles, who wrote under the inspiration of that

Holy Spirit whom he sent forth " to lead them into all truth :" and we

shall now find in the discourses of our Lord, and in the apostolical

writings, a system of moral principles, virtues, and duties, equalling in

fulness and perfection that great body of doctrinal truth which is

contained in the New Testament
;
and deriving from it its vital influence

and efficacy.

It is, however, to be noticed, that the morals of the New Testament

are not proposed to us in the form of a regular code. Even in the

books of Moses, which have the legislative form to a great extent, all

the principles and duties which constituted the full character of "
godli-

ness," uiidir that dispensation, are not made the subjects of formal

injunction l.y particular precepts. They are partly infolded in general

principles, or often take the form of injunction in an apparent!)' inci.

dental manner, or are matters of obvious inference. A preceding code

of traditionary moral law is also all along supposed in the writings of

Moses and the prophets, as well as a consuetudinary ritual and a doc-

trinal tlieology ;
botli transmitted from the patriarchs. This, too, is

eminently the cose with Christianity. It supposes that all who believed

in Christ admitted the Divine authority of tlie Old Testament
;
and it

assumes the perpetual authority of its morals, as well as the truth of its

fundamental theology. Tlie constant allusions in the New Testament
2
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to the moral rules of the Jews and patriarchs, either expressly as pre-

cepts, or as the data of argument, sufficiently guard us agfinst the

notion, that what has not in so many words been re-enacted by Christ

and his apostles is of no authority among Christians. In a great num-
ber of instances, however, the form is directly preceptive, so as to have
all the explicitness and force of a regular code of law

;
and is, as much

as a regular code could be, a declaration of the sovereign will of Christ,
eaforced by the sanctions of eternal life and death.

This, however, is a point on which a few confirmatory observations

may be
usefully adduced.

No part of the preceding dispensation, designated generally by the

appellation of " the law," is repealed in the New Testament, but what
is obviously ceremonial, typical, and incapable of co-existing with Chris-

tianity. Our Lord, in his discourse with the Samaritan woman, declares,
that the hour of the abolition of the temple worship was come

; the

Apostle Paul, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, teaches us that the Leviti-

cal services were but shadows, the suhstance and end of which is Christ
,

and the ancient visible Church, as constituted upon the ground of natural

descent from Abraham, was abolished by the establishment of a spiritual

body of believers to take its place.

No precepts of a purely political nature, that is, which respect the

civil subjection of the Jews to their theocracy, are, therefore, of any
force to us as laws, although they may have, in many cases, the greatest

authority as principles. No ceremonial precepts can be binding, since

they were restrained to a period terminating with the death and resur-

rection of Christ ; nor are even the patriarchal rites of circumcision and
the passover obhgatory upon Christians, since we have sufficient evi-

dence, that they were of an adumbrative character, and were laid aside

by the first inspired teachers of Christianity.

With the MORAL precepts w hich abound in the Old Testament the •

case is very different, as sufficiently appears from the different and even

contrary manner in which they are always spoken of by Christ and his

apostles. When our Lord, in his sermon on the mount, says,
" Think

not that I arn come to destroy the law or the prophets ; I am not come
to destroy the law

;
but to fulfil ;" that is, to confirm or establish it

;
—

the entire scope of his discourse shows, that he is speaking exclusively
of the moral precepts of the law, eminently so called, and of the moral

injunctions of the prophets founded upon them, and to which he thus

gives an equal autliqrity. And in so solemn a manner does he enforce

this, that he adds, doubtless as foreseeing that attempts would be made

by deceiving or deceived men professing his religion *.o lessen the

authority of the moral law,—"
U'hosoever, therefore, shall break one

of these least commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called

the least in the kingdom of heaven :" that is. as St. Chrvsostom inter-

2
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prels,
' he shall be the farthest from attaining heaven and happiness,

which imports that he shall not attain it at all."

In like manner St. Paul, after having strenuously maintained the

doctrine of justification by faith alone, anticipates an objection by ask-

ing,
" Do we then make void the law through faith ?" and subjoins,

'• God forbid, yea, we establish the law :" meaning by
" the law," as

the context and his argument shows, the moral and not the ceremonial

law.

After such declarations it is worse than trifling for any to contend,

that, in order to establish the authority of the moral law of the Jews

over Christians, it ought to have been formally re-enacted. To this we

may, however, farther reply, not only that many important moral prin-

ciples and rules found in the Old Testament were never formally
enacted among the Jews, were traditional from an earlier age, and

received at ditferent times the more indirect authority of inspired recog-

nition
; but, to put the matter in a "stronger light, that all the leading

moral precepts of the Jewish Scriptures are, in point of fact, proposed

in a manner which has the full force of formal re-enactment, as the

laws of the Christian Church. This argument, from the want of formal

re-enactment, has therefore no weight. The summary of the law and

the prophets, which is to love God with all our heart, and to serve him

with all our strength, and to love our neighbour as ourselves, is unques-

tionably enjoined, and even re-enacted by the Christian Lawgiver.
When our Lord is explicitly asked by

" one who came unto him, and

said, Good Master, what good thing shall I do, that I may have eternal

life ?" the answer given shows that the moral law contained in the

decalogue is so in force under the Christian dispensation, that obedience

to it is necessary to final salvation :
—" If thou wilt enter into life, keep

the commandments." And that nothing ceremonial is intended by this

term is manifest from wli<.t follows. "He saith unto him, Which'

Jesus said, Thou shall do no murder. Thou shalt not commit adultery.

Thou shalt not steal," &c. Matt, xix, 17-19. Here, also, we have all

the force of a formal re-enactment of the decalogue, a part of it bemg

evidently put for the whole. Nor were it difficult to produce passages

from the discourses of Christ and the writings of the apostles, which

enjoin all the precepts of this law taken separately, by their authority,

as indispensable parts of Christian duty, and that, too, under their original

sanctions of life and death : so that the two circumstances which tbrm

the true character of a law in its highest sense^ Divine Ai'rnoRiTY

and PENAL SANCTIONS, are found as truly in the New Testament as ir.

the Old. It will not, for instance, be contended, that the New Testa,

nienl does not enjoin the acknowledgment and worship of one God

alone ;
nor that it does not prohibit idolatry ;

noi that it does not level

•ts maledictions against false and profane swearing ;
nor that the .\po.stle

2
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Paul does not use the very words of the fifth commandment preceptively

when he says, Eph. vi, 2,
" Honour thy father and mother, which is the

first commandment with promise ;" nor that murder, adulter)', theft,

false witness, and covetousness, are not all prohibited under pain of

exclusion from the kingdom of God. Thus, then, we have the whole

decslogue brought into the Christian code of morals by a distinct

injunction of its separate precepts, and by their recognition as of per-

manent and uncliangeable obligation : the fourth commandment, respect-

ing the Sabbath only, being so far excepted, that its injunction is not so

expressly marked. This, however, is no exception in fact ; for beside

that its original place in the two tables suflicientl)' distinguishes it from

all positive, ceremonial, and typical precepts, and gives it a moral cha-

racter, in respect of its ends, which are, first, mercy to servants and

cattle, and, second, the worship of Almighty God, undisturbed bv worldly

interruptions and cares, it is necessarily included in that " law" wliich

our Lord declares he came not to destroy, or abrogate ;
in that " law"

which St. Paul declares to be " established by faith ;" and among those

" commandments" which our Lord declares must be "
kept," if any one

would " enter into life." To this, also, the practice of the apostles is to

be added, who did not cease themselves from keeping one day in seven

holy, nor teach others so to do
;

but gave to " the Lord's day" that

eminence and sanctity in the Christian Church which the seventh day
had in the Jewish, by consecrating it to holy uses

;
an alteration not

aiTeoJing the precept at all, except in an unessential circumstance, (if,

indeed, in
that,)

and in which we may suppose them to act under Divine

suggestion.

Thus, then, we have the obligation of the whole decalogue as fully

established in the New Testament as in the Old as if it had been for-

mally re-enacted
;
and that no formal re-enactment of it took place, is

Itself a presumptive proof that it was never regarded by the Lawgiver
as temporary, which the forniality of republication might have supposed.

It is important to remark, however, that although the moral laws of

the Mosaic dispensation pass into the Christian code, they stand there

in other and higher circumstances ;
so that the New Testament is a

more perfect dispensation of the knowledge of the moral will of God than

the old. In particular,

1. They are more expressly extended to the heart, as by our Lord,

in his sermon on the mount ;
who teaches us that the thought and in-

ward purpose of any offence is a violation of the law prohibiting its

external and visible commission.

2. The principles on which they are founded are carried out in the

New Testament into a greater variety of duties, which, by embracing

more perfectly the social and civil relations of life, are of a more univer-

sal character.
2
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S. There is a much more enlarged injunction of positive and particu-

lar virtues, especially those which constitute the Christian temper.

4. By all overt acts being inseparably connected with corresponding

principles in the heart, in order to constitute acceptable obedience,

which principles suppose the regeneration of the soul by the Holy

Ghost. This moral renovation is, therefore, held out as necessary to

our salvation, and promised as a part of the grace of our redemption hj

Ohrist.

5. By being connected with promises of Divine assistance, which is

peculiar to a law connected with evangelical provisions.

6. By their having a living illustration in the perfect and practical

example of Christ.

7. By the higher sanctions derived from the clearer revelation of a

future slate, and the more explicit promises of eternal life, and threat-

enings of eternal punishment.

It follows from this, that we have in the Gospel the most complete

and perfect revelation of moral law ever given to men ; and a more

exact manifestation of the brightness, perfection, and glory of that law,

under which angels and our progenitors in paradise were placed, and

which it is at once the delight and interest of the most perfect and

happy beings to obey.

It has, however, fared with morals as with doctrines, that they have

been often, and by a strange perversity, studied, without any reference

to the authority of the Scriptures. As we have had systems of natu-

R VI, RELIGION drawn out of the materials furnished by the Scriptures,

and then placed to the sole account of human reason ; so we have also

various systems of morals drawn, as far as the .authors thought fit, from

the same source, and put forth under the title of moral philosophy,

implying too often, or, at least, sanctioning the inference, that the unas-

sisted powers of man are equally adequate to the discovery of doctrine

and duty ; or, at best, that Christianity but perfects what uninspired

men are able not only to commence, but to carry onward to a con-

siderable approach to perfection. This observation may he made as

to both—that whatever is found correct in doctrine, and pure in morals

in ancient writers or systems, may be traced to indirect revelation ; and

that so far as mere reason has applied itself to discovery in either, it

has generally gone astray. The modern systems of natural religion

and ethics are superior to the ancient, not because the reason of their

framers is superior, but because they have had the advantage of a light

from Christianity, which they have not been candid enough generally

to acknowledge. I'or those who have written on such subjects with a

view to lower the value of the Holy Scriptures, the remarks in the first

part of tliis work must suffice ; but of that class of moral philosophers,

who hold the authority of the sacred books, and yet sedulously omit aL

2
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reference to them, it may be inquired what they propose, by disjoining

morals from Christianity, and considering them as a separate science ?

Authority tney cannot gain, for no obhgation to duty can be so high as

the command of God ;
nor can that authority be apphed in so direct a

manner, as by a revelation of his will : and as for the perfection of their

sj'stem, since thev discover no duties not already enjoined in the Scrip-

tures, or grounded upon some general principles they contain, they can

find no apology, from the additions they make to our moral knowledge,

to put Christianity, on all such subjects, wholly out of sight.

All attemps to teach morals, independent of Christianity, even by those

who receive it as a Divine revelation, must, notwithstanding the great

names which have sanctioned ihe practice, be considered as of mis-

chievous tendency, although the design may have been laudable, and the

labour, in some subordiiiate respects, not without utility :—
1. Because they silently convey the impression, that human reason,

without assistance, is sufficient do discover the full duty of man toward

God and toward his fellow creatures.

2. Because they imply a deficiency in the moral code of our religion,

which does not exist
;
the fact being that, although these systems bor-

row much from Christianity, they do not take in the whole of its moral

principles, and, therefore, so far as they are accepted, as substitutes,

displace what is perfect for what is imperfect.

3. Because they turn the attention from what is fact, the revealed

LA\v of God, with its appropriate sanctions, and place the obligation to

obedience either on fitness, beauty, general interest, or the natur.;l

authority of truth, which are all matters of opinion ; or, if they ultimately

refer it to the will of God, yet they infer that will through various rea-

sonings and speculations, which in themselves are still matters of opinion

and as to which men will feel themselves to be in some degree free.

4. The duties thev enjoin are either merely outward in the act, and

so they disconnect them from internal principles and habits, without

which they are not acceptable to God, and but the shadows of real vir-

tue, however beneficial they may be to men ; or else they assume that

human nature is able to engraft those principles and habits upon itself,

ajid to practise them without abatement and interruption ;
a notion which is

contradicted by those verv Scriptures they hold to be of Divine authority.

5. Their separation of the doctrines of religion from its morals, leads

t; an entirely different process of promoting morality among men to

that which the infinite wisdom and goodness of God has established in

the Gospel. They lay down the rule of conduct, and recommend it

from its excellence per se, or its influence upon individuals and upon

society, or perhaps because it is manifested to be the will of the Supreme

Being, indicated from the constitution of human nature, and the rela-

tions of men. But Christianity rigidly connects its doctrines with it3
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morals. Its doctrine of man's moral weakness is made use of to lead

him to distrust his own sufficiency. Its doctrine of the atonement shows

at once the infinite evil of sin, and encourages men to seek deliverancn

from its power. Its doctrine of regeneration b\' the influence of the Holy

Spirit, implies the entire destruction of the love of evil, and the direction

of the whole affection of the soul to universal virtue. Its doctrine of

prayer opens to man a fellowship with God, invigorating to every virtue.

The example of Christ, the unitation of which is made obligatory upon us,

is in itself a moral system in action, and in principle ;
and the revelation

of a future judgment brings the whole weight of the control of future

rewards and punishments to bear upon the motives and actions of men,

and is the source of that fear of otTending God, which is the constant

guard of virtue, when human motives would in a multitude of cases

avail nothing.

It may indeed be asked, whether the teaching of morals must then in

all cases be kept in connection with religion ? and whether the philo-

sophy of virtues and of vices, with the lower motives by which they are

urged upon men, may not be usefully investigated ? We answer, that

if the end proposed by this is not altogether speculative, but something

practical ;
if the case of an immoral world is taken up by moralists with

reference to its cure, or even to its emendation in any effectual degree,

the whole is then resolved into this simple question,
—whether a weaker

instrument shall be preferred to that which is powerful and effective ?

Certain it is that the great end of Christianity, so far as its influence

upon society goes, is to moralize mankind
;
but its infinitely wise Author

has established and authorized but one process for the correction of the

practical evils of the world, and that is, the teaching and enforcement

ofTUE WHOLE TRUTH as it stands in his own revelations; and to this

only has he promised his special blessing. A distinct class of ethical

teachers, imitating heathen philosophers in the principles and modes of

moral tuition, is, in a Christian countr\', a violent anomalv
;
and implies

an absurd return to the twilight of knowledge after the sun itself has

arisen upon the world.

Within proper guards, and in strict connection with the whole Chris-

tian s\stem, what is called moral philosophy is not, however, to be un-

dervalued ;
and from many of the writers above alluded to much useful

instruction may be collected, which, though of but little efficacy in itselC

may be invigorated by uniting it with the vital and energetic doctrines

of religion, and may thus become directive to the conduct of the serious

Christian. Understanding then by moral philosophy, not that pride of

science which borrows the discoveries of the Scriptures, and then ex-

hibits itself as their rival, or affects to supply their deficiencies ; but as

a modest scrutinv into the reasons on which the moral precepts of reve-

lation may be grounded, and a wise and honest application of its moral

2
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principles to particiilcW cases, it is a branch of science whicli may be

usefully cultivated in connection with Christianity.

With respect to the reasons on which moral precepts rest, we may
make a remark similar to that ofiered in a former part of this work, on

the doctrines of revelation. Some of those doctrines rest wholly on the

authority of the Revealer; others are accompanied with a manifest

rational evidence ;
and a third class may partially disclose their rationale

to the patient and pious inquirer. Yet the authority of each class as a

subject of faith is the same ;
it rests upon the character of God and his

relations to us
;
and that doctrine is equally binding which is enjoined on

our faith without other rational evidence than that which proves it to be

a part of a revelation from heaven, as that which exorcises, and dehghts

our rational faculties, by a disclosure of the internal evidence of its

truth. When God has permitted us to "turn aside" to see some "great

sight" of manifested wisdom, we are to obey the invitation
;
but still

we are always to remember that the authority of a revealed truth stands

on infinitely higher ground than our perception of its reasonableness.

So also as to the moral precepts of the Bible, the rational evidence is

afforded in different degrees, and it is both allowable and laudable in us

to investigate and collect it ;
but still with this caution, that the autho-

rity of such injunctions is not to be regulated by our perception of their

reasons, although the reasons, when apparent, may be piously applied

to commend the authority. The discoveries we may make of fiuiess or

any other quality in a precept cannot be the highest reason of our obe-

dieiice ;
but it may be a reason for obeying with accelerated alacrity.

The obligation of the Sabbath would be the same were no obvious rea-

sons of mercy and piety connected with it ; but the influence of the pre-

oept upon our interests and that of the community commends the precept

to our affections as well as to our sense of duty.

With respect to the application of general precepts, that practical

wisdom which is the result of large and comprehensive observation has

an important office. The precepts of a universal revelation must neces-

sarily be, for the most part, general, because if rules had been given for

each case in detail, then truly, as St. John observes,
" the worid could

not have contained the books written." The application of these gene-

ral principles to that variety of cases which arises in human affairs, is

the work of the Christian preacher, and the Christian moralist. Where

there is honesty of mind, ordinarily there can be no difficulty in this ;

and in cases which involve some difficulty, when the interpretation
of

the law is made, as it always ought, to favour the rule ;
and wlien, in

doubtful cases, the safer course is adopted, such is the explicit character

of the general principles of the Holy Scriptures, that no one can go

astray. The moral philosophy which treats of exceptions to general

rules, is always to be watched with jealousy ;
and ought to be sliunned
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when it presumes to form rules out of supposed exceptions. This is

affecting to be wiser than the Lawgiver ;
and such philosophy assumes

an authority in the control of human conduct to which it has no title ;

and steps in between individuals and their consciences in cases where

almighty God himself has not chosen to relieve them ; and where they

are specially left, as all sometimes are, to " Him with whom they have

to do," whhout the intervention of any third party. Systems of casuistry

and cases of conscience have happily gone into general disuse. That

they have done more harm upon the whole than good, and defiled more

consciences than they have relieved, cannot be doubted by any one who

has largely examined them. They have passed away just in proportion

as the Scriptures themselves have been circulated through society, and

as that preaching has been most prevalent which enforces the doctrine

of supreme love to God and our neighbour, as the sum of the law and

of the Gospel. They most abounded in the Romish Church, as best

befitting its system of darkness and delusion
; (7) and though works of

tliis kind are found among Protestants in a better form, they have gra-

dually and happily fallen into neglect.

A few words may here be offered on what has been termed the ground

of moral obhgation.

Some writers have placed this in " the eternal and necessary fitness

of things ;" which leaves the matter open to the varving conclusions

which different individuals may draw, as to this eternal and necessary

fitness ;
and still farther, leaves that very natural question quite unan-

swered,—Why is any one obliged to act according to the fitness of

things ?

Others have referred to a supposed original perception of what is right

and wrong ;
a kind of fixed and permanent and unalterable moral sense,

by which the qualities of actions are at once determined
;
and from the

supposed universal existence of this perception, they have argued the

obhgation to act accordingly. This scheme, which seems to confound

that in human nature to which an appeal may be made when the under,

standing is enlightened by real truth, with a discriminating and directive

principle acting independently of instruction, is also unsatisfactory. For

the moral sense is, in fact, found under the control of ignorance and

error; nor does it possess a sensitiveness in all cases in proportion to

the truth received into the understanding. The worst crimes have often

been committed with a conviction of their being right, as in the case of

religious persecutions ;
and the absence of the habit of attending to the

quality of our actions often renders the abstract truth laid up in the un-

derstanding useless, as to its influence upon the conscience. But if all

that is said of this moral sense were true, still it would not establish the

(7) M. lo Feorc, preceptor of Louis XIII, not inaptly called casuistry,
" Iha

art of quibbling with God."

2
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principle of obligation. That supposes superior auiliority ; and should

we allow the moral sense to act uniformly, still how is the obligation to

perform what it approves to be demonstrated, unless some higher consi-

deration be added to the case ?

More modern moralists have taken the tendency of any course of

action to produce the greatest good upon the whole as the source of

moral obligation ;
and with this they often connect the w ill of God, of

which they consider this general tendency to be the manifestation. It

were better, surely, to refer at once to the will of God, as revealed by
himself without incumbering the subject with the circuitous, and, at best,

doubtful process of first considering what is good upon the whole, and

then inferring that this must needs be the will of a wise and benevolent

Being. The objection, too, holds in this Ccise, that this theory leaves it

still a mere matter of opinion, in which an interested party is to be the

judge, whether an action be upon the whole good ;
and gives a rule

which would be with difficulty applied to some cases, and is scarcely at

all applicable to many others which may be supposed.

The only satisfactorv' answer which the question as to the source of

moral obligation, can receive, is, that it is found in the will of God.

For since the question respects the duty of a created being with refe-

rence to his Creator, nothing can be more conclusive than that the Cre-

ator has an absolute right to the obedience of his creatures
;
and that

the creature is in duty obliged to obey Him from whom it not only has

received being, but by whom that being is constantly sustained. It has

indeed been said, that even if it be admitted, that I am obliged to obey

the will of God, the question is still open,
" Why am I obliged to obey

his will ?" and that this brings us round to the former answer
;
because

he can only will what is upon the whole best for his creatures. But

this is confounding that which may be, and doubtless is, a rule to God in

the commands which he issues, w ith that which really obliges the crea-

ture.' Now, that which in truth obliges the creature is not the nature of

the commands issued by God ;
but the relation in which the creature

itself stands to God. If a creature can have no existence, nor any power
or faculty independently of God, it can have no right to employ its facul-

ties independently of him
;
and if it have no right to employ its faculties

m an independent manner, the right to rule its conduct must rest with

the Creator alone ;
and from this results the obligation of the creature

to obey.

Such is the principle assumed in the Scriptures, where the creative

and rectoral relations of God are inseparably united, and the obligation

of obedience is made to follow upon the fact of our existence ;
and if

the will of God, as the source of obligation, be so obvious a rule, the

only remaining question is, w hether we shall receive that will as it is

expressly revealed by himself; or, wilfully forgetting that such a reve
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ation has been made, we shall proceed to infer it by various processes

of induction ? The answer to this might have been safely left to the

common sense of mankind, had not the vanity of philosophizing so often

interposed to perplex so plain a point.

We must not here coufound the will of God as the source of moral

obligation, with the notion that right and wrong have no existence but aa

they are so constituted by 'he will of God. They must have their foun-

dation in the reality of things. What moral rectitude is, and why it

obliges, are quite distinct questions. It is to the latter only that the

preceding observations apply. As to the former, the following remarks,

from a recent intelligent publication, are very satisfactory :
—

"
Virtue, as it regards man, is the conformity or harmony of his affec

tions and actions with the various relations in which he has been placed,—of which conformity the perfect intellect of God, guided in its exer-

cise by his infinitely holy nature, is the only infallible judge.
" We sustain various relations to God himself. He is our Creator,—

our Preserver,—our Benefactor,—our Governor. ' He is the Framer

of our bodies, and the Father of our spirits.' He sustains us '

by the

word of his power ;' for, as we are necessarily dependent beings, our

continued existence is a kind of prolonged creation. We owe all that

we possess to him
;
and our future blessings must flow from his kind-

ness. Now there are obviously certain affections and actions which

harmonize or correspond with these relations. To love and obey God

manifestly befit our relation to him, as that great Being from whom our

existence as well as all our comforts flow. He who showers his bless-

ings upon us ought to possess our affections
;
he who formed us has a

right to our obedience. It is not stated merely, let it be observed, that

it is impossible to contemplate our relation to God without perceiving

that we are morally bound to love and obey him ; (though that is a truth

of great importance ;)
for I do not consent to the propriety of the repre

sentation, that virtue depends either upon our perceptions or our feelings

There is a real harmony between the relations in which we stand to God,

and the feelings and conduct to which reference has been made
;
and

therefore the human mind has been formed capable of percei\lng and

feeling it.

" We sustain various relations to each other. God has formed ' of

one blood all the families of the earth.' Mutual love and brotherly kind-

ness, the fruit of love, are required by this relation,—they harmonize or

correspond with it. We are children
;
we are loved, and guarded, and

supported, and tended with unwearied assiduity by our parents. Filial

afl'eclion and filial obedience are demanded by this relation ; no other state

of niliMl, no other conduct, will harmonize with it. We are, perhaps, on the

other hand, parents. Instrumentally at least we have imparted existence

to our children ; they depend on us for protection, support, &c ; and to

2
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render that support, is required by the relation we bear to them. It 18,

however, needless to specify the various relations in which we stand to

each other. With reference to all I again say, that they necessarily involve

obhgations to certain states of mind, and certain modes of conduct, as

harmonizing with the relations
;
and that rectitude is the conformity of

the character and conduct of an individual with the relations in which

he stands to the beings by whom he is surrounded.
" It is by no means certain to me, that this harmony between the ac-

tions and the relations of a moral agent, is not what we are to under-

stand by that '

conformity to the fitness of things,' in which some writers

have made the essence of virtue to consist. Against this doctrine, it

has been objected, that it is indefinite, if not absurd
; because, as it w

alleged, it represents an action as right and fit, without stating what it

is fit for,
—an absurdity as great, says the objector, as it would be to say

that ' the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal without

adding to one another, or to any other angle.' Dr. Brown also, in ar-

guing against this doctrine says,
' There must be a principle of moral

regard, independent of reason, or reason may in vain see a thousand

fitnesses, and a thousand truths
;
and would be warmed with the same

lively emotions of indignation, against an inaccurate timepiece or an

error in arithmetic calculation, as against the wretch who robbed, by

every fraud that could elude the law, those who had already little of

which they could be deprived, that he might riot a little more luxuriously,

whiie the helpless, whom he had plundered, were starving around him.'

Now, why may we not say, in answer to the former objector, that the

conformity of an action with the relations of the agent, is the fitness for

which Clarke contends ? And why may not we reply to Dr. Brown,

that,
—

allowing, as we do, the necessity of that susceptibility of moral

emotion for which he contends,—the emotion of approbation which arises

on the contemplation of a virtuous action, is not the virtue of the action,

nor the perception of its accordance with the relations of the agent, but

THE AccoRDA>'CE ITSELF ?
' That a being,' says Dewar, ' endowed with

certain powers, is bound to love and obey the Creator and Preserver of

all, is truth, whether I perceive it or no
;
and we cannot perceive it possi-

ble that it can ever be reversed.'

" All the relations to which reference has been made, are, in one

sense, arbitrary. Our existence as creatures is to be ascribed to the

mere good pleasure of God. The relations which bind society together,

the conjugal, parental, filial relation, depend entirely upon the sovereign

will of Him who gave us our being ;
but the conduct to which these

relations oblige us, is by no means arbitrary. Having determined to

constitute the relations, he could not but enjoin upon us the conduct

which his word prescribes. He was under no obligation to create us

ftt all ; but, having given us existence, he could not fail to command us
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to love and obey him. There is a harmony between these relations,

and these duties,
—a harmony which is not only perceived by us,—for

to state that merely, would seem to make our perceptions the rule, if

not llie foundation of duty,—but which is perceived by the perfect intel-

lect of God himself. And since the relations we sustain were constituted

by God, since he is the Judge of the affections and conduct which har-

monize with these relations,—</ia« toMch appears right to him, being

right on that account,—rectitude may be regarded as conformity to the

moral nature of God, the ultimate standard of virtue." {Payne's Ele-

ments of Mental and Moral Science.)

To the revealed will of God we may now turn for information on the

interesting subject of morals, and we shall find that the ethics of Chris-

tianity have a glory and perfection which philosophy has never height,

ened, and which its only true office is to display, and to keep before the

attention of mankind.

CHAPTER II.

The Duties we owe to God.

The duties we owe to God are in Scripture summed up in the word

"godhness," the foundation of which, and of duties of every other kind,

is that entire

Submission to God, which springs from a due sense of that relation

in which we stand to him, as creatures.

We have just seen that the right of an absolute sovereignty over us

must, in the reason of the case, exist exclusively in Him that made us ;

and it is the perception and recognition of this, as a practical liabit of

the mind, which renders outward acts of obedience sincere and religious.

The will of God is the only rule to man, in every thing on which that

will has declared itself; and as it lays its injunctions upon the heart as

well as the life, the rule is equally in force when it directs our ojnnions,

our motives, and affections, as when it enjoins or prohibits external acta.

We are his because he made us
;
and to this is added the confirmation

of this right by our redemption: "Ye are not your own, but bought

with a price ; wherefore glorify God in your hodi&i and spirits which

are Ai.9." These ideas of absolute right to command on the pait of

God, and of absolute obligation to universal obedience on the part of

man, are united in the profession of Si. Paid,
" Whose I am and whom

I serve ;" and form the grand fundamental principle of "
godliness" both

in the Old and New Testament ; the will of God being laid down in

each, Iwth as the highest reason and the most powerful motive to obc-

dietux. The application of this principle so established by the Scrip-
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tures will show how greatly superior is the ground on which Christianity

places moral virtue to that of any other system. For,

1. The will of God, which is the rule of duty, is authenticated by the

whole of that stupendous ewdence which proves the Scriptures to be of

Divine original.

2. That will at once detines and enforces everv branch of inward and

outward purity, rectitude, and benevolence.

3. It annuls by its authority every other rule of conduct contrary to

itself, whether it arise from custom, or from the example, persuasion, or

opinions of others.

4. It is a rule which admits not of being lowered to the weak and

fallen state of human nature : but, connecting itself with a gracious dis-

pensation of supernatural help, it directs the morally imbecile to that

remedy, and holds every one guilty of the violation of all that he is by

nature and habit unable to perform, if that remedy be neglected.

5. It accommodates not itself to the interests or even safety of men :

but requires that interest, honour, liberty, and life, should be surrendered,

rather than it should sustain any violation.

6. It admits no exceptions in obedience ;
but requires it whole and

entire ; so that outward virtue cannot be taken in the place of that which

has its seat in the heart
;
and it allows no acts to be really virtuous, but

those which spring from a willing and submissive mind, and are done

upon the vital principle of a distinct recognition of our rightful subjection

to God.

LovF. TO God. To serve and obey God on the conviction that it is

rigJU to serve and obey him, is in Christianity joined with that love to

God which gives life and animation to service, and renders it the means

of exalting our pleasures, at the same time that it accords with our con.

victions. The supreme love of God is the chief, therefore, of what have

been called our Iheapalketic affections. It is the sum and the end of

law
;
and though lost by us in Adam, is restored to us by Christ. When

it regards God absolutely, and in himself, as a being of infinite and har.

monious perfections and moral beauties, it is that movement of the soul

toward him which is produced by admiration, approval, and
deliglit.

When it regards him relatively, it fixes upon the ceaseless emana-

tions of his goodness to us in the continuance of the existence which he

at first bestowed ;
the circumstances which render that existence felici-

tous ; and, above all, upon that "
great love wherewith he loved us,"

manifested in the gift
of his Son lor our redemption, and in saving us by

his grace ; or, in the forcible language of St. Paul, upon
" the exceeding

riches of his grace in his kindness to us through Christ Jesus." Under

all these views an unbounded gratitude overflows the heart « hich is in-

lluenced by this spiritual affection. But the love of God is more than a

sentiment of gratitude. It rejoices in his perfections and gloiies, and

Vol. II 31
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devoutly contt mplates them as the highest and most interesting subjects

of thought ;
it keeps the idea of this supremely beloved object constantly

present to the mind
;

it turns to it with adoring ardour from the busi-

ness and distractions of life : it connects it with every scene of majesty

and beauty in nature, and with every event of general and particular

providence ;
it brings the soul into fellowship with (iod, real and sensi.

ble, because vital ; it moulds the other aH'ections into conformity with

what God himself wills or prohibits, loves or hates
;

it produces an un-

bounded desire to please him, and to be accepted of him in all things ;

it is jealous of his honour, unwearied in his service, quick to prompt to

every sacrifice in the cause of his truth and his Church ; and it renders

all such sacrifices, even when carried to the extent of suffering and

death, unreluctant and cheerful. It chooses God as the chief good of

the soul, the enjoyment of which assures its perfect and eternal interest

and happiness.
" Whom have I in heaven but thee ? and there is none

upon earth that I desire beside thee," is the language of every heart,

when its love of God is true in principle and supreme in degree.

If. then, the will of God is the perfect rule of morals
;
and if supreme

and perfect love to God must produce a prompt, an unwearied, a de-

lightful subjection to his will, or rather, an entire and most free choice

of it as the rule of all our principles, affections, and actions
;
the im-

portance of this affection in securing that obedience to the law of God

in which true morality consists, is manifest
;
and we clearly perceive

the reason why an inspired writer has affirmed, that " love is the fulfil-

ling of the law." The necessity of keeping this subject before us under

those views in which it is placed in the Christian system, and of not

surrendering it to mere philosophy, is, however, an important considera-

tion. With the philosopher the love of God may be the mere approval

of the intellect
;
or a sentiment which results from the contemplation

of infinite perfection, manifesting itself in acts of power and good-

ness. In the Scriptures it is much more than either, and is pro-

duced and maintained by a different process. We are there taught

that " the carnal mind is eimiity to God ;" and is not of course capa-

ble of loving God. Yet this carnal mind may consist with deep at-

tainments in philosophy, and with strongly impassioned poetic senti-

ment. The mere approval of the understanding ; and the suscepti-

bilily
of being impressed with feelings of admiration, awe, and wen

pleasure, when tlie character of God is manifested in his works, as both

may be found in the carnal mind which is enmity to God, are not there,

fore the love of God. They are principles which enter into that love,

since it cannot exist without tlicm ;
but they may exist without this

affiection itself, and l)e found in a vicious and unchanged nature. The

love of God is a fruit of the Holy Spirit ; that is, it is implanted by him

only in the souls which he has regenerated ; and, as that which excites

2
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Its exercise is chiefly, and in the first place, a sense of the benefits be-

stowed b)- the grace of God in our redemption, and a well-grounded

persuasion of our personal interest in those benefits, it necessarily pre-

supposes our personal reconciliation to God through faith in the atone,

ment of Christ, and that attestation of it to the heart by the Spirit of

adoption of which we have before spoken. We here see, then, another

proof of tiie necessary connection of Christian morals with Christian

doctrine, and how imperfect and deceptive every system must be which

separates them. Love is essential to true obedience
;

for when the

apostle declares love to be " the fulfilling of the law," he declares, in

effect, that the law cannot be fulfilled without love
;
and that every ac-

tion which has not this for its principle, however virtuous in its show,
fails of accomplishing the precepts which are obligatory upon us. But

this love to God cannot be felt so long as we are sensible of his wrath,

and are in dread of his judgments. These feelings are incompatible
with each other, and we must be assured of his reconciliation to us,

before we are capable of loving him. Thus the very existence of the

love of God implies the doctrines of the atonement, repentance, faith,

and the
gift of the Spirit of adoption to believers ;

and unless it be taught
in this connection, and through this process of experience, it will be

exhibited only as a bright and beauteous object to which man has no

access
;

or a fictitious and imitative sentimentalism will be substituted

for it, to the delusion of the souls of men.

A" third leading duty is,

Trust in God. All creatures are dependent upon God for being
and for well being. Inanimate and irrational beings hold their exist-

ence and the benefits which may accompanj' it, independently of any
conditions to be performed on their part. Rational creatures are placed
under another rule, and their felicity rests only upon their obedience.

Whether, as to those intelligences who have never sinned, specific ex-

ercises of trust are required as a duty comprehended in their general

obedience, we know not. But as to men, the whole Scripture shows,

that faith or trust is a duty of the first class, and that they
" stand only

by faith." Whether the reason of this may be the importance to them-

selves of being continually impressed with their dependence upon God,

so that they may fly to him at all times, and escape the disappoint-

ments of self confidence, and creature reliances ; or that as all good

actually comes from God, he ought to be recognized as its source, so

that all creatures may glorify him
;
or whether other and more secret

reasons may also be included
;
the fact that this duty is solemnly en-

joined as an essential part of true religion, cannot be doubted. Nor can

the connection of this habit of devoutly confiding in God with our peace
of mind be overlooked. We have so many proofs of the weakness both

of our intellectual and physical powers, and see ourselves so liable to the
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influence of combinations of circumstances which we cannot control,

and of accidents which we cannot resist, that, unless we had assurances

of being guided, upheld, and defended by a Supreme Power, we might

become, and that not unreasonably, a prey to constant apprehensions,

and the sport of the most ?addening anticipations of the imagination

Our sole remedy from thea( would, in fact, only be found in insensibility

and thoughtlessness ; for to a reflecting and awakened mind, nothing

can shut out uneasy fears but faith in God. In all ages therefore this

has been the resource of devout men :
" God is our refuge and strength,

a very present help in trouble
;
therefore will we not fear," die, Psalm

xlvi, 1. " Our fathers trusted in thee, and thou didst deliver them ; they

cried unto thee, and were delivered
; they trusted in thee and were not

confounded." And from our Lord's sermon on the mount it is clear,

that one end of his teaching was to deliver men from the piercing

anxieties which the perplexities of this life are apt to produce, by

encouraging them to confide in the care and bounty of their "
heavenly

Father."

Our trust in God is enjoined in as many respects as he has been

pleased to give us assurances of help, and promises of favour, in his

own word. Beyond that, trust would be presumption, as not having

authority ;
and to the full extent in which his gracious purposes toward

us are manifested, it becomes a duty. And here too the same connec-

tion of this duty with the leading doctrines of our redemption, which we
have remarked under the last particular, also displays itself. If morals

be taught independent of religion, either affiance in God must be

excluded from the list of duties toward God, or otherwise it will lie

inculcated without effect. A man who is conscious of unremitted sin.=,

and who must therefore regard the administration of the Ruler of the

world, as to him punitive and vengeful, can find no ground on which to

rest his trust. All that he can do is to hope that his relations to this

Being may in future become more favourable
; but, for the present, his

fears must prevent the exercise of his faith. What course then liew

before him, but in the first instance to seek the restoration of the favc ur

of iiis offended God, in that method which he has prescribed, namely,

by repentance toward God, and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ ? Till a

Scriptural assurance is obtained of that change in his relations to God
which is eflccted by the free and gracious act of forgiveness, all tho

reasons of general trust in the care, benediction, and guidance of God,
are vain as to him, because they are not applicable to his case. But

when friendship is restored between the parties, faith, however unli-

niited, has the iiighest reason. It is then " a sure confidence in the

mercy of God through Christ," as that mercy manifests itself in ail the

promises which God iias been pleased to make to his children, and m
nl! those oondcscending relations with which he has been pleased Ic
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nvest himself, that under such manifestations he might win and secure

our reliance. It- is then the confidence not merely of creatures in a

beneficent Creator, or of subjects in a gracious Sovereign, but of chil-

dren in a Parent. It respects the supply of every want, temporal and

eternal
;
the wise and gracious ordering of our concerns

;
the warding

off, or the mitigation of calamities and afflictions
;
our preservation from

all that can upon the ichole be injurious to us
;
our guidance through

life
; our hope in death

;
and our future felicity in another world. This

trust is a duty because it is a subject of command
;
and also becau.se,

afler such demonstrations of kindness, distrust would imply a dishonour-

able denial of the love and faithfulness of God, and often also a criminal

dependence upon the creature. It is a habit essential to piety. On
that condition we " obtain promises," by making them the subjects of

prayer ; by its influence anxieties destructive to that calm contempla-

tive habit of which true religion is both the offspring and the nurse, are

expelled from the heart
;

a spiritual character is thus given to man,

who walks as seeing
" Him who is invisible ;" and a noble and cheerful

courage is infused into the soul, which elevates it above all cowardly

shrinking from difficullv. sutfering, pain, and death, and affords a prac-

tical exemplification of the exhortation of one who had tried the value

of this grace in a great variety of exigencies :
" Wait upon the Lord,

be of good courage, and he shall strengthen thine heart
; wait, I say,

upon the Lord."

The fear of God is associated with love, and trust, in every part

of H,oly Scripture : and is enjoined upon us as another of our leading

duties.

This, however, is not a servile passion ;
for then it could not consist

with love to God, and with delight and affiance in him. It is true that

" the fear which hath torment ;" that which is accompanied with pain-

ful apprehensions of his displeasure arising from a just conviction of

our personal liability to it, is enjoined upon the careless and the impious.

To produce this, the word of God fulminates in threatenings, and his

judgments march through the earth exhibiting terrible examples of

vengeance against one nation or individual for the admonition of others.

But that fear of God which arises from apprehension of personal punish-

ment, is not designed to be the habit of the mind
;
nor is it included in

the frequent phrase,
" the fear of the Lord," when that is used to express

the whole of practical religion, or its leading principles. In that case

its nature is, in part, expressed by the term "
reverence," which is a

due and humbling sense of the Divine majesty, produced and maintained

in a mind regenerated by the Holy Spirit, by devout meditations upon

the perfections of his infinite nature, his eternity and omniscience, his

constant presence with us in every place, the depths of his counsels, the

might of his power, the holiness, truth, and justice of his moral cha.
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racter
;
and on the manifestations of these glories in the works of that

miglity visible nature with which we are surrounded, in the govern-

ment of angels, devils, and men, and in the revelations of his inspired

word.

With this deeply reverential awe of God, is, however, constantly

joined in Scripture, a persuasion of our conditional liability to his dis.

pleasure. For since all who have obtained his mercy and favour by

Christ, receive those blessings through an atonement, which itself de-

monstrates that we are under a righteous administration, and that neither

is the law of God repealed, nor does his justice sleep ;
and farther,

since the saving benefits of that atonement are conditional, and we our-

selves have the power to turn aside the benefit of its interposition from

us, or to forfeit it when once received, in whole or in part, it is clear

that while there is a full provision for our deliverance from the "
spirit

of bondage unto fear;" there is sufficient reason why we ought to be so

impressed with our spiritual dangers, as to produce in us that caution-

ary fear of the holiness, justice, and power of God, which shall deter us

from offending, and lead us often to view, with a restraining and salu-

tary dread, those consequences of unfaithfulness and disobedience to

which, at least while we remain on earth, we are liable. Powerful,

therefore, as are the reasons by which the Scriptural revelation of the

mere)' and benevolence of God enforces a firm affiance in him, it ex-

horts us not to be "
high-minded," but to " fear ;" to " fear" lest we

" come short" of the "
promise" of entering

" into his rest ;" to be in

" the fear of the Lord all the day long ;" and to pass the whole tirtie of

our "
sojourning" here " in fear."

This Scriptural view of the fear of God, as combining both reverence

of the Divine majesty, and a suitable apprehension of our conditional

liability to his displeasure, is of large practical influence.

It restrains our faith from degenerating into presumption ;
our love

into familiarity ;
our joy into carelessness. It nurtures humility, watch,

fulness, and the spirit of prayer. It induces a reverent habit of tliinking

and speaking of God, and gives solemnity to the exercises of devotion.

It presents sin to us under its true aspect, as dangerous, as well as cor

rupting to the soul ; as darkening our prospects in a future life, as well

as injurious to our peace in the present : and it gives strengtli and

efficacy to that most important practical moral principle, the constant

reieronce of our inward habits of thought and feeling, and our outward

actions, to the approbation of God.

Upon these internal principles that moral habit and state, which is

often expressed by tin; tcrni holiness, rests. Sepanite from these prin-

ciples, it can only consist in visible acts, imperfect in themselves, because

not vital, and however commended by men, abomiiiiible to God who

trieth ihe heart. But when such acts proceed from these sources, they
2
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are proportioned to the strength and purity of the principle which ori-

ginates them, except as in some cases they may be influenced cind

deteriocated by an uninformed or weak judgment. An entire submission

to God ; a "
perfect love" to him

;
firm affiance in his covenant eiigage-

ments
;
and that fear which abases the spirit before God, and departs

even from " the appearance of evil," when joined with a right under-

standing of the word of God, render " the man of God perfect." aud
"
thoroughly furnish him to every good work."

Beside these inward principles and affections, there are, however,

several other habits and acts, a public performance of which, as well aa

their more secret exercises, have been termed by divines our extebnal

DUTIES toward God ;
the term " external" being, however, so used as

not to exclude those exercises of the heart from which they must all-

spring if acceptable to God. The first is,

Pkayek. which is a solemn addressing of our minds to God, as the

Fountain of being and happiness, the Ruler of the world, and the Fa-

ther of the family of man. It includes in it the acknow ledgment of the

Divine perfections and sovereignty ;. thankfulness for the mercies we

have received
; penitential confession of our sins

;
and an earnest en-

treaty of blessings, both for ourselves and others. When vocal it is an

external act, but supposes the correspondence of the will and afltiction ;

yet it may be purely riiental, all the acts of which it is composed being

often conceived in the mind, when not clothed in words.

That the practice of prayer is enjoined upon us in Scripture, is suffi.

cien\ly proved by a few quotations :
" Ask, and it shall be given you ;

seek, and ye shall find
; knock, and it shall be opened," Matt, vii, 7.

"Watch ye therefore and pray always," Luke xxi, 36. " Be carefiil

for nothing ; but, in every thing by prayer and supplication with thanks-

giving, let your requests be made known unto God," Phil, iv, 6. "
Pray

without ceasing," 1 Thess. v, 17. That prayer necessarily includes

earnestness, and that perseverance which is inspired by strong desire, is

evident from the Jews being so severely reproved for "
drawing near to

God with their lips, while their liearts were far from him :"—from the

general rule of our Lord laid down in his conversation with the woman

of Sychar :
" God is a Spirit ; and they that worship him, must worship

him in spirit and in truth,"' John iv, 24,—and, from Romans xii, 12,

"
Continuing instant in prayer." Here the term, ispoo'xapTtpouvT-;?,

is

very energetic, and denotes, as Chrjsosiom observes,
"

fervent, perse-

vering, and earnest prayer." Our Lord also delivered a parable to

teach us that we ought
" to pray and not faint ;" and we have examples

of the success of reiterating our petitions, when for some time they

appear disregarded. One of these is afforded in the case of the w^man

of Canaan, a first and a second time repulsed by our Lord ;
and another

occurs in 2 Cor. xii, 8, 9,
" For this 1 besought the Lord thrice that it
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might depart from me
;
and he said unto me, My grace is sufficient

for thee," inc. This passage also affords an instance of praying dis-

tinctlv for particular blessings, a practice which accords also with the

direction in Phil, iv, 6, to make our "
requests known unto God,"

which includes not only our desires for good generally ;
but also those

particular requests which are suggested by special circumstances.

Directions to pray for national and public blessings occur in Psalm

cxxii, 6,
"
Pray for the peace of Jeruwlem, they shall prosper that love

thee:" in Zech. x, 1,
" Ask ye of the Lord rain in the time of the latter

rain
;
so the Lord shall make bright clouds," (or lightnings,)

" and give

them showers of rain, to every one grass in the field :" in 1 Tim. ii,

1-3,
" I exhort therefore that, first of all, supplications, prayers, inter-

cessions, and giving of thanks, be made for all men
;

for kings, and tor

all that are in authority, that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in

all godliness and honesty ;
for this is good and acceptable in the sight

of God our Saviour," &c. More particular intercession for others is

also authorized and enjoined :
" Peter was therefore kept in prison ;

but

prayer was made without ceasing of the Church unto God for him,"

Acts xii, 5. " Now I beseech you, brethren, for the Lord Jesus Christ's

sake, and for the love of the Spirit, that ye strive together with me in

your prayers to God for me
;

that I may be delivered from them that

do not believe in Judea," &;c, Rom. xv, 30. " Confess your faults

one to another, and pray one for another, that ye may be healed,"

James v, 16.

It follows, therefore, from these Scriptural passages, that prayer is a

duty ; that it is made a condition of our receiving good at the hand of

God
;

that every case of personal pressure, or need, may be made the

subject of prayer ;
that we are to intercede for all immediately con-

nected with us, for the Church, for our country, and for all mankind
;

that both tem|)oral and spiritual blessings may be the subject of our

supplications ;
and that these great and solemn exercises are to be

accompanied with ffrateful thanksgivings to God as the author of all

blessings already bestowed, and the benevolent object of our hope as to

future interpositions and supplies. Prayer, in its particular Christian

vi»jw, is bri.'fly and well defined in the Westminster Catechism,—"
Prayer

s the offering of our desires to God for things agreeable to his will, in

(he name of Christ, with confession of our sins, and a thankful acknow.

lodgment of his mercies."

The REASON on which this great and efficacious duty rests has been

a subject of some debate. On this point, however, we have nothing

explicitly staled in the Scriptures. From them we learn ordy, that God

has appointed it
;
that he enjoins it to be offered in faith, that is, I'aith in

Christ, whose atonement is the meritorious and procuring ciuse of all

the blessings to which our desires can be directed
;
and that prayer m

2
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offered is an indispensable condition of our obtaining the blessings for

which we ask. As a matter of inference, however, we may discover

some glimpses of the reason in the Divine mind on which its ajipoint-

ment rests. That reason has sometimes been said to be the moral pre-

paration and state of fitness produced in the soul for the reception of the

Divine mercies which the act, and, more especially, the habit of prayer,

niist induce. Against this stands the strong and, in a Scriptural view,

he fatal objection, that an efficiency is thus ascribed to the mere act of

a creature to produce those great, and in many respects, radical changes

in the character of man, which we are taught, by inspired authority, t;

refer to the direct influences of the Holy Spirit. What is it that fits

man for forgiveness, but simply repentance ? Yet that is expressly said

to be the "gift" of Christ, and supposes strong operations of the illu-

minating and convincing Spirit of truth, the Lord and Giver of spi-

ritual life
;

and if the mere acts and habit of prayer had efficiency

enough to produce a ScripturaT repentance, then every formalist, attend,

ing with ordinary seriousness to his devotions, must, in consequence,

become a penitent. Again, if we pray for spiritual blessings aright,

that is, with an earnestness of desire which arises from a due apprehen-

sion of their importance, and a preference of them to all earthly good,

who does not see that this implies such a deliverance from the earthly

and carnal disposition which characterizes our degenerate nature, that

an agency far above our own, however we may employ it, must be

supposed ;
or else, if our own prayers could be efficient up to this

point"",
we might, by the continual application of this instrument, com-

plete our regeneration, independent of that grace of God, which, after

all, this theory brings in. It may indeed be said that the grace of God

operates bv our prayers to produce in us a state of moral fitness to

receive the blessings we ask. But this gives up the point contended for,

tl e moral efficiency of prayer ;
and refers the efiiciency to another

agent working by our prayers as an instrument. Still, however, it may
be affirmed, that the Scriptures nowhere represent prayer as an instru-

ment for improving our moral state, though in the hands of Divine

grace, in any other way than as the means of bringing into the soul new

supplies of spiritual life and strength. It is therefore more properly to be

considered as a condition of our obtaining that grace by which such effects

are wrought, than as the instrument by which it effects them. In fact,

all genuine acts of prayer depend upon a grace previously bestowed,

and from which alone the disposition and the power to pray proceed.

Si) t was said of Saul of Tarsus,
" Behold he prayeth !" He prayed in

fact then for the first time
;
but that was in consequence of the illumi-

nation of his mind as to his spiritual danger effected by the minicle on

ihe way to Damascus, and the grace of God which accompanied the

niiracle. Nor dons; the miraculous character of the means by which
2
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coavictLon was produced in hi"> mind, affect the relevancy of this to

ordinary cases. By whatever means God may be pleased to fasten tlie

conviction of our spiritual danger upon our minds, and to awaken us out

of the long sleep of sin, that conviction must precede real prayer, and

comes from the influence of his grace, rendering the means of convic-

tioa etiectual. Thus it is not the prayer which produces the conviction,

but the conviction which gives birth to the prayer ;
and if we pursue

the matter into its subsequent stages, we shall come to the same result.

We pray for what we feel we want
;

that is, for something not in our

possession ;
we obtain this either by impartation from God, to whom we

look up as the only Being able to bestow the good for which we ask

him
;
or else we obtain it, according to this theory, by some moral

efficiency being given to the exercise of praying to work it in us. Now,
the latter hypothesis is in many cases manifestly absurd. We ask for

pardon of sin, for instance ; but that is an act of God done for us, quite

distinct from any moral change which pi^yer may be said to produce in

us, whatever efficiency we may ascribe to it
;

for no such change in us

can be pardon, since that must proceed from the party offended. We
ask for increase of spiritual strength ; and prayer is the expression of

that want. But if it supply this want by its own moral efficiency, it

must supply it in proportion to its intensity and earnestness
; which inten-

sity and earnestness can only be called forth by the degree in which the

want is felt, so that the case supposed is contradictory and absurd, as it

makes the sense of want to be in proportion to the supply which ought
to abate or remove it. And if it be urged, that prayer at least produces
in us a fitness for the supply of spiritual strength, because it is excited

by a sense of our wants, the answer is, that the fitness contended for

consists in that sense of want itself, which must be produced in us by

the previous agency of grace, or we should never pray for supplies.

There is, in fact, nothing in prayer simply which appears to have any

adaptation, as an instrument, to effect a moral change in man, although

it should be supposed to be made use of by the influence of the Holy

Spirit. The word of God is properly an instrument, because it contains

the doctrine which that Spirit explains and applies, and the motives to

faith and obedience which he enforces upon the conscience and affec-

tions ;
and though prayer brings these truths and motives before us

prayer cannot properly be said to be an instrument of our regeneration,

because that which is thus brought by prayer to bear upon our case is

the word of God itself introduced into our prayers, which derive fh«ir

sole irilluence in that respect from that circumstance. Prayer simpiv is

the application of an insufficient to a sufficient Being for the good which

the former cannot otherwise obtain, and which the latter only can sup-

ply ; and as that supply is dependent upon prayer, and in the nature of

the thing consequent, prayer can in no good sense be said to he the

2
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instrument of supplying our wants, or fitting us for their supply, except

relatively, as a mere condition appointed by the donor.

If we must inquire into the reason of the appointment of prayer, and

It can scarcely be considered as a purely arbitrary institution, that rea-

son seems to be, the preservation in the minds of men of a solemn and

impressive sense of God's agency in the world, and the dependence of

tH creatures upon him. Perfectly pure and glorified beings, no longer

in a Stat," of probation, and therefore exposed to no temptations, may not

need this mstitution
;
but men in their fallen state are constantly prone

to forget God ;
to rest in the agency of second causes ; and to build upon

a sufficiency in themselves. This is at once a denial to God of the

glory which he rightly claims, and a destructive delusion to creatures,

who, in forsaking God as the object of their constant affiance, trust but

in broken reeds, and attempt to drink from " broken cisterns which can

hold no water." It is then equally in mercy to us, as in respect to

his own honour and acknowledgment, that the Divine Being has sus-

pended so many of his blessings, and those of the highest necessity to

us, upon the exercise of prayer ;
an act which acknowledges his uncon-

trollable agency, and the dependence of all creatures upon him
;
our

insufficiency, and his fulness ;
and lays the foundation of that habit of

gratitude and thanksgiving, which is at once so amelioratuig to our own

feelings, and so conducive to a cheerful obedience to the will of God.

And if this reason for the injunction of prayer is nowhere in Scripture

stated in so manv words, it is a principle uniformly supposed as the

foundation of the whole scheme of religion which they have revealed.

To this duty objections have been sometimes ofl^ered, at which it may
be well at least to glance.

One has been grounded upon a supposed predestination of all things

which come to pass ; and the argument is, that as this established pre-

determination of all things cannot be altered, prayer, which supposes

that God will depart from it, is vain and useless. The answer which a

pious predestinarian would give to this objection is. That the argument
drawn from the predestination of God lies with the same force against

every other human effort, as against prayer ;
and that as God's prede-

termination to give food to man does not render the cultivation of the

earth useless and impertinent, so neither does the predestination of things

shut out the necessity and efficacy of prayer. It would also be urged,

that God has ordained the means as well as the end
;
and although he

is an unchangeable Being, it is a part of the unchangeable system which

he has established, that praver shall be heard and accepted.

Those who have not these views of predestination will answer the

objection differently ; for if the premises of such a predestination
as is

assumed by the objection, and conceded in the answer, be allowed, the

answer is unsatisfactory. The Scriptures represent God, for instance.
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as purposing (o inflict a judgment upon an individual or a nation, which

purpose is often changed by praj'er. In this case either God's purpose
must be denied, and then his threatenings are reduced to words without

meaning ;
or the purpose must be allowed, in which case either prayer

breaks in upon predestination, if understood absolutely, or it is vain and

useless. To the objection so drawn out it is clear that no answer is

given by saying that the means as well as the end are predestinated,
since prayer in such cases is not a means to the end, but an instrument

of thwarting it
;
or is a means to one end m opposition to another end,

which, if equally predestinated with the same absoluteness, is a con.

tradiction.

Tlie true answer is, that although God has absolutely predetermined
some things, there are others, which respect his government of free and

accountable agents, which he has but conditionally predetermined.—
The true iininutabihty of God we have already showed, (part ii, chap.

28,) consists, not in his adherence to his purposes, but in his never

changing the principles of his administration
;
and he may therefore in

perfect accordance with his preordination of things, and the immutabi-

lity of his nature, purpose to do, under certain conditions dependent

upon the free agency of man, what he will not do under otiiers
;
and

for this reason, that an immutable adherence to the principles of a wise,

just, and gracious government, requires it. Prayer is in Scripture made
one of these conditions ; and if God has established it as one of the

principles of his moral government to accept prayer, in every case in

which he has given us authority to ask, he has not, we may be as.

sured, entangled his actual government of the world with the bonds of

such an eternal predestination of particular events, as either to reduce

prayer to a mere form of words, or not to be able himself, consistently
with his decrees, to answer it, whenever it is encouraged by his express

engagements.
A second objection is, that as God is infinitely wise and good, his

wisdom and justice will lead him to bestow " whatever is fit for us

without praying ; and if any thing be not fit for us, we cannot obtain it

by praying." To this Dr. Paley very well replies, {Moral PhUosophy,)
"Tliat it may be agreeable to perfect wisdom to grant that to our pray-
ers which it would not have been agreeable to the same wisdom to

have given us without praying for." Thij, independent of tiio (jucs.

tion of the authority of the Scriptures which explicitly enjoin pra\er, is

the best answer which can be given to the objection ;
and it is no small

confirmation of it, that it is obvious to every reflecting man. that for

God to withhold favours till asked for, "tends," as the same writer

observes,
" to encourage devotion among his rational creatures, and

to keep up and circulate a knowledge and sense of their dependency

upon HIM."
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But it is urged,
" God will always do what is best from the moral

perfection of his nature, whether we prav or not." This objection,

however, supposes, that there is but one mode of acting for the best,

and that the Divine will is necessarily determined to that mode onh
" both which positions," says Paley,

"
presume a knowledge of univer-

sal nature, much beyond what we are capable of attaining." It is,

indeed, a very unsatisfactory mode of speaking, to say, God will always
do what is best

;
since we can conceive him capable in all cases of

doing what is still better for the creature, and also that the creature is

capable of receiving more and more from his infinite fulness for ever.

All that can be rationally meant by such a phrase is, that in the circum-

stances of the case, God will always do what is most consistent w ith his

own wisdom, holiness, and goodness ;
but then the disposition to pray,

and the act of praying, add a new circumstance to every case, and

often bring many other new circumstances along with them. It sup-

poses humility, contrition, and trust, on the part of the creature
;
and an

acknowledgment of the power and compassion of God, and of the merit

of the atonement of Christ : all which are manifestly new positions, so

to speak, of the circumstances of the creature, which, upon the very

principle of the objection, rationally understood, must be taken into

consideration.

But if the efficacy of prayer as to ourselves be granted, its influence

up9n the case of others is said to be niore difficult to conceive. This

may be allowed without at all afl'ecting the duty. Those who bow to

the authority of the Scriptures will see, that the duty of praying for

ourselves and for others rests upon the same Divine appointment; aiid

to those who ask for the reason of such intercession in behalf of otliers,

it is sufficient to reply, that the efficacy of prayer being established in

one case, there is the same reason to conclude that our prayers may
benefit others, as any other eflbrt we may use. It can only be by

Divine appointment that one creature is made dependent upon another

for any advantage, since it was doubtless in the power of the Creator to

have rendered each independent of all but himself. Whatever, reason,

therefore, might lead him to connect and interweave interests of the

one man with the benevolence of another^ will be the leading reason for

that kind of mutual dependence which is implied in the benefit of mutual

prayer. Were it onlv that a previous sympathy, charity, and good

will, are implied in the duty, and must, indeed, be cultivated in order

to it, and be strengthened by it, the wisdom and benevolence of the

institution would, it is presumed, be apparent to every well constituted

mmd. That all praver for others must proceed upon a less perfect

knowledge of them than we have of ourselves, is certain : that all our

petitions must be, even in our own mind, more conditional than those

which respect ourselves, though many of these must be subjected to the
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principles of a general administration, which we but partially appre-

bend
;

aiid that all spiritual influences upon others, when they are the

subject ot" our prayers, will be understood by us as liable to the control of

their free agency, must also he conceded
; and, therefore, when others are

concerned, our pra}ers may often be partially or wholly fruitless. He

who believes the Scriptures will, however, be encouraged by the decla-

ration, tiiat " the eH'ectual fervent prayer of a righteous man," tor his feU

low creatures,
" availeth much ;" and he w ho demands something beyond

mere authoritative declaration, as he caiuiot deny that prayer is one of

those instruments by which anotlier may be benefited, must acknow-

ledge that, like the giving of counsel, it may be of great utility in some

cases, although it should fail in others
;
and that as no man can tell how

much good counsel may influence another, or in many cases say whe-

ther it has ultimately failed or not, so it is with prayer. It is a part of

the Divine plan, as revealed in his word, to give many blessings to man

independent of his own prayers, leaving the subsequent improvement of

them to himself. They are given in honour of the intercession of

Christ, man's great
" Advocate ;" and they are given, subordinately, in

acceptance of the prayers 'of Christ's Church, and of righteous individu-

als. And when many, or few, devout individuals become thus the

instruments of good to communities, or to whole nations, there is no

greater mystery in this than in the obvious fact, that the happiness or

misery of large masses of mankind is often greatly affected by the

wisdom or the errors, the skill or the incompetence, the good or the bad

conduct of a few persons, and often of one.

Tlie general duly of prayer is usually distributed into four branches,

—Eiaculatory, private, social, and public ; each of which is of such

importance as to require a separate consideration.

Ejaculatory prayer is the term given to those secret and frequent

aspirations of the heart to God for general or particular blessings, by

which a just sense of our habitual dependence upon God, and of our

wants and dangers, may be expressed, at those intervals when the

thoughts ciui detach themselves from the affairs of life, though but foi

a moment, while we are still employed in them. It includes, too, all

those sliort and occasional effusions of gratitude, and silent ascriptions

of pr;iise,
whicli the remembrance of God's mercies will excite in a de-

votional s|)irit,
under the same circumstances. Both, howevei, prcsup.

pose what divines have called, "the spirit of prayer," which springs

from a sense of our dependence upon God, and is a breathing of the

desires after intercourse of thought and affection with him, accompiinied

with a reverential and encouraging sense of his constant presence with

MS. The cultivation of this spiiit is clearly enjoined upon us as a duty

by the Apostle Paul, who exhorts us to "
pray without ceasing, and in

every thing give thanks ;" and also to " set our affections upon things

2
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above ;"
—exhortations which imply a holy and devotional frame and

temper of mind, and not merely acts of prayer performed at intervals.

Tiie high and unspeakable advantages of this habit, are, that it induces

a watchful and guarded mind
; prevents religion from deteriorating into

form without life
;

unites the soul to God, its light and strength ;
in-

duces continual supplies of Divine influence
;
and opposes an effectual

barrier, by the grace thus acquired, agamst the encroachments of

worldly anxieties, and the force of temptations. The existence of this

spirit of prayer and thanksgiving is one of the grand distinctions

between nominal and real Christians
;
and by it the measure of vital

and effective Christianity enjoyed by any individual may ordinarily be

determined.

Private prayer. This, as a duty, rests upon the examples of good
men in Scripture ; upon several passages of an injunctive character in

the Old Testament
; and, in the New, upon the express words of our

Lord, which, while they suppose the practice of individual prayer to

have been generally acknowledged as obligatory, enjoin that it should

be strictly private.
" But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy

closet, (8) and when thou hast shut the door, pray to thy Father

which is in secret, and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward

thee openly." In this respect, also, Christ has himself placed us

under the obligation of his own example ;
the evangelists having been

inspired to put on record several instances of his retirement into abso-

lute privacy that he might
"
pray." The reason for this institution of

private devotion appears to have been to incite us to a friendly and

confiding intercourse with God in all those particular cases which most

concern our feelings and our interests
;

and it is a most aflecting
instance of the condescension and sympathy of God, that we are thus

allowed to use a freedom with him, in "
pouring out our hearts," which

we could not do with our best and dearest friends. It is also most

worthy of our notice, that when this duty is enjoined upon us by our

Lord, he presents the Divine Being before us under a relation most of

all adapted to inspire that unlimited confidence with which he would

have us to approach him :
—"

Pray to thy Father which is in secret."

Thus is the dread of his omniscience, indicated by his "
seeing in se-

cret," and of those other overwhelming attributes which omnipresence
and omniscience cannot fail to suggest, mitigated, or only employed to

inspire greater freedom, and a stronger affiance.

Family prayer. Paley states the peculiar use of family prayer to

consist in its influence upon servants and children, whose attention may
be more easily commanded by this than by public worship.

" The

(8) Eis TO TauuiQv. Kuinoel observes, that the word " answers to the He-

orcw 7\>^]), an upper room set apart for retirement and prayer, among th«

orientals."

3
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sxaiii[)Ie and authority of a master and father act, also, in tliis way
witii greater force

;
and tlie ardour of devotion is better supported, and

the sympatliy more easily propagated through a small assembly, con-

nected by the affections of domestic society, tlian in the presence of a

mixed congregation." There is, doubtless, weight in these remarl'.s ;

but they are defective, both in not stating the obligation of this impor-

tant duty, and in not fully e.\hii)iting its advantages.

The absence of an express precept for family worship has, it ia

true, been urged against its obligation even by some who have still con-

sidered it as a prudential and useful ordinance. But the strict obliga-

tion of so important a dut)' is not to be conceded for a moment, since it

so plaiidy arises out of the very constitution of a family ;
and is con-

firmed by tiie earliest examples of the Church of God. On the first of

these points the following observations, from a very able and interesting

work, {Anderson on the Domestic Constitution,) are of great weight :
—

" The disposition of some men, professing Christianity, to ask peremp-

torily for a particular precept in all cases of incumbent moral duty, is

one which every Christian would do well to examine; not only that he

may never be troubled with it himself, but that he may be at no loss in

answering such a man, if he is called to converse with him. The par-

ticular duty to which he refers,
—

say, for example, family worship,
—is

comparatively of small account. His question itself is indicative not

merely of great ignorance ;
it is symptomatic of the want of religious

principle. When a man says that he can only be bound to such a duty, a

moral duty, by a positive and particular precept, I am satisfied that he

could not perform it, in obedience to any precept whatever
;
nor could

he even now, though he were to try. The truth is, that this man has

no disposition toward such worship, and he rather requires to be inform-

ed of the grounds of all such obligation.
" The duty of family devotion, therefore, let it be remembered, though

it had licen minutely enjoined as to both substance and season, would

not, after all, have been founded only on such injunctions. I want the

reader thoroughly to understand the character of a Christian, the consti-

tution of the family ;
and out of this character and that constitution, he

will find certain duties to arise necessarily ; that is, they are essential

to the continuance and well being of himself as a Christian parent, and

of the constitution over which he is set. In this case there can be no

question as to their obligation, and for a precept there is no necessity.

The Almighty, in his word, has not only said nothing in vain, but nothing

except what is necessary. Now, as to family worship, for a particular

precept I have no wish
; no, not even for the sake of others, because I

am persuaded that the Christian, in his sober senses, will naturally obey
and no other can.

" To apply, however, this request for a precise precept to some othei

2
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branches of family duty :
—What would be thought of me, were I to

demand an express precept to enforce my obligation to feed my children,

and another to oblige me to clothe them ? one to express my obligation

to teach them the use of letters, and another to secure my training them

to lawful or creditable professions or employments? 'AH this,' very

properly you might reply,
' is absurd in the highest degree ; your obli.

gation rests on much higher ground ; nay, doth not nature itself

teach you in this, and much more than this ?'
'

Very true,' I reply ,

' and is renewed nature, then, not to teach me far more still ? To what

other nature are such words as these addressed ?— MHiatsoever things

are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just, what-

soever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things

are of good report, if there be any virtue, and. if there he any praise,

think on these thingsJ'

"Independently, however, of all this evidence with any rational Chr j*

tian parent, I may confirm and establish his mind on much higher

ground than even that which these pointed examples atford. To such

a parent I might say,
' Without hesitation, you will admit that your

obligations to your family are to be measured now, and on the day of

final account, by your capacity,
—as a man by your natural, as a Chris,

tian by your spiritual capacity ? and, however you may feel conscious

of falling short daily, that you are under obligation to honour God to the

utmost limit of this capacity ? You will also allow that, standing where

you do, you are not now, like a solitary orphan without relatives, to be

regarded only as a single individual. God himself, your Creator, your

Saviour, and your Judge, regards you as the head of a family ; and,

therefore, in possession of a sacred trust; you have the care of souls?

Now if you really do measure obligation by capacity, then you will

also at once allow, that you must do what you can, that he may, from

your family, have as much honour as possible.
" ' Without hesitation you will also allow that God daily preserves

you ? And does he not also preserve your family ? But if he preserves,

he has a right of property in each and all under your roof. Shall he

not, therefore, have from you acknowledgment of this ? If daily he

preserves, shall he not be daily acknowledged 1 And if acknowledged
at all, how ought he to be so, if not upon your knees ? And how can

they know this if they do not hear it ?

" ' Without hesitation you will also allow that you are a social as well

as a reasonable being ? And often have you, therefore, felt how much

the soothing influence of their sweet society has sustained j'ou
under

your cares and trials, and grief itself. O ! surely then, as a social be-

ing, you owe to them social worship ; nor should you ever forget, that,

in ancient days, there was social worship here before it could be any
where else.'

"

Vol. II. 33
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The same excellent writer has not, in his subsequent argument, given

.0 the last remark in the above quotation all the force which it demands
;

for tliat social worship existed before worship more properly called

public, that is worship in indiscriminate assemblies, is the point, which,

when followed out, most fully establishes the obligation. A great part,

at least, of the worship of the patriarchal times was domestic. The

worship of God was observed in the families of Abraham, Jacob, and

Job
; nay, the highest species of worship, the otiering of sacrifices, which

it could not have been without Divine appointment. It arose, therefore,

out of tiie original constitution of a family, that the father and natural

head was invested with a sacred and religious character, and that

with reference to his family ;
and if this has never been revoked by

subsequent prohibition ;
but on the contrary, if its continuance has been

subsequently recognized ; then the family priesthood continues in force,

and stands on tiie same ground as several other religious obligations,

which have passed from one dispensation of revealed religion to another,

without express re-enactment.

Let us then inquire, whether any such revocation of this office, as

originally vested in the father of a family, took place after the appoint-

ment of a particular order of priests under the Mosaic economy. It is

true that national sacrifices were offered by the Aaronical priests, and

perhaps some of those consuetudinary sacrifices, which, in the patriar-

chal ages, were oH'ered by the heads of families, and had reference

specially to the general dispensation of religion under which every

family was equally placed ; yet the passover was a solemn religious act,

the domestic nature of which is plaiidy marked, and it was to be an

ordinance for ever, and tlierefore was not taken out of the hands of the

heads of families by the institution of the Aaronical priesthood, although
the ceremony comprehended several direct acts of worship. The
solemn instruction of the family is also in the law of Moses enjoiiied

upon the father,
" Thou shalt teach them diligently to thy childreii ;"

and he was also directed to teach them the import of the different festi-

vals, and other commemorative institutions. Thus the original relation

of the fatlier to his family, which existed in the patriarchal age, is seen

Still in existence, though changed in some of its circumstances by the

law. He is still the religious teacher
;

still he offers prayers for them

to God ;
and still "

blesses,"
—an act which imports both prayer, praiso,

and official benediction. So the family of Jesse had a yearly sacrifice,

1 Sam. XX, 6. So David, although not a priest, returned to " bless his

household ;" and our Lord filled the office of the master of a family, aa

appears from his eating the passover with his disciples, and presiding
as such over the whole rite : and although the passage,

" Pour out thy

fury upon the heathen, and u|)on the families which call not upon thy

name," Jer. x, 25, does not perhaps decidedly refer to acts of domestic
2
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worship, yet it is probable that the phraseology was influenced by that

practice ;unjng the pious Jews themselves
;
—neither did the heathen

nationally, nor m their families, acknowledge God. Nor is it a triflmg

confirraation of the ancient practice of a formal and visible domestic

religion, that in paganism, which corrupted the forms of the true reli-

gion, and especially those of the patriarchal dispensation, we see the

signs of a family as well as a public idolatry, as exhibited in their private
" chambers of imagery," their household deities

;
and the religious cere-

monies which it was incumbent upon the head of every house to perform.
The sacred character and office of the father emd master of a house,

hold passed from Judaism into Christianity ; for here, also, we find

nothing which revokes and repeals it. A duty so well understood both

among Jews and even heathens, as that the head of the house ought
to influence its religious character, needed no special injunction. The
father or master wlio believed was baptized, and all his " house ;" the

first religious societies were chiefly domestic
;
and the antiquity of do-

mestic religious services among Christians, leaves it unquestionable, that

when the number of Christians increased so as to require a separate

assembly in some common room or church, the domestic worship was

not superseded. But for the division of verses in the fourth chapter of

the Epistle to the Colossians, it would scarcely have been suspected

that the first and second verses contained two distinct and unconnected

precepts,
—" Masters give unto your servants that which is just and

equal, knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven
;
continue in

prayer, and watch in the same with thanksgiving ;" a collocation of

persons and duties which seems to intimate that the sense of the apostle

Wcis, that the "
servant," the slave should partake of the benefit of those

continual prayers and daily thanksgivings which it is enjoined upon the

master to offer.

As the obligation to this branch of devotion is passed over by Paley,

so the advantages of family worship are but very imperfectly stated by
him. The offering of prayer to God in a family cannot but lay the

ground of a spccicJ regard to its interests and concerns on the part of

him, who is thus constantly acknowledged ;
and the advantage, there-

fore, is more than a mere sentimental one ;
and more than that of giv.

ing effect to the " master's example." The blessings of providencemnd
of grace ;

defence against evil, or pecuhar supports under it, may thus

be expected from Him, who has said,
" In all thy ways acknowledge him,

and he shall direct thy paths ;" and that when two or three are met in

his name, he is " in the midst of them." The family is a " Church in

a house ;" and its ministrations, as they are acceptable to God, cannot

but be followed by his direct blessing.

Public prayer, under which we include the assembling of ourselves

together for every branch of public worship.
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The Scriptural obligation of this is partly founded upon example, and

partly upon precept ;
so that no person who admits that authority, can ques-

tion this great duty without manifest and criminal inconsistency. The
institution of public worship under the law

;
the practice of synagogue

worship among the Jews, f;om at least the time of Ezra, (9) cannot be

questioned ; both which were sanctioned by the practice of our Lord and

his apostles. The course of the synagogue worship became indeed the

model of that of the Christian Church. It consisted in prayer, reading
and explaining the Scriptures, and singing of psalms ; and thus one of

the most important means of instructing nations, and of spreading and

maintaining the influence of morals and religion among a people, passftd

from the Jews into all Christian countries.

The preceptive authority for our regular attendance upon public wor.

ship, is either inferential or direct. The command to pubhsh the Gos,

pel includes the obligation of assembling to hear it; the name by which

a Christian society is designated in Scripture, is a Church ; which sig.

nifies an "
assembly" for the transaction of some business

; and, in the

case of a Christian assembly, the business must be necessarily spiritual,

and include the sacred exercises of prayer, praise, and hearing the Scrip,

tures. But we have more direct precepts, although the practice was

obviously continued from Judaism, and was therefore consuetudinary.
Some of the epistles of Paul are commanded to be read in the Churches.

The singing of psalms, hymns, and spiritual songs, is enjoined as an act

of solemn worship, "to the Lord ;" and St. Paul cautions the Hebrews

that they
" forsake not the assembling of themselves together." The

practice of the primitive age is also manifest from the epistles of St. Paul.

The Lord's Supper was celebrated by the body of believers collectively ;

and this apostle prescribes to the Corinthians regulations for the exercises

of prayer and prophesyings,
" when they came together in the Church,"—the assembly. The statedness and order of these "

holy offices" in

the primitive Church, appears also from the apostolical epistle of St.

Clement :
" We ought also, looking into the depths of the Divine know,

ledge, to do all things in order, whatsoever the Lord l.ath commanded

to be done. We ought to make our oblations, and perform oui holv

offices, at their appointed seasons
; for these he hath comtnandrd to be

done, not irregularly or by chance, but at determinate times and hours
;

us he hath likewise ordained by his supreme will, where, and by what

persons, they shall he performed ;
that so all things being done accord,

ing to his pleasure, muv be acceptable in his sight." This passage is

remarkable for urging a Divine authority for the |)uhlic services of the

(9) Some wrilrrs oontoiul that synngopies wore as old as the ccremnniil law

That they weie anctent is proved from Acts xv, 21,—" Moses of old lime halh in

rviiry city them that preach him, being road in tlie synagogues cveiy Sabbath

day."
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Church, by which St. Clement, no doubt, means the authority of" llie

inspired directions of the apostles.

The ends of the institution of pubhc worship are of such obvious im

portance, that it must ever be considered as one of the most condescend

ing and gracious dispensations of God to man. By this his Church con-

fesses his name before the world
; by this the public teaching of hi?

word is associated with acts calculated to affect the mind with that so-

lemnity which is the best preparation for hearing it to edification. It is

thus that the ignorant and vicious are collected together, and instructed

and warned;* the invitations of mercy are published to the guilty, and

the sorrowful and afflicted are comforted. In these assemblies God, by
his Holy Spirit, diffuses his vital and sanctifying influence, and takes the

devout into a fellowship with himself, from which they derive strength

to do and to suffer his will in the various scenes of life, while he thus

affords them a foretaste of the deep and hallowed pleasures which are

reserved for them at " his right hand for evermore." Prayers and in-

tercessions are here heard for national and public interests
;
and while

the benefit of these exercises descends upon a country, all are kept sen-

sible of the dependence of every public and personal interest upon God.

Praise calls forth the grateful emotions, and gives cheerfulness to piety ;

and that " instruction in righteousness," which is so perpetually repeated,

diffuses the principles of morality and religion throughout society ;
en-

lightens and gives activity to conscience ;
raises the standard of morals ;

attaches shame to vice, and praise to virtue
;
and thus exerts a power-

fully purifying influence upon mankind. Laws thus receive a force,

which, in other circumstances, they could not acquire, even were they

enacted in as great perfection ;
and the administration of justice is aided

•

by the strongest possible obligation and sanction being given to legal

oaths. The domestic relations are rendered more strong and interest-

mg by the very habit of the attendance of families upon the sacred ser-

vices of the sanctuary of the Lord ;
and the rich and the poor meeting

together there, and standing on the same common ground of sinners

before God, equally dependent upon him, and equally suing for his

mercy, has a powerful, though often an insensible, influence in humbling

(he pride which is nourished by superior rank, and in raising the lower

classes above abjectness of spirit,
without injuring their humility. Piety,

benevolence, and patriotism, are equally dependent for their purity and

vigour upon the regular and devout worship of God in the simplicity of

the Christian dispensation.

A few words on liturgies or forms of prayer may here have a proper

place.

The necessity of adhering to the simplicity of the first age of the

Church, as to wo -ship, need scarcely be defended by argument. If no

iberty were inteD led to be given to accommodate the modes of worship
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to the circumstances ot'diflerent people and times, we should, no doubt,

have hud some express directory on the subject in Scripture ;
but in the

exercise of this liberty steady regard is to be paid to the spirit and genius
and simple character of Christianity, and a respectful deference to the

nnictice of the apostles and their immediate successors. Without these,

Cirmalily and superstition, to both of which human nature is very liable,

»re apt to be induced
;
and when once they enter they increase, as the

history of the Church sutRciently shows, indefinitely, until true religion
»« buried beneath the mass of observances which have been introduced

°<» her aids and handmaids. Our Lord's own words are»here directly

SDplicable and important :
" God is a Spirit ; and they that worship him,

TOUst worship him in spirit and in truth." The worship must be adapted
"> the spiritual nature of God, and to his revealed perfections. To such

u Being the number of prayers, the quantity of worship so to speak, to

"'Ijich corrupt Churches have attached so much importance, can be of

no value. As a Spirit, he seeks the worship of the spirit of man ; and

regards nothing external in that worship but as it is the expression of

hose emotions of humility, faith, gratitude, and hope, which are the

pimciples he condescendingly approves in man. " True" worship, we

are also taught by tliese words, is the worship of the heart
;

it springs

from humility, faith, gratitude, and hope ; and its final cause, or end, is

to better man, by bringing upon his affections the sanctifying and com-

forting influence of grace. The modes of worship which best promote
this end, and most eflectually call these principles into exercise, are

those therefore which best accord with our Lord's rule : and if in the

apostolic age we see this end of worship most directly accomplished,
and these emotions most vigorously and with greatest purity excited, the

novelties of human invention can add nothing to the effect, and for that

very reason have greatly diminished it. In the Latin and Greek Churches

we see a striking conformity in the vestments, the processions, the pic-

tures, and images, and other parts of a complex and gorgeous ceremo-

nial, to the Jewish typical worship, and to that of the Gentiles, which

was an imitation of it without typical meaning. But it is not even pre-

tended that in these circumstances it is founded upon primitive practice ;

or, if pretended, this is obviously an impudent assumption.

Liturgies, or forms of service, do not certainly come under this cen

sure, except when they cantain superstitious acts of devotion to saints,

or are so complicated, numerous, and lengthened, that the only princi-

ole to which they can be referred is the common, but unworthy notion,

ihat the Divine Being is rendered placable by continued service
;
or

that the wearisome exercise of vocal prayers, continued for long periods,

and in painful postures, is a necessary penance to man, and, as such,

acceptable to God. In those Reformed Churches of Christendom in

which they are used, they have been greatly abridged, as well as puri-

2
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fied from the cornipiions of the middle ages. In some they are more

copious than in others, while many religious societies have rejected their

use altogether ; and in a few they are so used as to afford comi;etent

space also for extempore devotion.

The advocates and opponents of the use of forms of prayer in public

worship have both run into great extremes, and attempted generally to

prove too much against each other.

If the use of forms of prayer in prose be objected to, their use in verse

ought to be rejected on the same principle ;
and extemporaneous psalras

and hymns must, for consistency's sake, be required of a minister, as

well as extemporaneous prayers ;
or the practice of singing, as a part

of God's worship, must be given up. Again : If the objection to the

use of a form of prayer be not in its matter ; but merely as it contains

petitions not composed by ourselves, or by the officiating minister on the

occasion
; the same objection would lie to our using any petitions found

in the Psalms or other devotional parts of Scripture, although adapted

to our case, and expressed in words far more fitting than our own. If

we think precomposed prayers incompatible with devotion, we make it

essential to devotion that we should frame our desires into our own

words
;
whereas nothing can be more plain, than that whoever has com-

posed the words, if they correspond with our desires, they become the

prayer of our hearts, and are, as such, acceptable to God. The objec-

tion to petitionary forms composed by others, supposes also that we

know the things which it is proper for us to ask without the assistance

of others. This may be sometimes the case
;
but as we must be taught

what to pray for by the Holy Scriptures, so, in proportion as we under,

stand what we are authorized to pray for by those Scriptures, our prayers

become more varied, and distinct, and comprehensive, and, therefore,

edifying. But all helps to the understanding of the Scriptures, as to

what they encourage us to ask of God, is a help to us in prayer. Thus

the exposition of Christian privileges and blessings from the pulpit,

affords us this assistance ; thus the public extempore prayers we heai

offered by ministers and enlightened Christians, assist us in the same

respect ;
and the written and recorded prayers of the wise and pious i»

different ages, fulfil the same office, and to so great an extent, that

scarcelv any who offer extempore prayer escape falling into phrases and

terms of expression, or even entire petitions, which have been originuUy

derived from liturgies. Even in extempore services, the cliild accus-

tomer. to the modes of precatory expression used by the parent, and the

people to those of their ministers, imitate them unconsciously ; finding

the desires of their hearts already embodied in suitable and impressive

words.

The objection, therefore, to the use of forms of prayer,
when abso-

lute, is absurd, and involves principles which no one acts upon, or can
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act upon. It also disregards example and antiquity. The high priest

ol' the Jews pronounced yearly a form of benediction. The Psalms of

Diivid, and other inspired Hebrew poets, whether chanted or read makes

no dill'erence, were composed for the use of the sanctuary, and formed

a part of the regular devotions of the people. Forms of prayer were

used in the synagogue service of the Jews, which, though multiplied in

snbseqiu^nt times, so as to render the service tedious and superstitious,

had uniuiig them some that were in use between the return from the

captivity and the Christian era, and were therefore sanctioned by the

practice of our Lord and his apostles. (Prideanx's Connection. Fol.

edit. vol. i, p. 304.) John Baptist appears also to have given a form

of prayer to his disciples, in which he was followed by our Lord. The

latter has indeed been questioned, and were it to be argued that our Lord

intended that form of prayer alone to be used, too much would be proved

by the advocates of forms. On the other hand, although the words,

"after this manner pray ye," hitiniale that the Lord's prayer was givf n

as a model of prayer, so the words in another evangelist,
" when ye

pray, say," as fully indicate an intention to prescribe a form. It seems,

therefore, fair, to consider the Lord's prayer as intended both as a model

and &form ; and he must be very fastidious who, though he uses it as

the model of his own prayers, by paraphrasing its petitions in his own

words, should scruple to use it in its native simplicity and force as a

form. That its use as a form, though not its exclusive use, was origi-

nally intended by our Lord, appears, I think, very clearly, from the dis-

ciples desiring to be taught to pray,
" as John taught his disciples." If,

as it has been alleged, the Jewish rabbins, at so early a period, were in

the custom of giving short forms of prayer to their disciples, to be used

in the tbrm given, or to be enlarged upon by the pupil at his pleasure,

this would
tiilly explain the request of the disciples. However, without

laying much stress upon the antiquity of this practice, we may urge,

that if John Biiptist gave a form of prayer lo his followers, the conduct

of our Lord in teaching his disciples to pray, by what is manifestly a

regularly connected series of petitions, is accordant with their request ;

but if the Baptist only taught what topics ought to he introduced in

prayer, ai;c'. the disciples of Jesus wished to be instnicled in like man-

ner, it is tl ificnlt to account for their request being granted, not by hil

giving directions as to the topics of prayer, but by his uttering a regular

praxer itself 'J'lial our Lord ii. tended that prayer to be used as adapted
IC. that period of his dispensation: and that the petitions in that form

are admiralily applicable to every period of Christianity, and may be

used profitably ;
and that its use implies a devout respect to the words

of Him "who spake as never man spake;" are points from which there

does not a|>pear any reasonable ground of dissent.

The practice of the primitive Church may also be uiged in favour of
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liturgies. Founded as tlie early worship of Christians was, upon the

model of the synagogue, the use of short forms of prayer, or collects,

by them, is at least probable. It must indeed be granted that extended

and regular liturgies were of a later date
;
and that extempore prayers

were constantly offered in their assemblies for public worship. This

appears clear enough from several passages in St. Paul's epistles, and

the writings of the fathers
;
so that no liturgical service can be so framed

as entirely to shut out, or not to leave convenient space for, extempore

prayer by the minister without departing from the earliest models. But

the Lord's praver appears to have been in frequent use in the earliest

times, and a series of collects ;
w hich seems allow ed even by Lord

King, although he proves that the practice for the minister to pray

"according to his ability," (1) that is, to use his gifts in extempore

prayer, was a constant part of tjie public worship in the first ages.

Much, therefore, is evidently left to wisdom and prudence in a case

where we have no explicit direction in the Scriptures ;
and as a general

rule to be modified by circumstances, we may perlwps with safety

affirm, that the best mode of public worship is that which unites a brief

Scriptural liturgy- with extempore prayers by the minister. This will

more clearly appear if we consider the exceedingly futile character of

those objections which have been reciprocally employed by the oppo-

nents and advocates of forms, when they have carried their views to an

extreme.
t

To public liturgies it has been objected, that " forms of prayer com-

posed in one age become unfit for another, by the unavoidable change

of language, circumstances, and opinions." To this it may be answered,

1. That whatever weight there may be in the objection, it can only

apply to cases where the form is, in all its parts, made imperative upon

the officiating minister
;

or where the Church iniposmg it, neglects to

accommodate the hturgy to meet all such changes, when innocent. 2.

That the general language of no form of prayer among ourselves, has

become obsolete in point of fact
;
a few expressions only being, accord-

ing to modern notions, uncouth, or unusual. 3. That the petitions they

contain are suited, more or less, to all men at all times, whatever may
be their " circumstances ;" and that as to "

opinions," if they so change

in a Church as to become unscriptural, it is an advantage arising out

of a public form, that it is auxiliary to the Scriptures in bearing tcsti-

m'Ji y against them
;
that a natural reverence for ancient forms tends to

preserve their use, after opinions have become lax
;
and that they are

sometimes the means of recovering a Church from error.

Another objection is, that the perpetual repetition of the same form

of words produces weariness and inattentiveness in the congregation.

(1) This expression occurs in Justin Martyr's Second Apology, where he par

ti''nlarly describes tha mode of primitive worship.
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There is some truth in this
;
but it is often carried much too far. A

devotional mind will not weary in the repetition of a Scriptural and

well arranged liturgy, if not too long to be sustained by the infirmity of

the body. Whether form? are used, or extempore prayer be practised

effort and application of mind are necessary in the hearer to enter into

the spirit of the words ; and each mode is wearisome to the carLless

and indevout, though not, we grant, in equal degrees. The objection,

as far as it has any weight, would be reduced to nothing, were the

liturgy repeated only at one service on the Sabbath, so that at the

others the minister might be left at liberty to pray with more direct

reference to the special circumstances of the people, the Church, and

the world.

The general character which all forms of prayer must take, is a

third objection ; but this is not true absolutely of any liturgy, and much

less of that of the Church of England. All prayer must, and ought to

be, general, because we ask for blessings which all others need as much

as ourselves
;
but that particularity which goes into the ditTerent parts

of a Christian's religious experience and conflicts, dangers and duties,

is found very forcibly and feelingly expressed in that liturgy. That

greater particularity is often needed than this excellent form of prayer

contains, must, however, be allowed
;
and this, as well as prayer suited

to occasional circumstances, might be supplied by the more frequent use

of extempore prayer, without displacing the liturgy itself. The objec-

tion, therefore, has no force, except when extempore prayer is excluded,

or confined within too narrow a limit.

On the other hand, the indiscriminate advocates of liturgies have

carried their objections to extempore prayer to a very absurd extreme.

Without a liturgy the folly and enthusiasm of many, they say, is in

danger of producing extravagant or impious addresses to God
;

that a

congregation is confused between their attention to the minister, and

their own devotion, being ignorant of each petition before they hear it ;

and to this they add the labouring recollection or tumultuous delivery of

many extempore speakers. The first and third of these objections can

have force only where foolish, entliusiastic, and incompetent ministers

are emploj'ed ;
and so the evil, which can but rarely exist, is easily

remedied. The second objection lay as forcibly against tiie inspired

prayers of the Scriptures at the time they were first uttered, as auaiiist

extempore prayers now
;
and it would lie against the use of the collects,

and occasional unfamiliar forms of prayer introduced into the regular

liturgy, in. the case of all who are not able to reaa, or who happen not

to have prayer books. We may also observe, that if evils of s" serious

a kind are the necessary results of extempore praying ; if devotion is

hindered, and pain and confusion of mind produced ;
and impiety and

euiliusiasm promoted ;
it is rather singular that extejnpore prayer should

2
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have been so constantly practised in the primitive Church, and that it

should not have been wholly prohibited to the clergy on all occasions,

in later times. The facts, however, of our own age prove that there is,

to say the least, an equal degree of devotion, an equal absence of con-

fusedness of thought in the worshippers, where no liturgy is used, as

where extempore prayer is unknown. Instances of folly and enthusiasm

are also but few in the ministry of such Churches
;
and when they

occur they have a better remedy than entirely to exclude extempore

prayers by liturgies, and thus to shut out the great benefits of that

mode of worship, for the loss of which no exclusive form of service can

atone.
'

The whole, we think, comes to this,
—that there are ad\-antages in

each mode of worship ;
and that, when combined prudently, th.3 public

service of the sanctuary has its most perfect constitution. Much, how-

ever, in the practice of Churches is to be regulated by due respect to

differences of opinion, and even to prejudice, on a point upon which we

are left at liberty by the Scriptures, and which must therefore be ranked

among things prudential. Here, as in many other things, Christians

must give place to each other, and do all things
" in charity."

Praise and thanksgiving are implied in prayer, and includel

indeed in our definition of that duty, as given above. But beside those

ascriptions of praise and expressions of gratitude, which are to be

mingled with the precatory part of our devotions, solemn psalms and

hymns of praise, to be sung with the voice, and accompanied with the

melody of the heart, are of apostolic injunction, and form an important

and exhilarating part of the worship of God, whether public or social.

It IS thus that God is publicly acknowledged as the great source of all

good, and the end to which all good ought again to tend in love and

obedience ; and the practice of stirring up our hearts to a thankful

remembrance of his goodness, is equally important in its moral influence

upon our feelings now, and as it tends to prepare us for our eternal

enjoyment hereafter. "
Prayer," says a divine of the English Church,

" awakens in us a sorrowful sense of wants and imperfections, and con-

fession induces a sad remembrance of our guilt and miscarriages; but

thanksgiving has nothing in it but a warm sense of the mightiest love,

and the most endearing goodness, as it is the overflow of a heart full of

love, the free sally and emission of soul, that is captivated and endeared

by kindness. To laud and magnify the Lord is the end for which we

were born, and the heaven for which we were designed ;
and when we

are arrived to such a vigorous sense of Divine love as the blessed inha-
'

bilants of heaven have attained, we shall need^o other pleasure
or

enjoyment to make us for ever happy, but only to sing eternal praises

to God and the Lamb
;
the vigorous relish of whose unspeakable good-

.less to us will so inflame our love, and animate our gratitude,
that .o
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eternal agps we shall never be able to refrain from breaking out into

new songs of praise, and then every new song will create a new plea-

sure, and every new pleasure create a new song." {Dr. Scott.)

CHAPTER III.

The Duties we owe to God—The Lord's Day.

As we have just been treating of the public worship of Almighty God,

so we may fitly add some remarks upon the consecration of one day in

seven for that service, that it may be longer continued than on days in

which the. business of life calls for our exertions, and our minds be kept

free from its distractions.

The obligation of a Sabbatical institution upon Christians, as well as

the extent of it, have been the subjects of much controversy. Christian

Churches themselves have differed ;
and the theologians of the same

Church. Much has been written upon the subject on each side, and

much research and learning employed, sometimes to darken a very

plain subject.

The circumstance, that the observance of a Sabbath is nowhere, in

so many words, enjoined upon Christians, by our Lord and his apostles,

has been assumed as the reason for so great a license of criticism and

argument as that which has been often indulged in to unsettle the strict-

ness of the obligation of this duty. Its obligation has been repre-

sented as standing upon the ground of inference only, and therefore of

human opinion ; and thus the opinion against Sabbatical institutions has

been held u|)
as equally weighty with the opinion in their favour

;
and

the liberty which has been claimed, has been too often hastily concluded

to be Christian liberty. This, however, is travelling much too fast ; for

if the case were as much a matter of inference, as such persons would

have it, it does not follow that every inference is alike good ;
or tiuit the

opposing inferences have an equal force of truth, any more than of

piety.

The question respects the will of God as to this particular point,
—

whetlier one day in seven is to be wholly devoted to religion, exclusive

of worldly business and worldly pleasures? Now, there are but two

ways in which the will of God can be collected from his word
;

nither

by some explicit injunction upon all, or by incidental circamstances. Let

us then allow for a moment, that we have no such explicit injunction ;

yet we have certainl\' none to the contrary : let us allow that we have

only for our guidance in inferring the will of God in this particular, cer-

tain circumstances declarative of his will
; yet this important conclusion

is inevitable, that all such indicative circumstances are in favour of a

2
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Sabbatical institution, and that there is not one which exhibits any thing

contrary to it. The seventh day was hallowed at the close of the crea-

tion
;

its sanctity was afterward marked by the withholding of the

manna on that day, and the provision of a double supply on the sixth,

and that previous to the giving of the law from Sinai : it was then

made a part of that great ephonie of religious and moral duty, which God
wrote with his own finger on tables of stone

;
it was a part of the public

political law of the only people to whom Almighty God ever made him-

self a political head and ruler
;

its obser\ance is connected throughout
the prophetic age with the highest promises, its violations with the severest

naledictions ; it w as among the Jews in our Lord's time a day of solemn

religious assembling, and was so observed by him
;
when changed to the

first day ofthe week, it was the day on which the first Christians assembled ;

it W£is called, by way of eminence, " the Lord's day ;" and we have inspir-

ed authority to say, that, both under ;he Old and New Testament dispen-

sations, it is used as an expressive type of the heavenly and eternal rest.

Now, against all these circumstances so strongly declarative of the will

of God, as to the observance of a Sabbatical institution, what circum-

stance or passage of Scripture can be opposed, as bearing upon it a con-

trary indication ? Truly not one
; except those passages in St. Paul in

which he speaks of Jewish Sabbaths, with their Levitical rites, and of a

distinction of days, both of which marked a weak or a criminal adherence

to the abolished ceremonial dispensation ; but which touch not the Sab-

bath^as a branch of the moral law, or as it was changed, by the authority

of the apostles, to the first day of the week.

If, then, we were left to determine the point by inference merely, how

powerful is the inference as to what is the will of God with respect to

the keeping of the Sabbath on the one hand, and hov/ totally unsupported

is the opposite inference on the other !

It may also be observed, that those who wilt so strenuously insist upon the

absence of an express command as to the Sabbath in the writings of the

evangelists and apostles, as explicit as that of the decalogue, assume, that

the will of God is only obligator)' when manifested in some one mode,

which they judge to be most fit. But this is a monstrous hypothesis ;

for however the will of God may be manifested, if it is with such clearness

as to exclude all reasonable doubt, it is equally obligatory as when it as-

sumes the formality of legal promulgation. Thus the Bible is not all in the

form of express and authoritative command ;
it teaches by examples, by

proverbs, by songs, by incidental allusions and occurrences ;
and yet

is, throughout, a manifestation of 'he will of God as to morals and leli-

gion in their various branches, and if disregarded, it will be so at every

man's peril.

But strong as this ground is, we quit it for a still stronger.
It is

wholly a mistake that the Sabbath, because not re-enacted with the
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formality of the decalogue, is not explicitly enjoined upon Christians,

and that the testimony of Scripture to such an injunction is not unequi-

vocal and irrefragable. We shall soon prove that the Sabbath was ap-

pointed at the creation of the world, and consequently for all men, and

therefore for Christians ;
since there was never any repeal of the origi-

nal institution. To this we add, that if the moral law be the law of

Christians, then is the Sabbath as explicitly enjoined upon them as upon
the Jews. But that the moral law is our law, as well as the law of the

Jews, all but Antinomians must acknowledge ;
and few, we suppose, will

be inclined to run into the fearful mazes of that error, in order to support

lax notions as to the obligation of the Sabbath, into which, however, they

must be plunged, if they deny the law of the decalogue to be binding

upon us. That it is so bound upon us, a few passages of Scripture will

prove as well as many.
Our Lord declares, that he came not to destroy the law and the pro-

phets, but to fulfil. Take it, that by the "law," he meant both the

moral and the ceremonial ; ceremonial law could only be fulfilled in him,

by realizing its types ;
and moral law, by upholding its authority. For " the

prophets," they admit of a similar distinction
; they either enjoin morality

or utter prophecies of Christ
; the latter of which were fulfilled in the

sense of accomplishment, the former by being sanctioned and enforced.

That the observance of the Sabbath is a part of the moral law, is clear

from its being found in the decalogue, the doctrine of which our Lord

sums up in the moral duties of loving God and our neighbour ;
and for

this reason the injunctions of the prophets, on the subject of the Sab-

bath, are to be regarded as a part of their moral teaching. (See this stated

more at large, part iii, chap, i.)
Some divines have, it is true, called

the observance of the Sabbath a positive, and not a moral precept. If

it were so, its obligation is precisely the same, in all cases where God
himself has not relaxed it

;
and if a positive precept only, it has surely a

special eminence given to it, by being placed in the list of the ten com-

mandments, and being capable, with them, of an epitome which resolves

them into the love of God and our neighbour. (See vol. ii, p. 5.) The
truth seems to be, that it is a mixed precept, and not wholly positive ;

but

intimately, perhaps essentially, connected with several moral principles,

of homage to God, and mercy to men
;
with the obligation of religious

worship, ci( public religious worship, and o{ undislracted public worship:
atid this will account for its collocation in the decalojiue with the hisn-

est duties of religion, and the leading rules of personal and social

morality.

The passage from our Lord's sermon on the mount, with its context,

IS a sufliciently explicit enforcement of the moral law, generally, upon
his followers

;
but when he says,

" The Sabbath was made for man,"
ho clearly refers to its original institution, as a universal law, ard not to
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its obligation upon the Jews only, in consequence of the enactments of

the law of Moses. It " was made for man," not as he may be a Jew

or a Christian
;
but as man, a creature bound to love, worship, and obey

his God and Maker, and on his trial for eternity.

Another explicit proof that the law of the ten commandments, and,

consequently, the law of the Sabbath, is obligatory upon Christians, is

found in the answer of the apostle to an objection to the doctrine of jus-

tification by faith, Rom. iii, 31,
" Do we then make void the law through

faith ?" whic'u is equivalent to asking. Does Christianity teach, that the law

is no longer obligatory on Christians, because it teaches that no man can

be justified by it? To this he answers in the most solemn form of expres-

sion,
" God forbid ; yea, we establish the law." Now, the sense in which

the apostle uses the term,
" the law," in this argument, is indubitably

marked in chap, vii, 7,
" I had not known sin but by the law ; for I had

not known lust, except the law had said. Thou shalt not covet :" which

being a plain reference to the tenth command of the decalogue, as plainly

shows that the decalogue is " the law" of which he speaks. This, then, is

the law which is
" established" by the Gospel ; and this can mean nothing

else than the establisliment and confirmation of its authority, as the rule

of all inward and outward holiness. Whoever, therefore, denies the ob-

ligation of the Sabbath on Christians, denies the obligation of the whole

decalogue ;
and there is no real medium between the acknowledgment

of the Divine authority of this sacred institution, as a universal law,

an4 that gross corruption of Christianity, generally designated Antino-

mianism.

Nor is there any force in the dilemma into which the anti-Sabbatari-

ans would push us, when they argue, that, if the case be so, then are

we bound to the same circumstantial exactitude of obedience as to this

command, as to the other precepts of the decalogue ; and, therefore,

that we are hound to observe the seventh day, reckoning from Saturday,

as the Sabbath day. But, as the command is partly positive, and partly

moral, it may have circumstances which are capable of being altered in

perfect accordance with the moral principles on which it rests, and the

moral ends which it proposes. Such circumstances are not indeed to

be judged of on our own authority. We must either have such general

principles for our guidance as have been revealed by God, and cannot

therefore be questioned, or some special authority from which there can

be no just appeal. Now, though there is not on record any Divine

command issued to the apostles, to change the Sabbath from the day on

which it was held by the Jews, to the first day of the week; yet,
when

. we see that this was done in the apostolic age, and that St. Paul speaks

of the Jewish Sabbaths as not being obligatory upon Christians, while

he yet contends that the w hole moral law is obligatory upon them ;

the fair inference is, that this change of the day was made by Divine

2
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direction. It is at least more than inference, that the change was made

under the sanction of inspired men ;
and those men, the appointed rulers

in tlie Church of Christ
;
whose business it was to "set all things in or.

der," which pertained to its worship and moral government. We may
rest well enough, therefore, satisfied with this,

—that as a Sabbath is obli-

gatory upon us, we act ur.der apostolic authority for observing it on the

first day of the week, and thus commemorate at once the creation and

the redemption of the worid.

Thus, even if it were conceded, that the change of the day was made

by the agreement of the apostles, without express directions from Christ,

(whicli is not probable,) it is certain that it was not done without express

authority confided to them by Christ; but it would not even follow from

this change that they did in reality make any alteration in the law of the

Sabbath, either as it stood at the time of its original institution at the close

of the creation, or in the decalogue of Moses. The same portion o.

time which constituted the seventh day from the creation, could not be

observed in all parts of the earth
;
and it is not probable, therefore, that

the original law expresses more, than that a seventh day, or one day
in seven, the seventh day after six days of labour, should be thus appro-

priated, from whatever point the enumeration might set out, or the heb-

domadal cycle begin. For if more had been intended, then it would have

been necessary to establish a rule for the reckoning of daj's themselves,

which has been different in different nations
; some reckoning from even-

ing tc evening, as the Jews now do ;
others from midnight to midnight,

&c. So that those persons in this country and in America, who hold

their Sabbath on Saturday, under the notion of exactly conforming to

the Old Testament, and yet calculate the days from midnight to midnight,

have no assurance at all that they do not desecrate a part of the original

Sabbath, which might begin, as the Jewish Sabbath now, on Friday

evening ;
and on the contrary, hallow a portion of a common day, by

extending the Sabbath beyond Saturday evening. Even if this were

ascertained, the differences of latitude and longitude would throw the

whole into disorder; and it is not probable that a universal law should

have been fettered with that circumstantial exactness, which would have

rendered difficult, and sometimes doubtful, astronomical calculations

necessary in order to its being obeyed according to the intention of the

Lawgiver. Accordingly we find, savs Mr. Holden, that

"In the original institution it is stated in general terms, that G(id

blessed and sanctified the seventh day, which must undoubtedly imply
the sanctity of every seventh day ;

but not that it is to be subsequently
reckoned trom the first demiurgic day. Had this been included in the

command of the Almighty, something, it is probable, would have been

added declaratory of the intention; whereas expressions the most unde.

fined are employed ; not a syllable is uttered concerning the order and
2
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number of the days ;
and it cannot reasonabl)' be disputed that the

command is truly obeyed by the separation of every seventh daVt Irom

common to sacred purposes, at whatever given time the cycle may com-

mence. The difference in the mode ofexpression here from that which

the sacred historian has used in the first chapter, is very remarkable.

At the conclusion of each division of the work of creation, he says,

' The evening and the morning were the first day,' and so on ;
but at

the termination of the whole, he merely calls it the seventh day ; a di-

versity of phrase, which, as it would be inconsistent with every idea of

inspiration to suppose it undesigned, must have been intended to denote

a day, leaving it to each people as to what manner it is to be reckoned.

The term obviously imports the period of the earth's rotation round its

axis, while it is left undetermined, whether it shall be counted from

evening or morning, from noon or midnight. The terms of the law are,

'Jlemember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days shall thou

labouE and do all thy work ; but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the

Lord thv God. For in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the

sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day ;
wherefore the

Lord blessed the Sabbath day, and hallowed it.' With respect to time,

it is here mentioned in the same indefinite manner as at its primeval

institution, nothing more being expressly required than to observe a day

of sacred rest after every six days of labour. The seventh day is to be

kept holy ;
but not a word is said as to what epoch the commencement

of tbe series is to be referred ;
nor could the Hebrews have determined

from the decalogue what day of the week was to be kept as their Sab-

bath. The precept is not, Remember the seventh day of tiie week, to

keep it holy, but
' Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy ;' and in

the following explication of these expressions, it is not said that the

seventh day of the week is the Sabbath, but without restriction,
' The

seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God ;' not the seventh ac-

cording to any particular method of computing the septenary cycle ; but,

in reference to the six before mentioned, every seventh day in rotation

after six of labour." {Holden on the Sabbath.)

Thus that part of the Jewish law, the decalogue, which, on the au-

thority of the New Testament, we have shown to be obligatory upon

Christians, leaves the computation of the hebdomadal cycle undeter-

mined ; and, after six days of labour, enjoins the seventh as the Sab-

bath, to which the Christian practice as exactly conforms as the Jewish.

It is not, however, left to every individual to determine which da\- siiould

be his Sabbath, though he should fulfil the law so far as to abstract the

.seventh part of his time from labour. It was ordained for worship, for

public worship ;
and it is therefore necessary that the Sabbath should

be uniformly observed by a whole community at the same time. The

Divine Legislator of the Jews interposed for this end, by special dU-ec

Vol. n. 33
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tion, as to liis peopk. The first Sabbath kept in the wilderness wae

calculated from the first day in which the manna fell
;

aiid with no ap-

parent reference to the creation of the world. By apostolic authority,

it is now fixed to be held on the first day of the week ; and thus one of

the great ends for which it was established, that it should be a day of
"
holy convocation," is secured.

The above observations proceed upon the ground, that the Sabbath,

according to the fair interpretation of the words of Moses, was instituted

upon the creation of the world. But we have had divines of consider-

able eminence in the English Church, who have attempted to disprove

this. The reason of the zeal displayed by some of them on this ques-

tion may be easily explained.

All the Churches of the reformation did not indeed agree in their

views of the Sabbath
;

but the reformers of England and Scotland

generally adopted the strict and Scriptural view ; and after them the

Puritans. The opponents of the Puritans, in their controversies with

them, and especially after the restoration, associated a strict observance

of (he Sabbath with hypocris}' and disaffection
;
and no small degree

of ingenuity and learning was employed to prove, that, in the intervals

of public worship, pleasure or business might be lawfully pursued ;
and

that this Christian festival stands on entirely different grounds from that

of the Jewish Sabbath. The appointment of a Sabbath for man, lit the

close of the creation, was unfriendly to this notion ;
and an effort there-

fore was made to explain away the testimony of Moses in the book of

Genesis, by alleging that the Sabbath is there mentioned by prolepsis or

anticipation. Of the arguments of this class of divines, Paley availed

himself in his " Moral Philosophy," and has become the most popular

authority on this side of the question.

Paley's argument is well summed up, and satisfactorily answered, in

the able work which has been above quoted.
"
Among those who have held that the Pentateuchal record, above

cited, is proleptical, and that the Sabbath is to be considered a part of

the peculiar laws of the Jewish polity, no one has displayed more ability

than Dr. Paley. Others on the same side have exhibited far more ex-

tensive learning, and have exercised much more patient research
;
but

for acutehess of intellect, for coolness ofjudgment, and a habit of perspi.

cacious reasoning, he has been rarely, if ever, excelled. The arguments

which he has approved, must be allowed to be the chief strength of the

cause ; and, as he is at once the most judicious and most popular of its

advocates, all that he has advanced demands a careful and candid ex-

amination. The doctrine which he maintains is, that the Sabbath wag

not instituted at thf creation; that it was designed for the Jews only;

that the assembling ipon the first day of the week for the purpose of

public worship, is a iw of Christianity, of Divine appointment ;
but that

2
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the resting on it longer than is necessary' for attendance on these

assemblies, is an ordinance of human institution
; binding, nevertheless,

upon the conscience of every individual of a country in which a weekly

Sabbath is established, for the sake of the beneficial purposes which the

public and regular observance of it promotes, and recommended per-

haps, in some degree, to the Divine approbation, by the resemblance it

liears to what God was pleased to make a solemn part of the law w hich

lie delivered to the people of Israel, and by its subserviency to many of

the same uses. Such is the doctrine of this very able writer in his

M^ral and Political Philosophy ; a doctrine which places the Sabbath

«. the footing of civil laws, recommended by their expediency, and

waich, being sanctioned by so high an authority, has probably given

great encouragement to the las notions concerning the Sabbath which

unhappily prevail.
" Dr. Paley's principal argument is, that the first institution of the

Sabbath took place during the sojourning of the Jews in the wilderness.

Upon the complaint of the people for want of food, God was pleased to-

provide for their relief by a miraculous supply of manna, which was

foimd every morning upon the ground about the camp :
' And they

gathered it every morning, every man according to his eating ;
and when

the sun waxed hot, it melted. And it came to pass, that on the sixth

day they gathered twice as much bread, two omers for one man
;
and

all the rulers of the congregation came and told Moses. And he said

unt» them. This is that which the Lord hath said. To-morrow is the rest

ofthe holy Sabbath unto the Lord : bake that which ye will bake to-day,

and seethe that ve will seethe
;
and that which remaineth over lay up

for you, to be kept until the morning. And they laid it up till the

morning, as Moses bade
;
and it did not stink, (as it had done before,

when some of them left it till the morning,) neither was there any worm

therein. And Moses said. Eat that to-day ; for to-day is a Sabbath unto

the Lord ; to-day ye shall not find it in the field. Six days ye shall

gather it, but on the seventh day, which is the Sabbath, in it there shall

be none. And it came to pass, that there went out some of the peo-

ple on the seventh day for to gather, and they found none. And the

Lord said unto Moses, How long refuse ye to keep my commandments,

and my laws? See, for that the Lord hath given you the Sabbath, there,

fore he giveth you on the sixth day the bread of two days ; abide ye

every man in his place ;
let no man go out of his place on the seventh

day. So the people rested on the seventh day.'
" From this passage. Dr. Paley infers that the Sabbath was first insti.

• tuted ic the wilderness
;
but to preclude the possibility of misrepresent-

ing his argument, I will quote his own words :
' Now, in my opinion,

the transaction in the wilderness above recited, was the first actual in-

stitution of the Sabbath. For if the Sabbath had been instituted at the

•2
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time of the creation, as the words in Genesis may seem at first sight 'o

import ;
and if it had been observed all along from that time to the de-

parture of the Jews out of Egypt, a period of about two thousand five

hundred years ;
it appears unaccountable that no mention of it, no occa

sion of even the obscurest allusion to it, should occur, either in the

general history of the world before the call of Abraham, which contains,

we admit, only a few memoirs of its early ages, and those extremely

abridged ; or, which is more to be wondered at, in that of the livos of

the first three Jewish patriarchs, which, in many parts of the account,

is sufficiently circumstantial and domestic. Nor is there, in the passage

above quoted from the sixteenth chapter of Exodus, any intimation that

the Sabbath, when appointed to be observed, was only the revival of an

ancient institution, which had been neglected, forgotten, or suspended ;

nor is any such neglect imputed either to the inhabitants of the old world,

or to any part of the family of Noah
; nor, lastly, is any permission

recorded to dispense with the institution during the captivity of the Jews

in Egypt, or on any other public emergency.'
" As to the first part of this reasoning, if it were granted that

in the history of the patriarchal ages no mention is made of the Sab-

bath, nor even the obscurest allusion to it, it would be unfair to con-

clude that it was not appointed previous to the departure of the children

of Israel from Egypt. If instituted at the creation, the memory of it

miglit have been forgotten in tlie lapse of time and the growing cor-

ruption of the world
; or, what is more probable, it might have been

observed by the patriarchs, though no mention is made of it in the nar-

rative of their lives, which, however circumstantial in some particulars,

is, upon the whole, very brief and compendious. Thre are omissions in

the sacred history much more extraordinary. Excepting Jacob's sup-

plication at Bethel, scarcely a single allusion to prayer is to be found in

all the Pentateuch ; yet considering the eminent piety of the worthies

recorded in it, we cannot doubt the frequency of their devotional exer-

cises. Circumcision being the sign of God's covenant with Abraham,
was beyond all question punctually observed by the Israelites, yet, from

their settlement in Canaan, no particular instance is recorded of it til'.

Che circumcision of Christ, comprehending a period of about one thou-

sand five hundred years. No express mention of the Sabbath oc< urs in

the books of Joshua, Judges, Ruth, the first and second of Samuel, or

the first of Kings, though it was, doubtless, regularly observed all the

time included in these histories. In the second book of Kings, and the

first and second of Chronicles, it is mentioned only twelve times, and

some of them are merely repetitions of the same nistance. If the Sab-

bath is so seldom spoken of in this long historical series, it can be nothing

wonderful if it should not be mentioned in the summary account of the

patriarchal ages.
9,
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" But though the Sabbath is not expressly mentioned in the history

of the antediluvian and patriarchal ages, the observance of it seems

to be intimatd by the division of time into weeks. In relating the

catastrophe of nie flood, the historian informs us, that Noah, at the end

of forty days opened the window of the ark
;

' and he stayed yet other

seven days, and again he sent forth the dove out of the ark ; and the

dov3 came in to him in the evening, and, lo, in her mouth was an olive

Itaf, plucked off". So Noah knew that the waters were abated from off

the earth. And he stayed yet other seven days, and sent forth the

dove, which returned not again unto him any more.' The term ' week'

is used by Laban in reference to the nuptials of Leah, when he says,
' Fulfil her week, and we will give thee this also, for the service which

thou shall serve with me yet seven other years.' A week of days is

here plainly signified, the same portion of time which, in succeeding

ages, was set apart for nuptial festivities, as appears from the book of

Esther, where the marriage feast of Vashti lasted seven days, and more

particularly from the account of Samson's marriage feast. Joseph and

his brethren mourned for their father Jacob seven days.
" That the computation of time by weeks obtained from the most

remote antiquity, appears from the traditionary and written records of

all nations, the numerous and undeniable testimonies of which have

been so often collected and displayed, that it would be worse than useless

to repeat them.

"'Combining all these testimonies together, they fully establish the

primitive custom of measuring time by the division of weeks; and pre-

vailing as it did among nations separated by distance, having no mutual

intercourse, and wholly distinct in manners, it must have originated

from one common source, which cannot reasonably be supposed any

other than the memory of the creation preserved in the Noahic family,

and handed down to their posterities.
The computation by days,

months, and years, arises from obvious causes, the revolution of the

moon, and the annual and diurnal revolutions of the sun
;
but the divi-

sion of time by periods of seven days, has no foundation in any natural

or visible septenary change ;
it must, therefore, have originated from

some positive appointment, or some tradition anterior to the dispersion of

mankind, wliich cannot well be any other than the memory of the crea

tion and primeval blessing of the seventh day.
" Dr. Paley's next argument is, that ' there is not in the sixteenth

chapter of Exodus any intimation that the Sabbath, when appointed to

be observed, was only the revival of an ancient institution which had

•been neglected, forgotten, or suspended.' The contrary, however,

seems the more natural inference from the narrative. It is mentioned

exactly in the way an historian would, who had occasion to speak of a

well-known institution. For instance, when the people were astonisherf
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at the double supply of manna on the sixth day, Moses observe?,
' This

is lluit which the Lord hath said. To-morrow is the rest of the holy

Sabbath unto the Lord ;' which, as far as we know, was never said pre-

viously to this transaction, but at the close of the creation. This,

surely, is the language of a mail referring to a matter with which ihe

•peo|)lo were already acquainted, and recalling it to their remembrance.

In the fifth verse, God promises on the sixth day twice as much as they

gather daily. For this no reason is given, which seems to imply that

it was already known to the children of Israel. Such a promise, with-

out some cause being assigned for so extraordinary a circumstance,

would have been strange indeed
;
and if the reason had been, that the

seventh day was now for the first time to be appointed a festival, in

which no work was to be done, would not the author have stated this cir-

cumstance? Again, it is said,
' Six days ye shall gather it

;
but on the

seventh day, which is the Sabbath, in it there shall be none
;'

and ' for

that the Lord hath given you the Sabbath, therefore he giveth you on

the sixth day the bread of two days.' Here the Sabbath is spoken of

as an orduiance with which the people were famihar. A double quan-

tity of manna was given on the sixth day, because the following day,

as they well knew, was the Sabbath in which God rested from his

work, and which was to be kept as a day of rest, and holy to the Lord.

It is likewise mentioned incidentally, as it were, in the recital of the

miraculous supply of manna, without any notice of its being enjoined

upon that occasion for the first time
;

which would be a ver\' sur.

prising circumstance, had it been the original establishment of the

Sabbath. In short, the entire phraseology in the account of this re-

markable transaction accords with the supposition, and with it alone,

that the Sabbath had been long established, and was well known to the

Israelites.

" That no neglect of the Sabbath is '

imputed either to the inhabitants

of the old world, or to any of the family of Noah,' is very true
; but, so

far trom there being any proof of such negligence, there is, on the con-

trary, as we have seen, much reason for believing that it was duly
obser\-ed by the pious Sethiles of the old world, and after the deluge, by
the virtuous line of Shem. True, likewise, it is, that there is not '

any

permission recorded to dispense with the institution during the captivity

of the Jews in Egypt, or on any other public emergerit*
'

But where

is the evidence that such a permission would be consisiciit with the

Divine wisdom ? And if not, none such would either be given or

recorded. At any rate, it is difficult to see how the silence of Scripture

concerning such a circumstance, can furnish an argument in vindication

of the opinion, that the Sabbath was first appointed in the wilderness.—
To allege it for this purpose, is just as inconclusive as it would be to

argue that the Sabbath was instituted subsequent to the return of the

2
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Jews from Babylonia, because neither the observance of it, nor any

permission to dispense with it, during the captivity, is recorded in

Scripture.
" The passage in the second chapter of Genesis is next adduced by

Dr. Paley, and he pronounces it not inconsistent with his opinion ;

' for

as the seventh day was erected into a Sabbath, on account of God's

resting upon that day from the work of creation, it was natural enough
in the historian, when he liad related the history of the creation, and of

God's ceasing from it on the seventh day, to add,
' and God blessed the

seventh day, and sanctified it, because that on it he had rested from all

his work which God had created and made ;' although the blessing and

sanctification, that is, the religious distinction and appropriation of that

day, were not actually made till many ages afterward. The words do

not assert, that God then ' blessed' and ' sanctified' the seventh day,

but that he blessed and sanctified it for that reason ; and if any

ask, why the Sabbath, or sanctification of the seventh day, was then

mentioned, if it were not then appointed, the answer is at hand, the

order of connection, and not of time, introduced the mention of the

Sabbath in the history of the subject which it was ordained to

commemorate.'
" That the Hebrew historian, in the passage here referred to, uses a

prolepsis or anticipation, and alludes to the Mosaical institution of the

Sabbath, is maintained by some of the ancient fathers, by Waehner,

Heidegger, Beausobre, by Le Clerc, Rosenmuller, Geddes, Dawson,

and other commentators, and by the general stream of those writers who

regard the Sabbath as peculiar to the Jews. Yet this opinion is built

upon the assumption, that the book of Genesis was not written till after

the giving of the law, which may be the fact, but of which most unques-

tionably there is no proof. But waiving this consideration, it is scarcely

possible to conceive a greater violence to the sacred text, than is offered

by this interpretation. It attributes to the inspired author the absurd

assertion, that God rested on the seventh day from all his works which

he had made, and therefore about two thousand five hundred years

after, God blessed and sanctified the seventh day. It may be as well

imagined that God had finished his work on the seventh day, but rested

on some other seventh day, as that he rested the day following the

work of creation, and afterward blessed and sanctified another. Not

ihe slightest evidence appears for believing that Moses followed ' the

order of connection, and not of time,' for no reasonable motive can be

assigned for th^n introducing the mention of it, if it was not then

appointed. The design of the sacred historian clearly is, to give a

faithfiil account of the origin of the world
;
and both the resting or. the

seventh day, and the blessing it, have too close a connection to be s pa-

rated : if the one took place immediately after the work of creation r as

2
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concluded, so did the other. To the account of the production of the

universe, the whole narrative is confined ; there is no intimation of

subsequent events, nor the most distant allusion to Jewish ceremo-

nies ;
and it would be most astonishing if the writer deserted his grand

object to mention one of the Hebrew ordinances which was not appointed

till aj;es afterward.

" But according to Dr. Geddes, the opinion of a prolepsis derives

i jnie coiilirmation from the original Hebrew, which he renders,
' On

the sixth day God completed all the work whicli he had to do
;
and on

the SEVENTH day, ceased frum tluiiig any of his works. God, therefore,

blessed the seventh day, and made it holy, because on it he ceased

from all his works, which he had ordained to do.' This version, he

says, is
' in the supposition tliat the writer refers to the Jewish Sabbath ;'

of course it was designedl) adapted to an hypothesis ; but, notwithstand-

ing this suspicious circumstance, it is not easy to determine how it dif-

fers in sense from the received translation, as it leaves the question

entirely undi'Cided when tliis blessing and sanctification took place.
—

The proposed version, however, is opposed by those in the Polyglott,

and by the generality of translators, who render the particle rau at the

beginning of the third verse, as a copulative, not as an illative
;
and

it is surprising how a sound Hebrew schoUr can translate it other-

wise. In siiort, nothing can be more violent and unnatural than the

proleptical interpretation ;
and if we add, that it rests upon the

unproved assumption, that the record in question was written after

the delivery of the law, it must appear so devoid of critical support,

as not to require a moment's hesitation in rejecting it." (Holden on the

Sabbath.)

So satisfactorily does it appear that the institution of the Sabbath is

historically narrated in Genesis : and it follows from thence, that the law

of the Sabbatli is universal, and not peculiar to the Jews. God blessed

and sanctified it, not certainly for himself, but for his creatures
;
that it

might be a day of special blessijig to them, and be set apart, not only

from unholv acts, for tliey are forbidden on every day ;
but from com.

man uses. It was thus stamped with a hallowed character from the

commencement, and in works of a hallowed character ought it therefore

to be employed.

The obligation of a Sabbatical observance upon Christians being thus

established, the inquiry \\W\cU naturally follows, is, In what manner is

this great festival, at once so ancient and so venerable, and intended to

commemorate events so illustrious and so important to mankind, to

be celebrated? Many have spoken of the difficulty of settling rules of

this kind; hut this will ordinarily viinish, if we consent to be guided

fuUv by the principles of Scripture.

AVe allow that it requires judgment, and prudence, and chanty, and.
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above all, a mind u-ell disposed to the spiiitual employment of the Sab-

bath, to make a right application of the law. But this is the case with

other precepts also
; such, for instance, as the loving our neighbour as

ourselv is : with respect to which we seldom hear any complaint of

difficul'y in the application. But, even if some want of special direc-

tion should be felt, this can only affect minor details ;
and probably the

Matter has beer so left by the Lawgiver, to "
try us, and prove us, and

to know what is in our heart." Something may have been reserved, in

this case, for the exercise of spontaneous obedience ;
for that generous

construction of the precept which will be dictated by devotion and gra-

titude
;
and for the operation of a feehng of indignant shame, that the

only day which God has reserved to himself, should be grudged to him,

and trenched upon by every petty excuse of convenience, interest, or

sloth, and pared down, and negociated for, in the spirit of one who

seeks to overreach another. Of this we may be assured, that he who

is most anxious to find exceptions to the general rule, will, in most cases,

be a defaulter upon even his own estimate of the general duty.

The only real difficulties with which men have entangled themselves,

have arisen from the want of clear and decided views of the law of the

Sabbath as it is a matter of express revelation. There are two extremes,

either of which must be fertile of perplexity. The first is, to regard the

Sabbath as a prudential institution, adopted by the primitive Church,

and resting upon civil and ecclesiastical authority ;
a notion which has

be^n above refuted. For if this theory be adopted, it is impossible to

find satisfactory rules, either in the Old or New Testament, applicable

to the subject ;
and we may therefore cease to wonder at that variety

of opinions, and those vacillations between duty and license, which have

been found in different Churches, and among their theological writers.

The difficulty of establishing any rule at all; to which conscience is

strictly amenable, is then evident, and indeed entirely insuperable ;
and

men in vain attempt to make a partial Sabbath by their own authority,

when they reject
" the day which the Lord hath made." If, on the

other hand, a proper distinction is not preserved between the moral law

of the Jews, which re-enacts the still more ancient institution of the

Sabbath, (a law we have seen to be obligatory upon all Christians, to

the end of time,) and the political and ceremonial law of that people,

which contains particular rules as to the observance of the Sabbath :

fixing both the day on which it was to be held, viz. the seventh of the

week, and issuing certain prohibitions not applicable to all people ;

which branch of the Mosaic law was brought to an end by Christ,—
difficult ies will arise from this quarter. One difficulty will respect the

day ;
another the hour of the diurnal circle from which the Sabbath

must commence. Other difficulties will arise from the inconvenience

or impossibility of accommodating the Judaical precepts
to countries
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and maimers totally dissimilar ; and others, from the degree of civil

delinquency and punitiveness with which violations of the Sabbath ought

to be marked in a Christian state. The kindling of fires, for instance,

in tiieir dwellings was Ibrbidden to the Jews
;
but for extending this to

harsher climates there is no authority. This rule would -nakc the

Sabbath a day of bodily suffering, and, in some cases, of danger .1

health, which is inconsistent with that merciful and festival character

which the Sabbath was designed every where to bear. The same

observation may apply to the cooking of victuals, which was also pro-

hibited to the Jews by express command. To the gathering of sticks

on the Sabbath the penalty of death was assigned, on one occasion, for

reasons probably arising out of the theocratical government of the Jews ;

but surely this is no precedent for making the violation of the Sabbath

a capital crime in the code of a Christian country.

Between the decalogue, and the political and ceremonial laws which

followed, there is a marked distinction. They were given at two differ-

ent times, and in a different manner ; and, above all, the former is

referred to in the New Testament, as of perpetual obligation ;
the other

as peculiar, and as abolished by Christ. It does not follow, however,

from this, that those precepts in tiie Levitical code, which relate to the

Sabbath, are of no use to us. They show us how the general law was

carried into its detail of application bv the great Legislator, w ho conde-

scended to be at once a civil and an ecclesiastical Governor of a chosen

people ;
and though they are not in all respects binding upon us. in their

full form, they all embody general interpretations of the fourth command

of the decalogue, to which, as far as they are applicable to a people

otherwise circumstanced, respect is reverently and devoutly to be had.

The prohibition to buy and sell on the Sabbath is as applicable to us as

to the Jews; so is that against travelling on the Sabbath, except for

purposes of religion, which was allowed to them also. If we may law.

fully kindle fires in our dwellings, yet we may learn from the law pecu-

liar to the Jews, to keep domestic services under restraint ;
if we may

cook victuals for necessity and comfort, we are to be restrained from

feasting ; if violations of the Sabbath are not to be made capital crimes

by Christian governors, the enforcement of a decent external observance

of the rest of the Sabbath is a lawful use of power, and a part of the

duty of a Christian magistrate.

But the rules by which the observance of the Sabbath is clearly ex-

plained, will be found in abundant copiousness and evidence in the ori-

ginal command ;
in the decalogue ;

in incidental passages of Scripture,

which refer not so much to the political law of the Jews, as to the uni-

versal moral code
;
and in the discourses and acts of Christ, and his

apostles : so that, independent of the Levitical code, we have abundant

guidance. It is a day of rest from worldly pursuits ;
a day sanctified,
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that is, set apart for holy uses, which are the proper and the only lawful

occupations of the day ;
it is a day of public worship, or, as it is ex-

pressed in the Mosaic law,
" of holy convocation," or assembly ;

—a day
for the exercise of mercy to man and beast

;
—a day for the devoid com-

memoration, by religious acts and meditations, of the creation and

redemption of the world
; and, consequently, for the cultivation of that

spirit which is suitable to such exercises, by laying aside all worldly
cares and pleasures ; to which holy exercises there is to be a fidl appro-

priation of the seventh part of our time ; necessary sleep, and engage-
ments of real necessity, as explained by our Saviour, only being
excluded.

Works of charity and mercy were not excluded by the rigour of the

Mosaic law, much less by the Christian dispensation. The rule of

doing good on the Sabbath da\' has, however, sometimes been inter,

preted with too much laxity, without considering that such acts lorni no

part of the reason for which that day was saiicftified, and that they are

therefore to be grounded upon the necessity of immediate exertion.

The secularity connected with certain public charities has often been

pushed beyond this rule of necessity, and as such has become unlawful.

The reason generally given for this, is, that men cannot be found to

give time on the week day to the management of such charities : and

they will never be found, while the rule is brought down to convenience.

Men's principles are to be raised, and not the command lowered. And

wRen ministers perseveringly do their duty, and but a few conscientious

persons support them, the whole will be found practicable and easy.

Charities are pressed either upon our feelings or our interests, and

sometimes on both
;
and when they become really urgent, time will be

found for their management, without "
robbing God," and laying down

that most debasing of all principles, that our sacrifices are to cost us

nothing. The teaching of writing in Sunday schools has been pleaded

for on the same assumed ground of necessity ;
but in all well and reli-

giously conducted institutions of this kind it has been found quite prac-

ticable to accomplish the object in a lawful manner ; and even if it had

not, there was no obligation binding as to that practice, equal to that

which binds us to obey the law of God. It is a work which comes not

under any of our Lord's exceptions : it may be a benevolent thing ;
but it

has in it no character of mercy, either to the bodies or to the souls of men.

As to amusements and recreations, which, when "
innocent," that is,

we suppose, not " immoral," are sometimes pleaded for, by persons who

advocate the serious observance of the Lord's day, but a few words are

necessary. If to public worship we are to add a more than ordinary

attention to the duties of the family and the closet, which all such per-

sons allow, then there is little time for recreation and amusement ;
and

jf there were, the heart which is truly impressed \\ ith duties so sacred,
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and has entered into their spirit, can have no relish for them. Against

every temptation of this kind, the words of the pious Archbishop Dawes

may serve as a salutary admonition :
—

" Dost thou require of me, O Lord, but one day in seven for thy mori

especial service, when as ail my times, all my days, are thy due tribute
;

and shall I grudge thee that one day ? Have I but one day in the week,

a peculiar season of nurt'iriiig and training up my soul for heavenly

happiness, and shall I think the whole of this too much, and judge my
duties at an end, when the public offices of the Church are only ended ?

All ! where, in such a case, is my zeal, my sincerity, my constancy, and

perseverance of holy obedience ? Where my love unto, my delight and

relish in, pious performances? Would those that are thus but half

Christians be content to be half saved ? Would those who are thus

not far from the kingdom of heaven, be willing to be utterly excluded

thence for arriving no nearer to a due observance of the Lord's day ?

Am I so afraid of sabbalizing with the Jews, that I carelessly omit

keeping the day as a good Christian? Where can be the harm of over-

doing in God's worship, suppose I could overdo ? But when my Saviour

has told me, after I have done all, I am still an unprofitable servant,

where is the hazard, where the possibility, of doing too much
;
whereas

in doing too little, in falling short of performing a due obedience on the

Sabbath, I may also fall short of eternal life ?"

CHAPTER IV.

Morals—Duties to our Neighbour.

When our duty to others is summed up in the general epitome of the

second table, "Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself;" although love

must be so taken as to include many other principles and acts, yet we
are thereby taught the source from which they truly spring, when per-

formed evangelically, and also that universal charity is to be the

habitual and reigning affection of the heart, in all our relations to our

fellow creatures.

This affection is to be considered in its source.

That source is a regenerated state of mind. We have shown that

the love of God springs from the gift of the Holy Ghost to those who
are justified by failh in Christ, and that every sentiment which, in any
other circumstances, assumes this designation, is imperfect or simulated.

We make the same remark as to the love of our neiglibour. It is an

imperfect or simulated sentiment, If it flow not from the love of God,
the sure mark of a regenerate nature. We here also see the superior
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character of Christian morals, and of morals when kept in connection,

as they ought always to be, with the doctrines of the Gospel, and their

operation in the heart. There may, hideed, be a degree of natural be-

nevolence
;
the indirect influence of a benevolent nature may counteract

the selfish and the malevolent feelings ;
and education when well directed,

will come in to the aid of nature. Yet the principle, as a religious one,

and in its full operation, can only result from a supernatural change

of our nature, because that onlv can subdue those afl^ections which

counteract benevolence and charity in their efficient and habitual mani

festations.

This affection is also to be considered in respect of what it excludes

It excludes all a?iger beyond that degree of resentment which a culpa-

ble action in another may call forth, in order to mark the sense we en-

tertain of its evil, and to impress that evil upon the offender, so that we

may lead him to repent of it, and forsake it. This seems the proper

rule by which to distinguish lawful anger from that which is contrary to

charity, and therefore malevolent and sinful. It excludes implacability ;

for if we do not promptly and generously forgive others their trespasses,

this is deemed to be so great a violation of that law of love which ought

to bind men together, that our heavenly Father will not forgive us. It

excludes all revenge ; so that we are to exact no punishment of anolber

for offences against ourselves : and though it be lawful to call in the

penalties of the laws for crimes against society, yet this is never to be

done on the principle of private revenge ;
but on the public ground, that

law and government are ordained of God, which produces a case that

comes under the inspired rule,
"
Vengeance is mine

;
I will repay, saith

the Lord." It excludes all prejudice ; by which is meant a harsh con-

struction of men's motives and characters upon surmise, or partial know-

ledge of the facts, accompanied with an inclination to form an ill opinion

of them in the absence of proper evidence. This appears to be what

the Apostle Paul means, when he says, "Charity thinketh no evil." It

excludes all censorioiisness or eril speaking, when the end is not the

correction of the offender, or when a declaration of the truth as to one

person is not required by our love and duty to another
;

for whenever

the end is merely to lower a person in the estimation of others, it is

resolvable solely into a splenetic and immoral feeling. It excludes all

those aggressions, whether petty or more weighty, which may be made

upon the interests of another, when the law of the case, or even the ab-

stract right, might not be against our claim. These are always com-

plex cases, and can but occasionally occur
;
but the rule which hinds

us to do unto others as we would they should do unto us, binds us to

act upon the benevolent view of the case
; and to forego the rigidness

of right. Finally, it excludes, as limitations to its exercise, all those

artificial distinctions which have been created by men, or bj' providentia/
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arrangements, or by accidental circumstances. Men of aH nations, of

all colours, of all conditions, are the objects of the unlimited precept,

" Thou shall love thy neighbour as thyself." Kind teclings produced

by natural instincts, by intercourse, by countrj-, may call the love of

our neighbour into warmer exercise as to individuals or classes of men,

or these may be considered as distinct and special, though similar atfec-

dons superadded to this universal charity ;
but as to all men, this charity

18 an efficient affection, excluding all ill will, and all injury.

But its ACTIVE EXPRESSION remains to be considered.

It is not a merely negative affection
;

but it brings forth rich and

varied fruits. It produces a feeling of delight in the happiness of others,

and thus destroys envv ;
it is the source of sympathy and compassion ;

It opens the hand in liberality for the supply of the wants of others ;
it

gives cheerfulness to every service undertaken in the cause of others ;

it resists the wrong which may be inllicted upon them
;
and it will run

hazards of health and hfe for their sakes. It has special respect to the

spiritual interests and salvation of men
;
and thus it instructs, persuades,

reproves the ignorant and vicious ; counsels the simple ; comforts the

doubting and perplexed ;
and rejoices in those gifts and graces of others,

by which society may be enlightened and purified. The zeal of apos-

tles, the patience of martjTS, the travels and labours of evangelists in the

first ages, were all animated by this affection
;
and the earnestness 7>f

preachers in all ages, and the more private labours of Christians for the

benefit of the souls of men, with the operations of those voluntarj' asso-

ciations which send forth missionaries to the heathen, or distributs

Bibles and tracts, or conduct schools, are all its Wsible expressions be-

fore the world. A principle of philanthropy may be conceived to exisi

independent of the influence of active and etHcieut Christianity ;
but it

has always expended itself either in good wishes, or, at most, in feeble

efforts, chiefly directed to the mitigation of a little temporarv" external

evil. Except in connection with religion, and that the religion of the

heart, wrought and maintained there by the acknowledged influences of

the Holy Spirit, the love of mankind has never exhibited itself under

such views and acts as those we have just referred to. It has never

been found in characters naturally selfish and obdurate ;
has never dis-

posed men to make great and painful sacrifices for others ; never sym-

patMzed with spiritual wretchedness ; never been called forth into ilfl

highest exercises by considerations drawn from the immortal relations

of man to eternity ;
never originated large plans for the illumination and

moral culture of society ;
never fixed upon the grand object to which it

is now bending the hearts, the interests, and hopes of the universal

Church, the conversion of the world. Philanthropy, in systems of mere

ethics, like their love of God, is a greatly inferior principle to that which

is enjoined by Christianity, and infused by its influence
;
—another prooi
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of the folly of sepaiating morals from revealed truth, and of the necessity

of cultivating them upon evangelical principles.

The same conclusion will be established, if we consider those works

OF MERCY which the principle of universal philanthropy will dictate, and

which form a large portion of our "
duty to our neighbour." It is more

the design of this part of the present work, to exhibit the peculiar nature

and perfection of the morals of Christianity, than to consider moral

duties in detail
; and, therefore, it is only necessary to assume what is

obvious to all, that the exercise of practical mercy to the needy and

miserable, is a moral duty clearly revealed, including also the applies,

tion of a part of our property to benefit mankind in other respects, as

we have opportunity. But let us ask, under what rules can the quantum

of our exertions in doing good to others be determined, except by the

authority of revealed religion ? It is clear that there is an antagonist

principle of selfishness in man, which counteracts our charities ;
and

that the demands of personal gratification, and of family interests, and

of show and expense in our modes of living, are apt to take up so large

a share of what remains after our necessities, and the lawful demands

of station, and a prudent provision for old age and for our families after

our decease, are met, that a very small portion is wont to be considered

as lawfully disposable, under all these considerations, for purposes of

general beneficence. If we have no rules or principles, it is clear that

the most limited efforts may pass for very meritorious acts ; or that they

wijll
be left to be measured only by the different degrees of natural com-

passion in man, or by some immoral principle, such as the love of human

praise. There is nothing in any mere system of morals to direct in such

cases ; certainly nothing to compel either the principles or the heart.

Here then we shall see also in how different a predicament this interest,

ing branch of morality stands, when kept in close and inseparable con-

nection with Christianity. It is true, that we have no specific rule as

to the quantum of our givings in the Scriptures ;
and the reason of this

is not inapparent. Such a rule must have been branched out into an

inconvenient number of detailed directions to meet every particular case
;

it must have respected the different and changing states of society and

civilization ; it must have controlled men's savings as well as givings,

because the latter are dependent upon them ;
it must have prescribed

modes of dress, and modes of living : all which would have left cases

still partially touched or wholly unprovided for, and the multiplicity of

rules might have been a trap to our consciences, rather than the means

of directing them. There is also a more general reason for this omis-

sion. The exercise of mercy is a work of the affections ;
it must have,

therefore, something free and spontaneous in it ; and it was designed to

be voluntary, that the moral effect produced upon society might be to

bind men together in a softer bond, and to call forth reciprocally good
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afTections. I'o this the stem character of particular laws would have

been inimical. Christianity teaches mercy, by general principles,

which at once sufficiently direct and leave to the heart the free play of

its atll'clioiis.

The general law is express and unequivocal :
" As ye have oppor-

tunity do good unto all men, and especially to them that are of the

household of faith." "To do good and to communicate forget no. for

with such sacrifices God is well pleased." A most important and inllu.

ential principle, to be found in no mere system of ethics, is also con-

tained in the revelation of a particular relation in which we all stand to

God, and on which we must be judged at the last day. We are

"stewards," "servants," to whom the great Master has committed his

"
goods," to be used according to his directions. We have nothing,

therefore, of our own, no right in property, except under the conditions

on which it is committed to us
;
and we must give an account for our

use of it, according to the rule. A rule of proportion is also in various

passages of Scripture expressly laid down :
" Where little is given, little

is required ;
where much is given much is required."

" For if there

be first a willing mind, it is accepted according to what a man hath, and

not according to what he hath not." It is a farther rule, that our chari-

ties should be both cheerful and abundant. " See that ye abound in

this grace also,"
" not grudgingly, or of necessity, for God loveth a

cheerful giver." These general rules and principles being laid down,

the appeal is made to the heart, and men are left to the influence of the

spiritual and grateful affections excited there. All the venerable ex-

amples of Scripture are brought to bear upon the free and liberal exer-

cises of beneficence, crowned with the example of our Saviour :
" Ye

know ihe grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that, though he was rich, yet

for your sakes he became poor, that ye through his poverty might be-

come rich." An appeal is made to man's gratitude for the blessings of

Providence to himself, and he is enjoined to give "as the Lord hath

prospered him." Our fellow creatures are constantly presented to us

under tender relations, as our " brethren ;" or, more particularly, as

"of the household of faith." Special promises are made of God's

favour and blessing, as the reward of such acts in the present life :

" And God is able to make all grace abound toward you, that ye, al-

ways having all sufl'iciency in all things, may abound to every good
work ;" and finally, although every notion of merit is excluded. )'et the

rewards of eternity are represented as to be graciously dispensed, so a.s

specially to distii'guish and honour every
" work of faith," and '• labour

of love." Under so powerful an mUhority, so exi)licit a general directory,

and so effectual an excHemenl, is this branch of morality placed by the

Gospel.

As our religion enjoms charity, so also it prescribes justice. As a

2
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mutual dependence has been established among men, so also there arc

mutual rights, in the rendering of which to each other, justice, when
considered as a social virtue, consists.

Various definitions and descriptions of justice are found among mo-

ralists and jurists, of different degrees of importance and utility to those

who write, and to those who study, fonual treatises on its collective or

separate branches. The distribution of justice inio ethical, economical,

and political, is more suited to our purpose, and is sufficiently compre-
hensive. The first considers all mankind as on a level

;
the second

regards them as associated into families, under the several relations of

husband and wife, parents and children, masters and servants
;
and the

third comprehends them as united into public states, and obliged to

certain duties, either as magistrates or people. On all these the rules

of conduct in Scripture are explicit and forcible.

Ethical justice, as i* considers mankind as on a level, chiefly

therefore respects what are usually called men's natural rights, which

are briefly summed up in three,
—

lifo, property, and liberty.

The natural right to life
is guarded by the precept,

" Thou shalt not

kill ;" and it is also limited by the more ancient injunction to the sons

of Noah, " Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood be

shed." In a state of society, indeed, this right may be farther limited

bj' a government, and capital punishments be extended to other crimes,

(as we see in the Mosaic law,) provided the law be equally binding on

all offenders, and rest upon the necessity of the case, as determined by
the good of the whole community ;

and also that in every country pro-

fessing Christianity, the merciful as well as the righteous character of

that religion be suffered to impress itself upon its legislation. Bu/

against all individual authority the life of man is absolutely secured

and not only so, but anger, wiiich is the first principle of violence, and

which proceeds first to malignity and revenge, and then to personal

injuries, is prohibited, under the penalty of the Divine wrath
;
a lofty

proof of the superior character of the Christian rule of justice.

In property, lawfully acquired, that is, acquired without injury to

others, every man has also a natural right. This right also may be

restrained in society, without injustice, seeing it is but the price which

every man pays for protection, and other advantages of the social state ;

but here also the necessity of the case, resting upon the benefit of the

community, is to be the rule of this modification of the natural claim.

The law too must lie equally upon all, ccpteris paribus ; and every indi-

vidual whose right of property is thus interfered with must have his due

share of the common advantage. Against individual aggression the

right of property is secured by the Divine law, "Thou shalt not steal;"

and by another law which carries the restraint up to the very principle

of justice in the heart,
" Thou shalt not covet ;" covetousness lieing

Vol II. 34
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that corrupt affection from which injuries done to others in their pro-

perty arise. The Christian injunction, to be " content with such thin;^fs

as we have," is another important security. The rule which binds

rulers and governments in their interferences with this natural riglit

of property, comes under the head of political justice.

Liberty is anotlier natural right, which by individual authority, at

least, cannot be interfered with. Hence " man stealing," the object of

which is to reduce another to slavery, by obtaining forcible possession

of his person, and compelling his labour, is ranked with crimes of the

greatest magnitude in the New Testament
;
and against it the special

vengeance of God is threatened. By the Jewish law also, it was

punished with death. How far the natural right which every man has

to his own liberty may, like the natural right to property, be restrained

by public authority, is a point on which different opinions have been

held. Prisoners of war were formerly considered to be absolute cap-

tives, the right of which claim is involved in the question of the right

of war. Where one can be justified, so may the other
;
since a sur

render of the person in war is the commutation of liberty for life.* In

the more humane practice of modern warfare, an exchange of prisoners

is effected
;
but even this supposes an acquired right on each side in

the prisoners, and a commutation by an exchange. Should the progeny

of such prisoners of war, doomed, as by ancient custom, to perpetual

servitude, be also kept in slavery, and the purchase of slaves also be

practised, the question which then arises is one which tries the whole

case of slavery, as far as public law is concerned. Among the patri-

archs there was a mild species of domestic servitude, distinct from that

of captives of war. Among the Jews, a Hebrew might be sold for

debt, or sell himself when poor, but only till the year of release. After

that, his continuation in a state of slavery was perfectly voluntary.

The Jews might, however, hold foreigners as slaves tor life. Michaelis

has well observed, that, by the restrictions of his law, Moses remark-

ably mitigated the rigours of slavery.
" This is, as it were, the spirit

of his laws respecting it. He appears to have regarded it as a hard-

ship, and to have disapproved of its severities. Hence we find him, in

Deut. xxiii, 15, 16, ordaining, that no foreign servant, who sought for

refuge among the Israelites, should be delivere'd up to his master."

(Commenlarirs on the Laws of Moses.) This view of the case, we may
• Montosqui'u s lys, "It is filse that killing in wrir is liiwful, unless in a caso

of absolute nccesBity : but wben a man has made another his slave, he cannot be

»ai<l to have been under a necessity of taking away his life, since he actuilly did

not take it away. War gives no other right over prisoners than to disable them

from doing any f irther harm, by sr^curing their persons." And " if a prisoner o'

war is not to be reduced to slavery, much loss are his children." This roasor

ther fore with others, .•issign"d by he civilians in justification of slavery, he con.

clii'l'"^ is •fa'.?!.'" (Spirit of im book xv, chap, ii.)
—Amkrican Eoitors.

•2
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add, will prcbably afford the reason why slavery was al all allowed

under the Jewish dispensation. The general state of society in the sur-

lounding nations might perhaps render it a necessary evil
;
but in other

countries it existed in forms harsh and oppressive, while the merciful

nature of the Mosaic institute impresses upon it a mild and mitigated

character, in recognition of man's natural rights, and as an example tc

other countries. And to show how great a contrast with our modern

colonial slavery, the case of slaves among the Jews presented, we may
remark, that all foreign slaves were circumcised, and therefore initiated

into the true religion ;
that they had the full and strict advantage of the

Sabbath confirmed to them by express statute
;
that they had access to

the solemn religious festivals of the Jews, and partook of the feasts

made upon the offerings : that they could possess property, as appears
from Lev. xxv, 49, and 2 Sam. ix, 10

;
and that all the fruits which

grew spontaneously during the Sabbatical year were given to them, and

to the indigent. Michaelis has also showed, that not only was the ox

not muzzled when treading out the corn, but that the slaves and day
labourers might eat without restraint of the fruits they were gathering
in their master's service, and drink of the wine they pressed from the

wine press. {Commentaries on the Laws of Moses, art. 130.) The
Jewish law may therefore be considered not so much as controlling' the

latural right which man has to liberty, and so authorizing the infrac-

'.ion of that right under certain circumstances, but as coming in to

regulate and to soften a state of things already existing, and grown into

general practice. All, therefore, that can be fairly inferred from the

existence of slavery under that law, is, that a legislature, in certain

cases, may be justified in mitigating, rather than abolishing, that evil.

But even here, since the Legislator was in fact God, whose right to

dispose of his creatures cannot be questioned, and since also the nations

neighbouring to the Jews were under a malediction because of their

idolatries, the Jewish law can be no rule to a Christian state
;
and all

arguments drawn from it in favour of perpetual slavery, suppose that a

mere earthly legislature is invested with the powers and prerogatives of

the Divine Legislator of the Jews, which of course vitiates the whole

ree.soning.

As to the existence of slavery in Christian states, every government,
as soon as it professes to be Christian, binds itself to be regulated by
the principles of the New Testament

;
and though a part of its subjects

should at that time be in a state of servitude, and their sudden emanci-

pation might be obviously an injuiy to society at large, it is bound to

•show that its spirit and tendency is as inimical to slavery as is the

Christianity which it professes. All the injustice and oppression against
which it can guard that condition, and all the mitigating regulations it

san adopt, are obligatory upon it
;
and since also ever)' Christian slave

2
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is enjoined by a|)ostoUc authority to choose frcciloni, when it is possible

to attain it, as being a better state, and more befitting a Christian man,

BO is every Christian master bound, by the principle of loving his neigh-

bour, and more especially his " brother in Christ," as himself, to pro-

mote his passing into that better and more Christian state. To the

instruction of the slaves in religion would every such Christian govern-

ment also be bound, and still farther to adopt measures for the final

extinction of slavery ; the rule of its proceeding in this case being the

accomplishment of this object as soon as is compatible with the real

v/elfare of the enslaved portion of its subjects themselves, and not the

consideration of the losses which might be sustained by their propria

tors, which, however, ought to be com])ensated by other means, as far

as they are just, and equitably estimated.

If this be the mode of proceeding clearly pointed out by Christianity

to a slate on its first becoming Christian, when previously, and for ages,

the practice of slavery had grown up v.itli it
;
how' much more forcibly

does it impose its obligation upon nations inv(jlved in the guilt of the

modern African slavery ! They professed Christianity when they com-

menced the practice. They entered upon a tratfic which ab initio was,

upon their own principles, unjust and cruel. They had no rights of

war to plead against the natural rights of the first captives ;
who were

ill fact stolen, or purchased from the stealers, knowing them to be so.

The governments themselves never acquired any right of property in

the parents; they have none in their descendants, and can acquire

none ;
as the thief who steals cattle cannot, should he feed and defend

them, acquire any right of property, either in them or the stock they

may produce, although he should be at the charge of rearing them.

These governments not having a right of property in their colonial

slaves, could not transfer any right of property in them to their present

masters, for it could not give what it never had
; nor, by its connivance

at the robberies and purchases of stolen human beings alter the essential

injustice of the transaction. All such governments are therefore clearly

bound, as they fear God and dread his displeasure, to restore all theii

slaves to the condition of free men. Restoration to their friends and

country is now out of the question ; they arc bound to protect them

where they are, and have the right to exact their obedience to good
laws in return ; but property in them they cannot obtain

;

—their natural

right to liberty is untouched and inviolable. The manner in which this

right is to be restored, we grant, is in the power of such governments
to determine, provided that proceeding be ri'giilated by the principles

above laid down,—First, that the emancipation be sincerely determined

upon, at some time future : Secondly, that it be not delayed beyond the

period which tlie genera! interest of the slaves themselves prescribes,

and which is to be judged of benevolently, and witho\it any bias of

2
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judgment, giving the advantage of every doubt to the injured party .

ThirdI}', that all possible means be adopted to render freedom a good
to them, ii IS only under such circumstances that the continuance of

slavery among us can cease to be a national sin, calling down, as it

has done, and must do until a process of emancipation be honestly

commenced, the just displeasure of God. What compensations may
be justly claimed from the governments, that is, the public of those

countries who have entangled themselves in this species of unjust deal-

ing, by those who have purchased men and women whom no one had

the right to sell, and no one had the right to buy, is a perfectly dis-

tinct question, and ought not to turn repentance and justice out of their

course, or delay their operations for a moment. Perhaps, such is the

unfruitful nature of all wrong, that it may be found, that, as free la-

bourers, the slaves would be of equal or more value to those who employ

them, than at present. If otherwise, as in some degree "all have sin-

ned," the real loss ought to be borne by all, when that loss is fairly

and impartially ascertained ; but of which loss, the slave interest, if

we may so call it, ought in justice to bear more than an equal share,

as having had the greatest gain.*

The rules of Christian justice thus secure the three great natural

rights of man ;
but it may be inquired whether he has himself the power

of surrendering them at his own option?

And first with respect to life.

^ince government is an institution of God, it seems obligatory upon

all men to live in a social state; and if so, to each is conceded the right

of putting his life to hazard, when called upon by his government to de-

fend that state from domestic rebellion or foreign war. So also we have

the power to hazard our lives to save a fellow creature from perishing.

In times of persecution for religion, we are enjoined by our Lord to flee

from one city to another ; but when flight is cut off, we have the power

to surrender life rather than betray our allegiance to Christ. According

to the apostle's rule,
" we ought to lay down our lives for the brethren ;"

that is, for the Church and the cause of religion. In this case, and in

some others, accompanied with danger to life, when a plain rule of duty

is seen to be binding upon us, we are not only at liberty to take the risk,

but are bound to do it
;
since it is more our duty to obey God than to

taka care of our health and life. These instances of devotion have been

by some writers called "suicides of duty," a phrase which may well be

dispensed with, although the sentiment implied in it is correct.

* The above paragrnplis, under the last head, were obviously written with a

view to states in which Christianity, as a system, is formally, established by law

and in wliicli the acts of the government are officially based on this principle.
—

AuEKicAN Editors.
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On suicide, properly so called, that is self murder, our modern moral-

ists have added little to what is advanced by the ethical writers ofGreece

and Rome, to prove its unlawfulness
; for, though suicide was much

practised in those ancient "tales, and sometimes commended, especially

by the Stoics, it was occasionally condemned. " We men," says Plato,

"are all by the appointment of God in a certain prison or custody, which

we ought not to break out of, or run away." So likewise Cicero :

" God, the supreme governor of all things, forbids us to depart hence

without his order. All pious men ought to have patience to continue

in the. body, as long as God shall please, who sent us hither
;
and not

force themselves out of the world before he calls for them, lest they

be found deserters of the station appointed them by God."

This is the reasoning which has generally satisfied our moralists on

this subject, with the exception of some infidel sophists, and two or three

writers of paradoxes in the Established Church, who have defended sui-

cide, or affected to do so. Paley has added some other considerations,

drawn from his doctrine of general tendency, and from the duties which

are deserted, the injuries brought upon others, <kc
;
but the whole only

shows, that merely ethical reasoning furnishes hut a feeble barrier

against this offence against God, against society, and against our-

selves, independent of the Holy Scriptures. There the prohibitions

of a Divine law lie directly against this act, and also the whole spirit

of that economy under which we are placed by almighty God.

It is very true, that, in the Old Testament history, we have a few

instances of suicide among the Jews, which were not marked by any

penal visitation, as among modern nations, upon the remains of the de-

ceased
;
such as the denial of honourable sepulture, &c. But this arose

from the absence of all penalty in such cases in the Mosaic law. In

this there was great reason ; for the subject himself is by his own dire-

ful act put beyond the reach of human visitation
;
and every dishonour

done to the inanimate corse is only punishment inflicted upon the inno-

cent survivors, who, in most cases, have a large measure of sutTcring

already entailed upon them. This was probably the humane reason

for the silence of the Mosaic law as to the punishment of suicide.

But as the law of the two tables is of general moral obligation, al-

though a part also of the municipal law of the Jews
;

as it concerned

them as creatures, as well as subjects of the theocracy ;
it takes cogni-

zance ofacts not merely as prejudicial to society, but as oflTensive to God,
and in opposition to his will as the ruler of the world. The precept,

therefore,
" Thou slialt not kill," must he taken to forbid, not only mur-

der properly so called, which is a crime against society, to be reached

by human penalties, but also selfdestniction, which, thougli a crime also

in a lower degree against society, no human penalties can visit, but is

left, since the offender is out of the reach of man, wholly to the retrihu.

3
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tion of God. The absence of all post moTtem penalties against suicide

in tlie Mosaic law, is no proof, therefore, that it is not included in the

prohibition,
'• Thou shalt not kill," any more than the absence of all pe-

nalties in the same law against a covetous disposition, proves any thing

against the precept,
" Thou shalt not covet," being interpreted to extend

to the heart of man, although violences, thefts, and r.ther instances of

covetousness, in action only, are restrained in the Mosaic law by positive

penalties. Some have urged it, however, as a great absurdity, to allege

this commandment as a prohibition of suicide. " When a Christian

moralist," says Dr. Whately,
" is called on for a direct Scriptural pre-

cept against suicide, instead of replying that the Bible is not meant for a

complete code of laws, but for a systf iii of 'motives and principles, the

answer frequently given is, 'Thou shalt do no murder.' Suicide, if any
one considers the nature, and not the name of it, (selfmurder,) evidently
wants the essential characteristic ofmurder, vizi the hurt and injury done

to one's neighbour, in depriving him of life, as well as to others by the

insecurity they are in consequence liable to feel." {Elements of Logic.)
All this might be correct enough, but for one error into which the writer

has fallen,
—that of assuming that the precept is, "Thou shalt do no

murder ;" for if that were the term used in the strict sense, we need not

be told that suicide is not murder, which is onl}' saying, that the killing

one's self is not the killing another. The authorized translation uses

the word "
kill,"

" thou shalt not hill," as better rendering the Hebrew

wofd, which has a similar latitude of meaning, and is used to express

fortuitous homicide, and the act of depriving of life generally, as well as

murder, properly so called. That the prohibition respects the killing

of others with criminal intent, all agree, and Moses describes. Numbers

i, 35. the circumstances which make that killing so criminal as to be

punishable with death
;
but that he included the different kinds of homi-

cide within the prohibition, is equally certain, because the Mosaic law

takes cognizance of homicide, and provides for the due examination of

its circumstances by the judges, and recognizes the custom of the Goel,

or avenging of blood, and provides cities of refuge for the homicide ; a

provision which, however merciful, left the incautious manslayer subject

to risks and inconveniences which had the nature of penalties. So ten

der was this law of the life of man ! Moses, however, as a legislator,

applying this great moral table of laws to practical legislation, could not

extend the penalties under this prohibition farther than to these two

cases, because in cases of suicide the offender is out of the reach of hu-

man power ; but. as we see the precept extended beyond the case of

murder with criminal intention, to homicide, and that the word used in

the prohibition, "Thou shalt not kill," is so indefinite as to comprehend

every act by which man is deprived of life, when it has no authority

from God ;
it has been very properly extended by divines and Scriptu-
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ral moralists, not only to homicide, but from that to suicide. This, in-

deed, appears to be its import, that it prohibits the taking away ofhuman

life in all cases, without authority from God, which authority he ha."

lodged with human governments, the "
powers ordained by hirn" for the

regulation of mankind, in what relates to the peace and welfare of soci-

ety ;
and whenever the life of man is taken away, except in cases sane

tioned by human governments, proceeding upon the rules and principle,

(if the word of God, then the precept, "Thou shalt not kill," is directly

violated. Dr. Whatelv. in the passage above adverted to, objects to

suicide being called self murder, because this criminal act has not the

qualities of that by which the life o( anotlier is intentionally and mali-

cioush' taken away ;
but if the deliberate and intentional deprivation of

another of life, without authority from the Divine law, and from human

laws established upon them, be that which, in fact, constitutes " murder,"

then is suicide entitled to be branded with the same odious appellation.

The circumstances must, of necessity, differ
;
but the act itself has essen-

tially the same criminality, though not in the same degree,
—it is the

taking away of the life of a human being, without the authority of God,
the maker and proprietor of aU, and therefore in opposition to, and defi-

ance of, his authority. That suicide has vers' deservedly received the

morally descriptive appellation of self murder, will also appear from the

reason given, in the first prohibition against murder, for making this

species of violence a capital crime. In the precepts delivered to the

sons of Noah, and, therefore, through them, to all their descendants,

that is, to all mankind, that against murder is thus delivered. Gen. ix, 6,
•' VVhoso sheddeth man's blood, by ni;in shall his blood be shed, for in

the image of God made he man." There is in this reason a manifest

reference to the dignity put upon human nature, by its being endowed

with a rational and immortal spirit. The crime of murder is made to

lie, therefore, not merely in the putting to death the animal part of man's

nature, for this is merged in a higher consideration, which seems to be,

the indignity done to the noblest of the works of God
;
and particularly,

the value of life to an immortal being, accountable in another state for

the actions done in this, and which ought, for this very reason, to be

specially giirded, since death introduces him into changeless and eter-

nal relatio :^, which were not to lie at the mercy of human passions.
Such moralists as the writer aliove quoted, would restrain the essential

characteristics of an act of murder to the " hurt done to a neighbour in

depriving him of life," and tiie "
insecurity" inflicted upon societ\- ; but

in this ancient and universal law, it is made eminently to consist in con-

tempt of the image of God in man, and its interference with man's m-
mortal interests and relations as a deathless spirit ;

and if so, then sui.

cide bears upon it these deep and awful characteristics of murder. It

is much more wisely said by Binhop Kidder, in his remarks upon this
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passage, that the reason given,
—" for in the image of God made he

man,"—is a farther aggravation of the sin of murder. It is a great

trespass upon God, as it destroys his likeness ;
and self murder, upon

this account, is forliidden as well as the killing of others.

Whatever weight may be due to the considerations urged by the mo-

ralists above quoted against this crime,—and every motive which may
deter men from listening to the first temptation to so direful an act, is

important,
—

yet the guards of Christianity must be acknowledged to be

of a more powerful kind. For the principles of our religion cannot be

understood without our perceiving, that, of almost all other crimes,

wilful suicide ought most to be dreaded. It is a sin against God's

authority. He is " the God of our life ;" in " his hand our breath is ;"

and we usurp his sovereignty when we presume to dispose of it. As

resulting from the pressure of mortifications of spirit, or tiie troubles of

life, it becomes a sin, as arraigning his providential wisdom and good,

ness. It implies either an Atheistic denial of God's government, or a

rebellious opposition to his permissive acts or direct appointments ;
it

cannot be committed, therefore, when the mind is sound, but in the ab-

sence of all the Christian virtues, of humility, self denial, patience, and

the fear and love of God, and only under the influence of pride, world,

liness, forgetfulness of God, and contempt of him. It hides from the

mind the reahties of a futvire judgment, or it defies them
;
and it is con-

summated by the character of unpardonahleness, because it places the

criVninal at once beyond the reach of mercy.

If no man has the right, then, to dispose of his own life by suicide, he

has no right to hazard it in duels. The silence of the pulpits in those

quarters where only the warning voice of the Christian preacher can be

heard by that class of persons most addicted to this crime, is exceed,

ingly disgraceful ;
for there can be little doubt that the palliating views

of this practice taken by some ethical w riters of celebrity, together with

the loose reasonings of men of the world, have, from this neglect, exer.

cised much influence upon many minds ;
and the consequence has been

that hundreds, in this professedly Christian country, have fallen victims

to false notions of honour, and to imperfect notions of the obligations

of their religion. Paley has the credit of dealing with this vice with

greater decision than many of our moralists. He classes it very justly

vii\\ murder. "Murder is forbidden ;
and wherever human life is deli-

berately taken awav, otherwise than by public authority, there is mur-

der." {Moral and Political Philosophy.)
' If unauthorized laws of ho.

nour be allowed to create exceptions to Divine prohibitions, there is

• an end to all morality, as founded in the will of the Deity ;
and theob.

ligation of every duty may, at one time or other, be discharged by the

caprice and fluctuations of fashion." {Moral and Political Philosophy.)

The fact is. that we mast either renounce Christianity, or try all cases
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by its nile. The question of the lawfulness of duelling is thus promptly

disposed of. If 1 have received a personal injury, I am bound to for-

give it, unless it be of such a nature that it becomes a duty to punish i

by due course of law ;
but even then not in the spirit of revenge, but

out of respect to the peace and welfare of society. If I have given of.

fence, I am bound to acknowledge it, and to make reparation ;
and if

ray adversary will not be satisfied, and insists upon ni) staking my life

against his own, no considerations of reputation or disgrace, the good or

ill opinion of men, who form their judgments in utter disregard to the

laws of God, can have any more weight in this, than in any other case

of immorality. The sin of duelling unites, in fact, the two crimes of

suicide and of murder. He who falls in a duel is guilty of suicide, by

voluntarily exposing himself to be slain
;
he by whom he falls is guilty

of murder, as having shed man's blood without authority. Nay, the

guilt of the two crimes unites in the same person. He who falls is a

suicide in fact, and the murderer of another in intention ; he by whom

he falls is a murderer in fact, and so far a suicide as to have put hia

own life into imminent peril, in contempt of God's authority over him.

He has contemned the "
image of God in man,", both in himself and in

his brother. And where duels are not fatal on either side, the whole

guilt is chargeable upon the parties, as a sin purposed in the heart.

although, in that case, there is space left for repentance.

Life, then, is not disposable at the option of man, nor is property

Itself, without respect to the rules of the Divine law ;
and here, too, we

shall perceive the feebleness of the considerations urged, in merely

moral systems, to restrain prodigal and wasteful expenditure, hazardous

speculations, and even the obvious evil of gambling. Many weighty

arguments, we grant, may be drawn against all these from the claims of

children, and near relations, whose interests we are bound to regard,

and whom we can have no riglit to expose even to tiie ciiance of being

involved in the same ruin with ourselves. But tliese reasons can have

little sway with those who fancy that they can keep within the verge

of extreme danger, and who will plead their " natural right" to do what

they will with their own. In cases, too, where there may be no cliil-

dren or dependent relatives, the individual would feel less disposed to

acknowledge the force of this class of reasons, or think them quite inap.

plicable to his case. But Christianity enjoins
" moderation" of the

desires, and temperance in the gratification of the appetites, and in the

show and splendour of hfe, even where a state of opulence can com-

mand them. It has its admonitions against the " love of money ;"

against ''willing to be rich," except as ''the Lord may prosper a man"

in the usual track and course ofhonest industry,
—authoritative cautions

which lie directly against hazardous speculations ;
and it warns such as

dc8|)i9C them of the consequent
"
temptations" and spiritual

"
snares,"

3
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destructive to habits of piety, and ultimately to the soul, into which (hey

must fall,
—considerations of vast moment, but peculiar to itself, and

quite out of the range of those moral systems which have no respect

to its authority. Against gambling, in its most innocent forms, it sets

its injunction,
"
Redeeming the time ;" and in its more aggravated

cases, it opposes to it not only the above considerations, as it springs

fr"m an unhallowed "love of money ;" but the whole of that spirit and

temper which it makes to be obligatory upon us, and which those evil

and often diabolical excitements, produced by this habit, so fearfully

violate. Above all, it makes property a trust, to be employed under

the rules prescribed by Him who, as sovereign proprietor, has deposited

it with us, which rules require its use certainly ; (for the covetous are

excluded from the kingdom of God
;)

but its use, first, for the supply

of our wants, according to our station, with moderation ; then, as a

provision for children, and dependent relatives ; finally, for purposes

of charity and religion, in which "
grace," as before stated, it requires

us "to abound ;"
—and it enforces all these by placing us under the

responsibility of accounting to God himself, in person, for the abuse or

neglect of this trust, at the general judgment.

With respect to the third natural right, that of libf.ri v, it is a ques-

tion which can seldom or never occur in the present state of society,

whether a man is free to part with it for a valuable consideration. Un-

der the law of Moses, this was certainly allowed ;
but a Christian man

stands on different ground. To a pagan he would not be at liberty

to enslave himself, because he is not at liberty to put to hazard his

soul's interests, which might be interfered with by the control given

to a pagan over his time and conduct. To a Christian he could not

be at liberty to alienate himself, because, the spirit of Christianity be-

ing opposed to slavery, the one is not at liberty to buy, nor the other

to sell, for reasons before given. I conclude, therefore, that no man

can lawfvdly divest himself absolutely of his personal Uberty, for any

consideration whatever.

To the natural rights of life, property and liberty, may be added the

right of CONSCIENCE.

By this is meant the right which a man has to profess his own opinions

on subjects of religion, and to worship God in the mode which he deems

most acceptable to him. Whether this, however, be strictly a natural

right, like the three above mentioned, may be a subject of dispute, for

then it would be universal, which is, perhaps, carrying the point too

far. The matter may best be determined by considering the ground of

that right, which differs much from the others we have mentioned.

The rin'ht to life results both from the appointment of God, and the ab-

sence of a superior or countervailing right in another to deprive us of

it, until, at least, we forfeit that right to some third party, by some
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voluntary act of our own. This also applies to the rights of property

and liberty. The right of professing particular religious opinions, and

practising a particular mode of worship, can only rest upon a convic-

tion that these are duties enjoined upon us by God. For since reli-

gion is a matter which concerns man and God, a man must know that

it is obligatory upon him as a duty, and under fear of God's displea-

sure, to profess his opinions openly, and to practise some particular

mode of worship.

To apply this to the case of persons all sincerely receiving the Bible

as a revelation from God. Unquestionably it is a part of that revela-

tion, that those who receive its doctrines should profess and attempt
to propagate them

; nor can they profess them in any other way than

they interpret the meaning of the book which contains them. Equally
clear is it, that the worship of God is enjoined upon man, and that

publicly, and in collective bodies. From these circumstances, there-

fore, it results, that it is a duty which man owes to God to profess and

to endeavour to propagate his honest views of the meaning of the

Scriptures, and to worship God in the mode which he sincerely con-

ceives is made obligatory upon him, by the same sacred volume. It

is from this duty that the riglit of conscience flows, and from this alone
;

and it thus becomes a right of that nature w hich no earthly power has

any authority to obstruct, because it can have no power to alter or to

destroy" the obhgations which almighty God, the supreme governor,
has laid upon his creatures.

It does not, however, follow from this statement, that human govern-

ments, professing to be regulated themselves by the principles of Chris-

tianity, have no authority to take cognizance of the manner in which
this right of conscience is exercised. They are " ordained of God" to

uphold their subjects in the exercise of their just rights respectively,

and that without partiality. If, therefore, under a plea of conscience,

one sect should interfere to obstruct others in a peaceable profession of

their opinions, and a peaceable exercise of their worship ;
or should

exercise its own so as to be vexatiouslv intrusive upon others, and in

defiance of some rival sect; as for instance, in a Protestant country, if

Roman Catholics were to carry the objects of their idolatry about the

streets, instead of contenting themselves with worshipping in their o\vii

way, in their own chapels. In all such cases the government might be

bound in respect of the rights of other classes of its subjects, to inter-

fere by restraint, nor would it then trespass upon the rights ofconscience,

justly interpreted. Again, since "the powers that be are ordained of

God," for " a terror to evil doers, and a praise to them that do well ;"

which evil doing and well doing are to be interpreted according to the

common sense and agreement of mankind, and plainly refer to moral

actions only ;
should any sect or individual, ignorantly, fanatically, o»

2
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corruptly, so interpret the Scriptures as to suppose themselves free from

moral obligation, and then proceed to practise their tenets by any such

acts as violate the laws of well-ordered society, or by admitting inde-

cencies into their modes of worship, as some fanatics in former times who

used to strip themselves naked in their assemblies ;
here too a govern-

ment would have the right to disregard the plea of conscience if set upi

and to restrain such acts, and the teachers of them, as pernicious to

society. But if the opinions professed by any sect, however erroneous

they may be, and however zealously a sound and faithful Christian might

be called by a sense of duty to denounce them as involving a corrupt

conscience, or no conscience at all, and as dangerous or fatal to the

salvation of those that hold them, do not interfere with the peace, the

morals, and good order of society ;
it is not within the province of a

government to animadvert upon them by force of law ;
since it was not

established to judge of men's sincerity in religion, nor of the tendency

of opinions as they affect their salvation, but only to uphold the morals

and good order -jf the community. So, likewise, what has been called

by some worship, has been sometimes marked with great excesses of

enthusiasm, and with even ridiculous follies ; but if the peace of others,

and the morals of society, arc not thereby endangered, it is not the

part of the magistracy to interfere, at least by authority.

In cases, however, where political opinions are connected with reli-

gious notions, and the plea of conscience is set up as an " unalienable

right," to sanction their propagation, a government may be justified in

interposing, not indeed on the ground that it judges the conscience to be

erring and corrupt, but for its own just support when endangered by such

opinions. Sects of religious republicans have sometimes appeared
undera

monarchical government,
—the Fifth Monarchy Fanatics, for instance,

who, according to their interpretation of the kingdom of Christ, regarded

the existence of all earthly monarchies as inimical to it, and believing

that the period of its establishment was come, thought it impiety to ac-

knowledge any earthly sovereign, as being contrary to their allegiance

to Christ. When such notions are confined to a few persons it is wise

in a government tb leave them to their own absurdities as their most

potent cure
;
but should a fanaticism of this kind seize upon a multitude,

and render them restless and seditious, the state would be justifiable in re-

straining them by force, although a mistaken conscience might be mixed

up with the error. We may therefore conclude, that as to religious

sects, the plea of conscience does not take their conduct out of the cogni-

zance of the civil magistrate when the peace, the morality, and safety

ofsociety are infringed upon ;
but that otherwise, the rights ofconscience

are inviolable, even when it is obviously erroneous, and, religiously con-

sidered, as to the individual, dangerous. The case then is one which is to

be dealt with by instruction, and moral suasion. It belongs to public
a
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instructers, and to all well-informed persons, to correct an ignorant and

perverse conscience, by friendly and compassionate admonition ;
and the

power of the magistrate is only lawfullv interposed, when the effect

complained of so falls upon society as to infringe upon the rights of

others, or upon the public morals and peace ;
but even then the facts

ought to be obvious, and not constructive.

Tlie case of those who reject the revelation of the Scriptures must

be considered on its own merits.

Simple Deism, in a Christian country, may lay a foundation for

such a plea of conscience as the staie ought to admit, although it should

be rejected by a sound theologian. The Deist derives his religion by

inference from what he supposes discoverable of the attributes and

will of God from nature, and the course of the Divine government.
Should he conclude that among such indications of the will of God there

are those which make it his duty to profess his opinions, to attack the

evidences ofour Divine revelation as of insufficient proof, and to worship

God in a manner more agreeable to his system, it would be too delicate

an interference of a government with a question of conscience, to be

allowed to make itself the judge whether any such conviction could be

conscientiously entertained
; although by divines, in their character of

public instructers, this would properly be denied. Absolutely to shut

out, bv penal laws, all discussion on the evidences of Divine revelation,

would probably make secret infidels in such numbers as would more

than counterbalance the advantage which would be gained, and that by
the suspicion which it would excite. But this principle would not ex-

tend to the protection of any doctrine directly subversive of justice,

chastity, or humanity ;
for then society would be attacked, and the natu-

ral as well as civil rights of man invaded. Nor can opprobrious and

blasphemous attacks upon Christianity be covered by a plea of con-

science and right, since these are not necessary to argument. It is evident

that conscience, in the most liberal construction of the term, cannot be

pleaded in their behalf; and they are not innocent even as to society.

To those systems which deny the immortality of the soul, and con-

sequently, a state of future retribution, and which assume any of the

forms of Atheism, no toleration can, consistently with duty, be extended

by a Christian government. The reasons of this exception are, 1. That

the very basis of its jurispnidence, which is founded upon a belief in

God, the sanctity of oaths, and a future state, is assaulted by such doc-

trines, antl that it cannot co-exist with them : 2. That they are subversive

of the morals of the people : and, 3. That no conscience can be pleaded

by their votaries for the avowal of such tenets. When the existence of

a God and his moral government are denied, no conscience can exist to

require the publication of such tenets
;
for this cannot be a duty imposed

upon tliem bv God, since thev deny his existence. No right ofconscience

2
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IS therefore violated when they are restrained by civil penalties. Such

persons cannot have the advantages ofsociety, without submitting to the

principles on which it is founded ; and as they profess to believe that they

are not accountable beings, their silence cannot be a guilt to them ; they

give up the argument drawn from conscience, and from its rights, which

have no existence at all but as founded upon revealed duty.

The second branch of justice we have denominated economical .

it respects those relations which grow out of the e.-dstence of men in

families.

The first is that of husband and wife, and arises out of the institu-

tion of marriage.

The foundation of the marriage union is the. will of God that the hu-

man race should " increase and multiply," but only through a chaste and

restricted conjunction of one man and one woman, united by their free

vows in a bond made by the Divine law indissoluble, except by death or

by adultery. The will of God as to marriage is, however, general, and

is not so expressed as to lay an imperative obligation to marry upon

every one, in all circumstances. There was no need of the law being

directed to each individual as such, since the instincts of nature, and the

affection of love plantf^d in human beings, were sufficient to guarantee

its general observance. The very bond of marriage too being the pre-

ference founded upon love, rendered the act one in which choice and

feeling were to have great influence
;
nor could a prudent regard to cir-

cumstances be excluded. Cases were possible in which such a prefer,

ence as is essential to the felicity and advantages of that state might not

be excited, nor the due degree of affection to warrant the union called

forth. There might be cases in which circumstances might be inimical

to the full discharge of some of the duties of that state
;

as the comfort,

able maintenance of a wife, and a proper provision for children. Some

individuals would also be called by Providence to duties in the Church

and in the world, which might better be performed in a single and un-

fettered life
;
and seasons of persecution, as we are taught by St. Paul,

have rendered it an act of Christian prudence to abstain even from

this honourable estate. The general rule, however, is in favour of mar-

riage ;
and all exceptions seem to require justification on some prin-

ciple grounded upon an eqtuil or a paramount obligation.

One intention ofmarriage in its original institution was the production

of the greatest number of healthy children
;
and that it secures this ob-

ject is proved from the universal fact, that population increases more,

and is of better quality, where marriage is established, and its sacred laws

are observed, than where the intercourse of the sexes is promiscuous.

A second end was the establishment of the interesting and influential

relations of acknowledged children and parents, from which the most

endearing, meliorating, and pure affections result, and which could not
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exist williout marriage. It is indeed scarcely possible even to sketch the

numerous and important effects of this sacred institution, which at once

displays in the most affecting manner, the Divine benevolence and the

Divine wisdom. It secures the preservation and tender nurture of chil-

dren, by concentrating an affection upon them, which is dissipated and

lost wherever fornication prevails. It creates conjugal tenderness, filial

piety, the attachment of brothers and sisters, and of collateral rela.

tions. It softens the feelings, and increases the benevolence of society

at large, by bringing all these affections to operate powerfully within each

of those domestic and family circles of which society is composed. It

excites industry and economy ;
and secures the communication of moral

knowledge, and the inculcation of civility, and early habits of submission

to authority, by which men are fitted to become the subjects of a public

government, and without which, perhaps, no government could be sus-

tained but by brute force, or, it may be, not sustained at all. These are

some of the innumerable benefits by which marriage promotes human

happiness, and the peace and strength of the community at large.

The institution of marriage not only excludes tlie promiscuous inter-

course of the sexes, but polygamy also
;
a practice almost equally fatal

to the kind affections, to education, to morals, and to purity. The argu

ment of our Lord with the Pharisees, on the subject of divorce, Matt

xix, assumes it as even acknowledged by the Jews, that marriage was

not only of Divine institution, but that it consisted in the union of

two only,
—"they twain shall be one flesh." This was the law of mar-

riage given at first, not to Adam and Eve only, but prospectively to all

their descendants. The first instance of polygamy was that of Lamech,

and this has no sanction from the Scripture ;
which may be observed of

other instances in the Old Testament. They were opposed to the ori-

ginal law, and in all cases appear to have been punished with many

afflictive visitations. The Mosaic law, althougli polygamy appears to

have been practised under it, gives no direct countenance to the prac-

tice
;
which intimates that, as in the case of divorce, the connivance was

not intended to displace the original institution. Hence, in the language

of the Old Testament, as well as of the New, the terms husband and

wife in the singular number continually occur ;
and a passage in the

Prophet Malachi is so remarkable as to warrant the conclusion, that"

among the pious Jews, the original law was never wholly out of sight.

» Yet ye say. Wherefore ? Because the Lord hath been witness betw een

thee, and the w^ife of thy youth, against whom thou hast dealt treacher-

ously, yet she is thy companion, and the wife ofthy covenant. And did not

he make one?"—(one woman)—"Yet had he the residue of the s|>irit ?"

—(and therefore could have made more than one)
—" And wherefore

one ?" " That he might seek a godly seed," is the answer, w hich strongly

ghows how closelyconnected in the prophet's niindwere the circumstances

2
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of piety in the offspring and tlie restraint of marriage to one wife only ,

for lie thus glances at one of the obvious evils of polygamy, its deterio-

rating moral influence upon children. If, however, in some instances

the practice of the Jews fell short of the strictness of the original law

of marriage, that law is now fully restored by Christ. In a discourse

with the Pharisees, he not only re-enacts that law, but guards against

its evasion by the practice of divorce
;
and asserts the marriage union

to be indissoluble by any thing but adultery. The argument of our

Lord in this discourse is, indeed, equally conclusive against polygamy and

against the practice of divorce; for "
if," savs Dr. Paley, '"whoever

putteh away his wife and niarrieth another committeth adultery, he

who marrieth another, the first wife being living, is no less guilty of

adultery ; because the adultery does not consist in the repudiation of

the first wife
; for, however cruel and unjust that may be, it is not adul-

tery ;
but in entering into a second marriage, during the legal existence

and obligation of the first.''

Nature itself comes in also as a confirmation of this original law.—
in births, there is a small surplusage of males over females

; which,

being reduced by the more precarious life of males, and by the acci-

dents to which more than females they are exposed from wars and

dangerous employments, brings the number of males and females to a

par, and shows that in the order of Providence a man ought to have

but one wife
;
and that where polygamy is not allowed, every woman may

ha^e a husband. This equality, too, is found in all countries
; although

some licentious writers have attempted to deny it upon unsound evidence.

Another end of marriage was, the prevention of fornication ;
and as

this is done, not only by providing for a lawful gratification of tiie sex-

ual appetite ;
but more especially by that mutual affection upon which

marriages, when contracted according to the will of God, are founded,

this conjunction necessarily requires that degree of love between the

contracting parties which produces a preference of each other above

every man or woman in the world. Wherever this degree of affection

does not exist, it may therefore be concluded that the rite of marriage
is profaned, and the greatest security for the accomplishment of its

moral ends weakened or destroyed. Interest, compliance with the

views of family connections, caprice, or corporal attractions, it may
be therefore concluded, are not in themselves lawful grounds of mar-

riage, as tending, without affection, to frustrate the intention of God in

its institution
;

to which end all are bound to subject themselves. On
the other hand, since love is often a delusive and sickly affection,

.exceedingly temporaryand uncertain, when it is unconnected withjudg-
ment and prudence ;

and also because marriages are for the most part

contracted by the young and inexperienced, whose passions are then

strongest when their judgments are most imma'ure^ in no step in

Vol. II 35
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liJe is the counsel of others more necessary, and in no case ought it

to be sought with greater docility than in tliis. A proper respect to the

circumstances of age, fitness, &c, ought never to be superseded by the

plea of mere affection ; although no circumstances can justify marriage
without that degree of affection which produces an absolute preference.

Whether marriage be a civil or a religious contract has been a subject

of dispute. The truth seems to be that it is both. It has its engage-
ments to men, and its vows to God. A Christian state recognizes mar-

riage as a branch of public morality, and a source of civil peace and

strength. It is connected with the peace of society by assigning one

woman to one man, and the state protects him, therefore, in her exclu-

sive possession. Christianity, by allowing divorce in the event of adul-

tery, supposes, also, that the crime must be proved by proper evidence

before the civil magistrate ;
and lest divorce should be the result of

unfounded suspicion, or be made a cover for license, the decision of

the case could safely be lodged nowhere else. Marriage, too, as

placing one human being more completely under the power of another

tluin any other relation, requires laws for the protection of those who

are thus so exposed to injury. The distribution of society into families,

also, can only be an instrument for promoting the order of the commu-

nity, by the cognizance which the law takes of the head of a family

and by making him responsible, to a certain extent, for the conduct of

those under his influence. Questions of property are also involved in

marriage and its issue. The law must, therefore, for these and many
other weighty reasons, be cognizant ofmarriage ;

must prescribe various

regulations respecting it
; require publicity of the contract

;
and guard

some of the great injunctions of religion in the matter by penalties. In

no well ordered state can marriage, therefore, be so exclusively left to

religion as to shut out the cognizance and control of the state. But

then those who would have the whole matter to lie between the parties

themselves, and the civil magistrate, appear wholly to forget that mar-

riage is a solemn religious act, in which vows are made to God by both

persons, who, when the rite is properly understood, engage to abide

by all those laws with which he has guarded the institution
;

to love and

cherish each other
;
and to remain faithful to each other until death.

For if, at least, they profess belief in Christianity, whatever duties are

laid upon husbands and wives in Holy Scripture, they engage to obey,

by the very act of their contracting marriage. The question, then, ia

whether such vows to God as are necessarily involved in marriage, are

to be left between the parties and God privately, or whether they ought

to be publicly made before his ministers and the Church. On this the

Scriptures are silent
;
but though Michaclis has showed, (Commentarie*

on the Laws of Moses,) that the priests under the law were not appointed

to celebrate matriage ; yet in the practice of the modern Jews, it is •

2
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religious ceremony, the chief rabbi of the synagogue being present, and

prayers being appointed for tiie occasion. {Allen's Modem Judaism.)

This renders it probable that the character of the ceremony under th«»

law, from the most ancient times, was a religious one. The more

direct connection of marriage with religion in Christian states, by

assigning its celebration to the ministers of religion, appears to be a

very beneficial custom, and one which the. state has a right to enjoin.

For since the welfare and morals of society are so*much interested in

the performance of the mutual duties of the married state
;
and since

those duties have a religious as well as civil character, it is most pro-

per that some provision should be made for explaining those duties ;

and for this a standing form of marriage is best adapted. By acts of

religion, also, they are more solemnly impressed upon the parties-

When this is prescribed in any state, it becomes a Christian cheerfully,

and even thankfully, to comply with a custom of so important a tendency,

as matter of conscientious subjection to lawful authority, although no

Scriptural precept can be pleaded for it. That the ceremony should be

confined to the clergy of an established Church is a ditferent considera-

tion. We are inclined to think that the religious effect would be greater,

were the ministers of each religious body to be authorized by the state

to celebrate marriages among their own people, due provision being

made for the regular and secure registry of them, and to prevent the

civil laws respecting marriage from being evaded.

•When this important contract is once made, then certain rights are

acquired by the parties mutually, who are also bound by reciprocal

duties, in the fulfilment of which the practical "righteousness" of each

consists. Here, also, the superior character of the morals of the New

Testament, as well as their higher authority, is illustrated. It may,

indeed, be within the scope of mere moralists to show that fidelity, and

affection, and all the courtesies necessary to maintain affection, are

rationally oWigatory upon those who are connected by the nuptial bond ;

but in Christianity that fidelity is guarded by the express law,
" Thou

shalt not commit adulteiy ;" and by our Lord's exposition of the spirit

of that law, which forbids the indulgence of loose thoughts and desires,

and places the purity. of the heart under the guardianship of that hal-

lowed fear which his authority tends to inspire. Affection, too, is made

a matter of diligent cultivation upon considerations, and by a standard,

peculiar to our religion. Husbands are placed in a relation to their

wives, similar to that which Christ bears to his Church, and his exam-

ple is thus made their rule : as Christ «
gave himself," his life,

" for the

• Church," Eph. v, 25, so are they to hazard Ufe for their wives. As Christ

saves his Church, so is it the bounden duty of husbands to endeavour, by

every possible means, to promote the religious edification and salvation of

ttieir wives. The connection is thus exalted into a rehgious one ;
and when
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love which knows no abatement, protection at the hazard of life, and a ten-

der and constant sohciiude for the salvation of a wife are thus enjoined, the

greatest possible security is established for the exercise of kindness and

fidelity. The oneness of this union is also more forcibly stated in Scrip,

turc than any where beside :
"
They twain shall be one flesh." " So

ought men to love their wives as their own bodies ; he that loveth his

wife loveth himself. For no man ever yet hated his own flesh, but

nourisheth and chetisheth it, even as the Lord the Church." Precept

and illustration can go no higher than this ;
and nothing evidently is

wanting either of direction or authority to raise the state of marriage
into the highest, most endearing, and sanctified relation in which two

human beings can stand to each other. The duties of wives are reci

procal to those of husbands. The outline in the note below (2) com-

(2) PARTICULAR DUTIES OF WIVES.

Subjection, the generall head of all

wives duties.

Acknowledgment of an husbands su-

perioritie.

A due esteeme of her owne husband as

the best for her, and wortliy of ho-

nour on her part.

An inward wive.like fear.

An outward reverend carriage toward

her husband, which consisteth in a

wive-like sobriotie, mildnesse, cur.

tissie, and modestie in apparel.

Reverend speech to and of her hus-

band.

Obedience.

Forbearing to do without, or against

her husbands consent, such things as

he hath power to order, as, to dis.

pose and order the common goods of

the familie, and the allowance for it,

or cluldrcn, servants, cattell, guests,

journics, &,c.

A ready yielding to what her husband

would have done. This is manifested

by a willingnesse to dwell where ho

will, to come when he calls, and to do

what he requireth.

A patient l)earing of any reproofo, and

a ready rednssing of that for which

•he is justly reproved.

PARTICULAR DUTIES OF HUSBANDS.

Wisdom and love, the generall heads of

all husbands duties.

Acknowledgment of a wives neere con.

junction and fellowship with her hus-

band.

A good esteeme of his owne wife a^ the

best for him, and worthy of love on

his part.

An inward intire affection.

An outward amiable carriage toward

his wife, wliich consisteth in an bus.

band-like gravity, mildnesse, cour-

teous acceptance of her curtissie,

and allowing her to wear fit apparel.

Mild and loving speech to and of his

wife.

A wise maintaining his authority, and

forbearing to exact all that is in his

power.
A ready yielding to iiis wives request,

and giving a generall consent and

libertie unto her to order the affaires

of the houtc, children, servants, &c.

And a free allowing her something
to bestow as she. soeth occasion.

A forbearing to exact more than his

wife is willing to doe, or to force her

to dwell where it is not meet, or to

enjoyne her to do things that are

unmeet in themselves, or against her

mind.

A wise ordering of reproofe, not using
it without just and weighty cause,

and then privately and meekly.
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prises both : it presents a series of obligations which are obviously
drawn from the New Testament

; but which nothing except that could

Contentment with her husbands pre-

sent estate.

Such a subjection as may stand with

her subjection to Christ.

Such a subjection as the Church yield-

eth to Christ, which is sincere, pure,

cheerful, constant, for conscience

sake.

A provident care for his wife, accord

ing to his abilities.

A forbearing to exact any thing which

stands not with a good conscience.

Such a love as Clirist beareth to the

Church, and man to himselfe, which

is first free, in deed and truth, pure,

chaste, constant.

ABERRATIONS OF WfVES FROM THEIR PAR-

TICULAR DUTIES.

ABERRATIONS OF HUSBANDS FROM THEIR

PARTICULAR DUTIES.

Amhition, the generall ground of the

aberrations of wives.

A conceit that wives are their husbands

equuls.

A conceit that she could better subject

herselfe to any other man than to her

own husband.

An inward despising of her husband.

Unreverend behaviour toward her hus-

band, manifested by lightnesse, sul-

lennesse, scornefulnesse, and vanity

in her attire.

Unreverend speech to and of her hus-

band.

A stout standing on her owne will.

A peremptory undertaking to do things

as she list, without and against her

husbands consent. This is mani-

fested by privy purloyning his goods,

taking allowance, ordering children,

servants, and cattell, feasting stran-

gers, making journies and vows, as

hersplfe listeth.

An obstinate standing upon her owne

will, making her husband dwell where

she will, and refusing to goe when

he calls, or to doe any thing upon
his command.

. Disdaine at reproofe : gwing word for

word : and waxing worse for being

reproved.

Want of wisdome and love^ the generall

grounds of the aberrations of hu3»

bands.

Too mean account of wives.

A preposterous conceit of his owne wife

to be the worst of all, and that he

could love any but her.

A stoical! disposition, without all heat

of affection.

An unbeseeming carriage toward hia

wife, manifested by his baseness, ty-

rannicall usage of her loftinesse,

rashnesse, and niggardlinesse.

Harsh, proud, and bitter speeches to

and of his wife.

Losing of his authority.

Too much strictnesse over his wife.—
This is manifested by restraining her

from doing any thing without parti,

cular and expresse consent, taking
too strict account of her, and :^llow-

ing her no more than is needful for

her owne private use.

Too lordly a standing upon the highest

step of his authority : being too fre-

quent insolent, and peremptory in

commanding things frivolous, un-

meet, and against his wifes minde

and conscience.

Rashnesse and bilternesse in reprov-

ing: and that too frequently on

slight occasions, and disgracefully

before children, servants, and slran

gen.
3
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furnish. The extract is made from an old writer, and although ex-

pressed in homely phrase will be admired for discrimination and com

prehensiveness.

The uuties of children is a branch of Christian morality which

receives both illustration and authority in a very remarkable and pecu-

liar manner from the Scriptures.
" Honour tiiy father and thy mother,"

is a precept which occupies a place in those tables of law which were

written at first by the finger of God ; and is, as the Apostle Paul notes,
" the first commandment with promise." The meaning of the term

honour is comprehensive, and imports, as appears from various passages
in which it occurs, reverence, affection, and grateful obedience. It

expresses at once a principle and a feeling, each of which must influ-

ence the practice ; one binding obedience upon the conscience, the

other rendering it the free effusion of the heart
;
one securing the great

points of duty, and the other giving rise to a thousand tender sentiments

and courtesies which mutually meliorate the temper, and open one of

the richest sources of domestic felicity.

The honouring of parents is likewise enforced in Scripture, by a

temporal promise. This is not peculiar to the law ; for when the

apostle refers to this " as the first commandment with promise," and

adds,
" that it may be well with thee, and that thou mayest live long on

the earth," Eph. vi, 3, 4, he clearly intimates that this promise is car-

ried forward into the Christian dispensation ;
and though it is undoubt-

edly modified by the circumstances of an economy which is not so

much founded upon temporal promises as the law, it retains its full

force as a general declaration of special favour on the part of God.

This duty also derives a most influential and affecting illustration from

the conduct of our Lord, who was himself an instance of subjection to

parents ;
of the kindest behaviour to them ;

and who, amidst his agonies

on the cross, commended his weeping mother to the special regard of

the beloved disciple, John, charging him with her rare and support as

M.
" son," in his own stead. In no system of mere ethics, certainly, is

this great dutv, on which so much of human interest and felicity de-

pends, and which exerts so much influence upon society, thus illustrated,

and thus enforced.

Discontent at her husbands estate. A carclcssc nrglixt of his wifo, and

niggartlly deahiig witii her, and that

in her weiil^ncsse.

Such a pleasing of her husband as of. A commanding of unlawful things.

fendeth Christ.

Such a subjection as is most unlike Such a disposition as is most unlike

to the Cliurch's, viz. faincd, forced, tu Christ's, and to that which a man

Bckle, Slc. bear<'tti to liinisolfe, viz. compliment,

impure, for by respects, inconstant,

fco.

2
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The duties of children may be thus sketched.

Love, which is founded upon esteem and reverence, comprises gra-

titude also
;
no small degree of which is obligatory upon every child

for the unwearied cares, labours, and kindness of parental afiection.

In the few unhappy instances in which esteem for a parent can have

little place, gratitude, at least, ought to remain
;
nor can any case

arise in which the obhgation offilial love can be cancelled.

Reverence, which consists in that honourable esteem of parents

which children ought to cherish in their hearts, and from which springs
on the one hand the desire to please, and on the other the fear to offend.

The fear of a child is, however, opposed to the fear of a slave ; the

latter has respect chiefly to the punishment which may be inflicted
;

but the other being mixed with love, and the desire to be loved, has

respect to the offence which may be taken by a parent, his grief, and

his displeasure. Hence the fear of God, as a grace of the Spirit in the

regenerate, is compared to the fear of children. This reverential regard
due to parents has its external expression in all honour and civility,

whether in words or actions. The behaviour is to be submissive, the

speech respectful, reproof is to be borne by them with meekness, and

the impatience of parents sustained in silence. Children are bound to

close their eyes as much as possible upon the failings and infirmities of

the authors of their being, and always to speak of them honourably

among themselves, and in the presence of others. " The hearts of all

men go along with Noah in laying punishment upon Ham for his un-

natural and profane derision, and love the memory of those sons that

would not see themselves, nor suffer others to be the witnesses of the

miscarriages of their father." In tiie duty of "honouring" parents, is

also included their support when in necessity. This appears from our

Lord's application of this commandment of the law in his reproof of the

Pharisees, who, if they had made a vow of their property, thought it

then lawful to withhold assistance from their parents, Matt, xv, 4-6.

To affection and reverence, is to be added.

Obedience, which is universal :
"
Children, obey your parents in all

things ;" with only one restriction, which respects the consciences of

children, when at age to judge for themselves. The apostle therefore

adds,
" in the Lord." That this limits the obedience of children to the

lawful commands of parents, is clear also from our Lord's words, " If

any love father or mother more than me he is not worthy of me." God

is to be loved and obeyed above all. In all lawful things the rule is

absolute; and the obedience, like that we owe to God, ought to be

cheerful and unwearied. Should it chance to cross our inclinations,

this will be no excuse for hesitancy, much less for refusal.

One of the principal cases in which this princi])le is often most

severely tried, is that of marriage. The general ride clearly is, that
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neither son nor daughter ought to marry against the command of a

father, with whom the prime authority of the family is lodged ;
nor even

without the consent of the mother, should the father be willing, if she

can lincl any weighty reason for her objection ; for, although the autho-

rity of the mother is subordinate and secondary, yet is she entitled to

obedience from the child. There is, however, a considerable diflerenco

between marrying at the rommand of a parent, and marrying against

his prohibition. In the first case, children are more at liberty than in

the other ; yet even here, the wishes of parents in this respect are to

be taken into most serious consideration, with a preponderating desire

to yield to them : but if a child feels that his affections still refuse to

run in the course of the parents' wishes ;
if he is conscious that he

cannot love his intended wife " as himself," as " his own flesh ;" he is

prohibited by a higher rule, which presents an insuperable barrier to

his compliance. In this case the child is at liberty to refuse, if it is

done deliberately, and expressed with modesty and proper regret at not

being able to comply, for the reasons stated ; and every parent ought

to dispense freely with the claim of obedience. But to marry in op-

position to a parent's express prohibition, is a very grave case. The

general rule lies directly against this act of disobedience, as against

all others, and the violation of it is therefore sin. And what blessing

can be expected to follow such marriages? or rather, what curse may
not be feared to follow them 1 The law of God is transgressed, and the

image of his authority in parents is despised. Those exceptions to

this rule which can be justified, are very few.

In no case but where the parties have attained the full legal age of

twenty-onv years, ought an exception to be even considered ;
but it may

perhaps be allowed, 1. When the sole objection of the parent is the

marriage of his child with a person fearing God. 2. When the sole

reason given is, a wish to keep a child unmarried from caprice, interest,

or other motive, which no parent has a right to require, when the child

is of legal age. 3. When the objections are simply those of prejudice,

without reasonable ground ; but in this case, the child ought not to

assume to be the sole judge of the parent's reasons ;
and would not be

at lil)erty i > act, unless supported by the opinion of impartial and judi-

cious frieiiils, whose advice and mediation ought to be asked, in order

that, in so delicate an affair, he or she may proceed with a clear con-

science .

The persuading a daughter to elope from her parents' house, where

the motive is no other than the wilful following of personal affection,

which spurns at parental control and authority, must, therefore, be con-

sidered as a great crime. It induces the daughter to commit a very

criminal act of disobedience
; and, on the part of the man, it is a worse

kind of felony than stealing the property of another. " For children are

2
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much more properly a man's own than his goods, and the more highly
to be esteemed, by how much reasonable creatures are to be preferred

before senseless things." {Gouge on Relative Duties.)
The duties of parents are exhibited with equal clearness in the

Scriptures, and contain a body of most important practical instructions.

The first duty is love, which, although a natural instinct, is yet to

be cultivated and nourished by Christians under a sense of duty, and

by frequent meditation upon all those important and interesting rela-

tion's in which religion has placed them and their oflspring. The

duty of sustentation and care, therefore, under the most trying circum-

stances, is imperative upon parents ; for, though this is not directly

enjoined, it is supposed necessarily to follow from that parental love

which the Scriptures inculcate
;
and also, because the denial of either

to infants would destroy them, and thus the unnatural parent would be

involved in the crime of murder.

To this follows INSTRUCTION, Care for the mind succeeding the nou-

rishment and care of the body. This relates to the providing such an

education for children as is suited to their condition, and bv which they

may be fitted to gain a reputable livelihood when they are of age to ap-

ply themselves to business. But it specially relates to their instruction

in the doctrines of Holy Writ. This is clearly what the Apostle Paul

means, Eph. vi, 4, by directing parents to "
bring them up in the nur-

ture and admonition of the Lord." A parent is considered in Scripture

a? a priest in his own family, which is a view of this relation not to be

found in ethical writers, or deducible from any principles from which

they would infer parental duties, independently of revelation
;
and from

this it derives a most exalted character. The offices of sacrifice, inter-

cession, and religious instruction, were all performed by the patriarchs ;

and, as we have already seen, although, under the law, the offering of

sacrifices was restrained to the appointed priesthood, yet was it still the

duty of the head of the family to bring his sacrifices for immolation in

the prescribed manner ;
and so far was the institution of public teachers

from being designed to supersede the father's office, that the heads of

the Jewish families were specially enjoined to teach the law to their

children diligently, and daily, Deut. vi, 7. Under the same view does

Christianity regard the heads of its families, as priests in their houses,

offering spiritual gifts and sacrifices, and as the religious instructers of

their children. Hence it is, in the passage above quoted, that " fathers"

are commanded " to bring up their children in the nurture and admoni-

tion of the Lord ;" or, in other words, in the knowledge of the doctrines,

duties, motives, and hopes of the Christian religion. This is a work,

therefore, which belongs to the very office of a father as the priest of

his household, and cannot be neglected by him, but at his own, and his

children's peril. Nor is it to be occasionally and cursorily performed,
2
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but so that the object may be attained, namely, tliat they may " know

the Scriptures from their childhood," and have stored their minds with

their laws, and doctrines, and promises, us their guide in future life
;
a

work which will require, at least, as much attention from the Christian

as from the Jewish parent, who was commanded on this wise,—" Thou
shalt teach them diligently to thy children, and thou shalt talk of them

when thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by the way, when
thou liest down, and when thou risest up." The practice of the Jews

in this respect, appears to have been adopted by the Christians oT the

primitive Churches, which were composed of both Jewish and Gentile

converts in almost every place ;
and from them it is probable that the

early customs of teaching children to commit portions of Scripture to

memory, to repeat prayers night and morning, and to approach their

parents for their blessing, might be derived. The last pleasing and

impressive form, which contains a recognition of the domestic priest,

hood, as inherent in the head of any family, has in this country grown
of late into disuse, which is much to be regretted.

It is also essential to the proper discharge of the parental duty of

instructing children, that every means should be used to render what is

taught influential upon the heart and conduct. It is, therefore, so-

lemnly imperative upon parents to be "
holy in all manner of conversa-

tion, and godliness," and thus to enforce truth by example. It concerns

them, as much as ministers, to be anxious for the success of their la-

bours ; and recognizing the same principle, that " God giveth the in

crease," to be abundant in prayers for the gift of the Holy Spirit to

their children. Both as a means of grace, and in recognition of God's

covenant ofmercy with them and their seed after tliem, it behooves them

also to bring their children to baptism in their infancy ;
to explain to

them the baptismal covenant when they are al)le to understand it
; and

to habituate them from early years to the observance of the Sabbath,
and to regular attendance on the public worship of God.

Tlie GOVERNMENT of children is another great branch of parental

duty, in which both the parents are bound cordially to unite. Like all

other kinds of government appointed by God, the end is the good of

those subject to it
;
and it therefore excludes all caprice, vexation, and

tyranny. In the case of parents, it is eminently a government of love,
and therefore, although it includes strictness, it necessarily excludes se-

verity. The mild and benevolent character of our Divine religion dis-

plays itself here, as in every other instance where the heat of temper,
the possession of power, or the ebullitions of passion, might be turned

against the wc:ik and unprotected. The civil laws of those countries in

which Christianity was first promulgated, gave great power to parents (3)

(3) By the old Roman law, the father had the power of life and death, as to

hi* cliildr^n.

2
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over their children, which, in the unfeeling spirit of paganism, was
often harshly, and even cruelly, used. On the contrary, St. Paul en-

ioins,
" And ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath," meaning

plainly, by a rigorous severity, an overbearing and tyrannical behaviour,

tending to exasperate angry passions in them. So again,
"
Fathers,

provoke not your children, lest they be discouraged," discouraged from

all attempts at pleasing, as regarding it an impossible task,
" and be un-

fitted to pass through the world with advantage, when their spirits have

been unreasonably broken under an oppressive yoke, in the earliest years
of their life." {Doddridge on Coloss. iii, 21.) But though the parental

government is founded upon kindness, and can never be separated from

it, when rightly understood and exercised, it is still government, and is

a trust committed by God to the parent, which must be faithfully dis-

charged. Corporal correction is not only allowed, but is made a duty
in Scripture, where other means would be ineffectual. Yet it may be

laid down as a certain principle, that, where the authority of a parent is

exercised with constancy and discretion, and enforced by gravity, kind-

ness, and character, this will seldom be found necessary ; nor, when the

steady resolution of the parent to inflict it when it is demanded by the

case, is once known to the child, will it need often to be repeated. Pa-

rental government is also concerned in forming the manners ofchildren
;

in inculcating civility, order, cleanliness, industry, and economy ;
in

repressing extravagant desires and gratifications in dress and amuse-

ments ;
and in habituating the will to a ready submission to authority.

It must be so supreme, whatever the age of children may be, aa to con

trol the whole order and habits of the family, and to exclutte all licen.

tiousness, riot, and unbecoming amusements from the house, lest the

curse of Eh should fall upon those who imitate his example in not re-

proving evil with sufficient earnestness, and not restraining it by the

effectual exercise of authority.

Another duty of parents is the comfortable settlement of their chil-

dren in the world, as far as their ability extends. This includes the

discreet choosing of a calling, by which their children may "
provide

things honest in the sight of all men;" taking especial care, however,

that their moral safety shall be consulted in the choice,—a considera-

tion which tno many disregard, under the influence of carelessness, or

a vain ambition. The "
laying up for children" is also sanctioned

both by nature, and by our religion ;
but this is not so to be under-

stood as that the comforts of a parent, according to his rank in life,

should be abridged ; nor that it should interfere with those charities

which Christianity has made his personal duty.

The next of these reciprocal duties, are those ofservant and masteb.

This is a relation which will continue to the end of time. Equality

of condition is aUke contrary to the nature of things, and to the appoint*
S
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ment of God. Some must toil, and others direct ;
some command, and

others obey ;
nor is this order contrary to the real interest of the multi-

tude, as at first sight it might appear. The acquisition of wealth by a

few affords more abundant employment to the many ;
and in a well

ordered, thriving, and industrious state, except in seasons of peculiar

distress, it is evident, that the comforts of the lower classes are greater

than could be attained were the land equally divided among them, and

so left to their own cultivation that no one should be the servant of an-

other. To preserve such a state of things would be impossible ;
and

could it be done, no arts but of the rudest kind, no manufactures, and no

commerce, could exist. The very first attempt to introduce these would

necessarily create the two classes of workmen and employers ;
of the

many who labour with the hands, and the few who labour with the mind,

in directing the operations ;
and thus the equality would be destroyed.

It is not, however, to be denied, that through the bad principles and

violent passions of man, the relations of servant and master have been

a source of great evil and misery. The more, therefore, is that reli-

gion to be valued, which, since these relations must exist, restrains the

evil that is incident to them, and shows how they may be made sources

of mutual benevolence and happiness. Wherever the practical influence

of religion has not been felt, servants have generally been more or less

treated with contempt, contun)ely, harshness, and oppression. They,

on the contrary, are, from their natural corruption, inclined to resent

authority, to indulge selfishness, and to commit fraud, either by with-

holding the just quantum of labour, or by direct theft. From the con-

flict of tliese evils in servants and in masters, too often result suspi-

cion, cunning, overreaching, malignant passions, contemptuous and

irritating speeches, the loss of principle in the servant, and of kind

and equitable feeling on the part of the master.

The direct manner in which the precepts of the New Testament tend

to remedy these evils, cannot but be remarked. Government in mas-

ters, as well as in fathers, is an appointment of God, though differing in

circumstances
;
and it is, therefore, to be honoured. " Let as many

servants as are under the yoke, count their own masters worthy of ail

honour ;" a direction which enjoins both respectful thoughts, and humi-

lity and propriety of external demeanour toward them. Obedience to

their commands in all things lawful is next enforced
;
which obedience

is to be grounded on principle and conscience; on "singleness of heart,

as unto Christ ;" thus serving a master with the same sincerity, the same

desire to do the appointed work well, as is required of us by Christ.

This service is also to be cheerful, and not wrung out merely by a sense

of duty : "Not with eye service, as men plcasers ;" not having respect

simply to the approbation of the master, but "as the servants of Christ,"

making profession of his religion, "doing the will ofGod," in this branch
2
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of duty,
" from the heart" with alacrity and good feeling. The duties

of servants, stated in these brief precepts, might easily be shown to

comprehend every particular which can be justly required of persona

in this station
;
and the whole is enforced by a sanction which could

have no place but in a revelation from God,—"
knowing that whatso-

ever good thing any man doeth, the same shall he receive of the Lord,

whether he be bond or free," Eph. vi, 5. In other words, even the

common duties of servants, when faithfully, cheerfully, and piously per-

formed, are by Christianity made rewardable actions :
" Of the Lord

ye shall receive a reward."

The duties of servants and masters are, however, strictly reciprocal.

Hence the apostle continues his injunctions as to the right discharge

of these relations, by saying, immediately after he had prescribed the

conduct of servants,
" And ye, masters, do the same things unto them ;"

that is, act toward them upon the same equitable, conscientious, and

benevolent principles, as you exact from them. He then grounds his

rules, as to masters, upon the great and influential principle,
" Knowing

that )'our Master is in heaven ;" that you are under authority, and are

accountable to him for your conduct to your servants. Thus masters

are put under the eye of God, who not only maintains their authority,

when properly exercised, by making their servants accountable for any

contempt of it, and for every other failure of duty, but also holds the

master himself responsible for its just and mild exercise. A solemn and

religious aspect is thus at once given to a relation, which by many is

considered as one merely of interest. When the apostle enjoins it on

masters to " forbear threatening," he inculcates the treatment of ser-

vants with kindness of manner, with humanity, and good nature
; and,

by consequence also, the cultivation of that benevolent feeling toward

persons in this condition, which, in all rightly influenced minds, will

flow from the consideration of their equality with themselves in the

sight of God ;
their equal share in the benefits of redemption ;

their

relation to us as brethren in Christ, if they are "
partakers of like pre-

cious faith ;" and their title to the common inheritance of heaven,

where all those temporary distinctions on which human vanity is so

apt to fasten, shall be done away. There will also not be wanting in

such minds, a consideration of the service rendered ; (for the benefit is

mutual
;)

and a feeling of gratitude for service faithfully performed,

although it is compensated by wages or hire.

To benevolent sentiment the apostle, however, adds the principles

of justice and equity :
" Masters, give to your servants that which is

•

just and equal, knowing that ye also have a Master in heaven," who

is the avenger of injustice. The iermsjust and eqtial, though terms of

near affinity, have a somewhat different signification.
To give that

which is just to a servant, is to deal with him according to an agree-
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ment made ;
but to give him what is equal, is to (leal fairly and honestly

with him, and to return what is his due in reason and conscience, even

when there are circumstances in the case which strict law would not

oblige us to take into the account. "Justice makes our contracts tho

measure of our dealings with others, and equity our consciences."

(Fleetwood's Relative Duties.) Equity here may also have respect par-

ticularly to that important nde which obliges us to do to others what

we would, in the same circumstances, have them to do to us. Thia

rule of equity has a large range in the treatment of servants. It ex-

cludes all arbitrary and tyrannical government ;
it teaches masters to

respect the strength and capacity of their servants ;
it re])ressos rage

and passion, contumely and insult ; and it directs that their labour

shall not be so extended as not to leave proper time for rest, for attend-

ance on God's worship, and, at proper seasons, for recreation.

The religious duties of masters are also of great importance.

Under the Old Testament the servants of a house partook of the

common benefit of the true religion, as appears from the case of the

servants of Abraham, who were all brought into the covenant of cir-

cumcision
;
and from the early prohibition of idolatrous practices in

families, and, consequently, the maintenance of the common worship of

God. The same consecration of whole families to God we see in the

New Testament
;

in the baptism of " houses," and the existence of

domestic Churches. The practice of inculcating the true religion upon

servants, passed from the Jews to the first Christians, and followed

indeed from the conscientious employment of the master's injlvence in

favour of piety ;
a point to which we shall again advert.

From all this arises the duty of instructing servants in the principles

of religion ; of teaching them to read, and furnishing them with the

Scriptures ;
of having them present at family worship ;

and of con-

versing with them faithfully and affectionately respecting their best

interests. In particular, it is to be observed, that servants have by the

law of God a right to the Sabbath, of which no master can, without sin,

deprive them. They are entitled under that law to rest on that day ;

and that not only for the recreation of their strength and spirits, hut,

especially, to enable them to attend public worship, and to read the

Scriptures, and pray in private. Against this duty all those offend who

employ servants in works of gain ;
and also those who do not so arrange

the alfairs of their households, that domestic servants may be as little

occupied as possible with the affairs of the house, in order that they

may be able religiously to use a day which is made as much theirs as

their masters', by the express letter of the law of God
;
nor can the

blessing of (iod be expected to rest upon families where this shocking

indifterenco to the religious interests of domestics, and this open dis-

regard of the Divine command prevail. A Jewish strictness in some
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particulars is not bound upon Christians ; as, for example, the prohibi-

tion against lighting tires. These were parts of the municipal, not the

moral law of the Jews ;
and they have respect to a people living in a

certain climate, and in peculiar circumstances. But even these pro.

hibitions are of use as teaching us self denial, and that in all cases we

ought to keep within the rules of necessity. Unnecessary occupations

are clearly forbidden even when they do not come under the description

of work for gain ;
and when they are avoided, there will be sufficient

leisure for every part of a family to enjoy the Sabbath as a day of rest,

and as a day of undistracted devotion. VVe may here also advert to

that heavy national offence which still hangs upon us, the denying to the

great majority of our bond slaves in the West Indies, those Sabbath

rights which are secured to them by tlie very religion we profess.

Neither as a day of rest, nor as a day of worship, is this sacred day

granted to them
;
and for this our insolent and contemptuous defiance

of God's holy law, we must be held accountable. This is a considera-

tion which ought to induce that part of the community who retain any

fear of God, to be unwearied in their applications to the legislature,

until this great reproach, this weight of offence against religion and

humanity, shall be taken away from us.

The employment of influence for the religious benefit of servants,

forms another part of the duty of every Christian master. This appears

to be obligatory upon the general principle, that every thing which

can be used by us to promote the will of God, and to benefit others, is

«a talent" committed to us, which we are required by our Lord to

"occupy." It is greatly to be feared, that this duty is much neglected

among professedly rehgious masters ;
that even domestic servants are

suffered to live in a state of spiritual danger, without any means being

regularly and affectionately used to bring them to the practical know-

ledge of the truth ;
means which, if used with judgment and per>fve-

ranee, and^enforced by the natural influence of a superior, might prove

in many instances both corrective and saving. But if this duty be much

neglected in households, it is much more disregarded as to that class of

servants who are employed as day labourers by the farmer, as journey-

men by the master artisan, and as workmen by the manufacturer.

More or less the master comes into immediate connection with this class

of servants ;
and although they are not so directly under his control

as those of his household, nor within reach of the same instruction, yet

is he bound to discountenance vice among them
;
to recommend their

attendance on public worship; to see that their children are sent to

• schools ;
to provide religious help for them when sick

;
to prefer sober

and religious men to others
;
and to pay them their wages in due time

for market, and so early on the Saturday, or on the Friday, that their

families may not be obstructed in their preparations for attending the

2
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house of God on the Lord's day morning. If the rehgious cliaracter

and bias of the master were thus fell by his whole estabUshment, and

a due regard paid uniformly to justice and benevolence in the treat-

ment of all in his employ, not only would great moral good be the

result, but there would be reason to hope that the relation between

employers and their workmen, which, in consequence of frequent dis-

putes respecting wages and combinations, has been rendered suspicious

and vexatious, would assume a character of mutual confidence and

reciprocal good will.

Political justice respects chiefly the relation of subjecl and soi-e-

reign, a delicate branch of morals in a religious system introduced into

the world under such circumstances as Christianity, and which in its

wisdom it has resolved into general principles of easy application, in

ordinary circumstances. With equal wisdom it has left extraordinary

emergencies unprovided for by special directions
; though even in such

cases the path of duty is not without light reflected upon it from the

whole genius and spirit of the institution.

On the origin of power, and other questions of government, endless

controversies have been held, and very different theories adopted, which,

so happily is the world exchanging government by force for government

by public opinion, have now lost much of their interest, and require not,

therefore, a particular examination.

On this branch of morals, as on the others we have already consi-

dered, the Scriptures throw a light peculiar to themselves ;
and the

theory ofgovernment which they contain will be found perfectly accord,

ant with the experience of the present and best age of the world as to

practical government, and exhibits a perfect harmony with that still

more improved civil condition which it must ultimately assume in con-

sequence of the diffusion of knowledge, freedom, and virtue.

The leading doctrine of Scripture is, that government is an ordinance

of God. It was manifestly his will that men should live in society ;
this

cannot be doubted. The very laws he has given to men, prescribing

their relative duties, assume the permanent existence of social relations,

and therefore place them under regulation. From this fact the Divine

appointment ofgovernment flows as a necessary consequence. A society

cannot exist without rules or laws
;
and it therefore follows that such

laws must be upheld by enforcement. Hence an eaecvtive power in

some form must arise, to guard, to judge, to reward, to punish. For if

there were no executors of laws, the laws would become a dead letter,

which would be the same thing as having none at all
;
and where there.

are no laws, there can be no society. But we are not left to inference.

In the first ages of the world government was paternal, and the power
ofgovernment was vested in parents by the express appointment ofGod.

Among the Jews, rulers, judges, kings, were also appointed by God
2
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himself; and as for all other nations, the New Testament expressly

declares, that " the powers which be are ordained of God."

The origin of power is not, therefore, from man, but from God. It

is not left as a matter of choice to men, whether they will submit to be

governed or not
;

it is God's appointment that they should be subject to

those powers whom he, in his government of the world, has placed over

them, in all things for which he has instituted government, that is, that

it should be " a terror to evil doers, and a praise to them that do well."

Nor are they at liberty
•• to resist the power," when employed in ac-

complishing such legitimate ends of government ;
nor to deny the right,

nor to refuse the means, even when thev have the power to do so, by
which the supreme power may restrain evil, and enforce truth, right-

eousness, and peace. Every supreme power, we may' therefore con-

clude, is invested with full and unalienable authority to govern well ;

and the people of every state are bound, by the institution of God,

cheerfully and thankfully to submit to be so governed.
There can, therefore, be no such compact between any parties as

shall originate the right of government, or the duty of being governed ;

nor can any- compact annul, in the least, the rightful authority of the

supreme power to govern efficiently for the full accomplishment of the

ends for which government was divinely appointed ; nor can it place

any limit upon the duty of subjects to be governed accordingly.
We may conclude, therefore, with Paley and others, that what is

caHed " the social compact," the theory of Locke and his followers on

government, is a pure fiction. In point of fact, men never did originate

government b)' mutual agreement ;
and men are all born under some

government, and become its subjects, without having any terms of com-

pact proposed to them, or giving any consent to understood terms, or

being conscious at all that their assent is necessary to convey the right

to govern them, or to impose upon themselves the obligation of subjec-

tion. The absurdities which Paley has pointed out as necessa.iiy fol-

lowing from the theory of the social compact, appear to be sufnciently

well founded
;
but the fatal objection is, that it makes government a

mere creation of man, whereas Scripture makes it an ordinance of God :

it supposes no obligation anterior to human consent
; whereas the ap-

pointment of God constitutes the obhgation. and is wholly indencndent

of human choice and arrangement.

The matter of government, however, does not appear to b» left so

loose as it is represented by the author of the Moral and PoUtical Phi-

loiophy.

The ground of the subject's obligation which he assigns is •' the will

of God as collected from expediency." We prefer to assign the will of

God as announced in the public law of the Scriptures ;
and which mani.

fcstly establishes two points as general rules : 1. The positive obhgation
Vol. II 36
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of men to siii)mit to government : 2. Their obligation to yield obedience,

in all things lawful, to the governments under which they live, as ap-

pointed by God in the order of his providence,
—" the powers that be,"

the powers which actually exist,
" are ordained of God." From these

two principles it will follow, that in the case of any number of men and

women being thrown together in some desert part of the world, it would

be their duty to marry, to institute paternal government in their families,

and to submit to a common government, in obedience to the declared

will of God
;
and in the case of persons born under any established

government, that they are required to yield submission to it as an ordi-

nance of God,
" a power" already appointed, and under which they

are placed in the order of Divine providence.

Evident, however, as these principles are, they can never be pleaded

in favour of oppression and wrong ;
since it is always to be remembered

that the same Scriptures which establish these principles have set a suf-

ficient number of guards and limits about them, and that the rights and

duties of sovereign and subject are reciprocal. The manner in which

they are made to harmonize with public interest and liberty will appear

after these reciprocal duties and rights are explained.

The duties of the sovereign power, whatever its form may be, are,

the enactment of just and equal laws
;
the impartial execution of those

laws in mercy ;
the encouragement of religion, morality, learning, and

industry ;
the protection and sustenance of the poor and helpless ; the

maintenance of domestic peace, and, as far as the interests of the con».

munity will allow, of peace with all nations
;
the faithful observance of

all treaties ;
an incessant application to the cares of government, with-

out exacting more tribute from the people than is necessary for the real

wants of the state, and the honourable maintenance of its officers
;
the

appointment of inferior magistrates of probity and fitness, with a diligent

and strict oversight of them
;
and finally, the making provision for the

continued instruction of the people in the religion of the Scriptures

which it professes to receive as a revelation from God, and that with

such a respect to the rights of conscience, as shall leave all men free

to discharge their duties to Him who is "
higher than the highest."

All those obligations are either plainly expressed, or are to be inferred

from such passages as the following :
" The God of Israel said, the Rock

of Israel spake to me. He that ruleth over men must he just, ruling in

the fear of God
;
and he shall be as the light of the morning when the

sun riseth, even a morning without clouds, as the tender grass springeth

out of the earth by clear shining after rain ;" images which join to the

attribute of justice a constant and <lifrusive beneficence. "Mercy and

truth preserve the king."
" Yc shaU do no unrighteousness in judg-

ment ;
thou shalt not respect the person of the poor, nor honour the

person of the mighty ;
but in righteousness thou shalt judge."

" He
2
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that saith unto the wicked, Thou art righteous," that is, acquits the

guilty in judgment,
" him shall the people curse, nations shall abhor

him." " Moreover thou shalt provide out of all the people able men ;

such as fear God ;
men of truth, hating covetousness

;
and place such

over them, and let them judge the people at all seasons." " Him that

hath a high look and a proud heart I will not suffer. Mine eyes shall

be upon the faithful in the land, that they may dwell with me
;
he that

walketh in a perfect way, he shall serve me. He that worketh deceit

shall not dwell in my house, he that telleth lies shall not tarrj' in my
sight." To these and many similar passages in the Old Testament may
be added, as so many intimations of the Divine will as to rulers, those

patriotic and pious practices of such of the judges and kings of Israel

as had the express approbation of God
;

for although they may not

apply as particular rules in all cases, they have to all succeeding ages

the force of the general principles which are implied in them. The

New Testament directions, although expressed generally, are equally

comprehensive ;
and it is worthy of remark, that while they assert the

Divine ordination of" the powers that be," they expUcitly mark out for

what ends they were thus appointed, and allow, therefore, of no plea of

Divine right in rulers for any thing contrary to them. " Render unto

Cesar the things that are Cesar's," that is, things which are Cesar's by

public law and customary impost.
" For rulers are not a terror to

good works, but to the evil. Wilt thou not be afraid of the power ? Do

that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same
;

for he is

the minister of God to thee for good. But if thou do that which is

evil, be afraid
;

for he beareth not the sword in vain
;

for he is the

minister of God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil."

"Submit yourselves to every ordinance of man, for the Lord's sake;

whether it be to the king, as supreme, or unto governors, as unto them

that are sent by him for the punishment of evil doers, and for the praise

of them that do well."

In thnsc passages, which state the legitimate ends of government,

and limit God's ordination of government to them, the duties of sub-

jects are partially anticipated ;
but they are capable of a fuller enu-

meration.

Subjection and obedience are the first ; qualified, however, as we know

from the example of the apostles, with exceptions as to what is contrary

to conscience and morality. In such cases they obeyed not, but suffered

rather. Otherwise the rule is,
" Let every soul be subject to the higher

powers ;" and that not merely
" for wrath," fear ofpunishment, but " for

conscience' sake," from a conviction that it is right.
" For this cause

pay ye tribute also ;
for they are God's ministers, attending continually

upon this very thing. Render, therefore, to all their dues, tribute to

whom tribute is due, custom to whom custom, fear to whom fear,
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honour to whom honour." Supplies for the necessities of government
are therefore to be wilUngly and faithfully furnished. Rulers are aiso

to be treated with respect and reverence :
" Thou shalt not speak evil of

the ruler of thy people." They are to be honoured both by external

marks of respect, and by being maintained in dignity ; their actions are

to be judged of with candour and charity, and when questioned or

blamed, this is to be done with moderation, and not with invective or

ridicule, a mode of "
speaking evil of dignities," which grossly offends

against the Christian rule. This branch ofour duties is greatly strength-

ened by the enjoined duty of praying for rulers, a circumstance which

gives an efficacy to it which no uninspired sj'stem can furnish. " I ex-

hort, therefore, that first of all supplications, prayers, intercessions, and

giving of thanks be made for all men
;

for kings, and for all that are in

authority, that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in all godliness

and honesty ;
for this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our

Saviour." This holy and salutary practice is founded upon a recogni-

tion of the ordinance of God as to government ;
it recognizes, also, the

existing powers in every place as God's " ministers ;" it supposes that

all public affairs are under Divine control
;

it reminds men of the ardu-

ous duties and responsibility of governors ; it promotes a benevolent,

grateful, and respectful feeling toward them
;

and it is a powerful

guard against the factious and seditious spirit. These are so evidently

the principles and tendencies of this sacred custom, that when prayer
has been used, as it sometimes has, to convey the feelings of a malig-

nant, factious, or light spirit, every well-disposed mind must have been

slKJcked at so profane a mockery, and must have felt that such prayers
" for all that are in authority," were any thing but "good and accept,

able in the sight of God our Saviour."

Connected as these reciprocal rights and duties of rulers, and of their

subjects, are with the peace, order, liberty, and welfare of society, so

that were they universally acted upon, nothing would remain to be de.

sired for the promoti jn of its peace and welfare
;

it is also evident that

in no part of the world have they been fully observed, and, indeed, in

most countries they are, to this day, grossly trampled upon. A question

then arises, How far does it consist with Christian submission to en-

deavour to remedy the evils of a government ?

On this difficult and often controverted point we tnust proceed with

caution, and with steady respect to the principles above drawn from the

word of God
;
and that the subject may be less entangled, it may be

proper to leave out of our consideration, for the present, all questions

relating to rival supreme powers, as in the case of a usurpation, and

those which respect the duty of subjects, when persecuted by theit

government on account of tiieir religion.

Although government is enjoined by God, it appears to be left to men
2
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to judge in what form its purposes may, in certain circumstances, be

most eflectually accomplished. No direction is given on this subject
in the Scriptures. The patriarchal or family governments of the most

ancient times were founded upon nature; but when two or more families

were joined under one head, either for mutual defence, or for aggres-
sion, the [government] was one of choice, or it resulted from a subn\is-

sion etfected by conquest. Here in many cases, a compact might,
and in some instances did, come in, though differing in principle from
" the social compact" of theoretical writers

;
and this affords the only

rational way of interpreting that real social compact which in some de.

gree or other exists in all nations. In all cases where the patriarchal

government was to be raised into a government common to many fami-

lies, some considerable number of persons must have determined its

form, and they would have the right to place it upon such fundamental

principles as might seem best, provided that such principles did not in-

terfere with the duties made obligatory by God upon every sovereign

power, and with the obhgations of the subject to be governed by justice
in mercy, and to be controlled from injuring others. Equally clear

would be the right of the community, either en masse, or by their natural

heads or representatives, to agree upon a body of laws, which should

be the standing and published expression of the will of the supreme

power, that so the sovereign will on all main questions might not be

subject to constant changes and the caprice of an individual
; and to

oblige the sovereign, as the condition of his ofSce, to bind himself to

observe these fundamental principles and laws of the state by solemn

oath, which has been the practice among many nations, and especially
those of the Gothic stock. It follows from hence, that while there is

an ordination of God as to government, prior to the establishment of all

governments, there is no ordination of a particular man or men to govern,
nor any investment of families with hereditary right. There is no such

ordination in Scripture, and we know that none takes place by par-

ticular revelation. God " setteth up one, and putteth down another,"
in virtup of his dominion over all things ; but he does this through
men themselves, as his controlled and often unconscious instruments.

Hence, by St. Peter, in perfect consistency with St. Paul, the existing

governments of the world are called "ordinances of men."—"Submit

to every ordinance of man," or to every human creation or constitution,
" for the Lord's sake, whether to the king as supreme," &c. Again,
as the wisdom to govern with absolute truth and justice, is not to be

presumed to dwell in one man, however virtuous, so, in this state of

things, the better to secure a salutary administration, there would be a

right to make provision for this also, by councils, senates, parliaments,

cortcs, or similar institutions, vested with suitable powers, to forw ard,

but not to obstruct, the exercise of good government. And accordingly,
2
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we can (race the rudiments of these institutions in the earliest stages

of most regular governments. These and similar arrangements, are

left to human care, prudence, and patriotism ; and they are in perfect

accordance with the principles of sovereign right as laid down in

Scripture.

It is not, however, in the forming ofa new state, that any great difficulty

in morals arises. It comes in when either old states, originally ill consti-

tuted, become inadapted to the purposes of good government in a new
and altered condition of society, and the supreme power refuses to adapt
itself to this new state of aflairs

;
or when in states originally well con-

stituted, encroachments upon the public liberties take place, and great
misrule or neglect is chargeable upon the executive. The question in

such cases is, whether resistance to the will of the supreme power is

consistent with the subjects' duty 1

To answer this, resistance must be divided into two kinds,—the resist-

ance of opinion, and the resistance offorce.
As to the first, the lawfulness, nay, even the duty of it must often be

allowed; but under certain qualifying circumstances. As, 1. That this

resistance of opposing and inculpating opinion is not directed against

government, as such, however strict, provided it be just and impartial.

2. That it is not personal against the supreme magistrate himself, or his

delegated authorities, but relates to public acts only. 3. That it springs
not from mere theoretical preference of some new form of government
to that actually existing, so that it has in it nothing practical. 4. That

it proceeds not from a hasty, prejudiced, or malignant interpretation of

the chai-acter, designs, and acts of a government. 5. That it is not

factious
;
that is, not the result of attachment to parties, and of zeal to

effect mere party objects, instead of the general good. 6. That it does

not respect the interests of a few only, or of a part of the community,
or the mere local interests of some places in opposition to the just inte-

rests of other places. Under such guards as these, the respectful, but

firm expression of opinion, by speech, writing, petition, or remonstrance,
is not only lawful, but is often an imperative duty, a duty tar which

hazards even must be run by those who endeavour to lead up public

ppinion to place itself against real encroachments upon the fundamental

laws ofa state, or any serious maladministration of its affairs. The same
conclusion may be maintained under similar reserves, when the object
IS to improve a deficient and inadequate state of the supreme govern-
ment. It is indeed especially requisite here, that the case should be a

clear one ; that it should be felt to be so by the great mass of those

who with any propriety can he called the public ; that it should not be

urged beyond the necessity of the case ; that the discussion of it should

be temperate ;
that the change should be directly connected with an

obvious public good, not otherwise to be accomplished. When tlieM

2
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circumstances meet, there is manifestly no opposition to government as

an ordinance of God
;
no blamable resistance " to the powers that be,"

iince it is only proposed to place them in circumstances the more eflect-

ually to fullil the duties of their otfice ; nothing contrary, in fact, to the

original compact, the object of which was the public benefit, by render-

ing its government as efficient to promote the good of the state as pos.

sihle, and which tiierefore necessarily supposed a liability to future modi-

iications, when the fairly collected public sentiment, through the organs

l»y which it usually expresses itself as to the public weal, required it.

The least equivocal time, however, for proposing any change in what

might be regarded as fundamental or constitutional in a form of govern-
ment originally ill settled, would be on the demise of the sovereign,
when the new stipulations might be offered to his successor, and very

lawfully be imposed upon him.

Resistance by force may be divided into two kinds. The first is that

milder one which belongs to constitutional states, that is, to those in

which the compact between the supreme power and the people has been

drawn out into express articles, or is found in well understood and re-

ceived principles and ancient customs, imposing checks upon the sove-

reign will, and surrounding with guards the public liberty. The appli-

cation of this controlling power, which, in this country, is placed in a

parliament, may have in it much of compulsion and force ;
as when par

liament rejects measures proposed by the ministry, who are the organs
oi^the will of the sovereign ;

or when it refuses the usual supplies for

the army and navy, until grievances are redressed. The proper oi

improper use of this power depends on the circumstances ;
but when not

employed factiously, nor under the influence of private feelings, nor in

subservience to unjustifiable popular clamour, or to popular dema-

gogues ;
but advisedly and patriotically, in order to maintain the lawn

and customs of the kingdom, there is in it no infringement of the laws

of Scripture as to the subjects' obedience. A compact exists
;
these

are the established means of enforcing it
;
and to them the sovereign

has consented in his coronation oath.

The second kind is resistance hy force of amis ;
and this at least

must be established before its lawfulness, in any case, however extreme,

can be proved, that it is so necessary to remedy some great public evil

that milder means are totally inadequate,
—a point which can very sel-

dom be made out so clearly as to satisfy concientious men. One of

three cases must be supposed :
—either that the nation enjoys good in-

stitutions which it is enlightened enough to value :
—or that public liberty

and other civil blessings are in gradual progress ; but that a part only of

the people are interested in maintaining and advancing them, while a

great body of ignorant, prejudiced, and corrupt persons are on the side of

the supreme power, and ready to lend themselves as instruments of its mis-

a
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rule and despotism :^-or, thirdly, that although the majority of the pub-

lie are opposed to infringements on the constitution, yet the sovereign,

in attonipting to change the fundamental principles of his compact, em-

ploys liis mercenary troops against his subjects, or is aided and abetted

by some foreign influence or power.
In the first case we have supposed, it does not seem possible for un-

just aggressions to be succ :ssful. The people are enlightened, and at-

tached to their institutions
;
and a prompt resistance of public opinion

to the very first attempt of the supreme power must, in that case, be

excited, and will be sufficient to arrest the evil. Accordingly, we find

no instance of such a people being bereft of their liberty by their rulers.

The danger in that state of society often lies on the other side. For

as there is a natural inclination in men in power to extend their autho

rity, so in subjects there is a strong disposition to resist or evade it
;
and

when the strength of public opinion is known in any country, there are

never wanting persons, who, from vanity, faction, or interest, are ready
to excite the passions, and to corrupt the feelings of the populace, and

to render them suspicious and unruly ;
so that the difficulty which a

true patriotism will often have to contend with, is, not to repress but to

support a just authority. Licentiousness in the people has often, by a

re-action, destroyed liberty, overthrowing the powers by which alone

it is supported.

The second case supposes just opinions and feelings on the necessity

of improving the civil institutions of a country to be in some progress ;

that the evils of bad government are not onlv beginning to be felt, but

to be extensively rejected upon ;
and that the circumstances of a coun.

try are such that these considerations must force themselves upon the

public mind, and advance the influence of public opinion in favour of

beneficial changes. When this is the case, the existing evils must be

gradually counteracted, and ultimately subdued by the natural opera-
tion of all these circumstances. But if little impression has been made

upon the public n)ind, resistance would be hopeless, and, even if not

condemned by a higher principle, impolitic. The elements of society

are not ca|);il)lc of being funned into a better system, or, if formed into

it, cannot sustain it, since no form of government, however good in

theory, is reducible to beneficial practice, without a considerable degree
of i)ul)lic iutolligcnce and pul)lic virtue. Even where society is partially

prepared for beneficial changes, they may be hurried on too rapidly,

that is, l>etbre sufiicient previous impression has been made upon the

public mind and character, and then nothing but mischief could result

from a contest of force with a bad government. The effect would be

that the leaders of each party would appeal to an ignorant and bad

populace, and the issue on either side would prove injurious to the ad.

vancement of civil improvement. If the despotic party should triumph,
2
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then, of course, all patriotism would be confounded with rebellion, and

the eflbrts of moderate men to benefit their country be rendered for a

long time hopeless. If the party seeking just reforms should triumph,

they could only do so by the aid of those whose bad passions they had

inflamed, as was the case in the French revolution ; and then the result

would be a violence which, it is true, overthrows one form of tyranny,

but sets up another under which the best men perish. It cannot be

doubted but that the sound public opinion in France, independent of

all the theories in favour of republicanism which had been circulated

among a people previously unprepared for political discussions, was

sufficient to have effected, gradually, the most beneficial changes in

its government ;
and that the violence which was excited bj- blind pas-

sions threw back the real liberties of that country for many years.

The same effect followed the parliamentary war, excited in our own

country in the reign of Charles the First. The resistance of arms

was in neither case to be justified, and it led to the worst crimes.

The extreme case of necessity was not made out in either instance ;

and the duty of subjects to their sovereigns was grossly violated.

The third case supposed appears to be the only one in which the

renunciation of allegiance is clearly justifiable ;
because when the con-

tract of a king with his people is not only violated obviously, repeatedly,

and in opposition to petition and remonstrance, but a mercenary sol-

diery is employed against those whom he is bound to protect, and the

fear of foreign force and compulsion is also suspended over them to

couipel the surrender of those rights which are accorded to them both

by the laws of God, and the fundamental laws of the kingdom, the

resistance of public feeling and sentiment, and that of the constitutional

authorities, is no longer available
;
and such a sovereign does, in fact,

lose his rights bv a hostile denial of his duties, in opposition to his con-

tract with his people. Such a case arose in this country at the re\»-

lution of 1688 ;
it was one so clear and indubitable, as to carry with

it the calm and deliberate sense of the vast majority of all ranks of

society ; and the whole was stamped with the character of a deUberate

national act, not that of a faction. This resistance was doubtless

justifiable. It involved no opposition to government as such, but was

made for the purpose of serving the ends of good government, and the

preservation of the very principles of the constitution. Nor did it

imply any resistance to the existing power in any respect in which

it was invested with any right, either by the laws of God, or those

of the realm. It w ill, however, appear that here was a concurrence

of circumstances which rendered the case one which can verv' rarely

o<-cur. It was not the act of a few individuals
;
nor of mere theorists

in forms of government ;
nor was it the result of unfounded jealousy

or alarm
;
nor was it the work of either the populace on the one hand.
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or of an aristocratic faction on the other
;
but of the people under their

natural guides and leaders,
—the nobility and gentry of the land : nor

were any private interests nvolved, the sole object being the public

weal, and the maintenance of the laws. When such circumstances

and principles meet, similar acts may be justified ;
but in no instance

of an equivocal character.

The question of a subject's duty in case of the existence of rival

supreme powers, is generally a very difficult one, at least for some time.

When the question of right which lies between them divides a nation,

he who follows his conscientious opinion as to this point is doubtless

morally safe, and he ought to follow it at the expense of any inconve-

nience. But when a power is settled de facto in the possession of tha

government, although the right of its claim should remain questionable

in the minds of any, there appears a limit beyond which no man can

be fairly required to withhold his full allegiance. Where that limit

lies it is difficult to say, and individual conscience must have consider-

able latitude
;
but perhaps the general rule may be, that when continued

resistance would be manifestly contrary to the general welfare of the

whole, it is safe to conclude that He who changes the "
powers that be"

at his sovereign pleasure, has in his providence permitted or established

a new order of things to which men are bound to conform.

Whether men are at liberty to resist their lawful princes when per-

secuted by them for conscience' sake, is a question which brings in

additional considerations
;
because of that patience and meekness which

Christ has enjoined upon his followers when they suffer for his religion.

When persecution falls upon a portion only of the subjects of a country,

it appears their clear duty to submit, rather than to engage in plots and

conspiracies against the persecuting power ; practices which never can

consist with Christian moderation and truth. But when it should fall

u{)on a people constituting a distinct state, though united politically

with some other, as in the case of the Waldenses, then the persecu-

tion, if carried to the violation of liberty, life, and property, would

involve the violation of political rights also, and so nullify the compact
which has guaranteed protection to all innocent subjects. A national

resistance on these grounds would, for the foregoing reasons, stand on

a very different basis.

No questions of this kind can come before a Christian man, however,

without placing him under the necessity of considering the obligation

of many duties of a much clearer character than, in almost any case,

the duty of resistance to the government under which he lives, can be.

He is bound to avoid all intemperance and uncharitableness, and he is

not, therefore, at liberty to become a factious man
;
he is forbidden to

indulge malignity, and is restrained therefore from revenge ; he is

taught to be distrustful of his own judgment, and must only admit that

2
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of the wise and good to be influential with him
;
he must therefore

avoid all association with low and violent men, the rabble of a state,

and their designing leaders ; he is bound to submission to rulers in all

cases where a superior duty cannot be fairly established ;
and he is

warned of the danger of resistance " to the power," as bringing after

it Divine " condemnation," wherever the case is not clear, and not

fully within the principles of the word of God. So circumstanced,

the allegiance of a Christian people is secured to all governors, and

to all governments, except in very extreme cases which can very sel-

dom arise in the judgment of any who respect the authority of the

word of God ;
and thus this branch of Christian morality is established

upon principles which at once uphold the majesty of [government,!

and throw their shield over the liberties of the people ; principles

which in the wisdom of God beautifully entwine [Jidelity,] freedom,

and peace.



PART FOURTH.

THE INSTITUTIONS OF CHRISTIANITY.

CHAPTER I.

The Christian Chuhch.

The Church of Christ, in its largest sense, consists of all who have

been baptized in the name of Christ, and who thereby make a visible

profession of faith in his Divine mission, and in all the doctrines taught

by him and his inspired apostles. In a stricter sense, it consists of

those who are vitally united to Christ, as the members of the body to

the head, and who, being thus imbued with spiritual life, walk no longer

"after the flesh, but after the Spirit." Taken in either view, it is a

visible society, bound to observe the laws of Christ, its sole Head and

Lord. Visible fellowship with this Church is the duty of all who pro-

fess faith in Christ
;

for in this, in part, consists that " confession of

Christ before men," on which so much stress is laid in the discourses

of our Lord. It is obligatory on all who are convinced of the truth of

Christianity to be baptized ;
and upon all thus baptized frequently to

partake of the Lord's Supper, in order to testify their continued faith in

that great and distinguishing doctrine of the religion of Christ, the

redemption of the world by the sacrificial effusion of his blood, both of

which suppose union with his Church. The ends of this fellowship or

association are, to proclaim our faith in the doctrine of Christ as Divine

in its origin, and necessary to salvation ;
to offer public prayers and

thanksgivings to God through Christ, as the sole Mediator ;
to hear

God's word explained and enforced; and to place ourselves under that

discipline which consists in the enforcement of the laws of Christ,

(which are the rules of the society called the Church,) upon the mem-

hers, not merely by general exhortation, but by kind oversight, and

personal injunction and admonition of its ministers. All these flow from

the original obligation to avow our faith in Christ, and our love to him.

The Church of Christ being then a visible and permanent society,

bound to observe certain rites, and to obey certain rules, the existence

of government in it is necessarily supposed. All religious rites suppose

ORnER, all order direction and control, and these a directive and

CONTROLLING I'OWKR. Again, all laws are nugatory without enforce-

ment, in «he present mixed and imperfect state of society ;
and all

enforcement supposes an executive. If baptism be the door of admis-

sion into the Church, some must judge of the fitness of candidates, and
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administrators of the rite must be appointed ;
if the Lord's Supper must

be partaken of, the times and the mode are to be determined, the quali-

fications of communicants judged of, and the administration placed in

suitable hands
;

if worship must be social and public, here again there

must be an appointment of times, an order, and an administration
;

if

the word of God is to be read and preached, then readers and preach-
ers are necessary ;

if the continuance of any one in the fellowship of

Christians be conditional upon good conduct, so that the purity and

credit of the Church may be guarded, then the power of enforcing dis-

cipline must be lodged somewhere. Thus government flows neces-

sarily from the very nature of the institution of the Christian Church ;

and since this institution has the authority of Christ and his apostles,

it is not to be supposed that its government was left unprovided for
;

and if they have in fact made such a provision, it is no more a matter

of mere option with Christians whether they will be subject to govern-
ment in the Church, than it is optional with them to confess Christ by

becoming its members.

The nature of this government, and the persons to whom it is com-

mitted, are both points which we must briefly examine by the light of

the Holy Scriptures.

As to the first, it is wholly spiritual :
—" My kingdom," says our

Lord, " is not of this world." The Church is a society founded upon
faith, and united by mutual love, for the personal edification of its mem-
bers in holiness, and for the religious benefit of the world. The nature

of its government is thus determiDed
;
—it is concerned only with spi-

ritual objects. It cannot employ force to compel men into its pale;

for the only door of the Church is faith, to which there can be no com-

pulsion,
—" he that believeth and is baptized" becomes a member. It

cannot inflict pains and penalties upon the disobedient and refractor)',

like civil governments ;
for the only punitive discipline authorized in

the New Testament, is comprised in " admonition," "
reproof,"

"
sharp

rebukes," and, finally,
" excision from the society." The last will be

better understood if we consider the special relations in which true

Christians stand to each other, and the duties resulting from them.

They are members of one body, and are therefore bound to tenderness

and sympathy ; they are the conjoint insfructers of others, and are there-

fore to strive to be of " one judgment ;" they are brethren, and they

are to love one another as such, that is, with an affection more special

than that general good will which they are commanded to bear to all

mankind
; they are therefore to seek the intimacy of friendly society

among themselves, and, except in the ordinary and courteous inter-

course of life, they are bound to keep themselves separate from the

world ; they are enjoined to do good unto all men, but "
specially to

them that are of the household of faith ;" and they are forbidden « to

a
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eat" at the Lord's table with immoral persons, that is, with those who,

although they continue their Christian profession, dishonour it by their

practice. With these relations of Christians to each other and to the

world, and their correspondent duties before our minds, we may easily

interpret the nature of that extreme discipline which is vested in the

Church. " Persons who will not hear the Church" are to be held "as

heathen men and publicans," as those who are not members of it
;
that

is, they are to be separated from it, and regarded as of " the world,"

quite out of the range of the above-mentioned relations of Christians to

each other, and their correspondent duties
;
hut still, like " heathen men

and publicans," they are to be the objects of pity, and general benevo-

lence. Nor is this extreme discipline to be hastily inflicted before " a

first and second admonition," nor before those who are "
spiritual"

have attempted
" to restore a brother overtaken by a fault ;" and when

the " wicked person" is " put away," still the door is to be kept open for

his reception again upon repentance. The true excommunication of

the Christian Church is therefore a merciful and considerate separa-

tion of an incorrigible offender from the body of Christians, without

any infliction of civil pains or penalties.
" Now we command you,

brethren, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that ye withdraw your-

selves from every brother that walketh disorderly, and not after the

tradition which ye have received from us," 2 Thess. iii, 6.
"
Purge out

therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump," 1 Cor. v, 5.

" But now! have written to you not to keep company, if any man that

is called a brother be a fornicator, or covetous, or an idolater, or a

railer, or a drunkard, or an extortioner, with such a one, no not to

eat," 1 Cor. v, 11. This then is the moral discipline which is impera-

tive upon the Church of Christ, and its government is criminally de-

fective whenever it is not enforced. On the other hand, the disabili-

ties and penalties which established Churches in different places have

connected with these sentences of excommunication, have no counte-

nance at all in Scripture, and are wholly inconsistent with the spiritual

character and ends of the Christian association.

As to the second point,
—the persons to whom the government of the

Church is committed, it is necessary to consider the composition, so to

speak, of the primitive Church, as stated in the New Testament.

A full enunciation of these offices w'e find in Ephesians iv, 11 :
" An-J

- he gave some, apostles ;
and some, prophets ;

and some, evangelists ;

and some, pastors and teachers ;
for the perfecting of the saints, for the

work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ." Of these,

the office of apostle is allowed by all to have been confined to those

immediately commissioned by Christ to witness the fact of his miracles

and of his resurrection from the dead, and to reveal the complete system

of Christian doctrine and duty ; confirming their extraordinary missior

2
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by miracles wrought by themselves. If by
"
prophets" we are to un-

derstand persons who foretold future events, then the office was, from

its very nature, extraordinary, and the gift of prophecy has passed away
with the other miraculous endowments of the first age of Christianity.

If, with others, we understand that these prophets were extraordinary
teachers raised up until the Churches were settled under permanent

qualified instructers
;

still the office was temporary. The "
evangelists"

are generally understood to be assistants of the apostles, who acted under

their especial authority and direction. Of this number were Timothy
and Titus

;
and as the Apostle Paul directed them to ordain bishops or

presbyters in the several Churches, but gave them no authority to ordain

successors to themselves in their particular office as evangelists, it ia

clear that the evangelists must also be reckoned among the number of

extraordinary and temporary ministers suited to the first age of Chris-

tianity. Whether by
"
pastors and teachers" two offices be meant, or

one, has been disputed. The change in the mode of expression seems

to favour the latter view, and so the text is interpreted by St. Jerome,

and St. Augustine ;
but the point is of little consequence. A pastor was

a teacher
; although every teacher might not be a pastor ;

but in many
cases be confined to (he office of subordinate instruction, whether as an

expounder of doctrine, a catechist, or even a more private instructer of

those who as yet were unacquainted with the first principles of the Gos-

pel of Christ. The term pastor implies the duties both of instruction

autl of government, of feeding and of ruling the flock of Christ
; and, as

the presbyters or bishops were ordained in the several Churches, both

by the apostles and evangelists, and rules are left by St. Paul as to their

appointment, there can be no doubt but thnt these are the "
pastors"

spoken of in the Epistle to the Ephesians, and that they were de-

signed to be the permanent ministers of the Church
;
and that with

them both the government of the Church and the performance of its

leading religious services were deposited. Deacons had the charge
of the gifts and offerings for charitable purposes, although, as appears

from Justin Martyr, not in every instance
;

for he speaks of the

weekly oblations as being deposited with the chief minister, and dis-

tributed by him.

Whether bishops and presbyters be designations of the same office,

or these appellatives express two distinct sacred orders, is a subject

which has been controverted by Episcopalians and Presbyterians with

much warmth
;
and whoever would fully enter into their arguments

from Scripture and antiquity, must be referred to this controversy,

which is too large to be here more than glanced at. The argument

drawn by the Presbyterians from the promiscuous use of these terms in

the New Testament, to prove that the same order of ministers is ex-

pressed by them, appears incontrovertible. When St. Paul, for instance,
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sends for tiie "
elders," or presbyters, of the Church of Ephesus to meet

him at Miletus, he thus charges them, "Take heed to yourselves, and to

all thr flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers,"

or bishops. That here the elders or presbyters are called "bishops,"

caimot be denied, and the very office assigned to them, to "feed the

Church of God," and the injunction, to "take heed to the^oc/c," show

that the office of elder or presbyter is the same as that o{ ''

pastor" in

the passage just quoted from the Epistle to the Ephesians. St. Paul

directs Titus to " ordain elders (presbyters) in every city," and then

adds, as a directory of ordination,
" a bishop must be blameless, &c,"

plainly marking the same office by these two convertible appellations,
"
Bishops and deacons" are the only classes of ministers addressed in

the Epistle to the Philippians ;
and ifthe presbyters were not understood

to be included under the term "
bishops," the omission of any notice of

this order of ministers is not to be accounted for. As the apostles, when

not engaged in their own extraordinary vocation, appear to have filled

the office of stated ministers in those Churches in which they occasion-

ally resided for considerable periods of time, they sometimes called them-

selves presbyters.
" The elder," presbyter,

" unto the elect lady," 2 John

i, 1. "The elders (presbyters) which are among you, I exhort, who am
also an elder," (presbyter,) and from what follows, the highest offices of

teaching and government in the Church are represented as vested in the

presbyters.
" Feed the flock of God, which is among you, taking the

oversight thereof." There seems, therefore, to be the most conclusive

evidence, from the New Testament, that, after the extraordinary minis-

try vested in apostles, prophets, and evangelists, as rrtentioned by St.

Paul, had ceased, the feeding and oversight, that is, the teaching and

government of the Churches, devolved upon an order of men indiscrimi-

nately called "
pastors,"

"
presbyters," and "

bishops," the two latter

names growing into most frequent use
;
and with this the testimony of

the apostolical fathers, so far as their writings are acknowledged to be

free from later interpolations, agrees.

It is not indeed to be doubted, that, at a very early period, in some

instances probably from the time of the apostles themselves, a distinction

arose between bishops and presbyters ;
and the whole strength of the

cause of the Episcopalians lies in this fact. Still this gives not the least

sanction to the notion of bishops being a superior order of ministers to

presbyters, invested, in virtue of that order, and by Divine right, with

powers of government both over presbyters and people, and possessing

exclusively the authority ofordaining to the sacred offices ofthe Church.

As little too will that ancient distinction be found to prove any thing

in favour of diocesan e])isco])acv, which is of still later introduction.

Could it be made clear that the power of ordaining to the ministry

was given to bishops to the exclusion of presbyters, that would

2
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indeed go far to prove the former a distinct and superior order ot mi

nisters in their original appointment. But there is no passage in the

New Testament which gives this power at all to bishops, as thus dis-

tinguished from presbyters ;
while all the examples of ordination which

it exhibits are confined to apostles, to evangelists, or to presbyters, in

conjunction with them. St. Paul, in 2 Tim. i, 6, says,
" Wherefore

I put thee in remembrance, that thou stir up the gift of God which is

in thee, by the putting on of my hands ;" but in 1 Tim. iv', 14, he saya,
"
Neglect not the gift that is in thee, which was given thee by pro-

phecy, with the laying on of the hands of the presbytery ;" which two

passages, referring, as they plainly do, to the same event, the setting

apart of Timothy for the ministry, show that the presbytery were asso-

ciated with St. Paul in the office of ordination, and farther prove that

the exclusive assumption of this power, as by Divine right, by bishops,

is an aggression upon the rights of presbyters, for which not only can

no Scriptural authoritybepleaded, but which is in direct opposition to it.

The early distinction made between bishops and presbyters may be

easily accounted for, without allowing this assumed distinction ofordeh.

In some of the Churches mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles, the

apostles ordained several elders or presbyters, partly to supply the pre-

sent need, and to provide for the future increase of believers, as it is

observed by Clemens in his epistle. Another reason would also urge

this :
—Before the building of spacious edifices for the assemblies of the

Christians living in one city, and in its neighbourhood, in common, their

meetings for public worship must necessarily have been held in different

houses or rooms obtained for the purpose ;
and to each assembly an

elder would be requisite for the performance of worship. That these

elders or pres'.;vters
had the power of government in the Churches

cannot be denied, because it is expressly assigned to tJiem in Scripture.

It was inherent in their pastoral office
;
and " the elders that rule well,'

were to be " counted worthy of double honour." A number of elders,

therefore, being ordained by the apostles to one Church, gave rise to

the catus presbylerorum, in which assembly the affairs of the Church

were attended to, and measures taken for the spread of the Gospel, by
the aid of the common counsel and efforts of the whole. This meet-

ing of presbyters would naturally lead to the appointment, whether by

seniority or by election, of one to preside over the proceedings of this

assembly for the sake of order
;
and to him was given the title of angel

of the Church, and bishop by way of eminence. The latter title came

in time to be exclusively used of the presiding elder, because of that

special oversight imposed upon him by his office, and which, as Churches

were raised up in the neighbourhood of the larger cities, would also

naturally he extended over them. Independently of his fellow presby-

tors, however, he did nothing.
Vol. II. 37
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The whole of this arrangement shows, that in those particulars in

which they were left free by the Scriptures, the primitive Christians

adopted that arrangement for the government of tlie Church which

promised to render it most efficient for the maintenance of truth and

piety ;
but they did not at this early period set up that unscriptural

distinction of order between bishops and presbyters, which obtained

afterward. Hence Jerome, oven in the fourth century, contends against

this doctrine, and saj's, that before there were parties in religion.

Churches were governed communi consilio presbyterortim ; but that

afterward it became a universal practice, founded upon experience of

its expediency, that one of the presbyters should be chosen by the rest

to be the head, and that the care of the Church should be committed

to him. He therefore exhorts presbyters to remember that they are

subject by the custom of the Church to him that presides over them
;

and reminds bishops that they are greater than presbyters, rather by

custom than by the appointment of the Lord ; and that the Church ought

still to be governed in common. The testimony of antiquity also

shows, that, after episcopacy had very greatly advanced its claims,

the presbyters continued to be associated with the bishop in the ma-

nagement of the affairs of the Church.

Much light is thrown upon the constitution ofthe primitive Churches,

by recollecting that they were formed very much upon the model of the

Jewish synagogues. We have already seen that the mode of public

worship in the primitive Church was taken from the synagogue service,

and so also was its arrangement of offices. Each synagogue had its

rulers, elders, or presbyters, of whom one was the angel of the Church,

or minister of the synagogue, who superintended the public service ;

directed those that read the Scriptures, and offered up the prayers, and

blessed the people. The president of the council of elders or rulers

was called, by way of eminence, the " ruler of the synagogue ;" and in

some places, as Acts xiii, 15, we read of these "rulers" in the plural

number
;
a sufficient proof that one was not elevated in order above the

rest. The angel of the Church, and the minister of the synagogue,

might be the same as he who was invested with the office of president ;

or these offices might be held by others of the elders. Lightfoot, indeed,

states that the rulers in each synagogue were three, while the presbyters

or elders were ten. To this council ofgrave and wise men, the affairs of

the synagogue, both as to worship and discipline, were committed. In

the synagogue they sat by themselves in a semicircle, and the people

before them, face to face. This was the precise form in which the bishop

and presbyters used to sit in the primitive Churches. The description of

the worship of the synagogue by a Jewish rabbi, and that of the primitive

Church by early Christian writers, presents an obvious correspondence.

"The elders," says Maimonides, "sit with their faces toward the peo-
2
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pie, and their backs to the place where the law is deposited ;
and al)

the people sit rank before rank ; so the faces of all the people are

toward the sanctuary, and toward the elders ;
and when the minister of

the sanctuary standeth up to prayer, he standeth with his face toward

the sanctuary, as do the rest of the people." In the' same order the first

Christians sat with their faces toward the bishops and presbytei-s, first to

hear the Scriptures read by the proper reader ;

" then," says Justin

Martyr,
" the reader sitting down, the president of the assembly stands

up and makes a sermon of instruction and exhortation ; after this

is ended, we all stand up to prayers ; prayers being ended, the bread,

wine, and water are all brought forth ; then the president again praying

and praising to his utmost ability, the people testify their consent by

saying, Amen." {Apol. 2.)
" Here we have the Scriptures read by one

appointed for that purpose, as in the synagogue ; after which follows

the word of exhortation by the president of the assembly, who answers

to the minister of the synagogue ; after this, public prayers are per-

formed by the same person ;
then the solemn acclamation ofamen by the

people, which was the undoubted practice of the synagogue." {Stilling-

Jleet's Irenicum.) Ordination of presbyters or elders is also fron\ the

Jews. Their priests were not ordained, but succeeded to their office

by birth
;
but the rulers and elders of the synagogue received ordination

by imposition of hands and prayer.

Such was the model which the apostles followed in providing for the

future regulation of the Churches they had raised up. They took it,

not from the temple and its priesthood ;
for that was typical, and was

then passing away. But they found in the institution of syna-

gogues a plan admirably adapted to the simplicity and purity of Chris-

tianity, one to which some of the first converts in most places were

accustomed, and which was capable of being applied to the new dispen-

sation without danger of Judaizing. It secured the assembUng of the

people on the Sabbath, the reading of the Scriptures, the preaching of

sermons, and the offering of public prayer and thanksgiving. It pro-

vided too for the government of the Church by a council of presbyters,

ordained solemnly to their office by imposition of hands and prayer ;

and it allowed of that presidency of one presbyter chosen by the others,

which was useful for order and for unity, and by which age, piety, and

gifts mifrht preserve their proper influence in the Church. The advance

from this state of Scriptural episcopacy to episcopacy under another

form was the work of a later age.

When the Gospel made its way into towns and villages, the con

corns of the Christians in these places naturally fell under the cogni-

zance and direction of the bishops of the neighbouring cities. Thus

diocesses were gradually formed, comprehending districts of country,

of different extent These diocesses were originally cnll«d -apotxtai.
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parithes, and the word Awmriair, diocess, was not used in its modern

sense till at least the fourth century ;
and when we find Ignatius*

describing it as the duty of a bishop,
" to speak to each member of the

Church separately, to seek out all by name, even the slaves of both

Bexes, and to advisfe every one of the flock in the atTair of marriage,"

diocesses, as one observes, must have been very limited, or the labcur

inconceivably great.
" As Christianity increased and overspread all parts, and especially

the cities of the empire, it was found necessary yet farther to enlarge

the episcopal office
;
and as there was commonly a bishop in every great

city, so in the metropolis, (as the Romans called
it,)

the mother city of

every province, (wherein they had courts of civil judicature,) there was

an ARCHBISHOP or a metropolitan, who had ecclesiastical jurisdiction

over all the Churches within that province. He was superior to all

the bishops within those limits
;
to him it belonged to ordain or to ratify

the elections and ordinations of all the bishops within his province, inso.

much that without his confirmation they were looked upon as null and

void. Once at least every year he was to summon the bishops under

him to a synod, to inquire into and direct the ecclesiastical affairs within

that province ;
to inspect the lives and manners, the opinions and prin-

ciples of his bishops ;
to admonish, reprove, and suspend them that

were disorderly and irregular ; if any controversies or contentions hap-

pened between any of them, he was to have the hearing and determina-

tion of them
;
and indeed no matter of moment was done within the

whole province, without first consulting him in the case. When this

office of metropolitan first began, I find not
; only this we are sure of,

that the council of Nice, settling the just rights and privileges oi metro-

politan bishops, speaks of them as a thing q{ ancient date, ushering in the

canon with an apxma e8ii Kparciru, Let ancient customs still take place.

The original of the institution seems to have been partly to comply
with the people's occasions, who oft resorted to the metropolis for des.

patch of their affairs, and so might fitly discharge their civil and eccle

siastical both at once ;
and partly because of the great confluence of

people to that city : that the bishop of it might have pre-eminence
above the rest, and the honour of the Church bear some proportion tc

that of the state.

" After this sprung up another branch of the episcopal office, as much

superior to that of metropolitans, as theirs was to ordinary bishops ;

these were called primates and patriarchs, and had jurisdiction over

many provinces. For the understanding of this, it is necessary to

know, that when (,'liristianitv came to he fully settled in the world, they
contrived to model the external government of the Church, as near as

might be, to the civil government of the Roman empire ;
the parallel is

most exactly drawn bv an ingenious person of our own nation
;
the sum

2
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of it is this :
—The whole empire of Rome was divided into thirteen

diocesses, (so they called those divisions,) these contained about one hun-

dred and twenty provinces, and every province several cities. Now,
as in every city there was a temporal magistrate for the executing of

justice, and keeping the peace, both for that city and the towns round

about it ; so was there also a bisliop for spiritual order and government,
whose jurisdiction was of like extent and latitude. In everj' province

there was a proconsul or president, whose seat was usually at the metro-

polis, or chief citv of the province ;
and hither all inferior cities came

for judgment in matters of importance. And in proportion to this there

was in the same city an archbishop or metropolitan, for matters of

ecclesiastical concernment. Lastly, in every diocess the emperors had

their vicarii or lieutenants, who dwelt in the principal city of the dio-

cess, where all imperial edicts were published, and from whence they

were sent abroad into the several provinces, and where was the chief

tribunal where all causes not determinable elsewhere, were decided.

And, to answer this, there was in the same city a primate, to whom
the last determination of all appeals from all the provinces in diflerences

of the clergy, and the sovereign care of all the diocess for sundry points

of spiritual government, did belong. This, in short, is the sum of the

account which that learned man gives of this matter. So that the pa-

triarch, as superior to the metropolitans, was to have under his jurisdic-

tion not any one single province, but a whole diocess, (in the old Roman

notion of that word,) consisting of many provinces. To him belonged

the ordination of all the metropolitans that were under him, as also the

summoning them to councils, the correcting and reforming the misde-

meanoTS they were guilty of; and from his judgment and sentence, in

things properly within his cognizance, there lay no appeal. To this I

shall only add what Salmasiiis has noted, that as the diocess that was

governed by the vicaritis had many provinces under it, so the prafectus

prcFtorio had several diocesses under him : and in proportion to this,

probable it was, that patriarchs were first brought in, who, if not supe-

rior to primates in jurisdiction and power, were yet in honour, by rea-

son of the dignity of those cities where their sees were fixed, as at

Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem." {Cave't

Primitive Christianity.)

Thus diocesan bishops, metropolitans, primates, patriarchs, and finally

the pope, came in, which offices are considered as corruptions or im-

provements ;
as dictated by the necessities of the Church, or as instan-

ces of worldly ambition ;
as of Divine right, or from Satan ; according

- to the different views of those who have written on such subjects. As

to them all it may, however, be said, that, so far as they are pleaded for

as of Divine right, they have no support from the New Testament ;
and

if they are placed upon the only ground on which they can be reason-

2
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ably discussed, that of necessity and good polity, they must be tried by

circumstances, and their claims of authority be so defined that it may be

known how far they are compatible with those principles with which

the New Testament abounds, although it contains no formal plan of

Church government. The only Scriptural objection to episcopacy, as

it is understood in modern times, ia its assumption of superiority <>{ order,

of an exclusive right to go^ ern the pastors as well as the flock, and to

ordain to the Christian ministry. These exclusive powers are by the

New Testament no where granted to bishops in distinction from presby-

ters. The government of pastors as well as people, was at first in the

assembly of presbyters, who were individually accountable to that nding

body, and that whether they had a president or not. So also as to ordina-

tion ;
it was a right in each, although used by several together, for better

security ;
and even when the presence of a bishop came to be thought

necessary to the validity ofordination, the presbyters were not excluded.

As for the argument from the succession of bishops from the times of

the apostles, could the fact be made out, it would only trace diocesan

bishops to the bishops of parishes ; those, to the bishops of single

Churches
;
and bishops of a supposed superior order, to bishops who

never thought themselves more than presiding presbyters, primi inter

pares. This therefore would only show that an unscriptural assumption

of distinct orders has been made, which that succession, if established,

would refute. But the succession itself is imaginary. Even Epipha-

nius, a bishop of the fourth century, gives this account of things,
" that

the apostles were not able to settle all things at once. But according

to the number of believers, and the qualifications for the different offices

which those whom they found appeared to possess, they appointed in

Bome places only a bishop and deacons
;

in others presbyters and dea-

cons ; in others a bishop, presbyters, and deacons :"—a statement fatal

to the argument from succession. As for the pretended catalogues of

bishops of the different Churches from the days of the apostles, exhibited

by some ecclesiastical writers, they are filled up by forgeries and inven-

tions of later times. Eusebius, more honest, begins his catalogue with

declaring, that it is not easy to say who were the disciples of the apos-

tles that were appointed to feed the Churches which they planted, ex-

cepting only those whom we read of in the writings of St. Paul.

Whether episcopacy may not be a matter of prudential regulation, is

another question. We think it often may ; and that Churches are quite

at liberty to adopt this mode, provided they maintain St. Jerome's dis-

tinction, that "
bishops are greater than presbyters rather by custom

than by appointment of the Lord, and that still the Church ought to be

governed in conunon," that is, by bishops and presbyters united. It was

on this ground that Luther placed episcopacy,
—as useful, though not

of Divine right ; it was by admitting this hberty in Churches, that Cal-

a
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vin and other divines of the Reformed Churches allowed episcopacy
and diocesan Churches to be lawful, there being nothing to forbid such

an arrangement in Scripture, when placed on the principle of expedi-

ency. Some divines ofthe English Church have chosen to defend its epis-

copacy wholly upon this ground, as alone tenable
; and, admitting that

it is safest to approach as near as possible to primitive practice, have

proposed the restoration of presbyters as a senate to the bishop, the con-

traction of diocesses, the placing of bishops in all great towns, and the

holding of provincial synods ;
—thus raising the presbyters to their ori-

ginal rank, as the bishop's
^^

compresbyters," as Cyprian himself calls

them, both in government and in ordinations.

As to that kind of episcopac)' which trenches upon no Scriptural prin-

ciple, much depends upon circumstances, and the forms in which Chris-

tian Churches exist. When a Church composes but one congregation,

the minister is unquestionably a Scriptural bishop ;
but he is, and can

be, only bishop of the flock, episcopus gregis. Of this kind, it appears

from the extract given above from Epiphanius, were some of the primi«

tive Churches, existing, probably, in the smaller and more remote places. .

Where a number of presbyters were ordained to one Church, these

would, in their common assembly, have the oversight and government of

each other as well as of the people ; and, in this their collective capa-

city, they would be episcopi gregis et pastorum. In this manner, epis-

copacy, as implying the oversight and government both of ministers and

their flocks, exists in Presbyterian Churches, and in aU others, by what-

ever name they are called, where ministers are subject to the discipline

of assemblies of ministers who admit to the ministry by joint consent,

and censure or remove those who are so appointed. When the ancient

presbyteries elected a bishop, he might remain, as he appears to have

done for some time, the mere president of the assen)bly of presbyters,

and their organ of administration ;
or be constituted, as afterward, a dis-

tinct governing power, although assisted by the advice of his presbyters.

He was then in person an episcopus gregis el pastorum, and his official

powers gave rise at length to the unfounded distinction of superior order.

But abating this false principle, even diocesan episcopacy may be con-

sidered as in many possible associations of Churches throughout a pro-

vince, or a whole country, as an arrangement in some circumstances

of a wise and salutary nature. Nor do the evils which arose in the

Church of Christ appear so attributable to this form of government as

to that too intimate connection of the Church with the state, which gave

to the former a political character, and took it from under the salutary

• control of pubUc opinion,
—an evil greatly increased by the subsequent

destruction of religious liberty, and the coercive interferences of the

civil magistrate.

At the same time, it may be very well questioned, whether any pres.
m
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byters could lawfully surrender into the hands of a bishop their own

rifrhts of government and ordination without that security for their due

administration wliich arises from theaccountability of theadminiatrator.

That these are rights which it is not imperative upon the individual pos-

sessing them to exercise individually, appears to have the judgment of

the earliest antiquity, because the assembly of presbyters, which was

probably co-existent with the ordination of several presbyters to one

Church by the apostles, necessarily placed the exercise of the office of

each under the direction and control of all. When therefore a bishop

was chosen bv the presbyters, and invested with the government, and

the power of granting orders, so long as the presbyters remained his

counsel, and nothing was done but by their concurrence, they were still

parties to the mode in which their own powers were exercised, and were

jitstifiable in placing the administration in the hands of one, who was

still dependent upon themselves. In this way they probably thought

that their own powers might be most efficiently and usefully exercised.

Provincial and national synods or councils, exercising a proper superin-

tendence over bishops wlien made even more independent of their pres-

byters than was the case in the best periods of the primitive Church,

might also, if meeting frequently and regularly, and as a part of an eccle-

siastical system, afford the same security for good administration, and

might justify the surrender of the exercise of their powers by the pres-

byters. But when that surrender was formerly made, or is at any time

made now in the constitution of Churches, to bishops, or to those bear-

ing a similar office however designated, without security and control,

either by making that office temporary and elective, or by the constitu-

tion of synods or assemblies of the ministers of a large and united body

of Christians for the purpose of supreme government, an office is created

which has not only no countenance in Scripture, that of a bishop inde-

pendent of |)resbyters, but one which implies an unlawful surrender of

those powers, on the part of the latter, with which they were invested,

Bot for their own sakes, but for the benetit of the Church ;
and which

they could have no authority to divest themselves of and to transfer, with-

out retainini; the power of counselling and controlling the party charged

with the administration ofthem. In other words, presbyters have a right,

ander pro] or regulations, to appoint another to administer for them, or

to consent to such an arrangement when they find it already existing ,

but they have no power to divest themselves of these rights and duties

absolutely. If these principles be sound, modern episcopacy, in many

Churches, is objectionable in other respects than as it assumes an un-

scriptural distinction of order.

The following is a liberal concession on the subject of epL3Copacy^

from a strenuous defender of that form of government as it exists in the

Church of England :
—

2
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" It is not contended that the bishops, priests, and deacons, of Eng-

land, are at present precisely the same that bishops, presbyters, and

deacons, were in Asia Minor seventeen hundred years ago. We only

maintain that there have always been bishops, priests, and deacons, in

the Christian Church, since the days of the apostles, with different

powers and functions, it is allowed, in different countries and at dif-

ferent periods ;
but the general principles and duties which have re-

spectively characterized these clerical orders, have been essentially the

same at all times, and in all places ;
and the variations which they

have undergone, have only been such as have ever belonged to all per-

sons in public situations, whether civil or ecclesiastical, and which are

indeed inseparable from every thing in which mankind are concerned

in this transitory and fluctuating world.

" I have thought it right to take this general view of the ministerial

office, and to make these observations upon the clerical orders subsist-

ing in this kingdom, for the purpose of pointing out the foundation and

principles of Church authority, and of showing that our ecclesiastical

establishment is as nearly confoitnable, as change of circumstances will

permit, to the practice of the primitive Church. But, though I flatter

myself that I have proved episcopacy to be an apostolical institution, yet

T readily acknowledge that there is no precept in the New Testament

which commands that every Church should be governed by bishops.

No Church can exist without some government ;
but though there must

be* rules and orders for the proper discharge of the offices of pubUc

worship, though there must be fixed regulations concerning the appoint

ment of ministers, and though a subordination among them is expedient

in the highest degree, yet it does not follow that all these things must be

precisely the same in every Christian country ; they may vary with the

other varying circumstances of human societ\', with the extent of a

country, the manners of its inhabitants, the nature of its civil govern-

ment, and many other peculiarities which might be specified. As it has

not pleased our almighty Father to prescribe any particular form of

civil government for the security of temporal comforts to his rational

creatures, so neither has he prescribed any particular form of ecclesi-

astical polity as absolutely necessary to the attainment of eternal hap.

piness. But he has, in the most explicit terms, enjoined obedience to all

governors, whether civil or ecclesiastical, and whatever may be their

denomination, as essential to the character of a true Christian. Thus

the Gospel only lays down general principles, and leaves the application

of them to men as free agents." (Bishop Tomline's Elements.)

Bishop Tomline, however, and the high Episcopalians of the Church

of England, contend for an original distinction in the office and order of

bishops and presbyters, in which notion they are contradicted by one

who may be truly called the founder of the Church of England, Arch.
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bishop Craiimer, who says,
" The bishops and priests were at one time,

and were not two things ;
but both one oftice in the beginning ot"

Christ's religion." {Stilliiigjleet's Irenicum, p. 392.)
On the subject of the Church itself, opinions as opposite or vary-

ing as possible have been held, down from that of the papists, who
contend for its visible unity throughout the world under a visible head,

to that of the Independents, who consider the universal Church as

composed of congregational Churches, each perfect in itself, and en.

tirely independent of every other.

The first opinion is manifestly contradicted by the language of the

apostles, who, while they teach that there is but one Church, composed
of believers throughout the world, think it not at all inconsistent with this

to speak of " the Churches of Judea," "of Achaia," " the seven Churches

ofAsia,"
" the Church at Ephesus," &c. Among themselves the apostles

had no common head
;
but planted Churches and gave directions for

their government, in most cases without any apparent correspondence
with each other. The popish doctrine is certainly not found in their

writings, and so far were they from making provision for the govern-
ment of this one supposed Church, by the appointment ofone visible and

exclusive head, that they provide for the future government of the re-

spective Churches raised up by them, in a totally different manner, that

is, by the ordination of ministers for each Church, who are indifferently

called bishops, and presbyters, and pastors. The only unity of which

they speak is the unity of the whole Church in Christ, the invisible Head,

by faith
;
and the unity produced by

" fervent love toward each other."

Nor has the popish doctrine of the visible unity of the Church any
countenance from early antiquity. The best ecclesiastical historians

have showed, that, through the greater part of the second century,
" the Christian Churches were independent of each other. Each
Christian assembly was a little state governed by its own laws, which

were either enacted, or at least approved by the society. But in pro-

cess of time, all the Churches of a province were formed into one

large ecclesiastical body, which, like confederate states, assembled at

certain times in order to deliberate about the common interests of the

whole." {Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History, cent. 2, chap, ii.)
So far

indeed this union of Churches appears to have been a wise and useful

arrangement, although afterward it was carried to an injurious ex-

treme, until finally it gave birth to the assumptions of the bishop of

Rome, as universal bishop ;
a claim, however, which when most success,

ful, was but partially submitted to, the Eastern Clmrches having always
maintained their independence. No verylarge association of Churches

of any kind existed till toward the close of the second century, which

sufficiently refutes the papal argument from antiquity.

The independence of the early Christian Churches does not, however,
2
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appear to have resembled that of the Churches which in modern times

are called Independent. During the lives of the apostles and evangelists, ,

they were certainly subject to their counsel and control, which proves
that the independency of separate societies was not the first form of the

Church. It may, indeed, be allowed, that some of the smaller and more
insulated Churches might, after the death of the apostles and evangeUsts,
retain this form for some considerable time

;
but the larger Churches,

in the chief cities, and those planted in populous neighbourhoods, had

many presbyters, and as the members multiplied, they had several sepa-
rate assemblies or congregations, yet all under the same common

government. And when Churches were raised up in the neighbourhood
of cities, the appointment of chorepiscopi, or country bishops, and of

visiting presbyters, both acting under the presbytery ofthe city, with its

bishop at its head, is sufficiently in proof, that the ancient Churches,

especially the larger and more prosperous of them, existed in that form,

which in modern times we should call a religious connection, subject to

a common government. This appears to have arisen out of the very
circumstance of the increase of the Church, through the zeal of the first

Christians
;
and in the absence of all direction by the apostles, that

every new society of believers raised should be formed into an inde-

pendent Church, it was doubtless much more in the spirit of the very
first discipline exercised by the apostles and evangelists, (when none

of the Churches were independent, but remained under the government
of "those who had been chiefly instrumental in raising them up,) to

place themselves under a common inspection, and to unite the weak with

the strong, and the newly converted with those who were " in Christ

before them." There was also in this, greater security afforded both

for the continuance of wholesome doctrine, and of godly discipline.

The persons appointed to feed and govern the Church of Christ being,

then, as we have seen, those who are called "pastors," a word which

imports both care and government, two other subjects claim our atten-

tion,
—the share which the body of the people have in their own govern,

ment by their pastors, and the objects toward which the power ofgovern,

ment, thus established, in the Church, is legitimately directed.

As to the first, some preliminary observations may be necessary.

1. When Churches are professedly connected with, and exclusively

patronized and upheld by, the state, questions of ecclesiastical govern,

ment arise, which are of greater perplexity and difficulty than when they

"are lefl upon their original ground, as voluntary and spiritual associa-

tions. The state will not exclusively recognize ministers without main-

taining some control over their functions
;
and will not lend its aid to

enforce the canons of an established Church, without reserving to itself

some right of appeal, or of interposition. Hence a contest between the

civil and ecclesiastical powers often springs up, and one at least gene
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rally feels itself to be fettered by the other. When an established

» Church is perfectly tolerant, and the state allows freedom of dissent

and separation from it without penalties, these evils are much miti-

gated. But it is not my design to consider a Church as at all allied

with the state; but as deriving nothing from it except protection, and

that general countenance which the influence of a government, pro-

fessing Christianity and r; cognizing its laws, must afford.

2. The only view in which the sacred writers of the New Testament

appear to have contemplated the Churches, was that of associations

founded upon conviction of the truth of Christianity, and the obligatory

nature of the commands of Christ. They considered the pastors as

dependent for their support upon the free contributions of the people ;

and the people as bound to sustain, love, and obey them in all things

lawful, that is, in all things agreeable to the doctrine they had received

in the Scriptures, and, in things indifferent, to pay respectful deference

to them. They enjoined it upon the pastors to " rule well,"
"
diligently,"

and with fidelity, in executing the directions they had given them;—
to silence all teachers of false doctrines, and their adherents

;
—to re-

prove unruly and immoral members of the Church, and, if incorrigible,

to put them away. On the other hand, should any of their pastors or

teachers err in doctrine, the people are enjoiued not " to receive them,"

to "turn away" from them, and not even to bid them "God speed."

The rule which forbids Christians "to eat," that is, to communicate at

the Lord's table with an immoral "brother," held, of course, good, when

that brother was a pastor. Thus pastors were put by them under the

influence of the public opinion of the Churches
;
and the remedy of

separating from them, in manifest defections of doctrine and morals, was

afforded to the sound members of a Church, should no power exist, able

or inclined to silence the offending pastor and his party. In all this,

principles were recognized, which, had they not been in future times

lost sight of or violated, would have done much, perhaps every thing, to

preserve some parts of the Church, at least, in soundness of faith, and

purity of manners. A perfect religious liberty is always supposed by
the apostles to exist among Christians

;
no compulsion of the civil power

is any where assumed by them as the basis of their advices or directions ;

no binding of the members to one Church, without liberty to join an-

other, by any ties but those involved in moral considerations, of sufficient

weight, however, to prevent the evils of faction and schism. It was this

which created a natural and competent check upon the ministers of the

Church ;
for being only sustained by the opinion of the Churches, they

could not but have respect to it
;
and it was this which gave to the sound

part of a fallen Church the advantage of renouncing, upon sufficient and

well-weighed grounds, their communion with it, and of kindling up the

light ofa pure ministry and a holy discipline, by forming a separate asiso>

3
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ciation, bearing its testimony against errors in doctrine, and failures in

practice. Nor is it to be conceived, that, had this simple principle of

perfect religious liberty been left unviolated through subsequent ages,

the Church could ever have become so corrupt, or with such difficulty

and slowness have been recovered from its fall. This ancient Christian

liberty has happily been restored in a few parts of Christendom.

3. In places where now the communion with particular Churches,

as to human authority, is perfectly voluntary, and liberty of conscience

is unfettered, it often happens that questions of Church government
are argued on the assumption that the governing power in such

Churches is of the same character, and tends to the same results, as

where it is connected with civil influence, and is upheld by the power
of the state.

Nothing can be more fallacious, and no instrument has been so power-
ful as this in the hands of the restless and factious, to delude the unwary.
Those who possess the governing power in such Churches, are always
under the influence of public opinion to an extent unfelt in establishments.

They can enforce nothing felt to be oppressive to the members in general

without dissolving the society itself; and their utmost power extends

to excision from the body, which, unlike the sentences of excommuni-

cation in state Churches, is wholly unconnected with civil penalties. If,

then, a resistance is created to any regulations among the major part

of any such religious community, founded on a sense of their injurious

operation, or to the manner of their enforcement ;
and if that feeling be

the result of a settled conviction, and not the effervescence of temporary
mistake and excitement, a change must necessarily ensue, or the body
at large be disturbed or dissolved : if, on the other hand, tliis feeling he

the work of a mere faction, partial tumults or separation may take

place, and great moral evil may result to the factious parties, but the

body will retain its communion, which will be a suflficient proof that

the governing power has been the subject of ungrounded and unchari-

table attack, since otherwise the people at large must have felt the evils

of the general regulations or administration complained of. The very

terms often used in the grand controversy arising out of the struggle

for the establishment of religious liberty with national and intolerant

Churches, are not generally appropriate to such discussions as may
arise in voluntary religious societies, although they are often employed,

either carelessly or ad captandum, to serve the purposes of faction.

4. It is also an important general observation, that, in settling the

government of a Church, there are pre-existent laws of Christ, which

.it is not in the option of any to receive or to reject. Under whatever

form the governing power is arranged, it is so bound to execute all the

rules left by Christ and his apostles, as to doctrine, worship, the sacra-

ments, and discipline, honestly interpreted, that it is not at liberty tc
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'ake tliat office, or to continue to exercise it, if by any restrictions

imposed upon it, it is prevented from carrying these laws into effect.

iVs in the state, so in the Church, government is an ordinance of God ;

and as it is imperative upon rulers in the state to be " a terror to evil

doers, and a praise to them that do well," so also is it imperative upon
the rulers of the Church to banish strange doctrines, to uphold God's

ordinances, to reprove and rebuke, and, finally, to put away evil doers.

The spirit in which this is to be done is also prescribed. It is to be

done in the spirit of meekness, and with long suffering ;
but the work

must be done upon the responsibility of the pastors to Him who has

commissioned them for this purpose ;
and they have a right to require

from the people, that in this office and ministry they should not only

not be obstructed, but affectionately and zealously aided, as ministering

in these duties, sometimes painful, not for themselves, but for the good
of the whole. With respect to the members of a Church, the same

remark is applicable as to the members of a state. It is not matter of

option with them whether they will be under government according to

the laws of Christ or not, for that is imperative ; government in both

cases being of Divine appointment. They have, on the other hand, the

right to full security, that they shall be governed by the laws of Christ ;

and they have a right too to establish as many guards against human

infirmity and passion in those who are " set over them," as may be pru-

dently devised, provided these are not carried to such an extent as to be

obstructive to the legitimate Scriptural discharge of their duties. The true

view of the case appears to be, that the government of the Church is in

its pastors, open to various modifications as to form
; and that it is to be

conducted with such a concurrence of the people, as shall constitute a

sufficient guard against abuse, and yet not prevent the legitimate and

efficient exercise of pastoral duties, as these duties are stated in the

Scriptures. This original authority in the pastors, and concurrent

consent in the people, may be thus applied to particular cases :
—

1. As to the ordination of ministers. If we consult the New Testa-

ment, this office was never conveyed by the people. The apostles were

ordained by our Lord
;
the evangelists, by the apostles ;

the elders in

every Church, both by apostles and evangelists. The passage which

has been chiefly urged by those who would originate the ministry from

the people, is Acts xiv, 23, where the historian, speaking of St. Paul

and Barnabas, says,
" And when they had ordained

(xetporovr/aavTs^)

elders in every Church, and had prayed with fasting, they commended
them to the Lord." Here, because xci/ioroveir originally signified to

choose by way of suffrage, some have argued that these elders were

appointed by the suffrages of the people. Long, however, before the

time of St. Luke, this word was used for simple designation, without any
reference to election by suffrages ;

and so it is employed by St. Luke
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himself in tiie same book, Acts x, 41,
" Witnesses foreappointed of

God," where of course the suffrages of men are out of the question. It

is also fatal to the argument drawn from the text, that the act implied

in the word, whatever it might be, was not the act of the people, but that

of Paul and Barnabas. Even the deacons, whose appointment is

mentioned Acts vi, although "looked out" by the disciples as men of

honest report, did not enter upon their otfice till solemnly
"
appointed"

thereto by the apostles. Nothing is clearer in the New Testament,

than that all the candidates for the ministry were judged of by those

who had been placed in that office themselves, and received their ap-

pointment from them. Such too was the practice of the primitive

Churches after the death of both apostles and evangelists. Presbyters,

who during the life of the apostles had the power of ordination, (for they

laid their hands upon Timothy,) continued to perform that office in dis-

charge of one solemn part of their duty, to perpetuate the ministry, and

to provide for the wants of the Churches. In the times of the apostles,

who were endued with special gifts, the coiicurrence of the people was

not, perhaps, always formally taken
;
but the directions to Timothy and

Titus imply a reference to the judgment of the members of the Church,

because from them on'y it could be learned whether the party fixed upon

for ordination possessed those quaUfications without which ordination

was prohibited. When the Churches assumed a more regular form,.

" the people were always present at ordinations, and ratified the action

with their approbation and consent. To this end the bishop was wont

before every ordination to publish the names of those who were to have

holy orders conferred upon them, that so the people, who best knew

their lives and conversation, might interpose if they had any thing mate-

rial to object against them." {Cave's Primitive Christianity.) Some-

times also they nominated them by suffrages, and thus proposed them

for ordination. The mode in which the people shall be made a concur,

rent party is matter of prudential regulation ;
but they had an early, and

certainly a reasonable right to a voice in the appointment of their

ministers, although the power of ordination was vested in ministers

alone, to be exercised on their responsibility to Christ.

2. As to the laws by which the Church is to be governed. So far

as they are manifestly laid down in the word of God, and not regulations

Judged to be subsidiary thereto, it is plain that the rulers of a Church

are bound to execute them, and the people to obey them. They cannot

be matter of compact on either side, except as the subject of a mutual

and solemn engagement to defer to them without any modification or

•

appeal to any other standard.

Every Cliurch declares in some way, how it understands the doctrine

and the disciplinary laws of Christ. This declaration as to doctrine, in

modem times, is made by confessions or articles of faith, in which, if
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fundamental error is found, the evil rests upon the head of that Church

collectively, and upon the members individually, every one of whom ia

bound to try all doctrines by the Holy Scriptures, and cannot support an

acknowledged system of error without guilt. As to discipline, the man-

ner in which a Church provides for public worship, the publication of

the Gospel, the administration of the sacraments, the instruction of the

ignorant, the succour of the distressed, the admonition of tht disorderly,

and the excision of oflenders, (which arc all points on which the New
Testament has issued express injunctions,) is its declaration of the

manner in which it interprets those injunctions, which also it does on ito

own collective responsibility, and that of its members. If, however, we
take for illustration of the subject before us, a Church at least substan-

tially right in this its interpretation of doctrine, and of the laws ofChrist

as to general, and what we may call, for distinction's sake, moral dis-

cipline ;
these are the first principles upon which this Church is founded.

It is either an apostolic Church, which has retained primitive faith and

discipline ;
or it has subsequently been collected into a new communion,

on account of the fall of other Churches
;
and has placed itself, accord,

ing to its own conviction, upon the basis of primitive doctrine and dis-

cipline as found in the Scriptures. On this ground either the pastors

and people met and united at first ;
or the people, converted to faith and

holiness by the labours of one or more pastors, holding, as they believe,

these Scriptural views, placed themselves under the guidance of these

pastors, and thus formed themselves into a Church state, which was

their act of accession to these principles. It is clear, therefore, that by
this very act, they bind themselves to comply with the original terms

of the communion into which they have entered, and that they have as

to these doctrines, and as to these disciphnary laws of Christ, which

are to be preached and enforced, no rights of control over ministers,

which shall prevent the just exercise of their office in these respects.

They have a right to such regulations and checks as shall secure, in

the best possible way, the just and faithful exercise of that office, and

the honest and impartial use of that power ;
but this is the limit of their

right ;
and every system of suffrages, or popular concurrence, which,

under pretence ofguarding against abuse of ministerial authority, makes

its exercise absolutely and in all cases dependent upon the consent of

those over whom it extends, goes beyond that limit, and invades the

right of pastoral government, which the New Testament has established.

It brings, in a word, the laws of Christ into debate, which yet the mem.
bers profess to have received as their rule ; and it claims to put into

commission those duties which pastors are charged by Christ personallv

to exercise. The Apostle Paul, had the incestuous person at Corinth

denied the crime, and there had been any doubtfulness as to the fact,

would unquestionably have taken the opinion of the elders of that Church
9
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and others upon that fact
;
but when it became a question whether the

lates of Christ's discipHne should be exercised or not, he did not feel

himself concluded by the sense of the whole Corinthian Church, which

was in favour of the offender continuing in communion with them
; but

he instantly reproved them for their laxity, and issued the sentence of

excision, thereby showing that an obvious law of Christ was not to be

subjected to the decision of a majority.

This view indeed supposes, that such a society, like almost all the

Churches ever known, has admitted in the first instance, that the power
of admission into the Church, of reproof, of exhortation, and of excision

from it, sulij'jct to various guards against abuses, is in the pastors of a

Church. Tliere are some who have adopted a different opinion, sup-

posing that the power of administering the discipline of Christ must be

conveyed by them to their ministers, and is to be wholly controlled by
their suffrages ;

so that there is in these systems, not a provision of

counsel against possible errors in the exercise of authority ;
not a guard

against human infirmity or viciousness
;
not a reservation of right to

determine upon the fitness of the cases to which the laws of Christ are

applied ;
but a claim of co-administration as to these laws themselves,

or rather an entire administration of them through the pastor, as a

passive agent of their will. Those who adopt these views are bound to

show that this is the state of things established in the New Testament.

That it is not, appears plain from the very term "
pastors," which

imports both care and government ;
mild and affectionate government

indeed, but still government. Hence the office of shepherd is applied

to describe the government of God, and the government of kings. It

appears too, from other titles given, not merely to apostles, but to the

presbyters they ordained and placed over the Churches. They are

called r/yov/ievot, rulers ; ettickottol, overseers ; upoeaTu-si, those who pre-

side. They are commended for "
ruling well ;" and they are directed

" to charge,"
" to reprove,"

" to rebuke,"
" to watch," " to silence,"

•' to

put away." The very
" account" they must give to God, in connection

with the discharge of these duties, shows that their office and responsi-

biUty was peculiar and personal, and much greater than that of any

private member of the Church, which it could not be if they were the

passive agents only in matters of doctrine and discipline of the will of

the whole. To the double duty o?feeding and exercising the oversight

of the flock, a special reward is also promised when the "
Chief Shep-

herd shall appear,"
—a title of Christ, which shows that as the pastoral

office of feeding and ruling is exercised by Christ supremely, so it is

-exercised by his ministers in both branches subordinately. Finally, the

exhortations to Christians to "
obey them that have the rule over them,"

and to "submit" to them, and "to esteem them very higlily for their

works' sake," and to " remember them ;"
—all show tliat the ministerial

Vol. II. 38
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office is not one ofmere agency, under the absolute direction of the votes

of the collected Church.

3. With respect to other disciplinary regulations, supposed by any

religious society to be subsidiary to the great and Scriptural ends of

Churcli communion, these appear to be matters of mutual agreement,

and are capable of modification by the mutual consent of ministers and

people, under their common responsibility to Christ, that they are done

advisedly, with prayer, with reference to the edification of the Church,

and so as not to infringe upon, but to promote, the influsnce of the doc-

trines, duties, and spirit of the Gospel. The consent of the people to all

such regulations, either tacitly by their adoption of them, or more ex-

pressly through any regular meetings of different officers, who may be

regarded as acquainted with, and representing the sentiments of the

whole; as also by the approval of those aged, wise, and from different

causes, influential persons, who are to be found in all societies and who

are always, whether in office or not, their natural guardians, guides, and

representatives, is necessary to confidence and harmony, and a proper

security for good and orderly government. It is thus that those to

whom the government or well ordering of the Church is committed,

and those upon whom their influence and Scriptural authority exert

themselves, appear to be best brought into a state of harmony and mu-

tual confidence
;
and that abundant security is afforded against all mis-

rule, seeing that in a voluntary communion, and where perfect liberty

exists for any member to unite himself to other Churches, or for any
number of them to arrange themselves into a new community, subject

however to the moral cautions of the New Testament against the schis-

matic spirit, it can never be the interest of those with whom the regula-

tion of the affairs of a Church is lodged, voluntarily to adopt measures

which can be generally felt to be onerous and injurious, nor is it prac-

ticable to persevere in them. In this method of bringing in the con-

currence of the people, all assemblages of whole societies, or very

large portions of them, are avoided,—a popular form of Church govern.

nient, wiiich, however it were modified so as best to accord with the

Scriptural authority of ministers, could only be tolerable in very small

isolated societies, and that in the times of their greatest simpUcity and

love. To raise into legislators and censors all the members of a Church,

the young, the ignorant, and the inexperienced, is to do them great injury.

It is the sure way to foster debates, contentions, and self confidence, to

open the door to intrigue and policy, to tempt forward and conceited

men to become a kind of religious demagogues, and entirely to destroy

the salutary influence of the aged, experienced, and gifted members, by

referring every decision to members and suffrages, and placing all that

IB good and venerable, and influential among the members themselves,

at the feet of a democracy.
9
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4. As to the power of admission into the Church, that is clearly with

ministers, to whom the office of baptism is committed, by which the door

is opened into the Church universal ;
and as there can be no visible

communion kept up with the universal Church, except by communion

with some particular Ciiurch, the admission into that particular com

munion must be in the hands of ministers, because it is one of the duties

of their office, made such by the Scripture itself, to enjoin this mode of

confessing Christ, by assembling with his saints in worship,by submitting

to discipline, and by
"
showing forth his death" at the Lord's Supper.

We have, however, already said, that the members of a Church, al-

though they have no right to obstruct the just exercise of this power,

have the right to prevent its being unworthily exercised ;
and their con

currence with the admission, tacit or declared, according to their usages,

is an arrangement, supported by analogies, drawn from the New Testa-

ment, and from primitive antiquity. The expulsion of unworthy mem-

bers, after admonition, devolves upon those to whom the administration

of the sacraments, the signs of communion, is entrusted, and therefore

upon ministers, for this reason, that as "
shepherds" of the flock under

the " Chief Shepherd," they are charged to carry his laws into effect.

These laws, it is neither with them nor with the people to modify ; they

are already declared by superior authority ;
but the determination of the

facts of the case to which they are to be applied, is matter of mutual

investigation and decision, in order to prevent an erring or an improper

exercise of authority. That such investigation should take place, not

before the assembled members of a society, but before proper and select

tribunals, appears not only an obviously proper, but, in many respects,

a necessary regulation.

The trial of unworthy ministers remains to be noticed, which, where-

ever a number of religious societies exist as one Church, having there-

fore many pastors, is manifestly most safely placed in the hands of those

pastors themselves, and that not only because the official acts of censure

and exclusion lie with them, but lor other reasons also. It can scarcely

happen that a minister should be under accusation, except in some very

particular cases, but that, from his former influence, at least with a part

of the people, some faction would be found to support him. In propor-

tion to the ardour of this feeling, the other party would be excited to

undue severity and bitterness. To try such a case before a whole

society, there would not only be the same objection as in the case of

private members ;
but the additional one, that parties would be more cer-

tainly formed, and be still more violent. If he must be arraigned then

before some special tribunal, the most fitting is that of his brethren, pro.

vided that the parties accusing have the right to bring on such a trial

upon exhibition of probable evidence, and to prosecute it without ob.

struction. In Churches whose ministers are thrown solely upon th»
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public opinion of the society, and exist as such only by their character,

this is ordinarily a sufficient guard against the toleration of improper
conduct

;
while it removes the trial from those whose excitement for or

against the accused might on either side be unfavourable to fair and

equitable decision, and to the peace of the Church.

The above remarks contain but a sketch of those principles of Church

government which appear to be contained in, or to be suggested by, the

Now Testament. They still leave much liberty to Christians to adopt
Ihem in detail to the circumstances in which they are placed. The
ufhces to be created

;
the meetings necessary for the management of

the various affairs of the Church, spiritual and financial
;
the assembling

of ministers in larger or smaller numbers for counsel, and for oversight
of each other, and of the Churches to which they belong, are all mat-

ters of this kind, and are left to the suggestions of wisdom and piety.

Tlie extent to which distinct societies of Christians shall associate in

one Church, under a common government, appears also to be a matter

of prudence and of circumstances. In the primitive Church we see

different societies in a city and its neighbourhood under the common

government of the assembly of presbyters ;
and afterward these grew

into provincial Churches, ofgreater or smaller extent. In modern times,

we have similar associations in the form ofnational Churches, Episcopal
or Presbyterian ;

and of Churches existing without any recognition of

Ihe state at all, and forming smaller or larger communities, from the

union of a few societies, to the union of societies throughout a whole

country ; holding the same doctrines, practising the same modes of

worship, and placing themselves under a common code of laws and a

common government. But wliatever be the form they take, they are

l)ound to respect, and to model themselves by, the principles of Church
communion and of Church discipline which are contained in the New
Testament

; and they will be fruitful in holiness and usefulness, so long
as tliey conform to tlinm, and so long as those forms of administration

are conscientiously preferred which appear best adapted to prserve and

to diffuse sound doctrine. Christian practice, spirituality, and charity.
That discipline is defective and bad in itself, or it is ill administered,

which does not accomplish these ends ; and that is best which best pro-

motes them.

The ENDS to which Church authority is legitimately directed remain

to be briefly considered.

The first is, the preservation and the publication of" sound doctrine."

Against false doctrines, and the men " of corrupt minds" who taught

them, the sermons of Christ, and the writings of the apostles, abound in

cautions ;
and since St. Paid lays it down as a ride, as to erring teach-

ers, that llieir
" mouths must be stopped," this implies, that the power of

declaring what sound doctrine is, and of silencing false teachers, was
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conHded by the apostles to the future Church. By systematic writers

this has been called poteslas doy/ianicij ; which, abused by the ambition

of man forms no small part of that antichristian usurpation which cha-

racterizes the Church ofRome. Extravagant as are her claims, so that

she brings in her traditions as of equal authority with the inspired writ-

ings, and denies to men the right of private judgment, and of trying her

dogmas by the test of the Holy Scriptures ;
there is a sober sense in

which this power may be taken. The great Protestant principle, that

the Holy Scriptures are the only standard of doctrine ;
that the doctrines

of every Church must be proved out of them ; and that to this standard

every individual member has the right of bringing them, in order to the

confirmation of his owu faith, must be held inviolate, if we would not

see Divine authority displaced by human. Since, however, men may
come to different conclusions upon the meaning of Scripture, it has been

the practice from primitive times to declare the sense in which Scrip-

ture is understood by collective assemblies of ministers, and by the

Churches united with them, in order to the enforcement of such inter-

pretations upon Christians generally, by the influence of learning,

piety, numbers, and solemn deliberation. The reference of the question

respecting circumcision by the Church at Antioch to " the apostles and

elders at Jerusalem," is the first instance of this, though with this pecu-

liarity, that, in this case, the decision was given under plenary inspira-

tion. While one of the apostles lived, an appeal could be made to him

in *like manner when any doctrinal novelty sprung up in tlie Church.

After their death, smaller or larger councils, composed of the public

teachers of the Churches, were resorted to, that they might pronounce

upon these differences of opinion, and by their authority confirm the

faithful, and abash the propagators of error. Still later, four councils,

called general, from the number of persons assembled in them from

various parts of Christendom, have peculiar eminence. The council

o( Nice, in the fourth century, which condemned the Arian heresy, and

fnriued that Scriptural and important formulary called the Nicene Creed;

Uie council of Constantinople, held at the end of the same century, which

condemned the errors of Macedonius, and asserted the Divinity and per.

sonality of the Holy Ghost ;
and the councils of Ephesus and Chalce-

don, about the middle of the fifth century, which censured the opinions

of Nestorius and Eutyches. At Nice it was declared that the Son is

truly God, of the same substance with the Father ; at Constantinople,

that the Holy Ghost is also truly God
;

at Ephesus, that the Divine

nature was truly united to the human in Christ, in one person ;
at Chal-

cedon, that both natures remained distinct, and that the human nature

was not lost or absorbed in the Divine. The decisions of these councils,

both from their antiquity and from the manifest conformity of their decu

aons on these points to the Holy Scriptures, have been received to this
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day in' what have been called the orthodox Churches, throughout the

world. On general councils, the Romish Church has been divided aa

to the questions, whether infallibility resides in them, or in the pope, or

in the pope when at their head. Protestants cut this matter short by

acknowledging that they have erred, and may err, being composed of

fallible men, and that they have no authority but as they manifestly agree
with the Scriptures. To the above-mentioned councils they have in gene-

ral always paid great deference, as affording confirmation of the plain

and literal sense of Scripture on the points in question ;
but on no other

ground.
"
Things ordained by general councils as necessary to salva-

tion, have neither strength nor authority, unless it may be declared they
be taken out of Holy Scripture." [Twenty-first

Article of the Church

of England.) The manner in which the respective Churches of the

reformation declared their doctrinal interpretation of the Scriptures on

the leading points of theology, was by confessions and articles of faith,

and by the adoption of ancient or primitive creeds. With reference to

this practice, no doubt it is, that the Church of England declares in her

twentieth article, that " the Church hath authority in controversies of

faith ;" but qualifies the tenet by adding,
" and yet it is not lawful for

the Church to ordain any thing that is contrary to God's word written ;"

in which there is a manifest recognition of the right of all who have

God's word in their hands, to make use of it in order to try what any
Church "

ordains," as necessary to be believed. This authority of a

Church in matters of doctrine appears then to be reduced to the follow-

ing particulars, which, although directly opposed to the assumptions of

the Church of Rome, are of great importance :
—1. To declare the sense

in which it interprets the language of Scripture on all the leading doc-

trines of the Christian revelation
;

for to contend, as some have done,

that no creeds or articles of faith are proper, but that belief in the Scrip-
tures only ought to be required, would be to destroy all doctrinal dis-

tinctions, since the most perverse interpreters of Scripture profess to

believe the words of Scripture. 2. To require from all its members,
with whom the right of private judgment is by all Protestant Churches
left inviolate, to examine such declarations of faith professing to convey
the sense of Scripture with modesty and proper respect to those grave
and learned assemblies in which all these points have been weighed with

deliberation
; receiving them as guides to truth, not implicitly, it is true,

but still with docility and humility. "Great weight and deference ia

due to such decisions, and every man that finds his own thoughts differ

from them ought to examine the matter over again with much attention

and care, freeing himself all he can from prejudice and obstinacy, with

a just distrust of his own understanding, and an humble respect to the

judgment of his superiors. This is due to the consideration of peace
and union, and to that authority which the Church has to maintain it;

9.
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but if, after all possible methods of inquiry, a man cannot master his

thoughts, or make them agree with the public decisions, his conscience

is not under bonds, since this authority is not absolute, nor grounded

upon a promise of infallibility." (Burnet.) 3. To silence within its own

pale the preacliing of all doctrines contrary to the received standards.

On this every Church has a right to insist which sincerely believes that

contrary doctrines to its own are fundamental or dangerous errors, and

which is thereby bound both to keep its members from their contamina-

tion, and also to preserve them from those distractions and controver-

sies to which the preaching of diverse doctrines by its ministers would

inevitably lead. Nor is there any thing in the exercise of this ailthority

contrary to Christian liberty, since the members of any communion, and

especially the ministers, know beforehand the terms of fellowship with

the Churches whose confessions of faith are thus made public ;
and be-

cause also, where conscience is unfettered by public law, they are nei-

ther prevented from enjoying their own opinions in peace, nor from

propagating them in other assemblies.

The second end is, the forming of such regulations for the conduct,

of its ministers, officers, and members, as shall establish a common or-

der for worship ; facilitate the management of the affairs of the com-

munity, spiritual, economical, and financial ;
and give a right direction

to the general conduct of the whole society. This in technical language

is called potestas diaTaKrmi, and consists in making canoiis, or rules, for

tliose particular matters which are not provided for in detail by the

directions of Scripture. This power also, like the former, has been

carried to a culpable excess in many Churches, so as to fill them with

superstition, and in many respects to introduce an onerous system of

observances, like that of Judaism, the yoke from which the Gospel has

set us free. The simplicity of Christianity has thus been often destroy-

ed, and the " doctrines of men" set up
" as commandments of God."

At the same time, there is a sound sense in which this power in a Church

must be admitted, and a deference to it bound upon the members. For,

when the laws of Christ are both rightly understood and cordially ad-

mitted, the application of them to particular cases is still necessary ;

many regulations also are dictated by inference and by analogies, and

often appear to be required by the spirit of the Gospel, for which there

is no provision in the letter of Scripture. The obligation of public wor-

ship, for instance, is plainly stated ;
but the seasons of its observance,

its frequency, and the mode in which it is to be conducted, must be mat-

ter of special regulation, in order that al! things may be done "
decently

and in order." Theobservanceof the Sabbath is binding; but particular

rules guarding against such acts, as in thejudgmentof a Church are viola-

tions of the law of the Sabbath, are often necessary to du ect the judgment

and consciences of the body of the people. Baptism is to be adminuj.
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tercd ;
hut the manner of this service may be prescribed by a Church,

since tli<; Scriptures have not determined it. So also as to the mode

and the times of receiving the Lord's Supper, in the same absence of

ins|)ired directions regulations must be agreed upon, that there may be,

as nearly as editication requires, an undistracted imiformity of practice.

Special festivals of comnienioration and thanksgivings may also be ap-

pointed, as lit occasions fur the inculcation of particular truths, and moral

duties, and for the special excitement ofgrateful atlections. For although

they are not particularly prescribed in Scripture, they are in manifest

accordance with its spirit, and are sanctioned by many of the examples

whicli it exhibits. Days of fasting and humiliation, for the same rea-

sons, may he the subject of appointment ;
and beside the regular acts

of public worship, private meetings of the members for mutual prayer

and religious converse may also be found necessary. To these may be

added, various plans for the instruction of children, the visitation and

relief of the sick, and the introduction of the Gospel into neglected

neighbourhoiids, and its promotion in foreign lands. A considerable

jaumber of other regulations touching order, contributions, the repress-

ing of particular vices which may mark the spirit of the times, and

the practice of particular duties, will also be found necessary.

The only legitimate ends, however, of all these directions and rules,

are, the edification of the Church ;
the preservation of its practical

purity ;
the establishment of an influential order and decorum in its ser-

vices
;
and the promotion of its usefulness to the world. The general

principles by which thev are to be controlled, are the spiriUiality, sim-

plicity, and practical character of Christianity ; and the authority with

which they are invested, is derived from piety, wisdom, and singleness

ofheart, in those who originate them, and from that docility and submis-

siveness of Christians to each other, which is enforced upon them in the

New Testament. For although every Christian is exhorted to "
try all

things." to "search the Scriptures," and to exercise his best judgment,

in matters which relalc to doctrine, discipline, and practice, yet he is to

do this in the spirit of a Christian
;
not with self willedness, and self

confidence ; not contemning the opinion and authority of others ; not

factiously liud censoriously. This is his duty even where the most im-

portant sii'ijects are in iiuostion ;
how much more then in things com.

paratively indifferent ought he to practise theapostolic rule :
" Likewise,

ye younger, submit yourselves unto the elder
; yea, all of you be subject

one to another, and be clothed with humility."

The third end of Cluircli government is the infliction and removal of

eensurers, a power (potrslas (haspiTiKTi)
the abuse of which, and the ex-

travagant lengths to which it has been carried, have led some wholly to

deny it, or to treat it slightly ; but which is nevertheless deposited with

every Scriptural Church. Even associations much less solemn and
a
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spiritual in their character, have the power to put away their merr

bers, and to receive again, upon certain conditions, those who offend

against their rules
;
and if the offence which called forth this expul-

sion be of a moral nature, the censure of a whole society, inflicted

after due examination, comes with much greater weight, and is a much

greater reproach and misfortune to the person who falls under it, than

that of a private individual. In the case of a Christian Church, how.

ever, the proceeding connects itself with a higher than human author-

ity. The members have separated from the world, and have placed

themselves under the laws of Christ. They stand in a special relation

to him, so long as they are faithful
; they are objects of his care and

love, as members of his own body ;
and to them, as such, great and

numerous promises are made. To preserve them in this state of fide-

lity, to guard them from errors of doctrine and viciousness of practice,

and thus to prevent their separation from Christ, the Church with its

ministry, its ordinances, and its discipline was established. He who
becomes unfaithful in opposition to the influence of those edifying and

conservatory means, forfeits the favour of Christ, even before he is de-

servedly separated from the Church
;
but when he is separated, put

away, denied communion with the Church, he loses also the benefit of

all those peculiar means of grace and salvation, and of those special

influences and promises which Christ bestows upon the Church. He
is not only thrown back upon common societj' with shame, stigma-
tized as an " evil worker," by the solemn sentence of a religious tri-

bunal ; but becomes, so to speak, again a member of that incorporated
and hostile societ}', the world, against which the exclusive and penal

sentences of the word of God are directed. Where the sentence of

excision by a Church is erring or vicious, as it may be in some cases,

it cannot affect an innocent individual ; he would remain, notwith-

standing the sentence of men, a member of Christ's invisible universal

Cliurch
;
but when it proceeds upon a just application of the laws of

Christ, there can be no doubt of its ratification in heaven, although

the door is left open to penitence and restoration.

In proportion, however, as a sober and serious Christian, having those

views, wishes to keep up in his own mind, and in the minds of others, a

proper sense of the weight and solemnity of Church censures when

rightly administered, he will feel disgusted at those assumptions of

control over the mercy and justice of God, which faUible men have in

some Churches endeavoured to establish, and have too often exercised

for the gratification of the worst passions. So because our Lord said

to Peter,
"

I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven,"

and " whatsoever thou shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven,

and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven."

which is also said Matt, xviii, 18, to all the apostles,
"

it came to be
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understood that the sentence of excommunication, by its own intrinsic

authority, condemned to eternal punishment; that the exconinmnicatcd

person could not be delivered from this condemnation, unless the Church

gave him absolution; and that the Church had the power of absolving

him upon the private confession of his fault, either by prescribing to

him certain acts of penance, and works of charity, the performance of

which was considered as a satisfaction for the sin which he had com-

niitted, or by applying to him the merits of some other person. And

as in the progress of corruption, the whole power of the Church was

supposed to be lodged in the pope, there flowed from him, at his plea-

sure, indulgences or remissions of some parts of the penance, absolu-

tions, and pardons, the possession of which was represented to Chris-

tians as essential to salvation, and the sale of which formed a most

gainful traffic."

As to the passage respecting the gift of the keys of the kingdom of

heaven to Peter, from which these views affect to be derived, it is most

naturally explained by the very apposite and obviously explanatory fact,

that this apostle was the first preacher of the Gospel dispensation in its

perfected form, both to the Jews at the day of pentecost, and afterward

to the Gentiles. Bishop Horsley applies it only to the latter of these

events, to which indued it may principally, but not exclusively, refer.

" St. Peter's custody of the keys was a temporary, not a perpetual

authority : its object was not individuals, but the whole human race.

The kingdom of heaven upon earth is the true Church of God. It is

now therefore the Christian Church : formerly the Jewish Church was

that kingdom. The true Church is represented in this text, as in many

passages of Holy Writ, under the image of a walled city, to be entered

only at the gates. Under the Mosaic economy these gates were shut,

and particular persons only could obtai n admittance,—Israelites by birth,

or by legal incorporation. The locks of these gates were the rites of

the Mosaic law, which obstructed the entrance of aliens. But, after our

Lord's ascension, and the descent of the Holy Ghost, the keys of the

city were given to St. Peter, by that vision which taught him, and au-

thorized him to teach others, that all distinctions of one nation from

another were at an end. By virtue of this special commission, the great

apostle applied the key, pushed back the bolt of the lock, and threw the

gates of the city open for the admission of the whole Gentile world,

in the instance of Cornelius and his family." (Horsley's Sermonf.)
When the same learned prelate would also refer the binding and

loosing power mentioned in the above texts exclusively to Peter, he

forgets that in the passage above referred to. Matt, xviii, 18, it is given

to all the apostles,
" Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound

in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in

heaven." These expressions manifestly refer to the authoritative de-

3
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claration of any thing to be obligatory, and its infraction to be sinful,

and therefore subject to punishment, or the contrary ;
and the passage

receives sufficient illustration from the words ofour Lord to his apostles,

after his resurrection, when, after breathing upon them, he said,
" Re-

ceive ye the Holy Ghost : whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted

to them ;
and whosesoever sins ye retain, they are retained," John xx,

22, 23. To qualify them for this authoritative declaration of what was

obligatory upon men, or otherwise
;
and of the terins upon which sins

are " remitted," and the circumstances under which they are " retained ;"

they previously received the Holy Ghost,—a sufficient proof that this

power was connected with the plenary inspiration of the apostles ; and

beyond those inspired men it could not extend, unless equally strong

miraculous evidence of the same degree of inspiration were afforded by

any others. The manner also in which the apostles exercised this

power elucidates the subject. We have no instance at all of their for-

giving the sins of any individuals ; they merely proclaimed the terms of

pardon. And we have no instance of their "
retaining" the sins of any

one, except by declaring them condemned by the laws of the Gospel,

of which they were the preachers. They authoritatively explain in

their writings the terms of forgiveness ; they state as to duty what is

obligatory, and what is not obligatory, upon Christians
; they pronounce

sinners of various kinds, impenitent and unbelieving, to be under God's

wrath
;
and they declare certain apostates to be put beyond forgiveness

by their own act, not by apostolic excommunication ;
and thus they

bind and loose, remit sins and retain them. The meaning of these pas-

sages is in this manner explained by the practice of the apostles them-

selves, and we mav also see the reason why in Matthew xviii, a similar

declaration stands connected with the censures of a Church :
" More-

over, if thy brother trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault

between thee and him alone
;

if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained

thv brother. But if he will not hear thee, then take with thee one or

two more, that in the mouth of two or three w-itnesses every word may
be established. And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the

Church ;
but if he neglect to hear the Church let him be unto thee as a

heathen man and as a publican ; verily, I say unto you, ^vhatsoever ye

shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and whatsoever ye shall

loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven."

That here there may be a reference to a provision made among the

Jews for settling questions of acc^^ation and dispute by the elders of

their synagogues, is probable ;
but it is also clear that our Lord looked

forward to the establishmtnt of his own Church, which was to displace

the synagogue ; and that there might be infallible rules to guide that

Church in its judgment on moral cases, he turns to the disciples, to

whom the discourse is addressed, and says to them,
" Whatsoever te,"
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not the Church,
" shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven, and

whatsoever yb sliall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven." Of the

disciples then present the subsequent history leads us to conclude, that

he principally meant that the apostles should be endued with this power,

and that they were to be the inspired persons who were to furnish " the

Church" with infallible rules of judgment, in all such cases of dispute

and accusation. When, therefore, any Church rightly interprets these

apostolic rules, and rightly applies them to particular cases, it then

exercises a discipline which is not only approved, but is also confirmed,

in heaven by the concurring dispensations of God, who respects his own

inspirations in his apostles. The whole shows the careful and solemn

manner in which all such investigations arc to be conducted, and the

serious effect of them. It is by the admonishing and putting away of

offenders, that the Church bears its testimony against all sin before the

world
;
and it is thus that she maintains a salutary influence over her

members, by the well-grounded fear of those censures which, when

Scripturally administered, are sanctioned by Christ its Head; and which,

when they extend to excision from the body, and no error of judgment,

or sinister intention, vitiates the proceeding, separate the offenders

from that special grace of Christ which is promised to the faithful col-

lected into a Church state,—a loss, an evil, and a danger, which nothing

but repentance, humiliation, and a return to God and his people, can

repair. For it is to be observed, that this part of discipline is an ordi-

nance of Christ, not only for the maintenance of the character of his

Churches, and the preservation of their influence in the world
;
but for

the spiritual benefit of the offenders themselves. To this effect are the

words of the Apostle Paul as to the immoral Corinthian,—" to -deliver

such a one to Satan, for the destruction of the fesh" the dominion of

his bodily appetites,
" tbat the spirit may be saved in the day of the

Lord Jesus." The practice of many of the ancient Churches was, ip

this respect, rigid ;
in several of the circumstances far too much so ;

and thus it assumed a severity much more appalling than in the apos-
tolic times. It shows, however, how deeply the necessity of maintain-

ing moral discipline was felt among them, and in substance, though not

in every part of the mode, is worthy ofremembrance. " When disciples

of Christ, who had dishonoured his religion by committing any gross

immorality, or by relapsing into idolatry, were cut off from the Chuich

by the sentence of excommunication
; they were kept, often for years,

in a state of penance, however desirous to be re-admitted. They made
a public confession of their faith, accompanied with the most humiliating

expressions of grief. For some time they stood without the doors,

while the Christians were employed in worship. Afterward they were

allowed to enter ; then to stand during a part of the service
;
then to

remain during the whole : but they were not permitted to partake jf

2
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the Lord's Supoer, till a formal absolution was pronounced by the

Church. The lime of the penance was sometimes shortened, when

the anguish of their mind, or any occasional distress of body, threatened

the danger of their dying in that condition, or when those who were

then suffering persecution, or other deserving members of the Church

interceded for them, and became, by this intercession, in some measure,

sureties for their future good behaviour. The duration of the penance,

the acts required while it continued, and the manner of the absclution

varied at different times. The matter was, from its nature, subject to

much abuse
;

it was often taken under the cognizance of ancient coun-

cils
;
and a great part of their canons was employed in regulating the

exercise of discipline." {Hill's Lectures.)

In concluding this chapter, it may be observed, that however difficult

it may be, in some cases, to adjust modes of Church government, so that

in the view of all, the principles of the New Testament may be fully

recognized, and the ends for which Churches are collected may be

effectually accomplished, this labour will always be greatly smoothed,

by a steady regard, on each side, to duties as well as to rights. These

are equally imperative upon ministers, upon subordinate officers, and

upon the private members of every Church. Charity, candour, humi-

lity, public spirit, zeal, a forgiving spirit, and the desire, the strong

desire, of unity and harmony, ought to pervade all, as well as a con-

stant remembrance of the great and solemn truth, that Christ is the

Judge, as well as the Saviour of his Churches. While the people are

docile
;
obedient to the word of exhortation ; willing to submit,

" in the

Lord," to those who "
preside over them," and are charged to exercise

Christ's discipline ;
and while ministers are "

gentle among them," after

the example of St. Paul,—a gentleness, however, which, in his case,

winked at no evil, and kept back no truth, and compromised no prin-

ciple, and spared no obstinate and incurable offender,
—while they feed

the flock of Christ with sound doctrine, and are intent upon their edifi-

cation, watching over them " as they that must give account," and study,

live, and labour, for no other ends, than to present that part of the

Church committed to their care "
perfect in Christ Jesus ;" every Church

will fall as it were naturally and without effort into its proper
" order."

Pure and undefiled religion in Churches, like the first poetry, creates

those subordinate rules by which it is, afterward, guarded and governed ;

and the best canons of both are those which are dictated by the fresh

ind primitive effusions of their own inspiration.
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CHAPTER II.

iNSTrTBTioNs or Christianity—The Sacraments.

The number of sacraments is held by all Protestants to be but two,—
Baptum, and the Lord's Supper ; because they find no other instituted

in the New Testament, or practised in the early Church. The super-

stition of the Church of Rome has added no fewer than five to the num-

ber,
—

Confirmation, penance, orders, matrimony, and, extreme unction.

The word used by the Greek fathers for sacrament was /luarriptov,—

In the New Testament this word always means, as Campbell has showed,

either a secret,
—

something unknown till revealed ;
or the spiritual

meaning of some emblem or type. In both these senses it is rendered

sacramentum in the Vulgate translation, which shows that the latter

word was formerly used in a large signification. As the Greek term

was employed in the New Testament to express the hidden meaning
of an external symbol, as in Revelation i, 20,

" the mystery of the seven

stars," it was naturally applied by early Christians to the symbolical
rite of the Lord's Supper ;

and as some of the most sacred and retired

parts of the ancient heathen worship were called mysteries, from which

all but the initiated were excluded, the use of the same term to designate
that most sacred act of Christian worship, which was strictly confined

to the approved members of the Church, was probably thought pecu-

liarly appropriate. The Latin word sacramentum, in its largest sense,

may signify a sacred ceremony ;
and is the appellation, also, of the

military oath of fidelity taken by the Roman soldiers. For both these

reasons, probably, the term sacrament was adopted by the Latin Chris,

tians. For the first, because of the peculiar sacredness of the Lord's

Supper ;
and for the second, because of that engagement to be faithful

to the commands of Christ, their heavenly Leader, which was implied in

this ordinance, and impressed upon them by so sacred a solemnity. It

was, prrhiips, from the designation of this ordinance, by the term sacra.

menlum, by the Christians whom Pliny examined as to their faith and

modes of worship, tiiat he thus expresses himself in his letter to the

Emperor Trajiin :
—" From their aflirmations I learned that the sum of

all their offence, call it fault or error, was, that on a day fixed they used

to assemble iiefore sunrise, and sing together, in alternate responses,

hymns to Christ, as a Deity ; binding themselves hy the solemn engage-
ments of an oath, not to commit any manner of wickedness," &c.—
The term sacrament was also at an early period given to baptism,
as well as to*the Supper of the Lord, and is now confined among Pro-

testants to these two ordinances only. The distinction between sacra-

2
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ments, and other religious rites, is well stated by Burnet. (On tlie

Articles.)
" This difference is to be put between sacraments and other ritual

actions
;

that whereas other rites are badges and distinctions bv which

Christians are known, a sacrament is more than a bare matter of form ;

as in the Old Testament, circumcision and propitiatory sacrifices were

things of a different nature and order from all the other ritual precepts

concerning their cleansings, the distinctions of days, places, and meats

These were, indeed, precepts given them of God
;

but they were not

federal acts of renewing the covenant, or reconciling themselves to God.

By circumcision they received the seal of the covenant, and were

brought under the obligation of the whole law
; they were made by it

debtors to it
;
and when by their sins they had provoked God's wrath,

they were reconciled to him by their sacrifices, with which atonement

was made, and so their sins were forgiven them
;
the nature and end

of those was, to be federal acts, in the offering of which the Jews kept
to their part of the covenant, and in the accepting of which God main-

tained it on his part ; so we see a plain difference between these and

a mere rite, which though commanded, yet must pass onlv for the

badge of a profession, as the doing of it is an act of obedience to a

Divine law. Now, in the new dispensation, though our Saviour has

eased us of that law of ordinances, that grievous yoke, and those beg.

garly elements, which were laid upon the Jews
; yet since we are still

in the body subject to our senses, and to sensible things, he has ap-

pointed some federal actions to be both the visible stipulations and pro-

fessions of our Christianity, and the conveyancers to us of the blessings

of the Gospel."

It is this view of the two sacraments, as federal acts, which sweeps

away the five superstitious additions that the temerity of the Church

of Rome has dared to elevate to the same rank of sacredness and im.

portance.

As it is usual among men to confirm covenants by visible and solemn

forms, and has been so from the most ancient times, so when almighty
God was pleased to enter into covenant engagements with men, he

condescended to the same methods of affording, on his part, sensible

assurances of his fidelity, and to require the same from them. Thus,

circumcision was the sign and seal of the covenant with Abraham ;
and

when the great covenant of grace was made in the Son of God with al.

nations, it was agreeable to this analogy to expect that he would in-

stitute some constantly-recurring visible sign, in confirmation of his

mercy to us, which should encourage our reliance upon his promises.

und have the force of a perpetual renewal of the covenant between the

parties. Such is manifestly the character and ends both of the insti-

tution of baptism and the Lord's Supper ; but as to the five additionaJ
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sacraments of ihc Church 61" Rome, "
they have not any visible sign or

ceremony ordained of God," {Article 25th of the Church of England,)

and they stand in no direct connection with any covenant engagement

entered into by him with liis creatures. Confirmation rests on no Scrip-

tural authority at all. Penance, if it mean any thing more than repent-

ance, IS equally unsanctioned by Scripture ;
and if it mean "

repentance

toward God," it is no more a sacrament than faith. Orders, or the

ordination of ministers, is an apostolic command, but has in it no greater

indication of a sacramental act than any other such command,—say the

excommunication of obstinate sinners from the Church, which with just

as good a reason might be elevated into a sacrament. Marriage ap-

pears to have been made by the papists a sacrament for this curious

reason, that the Apostle Paul, when speaking of the love and union of

husband and wife, and taking occasion from that to allude to the love

of Christ to his Church, says,
" This is a great mystery," which the

Vulgate version translates,
" Sacramentuii hoc magnum est :" thu3

they confound the large and the restricted sense of the word sacrament,

and forget that the true "
mystery" spoken of by the apostle, lies not in

marriage, but in the union of Christ with his people,
—" This is a great

mystery, but I speak concerning Christ and the Church." If, however,

the use of the word "
mystery" in this passage by St. Paul, were suffi.

cient to prove marriage a sacrament, then the calling of the Gentiles,

as Beza observes, might be the eighth sacrament, since St. Paul terms

that " a mystery," Eph. i, 9, which the Vulgate, in like manner trans-

lates by " sacramentum." The last of their sacramerits is extreme unc-

tion, of which it is enough to say that it is nowhere prescribed in

Scripture ;
and if it were, has clearly nothing in it of a sacramental

character. The passage in St. James's Epistle to which they refer,

cannot serve them at all
;

for the Romanists use extreme unction

only when all hope of recovery is past, whereas the prayers and the

anointing mentioned by St. James were resorted to in order to a mira-

culous cure, for life, and not for death. With them, therefore, extreme

unction is called " the sacrament of the dying."

Of the nature of sacraments there are three leading views.

The first is that taken by the Church of Rome.

According to the doctrine of this Church, the sacraments contain the

grace they signify, and confer grace, ex opere operato, by the work

itself, upon such as do not put an obstruction by mortal sin. " For

these sensible and natural things," it is declared,
" work by the almighty

power of God in the sacraments what they could not do by their own

power." Nor is any more necessary to this effect, than that the priests,

" who make and consecrate the sacraments, have an intention of doing

what the Church doth, and doth intend to do." {Cone. Trid. Can, 11.)

According therefore to this doctrine, the matter of the sacrament

2
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derives from the action of the priest, in pronouncing certain words, a

Divine virtue, provided it be the intention of the priest to give to that

matter such a Divine virtue, and this grace is conveyed to the soul of

every person who receives it. Nor is it required of the person receiv-

ing a sacrament, that he should exercise any good disposition, or pos-

sess faith ;
for such is conceived to be the physical virtue of a sacra

ment, that, except when opposed by the obstacle of a mortal sin, the act

of receiving it is alone sufficient for the experience of its efficacy.

This is so capital an article of faith with the Romish Church, that the

council of Trent anathematizes all who deny that grace is not conferred

by the sacraments from the act itself of receiving them, and affirm that

faith only in the Divine promises is sufficient to the obtaining ofgrace,—" .S' quis dixerit, per ipsa nova legis sacramenta, ex opere operalo, rur'

conferri gratiam, sed solum jidem divincB promissionis ad grattain const

quendam siifficere, anathema sit.^'' {Cone. Trid. Sess. vii, Cati, 8.) It

is on this ground also, that the members of that Church argue the supe-

riority of the sacraments of the New Testament to those of the Old ;

the latter having been effectual only ex opere opercrUis, from the piety

and faith of the persons receiving them, while the former confer grace

ex opere operato, from their own intrinsic virtue, and an immediate phy-

sical influence upon the mind of the receiver.

The first great objection to this statement is, that it has even no pre

fence of authority from Scripture, and grounds itself wholly upon the

alleged traditions of the Church of Rome, which, in fact, are just what

successive inventors of superstitious practices have thought proper to

make them. The second is, that it is decidedly anti-scriptural ;
for as

the only true notion of a sacrament is, that it is the sign and seal of a

covenant
;
and as the saving benefits of the covenant of gr^ e are

made expressly to depend upon a true faith ; the condition of gruce

being made by the Church of Rome the act of receiving a sacrament

independent of true faith, she impudently rejects the great condition of

salvation as laid down in God's word, and sets up in its place another

of an opposite kind by mere human authority. The third is, that it

debases an ordinance of God from a rational service into a mere charm,

disconnected with every mental exercise, and working its effect physi-

cally, and not morally. The fourth is its licentious tendency ;
for as a

very large class of sins is by the Romish Church allowed to be venial,

and nothing but a mortal sin can prevent the recipient of the sacrament

from receiving the grace of God ;
men may live in the practice of all

these venial offences, and consequently in an unrenewed habit of soul,

and yet be assured of the Divine favour, and of eternal salvation ;
thus

again boldly contradicting the whole tenor of the New Testament.—
Finally, whatever privileges the sacraments are designed to confer, all

of them are made by this doctrine to depend, not upon the state of the
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receiver's mind, but upon the " intention" of the administrator, who, if

not intending to impart the physical virtue to the elements, renders the

sacrament of no avail to the recipient, although he performs all the

external acts of the cereni'-ny.

The opposite opinion of this gross and unholy doctrine is that main-

tained by Socinus, and adopted generally by his followers : to which also

the notions of some orthodox Protestants have too carelessly leaned.

The view taken on the subject of the sacraments by such persons is,

that they differ not essentially from other rites and ceremonies of religion ;

but that their peculiaritj' consists in their emblematic character, under

which they represent what is spiritual and invisible, and are memorials

»f past events. Their sole use therefore is to cherish pious sentiments,

by leading the mind to such meditations as are adapted to excite them.

Some also add, that they are the badges of a Christian profession, and

the instituted means by which Christians testify their faith in Christ.

The fault of the popish opinion is superstitious excess ; the fault of

the latter scheme is that of defect. The sacraments are emblematical
;

they are adapted to excite pious sentiments
; they are memorials, at

least the Lord's Supper bears this character; they are badges of pro.-

fession ; they are the appointed means for declaring our faith in Christ
;

and so far is this view superior to the popish doctrine, that it elevates

the sacraments from the base and degrading character of a charm and

incantation, to that of a spiritual and reasonable service, and instead of

making them substitutes for faith and good works, renders them subser-

vient to both.

But if the sacraments are federal rites, that is, if they are covenant

transactions, they must have a more extensive and a deeper import than

this view of the subject conveys. If circumcision was " a token," and

a " seal" of the covenant by which God engaged to justify men by faith,

then, as we shaD subsequently show, since Christian baptism came in

its place, it has precisely the same office
;
if the passover was a sign, a

pledge or seal, and subsequently a memorial, then these characters will

belong to the Lord's Supper ;
the relation of which to the " New Testa,

fnent," or Covenant, " in the blood" of our Saviour, is expressly stated

by himself. What is the import of the terms sign and seal will be here-

after considered
;
but it is enough here to suggest them, to show that the

flecond opinion above stated loses sight of these peculiarities, and is

therefore defective.

The third opinion may be stated in the words of the formularies of

several Protestant Churches.

The Heidelberg Catechism has the following question and reply :
—

•' What are the sacraments ?"

" They are holy visible signs and seals, ordained by God for this end,

that he may more fully declare and seed by them the promise of his

2
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Gospel unto us
;
to wit, that not only unto all believers in general, bvrt

unto each of them in particular, he freely giveth remission of sins and

life eternal, upon the account of that only sacrifice of Christ, which

he accomplished upon the cross."

The Church of England, in her Twenty-fifth Article, thus expresses

herself:—
" Sacraments ordained of Christ be not only badges or tokens of

Christian men's profession, but rather they be sure witnesses, and

effectual signs of grace, and God's will toward us, by the which he

doth work invisibly in us, and doth not only quicken, but also strengthen

and confirm our faith in him."

The Church of Scotland, in the one hundred and sixty-second Ques-

tion of her Larger Catechism, asks,

" What is a sacrament ?" and replies :
—

"A sacrament is a holy ordinance, instituted by Christ in his Church,

to signify, seal, and exhibit, unto those within the covenant of grace,

the benefits of his mediation ;
to strengthen and increase their faith,

and all other graces ;
to obli^ them to obedience

;
to testify and che-

fish their love and communion one with another ;
and to distinguish

them from those that are without."

In all these descriptions of a sacrament, terms are employed of just

and weighty meaning, which will subsequently require notice. Gene-

rally, it may, however, here be observed, that they all assume that there

is in this ordinance an express institution of God ;
that there is this

essential difference between them and every other symbolical cere-

mony, that they are seals as well as signs, that is, that they afford

pledges on the part of God of grace and salvation ;
that as a covenan*

has two parties, our external acts in receiving the sacraments are in-

dications of certain states and dispositions of our mind with regard

to God's covenant, without which none can have a personal participa-

tion in its benefits, and so the sacrament is useless where these are not

found ;
that there are words of institution

;
and a promise also by

which the sign and the thing signified are connected together.

The covenant of which they are the seals, is that called by the Hei-

delberg Catecfdsm,
" the promise of the Gospel ;" the import of which

is, that God giveth freely to every one that believeth remission of sins,

with all spiritual blessings, and
" life eternal, upon the account of that

only sacrifice of Christ which he accomplished upon the cross."

As SIGNS, they are visible and symbolical expositions of what the

Artich of the Church of England, above quoted, calls "the grace of

God," and his "will," that is, his "good will toward us;" or, accord,

in" to the Church of Scotland,
"
significations of the benefits of his

mediation ;" that is, they exhibit to the senses, under appropriate em.

b!ems, the same benefits as are exhibited in another form in the doc-
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trines and promises of the word of God, so that " the eye may affect and

instruct the heart," and that for the strong incitement of our faith, our

desire, and our gratitude. It ought nevertheless to be remembered that

they are not signs merely of the grace of God to us, but of our obliga-

tions to him ; obligations, however, still flowing from the same grace.

They are also seals. A seal is a confirming sign, or, according to

theological language, there is in a sacrament a signum signijicans,
and

a signum confirmans ; the former of which is said, significare,
to notify

or to declare ;
the latter obsignare, to set one's seal to, to witness. As,

therefore, the sacraments, when considered as signs, contain a decla-

ration of the same doctrines and promises which the written word of

God exhibits, but addressed by a significant emblem to the senses ;
so

also as seals, or pledges, they confirm the same promises which are

assured to us by God's own truth and faithfulness in his word, (which

is the main ground of all affiance in his mercy,) and by his indwelling

Spirit by which we are "sealed," and have in our hearts "the earnest"

of our heavenly inheritance. This is done by an external and visible

institution
;
so that God has added these ordinances to the promises

of his word, not only to bring his merciful purpose toward us in Christ

to mind, but constantly to assure us that those who believe in him shall

be and are made partakers of his grace. These ordinances are a pledge

to them, that Christ and his benefits are theirs, while they are required,

at the same time, by faith, as well as by the visible sign, to signify

their compliance with his covenant, which may be called "
setting to

their seal." " The sacraments are God's seals, as they are ordinances

given by him for the confirmation of our faith that he would be our

cpvenant God ;
and they are our seals, or we set our seal thereunto,

when we visibly profess that we give up ourselves to him to be his

people, and, in the exercise of a true faith, look to be partakers of the

benefits which Christ hath purchased, according to the terms of the

covenant." {Dr. Ridgley.)

The passage quoted from the Heidelberg Catechism has a clause

which is of great importance in explaining the design of the sacraments

They are " visible signs and seals ordained by God for this end, that he

may more fully declare, and seal by them the promise of his Gospel unto

us, to wit, that not only unto all believers in general, but to each of them
'

in particular, he freely giveth remission of sins and life eternal, upon the

account of that only sacrifice of Christ, which he accomplished upon the

cross." For it is to be remarked that the administration is to particular

individuals separately, both in baptism and the Lord's Supper,
—" Take,

eat," "drink ye all of this;" so that the institution of the sign and seal

of the covenant, and the acceptance of this sign and seal is a solemn

transaction between God and each individual. From which it follows,

that to every one to whom the sign is exhibited, a seal and pledge of the

2
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invisible grace is also given ;
and every individual who draws near with

a true heart and full assurance of faith, does in his own person enter

into God's covenant, and to him in particular that covenant stands firm.

He renews it also in every sacramental act, the repetition of which is

appointed ,
and being authorized by a Divine and standing institution

thus to put in his claim to the full grace of the covenant, he receives

thereby continual assurances of the love and faithfulness of a God who

changes not
;
but exhibits the same signs and pledges of the same cove-

nant of grace, to the constant acceptance of even,- individual believer

throughout all the ages of his Church, which is charged with the mi-

nistration of these sacred symbols of his mercy to mankind. This is

an important and most encouraging circumstance.

CHAPTER HI.

The Institotions of the Chcech—Baptism.

The obligation of baptism rests upon the example of our Lord, who,

by his disciples, baptized many that by his discourses and miracles

were brought to profess faith in him as the Messias
;

—
upon his solemn

command to his apostles after his resurrection,
" Go and teach all na-

tions, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and

of the Holy Ghost," Matt, xxviii, 19. And upon the practice of the

apostles themselves, who thus showed that they did not understand bap.
tism, like our Quakers, in a mystical sense. Thus St. Peter, in his

sermon upon the day of pentecost, exhorts, "Repent and be baptized

every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of sins,

and ye shall receive the Holy Ghost," Acts ii. 38.

As to this sacrament, which has occasioned endless and various

controversies, three things require examination,—its nature ; its

SUBJECTS ; and its mode.

I. Its Nature. The Romanists, agreeably to their superstitious

opinion as to the efficacy of sacraments, consider baptism adminis-

tered by a priest having a good intention, as of itself applying the

merits of Christ to the person baptized. According to them, baptism is

absolutely necessary to salvation, and they therefore admit its validity

when administered to a dying child by any person present, should there

be no priest at hand. From this view of its efficacy arises their distinc-

tion between sins committed before and after baptism. The hereditary

corruption of our nature, and all actual sins committed before baptism,

are said to be entirely removed by it
; so that if the most abandoned

person were to receive it for the first time in the article of death, aU

his sins would be washed away. But all sins committed after baptism,

and the infusion of that grace which is conveyed by the sacrament, must
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be expiated by penance. In this notion of regeneration, or'the washing

away oforiginal sin by baptism, the Roman Church followed Augustine;

but as he was a predestinarian, he was obliged to invent a distinction

between those who are regenerated, and those who are predestinated

to eternal life
;
so that, according to him, although all the baptized are

freed from that corruption which is entailed upon mankind by Adam's

lapse, and experience a renovation of mind, none continue to walk in

that state but the predestinated. The Lutheran Church also places the

efficacy of this sacrament in regeneration, by which faith is actually

conveyed to the soul of an infant. The Church of England in her bap-

tismal services has not departed entirely from the terras used by the

Romish Church from which she separated. She speaks of those who

are by nature " born in sin," being made by baptism
" the children of

grace," which are, however, words of equivocal import ;
and she gives

thanks to God " that it hath pleased him to regenerate this infant with

his Holy Spirit," probably using the term regeneration in the same

large sense as several of the ancient fathers, and not in its modern

theological interpretation, which is more strict. However this be, a

controversy has long existed in the English Church as to the real opi-

nion of her founders on this point ; one part of the clergy holding the

doctrine of baptismal regeneration, and the absolute necessity of bap-

tism unto salvation
;
the other taking different views not only of the

doctrine of Sci'ipture, but also of the import of various expressions found

in the articles, catechisms, and offices of the Church itself. The Qua-

kers view baptism only as spiritual, and thus reject the rite altogether,

as one of the "
beggarly elements" of former dispensations ;

while the

Socinians regard it as a mere mode of professing the religion of Christ.

Some of them indeed consider it as calculated to produce a moral

effect upon those who submit to it, or who witness its administration
;

while others think it so entirely a ceremony of induction into the so-

ciety of Christians from Judaism and paganism, as to be necessary

only when such conversions take place, so that it might be wholly laid

aside in Christian nations.

We have called baptism a federal transaction ;
an initiation into,

and acceptance of, the covenant of grace, required of us by Christ as a

visible expression and act of that faith in him which he has made a

condition of that salvation. It is a point, however, of so much import-

ance to establish the covenant character of this ordinance, and so

much of the controversy as to the proper subjects of baptism depends

upon it, that we may consider it somewhat at large.

That the covenant with Abraham, of which circumcision was made

the sign and seal, Gen. xvii, 7, was the general covenant of grace, and

not wholly, or even chiefly, a political and national covenant, may be

satisfactorily established.

2
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The first engagement in it was, that God would "
greatly bless"

Abraham ;
which promise, although it comprehended temporal bless-

ings, referred, as we learn from St. Paul, more fully to the blessing of

his justification by the imputation of his faith for righteousness, with all

the spiritual advantages consequent upon the relation which was thus

established between him and God, in time and eternity. The second

promise in the covenant was, that he should be " the father of many

nations," wnich we are also taught by St. Paul to interpret more with

reference to his spiritual seed, the followers of that faith whereof cometh

justification, than to his natural descendants. " That the promise might

be sure to all the seed, not only to that which is by the law, but to that

also which is by the faith of Abraham, who is the father of tis all,''
—

of all believing Gentiles as well as Jews. The third stipulation in God's

covenant with the patriarch, was the gift of Abraham and to his seed

of " the land of Canaan," in which the temporal promise was manifesly

but the tjrpe of the higher promise of a heavenly inheritance. Hence

St. Paul says,
" By faith he sojourned in the land of promise, dwell-

ing in tabernacles with Isaac and Jacob, the heirs with him of the same

promise ;" but this " faith" did not respect the fulfilment of the temporal

promise ;
for St. Paul adds,

"
they looked for a city which had founda-

tions, whose builder and maker is God," Heb. xi, 19. The next pro-

mise was, that God would always be " a God to Abraham and to his seed

after him," a promise which is connected with the highest spiritual bless,

ii^gs, such as the remission of sins, and the sanctification of our nature,

as well as with a visible Church state. It is even used to express the

felicitous state of the Church in heaven. Rev. xxi, 3. The final engage-

ment in the Abrahamic covenant, was that in Abraham's "
seed, all the

nations of the earth should be blessed ;" and this blessing, we are ex-

pressly taught by St. Paul, was nothing less than the justification of all

nations, that is, of all believers in all nations, by faith in Christ :
—" And

the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the heathen by faith,

preached before the Gospel to Abraham, saying. In thee shall all nations

be blessed. So then they who are of faith, are blessed with believing

Abraham," they receive the same blessing, justification, by the same

means, faith, Gal. iii, 8, 9.

This covenant with Abraham, therefore, although it respected a

natural seed, Isaac, from whom a numerous progeny was to spring ;

and an earthly inheritance provided for this issue, the land of Canaan ;

and a special covenant relation with the descendants of Isaac, through

the line of Jacob, to whom Jehovah was to be " a God," visibly and

specially, and they a visible and '•

peculiar people ;" yet was, under all

these temporal, earthly, and external advantages, but a higher and spi-

ritual grace embodying itself under these circumstances, as types of &

dispensation of salvation and eternal life,.to aU who should follow the
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I'aith of Abiaham, whose justification before God was the pattern of the

justification of every man, whether Jew or Gentile, in all ages.

Now, of this covenant, in its spiritual as well as in its temporal pro-

visions, circumcision was most certainly the sacrament, that is, the

'

sign" and the " seal ;" for St. Paul thus explains the case :
" And he

received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the

faith wliich he had yet being uncircumcised." And as this right was

enjoioed upon»Abraham's posterity, so that every
" uncircumcised man

child whose flesh of his foreskin was not circumcised on the eighth day,"

was to be " cut off from his people," by the special judgment of God,

and that because "he had broken God's covenant" Gen. xvii, 14, it

therefore follows that this rite was a constant publication of God's cove-

nant of grace among the descendants of Abraham, and its repetition a

continual confirmation of that covenant, on the part of God, to all prac-

tising it in that faith of which it was the ostensible expression.

As the covenant of grace made with Abraham was bound up with

temporal promises and privileges, so circumcision was a sign and seal

ofthe covenant in both its parts,
—its spiritual and its temporal, its supe-

rior and inferior, provisions. The spiritual promises of the covenant

continued unrestricted to all the descendants of Abraham, whether by
Isaac or by Ishmael

;
and still lower down, to the descendants of Esau

as well as to those of Jacob. Circumcision was practised among them

all by virtue of its Divine institution at first
;
and was extended to their

foreign servants, and to proselytes, as w-'.> as to their children ;
and

wherever the sign of the covenant of grace was by Divine appointment,
there it was as a seal of that covenant, to all who believingly used it ;

for we read of no restriction of its spiritual blessings, that is, its saving

engagements, to one line of descent from Abraham only. But over the

temporal bi-unch of the covenant, and the external religious ])rivileges

arising out of it, God exercised a rightful sovereignty, and expressly re-

stricted them first to the line of Isaac, and then to that of Jacob, with

whose descendants he entered into special covenant by the ministry of

Moses. The temporal blessings and external privileges comprised
under general expressions in the covenant with Abraham, were explain-
ed and enlirged under that of Moses, while the spiritual blessings re-

mained unrestricted as before. This was probably the reason why
circumcision was re-enacted under the law of Moses. It was a con-

firmation of the temporal blessings of the Abrahamic covenant, now, by
a covenant of peculiarity, made over to them, while it was still recog-
riized. as a consuetudinary rite which had descended to them from their

fathers, and as the sign and seal of the covenant of grace, made with

Abraham and with all his descendants without exception. This double

reference of circumcision, both to the authority of Moses and to that of

the patriarchs, is found in the words of our Lord, John vii, 22 :
" Moses

2
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therefore gave unto you circumcision, not because it is of Moses, but of

the fathers ;" or, as it is better translated by Campbell,
" Moses insti-

tuted circumcision among you, (not that it is from Moses, but from the

patriarchs,) and ye circumcise on the Sabbath. Ifon the Sabbath a child

receive circumcision, that the Jaw of Moses may not be violated," &c.

From these observations, the controversy in the apostolic Churches

respecting circumcision will derive much elucidation.

The covenant with Abraham prescribed circumcision as an act of

faith in its promises, and a pledge [to perform its conditions] [on the

part of his descendants.] But the object on which this faith rested,

was " the seed of Abraham," in whom the nations of the earth were to

be blessed : which seed, says St. Paul,
" is Christ ;"

—Christ as promised,
not yet come. When the Christ had come, so as fully to enter upon
his redeeming offices, he could no longer be the object of faith, as still

to come ; and this leading promise of the covenant being accomplished,

the sign and seal of it vanished away. Nor could circumcision be con-

tinued in this view, by any, without an implied denial that Jesus was the

Christ, the expected seed of Abraham. Circumcision also as an insti-

tution of Moses, who continued it as the sign and seal of the Abrahamic

covenant both in its spiritual and temporal provisions, but with respect

to the latter made it also the sign and seal of the restriction of its tem-

poral blessings and peculiar religious privileges to the descendants of

Israel, was terminated by the entrance of our Lord upon his office of

Mediator, in which office all nations were to be blessed in him. The

Mosaic edition of the covenant not only guaranteed the land of Canaan,

but the peculiarity of the Israelites, as the people and visible Church of

God to the exclusion of others, except by proselytism. But when our

Lord commanded the Gospel to be preached to " all nations," and

opened the gates of the " common salvation" to all, whether Gentiles

or Jews, circumcision, as the sign of a covenant of peculiarity and

religious distinction, was done away also. It had not only no reason

remaining, but the continuance of the rite involved the recognition

of exclusive privileges which had been terminated by Christ.

This will explain the views of the Apostle Paul on this great question.

He declares that in Christ there is neither circumcision nor uncircum-

cision
;
that neither circumcision availeth anv thing, nor uncircunici-

sion, but " faith that worketh by love ;" faith in the seed of Abraham

already come and already engaged in his mediatorial and redeeming

work ; faith, by virtue of which the Gentiles came into the Church of

Christ on the same terms as the Jews themselves, and were justified

and saved. The doctrine of the non-necessity of circumcision he ap-

plies to the Jews as well as to the Gentiles, although he specially re-

sists the attempts of the Judaizers to impose this rite upon the Gentile

converts ;
in whic'- he was supported by the decision of the Holy Spirit
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when the appeal upon this question was made to " the apostles and

elders at Jerusalem," from the Church at Antioch. At the same time

it is clear that he takes two different views of the practice of circum-

cision, as it was continued among many of the first Christians. The

first is that strong one which is expressed in Gal. v, 2-4, "
Behold, I

Paul say unto you, that if ye be circumcised, Christ sliall proft you

nothing ; for I testify again to every man that is circumcised, that he

is a debtor to do the whole law. Christ is become of no effect unto

you, w hosoever of you are justified by the law, ye are fallen from grace."

The second is that milder view which he himself must have had when

he circumcised Timothy to render him more acceptable to the Jews ;

and which also appears to have led him to abstain from all allusion to

this practice when writing his epistle to the believing Hebrews, although

many, perhaps most of them, continued to circumcise their children,

as did the Jewish Christians for a long time afterward. These differ-

ent views of circumcision, held by the same person, may be explained

by considering the different principles on which circumcision might

be practised after it had become an obsolete ordinance.

1. It might be taken in the simple view of its first institution, as

the sign and seal of the Abrahamic covenant
;
and then it was to be

condemned as involving a denial that Abraham's seed, the Christ, had

already come, since, upon his coming, every old covenant gave place

to the new covenant introduced by him.

2. It might be practised and enjoined as the sign and seal of the

Mosaic covenant, which was still the Abrahamic covenant with its

spiritual blessings, but with restrictioii of its temporal promises and

speciaJ ecclesiastical privileges to the line of Jacob, with a law of

observances which was obligatory upon all entering that covenant by

circumcision. In that case it involved, in like manner, the notion of

the continuance of an old covenant, after the establishment of the new;
for thus St. Paul states the case in Gal. iii, 19,

" Wherefore then serveth

the law 1 It was added because of transgressions until the seed should

come." At'ter that therefore it had no effect :
—it had waxed old, and

had vanished away.
3. Again : Circumcision might imply an obligation to observe all

the ceremonial usages and the moral precepts of the Mosaic law, along

with a general belief in the mission of Christ, as necessary to justifica-

tion before God. This appears to have been the view of those among
the Galatian Christians who submitted to circumcision, and of the Jew.

ish teachers who enjoined it upon them ;
for St. Paul in that epistle

constantly joins circumcision with legal -observances, and as involving

an obligation to do " the whole law," in order to justification.
" I tes-

tify again to every man that is circumcised that he is a debtor to do

TOB WHOLE LAW : whosoevef of you are justified by the law, ye ar«

3
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fallen from grace."
"
Knowing that a man is not justified by the

works of the law, but by the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ," Gal. ii, 16.

To all persons therefore practising circumcision in this view, it was

obvious that " Christ was become of none etfect," the very principle of

justification by faith alone in him was renounced, even while his Di-

vine mission was still admitted.

4. But there are two grounds on which circumcision may be con-

cei\ed to have been innocently, though not wisely, practised among the

Christian Jews. The first was that of preserving an ancient national

distinction on which they valued themselves
;
and were a converted

Jew in the present day disposed to perform that rite upon his children

for this purpose only, renouncing in the act all consideration of it as a

sign and seal of the old covenants, or as obliging to ceremonial acts in

order to justification, no one would censure him with severity. It

appears clear that it was under some such view that St. Paul circum-

cised Timothy, whose mother was a Jewess
;
he did it because of " the

Jews which were in those quarters," that is, because of their national

prejudices,
" for they knew that his father was a Greek." The second

was a lingering notion, that, even in the Christian Church, the Jews

who believed would still retain some degree of eminence, some superior

relation to God ;
a notion which, however unfounded, was not one which

demanded direct rebuke, when it did not proudly refuse spiritual com.

munion with the converted Gentiles, but was held by men who " re-

joiced that God had granted to the Gentiles repentance unto life."

These considerations may account for the silence of St. Paul on the

subject of circumcision in his Epistle to the Hebrews. Some of them

continued to practise that rite, but they were probably believers of the

class just mentioned ; for had he thought that the rite was continued

among them on any principle which affected the fundamental doctrines

of Christianity, he would no doubt have been equally prompt and fear-

less in pointing out that apostasy from Christ which was implied in it,

as when he wrote to the Galatians.

Not only might circumcision be practised with views so opposite that

one might be wholly innocent, although an infirmity of prejudice ;
the

other such as would involve a rejection of the doctrine of justification

by faith in Christ
;
but some other Jewish observances also stood in the

same circumstances. St. Paul, in his Epistle to the Galatians, a part

of his writings from which we obtain the most information on these

questions, grounds his " doubts" whether the members of that Church

were not seeking to be "justified by the law," upon their observing

"days, and months, and times, and years." Had he done more than

" doubt," he would have expressed himself more positively.
He saw

their danger on this point ;
he saw that they wer,e taking steps to this

fatal result, by such an observance of these "
days," &c, as had a strong
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leaning and dangerous approach to that dependence upon them for

justification,
which would destroy their faith in Christ's solely suffi-

cient sacrifice ;
but his very doubting, not of the fact of their being

addicted to these observances, but of the animus with which they re-

garded them, supposes it possible, however dangerous this Jewish con-

formity might be, that they might be observed for reasons which would

still consist with their en are reliance upon the merits of Christ for

salvation. Even he himself, strongly as he resisted the imposition of

this conformity to Jewish customs upon the converts to Christianity as

a matter of necessity, yet in practice must have conformed to many of

them, when no sacrifice of principle was understood ; for, in order to

gain the Jews, he became " as a Jew."

From these observations, which have been somewhat digressive, we

return to observe that not only was the Abrahamic covenant, of which

circumcision was the sign and seal, a covenant of grace, but that when

this covenant in its ancient form was done away in Christ, then the

old sign and seal peculiar to that form was by consequence abolished.

If then baptism be not the initiatory sign and seal of the same covenant

in its new and perfect form, as circumcision was of the old, this new

covenant has no such initiatory rite or sacrament at all
;
since the

Lord's Supper is not initiatory, but, like the sacrifices of old, is of regu-

lar and habituaf observance. Several passages of Scripture, and the

very nature of the ordinance of baptism, will, however, show that bap-

tism is to the new covenant what circumcision was to the old, and

took its place by the appointment of Christ.

This may be argued from our Lord's commission to his apostles,

« Go ve therefore and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of

the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, teaching them to ob

serve all things, whatsoever I have commanded you," Matt, xxviii, 19

20. " Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature

he that believeth and is baptized shall be saved," Mark xvi, 15, 16.

To understand the force of these words of our Lord, it must be

observed, that the gate of " the common salvation" was only now for

the first time going to be opened to the Gentile nations. He himself

had declared that in his personal ministry he was not sent but to'- the

lost sheep of the house of Israel ;" and he had restricted his disciples

in like manner, not only from ministering to the Gentiles, but from

entering any city of the Samaritans. By what means therefore were

« all nations" now to be brought into the Church of God, which from

henceforth was most truly to be catholic or universal ? Plainly, by

baptizing them that beUeved the "
good news," and accepted the terms

of the new covenant. This is apparent from the very words ; and thus

was baptism expressly made the initiatory rite, by which believers of

" all nations" were*to be introduced into the Church and covenant of

3
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grace ;
an office in which it manifestly took the place of circumcision,

which heretotbre, even from the time of Abraham, had been the only

initiatory rite into the same covenant. Moses re-enacted circumcision ;

our Lord not only does not re-enact it, but, on the contrary, he appoints

another mode of entrance into the covenant in its new and perfected

form, and that so expressly as to amount to a formal abrogation of the

ancient sign, and the putting of baptism in its place. The same argu-

ment may be maintained from the words of our Lord to Nicodemus,
«
Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into

the kingdom of God-." By the kingdom of God, our Lord, no doubt, in

the highest sense, means the future state of felicity ;
but he uses this

phrase to express the state of his Church on earth, which is the gate

to that celestial kingdom ;
and generally indeed speaks of his Church

on earth under this mode of expression, rather than of the heavenly

state. If then he declares that no one can " enter" into that Church

but by being
" born of water and of the Holy Spirit," which heavenly

gift followed upon baptism when received in true faith, he clearly

makes baptism the mode of initiation into his Church in this passage

as iu the last quoted ;
and in both he assigns to it the same office as

circumcision in the Church of the Old Testament, whether in its patri-

archal or Mosaic form.

A farther proof that baptism has precisely the same federal and

. initiatory character as circumcision, and that it was instituted for the

same ends, and in its place, is found in Colossians ii, 10-12,
" And ye

are complete in him, which is the head of all principality and power ;

in whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision made without

bands, in putting off the body of the sins of the flesh, by the circumcision

)/ Christ, buried with him in baptism," &c. Here baptism is also made

the initiatory rite of the new dispensation, that by which the Colossians

were joined to Christ in whom they are said to be "
complete ;" and so

certain is it that baptism has the same office and import now as circum-

cision formerly,
—with this difference only, that the object of faith was

then future, and now it is Christ as come,—that the apostle expressly

calls baptism
" the circumcision of Christ," the circumcision instituted

by him, which phrase he puts out of the reach of frivolous criticism, by

adding exegetically,
—" buried with him in baptism." For unless the

apostle here calls baptism
" the circumcision of Christ," he asserts that

we "
put off" the body of the sins of the flesh," that is, become new

creatures by virtue of our Lord's own personal circumcision ;
but if

this be absurd, then the only reason for which he can call baptism
" the

circumcision of Christ," or Christian circumcision, is, that it has taken

the place of the Abrahamic circumcision, and fulfils the same office of

introducing believing men into God's covenant, and entitling them to

the enjoyment of spiritual blessings.
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But let us also quote Gal. iii, 27-29, "For as many of you as have

been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ
;
there is neither Jew nor

Gentile, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male nor female,

for ye are all one in Christ Jesus
;
and if ye are Christ's," by thus

being
"
baptized" and by

*'

putting on" Christ,
" then are ye Abraham's

seed, and heirs according to the promise."

The argument here is also decisive. It cannot be denied that it -was

by circumcision believingly submitted to, that
"
strangers" or heathens,

as well as Jews, became the spiritual
" seed of Abraham," and " heirs"

of the same spiritual and heavenly "promise*." But the same office in

this passage is ascribed to baptism also believingly submitted to
;
and the

conclusion is therefore inevitable. The same covenant character of

each rite is here also strongly marked, as well as that the covenant is

the same, although under a different mode of administration. In no other

way could circumcision avail any thing under the Abrahamic covenant,

than as it was that visible act by which God's covenant to justify men

by faith in the promised seed was accepted by them. It was therefore

a part of a federal transaction
;
that outward act which he who offered

a covenant engagement so gracious required as a solemn declaration

of the acceptance of the covenanted grace upon the covenanted condi-

tions. It was thus that the Abrahamic covenant was offered to the ac-

ceptance of all who heard it, and thus that they were to declare their

acceptance of it. In the same manner there is a standing offer of the

same covenant of mercy wherever the Gospel is preached. The "
good

news" which it contains is that of a promise, an engagement, a cove-

nant on the part of God to remit sin, and to save all that believe in

Christ. To the covenant in this new form he also requires a visible

and formal act of acceptance, which act when expressive of the required

faith makes us parties to the Covenant, and entitles us through the faith-

fulness of God to its benefits. " He that believeth and is baptized shall be

saved ;" or, as in the passage before us,
" As many of you as have been

baptized into Christ, have put on Christ
;
and if ye be Christ's, then

are ye Abraham's seed, and heirs according to the promise."
We have the same view of baptism as an act of covenant acceptance,

and as it relates to God's gracious engagement to justify the ungodly

by faith in his Son, in the often-quoted passage in 1 Peter iii, 20,
" Which sometime were disobedient, when once the long suffering of

God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was preparing, wherein

few, that is, eight souls were saved by water. The like figure where-

unto even baptism doth also now save us, (not the putting away the

filth of the flesh, but the answer of a good conscience toward God,) by
the resurrection of Jesus Christ."

When St. Peter calls baptism the "
figure," avTmnov, the antitype of

the transaction by which Noah and his family were saved from peiishing
2
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with the ungodly and unbeheving world, he had doubtless in mind the

Jaith of Noah, and that under the same view as the Apostle Paul, in

Heb. xi,
" By faith Noah, being warned of God of things not seen as

yet, moved with fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his house
; by

the wiiich" act of faith " he condemned the world, and became heir of
the righteousness which is by faith ;" an expression of the same import as

if he had said, "by which act of faith he was justified before God." It

has been already explained in another place (Part ii, chap, xxii, p. 171)
in what way Noah's preparing of the ark, and his faith in the Divine pro-

mise of preservation, were indicative of his having that direct faith in

the Christ to come, of which the Apostle Paul discourses in the eleventh

of the Hebrews, as that which characterized " all the elders," and by
which they obtained their '•

good report" in the Church. His preserva-

tion and that of his family was so involved in the fulfilment of the more

ancient promise respecting the seed of the woman, and the deliverance

of man from the power of Satan, that we are warranted to conclude that

his faith in the promise respecting his own deliverance from the deluge,

was supported by his faith in that greater promise, which must have

fallen to the ground had the whole race perished without exception.

His building of the ark, and entering into it with his family, are therefore

considered by St. Paul as the visible expression of his faith in the an

cient promises of God respecting Messiah
;
and for this reason baptism

is called by St. Peter, without any allegory at all, but in the sobriety of

fact " the antitype" of this transaction ; the one exactly answering to

the other, as an external expression of faith in the same objects and

the same promises.

But the apostle does not rest in this general representation. He

proceeds to express in a particular and most forcible manner, the nature

of Christian baptism,
—" not the putting away of the filth of the flesh

;

but the answer of a good conscience toward God, by the resurrection of

Jesus Christ." Now, whether we take the word eirepurji/ia, rendered in

our translation " answer," for a demand or requirement ; or for the an.

swer to a question or questions ;
or in the sense of stipulation ; the gene-

ral import of the passage is nearly the same. If the first, then the

meaning of the apostle is, that baptism is not the putting away the filth

of the flesh, not a mere external ceremony ;
but a rite which demands

or requires something of us, in order to the attainment of a "
good con-

science." What that is, we learn from the words of our Lord : it is

faith in Christ :
" He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved ;"

which faith is the reliance of a penitent upon the atonement of

the Saviour, who thus submits with all gratitude and truth to the

terms of the evangelical covenant. If we take the second sense, we

must lay aside the notion of some lexicographers and commentators,

•who think that there is an allusion to the ancient practice of demanding
3
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of the candidates for baptism whether they renounced their sins, and the

service of Satan, with other questions of the same import ; for, ancient

as these questions may be, they are probably not so ancient as the time

of the apostle. We know, however, from the instance of Philip and the

eunuch, that there was an explicit requirement of faith, and as explicit

an answer or confession :
" And Philip said, If thou believest with all

thy heart; thou mayest ;
and he answered, I believe that Jesus is the

Son of God." Every administration of baptism indeed implied this de-

mand ;
and baptism, if we understand St. Peter to refer to this circum-

stance, was such an " answer" to the interrogations of the administrator,

as expressed a true and evangelical faith. If we take the third render-

ing of "
stipulation,'' which has less to support it critically than either

of the others, still as the profession offaith was a condition of baptism,

that profession had the full force of a formal stipulation, since all true

faitii in Christ requires an entire subjection to him as Lord, as well as

Saviour.

Upon this passage, however, a somewhat clearer light may be thrown,

by understanding the word cncpuTtj/ia in the sense of that which aslis,

requires, seeks, something beyond itself. The verb from which it is

derived signifies to ask or require ;
but enepuTTi/ia occurs nowhere else

in the New Testament ;
and but once in the version of the Seventy,

Dan. iv, 17, where, however, it is used so as to be fully illustrative of

the meaning of St. Peter. Nebuchadnezzar was to be humbled by being

driven from men to associate with the beasts of the field ;
and the vision

in which this was represented concludes,
" This matter is by the decree

of the watchers, and the demand, to eTrepurrifia, by the word of the Holy

Ones, to the intent that the living may know, iva yvuaiv oi furref, that the

Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men." The Chaldaic word, like

the Greek, is from a word which signifies to ask, to require, and may be

equally expressed by the word petitio, which is the rendering of the Vul-

gate, or by postulatum. There was an end, an "intent," for which the

humbling of the Babylonian king was required
"
by the word ofthe Holy

Ones" that, by the signal punishment of the greatest earthly monarch,
" the living might know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom ofmen."

In like manner baptism has an end, an "
intent,"

" not the putting away
the filth of the flesh," but obtaining

" a good conscience toward God ;"

and it requires, cZaims this good conscience through that faith in Christ

whereof co'meth remission of sins, the cleansing of the " conscience

from dead works," and those supplies of supernatural aid by which, in

future, men may "live in all good conscience before God." It is thus

that we see how St. Peter preserves the correspondence between the

act of Noah in preparing the ark as an act of faith by which he was

justified,
and the act of subniitting to Christian baptism, which is also

obviously an act of faith, in order to the remission of sins, or the obtaining
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a good conscience before God. This is farther strengthened by his im-

mediately adding, "by the resurrection of Jesus Christ :" a clause which

our translators by the use of a parenthesis, connect with "baptism doth

also now save us ;" so that their meaning is, we are saved by baptism

through the resurrection of Jesus Christ
;
and as he " rose again for

air justification," this sufficiently shows the true sense of the apostle,

v'ho, by our being
"
saved," clearly means our being justified by faith.

The text, however, needs no parenthesis, and the true sense may be

thus expressed :
" The antitype to which water of the flood, baptism,

doth now save us
;
not the putting away of the filth of the flesh, but

that which intently seeks a good conscience toward God, through faith

in the resurrection of Jesus Christ." But however a particidar word

may be disposed of, the whole passage can only be consistently taken

to teach us that baptism is the outward sign of our entrance into

God's covenant of mercy ;
and that when it is an act of true faith, it

becomes an instrument of salvation, like that act of faith in Noah, by

which, when moved with fear, he "
prepared an ark to the saving of

his house," and survived the destruction of an unbelieving world.

From what has been said it will then follow, that the Abrahamic

covenant and the Christian covenant is the same gracious engagement
on the part of God to shov/ mercy to man, and to bestow upon him

eternal life, through faith in Christ as the true sacrifice for sin, differ-

mg only in circumstances ;
and that as the sign and seal of this cove-

nant under the old dispensation was circumcision, under the new it is

Daptism, which has the same federal character, performs the same

initiatory office, and is instituted by the same authority. For none

could have authority to lay aside the appointed seal, but the being

who first instituted it, who changed the form of the covenant itself,

and who has in fact abrogated the old seal by the appointment of an-

other, even baptism, which is made obligatory upon
" all nations to whom

the Gospel is preached, and is" to continue to "the end of the world."

This argument is sufficiently extended to show that the Antipoedobap-

tist writers have in vain endeavoured to prove that baptism has not been

appointed in the room of circumcision
;
a point on which, indeed, they

were bound to employ all their strength ; for the substitution of baptism

for circumcision being established, one of their main objections to infant

baptism, as we shall just now show, is rendered wholly nugatory.

But it is not enough, in stating the natureof the ordinance of Christian

baptism, to consider it generally as an act by which man enters into

God's covenant of grace. Under this general view several particulars

are contained, which it is of great importance rightly to understa;.id.

Baptism, both as a sign and seal, presents an entire correspondence

with the ancient rite of circumcision. Let it then be considered,—
1. As A SIGN. Under this view, circumcision indicated, by a visible

Vol.. II. 40
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and contiiuied rite, the placability of God toward his sinful creatures ,

and held out the promise of justification, by faith alone, to every truly

penitent offender. It went farther, and was the sign of sanctification,

or the taking away the pollution of sin,
" the superfluity of naughtiness,"

as well as the pardon of actual offences, and thus was the visible em-

blem of a regenerate mind, and a renewed life. This will appear fronf!

tlie follo^vdng passages :
" For he is not a Jew which is one outwardly

in the flesh ;
but he is a Jew which is one inwardly ;

and circumcision

is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter, whose praise is

not of men, but of God," Rom. ii, 28. " And the Lord thy God will

circumcise thine heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy

God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live,"

Deut. XXX, 6. " Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take away the

foreskins of your heart, ye men of Judah, and inhabitants of Jerusa-

lem," Jer. iv, 3. It was the sign also of peculiar relation to God, as

tiis people :
"
Only the Lord had a delight in thy fathers to love them,

and he chose their seed after them, even you above all people, as it is

this day. Circumcise, therefore, the foreskin of your heart, and be

no more stift'necked," Deut. x, 15, 16.

In all these respects, baptism, as a sign of the new covenant, corre.«-

ponds to circumcision. Like that, its administration is a constant exhi-

bition of the placability of God to man
;

like that, it is the initiatory rite

into a covenant which promises pardon and salvation to a true faith, of

which it is the outward profession ; like that, it is the symbol of rege-

neration, the washing away of sin, and " the renewing of the Holy
Ghost ;" and uke that, it is a sign of peculiar relation to God, Christians

becoming, in consequence,
" a chosen generation, a peculiar people,"

—
his '^Church" on earth, as distinguished from "the world." "For we,"

says the apostle,
" are the circumcision," we are that peculiar peoj>le

and Church now, which was formerly distinguished by the sign of cir-

cumcision,
" who worship God in the spirit, and rejoice in Christ Jesus,

and have no confidence in the flesh."

But as a sisn baptism is more than circumcision
;
because the cove-

nant, under its new dispensation, was not only to offer pardon upon

believing, deliverance from the bondage of fleshly appetites, and a pecu-

liar spiritual relation to God, all which we find under the Old Testa-

ment ;
but also to bestow the Holy Spirit, in his fulness, upon all be-

lievers
;
and of this efllision of "the power from on high," baptism was

made the visible sign ; and perhaps for this, among some other obvious

reasons, was substituted for circumcision, because baptism by efftisioui,

or pouring, (the New Testament mode of baptizing, as we shall after-

ward show,) was a natural symbol of this heavenly gift. The baptism

of John had special reference to the Holy Spirit, which was not to be

administered by him, but by Christ, who should come after him. This

2
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gift only honoured John's baptism once, in the extraordinar)' case of our

Lord ; but it constantly followed upon the baptism admmistered by the

apostles of Christ, after his ascension, and " the sending of the promise

of the Father." Then Peter said unto them, "Repent, and be baptized

every one of you for tlie remission of sins, and ye shaU receive the gift

of the Holy Ghost," Acts ii, 17. "According to his mercy he saved

us by the washing of regeneration, and the renewing of the Holy Ghost,

which he shed," or poured out,
" on us abundantly through Jesus

Christ." For this reason Christianit)' is called " the ministration of the

Spirit ;" and so far is this from being confined to the miraculous gifts

often bestowed in the first age of the Church, that it is made the stand-

ing and prominent test of true Christianity to " be led by the Spirit,"
—

"If ANV MAN have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of his." Of this

great new covenant blessing, baptism was therefore eminently the sign ;

and it represented
" the pouring out" of the Spirit,

" the descending" of

the Spirit, the "
falling" of the Spirit

"
upon men," by the mode in which

it was administered, the pouring of water from above upon the sub-

jects baptized.

As a SEAL also, or confirming sign, baptism answers to circumcision.

By the institution of the latter, a pledge was constantly given by the

Almighty to bestow the spiritual blessings of which the rite was the

sign, pardon and sanctification through faith in the future seed of Abra-

ham
; peculiar relation to Him as " his people ;" and the heavenly

inheritance. Of the same blessings, baptism is also the pledge, along

with that higher dispensation of the Holy Spirit which it specially repre-

sents in emblem. Thus in baptism there is on the part of God a visible

assurance of his faithfulness to his covenant stipulations. But it is our

seal also ;
it is that act by which we make ourselves parties to the cove-

nant, and thus "set to our seal, that God is true." In this respect it

binds us, as, in the other, God mercifully binds himself for the stronger

assurance of our faith. We pledge ourselves to trust wholly in Christ

for pardon and salvation, and to obey his laws ;
—"

teaching them ' to

observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you :'
"

in that rite

also we undergo a mystical death unto sin, a mystical separation from

the world, which St. Paul calls being
" buried with Christ in or by bap-

tism ;" and a mystical resurrection to newness of life, through Christ's

resurrection from the dead. Thus in circumcision, an obligation of faith

in the promises made to Abraham, and an obligation to holiness of life,

and to the observance of the Divine laws, was contracted
;
and Moses,

therefore, in a passage above quoted, argues from that peculiar visible

relation of the Israelites to God, produced by outward circumcision, to

the duty of circumcising the heart :

" The Lord had a delight in thy fathers

to love them, and he chose their seed after them, even you above all peo-

pie ;
circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart," Deut. x, 1 5.
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If then we bring all these considerations under one view, we shall

find it sufficiently established that baptism is the sign and seal of the

covenant of grace under its perfected dispensation ;
—that it is the grand

initiatory act by which we enter into this covenant, in order to claim rjl

its spiritual blessings, and to take upon ourselves all its obligations ,
—

that it was appointed by Jesus Christ in a manner which plainly put

it in the place of circumcision
;
—that it is now the means by which

men become Abraham's spiritual children, and heirs with him of the

promise, which was the office of circumcision, until " the seed," the

Messiah, should come ;
—and that baptism is therefore expressly called

by St. Paul,
" the circumcision of Christ," or Christian circumcision,

in a sense which can only import that baptism has now taken the place

of the Abrahamic rite.

Theonly objection of any plausibility which has been urged byAnti.

paedobaptist writers against the substitution ofbaptism for circumcision,

is thus stated by Mr. Booth :
" If baptism succeeded in the place of cir-

cumcision, how came it that both of them were in full force at the same

time, that is, from tlie commencement of John's ministry to the death of

Christ ? For one thing to come in the room of another, and the latter

to hold its place, is an odd kind of succession. Admitting the siicces

sion pretended, how came it that Paul circumcised Timothy, after he

had been baptized ?" That circumcision was practised along with bap-

tism from John the Baptist's ministry to the death of Christ may be very

readily granted, without affecting the question ; for baptism could not

be made the sign and seal of the perfected covenant of grace, until that

covenant was both perfected, and fully explained and proposed for ac-

ceptance, which did not take place until after " the blood of the ever-

lasting covenant" was shed, and our Lord had opimed its full import to

the apostles who were to publish it
" to all nations" after his resurrec-

tion. Accordingly we find that baptism was fornially made the rite of

initiation into this covenant for the first time, when our Lord gave com.

mission to his disciples to "
go and teach all nations, baptizing them in

the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,"—" he

that believeth and is baptized shall be saved." John's baptism was upon

profession of repentance, and faith in the speedy appearance of Him
who was to baptize with the Holy Ghost, and fire; and our Lord's

baptism by his disciples was administered to those Jews that believed on

him, as the Messias, all of whom, like the apostles, waited for a fuller

developcinent of his character and offices. For since the new covenant

was not then fully perfected, it could not be proposed in any other way
than to prepare them that believed in Christ, by its partial but increasing

manifestation in the discourses of our Lord, for the full declaration both

of its benefits and obligations ; which declaration was not made until

after his resurrection. Whatever the nature and intent of that baptism

I
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which our Lord by his disciples administered, might be, (a point on

which we have no information,) like that of John, it looked to something

yet to come, and was not certainly that baptism in the name " of the

Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost," which was afterward insti-

tuted as the standing initiatory rite into the Christian Church. As for

the circumcision of Timothy, and the practice of that rite among many
of the Hebrew believers, it has already been accounted for. If indeed

the Baptist writers could show that the apostles sanctioned the practice

of circumcision as a seal of the old covenant, either as it was Abra-

hamic or Mosaic, or both, then there would be some force in the argu-

ment, that one could not succeed the other, if both were continued

under inspired authority. But we have the most decided testimony of

the Apostle Paul against any such use of circumcision
;
and he makes

it, when practised in that view, a total abnegation of Christ and the

new covenant. It follows then, that, when circumcision was continued

by any connivance of the apostles,
—and certainly they did no more

than connive at it,
—it was practised upon some grounds which did not

reo-ard it as the seal of any covenant, from national custom, or preju-

dice, a feeling to which the Apostle Paul himself yielded in the case of

Timothy. He circumcised him, but not from any conviction of necessity,

since he uniformly declared circumcision to have vanished away with

that dispensation of the covenant of which it was the seal through the

bringing in of a better hope.
^ We may here add, that an early father, Justin Martyr, takes the

same view of the substitution of circumcision by Christian baptism :

-'We, Gentiles," Justin observes, "have not received that circumcision

according to the flesh, but that which is spiritual
—and moreover, for

indeed we were sinners, we have received this in baptism, through God's

mercv, and it is enjoined on all to receive it in like manner."

II. The nature of baptism having been thus explained, we may pro-

ceed to consider its subjects.

That believers are the proper subjects of baptism, as they were of

circumcision, is beyond dispute. As it would have been a monstrous

perversion of circumcision to have administered it to any person, being

of adult age, who did not believe in the true and living God, and in the

expected "seed of Abraham," in whom all nations were to be blessed ;

so is faith in Christ also an indispensable condition for baptism in all

persons of mature age ;
and no minister is at liberty to take from the

candidate the visible pledge of his acceptance of the terms of God's

covenant, unless he has been first taught its nature, promises, and obli-

gations, and gives sufficient evidence of the reality of his faith, and the

sincerity of his profession of obedience. Hence the administration of

baptism was placed by our Lord only in the hands of those who were

- to preach the Gospel," that is, of those who were to declare God's
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nietliod o{ saving men "through faith in Christ," and to teach them

'to observe all things, whatsoever Christ had commanded them." Cir-

cumcision was coimected w ith teaching, and behef of the truth taught

and so also is Christian baptism.

The question, however, which now requires consideration is, whether

the infant children of believing parents are entitled to be made parties

to the covenant of grace, by the act of their parents, and the adminia.

tration of baptism ?

In favour of infant baptism, the following arguments may be adduceo.

Some of them are more direct than others
;
but the reader will judge

whether, taken all together, they do not establish this practice of the

Church, continued to us from the earliest ages, upon the strongest basis

of Scriptural authority.

1. As it has been established, that baptism was put by our Lord him-

self and his apostles in the room of circumcision, as an initiator)- rite

into the covenant of grace ;
and as the infant children of believers

under the Old Testament were entitled to the covenant benefits of the

latter ordinance, and the children of Christian believers are not ex-

pressly excluded from entering into the same covenant by baptism; the

absence of such an explicit exclusion is sutlicient proof of their title to

baptism.

For if the covenant be the same in all its spiritual blessings, and an

express change was made by our Lord in the sign and seal of that

covenant, but no change at all in the subjects of it, no one can have a

right to carry that change farther than the Lawgiver himself, and to

exclude the children of beUevers from entering his covenant by baptism,

when thev had always been entitled to enter into it by circumcision. This

is a censurable interference with the authority of God ; a presumptuous

attempt to fashion the new dispensation in this respect so as to conform

it to a mere human opinion of fitness and propriety. For to say, that,

because baptism is directed to be administered to believers when adults

are spoken of, it follows that children who are not capable of personal

faith are excluded from bapiisni, is only to argue in the same mannei

as if it were contended, that, because circumcision, when adults were

the subjects, was only to be administered to believers, therefore infants

were excluded from that ordinance, which is contrary to the fact. Tliis

argument will not certainly exclude them from baptism by way of infer,

ence, and by no act of the Maker and Mediator of the covenant are lUey

shut out.

2. If it had been intended to exclude infants from entering into tl.e

new covenant by baptism, the absence of every prolubitory expression

to this ellect in the New Testtunent, must have been misleading to alt

men ; and especially to the Jewish believers.

Baptism was no new ordinance when our Lord instituted it, though he
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gave to it a particular designation. It was in his practice to adapt, in

severil instances, what he found already established, to the uses of his

religion. "A parable, for instance, was a Jewish mode of teaching.
—

Who (aught by parables equal to Jesus Christ ? And what is the most

distinguished and appropriate rite of his religion, but a service grafted

on -

^assover custom among the Jews of his day ? It was not ordained

\ J Moses, that a part of the bread they had used in the passover should

be the last thing they ate after that supper ; yet this our Lord look as he

found it, and converted it into a memorial of his body. The '

cup of

blessing' has no authority whatever from the original institution ; yet

this our Lord found in use, and adopted as a memorial of his blood :
—

taken together, these elements form one commemoration of his death.

Probability, arising to rational certainty, therefore, would lead us to

infer, that whatever rite Jesus appointed as the ordinance of admission

into the community of his followers, he would also adopt from some ser-

vice already existing
—from some token familiar among the people of

his nation.

•' In fact, we know that ' divers baptismx' existed under the law, and

we have every reason to believe, that the admission of proselytes into

the profession of Judaism, was really and truly marked by a washing

with water in a ritual and ceremonial manner. I have always understood

that Maimonides is perfectly correct when he says,
' In all ages, when a

heathen (or a stranger by nation) iras willing to enter into the covenant

of Israel, and gather himself under the wings of the majesty of God,

and take upon himself the yoke of the law—he must be first circumcised,

and secondly baptized, a?id thirdly, bring a sacrifice ; or f the party

teere a woman, then she must be first baptized, and secondly bring a

sacrifice.' He adds,
' At this present time when (the temple being de-

stroyed) there is no sacrificing, a stranger must be first circumcised, and

secondly baptized.'

" Dr. Gill, indeed, in his Dissertation on Jewish Proselyte Baptism,

has ventured the assertion, that ' there is no mention made of any rite

ar custom of admitting Jewish proselytes by baptism, in any writings or

records before the time of John the Baptist, Christ and his apostles ;

nor in any age after them, for the first three or four hundred years ; or,

however, before the writing of the Tatmuds.' But the learned doctor

has not condescended to understand the evidence of this fact. It does

not rest on the testimony of Jewish records solely ;
it was in circulation

among the heathen, as we learn from the clear and demonstrative tes-

timony of Epictetus, who has these words : (he is blaming those who

assume the profession of philosophy without acting up to it :)
' Why do

you call yourself a Stoic ? Wny do you deceive the multitude? Why

do you pretend to be a Greek when you are a Jew ? a Syrian ? an

Egyptian
"> And when we see any one wavering, we are wont to say.
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This is not a Jew, but acis one. But when he assumes the sentiments

of one wlio hatii been baptized and circumcised, then he both really is,

and is called a Jew. Thus we, falsifying our profession, are Jews in

name, but in reality something else.'

" This practice then of the Jews,—proselyte baptism
—was so noto-

rious to the lieathen in Italy and in Greece, that it furnished this philoso-

pher with an object of couii)arison. Now, Epictetus lived to be very

old : he is placed by Dr. Lardner, A. D. 109, by Le Clerc, A. D. 104.

He could not be less than sixty years of age when he wrote this
;
and

he might obtain his information thirty or forty years earlier, which

brings it up to the time of the apostles. Those who could think that

the Jews could institute proselyte baptism at the very moment when the

Christians were practising baptism as an initiatory rite, are not to be

envied for the correctness of their judgment. The rite certainly dates

much earlier, probablv many ages. I see no reason for disputing the asser-

tion of Maimonides, notwithstanding Dr. Gill's rash and fallacious lan-

guage on the subject." [Tacts and Evidences on the Subject of Baptism.)

This baptism of proselytes, as Lightfoot has fully showed, was a bap.

tism of families, and comprehended their intant children; and the rite

was a symbol of their being washed from the pollution of idolatry.

Very different int^ped in the extent of its import and office was Chris-

tian baptism to the Jewish baptisms , nevertheless, this shows that

the Jews were familiar with the rite as it extended to children, in cases

of conversions from idolatry ; and, as far at least as the converts from

paganism to Christianity were concerned, they could not but understand

Christian baptism to extend to the infant children of Gentile proselytes,

unless there had been, what we nowhere find in the discourses of

Christ and the writings of the apostles, an express exception of them.—
In like manner, their own practice of infant circumcision must have

misled them
;

for if they were taught that baptism was the initiatory

seal of the Christian covenant, and had taken the place of circumcision,

which St. Paul had informed them was " a seal of the righteousness

which is by faith," how should they have understood that their children

were no longer to be taken into covenant with God, as under their own

former rell -ion, unless they had lieen told that this exclusion of children

from all C' venant relation to God, was one of those peculiarities of the

Christian dispensation in which it diflered from the religion of the

pa'riarchs and Moses ? This was surely a great change ;
a change

which must have made great impression upon a serious and affectionate

Jewish parent, who could now no longer covenant with God for his

children, or place his children in a special covenant relation to the I^rd

••f the whole earth
;
a change indeed so great,

—a placing of the chil-

dren of Christian parents in so inferior, and, so to speak, outcast n con.

dition in comparison of the children of believing Jews, while the
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Abrahamic covenant remained in force,—that not only, in order to pre-

vent mistake, did it require an express enunciation, but in the natui-e of

the thing it must have given rise to so many objections, or at least

inquiries, that explanations of the reason of this peculiarity might

naturally be expected to occur in the writings of the apostles, and espe-

cially in those of St. Paul. On the contrary, the very phraseology of

these inspired men, vi-hen touching the subject of the children of believ-

ers onlv incidentally, was calculated to confirm the ancient practice, in

opposition to what we are told is the true doctrine of the Gospel upon

this point. For instance : how could the Jews have understood the

words of Peter at the pentecost, but as calling both upon them and their

children, to be baptized ?—"
Repent and be baptized, for the promise

is unto you and to your children." For that boih are included, may be

proved, says a sensible writer, by considering,
" 1. The resemblance between this promise, and that in Gen. xvii, 7,

'To be a God unto thee, and unto thy seed after thee.' The resem-

blance between these two lies in two things : (1.) Each stands con-

nected with an ordinance, by which persons were to be admitted into

Church fellowship ;
the one by circumcision, the other by baptism.

(2.) Both agree in phraseology; the one is, 'to thee and thy seed;'

the other is,
' to you and your children.' Now, every one knows that

the word seed means children
;
and that children means seed

;
and

that they are precisely the same. From these two strongly resembling

Teatures, viz. their connection with a similar ordinance, and the same-

ness of the phraseology, I infer, that the subjects expressed in each

are the very same. And as it is certain that parents and infants were

intended by the one
;

it must be equally certain that both are intended

by tiie other.

" 2. The sense in which the speaker must have understood the sen-

tence in question :
' The promise is to you, and to j'our children.' In

order to know this, we must consider who the speaker was, and from

what source he received his religious knowledge. The apostle was a

Jew. He knew that he himself had been admitted in infancy, and that

it was the ordinary practice of the Church to admit infants to member-

ship. And he likewise knew, that in this they acted on the authority

of that place, where God promises to Abraham, ' to be a God unto him,

and unto his seed.' Now, if the apostle knew all this, in what sense

could he understand the term children, as distinguished froiu their

j'arents? I have said that tsxva, children, and
d'ws^ij.a., seed, mean the

same thing. And as the apostle well knew that the term seed intended

infants, though not mere infants onlv ;
and that mfants were circum.

cised and received into the Church as being the seed, what else could

he understand by the term children, when mentioned with their parents ?

Those who will have the apostle to mean, by the term children ' aduH
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posterity' only, have this infehcity attending them, that they under-

stand the term differently from all other men
;
and they attribute to the

apostle a sense of the word which to him must have been the most

forced and infamiliar.

" 3. In what sense his hearers must have understood him, when he

said,
' The promise is to you, and to your children.'

" The context informs us, that many of St. Peter's hearers, as he

himself weis, were Jews. They had been accustomed for many hun.

dred years to receive infants by circumcision into the Church
;
and this

they did, as before observed, because God had promised to be a God to

Abraham and to his seed. They had understood this promise to mean

parents and their infant offspring, and this idea was become familiar by
the practice of many centuries. What then must have been their views,

when one of their own community says to them,
' The promise is to you

and to your children V If their practice of receiving infants was founded

on a promise exactly similar, as it was, how could they possibly under-

stand him, but as meaning the same thing, since he himself used the

same mode of speech 1 This must have been the case, unless we admit

this absurdity, that they understood him in a sense to which they had

never been accustomed.
" How idle a thing it is, in a Baptist, to come with a lexicon in his

hand, to inform us that rsxva, children, means posterity ! Certainly it

does, and so includes the youngest infants.

" But the Baptists will have it, that Tima, children, in this place, means

only adtdt posterity. And if so, the Jews to whom he spoke, unless they
understood St. Peter in a way in wliich it was morally impossible they

should, would infallibly have understood him wrong. Certainly, all men,
when acting freelj, will understand words in that way which is most

familiar to them
;
and nothing could be more so to the Jews, than to

understand such a speech as Peter's to mean adults and infants.

" We should more certainly come at the truth, if, instead of idly cri-

ticising, we could fancy ourselves Jews, and in the habit of circumcising

infants, and receiving them into the Church ; and then could we ima-

gine one of our own nation and religion to address us in the very lan-

guage of Peter in this text,
' The promise is to you and to your children ;'

let us ask ourselves whether we could ever suppose him to mean adult

posterity only!" {Edwards on Baptism.)
To this we may add that St. Paul calls the children of believers holt/,

separated to God, and standing therefore in a peculiar relation to him.

1 Cor. vii, 14 ; a mode of speech which would also have been wholly

unintelligible at least to a Jew, unless by some rite of Christianity chil-

dren were made sharers in its covenanted mercies.

The practice of the Jews, and the very language of the apostles, so

naturally leading therefore to a misunderstanding of this sacranent, if

2
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infant baptism be not a Christian rite, and that in respect of its subjects

themselves, it was the more necessary that some notice of the exclusion

of infants from the Christian covenant should have been given by way

of guard. And as we find no intimation of this prohibitory kind, we

may confidently conclude that it was never the design of Christ to re-

strict this ordinance to adults only.

3. Infant children are declared by Christ to be members of his

Church.

That they were made members of God's Church in the family of Abra-

ham, and among the Jews, cannot be denied. They were made so by

circumcision, which was not that carnal and merely political rite which

many Baptist writers in contradiction to the Scriptures make it, but was,

as we have seen, the seal of a spiritual covenant, comprehending engage-

ments to bestow the remission of sins and all its consequent blessings in

this life, and, in another, the heavenly Canaan. Among these blessings

was that special relation, which consisted in becoming a visible and pe-

culiar people of God, his Church. This was contained hi that engage-

ment of the covenant,
" I will be to them a God, and they shall be to

me a people ;" a promise, which, however connected with temporal ad-

vantages, was, in its highest and most emphatic sense, wholly spiritual.

Circumcision was therefore a religious, and not a mere political rite,

because the covenant, of which it was the seal, was in its most ample

sense spiritual. If therefore we had no direct authority from the words

of Christ to declare the infant children of believers competent to become

the members of his Church, the two circumstances,—that the Church

of God, which has always been one Church in all ages, and into which

the Gentiles are now introduced, formerly admitted infants to member-

ship by circumcision,—and that the mode of initiation into it only has

been changed, and not the subjects, (of which we have no intimation,)

would themselves prove that baptism admits into the Christian Church

both believing parents and their children, as circumcision admitted both.

The same Church remains
;

for " the olive tree" is not destroyed ;
the

natural branches only are broken ofl^, and the Gentiles grafted in, and

"partake of the root and fatness of the olive tree," that is, of all the spi-

ritual blessings and privileges heretofore enjoyed by the Jews, in conse-

quence of their relation to God as his Church. But among these spiritual

privileges and blessings, was the right of placing their children in cove-

nant with God ; the membership of the Jews comprehended botii children

End adults
;
and the grafting in of the Gentiles, so as to partake of the

same " root and faUiess," will therefore include a right
to put their chil-

dren also into the covenant, so that they as well as adults may become

members of Christ's Church, have God to be " their God," and be ao-

knowledged by him, in the special sense of the terms of the covenant,

lo be his "
people."
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But we iiave our Lord's direct testimony to this point,' and that in two

reniariiable passages, Luke ix, 47, 48,
" And Jesus took a child and set

him by him, and he said unto them, Whosoever shall receive this child

in my name, receiveth me
;
and whosoever shall receive me, receiveth

him that sent me
;

for he that is least among 3'ou all, the same shall be

great." We grant that this is an instance of teaching by parabolic i.c-

lion. The intention of Christ was to impress the necessity of humility

and teachableness upon his disciples, and to afford a promise, to those

who should receive them in his name, of that special grace which was

implied in receiving himself. But then, were there not a correspond,

ence of circumstances between the child taken by Jesus in his arms,

and the disciples compared to this child, there would be no force, no pro

oriety, in the action, and the same truth might have been as forcibly

stated without any action of this kind at all. Let then these correspond-

ences be remarked in order to estimate the amount of their meaning.
The humility and docility of the true disciple corresponded with the

same dispositions in a young child
;
and the "

receiving a disciple m the

name" of Christ corresponds with the receiving of a child in the name

of Christ, which can only mean the receiving of each with kindness, on

account of a religious relation between each and Christ, wliich religious

relation can only be well interpreted of a Church relation. Tiiis is far-

ther confirmed by the next point of correspondence, the identily of Christ

both with the disciple and the child,
" Whosoever shall receive this child

in my name receiveth me ;" but such an identity of Christ with his disci-

ple stands wholly upon their relation to him as members of his mystical

"body, the Church." It is in this respect only that they are "one with

him ;" and there can be no identity of Christ with '• little children" but

by virtue of the same relation, that is, as they are members of his mys-

tical body, the Church
;
of which membership, baptism is now, as cir-

cumcision was then, the initiatory rite. That was the relation in which

the very child he then took up in his arms stood to him by virtue of its

circumcision
;

it was a member of his Old Testament Church
; but, as

he is speaking of the disciples as the future teachers of his perfected

covenant, and their reception in his name under that character, he

manifestly glances at the Church relationship of children to him to

be established by the baptism to be instituted in his perfect dispen»a-

tion.

This is, however, expressed still more explicitly in Mark x, 14,
" But

wlien Jesus saw it he was much displeased, and said unto them. Suffer

the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not
;

for of such is

the kingdom of God : and he took them up in his arms, put his hands

upon them, and blessed them." Here the children spoken of are "little

children," of so tender an age, that our Lord " took them up in his arms."

The purpose for which they were brought was not. as some of the Bap.
2
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list writers would suggest, that Christ should heal them of diseases; for

though St. Mark says, "They brought young children to Christ that he

might touch them," this is explained by St. Matthew, who says, "that

he should put his hands upon them, and pray ;" and even in the state-

ment of St. Mark x, 16, it is not said that our Lord healed them, but
"
put his hands upon them, and blessed Ihem ;" which clearly enough

shows that this was the purpose for which they were brought by their

parents to Christ. Nor is there any evidence that it was the practice

among the Jews, for common unofficial persons to put their hands upon
the heads of those for whom they prayed. The parents here appear to

have been among those who believed Christ to be a prophet,
'^ that Pro-

phet," or the Messias
;
and on that account earnestly desired hi? prayers

for their children, and his official blessing upon them. That official

blessing,
—the blessing which he was authorized and empowered to be-

stow by virtue of his Messiahship,
—he Wcis so ready, we might say so

anxious, to bestow upon them, that he was " much displeased" with his

disciples who " rebuked them that brought them," and gave a command
which was to be in force in all future time,—" Suffijr the little children

to come unto me," in order to receive my official blessing ;

" for of such

is the kingdom of God." The first evasive criticism of the Baptist

writers is, that the phrase "of such," means of such like, that is, of

adults being of a child-like disposition ;
a criticism which takes away all

meaning from the words of our liOrd. For what kind of reason was it

t6 offer for permitting children to come to Christ to receive his bless,

ing, that persons not children, but who were of a child-like disposition,

were the subjects of the kingdotn of God ? The absurdity of this is its

own refutation, since the reason for children being permitted to come,

must be found in themselves, and not in others. The second attempt to

evade the argument from this passage is, to imderstand "the kingdom
of God," or " the kingdom of heaven," as St. Matthew has if, exclu-

sivel}' of the heavenly state. We gladly admit, in opposition to the Cal-

vinistic Baptists, that all children, dying before actual sin committed, are

admitted into heaven through the merits of Christ ; but for this very
reason it follows that infants are proper subjects to be introduced into

his Church on earth. The phrases,
" the kingdom of God," and " the

kingdom of heaven," are, however, more frequently used bv our Lord to

denote the Church in this present world, than in its state of glory ;
and

since all the children brought to Christ to receive his blessing were not

likely to die in their infancy, it could not be affirmed,_that "of such is

the kingdom of heaven," if that be understood to mean the state of fu-

ture happiness exclusively. As children, thev might all be members

of the Church on earth
;

but not all as children, members of the Church

in heaven, seeing they might live to become adult, and be cast away.

Thus, therefore, if children are expressly declared to be members of
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Christ's Church, then are they proper subjects of baptism, which is the

initiatory rite into every portion of that Church which is visible.

But let this case be more particularly considered.

Take it that by
" the kingdom of God," or " of heaven," our Lord

means the glorified state of his Church
;

it must be granted that none

can enter into heaven who are not redeemed by Christ, and who do not

stand in a vital relation to him as members of his mystical body, or

otherwise we should place human and fallen beings in that heavenly
state who are unconnected with Christ as their Redeemer, and un-

cleansed by him as the sanctifier of his redeemed. Now, this relation

must exist on earth, before it can exist in heaven
;
or else we assign

the work of sanctifying the fallen nature of man to a future state, which

is CO ilrary to the Scriptures. If infants, therefore, are thus redeemed

and sanctified in their nature, and are before death made " meet for the

inheritance of the saints in hght ;" so that in this world they are placed

in the same relation to Christ as an adult believer, vi^ho derives sanctify-

ing influence from him, they are therefore the members of his Church,—
they partake the grace of the covenant, and are comprehended in

that promise of the covenant,
" I will be to them a God, and they shall

be to me a people." In other words, they are made members of Christ's

Church, and are entitled to be recognized as such by the administration

of the visible sign of initiation into some visible branch of it. If it

be asked,
" Of what import then is baptism to children, if as infants they

already stand in a favourable relation to Christ ?" the answer is, that it

is of the same import as circumcision was to Abraham, which was " a

seal of the righteousness of the faith which he had yet being uncircum-

cised :" it confirmed all the promises of the covenant of grace to him,

and made the Church of God visible to men. It is of the same import

as baptism to the eunuch, who had faith already, and a willingness to

submit to the rite before it was administered to him. He stood at that

moment in the condition, not of a candidate for introduction into the

Church, but of an accepted candidate
;
he was virtually a member,

although not formally so, and his baptism was not merely a sign of his

faith, but a conjirming sign of God's covenant relation to him as a par-

doned and accepted man, and gave him a security for the continuance

and increase of the grace of the covenant, as he was prepared to receiv.i

it. In like manner, in the case of all truly believing adults applyiirg

for baptism, their relation to Christ is not that of mere candidates for

membershi]) with his Church, but that of accepted candidates, standing

already in a vital relation to him, but about to receive the seal which

was to confirm that grace, and its increase in the ordinance itself, and

m future time. Thus this previous relation of infants to Christ, as ac

cepted by him, is an argument for their baptism, not against it, seeing

It is b)' that they are visibly recognized as the formal members of hi«
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Church, and have the full grace of the covenant confirmed and sealed

10 them, with increase of grace as they are fitted to receive it, beside

the advantage of visible connection with the Church, and of that obliga-

tion which is taken upon themselves by their parents to train them up

In the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

In both views then,
" of such is the kingdom of God,"—members of

Ka Church on earth, and of his Church in heaven, if they die in infancy,

for the one is necessarily involved in the other. No one can be of the

kingdom of God in heaven, who does not stand in a vital sanctifying re-

lation to Christ as the head of his mystical body, the Church, on earth ;

and no one can be of the kingdom of God on earth, a member of his

true Church, and die in that relation, without entering that state of glory

to which his adoption on earth makes him an heir, through Christ.

4. The argument from apostolic practice next offers itself. That

practice was to baptize the houses of them that believed.

The impugners of infant baptism are pleased to argue much from the

absence of all express mention of the baptism of infants in the New

Testament. This however is easily accounted for, when it is consider-

ed that if, as we have proved, baptism took the place of circumcision,

the baptism of infants was so much a matter of course, as to call for no

remark. The argument from silence on this subject is one which least

of all the Baptists ought to dwell upon, since, as we have seen, if it had

been intended to exclude children from the privilege of being placed

!h covenant with God, which privilege they unquestionably enjoyed

under the Old Testament, this extraordinary alteration, which could not

but produce remark, required to be particularly noted, both to account

for it to the mind of an affectionate Jewish parent, and to guard against

that mistake into which we shall just now show Christians from the

earliest times fell, since they administered baptism to infants. It may

farther be observed, that, as to the Acts of the Apostles, the events nar-

rated there did not require the express mention of the baptism of infants,

as an act separate from the baptism of adults. That which called for

the administration of baptism at that period, as now, when the Gospel

is preached in a heathen land, was the believing of adult persons, not

the case of persons already believing, bringing their children for bap-

tism. On the supposition that baptism Was administered to the children

of the parents who thus believed, at the same time as themselves, and

in consequence of their believing, it may be asked how the fact could

be more naturally expressed, when it was not intended to speak of in-

fant baptism doctrinally or distinctly, than that such a one was baptized,

« and all his house ;" just as a similar fact would be distinctly recorded

by a m<idern missionary writing to a Church at home practising mfant

baptism, and having no controversy on the subject in his eye, by saying

that he baptized such a heathen, at such a place, with all his family.
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For, without going into any criticism on the Greek term rendered

house, it caimot be denied that, liite the old Enghsh word employed in

our translation, and also like the word family, it must be understood to

comprehfMid either the children only, to the exclusion of the domestics,

or both.

If we take the instances of the baptism of whole "
houses," as record-

ed in tlie Acts of the Apostles, they must be understood as marking the

common mode of proceeding among the first preachers of the Gospel
when the head or heads of a family believed, or as insulated and pecu-

liar instances. If the former, which, from what may be called the

matter-of-course manner in which tiie cases are mentioned, is most pro-

bable, tiien innumerable instances must have occurred of the baptizing

of houses or families, just as many in fact as there were of the conver-

sion of heads of families in the apostolic age. That the majority of

these houses must have included infant ciiildren is therefore certain, and

it follows that the apostles practised infant baptism.

But let the cases of the baptism of houses mentioned in the New
Testament be put in the most favourable light for the purpose of the

Baptists ;
that is, let them be considered as insulated and peculiar, and

not instances of apostolic procedure in all cases where the heads of

families were converted to the faith, still the Baptist is obliged to assume

that neither in the house of the Philippian jailer, nor in that of Lydia,

nor in that of Stephanas, were there any infants at all, since, if there

were, they were comprehended in the whole houses which were baptized

upon the believing of their respective heads. This at least is improba-

ble, and no intimation of this peculiarity is given in the history.

The Baptist writers, however, think that they can prove that all the

persons included in these houses were adults
;
and that the means of

showing this from the Scriptures is an instance of "the care of Providence

watching over the sacred cause of adult baptism ;" thus absurdly as-

suming that even if this point could be made out, the whole controversy

is terminated, when, in fact, this is but an auxiliary argument of very
inferior importance to those above mentioned. But let us examine their

supposed proofs.
" With respect to the jailer," they tell us tiiat

" we
are expressly assured, that the apostles spoke the word of the Lord to

all that were in his house ;" which we grant must principally, although

not of necessity exclusively, refer to those who were of sufficient age tc

understand their discourse. And " that he rejoiced, believing in God
with all his house ;" from which tiie inference is, that none but adult

hearers, and adult believers, were in this case baptized. If so, then

ihere could be no infant children in the house ; which, as the jailer ap

pears from his activity to have been a man in the vigour of life, and not

aged, is at least far from being certain. But if it be a proof in this casu

that there were no infant children in the jailer's family, that it is said,
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he believed and all his house; this is not the only believing family

mentioned in Scripture trom which infants must be excluded. For, to

say nothing of the houses of Lydia and Stephanas, the nobleman at Ca-

pernaum IS said to have believed " and all his house," John iv, 53
;
so

that we are to conclude tliat there were no infant children in this house

also, although his sick son is not said to be his only oifspring, and that

son is tailed by him a child, the diminutive term aatdtw being used.

Again, Cornelius is said. Acts x, 2, to be " one that feared God, and

all his house." Infant children therefore must be excluded from his

family also
;
and also from that of Crispus, who is said to have "be-

lieved on the Lord with all his house ;" which hotise appears, from what

immediately follows, to have been baptized. These instances make it

much more probable that the phrases
"
fearing God with all his house,"

and "
believing with all his house," include young children under the

believing adults, whose religious profession they would follow, and whose

sentiments they would imbibe, so that they might be called a Christian

family, and that so many houses or families should have been consti-

tuted only of adult persons, to the entire exclusion of children of tender

years. In the case of the jailer's house, however, the Baptist argument

manifestly halts
;
for it is not said, that they only to whom the word of

the Lord was spoken were baptized ;
nor that they only who

" believed"

and "
rejoiced" with the jailer were baptized. The account of the bap-

tism is given in a separate verse, and in different phrase :
" And he

took them the same hour of the night, and washed their stripes, and

was baptized, he and alt his," all belonging to him, "straightway,"

where there is no limitation of the persons who were baptized to the

adults only by any terms whicli designate them as persons
"
hearing"

or "
believing."

The next instance is that of Lydia. The words of the writer of the

Acts are " Who when she was baptized, and her house." Tbe great

difficulty with the Baptists is, to make a house for Lydia without any

children at all, yming or old. This, however, cannot be proved from

the term itself, since the same word is that commonly used in the Scrip,

ture to include children residing at bome with their parents :
" One that

ruleth well his own house, having his children in subjection with all

gravity." It is however conjectured, first, that she had come a trading

voyage, from Thyatira to Philippi, to sell purple ;
as if a woman of

Thyatira might not be settled in business at Philippi as a seller of this

article. Then, as if to mark more strikingly the hopelessness of the

attempt to torture this passage to favour an opinion, "her house" is

made to consist of journeymen dyers, "employed in prejjaring the pur-

ple she sold ;" whicii, however, is a notion at variance with the former ;

for if she was on a mere trading voyage, if she had brought her purple

goods from Thyatira to Phihppi to sell, she most probably brought them

Vol. II. 41
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ceady dyed, and would have no need of a dying establishment. To

complete the whole, these journeymen dyers, although not a word is

said of their conversion, nor even of their existence, in the whole story,

are raised into " the brethren," (a term which manifestly denotes the

members of the Philippian Church,) whom Paul and Silas are said to

have seen and comforted in the house of Lydia, before they departed !

All, however, that the history states is, that
" the Lord opened Lydia's

heart, that she attended unto the things which were spoken of Paul,"

and that she was therefore "baptized and her house." From this house

no one has the least authority to exclude children, even young children,

since there is nothing in the history to warrant the above-mentioned

conjectures, and the word is in Scripture used expressly to include

them. All is perfectly gratuitous on the part of the Baptists ; but,

while there is nothing to sanction the manner in which they deal with

this text, there is a circumstance strongly confirmatory of the proba-

bility that the house of Lydia, according to the natural import of the

word rendered house or family, contained children, and that in an infan-

tile state. This is, that in all the other instances in which adults are

mentioned as having been baptized along with the head of a family,

they are mentioned as "
hearing," and "

believing," or in some terms

which amount to this. Cornelius had called together "his kinsmen and

ucar friends ;" and while Peter spake,
" the Holy Ghost fell on all them

which heard the word,"
" and he commanded them to be baptized."

So the adults in the house of the jailer at Philippi were persons to whom
« the word of the Lord" was spoken ;

and although nothing is said of

the faith of any but the jailer himself,—for the words are more properly

rendered,
" and he, believing in God, rejoiced with all his house,"—yet

is the joy which appears to have been felt by the adult part of his house,

as well as by himself, to be attributed to their faith. Now, as it does

not appear that the apostles, although they baptized infant children,

baptized unbelieving adult servants because their masters or mistresses

believed, and yet tlie house of Lydia were baptized along with herself,

when no mention at ail is made of the Lord "
opening the heart" of

these adult domestics, nor of their believing, the fair inference is, that

" the house" of Lydia means her children only, and that being of imma-

ture years they were baptized with their mother according to the com-

mon custom of the Jews, to baptize the children of proselyted Gentiles

along with their parents, from which practice Christian baptism appears

to have been taken.

The third instance is that of " the house of Stephanas," mentioned by

St. Paul, 1 Cor. i, 16, as having been baptized by himself This family

also, it is argued, must have been all adults, because they are said in

the same epistle, chap, xvi, 1.5, to have "addicted themselves to the

ministry of the saints," and farther, because they were persons who
a
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took "a lead" in the affairs of the Church, the Corinthians being

exhorted to "submit themselves unto such, and to every one that helpeth

with us and laboureth." To understand this passage rightly, it is how

ever necessary to observe, that Stephanas, the head of this family, had

been sent by the Church of Corinth to St. Paul at Ephesus, along with

Fortunatus and Achaicus. In the absence of the head of the family,

the apostle commends " the house," the family of Stephanas to the

regard of the Corinthian believers, and perhaps also the houses of the

two other brethren who had come with him ;
for in several MSS.

marked bv Griesbach, and in some of the versions, the text reads, "Ye

know the house of Stephanas and Fortunatus," and one reads also,

" and of Achaicus." By the house or family of Stephanas, the apostle

roust mean his children, or, along with them, his near relations dwelling

together in the same family ; tor, since they are commended for their

hospitality to the saints, servants, who have no power to show hospi-

tality, are of course excluded. But, in the absence of the head of the

familv, it is very improbable that the apostle should exhort the Corin-

thian Church to " submit," ecclesiastically, to the wife, sons, daughters,

ani near relations ofSlephanas, and, if the reading of Griesbach's MSS.

be followed, to the family of Fortunatus, and that of Achaicus also. In

respect of government, therefore, they cannot be supposed
" to have had

a lead in the Church," according to the Baptist notion, and especially

as the heads of these families were absent. They were however the

oWest Christian families in Corinth, the house of Stephanas at least

being called " the first fruits of Achaia," and eminently distinguished

for "
addicting themselves," setting themselves on system, to the work of

ministering to the saints, that is, of communicating to the poor saints;

entertaining stranger Christians, which was an important branch of

practical duty in the primitive Church, that in every place those who

professed Christ might be kept out of the society of idolaters
;
and

receiving the ministers of Christ. On these accounts the apostle com-

mends them to the especial regard of the Corinthian Church, and ex-

horts " iva Kac vjicK; vTTOTaaaTjoOs Toi^ towtulc, that you range yourselves

under and co-operate with them, and with every one," also,
" who help-

eth with us, and laboureth ;" the military metaphor contained in era^av

in the preceding verse being here carried forward. These families

were the oldest Christians in Corinth
;
and as they were foremost in

every good word and work, they were not only to be commended, but

the rest were to be exhorted to serve under them as leaders in these

worKs of charity. This appears to be the obvious sense of this other-

wise-obscure passage. But in this, or indeed in any other sense which

can be given to it, it proves no more than that there were adult persons

in the family of Stephanas, his wife, and sons, and daughters, who were

distinguished for their charity and hospitahty. Still it is to be rcmem-
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bered, that the baptism of the oldest of the children took place several

years before. The house of Stephanas
" was the first fruits of Achaia,"

in which St. Paul began to preach not later than A. D. 51, while this

epistle could not be written earlier at least than A. D. 57, and might lie

later. Six or eight years, taken from the age of the sons and daughters

of Stephanas, might bring the oldest to the state of early youth, and aa

to the younger branches, would descend to the term of infancy, properly

so called. Still farther, all that the apostle affirms of the benevolence

and hospitality of tlie family of Stephanas is perfectly consistent with a

part of his children being still very young when he wrote the epistle.

An equal commendation for hospitality and charity might be given in

the present day, with perfect propriety, to many pious families, several

members of which are still in a state of infancy. It was sufficient to

warrant the use of such expressions as those of the apostle, that there

were in these Corinthian families a few adults, whose conduct gave a

decided character to the whole " house." Thus the arguments used to

prove that in these three instances of family baptism, there were no

young children, are evidently very unsatisfactory ; and they leave us to

the conclusion, which perhaps all would come to in reading the sacred

history, were they quite free from the bias of a theory, that "
houses,"

or "
families," as in the commonly received import of the term, must

be understood to comprise children of all ages, unless some explicit note

of the contrary appears, which is not the case in any of the instances

in question.

5. The last argument may be drawn from the antiquity of the prac-

tice of infant baptism.

If the baptism of the infant children of believers was not practised

by the apostles and by the primitive Churches, when and where did the

practice commence? To this question the Baptist writers can give no

answer. It is an innovation, according to them, not upon the circum-

stances of a sacrament, but upon its essential principle ; and yet its

introduction produced no struggle ;
was never noticed by any general

or provincial council ;
and excited no controversy ! This itself is strong

presimiptive proof of its early antiquity. On the other hand, we can

point out the only ancient writer who opposed infant baptism. This

was TertuUian, who lived late in the second century ; but his very

opposition to the practice proves, that that practice was moie ancient

than himself; and the principles on which he impugns it, farther show

that it was so. He regarded tiiis sacrament superstitiously ;
he ap-

oended to it the trine iramercion in the name of each of the persons of

the trinity; he gives it gravely as a reason why infants should nfit be

baptized, that Christ says, "Sutler the little children to come unto me,"

therefore they must stay till they are able to come, that is, till they

are grown up ;

" and he would prohibit the unmarried, and all in a

•2
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widowed state, from baptism, because of the temptations to which they

may be hable." The whole of this is solved by adverting to that notion

of the efficacy of this sacrament in taking away all previous sins, which

then began to prevail, so that an inducement was held out for delaying

baptism as long as possible, till at length, in many cases, it was post,

poned to the article of death, under the belief that the dying who

received this sacrament were the more secure of salvation. TertuUian.

accordingly, with all his zeal, allowed that infants ought to be baptized

if tfteir lives be in danger, and thus evidently shows that his opposition

to the baptism of infants in ordinary, rested upon a very different prin.

ciple from that of the modern Antipaedobaptists. Amidst all his argu-
ments against this practice, TertuUian, however, never ventures upon
one which would have been most to his purpose, and which might most

forcibly have been urged had not baptism been administered to infants

by the apostles and their immediate successors. That argument would

have been the novelty of the practice, which he never asserts, and

which, as he lived so early, he might have proved, had he had any

ground for it. On the contrary, Justin Martyr, and Irenaeus, in the

second century, and Origen in the beginning of the tliird, expressly

mention infant baptism as the practice of their times, and, by the latter,

this is assigned to apostolic injunction. Fidus, an African bishop,

applied to Cyprian, bishop of Carthage, to know, not whether infants

were to be baptized, but whether their baptism might take place before

tlje eighth day after their birth, that being the day on which circum-

cision was performed by the law of Moses. This question was con-

sidered in an African synod, held A. D. 254, at which sixty-six bishops
were present, and

"
it was unanimously decreed, ' that it was not neces-

sary to defer baptism to that day ;
and that the grace of God, or

baptism, should be given to all, and especially to infants.'
"

This deci-

sion was communicated in a letter, from Cyprian to Fidus. (Ct/p. Ep.

59.) We trace the practice also downward. In the fourth centurv,

Ambrose says, that " infants who are baptized, are reformed from wick-

edness to the primitive state of their nature;" {Comment, in Lucam,
c. 10;) and at the end of that century, the famous controversy took

place between Augustine and Pelagius concerning original sin, in which

the uniform practice of baptizing infants from the days of the apostles

wa'; admitted by both parties, although they assigned different reasons

lot it. So little indeed were Tertullian's absurdities regarded, that he

appears to have been quite forgotten by this time; for Augustine says

he never heard of any Christian, catholic or sectary, who taught any
other doctrine than that infants are to be baptized. (De Pecc. Mar,

cap. 6.) Infant baptism is not mentioned in the canons of any council
;

nor is it insisted upon as an object of faith in an}' creed ;
and thence

we infer that it was a point not controverted at any period of the ancient

2
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Church, and we know that it was the practice in all established

Churches. Wall says, that Peter Bruis, a Frenchman, who lived about

the vear 1030, whose followers were called Petrobrussians, was the

first Antipaedobaptist teacher who had a regular congregation. {Hist.

part. 2, c. 7.) The Anabaptists of Germany took their rise in the begin-

ning of the fifteenth century ; but it does not appear that there was an\

congregation of Anabaptisis in England, till the year 1640. {Bishop
Tomline's Elements.) That a practice which can be traced up to the

very first periods of the Church, and has been, till within very modern

times, its uncontradicted practice, should have a lower authority than

apostolic usage and appointment, may be pronounced impossible. It

is not like one of those trifling, though somewhat superstitious, additions,

which even in very early times began to be made to the sacraments ;

on the contrary, it involves a principle so important as to alter the very
nature of the sacrament itself. For if personal faith be an essential

requisite of baptism in all cases
;
if baptism be a visible declaration of

this, and is vicious without it
; then infant baptism was an innovation

of so serious a nature, that it must have attracted attention, and pro-

voked controversy, which would have led, if not to the suppression of

the error, yet to a diversity of practice in the ancient Churches, which

in point of fact did not exist, Tertullian himself allowing infant baptism
in extreme cases.

The BENEFITS of this sacrament require to be briefly exhibited.

Baptism introduces the adult believer into the covenant ofgrace, and the

Church of Christ
;
and is the seal, the pledge, to him on the part of God,

of the fulfilment of all its provisions, in time and in eternity; while, on

his part, he takes upon himself the obligations of steadfast faith and

obedience.

To the infant child, it is a visible reception into the same covenant

and Church,—a pledge ofacceptance through Christ,—the bestovvmenl

of a title to all the grace of the covenant as circumstances may require,

and as the mind of the child may be capable, or made capable, of receiv-

ing it
;
and as it may be sought in future life by prayer, when the period

of reason and moral choice shall arrive. It conveys also the present

"blessing" of Christ, of which we are assured by his taking children in

his arms, and blessing them ; which blessing cannot be merely nominal,

but must be substantial and eflicacious. It secures, too, the gift of tlie

Holy Spirit, in those secret spiritual influences, by which the actual

regeneration of tiiose children who die in infancy is effected; and which

are a seed of life in those who are spared, to prepare them for instruction

in the word of God, as they are taught it by parental care, to incline

their will and affections to good, and to begin and maintain in them the

war against inward and outward evil, so that they may be Divinely

assisted, as reason strengthens, to make their calling and election sure

2
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In a word, it is, both as to infants and to adults, the sign and pledge of

that inward grace, which, although modified in its operations by the

ditTerence of their circumstances, has respect to, and flows from, a

covenant relation to each of the three persons in whose one name they

are baptized,
—

acceptance by the Father,—union with Christ as the

head of his mystical body, the Church,—and " the communion of the

HoLV Ghost." To these advantages must be added the respect which

God bears to the believing act of the parents, and to their solemn praj'ers

on the occasion, in both which the child is interested ; as well as in that

solemn engagemer^t of the parents, which the right necessarily implies,

to bring up their child in the nurture and admonition of the Lord.

To the parents it is a benetil also. It assures them that God will not

only be their God
;
but " the God of their seed after them ;" it thus

gives them, as the Israelites of old, the right to covenant with God for

their " little ones," and it is a consoling pledge that their dying, infant off.

spring shall be saved
;
since he who says,

" Suffer little children to come

unto me," has added,
" for of such is the kingdom of heaven." They are

reminded by it also of the necessity of acquainting themselves with

God's covenant, that they may diligently teach it to their children ;
and

that as they have covenanted with God for their children, they are bound

thereby to enforce the covenant conditions upon them as they come to

years,
—

^by example, as well as by education
; by prayer, as well as by

profession of the name of Christ.
"
III. The MODE of baptism remains to be considered.

Although the manner in which the element of water is applied in

baptism is but a circumstance of this sacrament, it will not be a matter

of surprise to those who reflect upon the proneness ofmen to attach undue

importance to comparative trifles, that it has produced so much contro-

versy. The question as to the proper subjects of baptism is one which is

to be respected for its importance ;
that as to the made has occupied more

time, and excited greater feeling, than it is in any view entitled to. It

cannot, however, be passed over, because the advocates for immersion

are often verv troublesome to their fellow Christians, unsettle weak

minds, and sometimes, perhaps, from their zeal for a form, endanger
their own spirituality. Against the doctrine that the onlv legitimate

mode of baptizing is by immersion, we may first observe that there are

several strong presumptions.

1. It is not probable, that if immersion were the onlv allowable mode

of baptism, it should not have been expressly enjoined.

2. It is not probable, that in a religion designed to be universal, a

mode of administering this ordinance should be obligatory, the practice

of which is ill adapted to so many climates, where it would either be

exceedingly harsh to immerse the candidates, male and female, strong

and feeble, in water ; or, in some places, as in the higlier latitudes, for a

2
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greater part of the year, impossible. Even if immersion were in fact the

original mode of baptizing in the name of Christ, these reasons make it

improbable that no accommodation of the form should take place, without

vitiating the ordinance. This some of the stricter Baptists assert,

although they themselves depart from the primitive mode of partaking
of the Lord's Supper, in accommodation to the customsof their country.

3. It is still more unlikely, that in a religion of mercy there should

be no consideration of health and life in the administration of an ordi-

nance of salvation, since it is certain that in countries where cold bath-

ing is little practised, great risk of both is often in(iurred, especially in

the case of women and delicate persons of either sex, and fatal elfects

do sometimes occur.

4. It is also exceedingly improbable, that in such circumstances of

climate, and the unfrequent use of the bath, a mode of baptizing should

have been appointed, which, from the shivering, the sobbing, and other

bodily uneasiness produced, should distract the thoughts, and unfit the

mind for a collected performance of a religious and solemn act of

devotion.

5. It is highly improbable that the three thousand converts at the

pentecost, who, let it be observed, were baptized on the same day,
were all baptized by immersion

;
or that the jailer and " all his" were

baptized in the same manner in the night, although the Baptists
have invented "a tank or bath in the prison at Philippi" for that

purpose.

Finally, it is most of all improbable, that a religion like the Christian,
so scrupulously delicate, should have enjoined the immersion of women

by men, and in the presence of men. In an after age, when immersion
came into fashion, baptisteries, and rooms for women, and changes of

garments, and other auxiliaries to this practice came into use, because

they were found necessary to decency ; but there could be no such con-

veniences in the first instance
; and accordingly we read of none.

With all the arrangements of modern times, baptism by immersion is

not a decent practice ;
there is not a female, perhaps, who submits to it,

who has not a great previous struggle with her delicacy ;
but that, at a

time when no such accommodations could be had as have since been
found nec'ssary, such a ceremony should have been constantly perform-

ing wherever the apostles and first preachers went, and that at pools
and rivers in the presence of many spectators, and they sometimes
unbelievers and scoffers, is a thing not rationally credible.

We grant that the practice of immersion is ancient, and so are many
other superstitious appendages to baptism, which were adopted under
the notion of making the rite more emblematical and impressive. We
not only trace immersion to the second century, but immersion three

times, anointing with oil, signing with the sign of the cross, imposition
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of hands, e.\orcism, eating milk and honey, putting on of white garments,

all connected with baptism, and lirst mentioned by TertulUan ;
the inven-

tion of men like himself, who with much genius and eloquence had little

judgment, and were superstitious to a degree worthy of the darkest

ages which followed. It was this authority for immersion which led

Wall, and other writers on the side of infant baptism, to surrender the

point to the Antipaedobaptists, and to conclude that immersion was

the apostolic practice. Several national Churches, too, like our

own, swayed by the same authority, are favourable to immersion, al-

though they do not think it binding, and generally practise effusion or

sprinkling.

Neither TertulUan nor Cyprian was, however, so strenuous for immet

sion as to deny the validity of baptism by aspersion or efilision. In

cases of sickness or weakness they only sprinkled water upon the face,

which we suppose no modern Baptist would allow. Clinic baptism too,

or the baptism of the sick in bed, by aspersion, is allowed by Cyprian to

be valid
;
so that "if the persons recover they need not be baptized by

immersion." (Epist. 69.) Gennadius of Marseilles, in the fifth century,

says that baptism was administered in the Gallic Church, in his time,

indifferently by immersion or by sprinkUng. In the thirteenth century,

Thomas Aquinas says,
" that baptism may be given, not only by im-

mersion, but also by effusion of water or sprinkling with it." And Eras-

mus atfirms, (Epist. 76,) that in his time it was the custom to sprinkle

^infants in Holland, and to dip them in England. Of these two modes,

<ine only was primitive and apostolic. Which that was we shall just

now consider. At present it is only necessary to observe, that immersion

is not the only mode which can plead antiquity in its favour
;
and that,

as the superstition of antiquity appears to have gone most in favour of

baptism by immersion, this is a circumstance which affords a strong pre-

sumption, that it was one of those additions to the ancient rite which

superstition originated. This may be made out almost to a moral

certainty, without referring at all to the argument from Scripture. The
' ancient Christians," the "primitive Christians," as they are called by

I he advocates of immersion, that is. Christians of about the age of Ter-

t ullian and Cyprian, and a little downward,—whose practice of immersion

1? used as an argument to prove that mode only to have had apostolic

siinction,
—

baptized the candidates naked. Thus Wall in his History of

Baptism :
" The ancient Christians, when they were baptized by immer-

sion, were all baptized nafced, whether they were men, women, or children.

'I'iiey thought it better represented the putting offofthe old man, and also

the nakedness of Christ on the cross ; moreover, as baptism is a washing,

they judged it should be tVie washing of the body, not of the clothes."

This is an instance of the manner in which they affected to improve the

emblematical character of the ordinance. Robinson also, in his History
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of Baptism, states the same thing : "Let it be observed that the primitive

Christians baptized naked. There is no ancient historical fact better

authenticated than this." "
They, however," says Wall,

" took great
care for preserving the modesty of any woman who was to be baptized.

None but women came near till her body was in the water
; then the

priest came, and putting her head also under the water, he departed and

left her to the women." Novv, if antiquity be pleaded as a proof that

immersion was ihe reaWy primitive mode of-baptizing, it must be pleaded
in favour of the gross and otTensive circumstance of baptizing naked,

which was considered of as much importance as the other
;
and then we

may safely leave it for any one to say whether he really believes that

the three thousand persons mentioned in the Acts of the x\postles were

baptized naked ? and whether when St. Paul baptized Lydia, she was

put into the water naked by her women, and that the apostle then

hastened " to put her head under water also, using the form of bap.

tism, and retired, leaving her to the women" to take her away to dress ?

Immersion, with all its appendages, dipping three times, nakedness,

unction, the eating of milk and honey, exorcism, &c, bears manifest

marks of that disposition to improve upon God's ordinances, for

which even the close of the second century was remarkable, and

which laid the foundation of that general corruption which so speedily

followed.

But we proceed to the New Testament itself, and deny that a single

clear case of baptism by immersion can be produced from it.

The word itself, as it has been often shown, proves nothing. The verb',

with its derivatives, signifies to dip the hand into a dish, Matt, xxvi, 23 ;

to stain a vesture with blood, Rev. xix, 1 3
; to wet the body with dew, Dan.

iv, 33 ;
to paint or smear the face with colours ; to stain the hand by press-

ing a substance; to be overwhelmed in the waters as a sunken sliip ;
to

be drowned by falling into water
;
to sink, in the neuter sense

;
to immerse

totally ; to plunge up to the neck ;
to be immersed up to the middle ; to

be drunken with wine; to be dyed, tinged, and imbued ; to wash by efTu.

sion of water; to pour water upon the hands, or an v other part of the bodv;

to sprinkle. A word then of such large application affords a good proof

for sprinkling, or partial dipping, or washing with water, as for immersion

in it. The controversy on this accommodating word has been carried on

to weariness ;
and if even the advocates of immersion could prove, what

they have not been able to do, that plunging is the primary meaning of

the term, they would gain nothing, since, in Scripture, it is notoriously

used to express other applications of water. The Jews had " divers

baptisms" in their service
;
but these washings of the body in or with

water, were not immersions, and in some instances thev were mere

gprinklings. The Pharisees "
baptized before they ate," but this bap.

tism was "the washing of hands," which in eastern countries is done by
2
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servants pouring water over them, and not by dipping :—" Here is Eli-

sha, the son of Shaphat, who poured water on the hands of Ehjah,'

2 Kings iii, 11
;
that is, who acted as his servant. In the same manner

the feet were washed :
" Thou gavest me no water upon, ein, my feet,''

Luke vii, 44. Again, the Pharisees are said to have held the " wash-

ing" or baptism
" of cups and pots, brazen vessels, and of tables ;" not

certainly for the sake of cleanliness, (for all people hold the washing or

Iiaplism of such utensils for this purpose,) but from superstitious notions

of purification. Now, as "
sprinkling" is prescribed in the law of

Moses, and was familiar to the Jews, as the mode of purification from

uncleanness, as in the case of the sprinkling of the water of separation.

Num. xix, 19, it is for this reason much more probable that the baptism

of these vessels was effected by sprinkling, than by either pouring or

immersion. But that they were not immersed, at least not the whole

of them, may be easily made to appear ;
and if "

baptism" as to any of

these utensils does not signify immersion, the argument from the use of

the word must be abandoned. Suppose, then, the pots, cups, and brazen

vessels, to have been baptized by immersion ;
the " beds" or couches

used to recline upon at their meals, which they ate in an accumbent

posture, couches which were constructed for three or five persons each

to lie down upon, must certainly have been exempted from the operation

of a "
baptism" by dipping, which was probably practised, like the "

bap.

^tism" of their hands, before every meal. The word is also used by the

LXX, in Dan. iv, 33, where Nebuchadnezzar is said to have been wet with

the dew of heaven, which was plainly effected, not by his immersion in

dew, but by its descent upon him. Finally, it occurs in 1 Cor. x, 2,
" And

were baptized imto Moses in the cloud and in the sea ;" where also im-

mersion is out of the case. The Israelites were not immersed in the

sea, for they went through it,
" as on dry land ;" and they were not

immersed in the cloud, which was above them. In this case, if the

spray of the sea is referred to, or the descent of rain from the cloud,

they were baptized by sprinkling, or at most by pouring ; and that there

is an allusion to tlie latter circumstance, is made almost certain by a

passage in the song of Deborah, and other expressions in the Psahns,

which speak of "rain," and the "pouring out of water," and "droppings"
from the " cloud" which directed the march of the Jews in the wilder-

ness. Whatever, therefore, the primary meaning of the verb " to

baptize" may be, is a question of no importance on one side or the

other. Leaving the mode of administering baptism, as a religious rite,

out of the question, it is used, generally, at least in the New Testament,

not to express immersion in water, but for the act of pouring or sprink-

ling it
;
and that baptism, when spoken of as a religious rite, is to be

understood as administered by immersion, no satisfactory instance can

be adduced.

3
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The baptism of John is the first instance usually adduced in proof of

this practice :
—The multitudes who went out to him were "

baptized of

him IN Jordan ;" they were therefore immersed.

To say nothing here of (he laborious, and apparently impossible task

imposed upon John, of plunging the multitudes, who flocked to him day

bv dav, into the river
;
and the indecency of the whole proceeding when

women were also concerned
;

it is plain that the principal object of the

evangelist, in making this statement, was to point out the place where

John exercised his ministry and baptized, and not to describe the mode ;

if the latter is at all referred to, it must be acknowledged that this was

incidental to the other design. Now it so happens that we have a pas-

sage which relates to John's baptism, and which can only be fairly inter-

preted by referring to his mode or baptizing, as the first considera-

tion
;
a passage too, which John himself uttered at the very time he was

baptizing
" in Jordan." "

I indeed baptize you with water unto repent-

ance ;
but he that cometh after me is mightier than I : he shall baptize

you with the Holy Ghost and with fire." Our translators, in this pas-

sage, aware of the absurdity of translating the preposition tv, in, have

properly rendered it wilh; but the advocates of immersion do not stumble

at trifles, and boldly rush into the absurdity of Campbell's translation

" I indeed baptize you in water, he will baptize you in the Holy Ghost

and fire." Unfortunately for this translation, we have not only the utter

senselessness of the phrases baptized, plunged in the Holy Ghost, and

plunged in fire to set against it
;
but also the very history of the com-

pletion of this prophetic declaration, and that not only as to the fact that

Christ did indeed baptize his disciples with the Holy Ghost and with fire,

but also as to the mode in which this baptism was effected :
" And there

appeared unto them cloven tongues like as oijire, and it sat upon each

of them. And they were all filled with the Holy Ghost." Thus

tlie baptism of the Holv Ghost and of fire was a descent upon, and not

an immersion into. With this too agree all the accounts of the baptism

of the Holy Spirit : they are all from above, like the pouring out or

shedding of water upon the head
;
nor is there any expression in Scrip-

ture which bears the most remote resemblance to immersing, plunpiiig

in the Holy Ghost. When our Lord received the baptism of the Holy

Ghost,
" the Spirit of God descended like a dove, and lighted upon

him." When Cornelius and his family received the same gift,
" tlie

Holy Ghost FELL on all them which heard the word ;"
" and they of

the circumcision that believed were astonished, because that on the

Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the Holy Ghost," which, as

the words imply, had been in like manner "poured out on them." The

common phrase, to " receive" the Holy Ghost, is also inconsistent with

the idea of being immersed, pJtingecL into the Holy Ghost
;
and finally,

when St Paul connects the hiiptism with water, and the baptism with

2
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the Holy Ghost together, as in the words of John the Baptist just quoted,

he expresses the mode of the baptism of the Spirit in the same manner :

"
According to iiis mercy he saved us by the washing of regeneration,

and renewing of the Holy Ghost
; which he shed on us abundantly,

through Jesus Christ our Saviour," Titus iii, 5, 6. That the mode tliere-

fore in which John baptized was by pouring water upon his disciples,

may l)e concluded from his using the same word to express the pouriig

out, the descent, of the Spirit upon the disciples of Jesus. For if bap-

tism necessarily means immersion, and John baptized by immersion,

tlien did not Jesus baptize his disciples with the Holy Ghost. He might
bestow it upon them, but he did not baptize them with it, according to

the Immersionists, since he only "poured it upon them," "shed it upon

them," caused it "to fall upon them;" none of which, according to

them, is baptism. It follows, therefore, that the prediction of John was

uever fulfilled, because, in their sense of baptizing, none of the disciples

of Jesus mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles ever received the Holy
Ghost but by effusion. This is the dilemma into which they put them-

selves. Thev must allow that baptism is not in this passage used for

immersion
;
or they must deny that Jesus ever did baptize with the

Holy Ghost.

To baptize
" in Jordan," does not then signify to plunge in the river

of Jordan. John made the neighbourhood of Jordan the principal place

<jf his ministry. Either at the fountains of some favoured district, or at

some river, baptize he must because of the multitudes who came to his

baptism, in a country deficient in springs, and of water in general ; but

there are several ways of understanding the phrase
" in Jordan," which

give a sufficiently good sense, and involve no contradiction to the words

of John himself, who makes his baptism an effusion of water, to answer

to the effusion of the Holy Spirit, as administered by Jesus. It may be

taken as a note of place, not of mode. " In Jordan," therefore, the ex-

pression of St. Matthew, is, in St. John,
" in Bethabara, beyond," or

situate on, "Jordan, where John was baptizing;" and this seems all that

the expression was intended to mark, and is the sense to be preferred.

It is thus equivalent to "at Jordan," "at Bethabara, situate on Jordan;"

at being a frequent sense of ev. Or it may signify that the water of

Jordan was made use of by John for baptizing, however it might be ap.

plied ;
for we should think it no violent mode of expression to say that

we washed ourselves in a river, although we should mean, not that we

plunged ourselves into it, but merely that we took up the water in our

bands, and applied it in the way of effusion. Or it may be taken to ex-

press his baptizing in the bed of the river, into which he must have de-

scended with the baptized, in order to take up the water with his hand,

or with some small vessel, as represented in ancient bas-reliefs, to pour

it out upon them. This would be the position of any baptizer using a
2
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river at all accessible by a shelving bank; and when within tlie bed of

the stream, he might as truly be said to be in the river, when mere place
was the principal thing to be pointed out, as if he had been immersed in

the water. The Jordan in this respect is rather remarkable, having,

according to Maundrell, an outermost bank formed by its occasional

"swellings." The remark of this traveller is, "After having descended
the outermost bank, you go p furlong upon a level strand, before you
come to the immediate bank of the river." Any of these views of the

import of (he phrases "in Jordan," "in the river of Jordan," used

plainly with intention to point out the place where John exercised his

ministry, will sufficiently explain them, without involving us in the inex-

tricable difficulties which embarrass the theory, that John baptized

only by immersion. To go indeed to a river to baptize, would, in such

countries as our own, where water for the mere purpose of efi'usion

may readily be obtained out of cisterns, pumps, «fec, very naturally sug-

gest to the simple reader, that the reason for John's choice of a river

was, that it afforded the means of immersion. But in those countries

the c:ise was difTerent. Springs, as we have said, were scarce, and the

water for domestic pur])Oses had to be fetched daily by the women in

pitchers from the nearest rivers and fountains, which rendered the do-

mestic supply scanty, and of course valuable. But even if this reason

did not exist, baptism in rivers would not, as a matter of course, imply
immersion. Of this we have an instance in the customs of the people
of Mesopotamia, mentioned in the Journal of Wolfe, the missionary.

This sect of Christians call themselves " the followers of St. John the

Baptist, who w s a follower of Christ." Among many other questions,
Mr. Wolfe inquired of one of them respecting their mode of baptism,
and was answered, "The priests or bishop baptize children thirty days
old. They take the child to the banks of the river ; a relative or friend

holds the cliild near the surface of the wuter, while the priest sprinkles
the eleiiient upon the child, and with prayers they name the child. "(Jour.
nal, vol. ii, p. 311.) Mr. Wolfe asks, "Why do they baptize in rivers?"

Answer: "Because St. John the Baptist baptized in the river Jordan."

The same account was given afterward by one of their bishops or high

priests :
"
They carry the children, after thirty days, to the river, the priest

says a prayer, the godfather takes the child to the river, while the priest

sprinkles it with water." Thus we have in modern times river baptism
without immersion

; and among the Syrian Christians, though immersion
is used, it does not take place till after the true baptismal rite, pouring
water upon the child in the name of the trinity, has been performed.
The second proof adduced by the Infimersionists is taken from the

baptism of our Lord, who is said. Matt, iii, 16, "to have gone up straight-

way oiU. of the water." Here, however, the preposition used signifies

from, and avtfiti airo m trfoTOf, is simply "he went up tram the water "

2
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We grant that this might have been properly said in whatever way the

baptism had been previously performed; but then it certainly in itself

dftords no argument on which to build the notion of the immersion of

our Saviour.

The great passage of the Immersionists, however, is Acts viii, 38,

39 : "And they went down both into the water, both Philip and the

eunuch, and he baptized him
;
and when they were come up out of

the watnr," &;c. This is relied upon as a decisive proof of the immcr-

sion and emersion of the eunuch. If so, however, it proves too much ;

for nothing i-s said of the eunuch which is not said of Philip, "They
went down both into the water,"—" And when thet were come up
out of the water ;"

—and so Philip must have immersed himself as well

as the eunuch. Nor will the prepositions determine the case
; they

would have been employed properly had Philip and the eunuch gone
into the water by partial or by entire imniersion, and therefore come out

of it on dry land
;
and with equal propriety, and according to the ha-

bitual use of the same prepositions by Greek writers, they would express

going to the water, without going into it, and returning yrom it, and not

out of it, for etf is spoken of place, and properly signifies at, or it indi-

cates motion toward a certain limit, and, for any thing that appears to

the contrary in the history of the eunuch's baptism, that limit may just

as well be placed at the nearest verge of the water as in the middle of

it. Thus the LXX say, Isa. xxvi, 2,
" The king sent Rabshakeh from

^jachish, f(f, to Jerusalem," certainly not into it, for the city was not

captured. The sons of the prophets
" came «f, to Jordan to cut wood,"

2 Kings vi, 4. They did not, we suppose, go into the water to perform

that work. Peter was bid to "go, fif, to the sea, and cast a hook,"

not surely to go into the sea
;
and our Lord, Matt, v, 1,

" went up, iir,

to a mountain," but not into it. The corresponding preposition ck,

which signifies, when used of place, yVom, out of, must be measured by
the meaning of eif. When eig means into, then ?« means out of ; but

when it means simply to, then « can express no more t\m.xi from. Thus

this passage is nothing to the purpose of the Immersionists.

The next proof relied upon in favour of immersion is, John iii, 22,

23 :
" After these things came Jesus and his disciples into the land of

Judea, and there he tarried with them and baptized ;
and John also was

baptizing in ^non, near to Salim, because there was much water there,

and they came and were baptized." The Immersionists can see no

reason for either Jesus or John baptizing where there was much water,

but that they phmged their converts. The true reason for this has

however been already given. Where could the multitudes who came

for baptism be assembled ? Clearly, not in houses. The preaching
was in the fields

;
and since the rite which was to follow a ministry

which made such an impression, and drew together such crowds, waa

8
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baptism, the necessity of the case must lead the Baptist to Jordan or to

some other district where, if a river was wanting, fountains at least

existed. The necessity was equal in this case, whether the mode of

baptism were that of aspersion, of pouring, or of immersion.

The Baptists, however, have magnified jEnon, which signifies the

fountain of On, into a place of "many and great waters." Unfortu.

nately, however, no such pov\ erful fountain, sending out many streams

of water fit for plunging multitudes into, has ever been found by travel-

lers, although the country has been often visited
;
and certainly if its

streams had been of the copious and remarkable character assigned to

them, they could not have vanished. It rather appears, however, that

the " much water," or "
many waters," in the text, refers rather to the

whole tract of country, than to the fountain of On itself; because it

appears to be given by the evangelist as the reason why Jesus and his

disciples came into the same neighbourhood to baptize. DifTerent bap-
tisms were administered, and therefore in different places. The baptism
administered by Jesus at this time was one of multitudes

;
this appears

from the remark of one of John's disciples to his Master :
" He that was

with thee beyond Jordan, to whom thou barest witness, behold, tlie same

baptizeth, and all men come to him." The place or places, too, where

Jesus baptized, although in the same district, could not be very near,

since John's disciple mentions the nfiultitudes who came to be baptized

by Jesus, or rather by his disciples, as a piece of information
;
and thus

we find a reason for the mention of the much water, or many waters,

with reference to the district of country itself, and not to the single

fountain of On. The tract had probably many fountains in it, which,

as being a peculiarity in a country not generally so distinguished, would

lead to the use of the expression,
" much water," although not one of

these fountains or wells might be sufficient to allow of the plunging of

numbers of people, and probably w'as not. Indeed if the disciples of Jesus

baptized by immersion, the Immersionists are much more concerned to

discover " much water,"
" many waters," "

large and deep streams,"

somewhere else in the district than at jEnon
; because it is plain from

the narrative, that the number of candidates for John's baptism had

greatly fallen off at that time, and that the people now generally

flocked to Christ. Hence the remark of John, verse 30, when his dis-

cii-les had informed him that Jesus was baptizing in the neighbourhood,

and that " all men came to him,"—" He must increase, I must de-

crease." Hence also the observation of the evangelist in the first verse

of the next chapter,
" The Pharisees had heard that Jesus made and

baptized more disciples than John."

As these instances all so plainly fail to serve the cause of immersion,

we need not dwell upon the others. The improbability of three thou-

sand persons being immersed on the day of pentecost, has been alreadv

2
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mentioned. The baptism of Saul, of Lydia, of the Philippian jailer,

and of the family of Cornelius, are all instances of house baptism, and,

for that reason, are still less likely to have been by plunging. The

Immersion ists, indeed, invent " tanks," or "
baths," for this purpose, in

all these houses; but, as nothing of the kind appears on the face of the

history, or is even incidentally suggested, suppositions prove nothing

Thus all the presumptions before mentioned, against the practice of

immersion, lie full against it, without any relief from the Scriptures

themselves. Not one instance can be shown of that practice from the

New Testament ; while, so far as baptism was emblematical of tte

pouring out of the Holy Spirit, the doctrine of immersion wholly destroys

its significancy. In fact, if the true mode of baptism be immersion

only, then must we wholly give up the phrase, the baptism of the Holy

Spirit, which in any other mode than that of pouring out was never

administered.

Tiie only argument left for the advocates of immersion is the sup.

posed allusion to the mode of baptism contained in the words of St. Paul,

Rom. vi, 3, 4 :
" Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into

Jesus Christ, were baptized into his death ? Therefore we are buried

with him by baptism, into death ; that, like as Christ was raised up from

the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in

newness of life." It is necessary, however, to quote the next verses

also, which are dependent upon the foregoing,
" For if we have been

PLANTED together," still by baptism,
" in the likeness of his death, we

shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection
; knowing this, that our

old man is crucified with him, that the bodj of sin might be destroyed,

that henceforth we should not serve sin. For he that is dead is freed

from sin," v, r>-T. Why then do not the advocates of immersion go

forward to these verses, so inseparably connected with those they are

so ready to quote, and show us a resembjance, not only between hap.

tism by immersion, and being buried with Christ ;
b\it also between im-

mersion, and being
"
planted with Christ ?" If the allusion of the apos-

tle is to the planting of a young tree in the earth, there is clearly but

a ver "

partial, not a total immersion in the case
;
and if it be to graft-

ixo a branch upon a tree, the resemblance is still more imperfect.

Still farther, as the apostle in the same connection speaks of our being

"CRUCIFIED with Christ," and that also by baptism, why do they not

sh.>w us how immersion in water resembles the nailing of a body to a

cross ?

But this striking and important text Is not to be explained by a fancied

resemblance between a burial, as they choose to call it, of the body in

water, and the burial of Christ ;
as if a dip or a plunge could have any

resemblance to that separation from the living, and that laying aside of a

body in the sepulchre, which burial implies. This forced thought darkens

Vol. II. 42
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and enervates the whole passage, instead of bringing forth its powerful

sentiments into clearer view. The manifest object of the apostle in the

whole of this part of his epistle, was to show, that the doctrine of justi-

fication by faith alone, which he had just been establishing, could not,

in any true behever, lead to licentiousness of life. " What then shall

we say ? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound ? God for-

bid ! How shall we that are dead to sin, live any longer therein ?''

The reason then which is given by the apostle why true believers can

NOT continue in sin, is, that they are
" dead to sin," which is his answer

to the objection. Now, this mystical death to sin he proceeds to attri-

bute to the INSTRUMENTALITY of baptism, taking it to be an act of that

faith in Christ of which it was the external expression ;
and then he

immediately runs into a favourite comparison, which under various

forms occurs in his writings, sometimes accompanied with the same

allusion to baptism, and sometimes referring only to " faith" as the in

strument,—a comparison between the mystical death, burial, and resur-

rection of believers, and the death, burial, and resurrection of Christ.

This is the comparison of the text
;
not a comparison between our mys-

tical death and baptism ;
nor between baptism, and the death and burial

of Christ
;
either of which lay wide of the apostle's intention. Baptism,

as an act of faith, is, in fact, expressly made, not a figure of the effects

which follow, as stated in the text, but the means of effecting them.

"Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ,

were baptized into his death ?" we enter by this means into the expe
rience of its efficacy in effecting a mystical death in us

;
in other words,

WE DIE with him, or as it is expressed in verse 6,
" Our old man is

crucified with him." Still farther, "by baptism," Sia n fSairTiaftaro^,

through, or by means of, baptism,
" we are buried with him ;" we not

only die to sin and the world, but we are separated wholly from it, as

the body of Christ was separated from the living world, when laid in

the sepulchre ;
the connection between sin and the world and us is com-

pletely broken, as those who are buried and put out of sight are no

longer reckoned among men
; nay, as the slave (for the apostle brings

in this figure also) is by death and burial wholly put out of the power
of his former master, so,

" that we should not serve sin
; for he that is

dead is freed from sin." But we also mystically rise with him; "that

like as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, even

so we also should walk in newness of life," having new connections,

new habits, new enjoyments, and new hopes. We have a similar pas-

sage in Col. ii, 12, and it has a similar interpretation :
" Buried with

him in baptism, wherein also ye are risen with him, through the faith of

the operation of God, who hath raised him from the dead." In the

preceding verse the apostle had been speaking of the mystical death
of Christians under the phrase, "putting off the body of the sins of the
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flesh ;" then, as in his Epistle to the Romans, he adds our mystical

BURIAL with Christ, which is a heightened representation of death ,

and then also, our rising again with Christ. Here too all these three

effects are attributed to baptism as the means. We put off ilie body of

sins "
by the circumcision of Christ," that is, as we have seen, by

Christian circumcision or baptism ;
we are bttried with him by baptism ;

ev being obviously used here, like Sia, to denote the instrument ; and by

baptism we rise with him into a new life.

Now, to institute a comparison between a mode of baptism and the

burial of Christ, wholly destroys the meaning of the passage; for how

can the apostle speak of baptism as an emblem of Christ's burial, when

he argues from it as the instrument of our death unto sin, and separation

from it by a mystical burial ? Nor is baptism here made use of as the

emblem of our own spiritual death, burial, and resurrection. As an em-

blem, even immersion, though it might put forth a clumsy type of burial

and rising again, is wanting in not being emblematical of death ;
and

yet all three, our mystical death, burial, and rising again, are distinctly

spoken of, and must all be found represented in some type. But the

TYPE made use of by the apostle is manifestly not baptism, but the

death, the burial, and the resurrection of our Lord
;
and in this view he

pursues this bold and impressive figure to even the verge of allegory, in

the succeeding verses :
" For he that is dead is freed from sin. Now

if we be dead with Christ, we believe that we shall also live with him :

knowing that Christ being raised from the dead dieth no more ;
death hath

no more dominion over him. For in that he died, he died unto sin

once ;
but in that he liveth, he liveth unto God

;
likewise reckon ye

also yourselves to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God through

Jesus Christ our Lord."

In the absence therefore of all proof, that, in any instance found in

the New Testament, baptism was administered by immersion
;
with so

many presumptions against that indecent practice as have been stated ;

with the decisive evidence also of a designed correspondence between

the baptism, the pouring out, of the Holy Spirit, and the baptism, the

pouring out, of water ;
we may conclude, with confidence, that the lat-

ter was the apostolic mode of administering that ordinance ;
and that

first washing, and then immersion, were introduced later, toward the

latter end of the second century, along with several other superstitious

additions to this important sacrament, originating in that" will worship"

which presumed to destroy the simplicity of God's ordinances, under

pretence of (4) rendering them more emblematical and impressive.

(4) Baptism, as an emblem, points out, 1. The washing away of the guilt and

pollution of sin. 2. The pouring out of the Holy Spirit. In Scripture it is

made an emblem of these two, and of these only. Some of the superstitions above

dluded to sin therefore bv exce» but immersion sins by defect. It retains the

2
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Even if immersion had been the original modeof baptizing, we should,

in the absence of any command on the subject, direct or implied, have

thought the Church at liberty to accommodate the manner of applying

water to the body in the name of the trinity, in which the essence of

the rite consists, to different climates and manners
;
but it is satisfactory

to discover that all the attempts made to impose upon Christians a practice

repulsive to the feelings, dangerous to the health, and offensive to

delicacy is destitute of all Scriptural authority, and of really primitive

oractice.

CHAPTER IV.

The Institutions of the Church—The Lord's Supper.

The agreement and difference between baptism and the Lord's Sup.

per are well stated by the Church of Scotland in its catechism : "The sa-

craments of baptism and the Lord's Supper agree, in that the author of

both is God
;
the spiritual part of both is Christ and his benefits; both

are seals of the same covenant
; to be dispensed by ministers of the

Gospel, and none other; and to be continued in the Church of Christ

until his second coming." "These sacraments differ, in that baptism is

to be administered but once with water,—and that even to infants
;

whereas the Lord's Supper is to be administered often, in the elements

of bread and wine, to represent and exhibit Christ as spiritual nou-

rishment to the soul, and to confirm our continuance and growth in

him, and that only to such as are of years and ability to examine

themselves."

As baptism was substituted for circumcision, so the Lord's Supper
was put by our Saviour in the place of the passover ;

and was instituted

immediately after celebrating that ordinance for the last time with his

disciples. The passover was an eminent type of our Lord's sacrifice

and of its benefits; and since he was about to fulfil that symbolical rite

which from age to age had continued to exhibit it to the faith and hope
of ancient saints, it could have no place under the new dispensation.
Christ in person became the true passover ;

and a new rite was neces-

sary to commemorate the spiritual deliverance of men, and to convey

emb.i!maticiil character of tlic rito as to the washing away of sin
; liut il ioses it

entirely as to the gift nf the Hnly Ghost ; and, beyond the vvasliing away of s n.

is an emblem of notliing fur which we have any Scriptural authority to make it

emblematical. Im;..ersion, therefore, as distinct from every other mode of ap

plying water to tlio body, means nothing. To say tliat it figures our spiritual

death and resurrection, has, we have seen, no authority from the texts used to

prove it ; and to make a sudden pop under water to be emblematical of burial, ih

as far-fetclied .1 conceit as any which adorns the Emblems of Quarles, without any
portion of tlio ingenuity.

9
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and confirm its benefits. The circumstances of its institution are expla

natory of its nature and design.

On the night when the first born of Egypt were slain, the children of

Israel were commanded to take a lamb for every house, to kill it, and

to sprinkle the blood upon the posts of their doors, so that the destroj -

ing angel might pass over the houses of all who had attended to this

injunction. Not only were the first-born children thus preserved alive,

but the effect was the deliverance of the whole nation from their bond-

age in Egypt, and their becoming the visible Church and people of

God by virtue of a special covenant. In commemoration of these

events, the feast of the passover was made annual, and at that time all the

males of Judea assembled before the Lord in Jerusalem
;
a lamb was

provided for every house
;
the blood was poured under the altar by the

priests, and the lamb was eaten by the people in their tents or houses.

At this domestic and religious feast, every master of a family took the

cup of thanksgiving, and gave thanks with his family to the God of

Israel. As soon, therefore, as our Lord, acting as the master of his

family, the disciples, had finished this the usual paschal ceremony, he

proceeded to a new and distinct action :
" He took bread," the bread

then on the table, "and gave thanks, and brake it, and gave it to them,

saying. This is my body which is given for you ;
this do in remem-

brance of me. Likewise also the cup after supper," the cup with the

w^ne which had been used in the pasclial supper,
"
saying. This cup ia

the New Testament in my blood, which is siied for you;" or as it is ex.

pressed by St. Matthew, " And he took the cup, and gave thanks, and

gave it to them, saying. Drink ye all of it
;

for this is my blood of the

New Testament, which is shed for many for the remission of sins."

That this was the institution of a standing rite, and not a temporary
action to be confined to the disciples ihen present with him, is made
certain from 1 Cor. xi, 23-26: "For I have received of the Lord that

which also I delivered to you, that the Lord Jesus, the same night in which

he was betrayed, took bread, and when he had given thanks he brake it. and

said. Take, eat, this ismy body, which is broken for you; this do in remem-

brance of me. After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had

supped, saying. This cup is theNew Testament in ray blood; this do ye, as

oft as ye drink it, in remembrance ofme. For as often as ye eat this bread,

and drink this cup, ye do show the Lord's death till he come." From
these words we learn, 1. Tljat St. Paul received a special revelation

as to this ordinance, which must have had a higher object than the

mere commemoration of an historical fact, and must be supposed to have

been made for the purpose of enjoining it upon him to establish this rite

in the Churches raised up by him, and of enabling liim rightly to under-

stand its authority and purport, where he found it already appointed by
the first founders of the first Churches. 2. That the command of

2
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Christ,
« This do in remembrance of me," which was originally given

to the disciples present with Christ at the last passover, is laid by
St. Paul upon the Corinthians. 3. That he regarded the Lord's

Supper as a rite to be ''often" celebrated, and that in all future

time until the Lord himself should " come" to judge the world. The

perpetual obligation of this ordinance cannot therefore be reasonably

disputed.

Of the nature of this great and affecting rite of Christianity, different

and very opposite opinions have been formed, arising partly from the

elliptical and figurative modes of expression adopted by Christ at its

institution
;
but more especially from the influence of superstition upon

some, and the extreme of affected rationalism upon others.

The first is the monstrous theory of the Church of Rome, as contra-

dictory to the Holy Scriptures, whose words it professes to receive in

their literal meaning, as it is revolting to the senses and reason of man-
kind.

"It is conceived that the words, 'This is my body ;
this is mv blood,'

are to be understood in their most literal sense
; that when Jesus pro-

nounced these words, he changed, by his almighty power, the bread upon
the table into his body, and the wine into his blood, and really delivered

his body and blood into the hands of his apostles ; and that at all times

when the Lord's Supper is administered, the priest, by pronouncing these

words with a good intention, has the power of making a similar change.
This change is known by the name of transubstantiation

; the propriety
of which name is conceived to consist in this, that although the bread

and wine are not changed in figure, taste, weight, or any other accident,
it is believed that the substance of them is completely destroyed ;

that in

place of it, the substance of the body and blood of Christ, although
clothed with all the sensible properties of bread and wine, is tridy pre-
sent

; and that the persons who receive what has been consecrated by

pronouncing these words, do not receive bread and wine, but literally

partake of the body and blood of Christ, and really eat his flesh, and
drink his blood. It is farther conceived, that the bread arid wine thus

changed, are presented by the priest to God
;
and he receives the name

of priest, because in laying them upon the altar he offers to God a sacri-

fice, which, although it be distinguished from all others by being without
the shedding of blood, ia a true propitiatory sacrifice for the sins of the

dead and of the living,
—the body and blood of Christ, which were pre-

sented on the cross, again presented in the sacrifice of the mass. It is

conceived, that the materials of this sacrifice, being truly the body and
blood of Christ, possess an intrinsic virtue, which does not depend upon
the disposition of him who receives them, but operates immediately upon
all who do not obstnict the operation by a mortal sin. Hence it is ac-

counted of great importauco far the salvation of the sick and dying, that
2
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parts of these materials should be sent to them
;
and it is understood

that the practice of partaking in private of a small portion of what the

priest has thus transubstantiated, is, in all respects, as proper and salu

tary as joining with others in the Lord's Supper. It is farther conceived,

that as the bread and wine, when converted into the [body and] blood

of Christ, are a natural object of reverence and adoration to Christians,

it is highly proper to worship them upon the altar
;
and that it is expe-

dient to carry them about in solemn procession, that they may receive

the homage of all who meet them. What had been transubstantiated

was therefore lifted up for the purpose of receiving adoration, both when

it was shown to the people at the altar, and when it was carried about.

Hence arose that expression in the Church of Rome, the elevation of

the host, elevalio hostia.. But, as the wine in being carried about was

exposed to accidents inconsistent with the veneration due to the body
and blood of Christ, it became customary to send only the bread ; and,

in order to satisfy those who for this reason did not receive the wine,

they were taught that, as the bread was changed into the body of Christ,

they partook by concomitancy of the blood with the body. In process

of time, the people were not allowed to partake of the cup ;
and it was

said, that when Jesus spake these words,
' Drink ye all of it,' he was

addressing himself only to his apostles, so that his command was fulfilled

when 4he priests, the successors of the apostles, drank of the cup, al-

though the people were excluded. And thus the last part of this system

conspired with the first in exalting the clergy very far above the laity.

For the same persons who had the power of changing bread and wine

into the body and blood of Christ, and who presented what they had

thus made, as a sacrifice for the sins of others, enjoyed the partaking
of the cup, while communion in one kind only was permitted to the

people." {Bishop Tomline on the Articles.)

So violently are these notions opposed to the common sense of man-

kind, that the ground to which the Romish writers have always been

driven in their defence, is the authority of their Church, and the neces-

sity of implicit faith in its interpretations of Scripture; principles which

shut out the use of Scripture entirely, and open the door to every heresy

and fanatical folly. But for the ignorance and superstition of Europe

during the middle ages, this monstrous perversion of a sacred rite could

not have been effected, and even then it was not established as an arti-

cle of faith without many struggles. Almost all writers on the Protest-

ant controversy will furnish a sufficient confutation of this capital attempt

to impose upon the credulity of mankind
; and to them, should it need

anv r futation, the reader may be referred.

The mind of Luther so powerful to throw off dogmas which had

nothing but human authority to support them, was, as to the sacrament^

held in the bonds of early association. He concluded that the body and
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blood of Christ are really present in the Lord's Siippe-; but, aware of

the absurdities and self-contradictions of ti-ansubstan,,dtion, he laid hold

of a doctrine which some writers, in the Romish Church itself, had con-

tinued to prefer to the papal dogma above stated. This was designated

by the term consubstantialion, which allows that the bread and wine re-

main the same after consecration as before. Thus he escapes the ab.

surdity of contradicting the very senses of men. It was held, however,

by Luther, that though the bread and wine remain unchanged, yet that,

tog( titer with them, the body and blood of Christ are literally received

by the communicants. Some of his immediate followers did not, how.

ever, admit more on this point, than that the body and blood of Christ

were reallj' present in the sacrament
;
but that the manner of that pre-

sence was an inexplicable mystery. Yet, in some important respects,

Luther and the Consubstantialists wholly escaped the errors of the Church

of Rome as to this sacrament. They denied that it was a sacrifice ;

and that the presence of the body and blood of Christ gave to it any

physical virtue acting independently of the disposition of the receiver
;

and that it rendered the elements the objects of adoration. Their error,

therefore, may be considered rather of a speculative than of a practical

nature; and was adopted probably in deference to what was conceived

to be the literal meaning of the words of Christ when the Lord's Supper
was instituted. ,

A third view was held by some of Luther's contemporaries, which has

been thus described :
"
Carolostadt, a professor with Luther in the uni-

versity ofWittenberg, and Zuinglius, a native of Switzerland, the founder

of the Reformed Churches, or those Protestant Churches which are not

Lutheran, taught that the bread and wine in the Lord's Supper are the

signs of the absent body and blood of Christ; that when Jesus said, 'This

is mv body. This is my blood,' he used a figure exactly of the same kind

with that, by which, according to the abbreviations continually practised

in ordinary speech, the sign is often put for the thing signified. As

this figure is common, so there were two circumstances which would

prevent the apostles from misunderstanding it, when used in the institu.

tion of the Lord's Supper. The one was, that they saw the body of

Jesus then alive, and therefore could not suppose that they were eating

it. The iither was. that thev had just been partaking of a Jewish fes-

tival. in the institution of which the very same figure had been used.

For in the night in which the children of Israel escaped out of Egypt,
f od said of the lamb which he commanded every house to eat and slav,

' It is the Lord's passover,' Exod. xii, 11 ; not meaning that it was the

action of the Lord passing over every house, but the token and pledge

of that action. It is admitted by all Christians, that there is such a

figure used in one part of the institution. When our Lord says, 'This

cup is the new covenant in mv blood,' none suppose him to mean the

2
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cup is the covenant, but all believe that he means to call it the memo-

rial, or the sign, or the seal of the covenant. If it be understood, that,

agreeably to the analogy of language, he uses a similar figure when he

says, 'This is my body,' and that he means nothing more than, 'This is

the sign of my body,' we are delivered from all the absurdities implied
in the literal interpretation, to which the Roman Catholics think it ne-

cessary to adhere. We give the words a more natural interpretation

than the Lutherans do, who consider, 'This is my body,' as intended to

express a proposition which is totally different, 'My body is with tliis;'

and we escape from the difficulties in which they are involved by their

forced interpretation.
"
Farther, by this method of interpretation, there is no ground left for

that adoration which the Church of Rome pays to the bread and wine ;

for they are only the signs of that whieli is believed to be absent. There

is no ground for accounting the Lord's Supper to the dishonour of ' the

High Priest of our profession,' a new sacrifice presented by an earthly

priest ;
for the bread and wine are only the memorials of that sacrifice

which was once offered on the cross. And, lastly, this interpretation

destroys the popish idea of a physical virtue in the Lord's Supper ; for

if the bread and wine are signs of what is absent, their use must be to

excite the remembrance of it
;
but this is a use which cannot possibly

exist with regard to any, but those whose minds are thereby put into a

proper frame
;
and therefore the Lord's Supper becomes, instead of a

charm, a mental exercise, and the efficacy of it arises not ex opere

operato, but ex opere operantis."

With much truth, this opinion falls short of the whole truth, and there-

fore it has been made the basis of that view of the Lord's Supper which

reduces it to a mere religious commemoration of the death of Christ,

with tills addition, that it has a natural Jitness to produce salutary emo-

tions, to possess our minds with religious reflections, and to strengthen
virtuous resolutions. Some divines of the Church of England, and the

Socinians generally, have adopted, and endeavoured to defend, this in-

terpretation.

The fourth opinion is that of the Reformed Churches, and was

taught with great success by Calvin. It has been thus well epitomized

by Dr. Hill :—
" He knew that former attempts to reconcile the systems of Luther

and Zuinglius had proved fruitless. But he saw the importance of unit-

ing Protestants upon a point, with respect to which they agreed in con-

demning the errors of the Church of Rome
;
and his zeal in renewing

the attempt was probably quickened by the sincere friendship which he

entertained for Melancthon, who was the successor of Luther, while he

himself had succeeded Zuinglius in conducting the reformation in Swit-

zerland He thought that the system of Zuinglius did not come up to

2
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the force of the expressions used in Scripture ; and, although he did not

approve of the manner in which the Lutherans explain these expressions,

it appeared to him that there was a sense in which the full significancy

of them might be preserved, and a great part of the Lutheran language

might continue to be used. As he agreed with Zuinglius, in thinking

that the bread and wine were the signs of the body and blood of Christ,

which were not locally present, he renounced both transubstantiation

and consubstantiation. He agreed farther with Zuinghus, in thinking
that the use of these signs, being a memorial of the sacrifice once offered

on the cross, was intended to produce a moral effect. But he taught,

that to all who remember the death of Christ in a proper manner, Christ,

by the use of these signs, is spiritually present,
—

present to their minds ;

and he considered this spiritual presence as giving a significancy, that

goes far beyond the Socinian sense, to these words of Paul :
' The cup

of blessing which we bless, is it not the communion of the blood of Christ ?

the bread which we break, is it not the communion of the bodv of Christ V

It is not the blessing pronounced which makes any change upon the

cup ;
but to all- who join with becoming affection in the thanksgiving

then uttered in the name of the congregation, Christ is spiritually pre-

sent, so that they may emphatically be said to partake, Koivuveiv, fiere.

xciv, of his body and blood
; because his body and blood being spiritually

present, convey the same nourishment to their souls, the same quicken-

ing to the spiritual life, as bread and wine do to the natural life. Hence
Calvin was led to connect the discourse in John vi, with the Lord's Sup-

per ; not in that literal sense which is agreeable to popish and Lutheran

ideas, as if the body of Christ was really eaten, and his blood really

drunk by any ;
but in a sense agreeable to the expression of our Lord

in the conclusion of that discourse,
' The words that I speak unto j-ou,

they are spirit and they are life ;' that is, when I say to you,
' Whoso

eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me and I in him ;

he sliall live by me, tor my flesh is meat indeed,' you are to understand

these words, not in a literal but in a spiritual sense. The spiritual sense

adopted by the Socinians is barely this, that the doctrine of Christ is

the food of the soul, by cherishing a life of virtue here, and the hope of

a glorious life hereafter. The Calvinists think, that into the full mean-

ing of the figure used in these words, there enter not merely the exhor.

tations and instructions which a belief of the Gospel afTords, but also

that union between Christ and his people which is the consequence of

faith, and that communication of grace and strength by which they are

quickened in well doing, and prepared for the discharge of every duty.
"
According to this system, the full benefit of the Lord's Supper is

peculiar to those who partake worthily. For while all who eat the

bread and drink the wine may be said to show the Lord's death, and

may also receive some devout impressions, they only to whom Jesus is

2
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spiritually present share in that spiritual nourishment which arises from

partaking of his body and blood. According to this system, eating and

drinking unworthily has a farther sense than enters into the Socinian

system ;
and it becomes the duty of every Christian to examine himself,

not only with regard to his knowledge, but also with regard to his

general conduct, before he eats of that bread and drinks of that cup.

It becomes also the duty of those who have the inspection of Christian

srcieties, to exclude from this ordinance persons, of whom there is

<?very reason to believe that they are strangers to the sentiments which

it presupposes, and without which none are prepared for holding that

communion with Jesus which it implies." {Theological Lectures.)

With this view the doctrine of the Church of England seems mainly
to agree, except that we may perhaps perceive in her services a few-

expressions somewhat favourable to the views of Luther and Melanc-

thon, whose authority had great weight with Archbishop Cranmer.

This, however, appears only in certain phrases; for the twenty-eighth

article declares with sufficient plainness, that " the body of Christ is

given, taken, and eaten in the Supper only after a heavenly and spiritual

manner ; and the mean whereby the body of Christ is received and

eaten in the Supper, is faith." "Some of our early English reformers,"

says Bishop Tomline, " were Lutherans, and consequently they were

at first disposed to lean toward consubstantiation ;
but they seem soon

^to have discovered their error, for in the articles of 15.52, it is expressly

said, ' A faithful man ought not either to believe or openly confess the

real and bodily. presence, as they term it, of Christ's flesh and blood in

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.' This part of the article was

omitted in 1562. probably with a view to give less offence to those who

maintained the corporal presence, and to comprehend as many as pos-

sible in the established Church." [Exposition of the Articles.) The

article as it now stands, and not particular expressions in the liturgy

must however be taken to be the opinion of the Church of England

upon this point, and it substantially agrees with the New Testament.

The SACRAMENTAL character of this ordinance is the first point to be

established, in order to a true conception of its nature and import. It

IS more than a commemorative rite, it is commemorative sacramentally ;

in other words, it is a commemorative sign and seal of the covenant of

our redemption.

The first proof of this may be deduced from our Lord's words used

III the institution of the ordinance : "This is my body, this is my blood."

are words which show a most intimate connection between the elements,

and that which was represented by them, the sacrificial offering of the

body and blood of Christ, as the price of our redemption ; they were

the signs of what was "given /or us," surrendered to death in our room

and stead, that we might ha ve the benefit of liberation from eternal

a
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death. Again,
" This is the New Testament," or covenant,

" in my
blood." The covenant itself was ratified by the blood of Christ, and it

is therefore called by St. Paul,
" the blood of the everlasting covenant ;"

and the cup had so intimate a connection with that covenant, as to

represent it and the means of its establishment, or of its acquiring

validity,
—the shedding of the blood of our Saviour. It is clear, there,

fore, that the rite of the Lord's Supper is a covenant rite, and conse.

quently a sacrament ;
a visible sign and seal on the part of Him who

made the covenant, that it was established in, and ratified by, the sacri-

ficial death of Christ.

As it bears this covenant or sacramental character on the part of the

Institutor, so also on the part of the recipients. They were all to eat

the bread in "remembrance" of Christ ;
in remembrance, certainly, of

his death in particular ; yet not as a mere historical event, but of his

death as sacrificial; and therefore the commemoration was to be on

their part an acknowledgment of tiie doctrine of the vicarious and pro-

pitiatory nature of the death of Christ, and an act. of faith in it. Then

as to the cup, they were commanded to drink of it, for a reason also

particularly given, "For this is my blood of the New Testament, which

is shed for many for the remission of sins :" the recognition, therefore,

implied in the act, was not merely that Christ's blood was shed
;
but

that it was shed as the blood of " the new covenant," and for " the

remission of sins ;" a recognition which could only take place in con-

sequence of " faith in his blood," as the blood of atonement. Again,

says St. Paul, as taught by the particular revelation he received as to

the Lord's Supper,
" For as often as ye eat this bread and drink this

cup, ye do show or publish the Lord's death until he come ;" which

publication of his death was not the mere declaration of the fact of " the

Lord's death," but of his death according to the apostolic doctrine, as

the true propitiation for sin, the benefits of which were to be received

by faith. Thus then we see in the Lord's Supper the visible token and

pledge of a covenant of mercy in the blood of Christ, exhibited by God

its author
;
and on the part of man a visible acknowledgment of this

covenant so ratified by the sacrificeof Christ, and an act of entire faith

in its truth and efficacy in order to the remission of sins, and the con-

ferring of all other spiritual benefits. As a sign, it exhibits, 1. Th3
infinite love of God, to the world, who gave "his only-begotten Son,

that whosoever believeth on him might not perish, but have everlasting

life." 2. The love of Christ, who " died the just for the unjust, that

he might bring us to God." 3. The extreme nature of his sufferings,

which were unto death. 4. The vicarious and sacrificial character of

that death, as a sin oflering and a propitiation ;
in virtue of which only,

a covenant of grace was entered into with man ny the offended God.

5. The benefits derived from it through believing, "remission of sins;"

3
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and the nourishment of the soul in spiritual life and vigour, by virtue of

a vital " communion" with Christ, so that it is advanced and perfected
in holiness, "until he come" to confer upon his disciples the covenanted

blessing of eternal life. As a seal it is a constant assurance, on the

part of God, of the continuance of this covenant of redemption in full

undiminished force from age to age ;
it is a pledge to every penitent

who believes in Christ, and receives this sacrament in profession of his

entire reliance upon the merits of Christ's passion for forgiveness, that

he is an object of merciful regard and acceptance; there is in it also,

as to every one who thus believes and is accepted, a constant exhibition

of Christ as the spiritual lood of the soul, to be received bv faith, that

he may grow thereby ; and a renew ed assurance of the bestowment of

the full grace of the new covenant, in the accomplishment of all its

promises, both in this life and in that which is to come. In every

celebration, the sign of all these gracious acts, provisions, and hopes, is

exhibited, and God condescends thus to repeat hispledges of faithfulness

and love to the Church of Christ, purchased by his blood. The mem-
hers of that Church, on the other hand, renew their acceptance of, and

reliance upon, the new covenant
; they publish their faith in Christ

;

they glory in his cross, his sacrificial though shameful death, as the

wisdom of God, and the power of God
; they feast upon the true pass-

over victim by their faith, and they do this with joy and thankssiring,

on account of a greater deliverance than tiiat of the Israelites from

Egypt, of which they are the subjects. It was this predominance of

thanksgiving in celebrating this hallowed rite, which at so early a

period of the Church attached to the Lord's Supper the title of "The

Eucharist."

We may conclude this view by a few general observations.

1. The very nature of the ordinance of the Lord's Supper excludes

from participating in it not only open unbelievers, but all who reject the

doctrine of the atonement made by the vicarious death of Christ for

" the remission of sins." Such persons have indeed tacitly acknow.

ledged this, by reducing the rite to a mere commemoration of the fact

of Christ's death, and of those virtues of humility, benevolence, and

patience, which his sufferings called forth. If, therefore, the Lord's

Supper be in truth much more than this; if it recognize the sacrificial

character of Christ's death, and the doctrine of" faith in his blood," as

Becessary to our salvation, this is " an altar of which they have no right

to e:it" who reject these doctrines
;
and from the Lord's table all such

persons ought to be repelled by ministers, whenever, from compliance
with custom, or other motives, they would approach it.

2. It is equally evident that when there is no evidence in persons of

true repentance for sin, and of desire for salvation, according to the

terms of the Gospel, they are disqualified from partaking at " the table

2
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cf the Lord." They eat and drink unworthily, and fall therefore into

" condemnation." The whole act is indeed on their part an act of bold

profanation or of hypocrisy ; they profess bv this act to repent, and

have no sorrow for sin ; they profess to seek deliverance from its guilt

and power, and yet remain willingly under its bondage; they profess to

trust in Christ's death for pardon, and are utterly unconcerned respect-

ing either ; they profess to feed upon Christ, and hunger and thirst after

nothing but the world; they place before themselves the sufterings of

Christ; but when they "look upon him whom they have pierced,"

they do not " mourn because of him," and they grossly offend the all-

present Majesty of heaven, by thus making light of Christ, and "griev-

ing the Holy Spirit."

3. It is a part of Christian discipline in every religious society to

prevent such persons from communicating with the Church. They are

expressly excluded by apostolic authority, as well as by the original

institution of this sacrament, which was confined to Christ's disciples ,

and ministers would "
partake of other men's sins," if knowingly they

were to admit to the Supper of the Lord those who in their spirit and

lives deny hira.

4. On the other hand, the table of the Lord is not to he surrounded

with superstitious terrors. All are welcome there who truly love Christ,

and all who sincerely desire to love, serve, and obey him. All truly

penitent persons ; all who feel the burden of their sins, and are willing

to renounce them; all who take Christ as the sole foundation of their

hope, and are ready to commit their eternal interests to the merits of his

sacrifice and intercession, are to be encouraged to " draw near with

faith, and to take this holy sacrament to their comfort." In it God

visibly exliibits and confirms his covenant to them, and he invites them

to become parties to it, by the act of their receiving the elements of

the sacrament in faith.

5. For the frequency of celebrating this ordinance we have no rule

in the New Testament. The early Christians observed it every Sab-

bath, and exclusion from it was considered a severe sentence of the

Church, when only temporary. The expression of the apostle,
" as

often as ye cat tliis bread," intimates that the practice of communion

was frequent ;
and perhaps the general custom in this country of a

monthly administration, will come up to the spirit of the ancient institu.

tion. That it was designed, like the passover, to be an annual celebra-

tion only, has no evidence from Scripture, and is contradicted by the

most ancient practice.

6. The habitual neglect of this ordinance by persons who profess a

true faith in Christ, is highly censurable. We speak not now of

Quakers and Mystics, who reject it altogether, in the face of the letter

of their Bibles
j
but of many who seldom or never communicate, princi-

2
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paUy from habits of inattention to an obligation which they do not pro
fess to deny. In this case a plain command of Christ is violated, though
not perhaps with direct intention

;
and the benefit of that singularly

affecting mean of grace is lost, in which our Saviour renews to us the

pledges of liis love, repeats the promises of his covenant, and calls for

invigorated exercises of our faith, only to feed us the more richly with

the bread that comes down from heaven. If a peculiar condemnation

falls upon them who partake
"
unworthily," then a pecuhar blessing

must follow from partaking worthily ; and it therefore becomes the duty
of every minister to explain the obligation, and to show the advantages
of this sacrament, and earnestly to enforce its regular observance upon
all those who give satisfactory evidence of "

repentance toward God,
and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ."
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tian implied salvation. ii. 311

, object of ii. 335

, Scripture evidence of, ex-

amined ii. 347

, three kinds of ii- 370

,
unconditional ii. 326

unto faith ii- 351

Ellis, John, D. D., on good and evil. i.
_8

on the Supreme Being i. 272

Emanuel a title of Christ i. 514

'Efi-poaBtv explained i. 477

Endiir, witch of i- 160

England, Church of, on the hypostar
tical union

._

- - .
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617

on original sin- - ii. 47

. on procession of

the Holy Ghost i- 62S

Epictetus, allusion of, to Christ i- 122

on Jewish Baptism ii. 631

Eiiictireans,
their doctrines i. 48

denied immortality .... . i. 53

Episcopacy a primitive and useful in-
_

stitution ii- 583

of the English Church. . ii. 584

(See Bishop.)

Episcopius on moral agency i. 35

on the Son of God i. 557

Ershiue, Thomas, Esq., his iilustror
_

tion of the atonement i. 219

Evangelists, the four, character of . . i. 120

, the office of ii. 675
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Evidence of Revelation,

, Collateral, of the Gospels . . i. 117
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of the Pentateuch i. 108
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of the Scriptures

generally j-
204

, External, miracles i- 70

, , prophecy i 86

, /iirfirerf, from necessity. -. L 9

, ,
from evils of pre-

sent state i. 12

, , from weakness of

reason
f.

16

, Internal i. 88

Evil, natural principle of
_i.

48

, origin of u. 33

, present, overruled for good. . . ii. 208

,
various theories of } 428

Exceptions to moral rules unsafe . . . u. 475

Excommunication, nature of ii- 574

Faber, Eev- G. S., his argument on

the Pentateuch i. 127

on expiatory sacrifices ii. 206

Faith a law i- 455

defined ;i-
243

,
erroneous views upon ii. 250

imputed for righteousness . . . . ii. 234

, justifying
U- 245

, meaning of, in Hebrews xi. .. ii. 179

not contrary to reason i. 105

not' simple intellectual belief. . ii. 259

Fall of man, the account of, not alle-
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gorical
ii- 20

, mythological references

to '...-ii- 28
reasonable ii- 24

,
various \iews upon. . . - ii- 43

Falsehood a characteristic of heathen

nations }•
68

Family Prayer, importance of ii. 496

Farmer, Hugh, D. D.. on Egyptian
enchantments i- 171

Fatalism, jiernicious effects of i. 49

Fathers, opinion of several, on Son of

God i- 501

, testimony of, to imcorrupted-
ness of the Scriptures i. 141

Fear of God a duty ii. 485

Fire an object of adoration among
the Persians i. 40

Flood, the- See Deluge.
Ploralia. the, a shameful festival of

the Romans i- 60

Fontenellc, M- de, his "History of

Oracles
" noticed !• 165

Forehtmcledge of Qod i- 375

fiirther exa-

mined ii. 357

no foundation

for Calvinism • "• *29

Forgiveness of sin. See Justification.

Form of God, the phrase i- 614

Forms of prayer. See Liturgies.

Free-agents, actions of, not divinely

determined ^'
^34

French churches, creed of li- 408

revolution alluded to
•

. . ii- 569

Galen, his hymn of praise to God al-

luded to > 299
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, writers of
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God ii. 560
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the imputation of faith U. 239

Guise, John, D. D., ou the term
"Spirit of Holiness" i. 548

Hales, William, D. D., on the divid-
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ou the enchantments of Egypt i. 158
on the Jews i. igg
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ness of reason i. 273

on justification j. 230
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of the Scriptures i. 134

on divinity of Christ i. 601

on existence of God i. 281

on holiness of God i. 439

Eorslcy, Bisliop, on the keys of Peter ii. 602

on the character of Christ. . i. 497
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Howe, Rev. John, on existence of

God i. 281

on wisdom of God !• 286
on original sin ii- 81

Hume, David. Esq., his argument on
miracles i. 79

, bis belief i. 237

, moral character of i. 227
—' on cause and effect i- 277

ffusbands and wives, mutual duties

of ii. 548

Hutchinson, Francis, D. 1)., on moral

obligation i. 68

H^/postaiic union i- 616
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Idolatry, origin of i. 23

of the Jews, prophecies con-

cerning
i. 185

It?, Iv, whence derived i- 355

lynatim on the duty of a bishop. . . . ii* 580

YXaufioc;, meaning of. ii. 113
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tation of faith U. 239
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the doctrine i- 343
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Im^atntion, nature of ii- 241

of Adam's sin ii- 231

of Christ's righteousness, ii. 215

of faith for righteousness ii. 234
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Infanticide among the heathen i. 56
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damnation of, a horrible

doctrine ,.
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salvation of, sure ii. 57

, salvation of, further consi-
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fied i- 239

Isaiah, his proj)hetic character I 199
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the vision of, illustrates the

Trinity i. 471

Jacksim, Thomas, I). D., on incom-

prehensibility of God i. 371

Jacob and Esau, condition of ii. 313

Jamicsoti, Professor, quoted, on geo-

logy i. 247

on the term. Angel of the

Lord i. 489

on the word Memra i. 566

Jehovah, import of the name i. 467
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the Angel of i. 502

a title of Christ i. 505

Jehovah Jireh, import of i. 506

Jenhim, Robert, 1). D., on free-will. . ii. 32
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falsehood i- 200

Jerome, his catalogue of the Scrip-
tures i- 135

on St. John's Gospel i. 573
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JeKel, John, D. D., on the Holy Spirit i. 211
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, dispersion of i. 187
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election of, considered ii. 310
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influence of, on other nations, i. 32
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Job, importance of the .Book of i. 63

, expiatory sacrifices familiar to. ii. 158
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, object of his Gospel i. 574

Jones, Sir" William, on prophecy .... i. 178

on tlie Institutes of Menu . . . . i. 35

on Zoroaster i. 40

Joeephus, his enumeration of sacred

books i. 110—-—
-, tradition of the deluge quo-

ted by i. 37

Judgment, future and general i. 441
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of God ii- 89
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ii- 560

Justification by faith ii- 246

, concomitants of ii. 266

defined U- 212

, harmony of Paul and

John on ii- 256
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bow accomplished ii. 207
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, right to ii
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first parents ii. 43

,
on infant baptism ii. 045

Pelficanm, quotod, on faith ii. 239
lhia7ice, a Popish sacrament ii. 608

in the primitive Church. . . . ii. 604
Penn, Gran\ille, Esq., on compara-

tive insignificance of man i. 244
, criticism of, on Genesis i, 4. . i. 254
on theories of geology 1. 259

P^ntatmch, authenticity of i. 110
Pentecost, miracles of, well attested. . i. 130

Perfection of unfalleu man ii. 33

Peripatetics denied immortality i. 53
Persian religion, reform in i. 32
Pbrson, definition of the term i. 449
Prtrobrustiians described ii. 049
PhantatriaMce, tenets of the i. 616
Pharaoh, reprobation of ii. 316
Philo, doctrines of i. 571

Philosophy, contrast between, and
revelation i. 241

, little influence of i. 17

Pierre, Rev. Joseph, on eternity of

Chi-ist i. 579
Piscator, John, on imputed righteous-

ness ii. 218
Fiato, accordance of, with the Scrip-

tures i. 25
believed in eternity of matter, i. 21
on Divine providence i. 49
on immutability of God i. ,400
on origin of law i. 26
on suicide ii. 534

,
views of. on "

Logos
"

i. 564

I^iuij alludes to Moses i. 109
denies immortality i. 53
refers to Christ i. 122

, testimony of, to Trajan i. 233
P/iitarck on fornication i. 58

on origin of evil i. 48
, .ews of, derived from tra-

ditions of the full i. 28
Px^ock, Edward, D. D., on eternity

of Son of God i. 636

Jhliftjamt/, evils of. ii. 544
Rtofe, Matthew, on the apostates
mentioned in Hebrews ii. 297

on Christ's dying for those that

perish ii. 293
on the term "Spirit of holi-

ness" i. 518

P)rphi/ri/ acknowledges truth of the
New-Testamcut history i. 124

on the prophecies of Daniel i. 195

Portcus, Bishop, on ancient slavery, i. 56
P)tter, parable of the ii. 319

Prayrr addressed to one or other of
tlie persons in the Godhead i. 475

a great benefit of the atone-
ment ii. 457

ejaculatory ii. 494
for others efficacious ii. 49S
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Phayer, family U. 495

, forms of ii. oOl

, God's purposes changed by. ii. 492

implies praise ii- oU7

,
uature of U. 487

opposed to predestination. . . ii. 493

, private ii. 495

, public ,

U. 499

reasonable ii. 488

Pi-e-da,nn*itiijn ii. 392

JF^eclK'itination defined ii 358

, opinion of the ancient

Church upon ii. 389

(See Ehctioit.)

Pre-fxisleuce of Christ, the docti'ine

of, considered i. 476

Prednjtcrs, in the Church, the same
order as bishops ii- 575

iu the Jewish synagogues, ii. 578

Price, Richard, D. D., on moral obli-

gation i. 68

Prideaux, Dean, his account of the

sybilline verses, &c i. 38

Pfit-itfei/, Joseph, LL.D., on the doc-

ti'ine of the Ti-inity i. 457

on the death of Christ ii. 108
on the term. Angel of the

Lord i. 505
on the title Jehovah, given

to Christ i. 506
un the "

Logos of Fhilo". . i. 569

Primntr, otfice of. in the Church . . . ii. 580

PruJiiition, no future i. 212

Pr'ifrj).'<ifi, supiH'sed of the Sabbath. . ii. 579

Pnqicriij, a Uiitund right to ii. 529

Prophn-t/ an external evidence of

^ revelation i. 89

compared with miracles . . i. 89

, double sense of . ; i. 180

. grand scheme of i. 176

, none have failed i. 198

, objections to, answered., i. 194

Prophrts, character of the i. 197

, significant actions of i. 203

in the Christian Church. . . ii. 575

. false i. 197

PropitintloH, meaning of the term . . ii. 113

Pocid'-ncp. dt-nied by polytheism. . i- 49

, extent of i. 266

Ptnmmiii, the tomb of. described... i. 36

Ptjftudorf on origin of law i. 28

P'lnishmrut, future, reasonable i. 210

righteous and necessary, ii. 90

Pythaijorns on providence i. 49
'

. miracles attributed to. . i. 168

Python, of the Greek mythology, de-

scribed i. 37

Quakers sentiments of, on baptism, ii. 613

Quinctilum, his misery on account of

Improper views of Divine justice. . i. 443

Rnhyb, nature of Ker faith ii. 197

Katnidt/, the Chevalier, his theory on

foreknowledge of Go^ i. 376

Randofph, Thomas. D.D., on the law
^

ordained by angels i. 504
on the term. Angel of the

Lord i. 489

on the term God i. 513
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Reason^ feebleness of i. 15

, proper use of, in religion. . . i. 95

RebeUion of 1G88, in England, justi-
fiable ii. 569

Reconciliation of God considered. . . . ii. 117

Redemption coextensive with the fallii. 87
shows God's goodness. . i. 412
shows God's righteous-

ness ii. 131

universid ii. 285

Red Sea, miracle of crossing i. 148

Rf/orm, all, based on Christianity. . ii. 474

Reformation, unaided, impossible... i. 215

Regeneration defined ii. 254, 267

,
how connected with

sauctification ii. 455

Reid, Thomas, D. D., on cause and
effect i. 278

on laws of nature i. 279
on laws of matter i. 352

Reli^on coeval with man i. 20

,
common origin of i. 27

,
external ii. 487

, Magian and Persian i. 32

of the Hindoos i. 52

, unity of Patriarchal, Leviti-

cal, and Christian ii. 606

Remonstrants, on justification ii. 247

. on original sin ii. 47

Rennel on immateriality i. 351

Repentance, alone, will not secure

pardon i- 215 ; ii. 96

, nature of ii. 98

Reifurrection of Christ i. 151
of the body ii. 460

objections to, answered . ii. 466

, theory of, an incorrupti-
ble germ ii- 464

Revelation defined i. 71

enlightens reason i. 103

given to Adam i. 28—
., nece-^sity of, acknowledged i. 44

, presumptive character of. i. 62

, why not given to all .... ii. 209

(See Eridence.)

Revenge regarded a virtue by the hea-

then i. 57

Richardson, Henry, Esq., remarks of,

on Zoroaster i. 247

, Robert, M.D., on ancient

Egypt i. 2u2
.

,

" on the Zo-

diac of Denilera i. 247

/fitfjc/cy, Mr-.onimiiiutaMlityofGod i. 402
on the sacraments ii. 612

Ili(]ht and wTong, distinction between ii. 478

Rights of man ii- 529

Jiighteoiisneaa, how displayed in justi-

fication ii. 131

, meaning of the term . ii. 236

(See JiiMtificntion)

RMusrm. Rnliert, nn ancient custom

of bnj>tizins; naked
._

ii. 650

Bomnns murdered men in their pas-

times |-
56

, power of parents among:. . . ii. 554

Some, when Christianity was esta-

blished at i- 233

Borne, the Cliiirch of, alluded to in
_

Thessaloniaus '• 161
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Rome, the Church of, pretended mira-

cles of i. 169
—

; rejects decisions

of the four General Councils U. 597
.-.

,
views of, on jus-

tification U. 250
. —

; on the eucharistii. 662
~-

, on sacraments . ii. 608

,
on the unity of

the Church ii. 586
Mosenviuller on primitive days i. 2i9

ou divinity of Christ. . . i. 581
on the term Losros 1. 562

^otwffeau, Jean Jacques, his diaracter i. 227

, his eulogium on Christ. . . i. 227
on moral induence of Chris-

tianity i. 34

Sabbatai Sevi, a false Christ, account
of i. 164

Sif>bath changed to first day ii. 511
—

,
how to observe it ii. 520
instituted at the creation . . . ii. 514

, rules regarding its sanctifi-

cation noticed ii. 522
Sjlteilianutm noticed i. 627

Sabiani^7i corrupted the old religion
of Persia i. 40

refuted by the Book of Job i. 63

JSxcramcnts, meaning of the word. . . ii. 60fi

, number of ii. 606

, incorrect views of ii. 608

, true view of ii. 611

(See Baptijtm and Lord's Supper.)
Sacrifice of Abel typical of Christ. . . ii. 159

Sacrifices, ante-Mosaic, expiatory. .. ii. 171

, human, common among
the heathen i. 60

of the law expiatory i. 151

, origin of i. 201

typical of Christ i. 159

, universality of i. 26
were not mere fines ii. 154

Salvation^ import of the term ii. 208
otfered to all ii. 284

Samaritan f^ntatettch, description of i. 110

, books contained
in i. 136

^nctijicatioii, etitire, promised ii. 450

-, marks of ii. 452

,
time of attain-

ing ii. 455
Satan, signification of the term ii. 38

(See Dcrif.)

Satigfaction to DiWnc justice made by
death of Christ ii. 107

exphiined fully ii. 138
, theory of Baxter ii. 412

Sauasure^ M., on insignificance of
man i. 243

oc rival sects of geology . . i. 252
on veracity of the Mosaic

chronology i. 247

Sceptre of Judoh, prophecy concern-

ing i. 184

Schortqfni on the phrase, "Spirit of
holiness

"
i. 548

Scientia Mfdin, absunlity of ii. 430
Scotch Chiirrh, crec<l of ii. 407

Scott, Rev. Dr., on prayer ii. 507
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Scotty Rev. Tliomas, on election . . . . ii. 295

on God the author of sin .....' i. 429
on the apostates ii. 295
on witness of the Spirit ii. 272

Scriptures, the, antiquity of -. . i. 105

, authenticity of i. 108

,
collateral evidence of

their truth i. 94

, defended from charge
of indelicacy i. 239

, double sense of some

parts of i. 180

, external evidence of

their truth i. 70

,
internal evidence of

theirtmth i. 88

, harmony of i. 224

, manuscripts of i. 138

, morality of i. 225

, style of i. 230

, uncorrupted preserva-
tion of i. 134

, value of, apart from

inspiration i. 33

, versions of i. 137

, writers of, impartial . i. 227
Seneca believed matter eternal i. 47

condemned gladiatorial com-
bats i. 56

, his ideas of futurity i. 52
on the omniscience of God . . i. 373
on tendency of man to e^il. . ii. 65

&ptnaffint, history of the i. 110

, when translated from the

Hebrew i. 127

S^rpenty agency of, in first tempta-
tion ii. 25

, curse inflicted upon ii. 39

, curse of, fully explained. . . . ii. 191

, traditions concerning i. 36
.S5T(yi;if and ma?;ter, relation between ii. 556
5Aarft/ai', Talmudists' explanation of. i. 411

Shaftesbury, Earl of, on moral obliga-
tion i. 68

, his moral character . . . i. 227
on rewards and pimish-

ments i. 237

Shechinah, presence of, in the taber-

nacle i. 486
Sherlock, Thomas, D. D., on the first

promise of a Messiah ii. 40

, William, D. D., on import-
ance of the doctrine of a Trinity. . i. 462

Shihh, prophecy concerning i. 184

Shtjre, Dr. John, on the Hindoos . .. i. 59

Simpson, David, on prophecy i. 193
Sin considered as a debt ii. 129

, its nature ii. 78

, original ii. 3, 43

the cause of Christ's sufferings, ii. 108

, universal tendency to ii. 65—
, unpardonable, the ii. 371

Sitiffing a necessary part of wor-

ship ii. 507

(Slavery among the Greeks described, i. 56

among the Hebrews ii. 530

, ofTects of Christianity upon. i. 235
inconsistent withChristianityii. 531

Smith, John Pye, D. D., on the aposto-
lic benediction i. 606
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(Sbit'^, Jolin Pye, D. D., on the Jew-
ish benediction i. 470

on, "express image of his per-
son "

i. 550
on the Logos of Philo ii. 570

SocinianUm a system of idolatry. . . . i. 453

, en-ors of i. 457
not sustained by primi-

tive Church i. 626

, views of, on the death of

Christ u. 102
— —-- on repentance ii. 96

SocrateSy character of i. 374

,
his doubts i. 12

, Rousseau's contrast of, with
Christ i. 227

on omniscience of God .... i. 374
on origin of law i. 25

Son of God, import of the title i. 528

, rightly understood by
the Jews i. 545

, Scripture testimony con-

cerning i. 473

, testimony of the fathers

upon i. 501

, why this title is prefera-
ble to Logos i. 572

Sonship, eternal, of Christ i. 538

, objections to, considered. . . i. 564

Sou!, the, immateriality of i. 345
•

, immortality of 1. 51

, individuality of, denied... i. 21

, received into blessedness at

death ii. 458

, transmigration of i. 50

, traduction of ii. 82

Sovereiffnti/ of God ii. 343
^^ &mce, idea of i. 335

Sphwztj, Benedict, absurd definition
of a miracle by i. 74

, antidote to his theory fur-

nished by Hume i. 277

Spirit, witness of the. See Holy
Spirit.

Spirits, communion of i. 162

, evil, their power 1. 174

Spirituality of God defined i. 343

Sprinkling^ baptism by, in primitive
Church ii. 649

, import of term "bap-
tize

"
ii. 650

backhouse, Thomas, on publicity of

miracles i. 130

Stanhope, George, D, D., on Son of

God i. 549

^icart, Dugald, on cause and effect i. 276

, quoted, on mental philoso-

phy i. 277

. on matter and mind i. 352

StiUinfffcft, Edward, D. D., quoted,
on ancient philosophy i. 47

— on moral agency ii. 32

on worship of the primi-
tive Christians ii. 518

on wrath of God ii. 116

Sioch, Bishop, on "Everlasting Fa-

ther*' i. 578

J^StoicK, their notions on Providence. . i. 49

on the evil of lying i. 59
on the future . . i. 39
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Strnho, his allusion to Moses
_i.

108

Sublapearifini^m ii. 393

Sttbmi^mon to God a duty ii- 480

Succession, apostolic, argument for,

considered ii. 582

Siietonim, his reference to Christ. . . . i. 122

Suicide always sinful ii- 534

Sumner, Bishop, on heathen notion

of omnipresence i. 365
on works of God, connected i. 419

Superstition, origin of i- 43

Sitpralapsariauimn ii- 391

Syhilline verses i- 38

Synagogues, government of ii. 578

, Scriptures read in i. 137

Tabernacle, services in the i. 486

,
these senices typical . . . ii. 161

Tncitjis alludes to treatment of slaves i. 56
alludes to Christ i- 122

to Moses i. 109

, his account of Christianity . i. 109

Thrgums, th/; adopt the use of tlie

term Logos ,
i. 564

, origin of i. 564

Taylo?; Bishop, on justice of God. . . i- 395

on justification ii. 253

on teachings of Christ i. 230

, Charles, quoted, on baptism, ii. 631

, Dr. John, on "Angel of the

Lord"
.._.

i. 485

,

" on original state

of man ii- 11

,

" on the penalty of

death ii. 50

,

' '

theory of, on justi-

fication ii- 266

Temple of Solomon, moral effect of. . i. 30

Temptation, design of permitting. . . i. 166
is never irresistible i. 167

7V/-e»w. lax views of, on foniieation. i. 58

Tertullian charges heathen writers

with borrowing from the Bible . . . i. 34

on baptism ii. 645
on Christ, the angel Jeho-

vah i- 501
on faith ii. 236
on progress of Christianity i. 233
on sprinkling and immer-

sion ii. 649

Testimony, elements of good i. 142
of ancient writers for the

Bible i. 103

Theft, ancient laws against i. 58
common among the heathen . i- 58

Thcophilus, of Antioch, on Son of

.
God i. 502

Thessalonians, Epistle
to i. 132

Tillotson, Archbishop, on mercy of

God i. 435

, views of, on justification. . ii. 253

Tomlinc, Bishop, on episcopacy ii- 585

on Christ a Son over liis own
house i. 551

on faith ii- 200

on the Lord's supper ii. 662

on predestination ii- 889

on presei'vation of the Scrip-
tm"es i- 138

Traditions, various, traced to isia. . i- 2P
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Tranwibstantiatum ii. 6tJ^

Trent, Council of, on justification . . . ii. 251
. on the sacraments, ii. 609

Trinity, doctrine of the i. 447

, folly of attempting to
exjilain

i. 448

, importance of the doctrine .
' 452

, practical etiects of denying, i. 459

, Scriptural proof of i. 466

TypeSf leadin^r properties of i. 181

not imderstood when given. . . •. 183

Unhdiff, ^ilt of i. 456

Unity of God consistent with the

Trinity i. 474
of the Church ii. 586

Usher, Archbishop, on witness of the

Spirit
ii. 282

Van Mildert, Bishop, quoted, on the

reason of men i- 97

on miracles i- 75
' on necessity of revela-

tion i. 273

Vandoig, Church of, not believers in

predestination ii. 407

Vedhis BAUo, his cruelty to slaves. . i. 56

Veysie, Rev. Mr., on figurative lan-

guage of Scripture ii. 167

VirgU considered doctrine of a future

state a fable . i. 54

, providence acknowledged in

the ^neid, considered i. 49

Virtue difficult to attain ii. 66

in the unregenerate ii. 83

-.
,
nature of ii. 478

Vitrivga on evidence of prophecy . . . i. 88

Voltaire^ character of i. 227

,
his views on prophecy i. 199

on account of creation .... i. 252
•

, quoted, on miracles i. 75

Wall, William, B. D
,
on baptism . . i. 637

on custom of baptizing naked, ii. 649

Warhnrton, Bishop, on heathen mys-
teries i. 67

on moral obligation i. 69
on significant actions of

Jewish prophets i. 203

Watfrland, Daniel, D. D., on the

Trinity i. 464
on import of the word God i. 511

Watson^ Bishop, his reply t^ Paine. . i. 109
on Babylon i. 194
on heatben oracles i, 175

Watts, Dr. Isaac, on original stat« of

man ii. 15
on imputation of Adam's sin

to posterity ii. 53

Wesley, Rev. John, quoted, on cha-
racter of Adam ii. 16

. on condition of the heathen . ii. 446
on faith ii. 247
on imputation of ri-rhteous-

ness ii. 216

Wesley, Rev.

tion,

John, on justified-
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215
- on law and will of God ii. 4
- on moral teachings

of Christ i. 230
on nature of death ii. 50

- on origin of evil i. 429
- on passions of God i. 392

on sovereignty of God ii. 443
- on wisdom of God i. 410
- on witness of the Spirit ii. 271

. . ..

2gg
535
572
570

482

on witness of our own spirits ii.

Whately, Archbishop, on suicide. . . . ii.

'Whitaker, Rev. John, on Arianism. . i.

on the Logos of Philo .... i.

on the pre-existence of

Christ i.

Whitby, Daniel, D. D., on titles of

Christ i. 525

on justification ii- 260

Wilkius, Bishop, on omnipotence of

God
- on omniscience of God .... i.

- on unitv of God i.

Will of Hod, remarks upon ii.

revealed and secret , . . . ii.

Will of man, depravity of ii.

, freedom of ii.

, its power under grace, ii.

, nature of ii.

363
371
338
304
305
77

304
435
31

.

, theory of strongest mo-
tives ii. 439

Windttm, a title of Christ i. 535
of God, how displayed .... i. 405

Witsivs, Herman, D. D., on the Holy
Spirit i. 638

on the Trinity i. 454

Wii*(7ie*«, four circumstances of a ^ood i. 142

of the Spirit. See Holy
Spirit

Wollaston^ William, on Divine unity i. 338

WomacJc, Bishop, his Arcana Dognia-
tum quoted ii. 387

Wm/frtH, condition of, among heathen i. 235

Word, the, a title of Christ i. 562

World, extent of the term in Scrip-
ture ii. 290

Worship, design of. U. 501

in families ii. 495

paid to Christ i- 588

, public ii. 499

, supreme and inferior i. 609

Wrath, vessels of ii. 321

Wrath of God defined ii- 116

,
ex-istence of, denied

by Socinianism ii- 115

Xen(yphon on origin of law i. 25

Zaleticva, act of, illustrative of atone-

ment i. 219; ii. 1.^5

Zendavesta, the, accoimt of i. 39

Zoroaster, success of i- 40

,
whence he obtained his

views i. 247

THE END.
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